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LONG SERVICE LEAVE—
Standard Provisions—
(As Consolidated at a Hearing before the Commission in
Court Session on 15 December 1977)*
1.—Right to Leave.
A worker shall, as herein provided, be entitled to leave
with pay in respect of long service.
2.—Long Service.
(1) The long service which shall entitle a worker to such
leave shall, subject as herein provided, be continuous service
with one and the same employer.
(2) Such service shall include service prior to the 1st day
of April 1958, if it continued until such time but only to the
extent of the last 20 completed years of continuous service.
(3) (a) Where a business has, whether before or after the
coming into operation hereof, been transmitted from an
employer (herein called "the transmittor") to another
employer (herein called "the transmittee") and a worker
who at the time of such transmission was an employee of
the transmittor in that business becomes an employee of the
transmittee the period of the continuous service which the
worker has had with the transmittor, (including any such
service with any prior transmittor shall be deemed to be
service of the worker with the transmittee.
(b) In this subclause "transmission" includes transfer,
conveyance, assignment or succession whether voluntary or
by agreement or by operation of law and "transmitted" has
a corresponding meaning.
(4) Where, over a continuous period, a worker has been
employed by two or more companies each of which is a
related company within the meaning of section 6 of the
Companies Act 1961 the period of the continuous service
which the worker has had with each of those companies shall
be deemed to be service of the worker with the company by
whom he is last employed.
Section 6 reads—
(1) For the purposes of this Act, a corporation shall,
subject to the provisions of subsection (3) of this

section, be deemed to be a subsidiary of another
corporation, if,
(a) that other corporation—
(i) controls the composition of the board of
directors of the first mentioned corporation;
(ii) controls more than half of the voting
power in the first mentioned corporation; or
(iii) holds more than half of the issued share
capital of the first mentioned corporation excluding any part thereof which
carries no right to participate beyond a
specified amount in a distribution of
either profits or capital; or
(b) the first mentioned corporation is a subsidiary of any corporation which is that other
corporation's subsidiary.
(2) For the purpose of subsection (1) of this section,
the composition of a corporation's board of directors
shall be deemed to be controlled by another corporation
if that other corporation by the exercise of some power
exercisable by it without the consent or concurrence of
any other person can appoint or remove all or a
majority of the directors; and for the purposes of this
provision that other corporation shall be deemed to
have power to make such an appointment if—
(a) a person cannot be appointed as a director
without the exercise in his favour by that
other corporation of such power; or
(b) a person's appointment as a director follows
necessarily from his being a director or other
officer of that other corporation.
(3) In determining whether one corporation is
subsidiary of another corporation—
(a) any shares held or power exercisable by that
other corporation in a fiduciary capacity shall
be treated as not held or exercisable by it;
(b) subject to paragraphs (c) and (d) of this
subsection, any shares held or power exercisable—
(i) by any person as a nominee for that
other corporation (except where that

other corporation is concerned only in
a fiduciary capacity); or
(ii) by, or by a nominee for, a subsidiary of
that other corporation, not being a
subsidiary which is concerned only in a
fiduciary capacity,
shall be treated as held or exercisable by that
other corporation;
(c) any shares held or power exercisable by any
person by virtue of the provisions of any
debentures of the first mentioned corporation
or of a trust deed for securing any issue of
such debentures shall be disregarded; and
(d) any shares held or power exercisable by, or
by a nominee for, that other corporation or its
subsidiary (not being held or exercisable as
mentioned in paragraph (c) of this subsection) shall be treated as not held or exercisable by that other corporation if the ordinary
business of that other corporation or its
subsidiary, as the case may be, includes the
lending of money and the shares are held or
power is so exercisable by way of security
only for the purposes of a transaction entered
into in the ordinary course of that business.
(4) A reference in this Act to the holding company
of a company or other corporation shall be read as a
reference to a corporation of which that last mentioned
company or corporation is a subsidiary.
(5) Where a corporation—
(a) is the holding company of another corporation;
(b) is a subsidiary of another corporation;
(c) is a subsidiary of the holding company of
another corporation,
that first mentioned corporation and that other corporation shall for the purposes of this Act be deemed to be
related to each other.
(5) Such service shall include—
(a) any period of absence from duty on any annual
leave or long service leave;
(b) any period of absence from duty necessitated by
sickness of or injury to the worker but only to the
extent of 15 working days in any year of his
employment;
(c) any period following any termination of the
employment by the employer if such termination
has been made merely with the intention of
avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of long
service leave or obligations under any award in
respect of annual leave;
(d) any period during which the service of the worker
was or is interrupted by service—
(i) as a member of the Naval, Military or Air
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia
other than as a member of the British
Commonwealth Occupation Forces in Japan
and other than as a member of the Permanent
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia
except in the circumstances referred to in
section 31 (2) of the Defence Act 1903-1956,
and except in Korea or Malaya after 26 June
1950;
(ii) as a member of the Civil Construction Corps
established under the National Security Act
1939-1946;
(iii) in any of the Armed Forces under the
National Service Act 1951 (as amended).
Provided that the worker as soon as reasonably practicable on the completion of any such service resumed or
resumes employment with the employer by whom he was
employed immediately before the commencement of such
service.

(6) Service shall be deemed to be continuous notwithstanding—
(a) the transmission of a business as referred to in
paragraph (3) of this subclause;
(b) the employment with related companies as referred to in paragraph (4) of this subclause;
(c) any interruption of a class referred to in paragraph
(5) of this subclause;
(d) any absence from duty authorised by the employer;
(e) any standing down of a worker in accordance with
the provisions of an award, industrial agreement,
order or determination under either Commonwealth or State law;
(f) any absence from duty arising directly or indirectly from an industrial dispute if the worker
returns to work in accordance with the terms of
settlement of the dispute;
(g) any termination of the employment by the
employer on any ground other than slackness of
trade if the worker be re-employed by the same
employer within a period not exceeding two
months from the date of such termination;
(h) any termination of the employment by the
employer on the ground of slackness of trade if the
worker is re-employed by the same employer
within a period not exceeding six months from the
date of such termination;
(i) any reasonable absence of the worker on legitimate union business in respect of which he has
requested and been refused leave;
(j) any absence from duty after the coming into
operation of this clause by reason of any cause not
specified in this clause unless the employer,
during the absence or within 14 days of the
termination of the absence notifies the worker in
writing that such absence will be regarded as
having broken the continuity of service, which
notice may be given by delivery to the worker
personally or by posting it by registered mail to
his last recorded address, in which case it shall be
deemed to have reached him in due course of post.
Provided that the period of absence from duty or the
period of any interruption referred to in placita (d) to (j)
inclusive of this paragraph shall not (except as set out in
paragraph (5) of this subclause) count as service.
3.—-Period of Leave.
(1) The leave to which a worker shall be entitled or
deemed to be entitled shall be as provided in this
subclause:—
(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (5) and (6) of
this subclause:
Where a worker has completed at least 15 years' service
the amount of leave shall be—
(a) in respect of 15 years' service so completed—
13 weeks' leave;
(b) in respect of each 10 years' service completed
after such 15 years—eight and two-thirds weeks'
leave;
(c) on the termination of the worker's employment—
(i) by his death;
(ii) in any circumstances otherwise than by his
employer for serious misconduct;
in respect of the number of years' service with the
employer completed since he last became entitled
to an amount of long service leave, a proportionate
amount on the basis of 13 weeks for 15 years'
service.
(3) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (6) of this
subclause, where a worker has completed at least 10 years'
service but less than 15 years' service since its commencement and his employment is terminated—
(i) by his death; or
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(ii) in any circumstances, otherwise than by his
employer for serious misconduct;
the amount of leave shall be such proportion of 13 weeks'
leave as the number of completed years of such service bears
to 15 years.
(4) In the cases to which paragraphs (2) (c) and (3) of this
subclause apply the worker shall be deemed to have been
entitled to and to have commenced leave immediately prior
to such termination.
(5) A worker whose service with an employer commenced
before 1 October 1964, and whose service would entitle him
to long service leave under this clause shall be entitled to
leave calculated on the following basis:—
(a) For each completed year of service commencing
before 1 October 1964, an amount of leave
calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for
20 years' service and
(b) for each completed year of service commencing
on or after 1 October 1964, an amount of leave
calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for
15 years' service.
Provided that such worker shall not be entitled to long
service leave until his completed years of service entitle him
to the amount of long service leave prescribed in either
paragraph (2) (a) or paragraph (2) (b) of this subclause as
the case may be.
(6) A worker to whom paragraphs (2) (c) and (3) of this
subclause apply whose service with an employer commenced before 1 October 1964, shall be entitled to an
amount of long service leave calculated on the following
basis:
(a) For each completed year of service commencing
before 1 October 1964, an amount of leave
calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for
20 years' service; and
(b) for each completed year of service commencing
on or after 1 October 1964, an amount of leave
calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for
15 years' service.
4.—Payment for Period of Leave.
(1) A worker shall, subject to paragraph (3) of this
subclause, be entitled to be paid or each week of leave to
which he has become entitled or is deemed to have become
entitled the rate of pay applicable to him at the date he
commences such leave.
(2) Such rate of pay shall be the rate applicable to him
for the standard weekly hours which are prescribed by this
award (or agreement), but in the case of casuals and
part-time workers shall be the rate for the number of hours
usually worked up to but not exceeding the prescribed
standard.
(3) Where by agreement between the employer and the
worker the commencement of the leave to which the worker
is entitled or any portion thereof is postponed to meet the
convenience of the worker, the rate of payment for such
leave shall be at the rate of pay applicable to him at the date
of accrual, or, if so agreed, at the rate of pay applicable at
the date he commences such leave.
(4) The rate of pay—
(a) shall include any deductions from wages for board
and/or lodging or the like which is not provided
and taken during the period of leave;
(b) shall not include shift premiums, overtime, penalty rates, special rates, disability allowances,
fares and travelling allowances or the like.
(5) In the case of workers employed on piece or bonus
work or any other system of payment by results the rate of
pay shall be calculated by averaging the workers' rate of pay
for each week over the previous three monthly period.
5.—Taking Leave.
(1) In a case to which placita (a) and (b) of paragraph (2)
of subclause (3) apply:—
(a) Leave shall be granted and taken as soon as
reasonably practicable after the right thereto
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accrues due or at such time or times as may be
agreed between the employer and the worker or
in the absence of such agreement at such time or
times as may be determined by the Special Board
of Reference having regard to the needs of the
employer's establishment and the worker's circumstances.
(b) Except where the time for taking leave is agreed
to by the employer and the worker or determined
by the Special Board of Reference the employer
shall give to a worker at least one month's notice
of the date from which his leave is to be taken.
(c) Leave may be granted and taken in one continuous
period or if the employer and the worker so agree
in not more than three separate periods in respect
of the first 13 weeks' entitlement and in not more
than two separate periods in respect of any
subsequent period of entitlement.
(d) Any leave shall be inclusive of any public
holidays specified in this award (or agreement)
occurring during the period when the leave is
taken but shall not be inclusive of any annual
leave.
(e) Payment shall be made in one of the following
ways:—
(i) In full before the worker goes on leave;
(ii) at the same time as his wages would have
been paid to him if the worker had remained
at work, in which case payment shall, if the
worker in writing so requires, be made by
cheque posted to an address specified by the
worker; or
(iii) in any other way agreed between the employer and the worker.
(f) No worker shall, during any period when he is on
leave, engage in any employment for hire or
reward in substitution for the employment from
which he is on leave, and if a worker breaches this
provision he shall thereupon forfeit his right to
leave hereunder in respect of the unexpired period
of leave upon which he has entered, and the
employer shall be entitled to withhold any further
payment in respect of the period and to reclaim
any payments already made on account of such
period of leave.
(2) In the case to which paragraph (2)(c) or paragraph (3)
of subclause (3) applies and in any case in which the
employment of the worker who has become entitled to leave
hereunder is terminated before such leave is taken or fully
taken the employer shall, upon termination of his employment otherwise than by death pay to the worker, and upon
termination of employment by death pay to the personal
representative of the worker upon request by the personal
representative, a sum equivalent to the amount which would
have been payable in respect of the period of leave to which
he is entitled to deemed to have been entitled and which
would have been taken but for such termination. Such
payment shall be deemed to have satisfied the obligation of
the employer in respect of leave hereunder.
6.—Granting Leave in Advance and Benefits to be Brought
into Account.
(1) Any employer may by agreement with a worker allow
leave to such a worker before the right thereto has accrued
due, but where leave is taken in such case the worker shall
not become entitled to any further leave hereunder in respect
of any period until after the expiration of the period in
respect of which such leave had been taken before it accrued
due.
(2) Where leave has been granted to a worker pursuant
to the preceding paragraph before the right thereto has
accrued due, and the employment subsequently is terminated, the employer may deduct from whatever remuneration is payable upon the termination of the employment such
amount as represents payment for any period for which the
worker has been granted long service leave to which he was
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not at the date of termination of his employment or prior
thereto entitled.
(3) Any leave in the nature of long service leave or
payment in lieu thereof under a State Law or a long service
leave scheme not under the provisions hereof granted to a
worker by his employer in respect of any period of service
with the employer shall be taken into account whether the
same is granted before or after the coming into operation
hereof and shall be deemed to have been taken and granted
hereunder in the case of leave with pay to the extent of the
period of such leave and in the case of payment in lieu
thereof to the extent of a period of leave with pay equivalent
thereof of the entitlement of the worker hereunder.
7.—Records to be Kept.
(1) Each employer shall during the employment and for
a period of 12 months thereafter, or in the case of
termination by death of the worker for a period of three years
thereafter, keep a record from which can be readily
ascertained the name of each worker, and his occupation, the
date of the commencement of his employment and his
entitlement to long service leave and any leave which may
have been granted to him or in respect of which payment
may have been made hereunder.
(2) Such record shall be open for inspection in the manner
and circumstances prescribed by this award (or agreement)
with respect to the time and wages record.
8.—Special Board of Reference.
(1) There shall be constituted a Special Board of
Reference for the purpose hereof to which all disputes and
matters arising hereunder shall be referred and the Board
shall determine all such disputes and matters.
(2) There shall be assigned to such Board the functions
of—
(a) the settlement of disputes of any matters arising
hereunder;
(b) the determination of such matters as are specifically assigned to it hereunder.
(3) The Board of Reference shall consist of one
representative or substitute therefor nominated from time to
time by the Confederation of Western Australian Industry
(Incorporated) and one representative or substitute nominated from time to time by the Trades and Labor Council
of Western Australia together with a chairman to be
mutually agreed upon by the organisations named in this
paragraph.
9.—State Law.
(1) The provisions of any State Law to the extent to which
they have before the coming into operation hereof conferred
an accrued right on a worker to be granted a period of long
service leave in respect of a completed period of 15 or more
years' service or employment or an accrued right on a
worker or his personal representative to payment in respect
of long service leave shall not be affected hereby and shall
not be deemed to be inconsistent with the provisions hereof.
(2) The entitlement of any such worker to leave in respect
of a period of service with the employer completed after the
period in respect of which the long service leave referred to
in paragraph (1) of this subclause accrued due shall be in
accordance herewith.
(3) Subject to paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subclause the
entitlement to leave hereunder shall be in substitution for
and satisfaction of any long service leave to which the
worker may be entitled in respect of employment of the
worker by the employer.
(4) An employer who under any State Law with regard
to long service leave is exempted from the provisions of that
law as at 1 April 1958, shall in respect of the workers
covered by such exemptions be exempt from the provisions
hereof.
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10.—Exemptions.
The Special Board of Reference may subject to such
conditions as it thinks fit exempt any employer from the
provisions hereof in respect of its employees where there is
an existing or prospective long service scheme which in its
opinion, is, viewed as a whole, more favourable for the
whole of the employees of that employer than the provision
hereof.

♦Editor's Note.
The Judgment and General Order as prescribed by
section 94A was published in 58 WAIG Part 1
Subpart 2 at Page 116.
There was no Schedule of Exemptions.

GENERAL ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979. As Amended
ON THE COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION
Consideration of a National Wage Decision
pursuant to s.51 (2) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as amended.
No. 1457 of 1993.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
24 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: These are the unanimous Reasons for Decision of the Commission in Court Session.
Section 51 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 requires
that when and so often as a National Wage Decision is made,
the Commission shall, of its own motion, consider that
decision and unless it is satisfied that there are good reasons
not to do so, shall make a General Order giving effect to that
National Wage Decision "in such manner and subject to
such conditions as the Commission considers appropriate in
Awards and Industrial Agreements in force" under the Act.
On 25 October 1993, the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission published its Reasons for Decision following
a review of the Federal Wage Fixing Principles and as a
consequence promulgated a new set of Wage Fixing
Principles (Print K 9700 and Print K 9940). It is common
ground that that decision constitutes a National Wage
Decision for the purposes of section 51 of the Act.
As required by section 51 of the Act, the Commission
instituted these proceedings to consider whether or not it
should make a General Order giving effect to the recent
National Wage Decision. The bodies referred to in section
50(10) of the Act, along with the public at large, were
invited to make submissions in respect of the matter. The
bodies referred to in section 50(10) of the Act were each
represented in the proceedings before the Commission, as
was the Western Australian Farmers Federation; the Private
Hospitals Association of Western Australia Incorporated;
the Aged Care (Australia) Association of Western Australia;
Silver Chain Nursing Association; Australian Medical
Enterprises Incorporated; the Australian Red Cross Society,
WA Division Incorporated; Anglican Homes Incorporated;
the Homes of Peace Incorporated and the St John of God
Health System Incorporated.
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All of the bodies who appeared before the Commission
advocated, to varying degrees, that the Commission should
give effect to the National Wage Decision. Although those
bodies were universally critical of various aspects of the
Decision and the Principles which resulted therefrom, no
one appeared before the Commission suggesting that it
ought not give effect to the decision.
The underlying theme of the Principles promulgated as
a result of the National Wage Decision is to encourage, if
not to limit, regulation of industrial relations to enterprise
specific collective bargaining, rather than industrywide
arbitration and to confine general wage increases to lower
paid workers. Although we endorse that concept and
unreservedly acknowledge the need to limit general wage
adjustments in a way which does not upset the delicate state
of the National and State economies, having regard to the
deficiencies in the Principles outlined by the bodies who
have appeared before us on this occasion, and in light of our
own experience with the existing State Wage Fixing
Principles, we very much doubt whether the new Principles,
which form the basis of the recent National Wage Decision,
will achieve what they aim to achieve. In those circumstances, despite the submissions of those bodies, we
question whether there is not good reason for us not to make
a General Order giving effect to the National Wage
Decision.
As presently advised, we are most reluctant to make a
General Order which gives effect to the recent National
Wage Decision, at least for an indefinite period, as has been
the practice in the past. Plainly, there are inconsistencies in
the Principles arising out of that Decision, most notable is
the fact that a general wage rise of $8.00 per week is not
confined to lower paid workers as was said to be the
intention of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Rather, the Principles provide for an increase of that
magnitude for anyone who is covered by an award or
industrial agreement which is the subject of the minimum
rates adjustment. Thus persons in the €3, C2 and C1
classifications under the Metal Industry Award, all of whom
are entitled to an award rate of pay in excess of $600.00 per
week, and in the case of the C1 classification more than
$880.00 per week, will be entitled to the benefit of an $8.00
per week wage increase. That is because the proviso to the
newly created Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle
provides that any amount prescribed in an award in excess
of the minimum classification rate and the supplementary
payment is not to be taken into account in the absorption of
the $8.00 per week safety net adjustment. Such an
arrangement is contrary to the theory behind the Minimum
Rates Adjustment Principle, which was that over time rates
of pay in excess of the minimum classification or base rate
and the supplementary payment would be absorbed into
future wage increases, whether over-award or not. Furthermore, a universal flat increase of $8.00 per week for all
classifications upsets the internal award relativities which
were set precisely as a result of the minimum rates
adjustment process. On the other hand under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle, employees employed
under a paid rates award, receiving less than the minimum
award rate of pay of the Metal Trades (General) Award, i.e.
in the order of $325.00 per week, would not receive the
$8.00 per week increase because the minimum rates
adjustment process had not been began. Apart from these
inconsistencies, the Principles say nothing of what is to
happen in respect of rates of pay for juniors, a matter which
was not addressed by any of the bodies before us, but which
has recently caused the South Australian Industrial Relations Commission some concern. In addition there are a
number of technical problems. There was much debate in
the course of these proceedings as to what constituted an
overaward payment for the purposes of absorption of the
proposed $8.00 per week. There was also some dispute as
to whether or not awards of this Commission, particularly
those affecting the public sector, are paid rates awards.
Furthermore, the force and effect of the Enterprise Awards
Principle has questionable relevance to proceedings under
the State legislation, in particular section 41A of the Act,
yet it is seen as an important Principle in the Federal
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jurisdiction. Although it is possible for the Commission to
make an award by consent, it does not have the special
character ascribed to a consent award in the Federal
jurisdiction. The concept of consent awards in this jurisdiction was replaced by the concept of industrial agreements
by amendments to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in 1984.
A closer examination of the Principles appears to reveal
further deficiencies, both in form and in their application
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended, which
have not been raised by any of the bodies who appeared
before us on this occasion.
There is also a more general inconsistency. The law now
allows parties to an enterprise specific industrial agreement
to include almost anything in that agreement, irrespective
of the terms of the Principles (see: section 41 of the Act
1979). There is, for example, no limit on the magnitude of
any wage increase. On the other hand, if parties want to
amend an award which is enterprise specific, as for example
one of those governing production and processing in the iron
ore industry in the State, the award could not be so amended
since to do so would be inconsistent with the constraints
imposed by Principles. While restraint of that kind might to
some extent be justified in the case of common rule awards,
it is difficult to see how it could be justified in the case of
enterprise specific awards.
The Australian Mines and Metals Association (Inc)
invited us to overcome the anomaly of higher paid
employees gaining the $8.00 per week wage increase by
removing the proviso in the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle. The Trades and Labor Council invited us to
overcome the anomaly of lower paid workers under paid
rates awards going without the increase by amending the
Principle to provide, in the case of paid rates awards, that
the $8.00 be allowed subject to any absorption "to the extent
of any equivalent amount in actual rates of pay in excess of
the relevant minimum rates award classification". We doubt
that we could make a General Order of that nature in these
proceedings because to do so would not give effect to the
recent National Wage Decision, but give effect to something
materially different. Although section 51(2) of the Act
empowers the Commission to give effect to the National
Wage Decision "in such manner and subject to such
conditions as the Commission considers appropriate" there
is a distinction between giving effect to the National Wage
Decision conditionally and giving effect to something which
contains materially different provisions (In Re: Coleman ex
parte The Confederation of Western Australian Industry
(Inc) (1992) 6 WAR 555). In this respect, the provisions of
section 51(2) of the Act are to be contrasted with the
provisions of section 146b of the Industrial Relations Act
1972 (SA) which empowers the South Australian Industrial
Relations Commission to give effect to a National Wage
Decision "in whole or in part and with or without
modification".
Recent amendments to industrial relations laws in this
State, and federally, suggest that the will of Parliament is
that industrial relations should no longer be regulated by a
centralised system of wage fixing, but be substantially
deregulated, at least at the enterprise level (cf: sections 41
and 41A of the Act and see: Div. 3A of Part VI of the
Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth)). The current State
Wage Fixing Principles, and to some extent those recently
promulgated in the National Wage Case, still retain vestiges
of centralised control and operate in a way which interferes
with the capacity of those in the workplace to reach
agreement in a way in which they consider best suits their
needs. In those circumstances, one might well question the
veracity of retaining the Wage Fixing Principles in any form
other than to an extent necessary to prevent flow-ons
through common rule and the adoption of anachronistic
principles such as comparative wage justice. Furthermore,
modern interpretations of section 51(2) of the Act give the
Commission little or no scope to depart from the Principles
without adopting the cumbersome special case procedure set
out in the Principles (see: Robe River Iron Associates v.
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union
(1993) 73 WA1G 1993; but cf: Amalgamated Metal Workers
and Shipwrights Union v. State Energy Commission (1979)
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59 WAIG 454; and Confederation of Western Australian
Industry (Inc) v. The Federated Miscellaneous Workers
Union of Australia, Hospital, Service & Miscellaneous, WA
Branch (1989) 69 WAIG 3219). This adds inflexibility into
the system which severely hinders the advancement of good
industrial relations and is inconsistent with the modem
approach to industrial relations of a case by case approach,
and may well be inconsistent with the objects of the Act. In
these circumstances we very much doubt the wisdom of
making a General Order to give effect to the National Wage
Decision, as distinct from a General Order which sets out
guidelines for wage fixation, which aim to maintain
economic stability, whilst recognising the need for flexibility in wage determination on a case by case basis with an
enterprise rather than industry focus.
If, as we are inclined to do, we decline to make a General
Order giving effect to the recent National Wage Case,
ironically that course of action also has the potential to cause
practical problems in the workplace. Employees under
Federal awards would get increases in rates of pay which
their counterparts in this State would not obtain. Further, the
existing Principles, in particular the Enterprise Bargaining
Principle, are now in part contrary to the Act and therefore
something needs to be done to at least modernise those
Principles. Moreover, it is obvious from the submissions of
those who have appeared before the Commission on this
occasion, that there is a high level of expectation in the
community that the Commission will, or should, give effect
to the recent National Wage Decision. On balance therefore,
despite the grave reservations we have regarding the
veracity of the Principles promulgated as a result of the
recent National Wage Decision, we have reluctantly decided
to make a General Order giving effect to the recent National
Wage Decision. However, because of our reservations about
the operation of the Principles and the continued maintenance of the concept of strict wage fixing principles, we
propose to give effect to that decision on the condition that
the General Order operates for a finite term, until 31 March
next. We propose to further review the operation of the new
Principles which result from the National Wage Decision
towards the end of March next, at which time we would
invite submissions from the bodies referred to in section
50(10) of the Act and from the public at large. Unless there
is some satisfactory answer to the apparent shortcomings in
the Principles, we would not be prepared to extend the
operation of the General Order beyond the initial period.
We would propose that any adjustment in wage rates
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle be
allowable with effect from the first pay period commencing
on or after today's date. That is not to be taken as if there
is an automatic right to an adjustment from that date. Rather,
it is to be taken as an indication that subject to the provisions
of section 39 of the Act, the Commission may, depending
on the merits of each particular case, make an adjustment
retrospective to that date. We have adopted this course,
having regard to the fact that Federal awards make
adjustments under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle available from 1 December and because there
appears to be a general expectation that the same benefits
will be available to employees under State awards soon
thereafter.
Appearances: Mr A.S. Caccamo and Ms L. Field on
behalf of the Hon. Minister for Labour Relations.
MrG. Bull and Ms N. Cusworth on behalf of the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia.
Mr R. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and
Metals Association Incorporated.
Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the Trades and Labor Council
of Western Australia.
Mr J. Blackburn on behalf of the Silver Chain Nursing
Association Inc., Australian Medical Enterprises Inc., Aged
Care Australia (Inc.), Private Hospitals Association of WA
(Inc), Anglican Homes Inc. and Homes of Peace (Inc.)
Mr J.S.H. Flanigan (of Counsel) on behalf of Western
Australian Farmers Federation.
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State Wage Principles December 1993
STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY
Consistent with General Orders which issued pursuant to
State Wage Cases in September, 1988 ([1988] 68 WAIG
2412 at 2419), September, 1989 ([1989] 69 WAIG 2917 at
2929) and June, 1991 ([1991] 71 WAIG 1723 at 1729), the
Structural Efficiency Principle provides a framework
through which it is intended that the parties to an award
co-operate positively in a fundamental review of that award
with a view to implementing measures to improve the
efficiency of industry and provide employees with access to
more varied, fulfilling and better paid jobs. The measures
should include but not be limited to:
• establishing skill-related career paths which provide an incentive for employees to continue to
participate in skill formation;
• eliminating impediments to multi-skilling and
broadening the range of tasks which an employee
may be required to perform;
• creating appropriate relativities between different
categories of employees within the award and at
enterprise level;
• ensuring that working patterns and arrangements
enhance flexibility and the efficiency of the
industry;
• including properly fixed minimum rates for
classifications in awards relate appropriately to
one another, with any amounts in excess of these
properly fixed minimum rates being expressed as
supplementary payments;
• updating and/or rationalising the list of respondents to awards; and
• addressing any cases where award provisions
discriminate against sections of the workforce.
• examining both award and non-award matters to
test whether work classifications and basic work
patterns and arrangements are appropriate—the
examination to include specific consideration
of—
(i) the contract of employment including the
employment of casual, part-time, temporary,
fixed term and seasonal employees,
(ii) the arrangement of working hours,
(iii) the scope and incidence of the award;
• inserting facilitative provisions in relevant clauses
of the award;
• establishing a consultative mechanism and procedures appropriate to their size, structure and needs
for consultation and negotiation on matters affecting their efficiency and productivity;
• providing in awards, in order ensure increased
efficiency and productivity at the enterprise level,
while not limiting the rights of either an employer
or union to arbitration, a process whereby consideration can be given to changes in award
provisions; any agreement reached under this
process would have to be formally ratified by the
Commission and any disputed areas should be
subject to conciliation and/or arbitration; and
• providing in an award a provision to the effect that
an employer may direct an employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the
employee's skill, competence and training.
Structural efficiency exercises should incorporate all past
work value considerations.
ENTERPRISE AWARDS/SECTION 41A AGREEMENTS
A. A consent award may be varied to reflect an enterprise
agreement between parties bound by an award, subject to the
following:
(a) the proposed award is consistent with the continuing implementation at enterprise level of the
Structural Efficiency Principle (i.e. ensuring existing structures are relevant to modern competitive
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requirements of industry and are in the best
interests of both employers and employees),
including the consideration of a broad agenda;
(b) any wage rates contained in the proposed award
(apart from rates that might be approved on the
basis of other Principles) which exceed the
appropriate rates set in accordance with the
Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle, or prescribed in an existing paid rate award, must be
based on the actual implementation of efficiency
measures designed to effect real gains in productivity;
(c) the agreement has been negotiated through a
single bargaining unit in an enterprise or section
of an enterprise. In the case of single bargaining
unit in a section of an enterprise, the parties must
demonstrate that the section is discrete: its being
treated separately from other sections of the
enterprise must not restrict the implementation of
the Structural Efficiency Principle and enterprise
bargaining in that establishment, or other sections
of die enterprise;
(d) where the proposed award will operate in conjunction with another award or other awards, it details
the wage increases involved for each classification;
(e) where the proposed award is not to operate in
conjunction with another award, then the award
should specify the classification in the relevant
minimum rates award on which the actual rate
prescribed for the key classification in the new
award is calculated. It should also contain a
procedure for re-negotiation of the award at the
expiry of its term;
(f) the proposed award does not result in a reduction
in ordinary time earnings, or departures from
parental leave and termination change and redundancy standards, determined in test case proceedings and Commission standards of hours of work,
annual leave with pay or long service leave with
pay;
(g) where parties to an enterprise agreement reached
through negotiation with a single bargaining unit
include employees within the Federal jurisdiction
an agreement covering those employees is submitted for approval through the processes provided
under that jurisdiction.
B. Consistent with the provisions of the Act, the
Commission will in relation to enterprise bargaining assist
the parties to an industrial dispute in relation to any part of
the dispute arising at an enterprise level. The Commission
will initially do so by conciliation and, as a final resort, shall
do so by arbitration.
In any arbitration, the Commission will have particular
regard to the need for continued implementation at
enterprise level of the Structural Efficiency Principle and
any wage increases awarded through arbitration (apart from
increases that might be approved on the basis of other
Principles) must be based on the actual implementation of
efficiency increases designed to effect real gains in
productivity.
Any arbitrated award or award variation is to be
consistent with the application of paragraphs (d), (e) and (f)
of Part A of this Principle.
C. The provisions of this Principle shall apply with such
modification as are necessary to industrial agreements
covered by Section 41A of the Act.
MINIMUM RATES ADJUSTMENT
Minimum rates adjustments for minimum rates awards in
accordance with General Orders which issued pursuant to
State Wage Cases in September, 1989 {op cit) and June,
1991 (op cit) shall continue to be allowable and shall be in
accordance with the following:
(a) the appropriate adjustments in any award will be
applied in no less than four instalments which will

become payable at six monthly intervals provided
in appropriate cases longer or shorter phasing-in
arrangements may be approved or awarded and/or
parties may agree that part of a supplementary
payment should be based on service;
(b) the second and subsequent instalments of these
adjustments will not be automatic and an application to vary the relevant award will be necessary;
(c) supplementary payments may be prescribed in the
wages clauses of awards;
(d) the award must contain a definition making it
clear that a supplementary payment represents, in
effect, a payment in lieu of equivalent overaward
payments;
(e) where the existing minimum classification rate in
an award exceeds the minimum rate for that
classification assessed in accordance with this
Decision, the excess amount is to be prescribed in
an separate clause: that amount will not be subject
to adjustment;
(f) acceptance of absorption of these adjustments to
the extent of equivalent overaward payments is a
prerequisite to their being applied in any award.
ARBITRATED SAFETY NET ADJUSTMENT
In accordance with these Principles set down pursuant to
the General Order under Section 51 of the Act an increase
in the minimum award rates safety net (minimum classification rate and supplementary payment) established as a
consequence of the implementation of the September, 1989
State Wage Decision (op cit) may be made. That adjustment
shall be applied to the supplementary payment element of
that safety net. Consistent with the basis of the safety net
rate of pay and the Minimum Rates Adjustment process
acceptance of absorption of that adjustment to the extent of
any equivalent amount in rates of pay—whether overaward,,
award or enterprise agreement—in excess of the minimum
rates (classification rate and supplementary payment)
prescribed in accordance with the September, 1989 State
Wage Decision, is a prerequisite to it being applied in any
award.
Provided that any excess amount prescribed in an award as
a result of the implementation of the Minimum Rates
Adjustment determined in accordance with the September,
1989 State Wage Decision will not be taken into account in
the absorption of the adjustment available under this
Principle.
SPECIAL CASES
Except for the flow-on of test case provisions, any claim
for increases in wages and salaries or changes in conditions
in awards, other than those allowed elsewhere in the
Principles, will be processed as a Special Case.
It will then be a matter for the Chief Commissioner to
decide whether it should be dealt with by a Commission in
Court Session or a Commissioner sitting alone.
ALLOWANCES
1. Existing allowances
(a) Existing allowances which constitute a reimbursement of expenses incurred may be adjusted from
time to time where appropriate to reflect the
relevant change in the level of such expenses.
(b) Existing allowances which relate to work or
conditions which have not changed may be
adjusted from time to time to reflect State Wage
Case Decisions, except where a flat money
amount has been awarded, provided that shift
allowances expressed in awards as money
amounts may be adjusted for flat money amount
State Wage Case Decision increases.
(c) Existing allowances for which an increase is
claimed because of changes in the work or
conditions will be determined in accordance with
the relevant provisions of the Work Value
Changes Principle.
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2. New allowances
(a) New allowances to compensate for the reimbursement of expenses incurred may be awarded where
appropriate having regard to such expenses.
(b) No other new allowances shall be created unless
changes in work have occurred or new work or
conditions have arisen: where changes have
occurred or new work and conditions have arisen,
the question of a new allowance, if any, shall be
determined in accordance with the relevant Principle.
The relevant Principle in this context may be
work value changes or First Awards and Extensions to Existing Awards Principle.
3. Service increments
(a) Existing service increments may be adjusted to
reflect a percentage State Wage Case Decision
increase.
(b) New service increments may only be allowed to
compensate for changes in the work and/or
conditions and will be determined in accordance
with the relevant provisions of the Work Value
Changes Principle.
SUPERANNUATION
(a) Agreements may be certified or consent awards
made providing for employer contributions to
approved superannuation schemes for employees
covered by such agreements or consent awards
provided those agreements or consent awards:
(i) operate from a date determined or approved
by the Commission; and
(ii) do not involve the equivalent of a wage
increase in excess of three per cent of
ordinary time earnings of employees.
(b) Where, following a claim for employer contributions to approved superannuation schemes for
employees, the parties are unable to negotiate an
agreement consistent with this Principle, and
conciliation proceedings before the Commission
have also failed to achieve such an agreement, the
Commission shall, subject to the provisions of the
Act, arbitrate on that claim.
(c) The Commission will not grant retrospective
operation for any matters determined in accordance with this Principle.
(d) For the purposes of this Principle, approved
superannuation scheme means a scheme approved
in accordance with the Commonwealth Operational Standards for Occupational Superannuation
Funds.
WORK VALUE CHANGES
(a) Changes in work value may arise from changes in
the nature of the work, skill and responsibility
required or the conditions under which work is
performed. Changes in work by themselves may
not lead to a change in wage rates. The strict test
for an alteration in wage rates is that the change
in the nature of the work should constitute such
a significant net addition to work requirements as
to warrant the creation of a new classification or
upgrading to a higher classification.
These are the only circumstances in which rates
may be altered on the ground of work value and
the altered rates may be applied only to employees
whose work has changed in accordance with this
Principle.
(b) Where new or changed work justifying a higher
rate is performed only from time to time by
persons covered by a particular classification or
where it is performed only by some of the persons
covered by the classification, such new or changed
work should be compensated by a special allowance which is payable only when the new or
changed work is performed by a particular

employee and not by increasing the rate for the
classification as a whole.
(c) The time from which work value changes in an
award should be measured is, unless extraordinary
circumstances can be demonstrated in Special
Case proceedings, the date of operation of the
second structural efficiency adjustment allowable
under the September 1989 State Wage Case
Decision.
(d) Care should be exercised to ensure that changes
which were or should have been taken into
account in any previous work value adjustments
or in a structural efficiency exercise are not
included in any work evaluation under this
Principle.
(e) Where a significant net alteration to work value
has been established in accordance with this
Principle, an assessment will have to be made as
to how that alteration should be measured in
money terms. Such assessment should normally
be based on the previous work requirements, the
wage previously fixed for the work and the nature
and extent of the change in work. However, the
Commission will also take account of the relativities and the integrity of the internal award
classification structures and the external classifications to which that structure is related.
(f) The expression "the conditions under which the
work is performed" relates to the environment in
which the work is done.
(g) The Commission should guard against contrived
classifications and over-classification of jobs.
(h) Any changes in the nature of the work, skill and
responsibility required or the conditions under
which the work is performed, taken into account
in assessing an increase under any other Principle,
shall not be taken into account in any claim under
this Principle.
PAID RATES AWARDS
(a) Subject to Special Cases, the Commission will not
make a new paid rates award.
(b) Where a new paid rates award is made, that award
shall specify the classification prescribed in the
relevant minimum rates award on which the actual
rate prescribed for the key classification in the
paid rates award is calculated.
(c) Commitments will be required from all parties to
paid rates awards to the effect that the integrity of
those awards will be preserved.
(d) The Commission on each occasion an application
is before it for the variation of a paid rates award,
will inquire whether the integrity of the award has
been preserved.
(e) The Commission may convert into a minimum
rates award a paid rates award which fails to
maintain itself as a true paid rates award. The
conversion of such a lapsed paid rates award into
a minimum rates award will involve the valuation
of the classifications in it by comparison with
similar classifications in other minimum rates
awards.
NOTE: The integrity of a paid rates award is not affected
by the outcome of enterprise bargaining exercises registered
approved in accordance with the provisions of Section 41
of the Act.
FIRST AWARDS AND EXTENSIONS TO EXISTING
AWARDS
(a) In the making of a first award, the long established
principles shall apply i.e. prima facie the main
consideration is the existing rates and conditions.
(b) In the extension of an existing award to new work
or to award-free work the rates applicable to such
work will be assessed by reference to the value of
work already covered by the award.

(c) In awards regulating the employment of employees previously covered by a Federal award or
determination, existing Federal award rates and
conditions prima facie will be the proper award
rates and conditions.
(d) Where a first award which is a minimum rates
award is made it shall contain a minimum rate for
each classification of employee covered by it. The
total minimum rate determined for each classification will be expressed as a minimum classification
rate and a supplementary payment which bear a
proper relationship to die rates for relevant
classifications in other minimum rates awards.
Where an existing Federal award rate exceeds the
amount appropriate to a proper relationship, the
excess is to be prescribed in a separate clause.
That excess amount will not be subject to
adjustment.
(e) Where a new paid rates award is made, that award
shall specify the classification prescribed in the
relevant minimum rates award on which the actual
rate prescribed for the key classification in the
paid rates award is calculated.
STANDARD HOURS
In approving any application to reduce standard hours to
38 per week, the Commission should satisfy itself that the
cost impact is minimised. Claims for reduction in standard
weekly hours below 38 will not be allowed.
ECONOMIC INCAPACITY
Any respondent or group of respondents to an award may
apply to reduce and/or postpone the application of any
increase in labour costs determined under the Principles on
the ground of very serious or extreme economic adversity.
The merit of such application shall be determined in the light
of the particular circumstances of each case and any material
relating thereto shall be rigorously tested.
When an application is made pursuant to this Principle it
will be a matter for the Chief Commissioner to decide
whether it should be dealt with by a Commission in Court
Session or by a Commissioner sitting alone.
STATEMENT
No. 1457 of 1993—December, 1993 State Wage Case
On 25 October 1993, the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission published its Reasons for Decision following
a review of the Federal Wage Fixing Principles and as a
consequence promulgated a new set of Wage Fixing
Principles.
Although all of those who appeared before the Commission were universally critical of various aspects of the
Decision and the Principles there was no suggestion to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission that it
should not give effect to the National Wage Decision.
The underlying theme of the Wage Fixing Principles is
to encourage, if not limit, regulation of industrial relations
to enterprise specific collective bargaining rather than
industry wide arbitration and to confine general wage
increases to lower paid workers.
Although we endorse that concept and unreservedly
acknowledge the need to limit general wage adjustments in
a way which does not upset the delicate state of the National
and State economies, having regard to the deficiencies in the
Principles outlined by the bodies who have appeared before
us on this occasion, and in light of our own experience with
the existing State Wage Fixing Principles, we very much
doubt whether the new Principles, which form the basis of
the recent National Wage Decision, will achieve what they
aim to achieve.
Plainly, there are inconsistencies arising out of the
National Wage Decision and the Principles, most notable is
the fact that a general wage rise of $8.00 per week is not
confined to lower paid workers.

The Principles provide for an increase of $8.00 per week
for anyone who is covered by an award or industrial
agreement which is the subject of the minimum rate
adjustment. On this basis employees on award rates of more
than $880.00 per week would be entitled to the $8.00
adjustment.
On the other hand employees covered by paid rates
awards and receiving a wage rate of $325.00 per week may
not receive the $8.00.
There was much debate in the course of these proceedings
as to what constituted an overaward payment for the purpose
of absorption of the $8.00 per week.
The force and effect of the Enterprise Award Principle has
questionable relevance in proceedings under the State
legislation in particular Section 41(A).
The law now allows parties to an enterprise specific
industrial agreement to include almost anything in that
agreement irrespective of the terms of the Principles. There
is for example no limit on the magnitude of any wage
increase. On the other hand if the same parties wanted to
amend their award which is enterprise specific there are
constraints imposed by the Principles.
Recent amendments to industrial relations laws in this
State, and federally, suggest that the will of Parliament is
that industrial relations should no longer be regulated by a
centralised system of wage fixing, but be substantially
deregulated, at least at the enterprise level. The current State
Wage Fixing Principles, and to some extent those recently
promulgated in the National Wage Case, still retain vestiges
of centralised control and operate in a way which interferes
with the capacity of those in the workplace to reach
agreement in a way in which they consider best suits their
needs.
This adds inflexibility into the system which severely
hinders the advancement of good industrial relations and is
inconsistent with the modem approach to industrial relations
of a case by case approach.
If, as we are inclined to do, we decline to make a General
Order giving effect to the recent National Wage Case,
ironically that course of action also has the potential to cause
practical problems in the workplace. Employees under
Federal awards would get increases in rates of pay which
their counterparts in this State would not obtain. Further, the
existing Principles, in particular the Enterprise Bargaining
Principle, are now in part contrary to the Act and therefore
something needs to be done to at least modernise those
Principles. Moreover, it is obvious from the submissions of
those who have appeared before the Commission on this
occasion, that there is a high level of expectation in the
community that the Commission will, or should, give effect
to the recent National Wage Decision. On balance therefore,
despite the grave reservations we have regarding the
veracity of the Principles promulgated as a result of the
recent National Wage Decision, we have reluctantly decided
to make a General Order giving effect to the recent National
Wage Decision. However, because of our reservations about
the operation of the Principles and the continued maintenance of the concept of strict wage fixing principles, we
propose to give effect to that decision on the condition that
the General Order operates for a finite term, until 31 March
next. We propose to further review the operation of the new
Principles which result from the National Wage Decision
towards the end of March next, at which time we would
invite submissions from the bodies referred to in section
50(10) of the Act and from the public at large. Unless there
is some satisfactory answer to the apparent shortcomings in
the Principles, we would not be prepared to extend the
operation of the General Order beyond the initial period.
We would propose that any adjustment in wage rates
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle be
allowable with effect from the first pay period commencing
on or after today's date.
Appearances: Mr H. Dixon (Of Counsel) with Mr G.E.
Bull on behalf of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
Mr R. Cock (Of Counsel) with Mr A.S. Caccamo on
behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations.
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Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and
Metals Association.
Ms S.M. Jackson on behalf of the Trades and Labor
Council of Western Australia.
Mr J. Blackburn on behalf of the Silver Chain Nursing
Association Inc., Australian Medical Enterprises Inc., Aged
Care Australia (Inc.), Private Hospitals Association of WA
(Inc), Anglican Homes Inc. and Homes of Peace (Inc.).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979. As Amended
ON THE COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION
Consideration of a National Wage Decision
pursuant to s.51(2) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as amended.
No. 1457 of 1993.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALL!WELL.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
25 January 1994.
Supplementary.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: These are the unanimous views
of the Commission in Court Session.
On 24th December, 1993 the Commission issued Minutes
of a Proposed Order to give effect to its Decision in the State
Wage Case which concluded on 21st December, 1993.
Subject to the Industrial Relations Act, the "Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment" of up to $8.00 per week is to be
available from the first pay period commencing on or after
24th December, 1993.
No advice was forthcoming from the parties as to the
terms of the Proposed Order until 10 January, 1994 when
Commission inquired as to their respective positions.
At that time the Minister's representative informed the
Commission that no instructions had been given to him on
the matter.
On 11th January, 1994 the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia ("the Chamber") confirmed
that it required to speak to the Minutes. There was a response
on behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations ("the
Minister") on 12th January, 1994; however, formal advice
was not received by the Commission from the Minister's
representative until 19th January, 1994 after details of the
Minister's instructions were received.
In speaking to the Minutes of the Proposed Order on 25th
January, 1994, the Minister, the Chamber and the representative of bodies engaged in the private health care industry
raised the issue of the inclusion of a termination provision
for the operation of the State Wage Principles. We accept
the force of this argument and the Order which now issues
reflects the position put to us. However, we reiterate the
intentions expressed in our Reasons for Decision dated 24th
December, 1993 that the operation of the Principles to which
effect is given will be reviewed in March, 1994.
The Chamber with support from the private health
industry questioned the operative date of 24th December,
1993 of the General Order and provisions whereby
retrospectivity could be considered for wage adjustments
pursuant to the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.
We have considered these matters and consistent with what
we noted in our Reasons for Decision on 24th December,
1993 with respect to the availability of adjustments under
federal awards pursuant to the Wage Fixing Principles and
pursuant to Section 51(2) of the Act, as a condition under
which effect is given to the National Wage Decision we
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maintain the position that wage adjustments of up to $8.00
per week under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle will be available with effect from the first pay
period commencing on or after 24th December, 1993. We
consider this to be the most equitable and practical way in
which to give effect to the National Wage Decision.
However, again we emphasise that this not to be taken as
an automatic right to an adjustment from that date. That will
depend upon the merits of each particular case in accordance
with Section 39 of the Act.
We give effect to this Decision in the terms of the General
Order which follows.
Appearances: Mr H. Dixon (Of Counsel) with Mr G.E.
Bull on behalf of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
Mr R. Cock (Of Counsel) with Mr A.S. Caccamo on
behalf of the Minister for Labour Relations.
Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and
Metals Association.
Ms S.M. Jackson on behalf of the Trades and Labor
Council of Western Australia.
Mr J. Blackburn on behalf of the Silver Chain Nursing
Association Inc., Australian Medical Enteiprises Inc., Aged
Care Australia (Inc.). Private Hospitals Association of WA
(Inc), Anglican Homes Inc. and Homes of Peace (Inc.).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979. As Amended
ON THE COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION
Consideration of a National Wage Decision
pursuant to s.51 (2) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as amended.
No. 1457 of 1993.
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
25 January 1994.
General Order.
HAVING heard Mr A.S. Caccamo on behalf of the Hon.
Minister for Labour Relations and later Mr R. Cock (Of
Counsel); Mr G.E. Bull and Ms N. Cusworth and later Mr
H. Dixon (Of Counsel) on behalf of the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Western Australia; Mr R.H.
Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals
Association Incorporated; Ms S.M. Jackson on behalf of the
Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia; Mr J.
Blackburn on behalf of Silver Chain Nursing Association
Inc., Australian Medical Enterprises Inc., Aged Care
Australia (Inc.), Private Hospitals Association of WA (Inc),
Anglican Homes Inc. and Homes of Peace (Inc.) and Mr
J.S.H. Flanigan (of Counsel) on behalf of Western Australian Farmers Federation pursuant to the powers conferred on
it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 as amended
hereby orders—
1. That the General Order which issued in Matter No.
1752 of 1991 on 31 January, 1992 ([1992] 72
WAIG 209) is hereby cancelled with effect on and
from the 24th day of December, 1993.
2. That on and from the 24th day of December, 1993
the clause titled "State Wage Principles" inserted
in all awards and industrial agreements of this
Commission be deleted.
3. SUBJECT to Section 51 (2a) of the Act that the
following clause—"State Wage Principles December 1993"—be inserted in all awards and
industrial agreements of this Commission.

State Wage Principles December 1993.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any variation to its terms on or from the 24th day of
December, 1993, including the Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment of up to $8.00 per week, shall not be made
except in compliance with the Principles set down by the
Commission in the Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1457
of 1993.
By the Commission in Court Session,
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal No. 12 of 1993
In the matter of an appeal numbered 12 of 1993 against the
decision of the Full Bench of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in Matter Numbered 1197
of 1992 dated 28 April 1993.
Between
Stewart Butchering Co Pty Ltd
Appellant
and
Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union, Industrial
Union of Workers, West Australian Branch
Respondent.
BEFORE:
MR JUSTICE FRANKLYN (A/PRESIDENT).
MR JUSTICE ANDERSON.
MR JUSTICE OWEN.
1 November 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G.S. Gishubl (of Counsel) for the
Appellant and there being no appearance by the Respondent,
the Court doth hereby order that the Appeal be discontinued
by leave on the Appellants application.
(Sgd.) J.G. CARRIGG,
Clerk of the Court.

Appeal No. 6 of 1993.
In the matter of an appeal numbered 6 of 1993 against the
decision of the Full Bench of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in Matter Numbered 532
of 1992 dated 9 March 1993.
Between
David John Coates the Receiver and Manager of VAPAC
LTD
Appellant
and
George Everard Melville
Respondent.
BEFORE:
MR JUSTICE KENNEDY (PRESIDENT).
MR JUSTICE ROWLAND.
MR JUSTICE FRANKLYN.
2 September 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M.J. Hawkins (of Counsel) for the
Appellant and Mr A.F. Mizen (of Counsel) for the
Respondent, THE COURT DOTH HEREBY ORDER That
the appeal be allowed, and the orders of the Full Bench and
Commission at first instance be quashed.
(Sgd.) J.G. CARRIGG,
[L.S.]
Clerk of the Court.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Appeal No. 13 of 1993
In the matter of an appeal numbered 13 of 1993 against the
decision of the Full Bench of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in Matter Numbered 1016
of 1992 dated 4 May 1993.
Between
Sally Lorraine Peters
Appellant
and
Penrhos College
Respondent
BEFORE:
MR JUSTICE FRANKLYN (A/DEPUTY PRESIDENT).
MR JUSTICE ANDERSON.
MR JUSTICE OWEN.
1 November 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S.L. Peters on her own behalf and Mr
S. Kenner (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the
Court doth hereby order that the Appeal be dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.G. CARRIGG,
Clerk of the Court.
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FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of
Commission—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alma D Candelaria
(Appellant)
and
Avel Pty Ltd (Timezone)
(Respondent)
No. 1409 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
4 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is the unanimous decision of the
Full Bench.
This is an appeal against the decision of the Commission
at first instance, constituted by a single Commissioner, made
on 6 October 1993, whereby the Commission ordered that
the application made by Alma D Candelaria (hereinafter
referred to as "Mrs Candelaria") be dismissed. The appeal
is properly brought under s.49 of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as "the Act").
Mrs Candelaria had made application under s.29 of the
Act alleging that she had been unfairly dismissed by Avel
Pty Ltd (Timezone) (hereinafter referred to as "Timezone"), who was her employer, and seeking reinstatement in her position.
The application was opposed by Timezone, which filed
an notice of answer and counter proposal to the application.
We now reproduce paragraph viii) of the schedule to the
answer (see page 29 of the appeal book (hereinafter referred
to as "AB")):—
"During the last week of January 1993, the
respondent installed a hidden security camera at the
790 Hay Street Centre to overview staff performance
at the store during the course of a week.
The video recording of operations on Saturday
30 January 1993 shows:
1) The applicant smoking behind the counter
during operating hours whilst the applicant
was on duty; and
2) An unauthorised person behind the counter
in the presence of the applicant during
operating hours whilst the applicant was on
duty.
Smoking in Timezone Centres is strictly prohibited,
as outlined in the Timezone Employees Manual, and
unauthorised persons arc not allowed behind the
counter, as outlined in the Memorandum to the
applicant dated 21 December 1992. Both of these
policies are generally well known to all Timezone
employees."
Timezone, at all material times, conducted premises,
known as stores, where persons came to play various
electronic games.
There was evidence from Mr Jurgen Lutter, Mr Mark
Bebb, Mrs Alma D Candelaria, Mr Alexander David
Norman, an employee of Timezone, Mr Adam John Pride,
a former employee of Timezone, Mr Warren Glen Dodd, a
former employee, and Mr Beren Clarke, an employee of
Timezone.
Mrs Candelaria had been first engaged in 1990 as a
Manager of one store until she was dismissed on
17 February 1993, and, in fact, she was reinstated by order
of the Commission after the hearing and determination of
an application by her alleging an unfair dismissal and
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seeking reinstatement. She was then reinstated, and the
terms of her contract upon reinstatement were set out in a
letter dated 3 July 1992 signed by the State Manager, Mr
Mark Bebb, and addressed to Mrs Candelaria (exhibit L,
page 37 (AB)). Further, upon her reinstatement, she was
given a course of instruction as to her functions and
responsibilities.
On 17 February 1993, Mr Bebb, accompanied by
Timezone's Area Manager, Mr Jurgen Lutter, dismissed Mrs
Candelaria from her employment after questioning her about
certain matters, and she was paid one week's pay in lieu of
notice together with holiday pay.
It was not in dispute that her contract of employment and
other contracts include what is set out in the Employees'
Manual (exhibit 3) as added to or varied by a document titled
"The Contract and Terms of Employment" dated 23 May
1991 (exhibit 5).
The Employees' Manual, a relevant page of which is
produced at page 32 (AB), advises that Timezone operates
under a national Code of Ethics and forbids food or drink,
and alcohol or drugs on its premises. It also indicates that
there will be no loitering, no trouble makers, no gambling,
no bicycles left on the footpath, and no school children
during school hours. The Employees' Manual also contains
the following:—
"Under certain circumstances, employees who arc
not suitable for continued employment with our
company, will be terminated. However, where possible, disciplinary action will occur, which involves:
First warning—oral
Second warning—written
Third warning—written"
It then indicates that all warnings will be recorded in
writing on the personal file of an employee, and three
warnings within 12 months for the same offence will
demand instant dismissal.
It also indicates that this disciplinary procedure will be
followed unless one of the following occurs:—
"1. Code of Ethics not personally followed.
2. Physical abuse or sexual harassment of customer
or another employee.
3. Failure to arrive at work, without prior notice.
4. Theft of cash or company property.
5. Gross misconduct."
If any of those events occur, it is provided that the
Manager reserves the right to "enact" instant dismissal.
At first, upon her reinstatement, Mrs Candelaria was
employed at the Fremantle store as a Manager. Another
Manager working a different shift was Mr Warren Dodd,
who also gave evidence.
It was reported by MSS (the security service responsible
for the premises) that the alarm at Fremantle had not been
set at close of business on Tbesday, 9 June 1992, something
which Mrs Candelaria said in evidence she had done.
Exhibit B isa memorandum of 11 June 1992 which Mr Bebb
sent to Mrs Candelaria (see page 33 (AB)) asking why the
alarm had not been set. Mrs Candelaria replied by letter
dated 16 June 1992 (exhibit G) explaining that she had set
the alarm and that it had made an appropriate noise
indicating that it had been set. She also said in that letter that
she was unable to offer any further explanation. In evidence,
she said that sometimes insects set the alarm off and that it
was necessary to spray Baygon into the system to prevent
this.
Another problem at the Fremantle Timezone premises
which arose revolved around a fight which occurred outside
the premises. That involved Mr Beren Clarke, an Attendant
at the Fremantle store, the complaint being that it was Mrs
Candelaria's duty to report in writing in relation to such an
incident. She did not do so. Her own evidence was that she
had asked Mr Clarke to do so because she was not aware
precisely what had happened. Mr Clarke, in evidence,
denied that she had asked him to do that. He merely left a
note for Mr Dodd saying that he would be absent the next
day because of the fight. Mr Dodd went through the events
of his own initiative with Mr Clarke and produced a report.

However, Mr Clarke denied that he had been asked to make
any report about the matter by Mrs Candelaria, and the
evidence from Mr Dodd, Mrs Candelaria, and others was
that it was the duty of the Manager to make such a report.
That was also the evidence of Mr Bebb and Mr Lutter.
Later, Mr Bebb visited the Fremantle store on 13 July
1992. He raised a number of matters, which he found were
problematical, in a memorandum (exhibit C) dated 15 July
1992. That was forwarded to Mrs Candelaria as Assistant
Manager with a copy to Mr Dodd as Manager. These alleged
as follows:—
(1) Mr Bebb arrived at the Fremantle store at 4.45 pm
on 13 July 1992 and found a father and his two
daughters having problems with one of the
basketball machines, and, although there were two
casuals on the floor, this man was not being given
service. The machine was, in fact, faulty so Mr
Bebb turned it off.
(2) Next, the same customer's other daughter had
problems with the Coco the Clown machine next
to the basketballs, and that had nine coins jammed
hard into the coin mechanism. This suggested that
it must have been inoperative for at least a few
hours. What he alleged was that the machines
were not being supervised constantly, something
denied by Mrs Candelaria.
(3) The entrance area into Timezone was in need of
vacuuming which was the Manager's responsibility, and, in addition, he had to advise the casuals
that the outside entrance desperately needed
cleaning, there being a large amount of rubbish
outside the display window.
(4) Further, the major neon sign above the premises
was not operative, and he alleged that Mrs
Candelaria confirmed to him that she had no
knowledge of this nor how to operate the neon.
She had not checked, in addition he alleged, to see
if it was working.
Mrs Candelaria replied in a letter (exhibit H) dated
14 August 1992 where she wrote as follows:—
(1) She had instructed Mr Clarke to write a note to Mr
Dodd explaining the full details of the fight
because she knew he would be able to explain the
situation better than she.
(2) She did not accept that any of the warnings to her
were justified.
(3) As to the basketball machine, she told one of her
casuals to quickly have a look at it, things were
extremely busy, and the machine had broken down
due to faulty wiring which her casual, Dairy 1,
explained. (He was later dismissed by Mr Bebb).
(4) As to the neon sign, she said neither Mr Simpson
or Mr Dodd taught her how to operate it.
(5) As to cleanliness, she made the point that the
centre was always clean, but during the school
holidays it is fully packed with customers and it
is not possible for it to look spick and span at all
times.
It is fair to say that shortly after she was reinstated, Mrs
Candelaria had spoken to Mr Bebb about some suggestion
that she might have been set up ((ie) placed in a position
which facilitated her dismissal).
Her evidence, however, in relation to her explanations
followed the line of the letter which she had written to Mr
Bebb.
In any event, because of these events, Mr Bebb was of
opinion that she should be moved to another store where she
would have less responsibility. She was, accordingly, moved
to the store near the Hoyts Theatre and given less hours of
work.
On 21 December 1992, Mrs Candelaria was given a
memorandum which related to shop security which was
exhibit F (page 35 (AB)). It came from Mr Lutter and
referred to a visit to the Hoyts centre on Wednesday,
16 December 1992 at 2.00 pm where she had a visitor behind

the counter. The memorandum related to this and also said
as follows:—
"As you are well aware of the stringent Timezone
security measures, it is under no circumstances
acceptable having a visitor behind the counter during
operating hours.
To avoid any future confrontations I urge you not to
let any visitors behind the counter and follow our
security guidelines as outlined to you on previous
occasions."
A letter (exhibit J, page 36 (AB)), in reply, written by Mrs
Candelaria, is dated 28 December 1992 and points out that
the visitor was a former staff member of Timezone, that the
counter had no security door, and asking for one to be
installed, together with a "No Visitors Allowed at this
Point" sign. She also said:—
"I am aware that this rule is frequently breached by
other Managers and are sure that you will bring this to
their attention as well. I have already advised you of
which Managers are involved."
Mrs Candelaria's evidence, which was not disputed, was
that the lady behind the counter on this occasion had been
employed two years before by Timezone, but was not
employed by them at the time when Mrs Candelaria had
permitted her behind the counter.
As exhibit 1 (page 31 (AB)) reveals, the covert
surveillance operation commenced on 27 January 1993 at
the store at 792 Hay Street, Perth, which was maintained for
a period of seven days to 2100 hours on 3 February 1993.
The covert surveillance operation was conducted by using
a video camera and tape which recorded what occurred in
the shop. What it recorded, according to the evidence,
although it was not put before us, was that on 30 January
1993 a person, who was not a member of staff, was allowed
behind the counter by Mrs Candelaria. That person was her
nephew whom she said, in evidence, had assisted her at first
during a super session and he had also gone to get her her
food. In addition, she ate her food in the shop and was twice
smoking in the shop. On the first occasion, she said that it
was during her break. Of course, this surveillance occurred
without Mrs Candelaria's knowledge. After the week's
surveillance ceased, the video was watched by Mr Lutter,
but he did nothing about the matter because he was
instructed not to do anything until Mr Bebb returned from
overseas where he was while these events were occurring.
On 17 February 1993, Mr Bebb (having viewed the video)
and Mr Lutter interviewed Mrs Candelaria and said, without
identifying the evidence, that they had strong evidence that
she had had an unauthorised person behind the counter
during store hours, and that she had been smoking in the
store whilst on duty on two occasions. According to the
evidence of Mr Bebb and Mr Lutter, she denied that she had
been smoking and denied that she had had an unauthorised
person behind the counter until they put these questions to
her again when she did say that she had been smoking. She
also said that she had had a casual behind the counter. It was
then ascertained that the casual was, in fact, not a casual
employee at that premises, but was her nephew who was,
in fact, a member of staff at another store. It was the
evidence of Mr Lutter, however, that he spoke subsequently
to this gentleman and said he had not been at the store during
the period. In the end they dismissed Mrs Candelaria for
failing to comply with directions not to smoke in the store
during open hours, and having an unauthorised person
behind the counter (we paraphrase).
The notice of answer and counter proposal (see pages
27-29 (AB)) alleges that Mrs Candelaria had, according to
the video recording of operations on Saturday, 30 January
1993, smoked behind the counter during operating hours
whilst she was on duty, and that there was an unauthorised
person behind the counter in the presence of Mrs Candelaria
during operating hours whilst she was on duty.
The evidence of Mr Bebb and Mr Lutter was quite clear
that it was forbidden to have an unauthorised person behind
the counter. The reason for this was that the Manager was
responsible for moneys, and moneys were collected and kept
behind the counter. There was evidence from other
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employees and former employees, such as Mr Pride who
gave evidence, and Mr Dodd, that members of staff did
come behind the counter sometimes on their days off if they
had to attend to something. In this case, of course, Mrs
Candelaria's nephew was not a member of staff at that store.
As to the smoking, in evidence, Mrs Candelaria admitted
that she was smoking, but said that on the first occasion it
was during her break. Mr Bebb and Mr Lutter spoke of a
prohibition upon smoking in the shop. Nonetheless, there
was other evidence that persons were expected to go outside
if they were smoking (see, for example, Mr Clarke's and Mr
Norman's evidence).
There was substantial other evidence that on collection
days when moneys apparently were collected and counted
persons smoked inside the premises, but that was not whilst
the shop was open to the public, as we understand it. In any
event, there was no suggestion that this day was a collection
day, but a day when the shop was open in the normal
manner. Even on the evidence of Mr Norman, a technician,
one was not permitted to smoke in the shop. Mr Pride's
evidence was "You can't smoke while you are working".
As to the question of eating, about which some complaint
was made, there was a great deal of evidence that persons
did eat in the shops discreetly, and that this was permitted
where there was no facility on the premises, such as a
luncheon room, for employees to eat their meals in.
The Commission at first instance made the following
findings which we now summarise:—
(1) That although Mrs Candelaria may have thought
smoking was tolerated when the centre was
closed, the Commission was satisfied from her
responses that she knew that such was not the case
at times when customers may be present, and that
is why she sought to conceal that she was
smoking, by sitting on the floor, and by activating
an electric fan to disperse the smoke.
(2) She did not comply with the known rule regarding
the exclusion of visitors about which she had been
reminded of, and warned for breaching, in
December 1992.
(3) Mr Clarke's uncontroverted evidence was that he
did not act on instruction from Mrs Candelaria,
nor did he acknowledge he would do so in relation
to the question of any recording of the fight
incident referred to above.
(4) Mrs Candelaria accepted that it was her responsibility to ensure that the fight incident was recorded
in the diary, and the fault revealed to the
Commission was that she did not ensure that this
was done and she was prepared to assume that
such was the case when questioned by Mr Bebb.
To that extent she failed to properly manage.
(5) As to the question of the machines, the Commission preferred the evidence of Mr Bebb that the
machines had not been supervised or attended to
for some period of time.
(6) Further, there was no denial that Mr Bebb had
correctly assessed there was a need for cleaning
and the removal of rubbish, and the Commission
was satisfied from the evidence that, at the time
of day Mr Bebb visited the centre, the number of
customers was not so great as to have occupied
Mrs Candelaria and her staff to the extent that they
had no opportunity to perform the duties which Mr
Bebb complained were not done.
(7) Thus, at that time, it was reasonable for him to
conclude that Mrs Candelaria had failed to
adequately manage the centre on that day and had
not maintained the service and image important to
Timezone.
(8) The Commission concluded that it was made
probable that on the night of 9 June 1992, Mrs
Candelaria set about arming the alarm but she
failed to ensure that she achieved the required
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result, and it was therefore reasonable for Mr Bebb
to reach that same conclusion and to warn her as
he did.
(9) Mr Bebb's memos to Mrs Candelaria reveal, and
his testimony to the Commission was, that he had
become dissatisfied with her performance because
on several occasions she had not complied with
required policies and procedures. She had therefore failed in her responsibility as an Assistant
Manager. The conduct of Mrs Candelaria as
captured on the surveillance video tape, which
was viewed by Mr Bebb in consultation with Mr
Lutter, is a wilful disregard of rules known to her
and a preparedness to ignore warnings, was also
the view of the Commission.
(10) The Commission was satisfied that Timezone did
not act unfairly when it terminated the services of
Mrs Candelaria in the manner which it did.
(11) The Commission therefore dismissed the claim for
reinstatement and held that it had no jurisdiction
to grant her any benefit under the contract.
Grounds of Appeal.
The grounds of appeal herein are as follows (see pages
2-3 (AB)):—
"1 The commissioner erred in fact or in law in
finding that the respondent was entitled to
summarily dismiss The applicant when there was
no or insufficient evidence that:
(a) The action of Ms Candalaria in smoking
during a meal break amounted to a wilful
disobedience of rules know to her at the time
of dismissal
(b) That company policy as stated had been
enforced previously
(c) That the employee Ms Candalaria engaged in
any other conduct that rendered the employee
liable (sic) summary dismissal
(d) That procedures in relation to warnings were
followed by management in the dismissal of
the employee
(e) That the applicant had failed to achieve the
required result in arming the alarm on the
night of the 9th of June 1992
2 The Commissioner erred in fact or law or in law
and in fact in finding there was sufficient evidence
that the dismissal of the employee was justified
when there was sufficient evidence that:
(a) The process of dismissal was seriously
flawed in that the applicant was not given the
opportunity to be heard at the time of
dismissal
(b) The respondent in using covert surveillance
of the applicant when there was no or
insufficient reason to justify such action
acted unfairly toward the applicant
(c) The rules used to justify dismissal were not
made clear to the applicant by management
at the time of dismissal
(d) The employer had previously condoned
behaviour relating to breaches of the regulations that were enforced by dismissal of the
applicant in this circumstance
(e) The claim made by the respondent as its
reasons for dismissal at the time of dismissal
was not made out
3 The commissioner erred in law in failing to order
reinstatement in that he failed to consider, and
take into account all matters relevant to the
question of the fairness of the dismissal including
the failure to consider if the policy relating to
eating drinking and smoking in the workplace
was, in the circumstances, fair.

The appellant seeks
1 A declaration that the dismissal of Ms Candalaria
was unfair
2 An order that Ms Candalaria be reinstated in the
position as assistant manager with the respondent
3 An order that the applicant be paid wages from the
time of dismissal to the date of reinstatement
4 An order that contractual benefits denied the
applicant for the period from December 1992 to
the date of dismissal be paid"
Conclusions.
This was a discretionary decision as that is defined in
Norbis v. Norbis 65 ALR 12, and the principles applicable
are those set out in House v. The King 55 CLR 499 and
TWU v. BHP Iron Ore Ltd 72 WAIG 1994 at 1997.
It is not for the Full Bench to substitute its decision for
that of the Commission at first instance, but for the appellant
to establish that the Commission erred in the manner
described in House v. The King (op cit) and Norbis v. Norbis
(op cit).
It should also be understood that this was a decision
which, in part, although it is not expressly so said, depended
on the Commission's observation of the witnesses and their
demeanour in the witness box. It is not required to explicitly
say so (see Abalos v. Australian Postal Commission 171
CLR 167 and Jones v. Hyde 85 ALR 23). It is quite clear
that in some instances the Commission at first instance
preferred the evidence of Mr Bebb and Mr Lutter, and, to
the extent that it did, it has not been demonstrated to us that
the Commission misused its advantage (see Gromark
Packaging v. FMWU 73 WAIG 220 per Franklyn J).
It was plainly open to the Commission to find, on the
evidence before it, that Mrs Candelaria in smoking during
a meal break, or not, and in the store, did so in wilful
disobedience of rules known to her at the time of her
dismissal. She was sitting on the floor smoking with the fan
on so that it might disburse smoke. The Commission found
that this was done by way of concealment. On all of the
evidence, she was either forbidden to smoke at all in the
store, or was forbidden to smoke while the shop was open.
This was the case, on all of the evidence. All of the witnesses
knew of a prohibition, and she breached it.
It was open to the Commission at first instance to find,
on the evidence, well knowing that it was forbidden for a
person to be behind the counter (at the very least if that
person were not a member of staff at a store), and having
been recently warned against so doing, Mrs Candelaria
knowingly breached that rule also. A person not a member
of staff at that store, and perhaps not a member of staff at
all, was behind the counter on the day when this event was
recorded by the video camera.
It was also open to the Commission to find that she had
not properly set the alarm on the night of 9 June 1992, and
that she did have an unauthorised person behind the counter,
contrary to the policies which had been communicated to her
and about which she had been warned about a month before.
In addition, she had plainly some weeks before failed to
properly manage the premises at Fremantle, resulting in
there being some non-operating machines and unremoved
rubbish outside the premises. The Commission preferred Mr
Bebb's evidence, as it was entitled to do, and, further, the
Commission accepted that it was open, on the evidence, to
find that the number of customers at the time was not so
great as to prevent Mrs Candelaria carrying out her duties,
and, hence, that Mr Bebb had rightly concluded that she had
failed to adequately manage the store on that day.
In addition, she had plainly, if Mr Clarke's evidence were
accepted, which it was, not undertaken her proper managerial responsibility by ensuring that there was a diary note
made and a proper report concerning fighting. That evidence
was accepted, as the Commission was entitled to do, and,
hence, it was open to it to conclude that Mrs Candelaria
failed to make a report which she was required to make in
a managerial capacity.

Further, it is not true to say that at the time of dismissal
Mrs Candelaria was not given the opportunity to be heard.
Allegations were put to her which she answered by way of
denial, which answers, if the evidence of Mr Bebb and Mr
Lutter were accepted, were quite untrue, at first, in relation
to the smoking, since she denied that she had been smoking,
and the presence of a person behind the counter who was
unauthorised.
She said that she had a casual on the premises when there
was no casual and then alleged that it was her nephew, who
was present, if Mr Bebb's and Mr Lutter's evidence was
accepted, which it was.
It was, of course, submitted that Timezone, in using
covert surveillance of Mrs Candelaria when there was no or
no sufficient reason to justify such action, acted unfairly
towards Mrs Candelaria. The evidence was that the
surveillance was instituted primarily to detect whether
moneys were being removed from the premises and not
primarily to survey Mrs Candelaria. In the circumstances,
it was not therefore unfair.
As to the alleged failure to set the alarm, the Commission
at first instance concluded that Mrs Candelaria failed to
ensure that she had properly set it, and it was open to it so
to do.
It was also submitted that the rules used to justify
dismissal were not made clear to Mrs Candelaria by
management at the time of the dismissal. It is quite clear that
those rules existed beforehand and that they were known to
Mr Dodd, and to Mr Pride even, and were contained in the
Code of Ethics.
There was no evidence that the employer previously
condoned behaviour relating to breaches of the regulations
that were enforced by the dismissal of Mrs Candelaria in
these circumstances where such breaches were known.
As to the question of reinstatement, there is no suggestion
but that Mrs Candelaria had breached trust, and that, in the
circumstances, reinstatement was not practical or fair. In
other words, such an order would be contrary to the equity,
good conscience, and substantial merits of the case. She was
also a person who had had to be removed from the Fremantle
store where her performance was not adequate.
In the end, the Commission at first instance found, and
there was ample evidence upon which it could so find, that
Mr Bebb was rightly dissatisfied with Mrs Candelaria's
performance on a number of occasions after her reinstatement; she had on those occasions, outlined above, failed in
her responsibility as Assistant Manager. Her conduct
recorded on tape showed a preparedness to ignore a warning
about having unauthorised persons behind the counter, as
well as the rule against same. Further, she breached a well
known and applied rule about smoking in the shop, at least
while it was open.
It was also open to the Commission to find that she was
untruthful when questioned about these events by her
superiors.
There was no suggestion at first instance that the policy
relating to eating, drinking and smoking in the workplace
was unfair, nor could there have been.
The wilful disobedience of lawful and reasonable directions, evidenced by the video, was plainly sufficient to
constitute in its seriousness a repudiation of the contract of
employment justifying summary dismissal (see Adami v.
Maison De Luxe Ltd (1924) 35 CLR 143 where Isaacs ACJ
said at page 153:—
"It is incontestable that any conduct of an employee
which is not merely inconsistent with some particular
obligation involved, and possibly not striking at the
root of the matter, but which is inconsistent with the
relation established, is a just cause for the employer's
termination of that relation."
In all of the circumstances, applying the Undercliffe
Nursing Home v. FMWU 65 WAIG 385 test, the Commission at first instance had properly ruled as it did, there being
no harshness or unfairness in the use by Timezone of its right
to dismiss, on this occasion, on the evidence.
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No ground of appeal is made out and the appeal will be
dismissed.
Order accordingly
Appearances: Mr M.J. Keogh on behalf of the appellant.
Mr P.O. Robertson on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Alma D Candelaria
(Appellant)
and
Avel Pty Ltd (Timezone)
(Respondent)
No. 1409 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
4 February 1994.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 14th day of December 1993, and having heard
Mr M.J. Keogh on behalf of the appellant and Mr P.G.
Robertson on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench
having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for
decision being delivered on the 4th day of February 1994
wherein it was found that the appeal should be dismissed,
it is this day, the 4th day of February 1994, ordered that
appeal No. 1409 of 1993 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Felicity Head
(Appellant)
and
Alsco Linen Services
(Respondent)
No. 1491 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
24 January 1994.
Order.
THIS matter having been due to come on for hearing before
the Full Bench on the 24th day of January 1994, and the
appellant having by letter filed on the 18th day of January
1994 sought leave to have the appeal adjourned sine die to
enable the appeal to be discontinued, and the respondent
having consented by letter dated the 19th day of January
1994 to the adjournment to allow the appeal to be
discontinued, and both parties having consented in writing
to waive their rights to speak to the Minutes of Proposed
Order in accordance with s.35(4) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (as amended), and the letters having been filed
herein, it is this day, the 24th day of January 1994, ordered,
by consent, that appeal No. 1491 of 1993 be and is hereby
adjourned sine die to enable the appeal to be discontinued.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Elizabeth Jean Hogg
(Appellant)
and
Angiel Pty Ltd
(Respondent)
No 1025 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
16 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is the unanimous decision of the
Full Bench.
This is an appeal against the decision of the Commission,
constituted by a single Commissioner, which was contained
in an order made on 16 June 1993 (see page 9 of the appeal
book (hereinafter referred to as "AB")), and which
dismissed an application made by the appellant, who was
the applicant at first instance. That application sought
reinstatement for unfair dismissal, alternatively a declaration that the applicant was unlawfully or unfairly dismissed,
or alternatively payment of contractual benefits unpaid by
the respondent employer to the applicant employee.
The grounds of appeal herein are as follows (see pages
2-3 (AB)):—
"1. The Commission erred in ordering a dismissal of
the application, having found that the Commission
had no jurisdiction.
2. The Commission erred in finding that the Commission had no jurisdiction.
3. The Commission ought to have found that there
was a contract of employment between the
Applicant and the Respondent.
4. Having found that the Applicant was unfairly
treated, the Commission ought to have ordered the
Applicant's reinstatement.
Public Interest
5. The appeal raised matters of such importance that
in the public interest an appeal should lie:
(a) the appeal raises issues of the jurisdiction of
the Industrial Relations Commission;
(b) the appeal raises for consideration the principles relating to re-instatement of a person
who is—
(i) a Director of the company;
(ii) a major shareholder of the company;
(iii) a person who, in common with the other
Directors effectively terminating the
Applicant's contract of employment,
intended to carry on the business as a
joint manager.
6. The Appellant seeks orders that:
(a) the appeal be upheld;
(b) the Appellant be re-instated;
(c) all payments and benefits due to the Appellant under her contract of employment with
the Respondent be paid as from 20 January
1993."
Application to Extend Time.
The appeal book was filed on 2 August 1993 and served
shortly after, the notice of appeal having been filed on 5 July
1993. The appeal book, therefore, was not filed within seven
days of the date of the filing of the notice of appeal as the
Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 require.
There was an application to extend time within which to
file the appeal books, which was opposed by the respondent.
It was not in dispute that on 22 June 1993 the appellant
had filed an application in the Supreme Court by way of
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originating summons under s.260 of the Corporations Law
and an application for injunction to effectively permit the
appellant herein to resume her normal duties with the
respondent.
In addition, a notice of appeal was lodged in this
Commission, as we have indicated.
Eventually, the application for interlocutory injunction
was heard on 9 July 1993 by Malcolm CJ, having been
adjourned on 23 June 1993 and again on 7 July 1993, to
enable the respondent to file an affidavit. On 19 July 1993,
His Honour, the Chief Justice, dismissed the application for
an interlocutory injunction on the basis that there was a
contract of employment and that the Supreme Court was
reluctant to grant injunctive relief if it had the effect of
granting specific performance of a contract of employment.
The notice of appeal herein was then filed on 5 July 1993
and served on 22 July 1993 and the appeal book, as we have
said, filed on 2 August 1993. The reason for delay in
preparing and filing an appeal book was simply to avoid
incurring unnecessary costs in the eventuality of Malcolm
CJ granting interlocutory relief.
In the circumstances, there was good reason for the delay,
and, further, no injustice was occasioned to the respondent
since the appeal book was filed and served some weeks
before this matter was heard, which was on 15 September
1993. We granted the application to extend time applying
Ryan v. Hazelby and Lester t/a Carnarvon Waste Disposals
73 WAIG 1752.
Background.
The appellant was asked by the Fremantle City Council
in mid-1991, as an experienced tour operator, to make a
submission to a working committee determining the future
use of the Fremantle Prison for potential tourism operations.
She invited her next door neighbours, Colin and Beryl
Dymock, as persons experienced in business administration,
to assist her, which they did. In the end, they were asked by
the relevant committee to conduct tour operations at the
Fremantle Prison commencing in January 1992. On the
advice of an accountant, the appellant and Mr and Mrs
Dymock acquired the respondent company (a shelf company) as the entity for running the tour operations at the
prison. The appellant and Mr and Mrs Dymock became
Directors of the respondent company and remained Directors. The appellant held and holds 50% of the issued shares
in the respondent and Colin and Beryl Dymock hold the
other 50% of issued shares between them. The appellant is
a guarantor as are Mr and Mrs Dymock under the
respondent's lease with the Minister for Works in relation
to tour operations in the Fremantle Prison. The appellant and
Mr and Mrs Dymock were employed by the respondent as
Managers of tour operations with broad responsibilities and
tasks agreed between them as set out in exhibit H24.
The appellant and the respondent agreed among themselves that they would pay themselves a wage and they
would deduct PAYE tax.
On 20 January 1993, Mr and Mrs Dymock held a
Directors' meeting. They gave the appellant no prior notice
of what they proposed doing at the meeting, but, at the
meeting, they appointed themselves Managing Directors
and terminated the appellant's employment, handing her a
memorandum of termination and two weeks pay in lieu of
notice, plus two weeks holiday pay. That memorandum,
formal parts omitted, reads as follows (see pages 18-19
(AB)):—
"We hereby confirm your dismissal as an employee
of Angiel Pty Ltd trading as Fremantle Prison
Guardians. You will find attached:—
1. a cheque in the sum of $10,152.55 by way of
repayment of your loan to the company in relation
to your purchase of video equipment for and on
behalf of the company;
2. a cheque in the sum of $ 1,571.20 being two weeks
holiday pay and two weeks termination pay.
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Your termination as an employee is effective
immediately. We require the company's mobile telephone to be left at the company's office at the
Fremantle Prison.
You have been terminated as an employee of the
company for the following reasons:—
1. You have failed to carry out any promotional work
for the company for at least three months. This
you confirmed at the directors' meeting on 7
December 1992;
2. You have on numerous occasions failed to act in
the best interests of the company by, amongst
other things informing (and in most cases incorrectly informing) fellow employees, the traders
and Richard Green the Complex Manager of the
Fremantle Prison of matters relating to the
company's internal management. For example:—
• On or about 15 November 1992 you incorrectly advised other employees of the company that the other directors had voted you
out of the company and as a result there
would be a cut back in the hours the
employees would be required to work and
that one half of the employees would lose
their jobs;
• On or about 20 December 1992 you provided
the Building Management Authority with a
copy of your memorandum to Beryl Dymock
dated 20 December 1992;
• On 14 January 1993 you placed on the
employees' notice board and provided the
traders with a copy of your memorandum to
all staff dated 14 January 1993 and headed
"Regarding My Situation as Executive Director—Fremantle Prison Guardians".
In our view your actions have been harmful to the
company and have largely contributed to the company's trading loss of $27,538.00 from 1 July 1992 to
31 December 1992.
It is on this basis that the company no longer requires
your services as an employee.
You have a right as a director to see company
documents and accounting records. You are also
entitled to be consulted as to when directors meetings
are to be held and welcome to attend and vote on any
matter. Please note however that the day to day
management of the affairs of the company shall be
conducted by the company's managing directors—
Colin and Beryl Dymock."
There was then correspondence between the parties'
solicitors. Ms Hogg remained a Director.
There was a great deal of evidence as to the reasons for
dismissal involving tour guides, WA Tourist Commission
officers and Building Management Authority officers
concerning the circumstances giving rise to the "dismissal"
and the relationship between the Dymocks and the appellant
and the appellant and other persons, as well as the
appellant's conduct and other matters.
Findings of the Commission at First Instance and Other
Matters.
As a result of the events related above, the appellant made
application to the Commission for reinstatement on 12 February 1993. The Commission at first instance found,
summarised, as follows:—
(1) That the conduct of Colin and Beryl Dymock as
Directors of the respondent in purporting to
terminate the appellant's employment was unjustified and unfair.
(2) There was no contract of employment between the
appellant and the respondent, because, as the
Directors would never agree that they could
exclude each other from their management role
with the respondent, a necessary incident of the
relationship of employer and employee between
the appellant and the respondent did not exist.
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(3) Ms Hogg was dismissed without warning or
consideration for her circumstances. There was no
evidence that she had repudiated her contract of
service, and, in addition, she was unfairly treated.
(4) The Commission had no jurisdiction in the light
of the finding in paragraph (2) hereof.
Following the decision at first instance, as we have
mentioned, two avenues of relief were pursued, the first
being by way of this appeal, and the other being by
application to the Supreme Court. That application was
made under s.260 of the Corporations Law under which the
Supreme Court has supervisory power to rectify any
inequitable or oppressive conduct against a shareholder of
a company. Malcolm CJ held that the conduct of the
Dymocks was oppressive and unfair. However, he held that
there was a contract of employment, and that, because there
was a contract of employment, the common law did not give
him power to order what was effectively specific performance.
It should be noted, too, that both sides at first instance in
these proceedings agreed that an employer/employee relationship existed between them.
Conclusions.
In this case, the situation is that Ms Hogg was Manager
and the person providing the tourism expertise.
There was evidence that Beryl Dymock, at least, had no
trust in Ms Hogg. However, Mr Hotchkin (of Counsel), on
behalf of the appellant, made the point that if the
reinstatement had elements of the impractical, because of
lack of confidence and trust about it, then the fact that the
people who had largely been responsible for creating the
impracticality were the employers and that was a factor to
be taken into account.
Ms Hogg's case was that she was experienced and well
respected in the tourism industry and three witnesses were
called to bear this out, Mr John Edward Ham, an officer of
the WA Tourism Commission, and an officer of that body,
Mr James Caulfield Matan, and Mr Donald Trevor Pearce,
Chairman of the Perth Convention Bureau, who gave
evidence that the appellant had not undermined the
respondent's relationship with the Commission.
There was also some evidence of personality clashes
between Mrs Dymock and Ms Hogg.
An employee, Ms Pauline Ann Connor, gave evidence
and spoke well of the appellant. Similar evidence of her
professional manner with tourists came from a tour guide,
Ms Wendy McDonnell.
There was something of a disagreement with the museum
curator, Ms Josephine Wilson. The curator published an
inflammatory notice and said in hindsight that this was not
something which she should have done.
Mr Merton George John Fitzpatrick spoke well of the
appellant, even though she upset people occasionally, but
this, he said, was minor.
There was some evidence that Ms Hogg likes to have her
way (see Mr David Campbell's evidence).
There was concern about the financial affairs of the
company in the mind of Mr Dymock, as the Commission at
first instance found. Indeed, it was submitted that the real
reason why the Dymocks wished to get rid of Ms Hogg was
financial.
It was sought to be submitted that the evidence of Mr and
Mrs Dymock conflicted with that of Mr Harold Tognolini,
the Security Guard, whom, it was submitted, was told by Mr
Richard Mark Green, the Building Management Authority
Complex Manager, to do what Mrs Dymock told him to do.
Mr Green had had some arguments with Ms Hogg over
issues of policy. There was not, therefore, evidence that the
Dymocks lacked confidence in the appellant or genuinely
distrusted her.
Next, it was submitted that the parties had intended to
jointly manage the operations on a continuing basis for so
long as they retained a financial interest in the company.
This was emphasised by the fact that only Ms Hogg had
tourism experience and the operation is fundamentally a
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tourism operation. As to staff, she was the person who taught
them tour operations and was responsible for discipline. No
staff said that they disrespected or disliked her. Hence, there
was no evidence to say that to reinstate her would affect
staff.
It was submitted by Mr Offer (of Counsel), on behalf of
the respondent, that the real finding of the Commission at
first instance was that it lacked jurisdiction, and, hence,
there was some question whether the comments which the
Commission made constituted a finding of fact for the
purposes of the appeal.
It was submitted that at three Directors' meetings the
issue of the performance of the appellant was discussed. It
was submitted that, as a Director, the appellant was involved
in every discussion about the running of the place, and,
therefore, formal warnings were superfluous. At one
meeting Beryl Dymock had demanded the appellant's
resignation.
Mr Offer referred to the dictum in Slonim v. Fellows 54
ALR 673 at 680 (HC-FC) and referred us to the finding of
the Chief Justice:—
"There can be little doubt that the relationship
between the parties has significantly broken down."
What was happening here, Mr Offer submitted, is that the
Full Bench was being asked to send the appellant back into
a relationship which had significantly broken down. It was
submitted that there was no challenge to the evidence that
there was a genuine lack of confidence by the Dymocks in
the appellant. The appellant discussed with Mr Simon and
Mr Law on 23 November 1992 the fact that she could not
work with the Dymocks, which was after Mrs Dymock
asked her forthwith to leave the premises. She was not happy
with Beryl Dymock taking over the rostering of the staff.
There was a complete lack of communication between the
Directors (see pages 495 and 551 of the transcript at first
instance (hereinafter referred to as "TFI")). Colin Dymock
said that he would not be able to work with the appellant
in the future.
There was evidence from Mr Campbell as to the conflict
going on in the partnership, and that it affected the running
of the tour operations to a degree.
There was a division of loyalty among the guides with
more for the appellant than for Mr and Mrs Dymock (see
page 661 (TFI)). There was evidence, too, from Mr Frank
Mitchell Shaw and Mr Tferrence Derby Dwyer (see pages
672 and 677 (TFI)) (see also the evidence of Ms Maxine
Lynette Crespin).
There was a further submission that the reason for the
dismissal was not merely financial. It was submitted that
there is a plain lack of confidence between the parties and
that there will be a deterioration in staff morale if the
appellant returns. Those were the submissions, summarised.
It is quite plain that there was an employer/employee
relationship between the respondent and its three Directors,
who were also the Managers of its business. They were paid
wages and their work was supervised by the respondent
company through its Directors.
The Commission at first instance referred to the respondent as a partnership, which it was not. That seems to have
given rise to a conclusion that there was no term in the
contract which might be implied to enable one of the
"partners" to dismiss one or both of the others.
The parties at first instance agreed correctly that the
respondent was the employer of the appellant and the
Dymocks. The respondent was a company, and, as we have
said, exercised its control over its three employees through
its board of Directors. The board of Directors then purported
to dismiss one employee. (The Chief Justice also found that
there was a contract of employment). A dismissal is a
termination of the contract of employment, and that is what
the respondent, through its board, purported to effect.
There was plainly, therefore, jurisdiction in the Commission at first instance to hear and determine the application
before it. It erred in failing to so find.
The Commission also made findings that the appellant
was summarily dismissed and dismissed unfairly. In doing

so, it considered the evidence and concluded that the
appellant had not conducted herself in such a manner as to
amount to a repudiation of the contract justifying summary
dismissal. That was not seriously challenged. Indeed, the
Commission, having had the opportunity to see the
witnesses, his findings in that respect, insofar as they related
to the events concerned, cannot be overturned unless he
mistook the facts or misused his advantage derived from
seeing the witnesses (see Jones v. Hyde 85 ALR 23 and
Gromark Packaging v. FMWU 73 WAIG 220 per Franklyn
J).
It was conceded by Mr Offer that this was a summary
dismissal.
Of course, the Commission at first instance made no
finding on the question of reinstatement and much of the
argument which we heard was directed to that point.
A problem arose in this matter because the Commissioner
who constituted the Commission at first instance retired
after the Commission gave its decision and before the appeal
was heard. The Full Bench is really being asked to decide
a matter based on findings of fact and the exercise of a
discretion which should be exercised at first instance.
This is an appeal against the decision of the Commission
at first instance. The decision was that the application be
dismissed. The only reason which directly supported that
decision was that the Commission at first instance found that
it had no jurisdiction to hear the matter.
We are of opinion that the Commission erred and that it
did have jurisdiction. The proper course, which we think that
Mr Hotchkin acknowledged by implication, would have
been that the operation of the decision at first instance be
suspended and that the case be remitted to the Commission
at first instance for hearing and determination according to
law.
It seems to us that the Full Bench should not and cannot
upon appeal, in the absence of error on the part of the
Commission being established, undertake the role of the
Commission at first instance (see Gromark Packaging v.
FMWU (op cii)). The only error which has been established
is in the Commission's decision that it did not have
jurisdiction.
In our opinion, therefore, the Full Bench cannot decide
those matters of fact nor exercise the discretion which is
properly the duty of the Commission at first instance.
In the normal course of events, to suspend and remit
would not be a problem. However, the problem may be
resolvable in this case by the use of s.18(1) of the Act, which
enables extension of an appointment of a Commissioner, or
by a temporary appointment of the Commissioner who heard
the matter, or by the matter being remitted to the
Commission differently constituted at first instance to hear
and determine the question of reinstatement only, as the
issue of unfairness was accepted as having been determined
at first instance, in the submissions made to the Full Bench
on behalf of both parties.
We think that it is fair that the Full Bench hear any further
submissions which the parties wish to make as to what the
actual orders ought to be after they have considered these
reasons. We would re-list the matter for that purpose.
Appearances: Mr M C Hotchkin (of Counsel) on behalf
of the appellant.
Mr T H Offer (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.
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Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 15th day of September 1993, and having heard
Mr M C Hotchkin (of Counsel) on behalf of the appellant
and Mr T H Offer (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent,
and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the
matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 16th
day of December 1993, and having come on for further
hearing on the 18th day of January 1994, and having heard
Mr M C Hotchkin (of Counsel) on behalf of the appellant
and Mr T H Offer (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent,
and having determined that an order in the following terms
reflects the decision of the Full Bench as explained in its
reasons for decision, and both parties having consented to
the Commission waiving the requirements of s.35 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day,
the 19th day of January 1994, ordered as follows:—
(1) That the appeal be and is hereby upheld.
(2) That the order made by Commissioner O K
Salmon on the 16th day of June 1993 be
suspended.
(3) That the application be remitted to the Commission constituted by a Commissioner assigned by
the Chief Commissioner to hear and determine the
question whether the applicant (appellant) should
be reinstated and receive all benefits due under her
contract of employment with the respondent from
the 20th day of January 1993 to the date of any
such reinstatement, having due regard to the
findings by Commissioner Salmon that the applicant (appellant) was unfairly dismissed.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[U.S.]
President.
Editor's Note: Procedural Order to follow
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HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
19 January 1994.
Order.
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 15th day of September 1993, and having heard
Mr M C Hotchkin (of Counsel) on behalf of the appellant
and Mr T H Offer (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent,
and the appellant having made applications to extend time
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to file and serve appeal books, and to extend time within
which to make such an application, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 16th day of December 1993, it is this
day, the 19th day of January 1994, ordered as follows:—
(1) That time be and is hereby extended to and
including the 4th day of August 1993 for the
appellant herein to file an application to extend
time for lodging appeal books.
(2) That time be and is hereby extended to the
appellant herein to lodge appeal books until and
including the 2nd day of August 1993.
By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: These are my reasons for decision.
This is an appeal against the decision of a single
Commissioner made on 14 September 1993 pursuant to s.49
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as "the Act") under which it is properly
brought.
In this matter, there was no objection by the respondent,
Mr Michael William Harris (hereinafter referred to as "Mr
Harris"), to the filing of appeal books out of time. We
therefore made the appropriate orders pursuant to s.27(l)(v)
of the Act, it being the order which was consistent with
equity, good conscience, and the substantial merits of the
application.
In addition, leave was granted to the appellant, the
Western Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry
Employees' Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth
(hereinafter referred to as "the AMIEU"), to amend its
grounds of appeal in terms of those grounds set out in
Schedule "A", substituted on 16 November 1993, which
were inserted in the appeal book (hereinafter referred to as
"AB") and read as follows:—
"AMENDED GROUNDS OF APPEAL AND
RELIEF SOUGHT
1. The Chief Commissioner erred in fact leading to
an error in law allowing the applicant to amend
the original application without the consent of the
respondent.
2. The Chief Commissioner erred in fact and in law
in not putting enough weight on the respondent's
submissions that Mr Harris was not made redundant and that his position was not abolished and
was in fact being carried out by someone else.
3. In the circumstances, the Appellant seeks Orders
that:
(a) The Appeal be upheld; and
(b) The Order made by the Chief Commissioner
on 20th September, 1993 be quashed."
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Mr Harris made application to the Commission on 16
March 1993 alleging that the Secretary of the AMIEU had
purported to suspend him from his position as an organiser
"employed" by the AMIEU on or about 11 and 12 March
1993.
By the application Mr Harris indicated in paragraph (1)
on page 4 (AB) the nature of the claim which is expressed
as:—
"(1) NATURE OF CLAIM: (Indicate the basis of the
claim)
(i) Unfair Dismissal (ie seeking reinstatement)
(ii) Unpaid benefits under employment contract
BOTH"
Under paragraph (13) on page 5 (AB), which provides for
details of benefits claim, there appears "the right to work".
By its notice of answer and counter proposal (see pages
6-7 (AB)) dated 22 March 1993, the AMIEU alleged, inter
alia, that Mr Harris had refused to distribute material on
behalf of the Australian Labor Party and was on 12 March
1993 suspended from duties. It further denied that Mr Harris
was dismissed. There was also a denial of any contract of
employment between Mr Harris and the AMIEU because
"he is employed on a week to week basis".
Mr Harris was an organiser with the AMIEU. He was said
to be an employee, and that was not in issue.
On 24 March 1993, a decision was taken to terminate Mr
Harris' services. This decision was taken by a meeting of
the AMIEU Executive. That dismissal took effect. In
accordance with that resolution, Mr Harris was to receive
payment of one months wages, plus other entitlements
accrued (see exhibit S3, pages 80-81 (AB)).
The matter came on before the Commission at first
instance for a conference at which conciliation was
attempted. The conference was not successful in that regard.
The matter then came on for hearing and determination
before the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, on 24 June 1993.
The reasons for decision issued on 14 December 1993
(see pages 15-24 (AB)). The Commission in its reasons for
decision noted that Mr Harris did not seek reinstatement in
employment, but pursued contractual benefits claimed to
have been outstanding on his termination of employment,
being for unused sick leave, an outstanding contribution for
superannuation, and a payment called a "redundancy
payment", said to have been calculated in accordance with
the "Metal Trades Tfermination, Change and Redundancy
standard".
The claim as it existed at the time the matter was heard
was, of course, different from the claim which was lodged
and which I have described above. The claim was evidenced
by a summary of Mr Harris' claim and the AMIEU's answer
which is at page 87 (AB), and which was handed, if not
tendered, to the Commission on 24 June 1993 (see page 26
(AB)).
On that day, Mr Schapper (of Counsel), on behalf of Mr
Harris, advised that the claim for reinstatement was not
proceeded with, but that Mr Harris was proceeding with a
claim for contractual benefits under s.29(b)(ii) of the Act.
The question of jurisdiction was argued, and the
Commission at first instance found that it had jurisdiction.
The parties then conducted their cases.
The only evidence called was that of Mr Harris who was
called on his own behalf. His evidence, summarised, was
that in about 1989, having been a part-time organiser, he
became a full-time organiser with the AMIEU. His
employment was then terminated in July 1992, but he was
reinstated with no loss of pay or benefits and his
employment continued until 29 March 1993. In relation to
that termination, he was told that his position was no longer
there for financial reasons. He claimed, inter alia, redundancy payments based on two weeks pay for each year of
service derived from the Metal Trades Award. This, the
evidence was, was what the union claimed from employers
for other members.

It is quite clear that he had been asked to hand out
Australia Labor Party election material by Mr Ferguson, the
Secretary of the AMIEU, along with other organisers, and
that he had told Mr Ferguson that he did not believe that this
was part of his duties ((ie) to hand out electioneering
material).
A statement of Glen William Ferguson, Secretary of the
AMIEU, was tendered. Mr Ferguson was not called. That
document is exhibit MCI (see page 82 (AB)).
Exhibit S3 (pages 80-81 (AB)) is the minutes of the
meeting of the Executive of 24 March 1993. That was the
meeting at which Mr Harris was said to have been made
redundant.
Mr Maguire, on behalf of the AMIEU, submitted that Mr
Harris was the least effective of the organisers, and that he
had not denied on oath the allegations in Mr Ferguson's
statement that he would not comply with some directions.
Further, Mr Maguire asserted from the bar table that the
AMIEU had severe financial difficulties and it was decided
that the staff would have to be cut. The cuts made included
the dismissal of Mr Harris, thus saving the AMIEU money.
Jurisdiction.
It was submitted to the Commission at first instance, on
the authority of Coles Myer Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v.
Coppin and Others 73 WAIG 1754 (IAC), which is authority
for the proposition that "unless, at the time when the
application is made, the relationship ((ie) of employer/
employee) actually exists, or is expected to come into
existence in the future, or did exist and is to be restored, the
key element of an "industrial matter" is missing", that
there is no jurisdiction in the Commission to deal with a
matter.
The Commission observed that Mr Harris' application
was lodged in the Commission on 16 March 1993. There
was then an existing employer/employee relationship. That
relationship was terminated on 29 March 1993. Mr
Schapper's submission was that the requirement to establish
the Commission's jurisdiction had been met by the filing of
the claim during the period of Mr Harris' employment by
the AMIEU. It did not therefore matter that this claim was
now not identical with the terms of the claim lodged on 16
March 1993. What was being sought then were orders to
secure the employee's rights and benefits under his contract
of employment. That claim was unequivocally within
jurisdiction. The subsequent event was said to be taken by
law to be effective from 16 March 1993. Mr Schapper cited
the reasons for judgment of the High Court in Wigan v.
Edwards and Another 1 ALR 497 as authority for that
proposition.
The AMIEU's submissions through Mr Maguire were that
the application before the Commission related to Mr Harris'
suspension and not to his dismissal. The suspension was
withdrawn. There was then no agreement for the claim to
be amended to accommodate these issues, it was submitted.
The Commission at first instance held that there was a live
industrial matter. The subsequent termination of Mr Harris'
services occasioned a change in the relief being sought. The
Commission accepted, too, that the terms of the application
now asserted the same claims with respect to contractual
benefits that existed at 16 March 1993. It also "accepted"
any necessary amendments.
The Commission found that Mr Harris was entitled to
payment of accrued sick leave, to holiday pay, and to "a
redundancy payment".
The Commission found, too, that, on the sworn evidence
of Mr Harris, and on the evidence of what was contained in
exhibit S3, the minutes of the meeting of 24 March 1993,
the circumstances of Mr Harris' termination of employment
amounted to a redundancy.
The Commission also held that the payment was to be
quantified given the custom and practice of the meat
industry in accordance with an implied term which in the
result applied the Metal Trades Award as a measuring stick.

Conclusions.
The grounds of appeal raise two issues.
Firstly, it was submitted that an error of law occurred
because the Commission at first instance allowed Mr Harris
to amend the original application without the consent of the
AMIEU. Mr Maguire's submissions were really that the
AMIEU had been denied natural justice by not being given
a reasonable opportunity .to be heard. The Commission has
a duty to afford natural justice (see RRIA v. AMWSU and
Others (1986) 66 WAIG 1553 at 1559). A person should
have a reasonable opportunity of presenting a case, or, as it
has been put, a person or body determining a justiciable
controversy between the parties must give each party a fair
opportunity to put his own case and to contradict any
statement prejudicial to this view (see Hocks v. Davies t/a
Kembla Built-in Furniture (1987) 67 WAIG 1527 at 1528,
which was cited as authority to the Full Bench upon this
appeal by Mr Maguire) (see the discussion of this matter by
the Full Bench in RRIA v. AMWSU and Others 72 WAIG
25 at 29).
It was Mr Harris' case that natural justice had been done.
The matter was dealt with at pages 37-40 (AB).
When the granting of the application to amend was made,
it was done after hearing Mr Schapper for Mr Harris and Mr
Maguire's submissions on behalf of the AMIEU (see pages
37-39 (AB)). After the Commission granted the application
for amendment and found that he had jurisdiction, Mr
Maguire sought an adjournment to obtain instructions by
telephone from his office. Mr Maguire submitted that his
case had been prepared on the basis that there was no unfair
dismissal.
The reinstatement application was dropped and there was
no redundancy. Mr Maguire was then asked:—
Q: "If I can interrupt you just for a moment then. The
jurisdiction is of no consequence to you?''
A: "No, not really. I think in retrospect I would be
prepared to go ahead with it on other grounds and
hear the evidence of Mr Harris."
The matter was then heard and determined.
It is quite obvious that every reasonable opportunity was
afforded to the AMIEU to put its case, including its
objections to the amendment and the question of jurisdiction. In the end, its advocate elected not even to pursue its
application to adjourn. The AMIEU was plainly afforded
natural justice and given every reasonable opportunity to put
its case.
The second ground of appeal was the subject of a
submission that the Commission erred in fact and in law in
not attaching enough weight to the AMIEU's submissions
that Mr Harris was not made redundant and that his position
was not abolished and was, in fact, being carried out by
someone else.
The evidence before the Commission was Mr Harris' that
he had been made redundant, and the minutes of the
Executive meeting of 24 March 1993 (exhibit S3, pages
80-81 (AB)). I reproduce hereunder the material parts of
exhibit S3:—
"SUSPENSION OF MICHAEL WILLIAM HARRIS
The Secretary reported that M. Harris had been
suspended from duty as a result of failing to carry out
the direction of the Secretary. On Thursday the 11 th
March 1993 M. Harris was requested to distribute
campaign material for the ALP Federal Election
Campaign.
M. Harris refused and was assigned alternative
duties.
The Secretary reported the matter to the Federal
Secretary, Comrade Tom Hannan. On advice from the
Federal Secretary, the State Secretary again requested
M. Harris to distribute the Campaign material in
question. M. Harris refused a second time and was
subsequently suspended. M. Harris was invited to
attend the meeting and explain and mitigate his reasons
why he had refused to work as directed.
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The Executive then asked other members of staff
about the incident.
It was moved Lindsay Rocke, seconded Dom
Peribonio, that
"M. Harris's suspension be lifted and that all
moneys owed as a result of the suspension be
paid."
CARRIED
3 FOR
NIL AGAINST
REDUCTION IN STAFF NUMBERS
The Secretary reported that due to financial constraints the Branch found itself in that there was a need
to reduce the number of Organisers within the Branch.
Further, that changes were also required in the
administrative staff.
This had been reported to the Federal Secretary who
had agreed with the proposals of the State Secretary.
These changes were that M. Harris's service be
terminated, that the bookkeeper would have her hours
reduced in July 1993. That Organiser Gebski would at
the end of his subsidised training be required to work
a minimum of 3 days per week. That it was
foreshadowed that the Industrial Officer, Comrade
Graeme Maguire would possibly have a reduction in
the hours worked.
In any event the Federal Secretary was coming to
Western Australia to appraise the requirements of the
Branch and to look into the current financial position.
It was moved Lindsay Rocke, seconded Dom
Peribonio, that
"M. Harris be thanked for past service and his
services be terminated with the payment of one
month's wages plus other entitlements accrued."
CARRIED
3 FOR
NIL AGAINST"
That plainly is evidence that, due to financial constraints,
the Branch had a need to reduce the number of organisers
within the Branch, and that Mr Harris was selected as being
redundant to their requirements.
The evidence is quite plain, too, that changes were also
required in administrative staff, according to the Secretary's
report contained in those minutes. Further, the industrial
officer's hours of work were possibly to be reduced. Thus,
it was decided that Mr Harris' services be terminated with
payment of one months wages plus other entitlements
accrued.
In evidence there was a statement of Mr Ferguson which
was unsworn and to which I have referred above. That
sought to assert, effectively, that no decision was made at
the meeting of 24 March 1993 to make Mr Harris' position
redundant, that his work was being carried out now very
effectively by Mr George Gebski (whom was already
employed by the AMIEU), and that the decision to terminate
Mr Harris, as against any other organiser, was made on a
performance basis only. Firstly, Mr Ferguson gave no
evidence and the contents of the document could not be
cross-examined upon in the light of sworn evidence to the
contrary. Very little weight could therefore be attached to
it (see R v. Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission and Others; ex parte Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board (1965) 113 CLR 228 per Barwick CJ
at page 243 and Menzies J at page 252, and see Pilkington
Glass Products and Others v. MBA and Others 73 WAIG
981 (FB)). Secondly, the statement directly contradicted the
contents of the minutes of the meeting (exhibit S3) which
was not otherwise challenged, or, indeed, brought into
question. Thirdly, Mr Harris gave evidence that he was made
redundant, and that evidence was not shaken in crossexamination. Fourthly, notwithstanding that Mr Maguire
submitted, and Mr Ferguson asserted in his statement, that
the termination of employment occurred for performance
reasons and was not a redundancy, Mr Ferguson's own
statement, were it to be given weight, actually constitutes
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an admission that Mr Harris' position was abolished and
there was a decision to terminate him "as against any other
organiser". Further, all that occurred, occurred in the
context of a reduction in AMIEU expenditure. That could
only be evidence of redundancy.
It was therefore open to the Commission at first instance,
on ample evidence, to find that Mr Harris' employment was
terminated because he was made redundant as the decision
is recorded in exhibit S3.
No ground of appeal was therefore made out.
There is one other matter which I should mention. The
jurisdiction of the Commission at first instance was not
raised as a ground of appeal. Mr Maguire told us that he was
not instructed to raise it. However, the point was raised by
the Full Bench as it was entitled to do (see SGS Australia
Pty Ltd v. Taylor 73 WAIG 1760). The question was
whether on the principle of Coles Myer Ltd t/a Coles
Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others (op cit) (IAC) there was
jurisdiction to hear and determine the application at first
instance.
Mr Schapper submitted that the original application was
one made under s.29(b)(i) and s.29(b)(ii) of the Act. Then
the s.29(b)(i) claim for reinstatement was withdrawn on the
day of the hearing and determination on 24 June 1993.
The grounds on which the orders were first sought were
plainly different from the grounds on which the matter
proceeded. At first, of course, Mr Harris was suspended and
his reinstatement and contractual benefits were claimed. By
the time the matter was heard and determined by the
Commission at first instance, Mr Harris' suspension had
been lifted. In the meantime, had he been dismissed on the
grounds of redundancy.
At the time of the dismissal, and before Mr Harris was
dismissed, there was an application for reinstatement afoot
((ie whilst he was still employed). What then occurred was
that there was an amended claim for contractual benefits,
and different contractual benefits at that, allowed after the
termination of employment. At the same time, the claim for
reinstatement was withdrawn.
In my opinion, the matter is determinable in this manner.
After the dismissal took effect on 29 March 1993, a fresh
application could have been made claiming reinstatement
and contractual benefits following the dismissal as distinct
from the suspension. That would have given jurisdiction to
the Commission under the Coles Myer Ltd t/a Coles
Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others (op cit) (IAC) principle.
Instead, Mr Harris, when the matter came on for hearing and
determination, withdrew his claim for reinstatement in
respect of his dismissal, his first claim for reinstatement as
a result of suspension being no longer able to be established
because the suspension had in the interim been lifted and
lifted before the dismissal took place. It did exist when the
application was made. He did so because one claim no
longer existed and the other, whilst it did exist, and had
existed at the time employment was terminated, was not to
be pursued. There was therefore a claim for reinstatement
available when the application was made, and which was
also the subject of subsequent events which could, quite
rightly, under s.27(l)(v) of the Act be dealt with by a fresh
application or by being grafted onto the existing application.
To do otherwise would be to act with undue technicality and
legal form contrary to s.26 of the Act, and, indeed contrary
to the objects of the Act.
The fact of the matter is that an application for
reinstatement existed at all times, particularly when the
application was made. The fact that different contractual
benefits relating to different events were claimed does not
alter that fact. That there could have been a separate
application for reinstatement after the dismissal to which
contractual benefits could have been attached as a claim is
true. What the amendment in effect allowed was a claim for
a contractual benefit supported by the first application at the
time that application was made, which could, in any event,
have been supported by a second application made after the
dismissal of 29 March 1993 and still could be.
Alternatively, in any event, what occurred was a grant of
relief in which the Commission did not restrict itself to the
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specific claim made or to the subject matter of the claim
when the original application contained an application for
reinstatement which still could be pursued. It was entitled
so to act under s.26(2) of the Act. In any event, the
Commission is not a Court of pleading. In any event, no
argument has been put, on this occasion, which would
persuade me to decide to the contrary. I am not therefore
persuaded that the Commission at first instance acted
without jurisdiction.
In all the circumstances, no ground of appeal is made out
and there is no reason why the decision at first instance
should be interfered with by the Full Bench. The appeal will
be dismissed.
COMMISSIONER FIELDING: The application, the
subject of this appeal, began as a claim for unfair dismissal
and for denied contractual benefits under subsection 29(b)
of the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 (as it then was). At
the time the Respondent (originally the Applicant) was
employed by the Appellant as an organiser and had been
suspended from duty on full pay pending a review of his
alleged failure to carry out the instructions of the Respondent's secretary. In those circumstances, it is perhaps
surprising that in the particulars of claim accompanying the
Notice of Application the Respondent alleged that he had
been unfairly dismissed, but nothing now turns on that. The
denied contractual benefits claimed in the Notice of
Application were described in the particulars, to be "the
right to work".
Approximately two weeks after making the original
application, the Respondent's employment was terminated.
He thereafter sought, and was granted, leave to amend the
application to claim approximately $7,560 as and by way of
denied contractual benefits. Those benefits were said to be
unpaid sick leave, superannuation contributions, and a
redundancy payment commensurate with the provisions
contained in the Metal Trades Termination, Change and
Redundancy Standards. The claim for reinstatement was
abandoned.
The amendment was made over the objection of the
Appellant. The Appellant, by its amended grounds of appeal,
now complains that in making the amendment to the
Respondent's original application, the Commission denied
the Appellant natural justice by failing to adjourn the
proceedings to enable the Appellant to reconsider its
position. The Appellant's concern was, and still is, that it
had been summoned to answer quite a different complaint
than that which ultimately proceeded before the Commission.
The contention that the Appellant was denied natural
justice in the way alleged by it during the course of this
appeal is without foundation. The Appellant was given
every opportunity to make submissions in respect of the
Respondent's application to amend, albeit that those
submissions were overruled. Moreover, although the Appellant's agent initially sought an adjournment to obtain
instructions following the making of the amendment, he
almost immediately thereafter indicated that he was "prepared to go ahead" with the matter. In those circumstances
it is difficult to see how this ground of appeal, as it was
advanced by the Appellant, has any substance to it.
The Appellant expressly refrained from questioning the
Commission's power to make the amendment in question.
Nonetheless, I question whether the Commission had power
to amend the original application in the way in which it did
and when it did, despite the powers vested in the
Commission by virtue of section 27(1 )(1) of the Act to
"allow the amendment of any proceedings on such terms as
it thinks fit". Although, as Mr Schapper for the Respondent
submits, the amendment did not change the character of the
original claim because it remained one for denied contractual benefits, the amended claim was substantially different
to the original claim. Indeed, at the time the claim was
originally made, there was no suggestion that the Appellant
was financially indebted to the Respondent, but rather that
it had simply denied him the right to work.
At the time the amendment was made, the Respondent
was no longer an employee of the Appellant. Thus on the

authority of Coles/Myer Ltd t/a Coles Supermarkets v.
Coppin and Others (1993) 73 WAIG 1754, the Commission
was without jurisdiction to entertain a fresh application in
respect of the benefits, the subject of the amended claim.
Ordinarily a party is not entitled to amend existing
proceedings to have a claim dealt with which is otherwise
outside the jurisdiction of the Tribunal (see: Weldon v. Neal
(1887) 19 QBD 394). In short, an amendment ought not be
made which deprives the other party of a defence which has
already accrued to him. Furthermore, an amendment
operates retrospectively to the original filing of the
application, as was indicated by Mason J. in Wiggin v.
Edwards (1973) 47 ALJR 586, 596. Because of this, it is
generally considered improper to amend the proceedings
without the consent of the other party to add a cause of
action which has accrued since the commencement of the
proceedings (see: Wiggin v. Edwards (supra)).
It is trite to say that the jurisdiction granted to the
Commission under section 29(b)(ii) is purely statutory and
is limited to claims by an employee that he has been
"denied" a benefit to which he is entitled under his contract
of employment. At the time the original application was
lodged, there could be no question of the Appellant having
been denied the monetary benefits he ultimately claimed,
with the possible exception of the claim in respect of unpaid
sick leave, since the liability to pay the money depended on
the termination of the Respondent's employment. The
suggestion by Counsel for the Respondent that his client
could have sought a Declaration from the Commission at the
time he originally lodged the application is highly questionable. It would still be necessary for the Appellant to have
somehow denied the Respondent's entitlement to those
benefits. Moreover, it now seems settled that the Commission does not have the authority to grant declaratory relief
of that kind (see: Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport
Trust v. Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611; Robe River Iron
Associates v. The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch. Industrial Union of Workers (1987) 67 WAIG
320; and Coles/Myer t/a K Mart v. The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees' Association of Western Australia
(1992) 72 WAIG 1747, 1751).
As the question of the power of the Commission to make
the amendments was deliberately not pursued by the
Appellant the matter need not be considered further on this
occasion.
In my view there is even less substance to the second of
the amended grounds of appeal. It ill behoves the Appellant
to suggest that the Commission "erred in fact and in law in
not putting enough weight on the (Appellant's) submission"
that the Respondent "was not made redundant and that his
position was not abolished and was in fact being carried out
by someone else'' when in fact the evidence, as distinct from
the submissions of the Appellant's agent, indicated only that
the Respondent was dismissed on the grounds of redundancy. Indeed, far from erring in failing to give little or no
weight to the submissions of the Appellant's agent in this
regard, the Commission, in my opinion, was acting quite
properly. As has been made clear on a number of occasions,
assertions of fact in the form of submissions from agents are
not evidence of the truth of those assertions, except where
they are accepted by interested parties as being correct (see:
Carter v. Drake (1992) 72 WAIG 2742, 2749). In this case,
the reasons for the Respondent's dismissal were very much
a matter of controversy and unlike the Appellant, the
Respondent led sworn evidence to support his version of the
events in question. An unsworn statement from the
Appellant's secretary to the contrary can have little or no
weight in such circumstances. Relief from complying with
the rules of evidence does not relieve parties from leading
sworn evidence on matters of controversy (see: Pastrycooks
Employees, Biscuit Makers Employees and Flour and Sugar
Goods Workers Union (NSW) v. Gartrell White (1990) 35
IR 60).
Thus, having regard to the amended grounds of appeal and
the way in which they were advanced by the Appellant, I
am of the opinion, for the foregoing reasons, that the appeal
should be dismissed.

E
COMMISSIONER PARKS: I have had the opportunity
of reading the draft Reasons for Decision prepared by the
President and I agree therewith to the extent that the
applicant Union failed to make out the two grounds on
which its appeal is mounted.
However, it is my view that the application, as amended,
which was before the Commission at first instance is outside
the jurisdiction of the Commission as held by the Industrial
Appeal Court in the matters of Robe River Iron Associates
v. Association of Drafting, Supervisory and Technical
Employees of Western Australian (68 WA1G 11), Kounis
Metal Industries Pty Ltd v. Transport Workers' Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch (73 WAIG 14) and Coles Myer Ltd trading as Coles
Supennarkets v. K F Coppin, N W Ryan and J Sweeting (73
WAIG 1754).
The dismissal of Mr Harris took effect on 29 March 1993,
that is, after his application had been filed in the
Commission but prior to the hearing and determination of
his claims alleging that he had been denied several
contractual benefits. He did not however, seek to have the
Commission restore him to the position of an employee with
the Western Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry
Employees' Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth. In
the matter of Nappy Happy Service v. The Federated
Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, WA Branch
(73 WAIG 2007), the Full Bench reviewed the relevant
authorities and members thereof expressed the following
views—
The President and Negus C (jointly)—
The nature of these matters and of the definition of
"industrial matter" was thoroughly considered by the
Full Bench in a number of decisions (see for example
Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v. Watts 69 WAIG
2307, Adelaide Timber Co Pty Ltd v. WA Timber
Industry Industrial Union of Workers, South-West
Land Division 71 WAIG 325, Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd
v. AMWSU 70 WAIG 2545, and cases cited therein,
as examples). However, in Kounis Metal Industries Pty
Ltd v. TWU {op cit) and in Coles Myer Ltd trading as
Coles Supermarkets v. Coppin and Others (op cit) there
was no invitation to the Industrial Appeal Court to
review the past decisions (and Pepler's Case (op cit)
in particular). If or until that is done, we are bound by
the ratio decidendi of those cases. Those cases were not
Coles Myer Ltd trading as Coles Supermarkets v.
M'HIWW ISSSSrBSBBllSSBSlSE
■ii»H
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Firstly, the Commission at first instance, on those
authorities, had no jurisdiction to order "compensation" where it was not related to an order for
reinstatement, as it was not. There is no jurisdiction to
order for compensation at large, on those authorities.
claim or make an order for compensation or tor
contractual benefits divorced from an order for rein-

(p. 2008—underlining added)
Kennedy CIn unanimously upholding the appeal the Industrial
Appeal Court, made no finding as to whether the term
implied into the contracts by Salmon C was fact. The
appeals were upheld on the ground that there was no
jurisdiction to make the order which issued. After
19 of the Kr
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judgement the Industrial Appeal Court went on to
say—
What this line of authority [Pepler and Kounis]
indicates is that there must be a continuation of
an industrial relationship between the parties to
constitute an industrial matter.
[page 10 : emphasis added]
And while it goes on to refer to the definition of
'industrial matter' including any matter relating to the
'conditions of employment which are to take effect
after the termination of employment', the Industrial
Appeal court says that this means that—
The exercise of power under the provision is
limited to the making of the conditions whilst the
contract of employment is in existence.
[page 10 : emphasis added]
I take this to mean that there is jurisdiction to enquire
into and deal with a claim for a contractual benefit
which is to become operative after the end of a contract
of employment but only if the power to enquire into and
determine the matter is exercised during the life of that
contract. The Industrial Appeal Court then went on to
refer to paragraph (c) of the definition of 'industrial
matter' and says that in the context of the same opening
words of the definition, the authority of the Commission to enquire into and deal with an 'industrial matter'
involving the dismissal of a person is limited in the
same way to an existing or prospective continuing
relationship of employer—employee with the only
extension of this being 'where an industrial dispute has
been resolved by orders directing re-employment and
in some cases where re-employment is sought on the
basis of unfair dismissal'. It then goes on—
The philosophy of the Act has remained
unchanged throughout the course of this construction consistently placed on this Act and its
predecessors by this Court and its predecessor.
Absent any industrial dispute and a claim to
reinstate a dismissed employer [sic] the Commission does not have jurisdiction to deal with the
common law contract between an employer and
his ex-employee.
[page 11 : emphasis added]
This must mean that because the claims in each case
not for re-emolovment the Commission had no iu '
med implied
terms. It follows that even a dispute over a claimed
msmmssma
he emoloyer
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determine the matter.
The ramifications of all this appear to include some
very odd corollaries in industrial relations. It means
that where there is an employee-employer relationship
in existence, an industrial dispute (for instance) over a
period of notice of termination of that contract with
payment in lieu of that notice, which is referred to the
Commission pursuant to section 29(b)(ii), would be
within jurisdiction. But where there is an employeeemployer relationship in existence, an industrial dispute over a parallel benefit will not be within
jurisdiction if the employee is made an ex-employee
before application to the Commission. And further if
an employee is made an ex-employee in the course of
the proceedings on his claim and re-employment (let
alone claim for) is not a prospect because, for instance,
the employer has restructured its business, then there
is no jurisdiction. Or to put it another way, an industrial
disoute which is clearly within iurisdiction on applica-
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tion is no longer an industrial dispute within jurisdiction if at the point of considering remedy (as was the
situation in Pepler) there is no employer-employee
(p. 2012 et seq—underlining added)
The order of the Commission at first instance No. 296 of
1993, dated 20 September 1993 (AB 12) directed that the
sum of $7,560.03 be paid to Mr Harris an ex-employee of
the Union since 29 March 1993. Thus, absent an employer
and employee relationship, that order, in my view, was made
without jurisdiction residing in the Commission as found by
the Industrial Appeal Court, and the Full Bench in the
passages I have underlined (supra). I would therefore quash
the decision of the Commissioner.
THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal will be
dismissed.
Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr G. Maguire on behalf of the appellant.
Mr D.H. Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the
respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry
Employees' Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth
(Appellant)
and
Michael William Harris
(Respondent).
No 1335 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH,
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
25 January 1994.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 16th day of November 1993, and having heard
Mr G. Maguire on behalf of the appellant and Mr D.H.
Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, and the
Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and
reasons for decision being delivered on the 25th day of
January 1994 wherein it was found that the appeal should
be dismissed, it is this day, the 25th day of January 1994,
ordered that appeal No. 1335 of 1993 be and is hereby
dismissed.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.I
President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Branch, Australasian Meat Industry
Employees' Union, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth
(Appellant)
and
Michael William Harris
(Respondent).
No 1335 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH.
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS
25 January 1994.
Order,
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 16th day of November 1993, and having heard
Mr G. Maguire on behalf of the appellant and Mr D.H.
Schapper (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, and the
appellant having made an application to amend the grounds
of appeal, and there being no objection by the respondent,
and, further, the appellant having made applications to
extend time to file and serve appeal books and to extend time
within which to make such an application, and there being
no objection by the respondent to such applications, it is this
day, the 25th day of January 1994, ordered as follows:—
(1) That leave be and is hereby panted to the
appellant to amend the pounds of appeal in the
terms of a schedule headed "Schedule "A",
Amended Grounds of Appeal and Relief Sought"
filed on the 12th day of November 1993.
(2) That time be and is hereby extended to and
including the 7th day of October 1993 for the
appellant herein to file an application to extend
time for lodging appeal books.
(3) That time be and is hereby extended to the
appellant herein to lodge appeal books until and
including the 7th day of October 1993.
By the Full Bench,
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.j
President.

FULL BENCH—
Industrial Magistrate—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
St John Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc
(Appellant)
and
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia
WA Branch
(Respondent)
No. 1257 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
1 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: This is the unanimous decision of the
Full Bench.
This is an appeal against the decision of an Industrial
Magistrate sitting in the Industrial Court at Perth.

The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia WA Branch made complaint to the Industrial Magistrate
"that between/on the 21 st day of October 1992 and the 17th
day of November 1992 at Belmont St John Ambulance
Australia, W.A. Ambulance Service Inc. being a party
bound by Award No. 50 of 1968 has committed a breach
thereof in that it denied compassionate leave to Mr M Van
Luyn on the 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 25th of October 1992"
(see page 4 of the appeal book (hereinafter referred to as
"AB")). The decision was that a caution be imposed (the
alleged breach having been established) with an order for
costs of $49.30.
Grounds of Appeal.
The grounds of appeal herein are as follows (see page 2
(AB)):—
"1. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in that he
found the Appellant (Defendant) to be in breach
of the Ambulance Service Employees Award
when:
a) Mr van Luyn was not refused leave,
b) nor was payment refused for such leave
on the days 22, 23, 24 and 25 October 1992.
2. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in that he
found that the condition of Mrs van Luyn, on 22,
23, 24 and 25 October 1992, amounted to a
"serious illness" within the:
a) meaning and/or construction
and/or
b) application
of Clause 25—Compassionate Leave of the
Ambulance Service Employees' Award.
3. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in finding
that the Appellant (Defendant) breached Clause
25—Compassionate Leave of the Ambulance
Service Employees' Award when at the time of
the request for such leave Mr van Luyn clearly
failed to satisfy the Award requirement to provide
proof of such death or serious illness to the
satisfaction of the employer.
4. The Learned Industrial Magistrate erred in finding
that the Appellant (Defendant) breached Clause
25—Compassionate Leave of the Ambulance
Service Employees' Award when there was no or
not sufficient evidence that Mr van Luyn had
established that;
a) the relative or,
b) others normally dependant on the relative
required the care and attention of Mr van Luyn on
the days 22, 23, 24 and 25 October 1992."
Background.
Mr Martin Bernard Van Luyn was, at all material times,
a grade 3 ambulance officer employed by St John
Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc.
St John Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service
Inc is, of course, the provider of a very large ambulance
service in this State.
Mr Van Luyn was at all material times married to Mrs
Sandra Joy Van Luyn. They had at the time two children
aged four and two. Mrs Van Luyn was expecting another.
She went into hospital at St John of God Hospital, Subiaco,
after 38 weeks of gestation, on 14 October 1992.
The doctor who gave evidence in this matter was Dr
Louise Mary Farrell, an obstetrician and gynaecologist.
On 14 October 1992, after Dr Farrell examined Mrs Van
Luyn, she decided that she should induce the birth
prematurely, and the baby was bom on 15 October 1992,
Mrs Van Luyn having entered hospital that day.
There is no doubt that Mrs Van Luyn suffered from
"complications'' after the delivery of the baby, and required
an operation by a surgeon, Mr Michael Levitt, who was
called in by Dr Farrell to perform the operation. It was his
opinion that the operation was required after he had seen
Mrs Van Luyn. The operation was a haemorrhoidectomy.

described by Dr Farrell as emergency haemorrhoidectomy,
after Mrs Van Luyn had not responded to conservative
measures, namely the application of steroid creams, with
local anaesthetic and antibiotics and ice packs. She was not
responding to this therapy, and that is why Dr Farrell
consulted Mr Levitt, the surgeon. After the operation, Mrs
Van Luyn had even more than the usual pain, pain relief was
difficult, and she required frequent narcotic analgesia by
injection. Dr Farrell gave evidence that surgery could not
have waited because she was in intense pain and had had
five days of conservative treatment which had failed.
Dr Farrell said that she delivered 400 babies a year, and
in the last seven years this sort of thing had happened on
only five occasions in her experience. This was not elective
surgery because individual practitioners prefer not to operate
after patients have delivered, for a number of reasons related
to the blood change and so forth, Dr Farrell said in evidence.
The operation was the only option available to relieve Mrs
Van Luyn's intense pain after the failure of the nonoperative treatment.
In addition, it was Dr Farrell's view that Mrs Van Luyn
needed her husband to be with her during this time because
she was in distress. Thus, Mr Van Luyn was required to be
with his wife and was with her in hospital.
His mother (a woman of advanced years) was able to care
for the children only between two and four hours a day
whilst he was visiting his wife in hospital. For the remainder
of the time he looked after the two children. The two little
children had contracted viral infections which had developed into bacterial chest infections. They required antibiotics several times a day. Mr Van Luyn therefore took time
off work in order to attend to his children and their care and
to be with his wife in hospital.
On 18, 19, 20 and 21 October 1992, Mr Van Luyn had
rostered days off. He did not work on the following four
days, 22, 23, 24 and 25 October 1992, when he was rostered
for duty.
He did not put his children into day care because these
events happened at short notice, and, further, they were sick
and required attention. As far as he knew sick children are
not accepted in day care and day care centres could not
provide the care required anyway. There was no evidence
to contradict that, and, in any event, he was required to be
with his wife.
Mr Van Luyn requested compassionate leave from Mr
Colin Charles Weeks, the Personnel Director of St John
Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc, on 21
October 1992, and this was denied.
We should add that there was evidence from an
anaesthetist, Dr Harry Frank Oxer, the Medical Director of
St John Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc.
Dr Oxer did not, of course, see Mrs Van Luyn, but he would
not have described the word "serious" to illnesses
involving haemorrhoids. He did, however, say that severe
pain would be detrimental to somebody's well-being, and
that the immediate post-operative phase of a haemorrhoidectomy is one of the more painful procedures.
In any event, Mr Van Luyn sent an undated memorandum
(see page 109 of the appeal book (hereinafter referred to as
"AB"), exhibit Gl) to the attention of Mr R Marshall.
Mr Weeks, the Personnel Director, replied by letter dated
9 October 1992 (see page 111 (AB), exhibit G2) saying that
the grant of compassionate leave for serious illnesses was
entirely dependent on "the merits of the circumstances". He
also said:—
"You may appreciate that there is no simple
definition for serious illness as there are varying
situations of hardship relating to each request for
compassionate leave."
By memorandum dated 24 October 1992 (see page 112
(AB), exhibit G3), Mr Van Luyn confirmed in writing his
request for compassionate leave.
He then received a letter dated 28 October 1992 (see page
113 (AB)) from Mr Weeks asking for various details.
Mr Van Luyn responded by memorandum dated 4
November 1992 (see page 114 (AB), exhibit G5).
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Dr Farrell. by letter dated 23 November 1992 (see page
115 (AB), exhibit G6), confirmed the events which we have
described above and said that it was necessary for "Martin
to take leave from work to be with her".
In the end, by letter dated 17 November 1992 (see page
116 (AB), exhibit G7), Mr Weeks wrote to Mr Van Luyn
confirming the refusal of compassionate leave and saying
this:—
"The major reason for this ruling is that maternity
cases do not warrant extension of compassionate leave
as this concession is reserved solely for death in the
family or matters of a far more serious nature than
premature delivery entails."
What is clear, of course, is that Mr Van Luyn was, in fact,
paid for those days which he took off, but that they were paid
on the basis that he would have to make them up later, either
by deduction from his annual leave entitlement, or by
working for it, which was said to be by virtue of clause 24
of the Ambulance Service Employees' Award, 1969, Award
No 50 of 1968 (hereinafter referred to as "the award"), the
Special Leave clause, which reads as follows:—
"(1) Leave of absence without pay may be granted in
special circumstances at the discretion of the
employer. Any leave of absence so granted will
be in writing, a copy of which will be forwarded
to the union. Officers taking the said leave of
absence will not forfeit any accumulated long
service leave entitlement from the time the officer
commenced employment to the time the officer
goes on the said leave of absence.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of this award the
employer may grant an officer up to four days'
short leave in special circumstances. Except
where such leave is requested on compassionate
grounds, the leave taken shall be repaid by the
officer at a time or times as agreed between the
parties, or debited against the annual leave
entitlements as provided in Clause 11.—Annual
Leave, of this award."
Conclusions.
Clause 25 of the award is the operative clause. That reads
as follows:—
"25.—Compassionate Leave.
(1) An officer shall on notice be entitled:
(a) on the death or serious illness within Australia of a wife, husband, father, mother,
brother, sister, child or step-child, mother-inlaw, father-in-law, grandparent, grandchild;
(b) on the death only outside Australia of a wife,
husband, mother, father, sister, brother,
child:
to leave without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the
officer in four ordinary days' worked.
(2) Proof of such death or serious illness shall be
furnished by the officer to the satisfaction of the
employer. In the case of serious illness, the officer
must establish that the relative or others normally
dependent on the relative, require the care and
attention of the officer during the period of the
entitlement.
(3) Provided that this clause shall have no effect while
the period of entitlement of leave under it
coincides with any other period of entitlement to
leave.
(4) For the purpose of this clause the words "wife"
and "husband" shall include a person who lives
with the officer as a defacto wife or husband."
The Industrial Magistrate found that the officer concerned, Mr Van Luyn, had given notice as required by clause
25(1), and, secondly, that such leave was sought upon the
serious illness of his wife by Mr Van Luyn.
Further, the Industrial Magistrate was satisfied that Mr
Van Luyn had established that the children were normally
in the care of his wife, that is dependent on her, his relative,
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for their care and attention, and they therefore required his
care and attention during the period of the entitlement to
leave.
His Worship held that Mrs Van Luyn had suffered a
serious illness as defined, because it necessitated the
performance of an operation either under local or general
anaesthetic, and, subsequently, necessitated the administration of analgesics by injection, and that procedure continued
until 26 October 1992.
Firstly, it is quite clear that Mr Van Luyn was refused
compassionate leave and that therefore any other leave
which he might have been granted was not the compassionate leave which he says he was entitled to. That being so,
of course, he would be bound to make up the leave, either
by deduction from his annual leave entitlement, or by
working for it, as we understand the situation.
Next, it is quite clear that the illness, the subject of the
claim, was the illness of a wife, a person referred to in clause
25(1) of the award.
It is clear, too, that Mr Van Luyn sought compassionate
leave for days when he was to be rostered on and that he
gave the notice required by the clause.
It is clear, too, that he purported to provide proof of the
alleged serious illness by virtue of Dr Farrell's certificate
(see page 115 (AB), exhibit G6).
The award must be interpreted in terms of the well known
dictum of Brinsden J in Norwest Beef Industries Ltd and
Another v. AMIEU 64 WAIG 2124 (see too AEEFEU v.
Minister for Health 71 WAIG 2253).
The real question was whether this was a serious illness.
Firstly, it should be said that the words "the death or serious
illness" in clause 25( 1 )(a) of the award are used disjunctively. The word "or" in that clause is plainly a disjunctive
proposition.
On a plain reading of the words of the clause, read in the
context of the whole of the award, we can find nothing to
support the contention of Mr Brunner, on behalf of St John
Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc. that a
serious illness must be one which causes death or is likely
to cause death or brings a person near to death. There are
two separate and distinct words used. One is "death" and
the other is "serious illness". The plain meaning of
"serious illness" must be determined without any colour
being given to it by the fact that the word "death" appears
in the same phrase preceding the word "or". We agree, of
course, that hospital isation of a person is not synonymous
with a person suffering a serious illness. That was Mr
Brunner's submission.
It is noteworthy that the word "serious" in its most
apposite meaning means "giving cause for apprehension;
critical: a serious illness" (see the Macquarie Dictionary,
second edition, at page 1600). Thus, "serious" can mean
either critical or giving cause for apprehension. "Apprehension" is defined to mean (by the Macquarie Dictionary,
second edition, at page 80) "1. anticipation of adversity;
dread or fear of coming evil. 2. the faculty of apprehending;
understanding" (we will not cite any of the other meanings
given there). It is fair to say that the words "anticipation of
adversity; dread or fear of coming evil" are the most
appropriate. In other words, a serious illness, in its plain
meaning, is one which generates apprehension to persons.
It is clear that what Mrs Van Luyn had was not life
threatening or critical. However, what occurred was that a
person who had given birth to a child developed a difficulty
which was remediable only by surgery, was in distress, and
was in substantial pain requiring surgery to alleviate it.
Indeed, lesser remedies were not effective. It was a condition
not often seen by an experienced gynaecologist.
"Serious" must, of course, be a word which is applied
or not applied, depending on the particular circumstances,
and in the particular circumstances of this case, given the
evidence of Dr Farrell, the condition was a serious one. On
Dr Farrell's evidence, Mrs Van Luyn was unable to nurse
her baby, so great was the pain. That had not been the case
with her two previous births. That it was, is accentuated by
the fact that, even after the operation, Mrs Van Luyn had to
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remain in hospital where she received intravenous injections
of analgesics, so intense was the pain.
Further, her hospitalisation for a period of 12 days from
the date of the induced birth could not be said to be the
indication of anything but a serious illness. The Industrial
Magistrate was right to so find.
Further, there was proof of such serious illness given to
the employer, as the award required.
It was submitted to us that what had to be established was
the seriousness of the illness and that to the satisfaction of
the employer. That, of course, is not so. What has to be done
under the clause is that the employee provides proof of the
serious illness to the satisfaction of the employer. In other
words, an employer must be satisfied that the person has
suffered from a serious illness because of the proof given.
However, the right to claim an entitlement for compassionate leave exists purely because there has been a serious
illness, and the existence of a serious illness is not a matter
for the judgment of the employer, in the end, if that
judgment is challenged in a Court. Indeed, an employer who
is not a medical practitioner is not competent to judge what
is "a serious illness" on the plain meaning of the words of
the award for the purpose of giving evidence. Those
constructions of the subject clause, on its plain words, do
not result in any ambiguity or absurdity.
Further, it is quite clear, too, on the evidence, that Mr Van
Luyn had established that the two older children were
normally dependant on Mrs Van Luyn for care, and that they
did require his care and attention during the period of the
entitlement. It is quite clear that his mother was not able to
look after them all the time, nor, were she able to look after
them, that she be compelled to.
In all of the circumstances, none of the grounds of appeal
are made out. His Worship found as he was entitled to find.
The appeal will be dismissed.
Order accordingly
Appearances: Mr P.O. Brunner on behalf of the appellant.
Mr D.J. Kelly on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
St John Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc
(Appellant)
and
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia
WA Branch
(Respondent)
No. 1257 of 1993.
BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P.J. SHARKEY.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
1 February 1994.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full
Bench on the 20th day of December 1993, and having heard
Mr P.G. Brunner on behalf of the appellant and Mr D.J.
Kelly on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having
reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision
being delivered on the 1st day of February 1994 wherein it
was found that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day,
the 1st day of February 1994, ordered that appeal No. 1257
of 1993 be and is hereby dismissed.
By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.
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PRESIDENT—UNIONS
Matters dealt with
under Section 66—
Editor's Note: Previous Decisions and Orders published (73
WAIG 254 and 72 WAIG 706, 1529, 1767, 2004 and 2534).
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, the Federated Liquor and Allied
Industries Employees' Union of Australia, Western
Australian Branch, Union of Workers, Natale Onofaro,
Norman Webb, Donna Beverley Lacey, Mamee Su-Ann
Symons, Jeffrey Edward Shore, Antonietta Faccioni and
Janet Little
(Respondents)
No. 1053 of 1991.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, the Federated Liquor and Allied
Industries Employees' Union of Australia, Western
Australian Branch, Union of Workers and Natale Onofaro,
Norman Webb, Donna Beverley Lacey, Mamee Su-Ann
Symons, Jeffrey Edward Shore, Antonietta Faccioni and
Janet Little
(Respondents)
No. 1478 of 1991.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers,
Antonietta Faccioni, Janet Little, Norman Webb, Lynsey
Barrington Carter, Donna Beverley Lacey, Natale Onofaro,
Mamee Su-Ann Symons and Jeffrey Edward Shore
(Respondents)
No. 1479 of 1991.
Ellis Mervyn Green, Jed James Carter and Shanthi DeSilva
(Applicants)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, Janet Little, Antonietta Faccioni,
Donna Beverley Lacey, Natale Onofaro, Jeffrey Edward
Shore, Mamee Su-Ann Symons, Norman Webb and the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
(Respondents)
No. 1529 of 1991.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, Janet Little, Antonietta Faccioni,
Natale Onofaro, Norman Webb, Donna Beverley Lacey,
Jeffrey Edward Shore, Mamee Su-Ann Symons and the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
(Respondents)
No. 127 of 1992.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P.J. SHARKEY.
25 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE PRESIDENT: On 12 November 1993, the Industrial
Appeal Court made orders in relation to appeal No 2 of
1993, which was an appeal from the decision made by the
Commission, constituted by the President.

Those orders which were relevant to these proceedings
were orders (2)(ii) and (2)(iv), which I now reproduce
hereunder:—

As to order (16), the order, it was submitted, was
superfluous and no rule breach supported it. That order is
now at least superfluous.

"2. In respect of the orders and declarations of the
President of the Industrial Relations Commission
made upon applications No. 1053 of 1991, 1478
of 1991,1529 of 1991 and 127 of 1992 on the 28th
day of January 1993:

Order (17)(b) was otiose, it was submitted, because Mrs
Drake was no longer the Secretary. I would agree with that
submission.

(0 ...
(ii) Orders 2, 5, 6 and 18 are referred back to the
President for re-consideration in the light of
the reasons of the Court including the finding
that it was open to him to find that the
industrial officers were in fact organisers
(iii) ...
(iv) Orders 16, 17(b) and 19 are referred to the
President for re-consideration in the light of
the reasons and orders in this appeal."
I was much assisted by proposed draft orders and written
submissions filed on behalf of the applicants.
Summarised, what was submitted on behalf of the
applicants was that declarations (2), (5), and (6), and orders
(16) and (19) be affirmed in the current form.
It was submitted that order (18) be amended by deleting
all of the words after the word "organisers".
It was submitted that order (17)(b) should be amended by
deleting the words "forthwith forward" and substituting
therefor the words "for the period up to and including
November 1993 provide".
As to declarations (2), (5), and (6), and order (18), all of
these, it was submitted, deal with the appointment of various
persons to alleged positions as "industrial officer", "recruitment officer" and "organiser" variously with respect
to Mr Johnston (Partington), Ms Potkura, Mr Baxter, and Ms
Burke.
The Industrial Appeal Court found that there was no case
made out for interference with the finding of the President
that the industrial officers were in fact organisers (see Carter
and Others v. Drake and Others 73 WAIG 3308 per
Nicholson J at page 3313).
Order (18) is consequential upon that order, it was
submitted.
Order (16) is in one sense superfluous, it was submitted,
but there is nothing in the decision of the Industrial Appeal
Court which indicates that the order should not be made.
As to order (17)(b), it was submitted that whilst Mrs
Drake no longer holds the position of Secretary, and hence
has no interest in having access to the keys as described in
that order, it was appropriate that it be made clear in the
orders that she had the right to have access to the keys for
the period up to 25 November 1993 when she ceased to hold
the office of Secretary. Hence, the order should be affirmed
with the amendment suggested.
As to order (19), this was the reverse in some ways of
order (16) and there was no reason why it should not issue
in its current form.
Mr Nisbet QC made a number of submissions on behalf
of the respondents.
As to declaration (2), it was submitted that there was no
jurisdiction to make such a declaration because there was
no jurisdiction to correct past breaches (see Carter and
Others v. Drake and Others 73 WAIG 3308 per Nicholson
J at page 3311).
The same submission was made as to declarations (5) and
(6).

As to orders (18) and (19), it was submitted that there was
no jurisdiction to correct past breaches.
This is another of those unsatisfactory matters where no
question of jurisdiction was raised in this Commission at
first instance and where it remained until the matter went
to appeal for that point to be raised. It seems to me that the
only remedy for this sort of practice, which is far too
prevalent in this jurisdiction, is to insert in the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (as amended) a provision providing for
remedies in costs in such cases.
I am not persuaded that the submission by Mr Nisbet as
to the meaning of what the Industrial Appeal Court said in
Carter and Others v. Drake and Others 73 WAIG 3308 has
no foundation, at least on my reading of what Their Honours
said.
The submission was that there was no jurisdiction to
remedy a past breach. Of course, if that is what Their
Honours said, that would mean that no person who had a
complaint about breaches of rules of organisations would
have any remedy, and such an interpretation would seem to
do gratuitous violence to the plain words of the section. That
was not said as I read the decisions. It referred to declaring
invalid the conduct of business at meetings. Those were
meetings conducted, as I found, in breach of the rules.
Nicholson J cited Harken v. Doman and Others 72 WAIG
1727. However, the matter was not fully argued and I have
some doubts about the position at this time. Further, such
an order is probably otiose.
I will therefore, for those reasons, delete all of those
declarations and orders from the order originally made.
Order accordingly
Appearances: Mr G. Droppert (of Counsel) on behalf of
the applicants.
Mr P.M. Nisbet QC and with him Mr J.G.M. Fiocco (of
Counsel) on behalf of the respondents.
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Industries Employees' Union of Australia, Western
Australian Branch, Union of Workers, Natale Onofaro,
Norman Webb, Donna Beverley Lacey, Mamee Su-Ann
Symons, Jeffrey Edward Shore, Antonietta Faccioni and
Janet Little
(Respondents)
No. 1053 of 1991.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, the Federated Liquor and Allied
Industries Employees' Union of Australia, Western
Australian Branch, Union of Workers and Natale Onofaro,
Norman Webb, Donna Beverley Lacey, Mamee Su-Ann
Symons, Jeffrey Edward Shore, Antonietta Faccioni and
Janet Little
(Respondents)
No. 1478 of 1991.
Marjorie Ann Drake
(Applicant)
and
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers,
Antonietta Faccioni, Janet Little, Norman Webb, Lynsey
Barrington Carter, Donna Beverley Lacey, Natale Onofaro,
Mamee Su-Ann Symons and Jeffrey Edward Shore
(Respondents)
No. 1479 of 1991.
Ellis Mcrvyn Green, Jed James Carter and Shanthi DeSilva
(Applicants)
and
Lynsey Barrington Carter, Janet Little, Antonietta Faccioni,
Donna Beverley Lacey, Natale Onofaro, Jeffrey Edward
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of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
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(Applicant)
and
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Jeffrey Edward Shore, Mamee Su-Ann Symons and the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
(Respondents)
No. 127 of 1992.
BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P.J. SHARKEY.
25 January 1994.
Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the
16th day of December 1993, and having heard Mr G.
Droppert (of Counsel) on behalf of the applicants and Mr
P.M. Nisbet QC and with him Mr J.G.M. Fiocco (of
Counsel) on behalf of the respondents, and having reserved
my decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being
delivered on the 25th day of January 1994, it is this day, the
25th day of January 1994, ordered that declarations (2), (5),
and (6), and orders (16), (17)(b), (18), and (19) made on the
28th day of January 1993 be and are hereby deleted.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.]
President.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—
CSR LTD GYPROCK BRADFORD WELSHPOOL
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 77 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
CSR Limited.
No. AG 77 of 1993.
CSR Ltd Gyprock Bradford Welshpool Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Jackson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr A. Tomlinson on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the CSR Ltd Gyprock Bradford Welshpool
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1993 be registered as
an industrial agreement in accordance with the following Schedule on and from the 17th day of January 1994.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH.
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—Title.
This agreement shall be known as the CSR Ltd Gyprock
Bradford Welshpool Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Application
Parties Bound
Relationship to Parent Award
Objectives
Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility
Commitments
Consultative Processes
Wage Increases
Dispute Resolution
No Extra Claims
Date and Period of Operation
Signatures to Agreement
Schedule 1—Wage Rates 1994

3.—Application.
This Agreement shall apply at the CSR Ltd Gyprock
Bradford Operations, 21 Sheffield Road, Welshpool in
respect of employees employed under the terms of the
Building Materials Manufacture (CSR Limited—Welshpool
Works) Award, 1982, and replaces the CSR Ltd—Bradford
Insulation Welshpool (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement
1992.
4.—Parties Bound.
This Agreement shall be binding on:
(1) CSR Ltd (Gyprock Bradford);
(2) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch;

(3) All employees who are engaged in any of the
occupations contained in the Building Materials
Manufacture (CSR Limited—Welshpool Works)
Award, 1982.
5.—Relationship to Parent Award.
This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Building Materials Manufacture (CSR
Limited—Welshpool Works) Award, 1982. Provided that
where there is any inconsistency between the award and this
agreement, the latter shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.
6.—Objectives.
The parties to the agreement agree that the CSR Limited
Gyprock Bradford Welshpool site must continue to achieve
real and sustained performance improvement by embracing
the philosophy of continuous improvement.
The aim is to become an internationally competitive
manufacturing company with continually improving levels
of customer service, product quality and employee satisfaction.
The company has commenced the introduction of Total
Quality Management principles to be known as Building in
Quality (BIQ) to assist to assist in the achievement of the
objectives of this agreement.
All employees will become familiar with the BIQ
concepts and skills through training and involvement in
Project Groups.
The Project Groups will:
• be established within and sometimes across
departments;
• monitor performance and implement changes to
achieve improved quality performance and work
practices.
BIQ will require the involvement of all employees in data
collection at some time to assist the project groups.
7.—Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility.
The following efficiency measures and improvement
initiatives which are designed to improve productivity,
efficiency and flexibility in the operation have been agreed
and implemented.
(1) Technological Change—Testing
It is agreed that with the introduction of new technology
testing procedures, employees will perform tests as required.
This will initially involve the introduction of the bond test
machine, cube crushing test, phase analysis test and thermal
set test.
(2) Warehouse Procedures
Changing market needs require a change in the handling
procedures for our products. Employees will work consul tatively to ensure safe procedures can be identified for
handling all products. It is agreed that six metre sheets will
be handled in accordance with recognised procedures.
(3) Site Workgroup—Gyprock/Bradford
It is agreed that a flexible site workforce will be
established with production employees able to work in the
plasterboard and insulation factories.
In accordance with the need for increased flexibility
employees agree to undertake alternative duties available on
the Gyprock Bradford site in the following instances:
• for periods where there is no productive work
available in an employee's usual department due
to a downturn in market requirements for certain
products, surplus labour will be transferred to
meet the production requirements elsewhere on
the site.
• in the event of equipment/machinery breakdown
or maintenance requirements, alternative duties
will be provided.

(4) RDO Plan to Reflect Demand on Business
Production employees have agreed to a flexible RDO
roster arrangement which is dependent on customer demand
and which reflects the changing requirements currently
being experienced in the building industry.
It is agreed that any changing of RDO arrangements will
be undertaken in consultation with the employees involved.
(5) Maintenance Assistance as Required
Production employees will assist maintenance contractors
on production down days. Typical duties will include
painting, cleaning, preparation for maintenance eg: removal
of guards, etc., and general assistance to trades people.
(6) Plant Capability
It is agreed that production rates of the plants will only
be limited by safe operation of the plants to their design
capacity having regard for the safety of employees at all
times.
(7) Payment of Wages
Payment of wages to those employees currently paid via
electronic funds transfer will continue. Employees currently
paid by cheque may continue with this means of payment,
with a move to EFT preferred by the Company at a later date.
All new employees will receive their wages through
Electronic Funds Transfer.
8.—Commitments.
The following commitments will be entered into upon the
commencement of this Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
(1) Following the introduction of BIQ, the need for
continuous improvement in all facets of the business plan
has emerged as critical in providing the business with a
necessary focus.
(2) All employees have undertaken to participate in the
development and adoption of key performance indicators, in
order to determine existing levels of productivity and
efficiency in critical areas of the business.
In a number of areas, relevant key performance indicators
have been identified as follows:
• Product complaints;
« Improved testing procedures;
• Level of reject board;
• Improved raw material usage.
In addition, other indicators will be identified through
improvement projects.
The parties agree that a committee comprising representatives of employees and management will develop a method
of monitoring improvement in productivity and efficiency
through the agreed key performance indicators. This method
will include:
• measurement of current level of performance in
each area;
• setting realistic goals for improvement in each
indicator which are understood and communicated
throughout the site; and
• development and implementation of measures
aimed at improving levels of performance.
(3) The parties agree to take such action that is required
with the aid of the BIQ Project Tfeams to eliminate product
and service quality problems.
(4) The parties agree that with the future introduction of
Direct Data Entry appropriately trained personnel will
undertake this function on the production line.
9.—Consultative Processes.
Consultative mechanisms are in place and are working.
Through this process there is an ongoing commitment to
examine measures designed to improve the productivity and
efficiency of the operation. Examples of changes already
agreed include:
• operation of cornice plant, as required by demand;
• changes to various testing procedures and introduction of new tests; and

• changes in some warehouse procedures designed
to better meet customer needs.
Areas to be considered by the Consultative Committee
include:
• utilisation of Plastermill budd/safety man to
include such duties as bagging plaster-based
products and bagging CMA.
Consultative committee training through an approved
body will be investigated, with a goal to train three members
of the committee in consultative processes over the period
of this agreement.
10.—Wage Increases.
(1) It is agreed that wage rates set out in Schedule
1—Wage Rates 1994 hereof payable to all employees shall
be increased by 4.5% from the date of approval of this
agreement by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(2) Performance improvement is necessary in many areas
to strengthen our business, and ensure ongoing security for
the enterprise and its employees.
In recognition of a need to improve our performance, the
following mechanism has been developed to reward
employees for real and quantifiable improvement in our
business.
Three months following ratification of this agreement the
Site Consultative Committee will measure current performance in the following two areas:
- Site absenteeism (taken from CHRIS system)
Performance Measured July—September 1993—
Absenteeism = 7.84 days/annum/employee
Target for first three months of Agreement Period
= 7.5 days/annum/employee
- Insulation processing.
Measures and systems to be put in place to
monitor the following key performance indicators.
Unplanned delays.
Percentage recovery (yield) of product processed at Welshpool.
Man hours/square metre of processed product.
It is agreed to achieve continuous improvement
in the insulation processing key performance
indicators during the life of this agreement.
Performance will then be measured over the
following three months and, provided the agreed
performance targets have been met, a 0.5%
performance payment will be paid, backdated to
a date three months after the ratification of this
agreement.
11.—Dispute Resolution.
(1) As soon as practicable after a dispute or claim has
arisen, the employee concerned shall take the matter up with
his or her immediate supervisor allowing the supervisor the
opportunity to remedy the situation.
(2) Where any such attempted settlement has failed, or
where the nature of the dispute or claim is such that direct
discussion between the employee and his/her immediate
supervisor is inappropriate, the employee shall notify the
duly appointed union delegate who will attempt to resolve
the matter with the employee's supervisor. Where the matter
cannot be resolved the union representative will raise the
matter with the factory manager for further discussion and
possible resolution.
(3) If a resolution still cannot be reached, the matter shall
be discussed by the State Manager and/or their representative and accredited official of the ALHMWU.
(4) If the matter is still not settled either party may submit
the issue to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission in an attempt to resolve the matter by
conciliation. Where the matter cannot be resolved by
conciliation then it shall be referred for arbitration.
(5) Without prejudice to either party, work should
continue in accordance with the award while the matter(s)

in dispute are being dealt with in accordance with this
procedure.
12.—No Extra Claims.
No wage increases other than those contained within this
agreement will be sought nor granted for the life of this
agreement.
13.—Date and Period of Operation.
This agreement shall operate on and from the 17th day
of January 1994 and shall remain in force for a period of
twelve months.
14.—Signatures to Agreement.
Signed for and on behalf of CSR Limited
M. Barnes
In the presence of
R. Adams
Signed for and on behalf of
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division,
Western Australian Branch

Helen M. Creed

In the presence of
Gordon Thomson

Schedule 1—Wage Rates 1994.
Current
Upon
0.5% *
Ratification 17 March 1994
17 January 1994
$
$
$
1
426.80
446.00
448.25
2
417.80
436.60
438.80
3
408.90
427.30
429.45
4
404.20
422.40
424.50
5
397.60
415.50
417.60
6
395.00
412.80
414.85
7
388.20
405.70
407.70
8
384.30
401.60
403.60
*Subject to reduced absenteeism and attainment of key
performance indicators as per Clause 10.—Wages
Increases.

Wage Group

ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENTRENEWAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 94 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers and Others.
No. AG 94 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
22 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application the parties
seek to register an industrial agreement, the sole import of
which is to "renew" the Westrail Enterprise Bargaining

Agreement 1992 until 13 September 1994. That Agreement
was expressed to remain in force for a period of 12 months
from the date it was "approved and ratified" by the
Commission. That occurred formally, at least so far as the
Agreement affected these parties, on 17 February last
There is no reason why the Agreement now before the
Commission should not be registered. Indeed, section 41(2)
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended, requires
that the Commission register it. In the circumstances, I
intend to order that it be registered.
Appearances: Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr D. McPolin on behalf of The West Australian
Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners'
Union of Workers.
Mr A. Dzieciol on behalf of the Australian Railways
Union of Workers, West Australian Branch.
Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Metals and Engineering
Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch.
Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Australian Electrical,
Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western
Australian Branch).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers and Others.
No. AG 94 of 1993.
Westrail Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1992.
No. AG 25 of 1992.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
22 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr D. McPolin on behalf of The West Australian
Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners'
Union of Workers; Mr A. Dzieciol on behalf of the
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch; Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Metals and
Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch;
and Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Australian Electrical,
Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western
Australian Branch) and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement—Renewal Agreement, made between the parties on or
about the 22nd day of December, 1993, and the subject
of the application as amended, be registered as an
industrial agreement under the Industrial Relations Act
1979.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY
No. AG 78 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Fremantle Port Authority and Another
and
Federated Clerks' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch
and Another.
No. AG 78 of 1993.
Fremantle Port Authority
Administrative Agreement 1993.
No. AG 78 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
10 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THIS was an application for the registration, pursuant to
S.41 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, of a new
agreement to be known as the Fremantle Port Authority
Administrative Agreement 1993.
At the outset of proceedings, Mr Drake-Brockman, of
Counsel, sought leave to appear so as to seek leave to
intervene in proceedings on behalf of the Merchant Service
Guild, W.A. Branch and the Seamen's Union of Australia
West Australian Branch both of which are organisations
registered in this jurisdiction. The intervention was vigorously opposed by the parties to the agreement.
The Commission may pennit the intervention, pursuant
to S.27(l)(k) of the Act of any person who can establish a
sufficient interest in the matter.
Because of the nature of these proceedings, it is prima
facie impossible for any registered organisation, other than
a party to the application, to establish any interest
whatsoever let alone a sufficient interest as required by the
Act.
The relevant portions of the Industrial Relations Act came
into effect on 1 December 1993 and are reproduced
herewith.
industrial
41. (1) An agreement with respect to any
agreements.
industrial matter or for the preven„Sutwmuted
^
„
tion
or resolution
under this
of
by No. w of
disputes,
disagreements,
or Act
ques-

Amended by
No 15 of 1993

Amended by
No^ts^f
No.
15 of 'i993
1993

tions relating thereto may be made
betv/een an organization or association of employees and any employer
or organization or association of
employers.
® Subject to subsection (3) and section
41 A, where the parties to an agreement referred to in subsection (1)
apply to the Commission for registration of the agreement as an industrial agreement the Commission
shall register the agreement as an
industrial agreement
n) Before registering an industrial
agreement the Commission may require the parties thereto to effect
such variation as the Commission
considers necessary or desirable for
the purpose of giving clear expression to the true intention of the
parties.

41 A. (l)The Commission shall not under
section 41 register an agreement as
an industrial agreement if—
(a) the agreement applies to more
than a single enterprise; and
(b) any term of the agreement is
contrary to this Act or any
General Order made under section 51, or any principles formulated in the course of proceedings in which a General Order is
made under section 51.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1 )(a)
an agreement applies to more than a
single enterprise if it applies to—
(a) more than one business, project
or undertaking; or
(b) the activities carried on by more
than one public authority.
It is plain that S.41(2) is mandatory. If the conditions
precedent in S.41(3) and S.41A. are satisfied then the
Commission is neither empowered nor required to exercise
a discretion, merely to register the agreement.
An inspection of the file and of the signed agreement
reveals that it applies to a single enterprise, that being the
business carried on by the Fremantle Port Authority. The
conjunction of S.41A(l)(a) and (b) has the effect of
specifically precluding the Commission from giving consideration to the State Wage Fixing Principles when dealing
with this application.
Against that background, Mr Drake-Brockman's application for leave to intervene was refused.
The Section 50 parties severally conveyed to the
Commission their approval of the agreement and their
intention to not appear during the proceedings. They had of
course been previously served with copies of the agreement.
The agreement will be registered with effect from 3
December 1993.
Inserted by
No 15 of 1993
Restriction on power to
register industrial agreements

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Fremantle Port Authority and Another
and
Federated Clerks' Union of Australia, Industrial Union of
Workers, W.A. Branch
and Another.
No. AG 78 of 1993.
Fremantle Port Authority
Administrative Agreement 1993.
No. AG 78 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
25 Januray 1994.
Order,
Registration of an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial
Agreement.
No. AG 78 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr D. Lucev (of Counsel), Mr S. Reid and
Mr A. Merton on behalf of the Applicants and Mr W. Smith
and Ms S. Young on behalf of the Respondents, the
Commission, being satisfied that the agreement applies to
a single enterprise and expresses the true intention of the
parties; and pursuant to the powers conferred under S.41 and
S.41 A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders—
1. That the Agreement as set out in the Schedule is
hereby registered as an Enterprise Bargaining
Industrial Agreement which is private to the

parties, is sealed on the Commission's file and is
available for perusal only with the permission of
the Commission and the parties.
(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

GASCOYNE TRADING WORKSHOP ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 89 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Gascoyne Trading Pty Limited
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch & Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry
and Engineering Union (WA Branch).
No. AG 89 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
21 January 1994.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 89 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr M. Connell on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr G. Sturman on behalf of the Metals and Engineering
Workers Union—Western Australian Branch and Mr N.
Hodgson on behalf of the Australian Electrical, Electronics,
Foundry and Engineering Union (WA Branch), and by
consent, the Commission being satisfied that the matter is
consistent with the Principles enunciated by the State Wage
Case decision—January 1992 and pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the following schedule titled the Gascoyne
Trading Workshop Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1994, signed for me for identification, be registered as
an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
Schedule.
L—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the Gascoyne Trading
Workshop Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1994.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Parties Bound
Application and Incidence
Single Bargaining Unit
Aims of the Agreement
Hours of Work
Training
Sick Leave
Consultative Process
Clothing
Meal and Crib Breaks
Public Holidays
Rates of Pay
Period of Operation
Appendix 1

3.—Parties Bound.
(1) This Agreement shall be binding on the Gascoyne
Trading Pty Ltd Workshop Operation, Jackson Street,
Bassendean and its employees, the Australian Electrical,
Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western
Australian Branch) and the Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch.

(2) The parties to this Agreement are Gascoyne Trading
Pty Ltd, the Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and
Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch) and the
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch.
(3) The parties will oppose any applications by other
parties to be joined to this Agreement.

9.—Sick Leave.
All full time employees will be granted paid sick leave
in accordance with their entitlement provided that the
employee advises the supervisor within the first half hour
of their shift on the day of their absence, states the expected
length and reason for their absence. Standard award
entitlement for sick leave will continue to apply.

4.—Application and Incidence.
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly
in conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
No. 13 of 1965.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No.
13 of 1965, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency.

10.—Consultative Process.
The parties agree to monitor the application of the
agreement during its term. To this end a consultative
committee will be established consisting of employer and
employee representatives to identify methods of performance measurement, develop systems of recording performance, and communicate this process to all parties. The
consultative committee will also assist in the resolution of
any disputes that arise through the application of the
Agreement.

5.—Single Bargaining Unit.
The enterprise agreement is in accordance with the
Decision in the January 1992 State Wage Case and has been
negotiated with the union on site within a single bargaining
unit.
The single bargaining unit takes the form of a seven
member Consultative Committee which has been established with employee and company representation.
The Consultative Committee is properly constituted and
their aims and objectives are consistent with this enterprise
agreement.
6.—Aims of the Agreement.
In order to meet the variations in customer and
operational demands during the week and year the following
hours of work are required to make the Workshop more
productive and service orientated.
The arrangement of hours in Clause 7.—Hours of Work
of this Agreement, will enable the company to introduce a
greater spread of hours for the Workshop Operation while
ensuring the employees are paid appropriate penalties for
hours worked. This will also lead to an increase in efficiency
in the flow of work into the Workshop, increased customer
consultation and employee input into the organisation of
duties, while enabling greater utilisation of capital within
Gascoyne Trading due to reduced downtime of vehicles.
7.—Hours of Work.
The parties agree to the following hours of work and
working arrangements to apply to the Workshop Operations
during the life of this Agreement.
These being two shifts as detailed below:
AM
PM
Monday
7.30 am—4.00pm 10.30 am—9.00 pm
TUesday
7.30 am—4.00pm 10.30 am—9.00 pm
Wednesday 7.30 am—4.00pm 12.30 pm—9.00 pm
Thursday
7.30 am—4.00pm 10.30 am—9.00 pm
Friday
7.30 am—3.30pm 12.30 pm—9.00 pm
Saturday
7.30 am—4.00pm
The shifts will be applied on a rotation basis each week
with employees being required to work the hours as
indicated above, any variation will be between the employee
and the manager of the Workshop. Afternoon shift attracts
a penalty of 15% for employees ordinary hours as outlined
in Appendix 1. A breakdown of hours and penalties appears
in Appendix 1.
8.—Training.
A Training Committee consisting of nominated employee
representatives, supervisor and the manager will develop
appropriate training and assessment procedures to ensure
that new and current employees are multi-skilled in
operation requirements. This will involve identifying training needs and developing training programmes through
consultation with employees and management.

11.—Clothing
If an employee is supplied with clothing by the employer
the employee shall wear that clothing at all times when
performing relevant duties. Current issues of protective
clothing will continue.
12.—Meal and Crib Breaks.
A meal break of 30 minutes for both shifts will occur 5
hours after the starting time. A crib break of 10 minutes
duration will be taken at the employees discretion in the first
and second halves of their shift.
13.—Public Holidays.
Work performed on a public holiday will be paid at the
award public holiday penalty rate as contained in the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965.
14.—Rates of Pay.
(1) On the basis of improvements in efficiency and
productivity, and agreed work practice changes set out in
this Agreement, and continued co-operation in future
improvements in efficiency, productivity and work practice
changes, the parties agree to:
(a) Three percent increase in employees ordinary
hourly rate of pay from the first pay period
commencing on or after the 4th of January, 1994.
(b) A 272% increase in employees ordinary hourly
rate of pay from the first pay period commencing
on or after 4th of July, 1994.
(2) The purpose of this Clause the ordinary hourly rate of
pay includes the award rate of pay for ordinary earnings of
the employee's relevant to their classification, tool allowance and the employee's over-award payment applicable at
the date of this Agreement.
(3) It is agreed by the parties for the duration of this
Agreement, that there be no extra claims made on the
Company except when consistent with National or State
Wage Case Decisions.
15.—Period of Operation.
This Agreement shall operate from the 4th January, 1994
for a period of 12 months.
H. McCREERY
SIGNED ON BEHALF OF GASCOYNE
TRADING PTY. LTD. A.C.N 008 670 077.
N. HODGSON
SIGNED ON BEHALF OF W. PALMER
SECRETARY AEEFEU WA BRANCH
J. SHARP-COLLETT
SIGNED ON^'BEHALF OF L SHARPiOLLETT
SECRETARY MEWU (WA BRANCH)

13.12.93
DATE
14.12.93
DATE
14.12.93
DATE"'

Appendix 1
AM Shift
Time and a Half
Double
Monday
24 min x 1.5 - 36 min
Tbesday
24 min x 1.5 = 36 min
Wednesday
24 min x 1.5 = 36 min
Thursday
24 min x 1.5 = 36 min
Friday
Saturday
2 hrs x 1.5 = 3 hrs
6 hrs x 2 = 12 hrs
Total
38 hrs
5 hrs 24 min
12 hrs
Total hours to be paid 55 hours 24 minutes
Ordinary
Hours
7.36
7.36
7.36
7.36
7.36

PM Shift
Ordinary Time and a Half
Double
Hours
Monday
7.36 2 hrs x 1.5 = 3 hrs
24 min x 2 = 48 min
Tbesday
7.36 2 hrs x 1.5 = 3 hrs
24 min x 2 = 48 min
Wednesday
7.36 24 min x 1.5 = 36 min
Thursday
7.36 2 hrs x 1.5 = 3 hrs
24 min x 2 = 48 min
Friday
7.36 24 min x 1.5 = 36 min
Total
38 hrs
10 hrs 12 min
2 hrs 24 min
+ 15% shift penalty
43 hrs 42 min
Total hours to be paid 56 hours 18 minutes

BARDIE EPLEX PIPELINE SYSTEMS—OSBORNE
PARK (ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT
1993
No. AG 84 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch and Others
and
Hardie Iplex Pipeline Systems.
No. AG 84 of 1993.
Hardie Iplex Pipeline Systems—Osbome Park (Enterprise
Bargaining) Agreement 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Kirkpatrick and Mr A. Waddell on
behalf of the Applicants and Mr P.G. Brunner on behalf of
the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Hardie Iplex Pipeline Systems—Osbome
Park (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1993 be
registered as an industrial agreement in accordance
with the following Schedule on and from the 17th day
of January 1994.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

6. Relationship to Parent Awards
7. Single Bargaining Unit
8. Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity,
Efficiency and Flexibility
9. State Standards
10. Avoidance of Disputes/Grievance Procedure
11. Disciplinary Procedure
12. Working Hours
13. Overtime Rates
14. Shift Allowance
15. Powder Allowance
16. Wage Increase/Rates of Pay
Appendix A— Measures to Achieve Gains in
Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility
Appendix B— Avoidance of Disputes/Grievance
Procedure
Appendix C— Disciplinary Procedure
Appendix D— Rates of PayAppendix E— Signatures of the Parties
3.—Application of Award.
This Agreement shall apply at Hardie Iplex Pipeline
Systems—Osbome Park site. Western Australia in respect
of all employees who are engaged in any of the occupations
specified in the following Awards:
Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977Metal Trades (General) Award 1966The Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and
Retail Establishments) State Award 1977Transport Workers' (General) Award No. 10 of 1961
4.—Parties Bound.
(1) This agreement shall be binding on:
(a) The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch;
(b) Transport Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch;
(c) Metals and Engineering Workers' Union —
Western Australian Branch;
(d) Hardie Iplex Pipeline Systems—Osbome Park
site and its employees who are members or
eligible to become members of organisations in
paragraphs (a) to (c) above, other than those
appointed to salaried staff.
(2) The parties to this agreement expressly accept that
they are bound by the terms of this agreement throughout
its duration and that they will oppose any applications by
other parties to be joined to this agreement.
5.—Date and Period of Operation.
This agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period to commence on or after the date of
ratification and shall remain in force for a period of 12
(twelve) months and apply thereafter until varied or
rescinded by the parties. TTie parties also agree that a new
agreement may be formed before the expiry of this
agreement only if implementation of a new skills classification system has been developed and agreed by both parties.

Schedule.

6.—Relationship to Parent Awards.
This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the awards as stated in Clause 3.—
Application of Award, of this agreement provided that
where there is any inconsistency this agreement shall take
precedence to the extent of the inconsistency.

1.—Title.
This agreement shall be known as the Hardie Iplex
Pipeline Systems—Osbome Park (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1993.

7.—Single Bargaining Unit.
A single bargaining unit has been established to reach
agreement on the items in this document on behalf of all
parties.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Application of Award
Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation

8.—Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency
and Flexibility.
Appendix A—Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility details measures agreed
between the parties to achieve gains in productivity,
efficiency and flexibility.

9.—State Standards.
This agreement shall not operate so as to cause an
employee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings or
in state standards such as standard hours of work, annual
leave or long service leave.
10.—Avoidance of Disputes/Grievance Procedure.
Both parties agree that grievances will be addressed in
accordance with the procedure as set out in Appendix
B—Avoidance of Disputes/Grievance Procedure of this
agreement.
11.—Disciplinary Procedure.
Both parties agree that disciplinary matters be dealt with
in accordance with the procedure as set out in Appendix
C—Disciplinary Procedure of this agreement.
12.—Working Hours.
All employees covered by this award will continue to
work a basic 38 hour week. Except for employees working
in Maintenance and Toolroom occupations, all other
employees will continue to work an additional two hours
each week to accrue one rostered day off once every four
week cycle.
Normal day working hours will be as follows:
Maintenance/Toolroom employees (day work):
7.30am to 3.30pm with 30 minutes for lunch
Monday to Friday
Fabrication & Factory employees (day work)
8.00am to 4.00pm with 30 minutes for lunch
Monday to Friday
Drivers & Yard employees (day work)
7.30am to 4.00pm with 30 minutes for lunch
Monday to Friday
Stores
Week 1—7.00am to 3.30pm with 30 minutes for
lunch Monday to Friday
Week 2—8.30am to 5.00pm with 30 minutes for
lunch Monday to Friday
Extrusion 3 shift working (Monday to Friday):
Days: 8.00am to 4.00pm (includes 20 min paid
lunch break)
Afternoons: 4.00pm to Midnight (includes 20 min
paid lunch break)
Nights: Midnight to 8.00am (includes 20 min paid
lunch break)
13.—Overtime Rates.
Hours worked over and above basic hours will be paid
against base rates as follows:
Sam Monday to Sam Saturday
First two hours
Time and one half
After two hours
Double time
Sam Saturday to Bam Sunday
First two hours
Time and one half
(if started on or before 10.00am)
All hours after 12.00pm(midday) Double time
Sam Sunday to Sam Monday
All hours worked
Double time
14.—Shift Allowance.
(1) The parties agree to the introduction of fixed shift
allowances as follows:
(a) Employees working a rotating three shift system
as set out in clause 12 of this agreement will
receive a fixed shift allowance of $55 per week.
This will be paid regardless of grade rates on day,
afternoon and night shift. This shift allowance is
a fixed weekly rate and will not apply to overtime
working.
(b) Employees who continue to work a fixed afternoon or night shift in the mixing department will
receive a fixed shift allowance as follows:
Grade 2
$55
3
$60
4,5 & 6
$65

This shift allowance is a fixed weekly rate and
will not apply to overtime working,
(c) Employees currently working a rotating three shift
system in the Laboratory will receive a fixed shift
allowance of $73 per week on day, afternoon and
night shift. This shift allowance will be frozen
until such time as it equates to the fixed shift as
set out in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
The introduction of the above fixed shift allowances
replaces the existing payment of a 15% loading paid
against base rates for all hours worked in a shift. The
parties agree that this element of pay will no longer
form part of the terms and conditions of employment
for those employees, and that no future claims will be
made for payment of these elements. The parties agree
that increases to fixed shift allowances will be
negotiated along with future base rate increases.
(2) The parties agree that those employees who continue
to work a fixed afternoon or night shift on extrusion lines
will continue to receive a shift loading of 15% of all hours
worked on a shift. This loading does not apply to hours
worked on a weekend.
15.—Powder Allowance.
The parties agree that the powder allowance currently
paid to employees engaged in the mixing department will
increase to $0.75 for each hour worked.
16.—Wage Increase/Rates of Pay.
(1) The weekly rate of pay for an employee shall be the
rate prescribed for the classification or class of work
performed by such an employee as set out in Appendix
D—Rates of Pay of this agreement.
(2) These rates of pay are based on an overall 4.5% pay
increase in recognition of productivity improvement initiatives detailed in Appendix A—Measures to Achieve Gains
in Productivity, Efficiency and Flexibility, and will be
payable on the first pay period on or after ratification (back
dated to 1 November 1993).
(3) There shall be no further claims for wage increases for
the life of this agreement except when consistent with a
State Wage Case decision and where that decision is not able
to be absorbed into the wage increases specified in this
agreement.

APPENDIX A—MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY
The following measures either have been implemented or
are agreed to be implemented on site with the aim of
achieving gains in productivity, efficiency and flexibility.
(1) Consultative Committee
A site Consultative Committee has been established from
all areas of the site. Following formal training and an agreed
constitution the Committee has undertaken a process
analysis to identify productivity improvements.
(2) Skills Classification
During the term of this agreement a pay structure and
skills classification structure will be developed with the
following objectives:
(a) To improve efficiency of the business by classifying people's work through skills, enabling full
flexibility of labour on site.
(b) To develop improved channels of communication
between the employer and employees at all levels
and to facilitate team work and decision making
closer to the job.
(c) To allow for the development of training appropriate to the needs of both the business and
employees which encourages the acquisition of
skills both horizontally and vertically, and which
introduces the concept of self managed work
teams.

(d) To increase opportunities and to provide career
opportunities for employees both internally and
externally.
(e) To provide the means by which more favourable
remuneration can be rewarded to individual
employees on the basis of responsibilities and
skills acquired.
(3) Quality Improvement
(a) Standards Accreditation
The parties agree that we will maintain our
commitment to the AS3902 Standards Accreditation system already achieved, and endeavour to
improve this system wherever possible.
(b) Employee responsibility for product quality
The parties agree that employees will take on
more responsibility for correct quality of finished
pipe after appropriate training has been provided.
(c) Total Quality Management
Both parties are committed to the principles of
continuous improvement for our operations and
the implementation of appropriate techniques (e.g.
Total Quality Management).
(d) Statistical recording
Employees shall record all necessary statistical
data as necessary to enable management to
monitor quality improvements on processes and
systems.
(4) New Technology
Both parties recognise that new technology will be
introduced to continually improve product, process and
system quality. Management shall inform employees in
advance of changes taking place and employees shall
contribute to implementation plans and schedules whenever
possible.
Employees agree to contribute to drawing up and working
to new work practices following the introduction of new
processes and technology and to undergo any appropriate
training.
(5) Flexibility Agreement
All employees covered by this agreement agree to
undertake any task on site for which they are suitably
capable. Employees will not be asked to perform tasks
where adequate training has not been provided.
Employees agree to temporarily transfer into other
departments to undergo appropriate training after being
given reasonable notice.
(6) Shift Rotation
The parties acknowledge that the company needs to
operate the extrusion manufacturing operation on a rotating
three shift system for the following reasons:
* To enable skill up-grading on all shifts by operator
training;
* To enable full flexibility of operations on all shifts
(e.g. line/production/tooling changes);
* To enable full utilisation of investment in new
technology.
The parties agree the following:
(a) New employees will be required to be willing to
work a rotating three shift system if needed.
(b) The company will take account of individual
circumstances regarding shift patterns but reserves
the right to transfer people currently working fixed
shifts to jobs on that shift that do not require
rotating shift coverage if they are unable to work
a rotating three shift system.
(c) Employees currently working a rotating three shift
system will continue to work this system. The
company will consider requests from these people
to move to a fixed shift only if their place can be
filled by another employee who is willing to work
a rotating system. This decision will be at the
discretion of the company to ensure these posi-

tions are filled by people with the appropriate
skills and experience.
(7) Training
The parties agree that:
(a) When requested, and dependent on individual
abilities, employees will undergo training to learn
appropriate skills and practices in relation to their
employment following mutual agreement.
(b) If a training specification requires a shift change
while training employees working a fixed shift
who volunteer to be trained will revert to their
fixed shift after training has been completed.
(c) Selection of employees to train on new production
equipment and machines will be based on the
following:
(i) Volunteers will be sought and selection will
be based on individual ability and attitude.
(ii) If performance of tasks following training
require the job holder to work rotating shifts
preference for training will be given to
employees who currently work a rotating
shift or those who agree to move from a fixed
to a rotating shift.
(iii) If the job requires rotating shift working this
will be specified before training commences.
(d) The Joint Consultative Committee will discuss
and decide on queries regarding interpretation of
points (a) to (c) above.
(8) Productivity Improvement Targets
Both parties agree to work together to reach the following
agreed productivity improvement targets:
(a) Reduce reject rate of manufactured pipe from 10%
to 8%.
(b) Tonnage of re-work in stock at any one time not
to exceed 30 tonnes.
(c) Product weight variance to be under 1 %.
(d) Defective delivered pipe (customer returns) to be
below 1 % of sales.
(e) Machine downtime—currently no accurate data
available. Agreed that Operators will record daily
machine/run conditions and for a measure to be
agreed during the time of this agreement.
(f) Defective fittings delivered (customer returns
except those as a result of incorrect supply from
South Australia) to be below 1% of sales.
(g) Goods damaged by poor material handling
(forklifts and drivers) to be below 1% of volume
transported.
(h) Fabricated orders—currently no accurate data
available. Agreed to record data and to develop a
measure for manufacture of fabricated items
against quoted completion dates.
(i) Maintenance and Toolroom services—number of
requests unable to be serviced not to exceed 10
occasions.

APPENDIX B—AVOIDANCE OF DISPUTES/GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Objective
To promote the resolution of grievances and disputes by
measures based on consultation, co-operation and discussion.
To avoid interruption to, or a decline in, customer service
levels.
To minimise the level of industrial confrontation.
To minimise interruption of work performance.
There shall be a commitment by the parties to achieve
adherence to this procedure. This should be facilitated by the
earliest possible advice by one party to the other of any issue
or problem which may give rise to a grievance or dispute.
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Ground Rules
Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant facts
shall be clearly identified and recorded.
Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the completion
of the various stages of the discussions.
In order to allow for peaceful resolution of grievances the
parties commit to avoid stoppages of work or any other bans
or industrial action while procedures are being followed.
Whilst parties are in dispute the status quo will be
maintained.
Procedure
(1) An employee who wishes to raise a grievance should
in the first instance discuss it with his/her immediate
supervisor/team leader.
(2) Should the matter remain unresolved the employee
may then approach the supervisor again accompanied by
either a site, union or employee representative.
(3) If the matter is still not resolved the supervisor will
report the matter to the appropriate department manager who
will convene a meeting to discuss the issue.
(4) If the matter is still unresolved the matter will be
brought to the attention of the functional (e.g. Plant
manager) who will convene a meeting. This meeting shall
include the local union official and the human resources
manager.
(5) If the grievance is not settled after all practical
attempts the issue may be raised by other union officials and
company representatives as appropriate. It may be necessary
to seek guidance from the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission as part of this step.

APPENDIX C—DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
1. POLICY
The Company will utilise a step-by-step approach to the
discipline of employees in order to ensure fair and just
treatment of all employees and to protect the interests of
Company officers.
The purpose of this procedure is to correct performance
which does not meet specified criteria. Some examples of
unacceptable behaviour include:
• Lateness
• Absenteeism
• Walking off the job
• Leaving the site without notifying nominated
Supervisor or Manager
• Absent without phone advice
• Fighting
• Refusing duty
• Abusive or threatening language to other employees
• Sexual harassment
• Dishonesty
• Intoxication (drugs, alcohol)
• Safety breaches, including refusal to wear compulsory protective equipment
• Negligence
• Deliberate "go slow"
• Incompetence
These, and any other local matters, must be covered
as part of new employee induction.
2. ACCOUNTABILITIES
Departmental supervisors are accountable for utilising a
consistent method of disciplining employees and maintaining a written record of action taken at every stage of the
procedure.
The Divisional Human Resources Manager is the Division's EEO Contact Officer and must be advised of all
allegations and complaints of sexual harassment.
3. DOCUMENTATION
(a) Record of Interview Form
(b) Disciplinary guidelines for supervisors and managers—a flow chart
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4. PROCEDURE
(a) Corrective Guidance
The immediate Supervisor of the employee concerned
should:
(i) discuss the offence with the employee;
(ii) advise him/her of exactly what standards are
expected;
(iii) instruct the person how to achieve what is
expected;
(iv) where applicable, offer the employee the counselling and referral service available as part of the
Employee Assistance Program (EAP).
The number of occasions on which corrective
guidance is given depends on the nature and frequency
of the offence.
(b) Reprimand
If corrective guidance is not successful, the Supervisor
should reprimand the employee by:
(i) restating the offence;
(ii) restating the required corrective action;
(iii) warning that failure to improve may result in
dismissal;
(iv) where applicable, repeat Step (iv) in corrective
guidance procedure. If the offer of assistance is
accepted, arrangements may be made by supervisor referral or self referral.
Where the employee is a member of a union this
information should then be relayed on the same day to
the appropriate Union Delegate.
The disciplinary process may also start at this point,
depending on the nature of the offence.
(c) Severe Reprimand and Final Warning
If the offence is re-committed, a severe reprimand and
final warning is necessary. As with Reprimand, the process
may start at this point.
This step is conducted by the Department Supervisor, and
Manager, and may include the Union Delegate/s.
The offence and required corrective action should be
re-stated and the employee warned that failure to improve
within a specified time will result in dismissal. The duration
of the final warning will vary depending on the circumstances and should be agreed with the employee at the time.
It is difficult to be too prescriptive—for example a safety
warning may well last indefinitely, if the nature of the
offence has serious results. Most final warnings should have
a life of approximately 6 months.
A copy of the interview record must be given to the
employee and a copy placed on their file.
Again, the employee must be offered the EAP (if
applicable). If they agree to use the program, advise them
that further action will not take place without prior
discussion with their counsellor. If they are already using the
EAP, the Company should advise the Program Co-Ordinator
of the stage in the disciplinary process.
(d) Dismissal
If corrective guidance, reprimand and severe reprimand
and final warning have proved ineffective, there is no
alternative but to dismiss the employee.
If dismissal becomes necessary, the action should first be
confirmed with the senior functional/State Manager and
notice given by:
(i) taking the employee into the privacy of an office,
in the presence of the Department Manager.
(ii) re-stating the offence and previously agreed
correction action.
(iii) advising the person that they are on one week's
notice (or a greater award or prescribed notice
period) for failure to comply with the recommended correction action.
NOTE: In many cases, it may be advisable to pay
the person in lieu of notice—for example,
if the person is in a position to take action
which may damage the Company's inter-

est. In such cases, the Department Manager should assess the probability of
damage or loss occurring and make a
recommendation to their Manager for
approval.
(iv) submitting the usual Termination Notice stating
the reason for dismissal.
(e) Summary Dismissal
Under certain circumstances, notice of termination is not
required.
Summary dismissal is permitted if the employee is guilty
of neglect of duty serious or wilful or misconduct (e.g.
refusing duty, fighting etc.).
If an employee commits any of these offences, he or she
is to be immediately suspended from duty. Note that
suspension is with pay. If this is not done, the Company will
be considered to have condoned the offence and cannot later
dismiss the person because of the offence. The Supervisor
or Manager may choose to contact the Human Resources
Manager before deciding whether summary dismissal is
permissible under the Award.
In the case of suspected criminal behaviour involving the
Company, individual cases must be referred to the Divisional Human Resources Manager.

APPENDIX D—RATES OF PAY
CLASSIFICATION GRADING

Current 4.5% (per
Award Rate week)
11.1.93
EBA increase

Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977
No. 5 of 1977
14.64
325.40
Production Trainee—Grade 1
333.70
15.02
Production Machine Assistant—
Grade 2
15.39
342.10
Machine Attendant—Grade 3
16.41
364.60
Machine Operator/Cutter—Grade 4
385.50
17.35
Leading Hand/Setter—Grade 5
18.77
417.20
Production Systems ControllerGrade 6
Transport Workers (General) Award
Driver—Grade Three
382.20
17.77
Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and
Retail Establishments) State Award
Storeperson
385.00
17.78
Forklift Driver
385.00
17.67
CLASSIFICATION GRADING
Current
$20.00
Award Rate increase
per week
1.11.93
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
No. 13 of 1965
325.40
20.00
Level C14
342.10
20.00
Level C13
364.60
20,00
Level C12
385.50
20.00
Level CD
417.20
20.00
Level C10
438.10
20.00
Level C9
458.90
20.00
Level C8
479.80
20.00
Level C7
521.50
20.00
Level C6
542.40
20.00
Level C5

New
Weekly
Rate

340.04
348.72
357.49
381.01
402.85
435.97
399.97
402.78
402.67
New
Weekly
Rate

345.40
362.10
384.60
405.50
437.20
458.10
478.90
499.80
541.50
562.40

APPENDIX E—SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
The following parties hereby agree to be bound by this
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (Hardie Iplex Pipeline
Systems—Osbome Park (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1993):
For and on behalf of:
5/11/93
Hardie Iplex Pipeline Systems, Osbome Park,
Tony Shanahan, Human Resources Manager.

8/11/93
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers
Division, Western Australian Branch Helen M.
Creed, Secretary.
22/11/93
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—
Western Australian Branch J. Sharp-Collett.
22/11/93
Transport Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch J.J. O'Connor

KSE STEEL TEAM ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT
No. AG 83 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch
and
Kewdale Structural Engineering and Construction.
No. AG 83 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALL1WELL.
18 January 1994.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 83 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr K. Street on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr G. Petley on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission being satisfied that the matter is consistent
with the Principles enunciated by the State Wage Case
decision—January 1992 and pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the attached schedule titled KSE Steel Team
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, signed for me for
identification, be registered as an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
L—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the KSE Steel Team
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Incidence and Parties Bound
Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Objectives
Aims Achievement Strategy
Productivity Improvement Agenda
Resolution of Disputes
No Extra Claims Commitment
Wages
Cessation of Agreement
Signatories

IMIMWI
3.—Incidence and Parties Bound.
This Agreement shall apply to KSE Steel Team and
employees of KSE Steel Team who are, or eligible to be,
members of the Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—
Western Australian Branch.
The parties to this Agreement are:
KSE Engineering and Construction (KSE)
13 Stott Street, WELSHPOOL WA 6106
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch
1111 Hay Street, WEST PERTH WA 6005
4.—Period of Operation and Review.
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from 31st
December, 1993 until 31st March, 1995.
(2) During the term of this Agreement the parties shall
assess achievements in productivity and efficiency.
(3) The Workers Consultative Committee shall review
this Agreement one month prior to its cessation and can,
subject to an appropriate period of notice, in writing i.e. 20
days prior to end of agreement withdraw or change
provisions within this Agreement prior to renewal.
(4) The Workers Consultative Committee shall apply to
cancel this Agreement with effect from 31st March, 1995
and subject to the outcome of the review process required
under this clause may make application for a new
Agreement to be registered in its place.
5.—Relationship to Parent Award.
(1) The provisions of this Agreement shall be read and
interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency, the provisions of
this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.
6.—Objectives.
(1) This Agreement is directed at consolidating and
accelerating the programme of reform and innovation
commenced in the mid 1970's which has substantially
changed the culture of the organisation from being industrially sensitive to one where there is joint co-operation and
commitment to customer service and commercial values.
(2) This Agreement builds on the strong existing platform
of achievement in terms of workforce restructuring and
industrial participation in launching new and wide-ranging
programmes directed at workplace flexibility, quality of
service and to achieve, maintain or surpass AS3902.
(3) Specifically, the Agreement is designed to:
(a) Maintain the impetus of major corporate change
and continual efficiency improvements under way
at KSE;
(b) Provide substantive benefits to customers, staff
and the enterprise;
(c) Assist and accelerate cultural change in the
workplace towards greater participation and flexibility;
(d) Lay a foundation for further workplace improvement through encouragement of greater customer
focus, commitment to quality service and the joint
development of performance measures, best practice and gain-sharing frameworks.
(4) The employer and the employees will co-operate in
pursuing new business opportunities. Wherever possible this
will include innovative style solutions which use a participative approach to their establishment. Without limiting this
flexible approach, the parties expect these may embrace:
(a) Single Union coverage;
(b) Best practice standards/benchmarks;
(c) Fully participative framework culture;
(d) Local bargaining autonomy.
(5) To date, experience with implementation of Industrial
Participation demonstrates the significant potential that
exists for workplace improvements to benefit customers,
staff and the enterprise and it is agreed that this process

needs to be given greater impetus by progressively removing
the constraints on workplace flexibility and initiative.
(6) The employer and the employees agree that the
initiation of change should, as far as possible, focus on the
workplace and allow local solutions to be found for as many
issues as practicable.
(7) The parties note that a considerable amount of local
flexibility exists to develop operational and work practice
solutions within the current framework of awards, relevant
legislation, work level standards, delegations, occupational
health and safety requirements and other formal policies.
(8) The majority of employees directly affected by the
proposed change must genuinely agree to the change prior
to it being introduced.
Neither party shall unreasonably oppose any agreement.
Any party involved in this Agreement can review
arrangements established under these facilitative provisions
and can, subject to an appropriate period of notice, in writing
i.e. 30 days prior to end of agreement withdraw or change
provisions within this Agreement.
7.—Aims Achievement Strategy.
(1) To achieve the aims specified in Clause 6.—
Objectives of this Agreement, the following strategy has
been agreed upon:
(a) A Workers Consultative Committee has been
established to monitor the progress of the Productivity Agenda Items under this Agreement;
(b) The Workers Consultative Committee shall be
comprised of five employee and three employer
representatives.
A minimum quorum shall be three Workers
Representatives and one senior KSE staff representative;
(c) On-going discussions regarding productivity,
work practices, management/employee relations
and general proposals for improvement of any
aspect of operations will take place on a regular
basis.
Management and employees to agree to a
continuing consultative process to enable ongoing
changes throughout the workshop and work
processes to enable ongoing improvement and
efficiency to the advantage of both the employer
and employees;
(d) The parties will continue to address issues
designed to increase productivity and flexibility in
the KSE Steel Team works;
(e) A central element of corporate improvement will
be further overhead cost reduction. Overhead
costs cover labour and non labour costs and all non
cost areas will be examined.
Specific initiatives designed to achieve reduction of unnecessary overhead costs will be the
subject of further consultation between the employer and the employees.
8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda.
The following agenda items have been established with
agreed targets to form the basis of determining entitlements
to wage increases prescribed in Clause 11.—Wages of this
Agreement.
(1) The parties agree the workplace will be a "No Shop
Steward" workshop all disputes etc to be settled by the
Workers Consultative Committee and an agreed "Dispute's
Settlement Procedure". The parties agree the employee
elected representatives of the Consultative Committee will
fulfil the role of Shop Steward.
(2) Thirty eight hour week (conditions to remain) except
as changed by EBA i.e. four weekly RDO.
(3) (a) Day labour (Subcontractors) be permitted short
term for special welding and top up purposes. The Workers
Representatives are to be informed of intentions.
(b) Day labour (Subcontractors) shall not be employed at
a rate of pay below the KSE base rate for that skill level.
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(c) Day labour (Subcontractors) will be laid off before
KSE employees except where employee is being terminated
for misconduct, poor workmanship, poor performance etc in
accordance with the award.
(d) Day labour (Subcontractors) will not be hired direct
at the expense of current KSE labour.
(4) No barriers to management introducing and implementing performance indicators in listed areas i.e. reduced
turnover, absenteeism, lost time, revenue per enterprise and
per employee average, production costs, quality, safety etc.
AH results or performance indicators acquired, calculated
or collected as a result of this monitoring will be made
available to all employees either by Public posting,
circulation of reports or minuted at Workers Consultative
Committee meetings.
(5) Sick Leave/Absenteeism:
(a) Where possible, all employees will aim to reduce
absences and sick days taken. A benchmark on
sick days and absences will be established by the
KSE Payroll Dept and the Workers Consultative
Committee.
(b) The Workers Consultative Committee shall monitor the amount of sick leave taken and investigate
ways to reduce this to an acceptable level.
(c) Target—All employees will attempt to reduce
sick leave by 25% per annum.
(6) Postered Days Off:
(a) Employees will be allowed to take a Postered Day
Off, accrued at a rate of one every 28 consecutive
days. Wherever possible this will be on the
construction industry gazetted RDO's. All other
aspects of RDO to be in accordance with the
parent award and agreement on the 38 hour week.
(b) Alternatively the RDO shall be taken at a time
mutually agreed between the employee and
his/her supervisor. Should the time requested for
the RDO not be suitable to the supervisor, an
alternative date, within the nest seven days, will
be agreed upon.
(c) No accumulation of RDO's will be permitted they
must be taken within the month they are due.
(d) Payment shall not be made for an RDO in lieu of
time off.
(e) As soon as practicable, time accrued towards an
RDO will be shown in hours on an employee's pay
slip.
(f) Employees transferred will take RDO's in accordance with the new site conditions, provided that
any days previously accrued may also be taken.
(7) Multi-skilling
Subject to subclause (8) Training hereof, employees will
cany out all duties within the limits of their training, skill
and competence, and within the appropriate wage level.
(8) Training
(a) The parties agree that a greater commitment to
training and skills development is required in
order to:
(i) Meet the current and future skill needs of the
employee;
(ii) Increase efficiency, productivity and competitiveness; and
(iii) Provide employees with improved career
opportunities.
(b) All training undertaken by employees will comply
with a training programme which meets the guide
lines of the Training Guarantee (Administration)
Act 1990 and where appropriate, guide lines
issued by the State Employment and Skills
Development Authority.
(9) Consumables
(a) Employees will reduce the wastage level of
consumables used. These will include, but not be
limited to, welding rods and wire, all grinding
discs and safety equipment.
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(b) Target—A reduction in the wastage level of
consumables of 10%.
(10) Power Cost Reduction
Employees will turn off welding machines during smoko
and lunch breaks and extended periods when machines are
not in use.
(11) Minor Maintenance
(a) Tradespersons will keep their machines free of
dust, clean out liners, keep hand pieces and leads
in good condition.
(b) Before and after use, employees will check oxy
acetylene equipment for leaks or damage.
(c) Tradesmen will supply their own hand tools, as
per the tool allowance.
(12) Utilisation of Scrap Material/Waste
(a) Employees will undertake to recycle re-usable
material wherever possible—e.g. strong backs and
bracing instead of using new material.
(b) All employees shall return equipment to its correct
location after use.
(13) Union Representation
Union reps will be permitted to visit workshop provided
they advise Senior Management of their intentions in
accordance with the provisions of the parent award.
9.—^Resolution of Disputes.
The objective of this Disputes Settlement Procedure is to
ensure that all parties are treated in a fair and equitable
manner without fear or favour with minimal loss or
disruption to personal income, productivity etc in the event
of a dispute the parties involved are to suffer the least
embarrassment and maintain their personal dignity and
standing within the organisation at all times.
(1) Any employee with a grievance over any matter what
so ever should first contact his/her immediate supervisor and
air the grievance, both parties should attempt to resolve the
matter immediately.
(2) If the matter is not resolved either the employee or the
supervisor should bring the matter to the attention of more
senior management (i.e. Works Manager) within the period
of that shift who should then make every effort to resolve
the matter. If necessary put in place the necessary
procedures to ensure the grievance will not arise again and
is not happening elsewhere in the company.
(3) If the matter is still not resolved the matter will be
referred to the Workers Representatives and or the General
Manager direct without fear or favour the matter is to then
be resolved within three working days to the satisfaction of
both parties and if necessary written procedures or practices
are to be put in place to ensure all parties are aware of the
outcome and the intended future practice and philosophy of
the management and employees.
Failure to satisfy either party at paragraph one of
subclause (3) of this clause, both parties will enter into an
agreed cooling off period of five working days during which
time they will maintain the "Status Quo" and both may
independently seek external advice i.e. Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, Unions, Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare etc.
Wherever possible first course of action is to ensure that
both parties are adhering to:
(a) The appropriate award;
(b) 2nd tier 4% agreement;
(c) 38hr week agreement;
(d) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
These are all legal ratified agreements that take
precedent over common practice, industry practices etc.
(4) Failure to resolve the matter at Clause 5.—Relationship to Parent Award of this Agreement, will entitle either
party to lodge the dispute with the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission with or without independent representation including legal representation if necessary.

(a) It is agreed by all parties that throughout the above
proceedings work will continue and custom and
practice shall apply.
(b) At any stage the employee may if he/she chooses
take the matter direct to the WCC and/or the
General Manager direct who will act on his/her
behalf in accordance with the steps outlined
above.
(c) The provisions of this clause do not preclude
procedures under the Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare Regulations 1988 being undertaken
with respect to a bona fide safety concern or issue.
Persons thus affected are to accept other work
elsewhere until the issue is resolved.
"SAFETY WILL NOT BE COMPROMISED"
(d) In the event that an employee is terminated for
reasons other than retrenchment or redundancy,
the Union reserves its rights in respect of a claim
for "unfair dismissal". In such a case, the parties
agree that a time frame of less than seven days for
discussions may be appropriate.
10.—No Extra Claims Commitment.
Pursuant to the terms of the January 1992 State Wage
Case Decision—
(1) There shall be no further wage increase for the life of
this Agreement, except where consistent with a State Wage
decision.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall be bound by the
terms prescribed herein for its duration.
(3) The parties shall oppose any application by other
parties to be joined to this Agreement.
(4) The terms of this Agreement shall not be used to
progress or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other enterprise.
11.—Wages.
Wage increases for employees covered by this Agreement
shall be paid in accordance with the following schedule:
Classification

Additional Monies
Payable at
31st December 1993
to
31st March 1995

Additional Monies
Payable at
First Pay Period
September 1994
to
31st March 1995

12.—Cessation of Agreement.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 4.—Period of
Operation and Review of this Agreement, the provisions of
Clauses 6.—Objectives, 7.—Aims and Achievement Strategy, 8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda, 10.—No Extra
Claims Commitment and 11.—Wages of this Agreement,
shall cease to operate on and from 31st March, 1995.
Signatories.
Signed for and on behalf of
KSE Steel Tfeam.

N. Taddei,
Secretary.
M. Taddei,
Director.

Signed for and on behalf of
KSE Steel Team employees by the
Workers Consultative Committee.

C. Lee.
S. Booth.
T. Bird.
T. Williams.
S. Weir.

Signed for and on behalf of the
Metals and Engineering Workers'
Union—Western Australian Branch.

J. Sharp-Collett.

Dated this 6th day of December, 1993.

N S KOMATSU PERTH (SERVICE DEPARTMENT)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 3 of 1994.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
N S Komatsu
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch.
No. AG 3 of 1994.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
31 January 1994.
Registration of an Enterprise Bargaining
Industrial Agreement
No. AG 3 of 1994.
HAVING heard Ms O'Farrell with Mr M. Borlase on behalf
of the Applicant and Mr F. Logan on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission being satisfied
that the matter is consistent with the Principles enunciated
by the State Wage Case decision—January 1992 and
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the following schedule titled the N S Komatsu
Perth (Service Department) Enterprise Agreement
1993, signed for me for identification, be registered as
an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agreement and
shall take effect on the first pay period on or after the
25th day of January, 1994.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the N S Komatsu Perth
(Service Department) Enterprise Agreement 1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
State Wage Principles
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Single Bargaining Unit
Background
Productivity and Efficiency Measures
Shift Work Arrangements
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11. Avoidance of Industrial Disputes
12. Wage Increase
13. Cessation of Agreement
Signatories to Agreement

3.—State Wage Principles.
(1) It is a condition of this Agreement that there will not
be any extra claims made for the life of this Agreement,
except when consistent with a State Wage Case Decision of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(2) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by its
term for the duration of the document.
(3) The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any
applications by other parties to be joined to it.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to
process or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other enterprise.
(5) The provisions of this Agreement shall not operate to
cause any employee a reduction in ordinary time earnings,
or to cause a departure from the standards of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in regard to
hours of work, annual leave with pay or long service leave
with pay.
4.—Incidence and Parties Bound.
(1) This Agreement shall apply to, and be binding upon,
N S Komatsu and all persons employed by N S Komatsu in
its Service Department operations at 94 Sheffield Road,
Welshpool, who are members or eligible to be members of
the Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch, 1111 Hay Street, West Perth.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall be:
(a) N S Komatsu;
(b) Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Westem Australian Branch.
(3) The Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—
Western Australian Branch in this Agreement shall be
referred to as the "the Union" and N S Komatsu as "the
Company" and collectively referred to as "the parties".
5.—Date and Period of Operation and Review.
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the commencement of the first pay period beginning on or after the date
of registration by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and shall remain in force for a period of
eighteen (18) months.
(2) The parties will jointly review the Agreement three
months prior to its cessation.
(3) The Consultative Committee will, on a monthly basis,
assess achievements in productivity and efficiency during
the term of the Agreement.
6.—Relationship to Parent Award.
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with Part 1 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965, provided that where there is
any inconsistency this Agreement shall apply.
7.—Single Bargaining Unit.
(1) A single bargaining unit has been formed in
accordance with the requirements of the January 1992
Western Australian State Wage Case.
(2) The single bargaining unit has held negotiations and
fully agree on the terms of this Agreement.
(3) The single bargaining unit shall be given all relevant
information to enable effective monitoring of the implementation of the continuing improvement programme.
8.—Background.
(1) The parties to this Agreement see it as an on-going
programme of restructuring and consolidation of Structural
Efficiency Principles introduced as a result of the 1989 State
Wage Case Decision.
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(2) Fundamental to maintaining results to be achieved and
to further commit the parties to a continual process of
Structural Workplace reform, the following agreed initiatives will be put in place:
(a) A properly constituted Consultative and Training
Committee has been established which will,
amongst other things, monitor both on-the-job and
accredited training; and advise on skill-based
career paths for all employees of N S Komatsu
covered by this Agreement.
(b) A career structure in accordance with the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 is
being instituted to provide employees with a better
understanding of productivity, efficiency and
quality. Furthermore, a team work environment
will be encouraged to allow employee's participation in, and to take responsibility for, the outcome
of their participation and actions in processing
work in progress.
(c) Regular meetings of the Consultative Committee
will provide sharing of information which will
result in problem solving being instrumental to
greater understanding and tolerance between N S
Komatsu and its employees.
9.—Productivity and Efficiency Measures.
(1) The parties agree to implement and monitor the
following initiatives designed to improve performance and
safety in critical areas of activity, including personnel,
quality and production.
(a) Consultation and communication among the employees and management of the Service Department will
improve by conducting short weekly meetings to review
their performance and to schedule their commitments. These
short weekly meetings will involve the leading hands and
supervisors. There will also be a monthly committee
meeting to discuss any problems as well as to examine the
financial performance for the department.
(b) The following benchmarks are the performance
indicators expected to be achieved in the Service Department:
Budget
Return on Labour
65.0%
Re-work
1.5%
Absenteeism
0.8%
Labour Utilisation
80.0%
Percentage within quote/estimate of
5.0%
Work Orders
Outstanding W.I.P. Jobs
45-60 Days
(c) Quality Assurance—the parties are committed to
achieving and continually supporting accreditation to
AS3902.
(2) Working Hours and Rostered Days Off
(a) It is recognised by the parties that the implementation
of a 38 hour week through the working of eight hours
Monday to Thursday and only six hours on a Friday does
not provide the most effective use of labour hours available.
(b) As a result of this Agreement employees will work
eight hours on each working day (Monday to Friday) with
a (0.4) hours accruing each day to provide for a rostered day
off in each four week cycle. Employees will continue to
work an average of 38 hours per week, that is, three weeks
of 40 hours and one week at 32 hours, a total of 19 days
during a four week work cycle. Reasonable overtime is
required to be worked to meet the needs of the operation of
the Service Department.
(c) The employer shall arrange rostered days off with the
agreement of the majority of employees to maximum of 5
employees off on any one day in each workshop and the
agreement of their supervisor, always ensuring appropriate
work coverage for each day.
(d) An employee may be requested to work on his rostered
day off to meet the requirements of the business. On such
occasions the employee shall have the option to take another
day off in accordance with (c) above, or be paid at time and
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one half for the first two hours and double time thereafter,
and forfeit the rostered day off.
(e) Employees may accrue up a maximum of five (5)
rostered days off an which may be taken in accordance with
(c) above.
(3) Absenteeism
It is acknowledged by the parties that absenteeism due to
sick days needs to be reduced. It is anticipated that with the
addition of twelve 12 rostered days off per annum and a
sustained effort by the parties, that absenteeism will reduce
from the current level of 3.8% to a target of 0.8%.
The Safety and Consultative Committee is to concentrate
on reducing the level of absenteeism due to lost time
accidents. The level of time lost due to work accidents will
also be monitored monthly and will also be a key indicator
in the evaluation of the success of this Agreement.
Occupational Health and Safety initiatives already in
place will be regularly reviewed and up-graded where
necessary.
(4) Re-work
It is acknowledged that the level of re-work of jobs needs
to be reduced. A re-work level of 1.5% or less has been
agreed as an achievable level. The company will assist in
helping to reach this target by:
• increasing the level of tooling available and tool
store efficiency;
• maintaining the employment of Training Officers;
• developing training programmes;
• implementing quality systems.
The level of re-work will be monitored monthly and will
also be a key indicator in the evaluation of the success of
this Agreement. It is the employees responsibility to take
measures to ensure efficiency in their section, in order to
reduce the level of re-work and as a consequence, improve
the level of efficiency, productivity and profitability.
(5) Payment of Wages
Employee wages shall be paid by direct transfer into an
employee's bank account fortnightly, according to the
number of hours worked each fortnight.
(6) Afternoon Smoko
The existing afternoon smoko break where employees
cease work for between 7 and 15 minutes will be
discontinued as per the Award. Employees participating on
overtime, that is after normal working hours (7am to
3.30pm), may take seven (7) minutes tea break if they work
until 5.00pm. Employees may, without ceasing work
consume light refreshments at any time.
(7) Job Redesign
It is the intention of the parties that during the term of this
Agreement that job redesign and work practices will be
examined by the single bargaining unit to bring about further
productivity efficiencies that will be used as one of the
contributing factors for any future wage increases.
(8) Career Path Planning
In conjunction with Job Redesign, the classification
structure, consistent with the Metals Trades (General)
Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 will be implemented. This
classification structure provides definable career paths for
employees. Through appropriate training and satisfaction of
the skill and competency standards for each classification
level, employees will be able to progress up the classification structure subject to the appointment to any wage level
in the classification structure being contingent upon such
additional work and skill requirement being available and
required to be performed by the employer. Movement up the
career path may involve cross shilling or further specialisation.
10.—Shift Work Arrangements.
(1) The parties agree that at certain times during the year,
because of work load or emergencies, there may be need to
introduce short term afternoon or night shifts.
(2) The provisions as set down in Clause 15.—Shift Work
of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965
shall apply in such circumstances.
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(3) The management shall give 24 hours prior notice to
employees of their change of hours of work.
11.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes.
(1) The disputes procedure prescribed in Clause 34.—
Avoidance of Industrial Disputes of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 will be followed.
(2) In the spirit of this Agreement, consultation on
problems will be given the earliest priority by all parties.
12.—Wage Increase.
As a result of efficiencies achieved through this Agreement, wage rates of employees will be increased as set out
below:
(1) 4.5% on current all purpose rates of pay on
ratification by the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(2) 2%—six (6) months from operative date on
current all purpose rates.
(3) 2%—twelve (12) months from operative date on
current all purpose rates.
Details of Wage Increase
N S Komatsu
4.5%
2%
2%
Classification
Increase Increase
Increase
(6 Months) (12 Months)
C7
Subject to review being
undertaken.
C8
Subject to review being
undertaken.
C9
Subject to review being
undertaken.
CIO
19.42
9.01
9.20
Type "A"
20.59
9.56
9.76
Type "B"
21.04
9.77
9.97
Type "C"
21.22
9.86
10.05
Type "D"
Field Service
22.39
10.40
10.61
Level I
22.56
10.48
10.69
Level 2
22.96
10.66
10.87
Level 3
Type "A"
Type "B"
Type "C"
Type "D"
C12
Type "A"
Type "B"
Type "C"
Type "D"

17.58
18.75
19.20
19.38

8.16
8.71
8.92
9.00

8.33
8.88
9.10
9.18

16.64
17.81
18.26
18.44

7.72
8.27
8.48
8.56

7.88
8.44
8.65
8.74

13—Cessation of Agreement.
Notwithstanding the provision of Clause 5.—Date and
Period of Operation and Review of this Agreement, the
provisions of Clauses 8, 9, 10 and 12 shall not continue in
force after the 25th day of July, 1995.
Signatories to Agreement.
"My Company understands its rights and obligations under
this Agreement, has freely entered into it and wishes to have
this Agreement registered."
R.K. Kelly
R.W. Kelly
Date: 16/12/93.
Signature on behalf Name of person
of
N S Komatsu authorised to sign
ACN 053 514 739
(print)
Signed by Representative for and on behalf of employees:
C.E. Bramham
C.E. Bramham
Date: 17/12/93
Signature
Name of person
authorised to sign
(print)
THE COMMON SEAL of Metals and Engineering Union of
Western Australia was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
J. Sharp-Collett
Secretary
Date: 21/12/93
Signature
Title (print)
D. Hicks
State Organiser
Date: 21/12/93
Signature
Title (print)
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PELKINGTON (AUSTRALIA) OPERATIONS LTD,
MYAEEE ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993
No. Ag 90 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pilkington (Australia) Operations Ltd
and
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers and Others
No. AG 90 of 1993.
Pilkington (Australia) Operations Ltd, Myaree Enterprise
Agreement 1993
No. Ag 90 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
3 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms L. French on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr M. Lourey on behalf of The Operative Painters' and
Decorators' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch,
Union of Workers; The Forest Products, Furnishing and
Allied Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A., and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Transport
Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Pilkington (Australia) Operations Ltd,
Myaree Enterprise Agreement 1993 be registered as an
industrial agreement in accordance with the following
Schedule from the beginning of the first pay period to
commence on or after the 18th day of January 1994.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be referred to as the Pilkington
(Australia) Operations Ltd, Myaree Enterprise Agreement
1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Application of Agreement
Parties Bound
Life of Agreement
Relationship to Parent Awards
Single Bargaining Unit
Aim of the Agreement
Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity,
Efficiency and Flexibility
Continuous Improvement
Statement of Implementation
Restructuring Consultative Committee
National and State Standards
Avoidance of Industrial Disputes
No Extra Claims
Rates of Pay
Not to be Used as a Precedent
Renewal of Agreement
Signatures of the Parties
Appendix A—Flexible Working Arrangements
Appendix B—
(a) Quality Accreditation and AS3902 Certification
(b) Quality Control Benchmark
Appendix C—Continuous Improvement Program
Appendix D—Working Party Processes
Appendix E—Effective Communications
Appendix F—Training
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Appendix G—Consultative Committee Agreement
Appendix H—Disputes Procedure
Appendix I—Introduction of Fortnightly Payroll
(Electronic Funds Transfer)
Appendix J—Issuing of Protective Clothing
Appendix K—Personal Profile Assessment
Appendix L—Implementation Of 38 Hour Week
Appendix M—Classification Structure
Appendix N—Organisational Restructuring
3.—Application of Agreement.
This Agreement shall apply at the Pilkington (Australia)
Operations Ltd Myaree Factory Operations in respect to all
its employees who are covered by the following Awards:
(1) Furniture Trades Industry Award, No. A 6 of
1984.
(2) Building Trades Award 1968, No. 31 of 1966.
(3) Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of
1961.
4.—Parties Bound.
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Operative
Painters And Decorators Union Of Australia, W.A. Branch,
The Forest Products, Furnishing And Allied Industries
Industrial Union Of Workers W.A., Transport Workers
Union of Australia (Western Australia) and the Officers and
members thereof and upon Pilkington (Australia) Operations Ltd (the Company) as to all its employees who are
members of or eligible to be members of the Unions and
bound by Clause 3.—Application of Agreement of this
Agreement. The parties agree they will oppose any
application by other parties to be joined to this Agreement.
5.—Life of Agreement.
This agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period to commence on or after 18 January 1994,
and shall remain in force for a period of 12 months.
6.—Relationship to Parent Awards.
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the:
Furniture Trades Industry Award, No. A 6 of 1984
Building Trades Award 1968, No. 31 of 1966
Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of 1961
provided that where there is any inconsistency, this
Agreement shall take precedence.
7.—Single Bargaining Unit.
The Unions named in this Agreement will act along with
the Company as a single bargaining unit for the purposes of
implementing and negotiating items of this Agreement in
accordance with the decision in the January 1992 State
Wage Case.
8.—Aim of the Agreement.
The parties to this Agreement recognise that it represents
significant advances by providing product of the highest
quality at optimum cost, excellent customer service and
highly trained and motivated employees.
This Agreement aims at achieving the following objectives:
* Increase the efficiency of the organisation, attaining benefits for the employees, customers and
shareholders.
* Supply product of a high quality on a timely basis.
* Develop and maintain a working environment of
the highest order.
* To retain the principles of job rotation and skills
training which are integral for an effective career
path. "With the benefits of flexibility, and the
right attitudes consistent with company goals i.e.
cultural change leading to improved productivity". To ensure the stability and experience of key
skilled areas is maintained to ensure the highest
attainable yields, quality and customer service.

WIMH1
The Company needs to reduce order turn around and
improve customer service quality to retain competitiveness.
There needs to be improved yield in controllable areas;
processing control including edge cutting loss; time loss;
rectification of bad production and improved employee
skills.
There needs to be improved customer service (quality,
timeliness, courtesy).
The parties recognise that an important factor in achieving
these objectives is to develop a work culture in which all
employees are involved in decisions affecting them, have
access to required training activities and benefit from these
efforts.
The parties agree that these are only the first steps in a
path of continual improvements if the Company is to remain
viable.
The need for flexibility of jobs and duties within and
between work areas within SEP guidelines, subject to
limitations imposed by individual skill levels, is also
recognised as critical to achieving the objectives of this
Agreement.
9.—Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Efficiency
and Flexibility.
Consistent with the terms and conditions of the decision
in the January 1992 State Wage Case, the following
measures have been agreed between the parties to improve
the competitiveness of the Pilkington (Australia) Operations
Ltd. Glass Marketing and Sales—Myaree Factory by
achieving real and demonstrable gains to improve competitiveness and achieve the survival of the industry in Western
Australia. The parties agree these are only the first steps in
a process of continual improvements if the business is to
remain viable.
(1) The parties have agreed that all employees, including
all levels of staff and management, shall work together to
make the Company more efficient. Refer Appendix A—
Flexible Working Arrangements.
(2) The parties through the consultative process will hold
discussions with the view to eliminating all unnecessary
demarcations and so commit to the principle of best use of
skills within SEP guidelines.
(3) The parties have agreed to a tangible commitment to
achieving quality accreditation in line with the Australian
Standard 3902. Refer Appendix B(a)—Quality Accreditation and AS3902 Certification and Appendix B(b)—Quality
Control Benchmark.
(4) The parties have agreed to more effective control and
management of protective clothing. Refer Appendix J—
Issuing of Protective Clothing.
(5) The parties have agreed to a revised implementation
of the 38 hour week. Refer to Appendix L—Implementation
Of 38 Hour Week.
(6) To further develop the Award Classification Structure
to suit the Myaree site. To set up a multi-skilling programme
to enable progression through the classification structure
and to enable the enterprise to have a flexible workforce.
Refer Appendix M—Classification Structure.
10.—Continuous Improvement.
The parties are committed to using a single bargaining
unit which gave rise to this Agreement to continue to review
and seek out measures to achieve continuous improvement
in order to, as a minimum, maintain international competitiveness.
Refer Appendix C—Continuous Improvement Program
which highlights the objectives. Refer Appendix D—
Working Party Processes which relate to the development
of performance measures and benchmarks.
The parties will review, improve and strive towards
improved effective communications. Refer Appendix E—
Effective Communications. The parties will implement
competency based training systems and other training
requirements. Refer Appendix F—Training. The parties will
implement aptitude assessment procedures. Refer Appendix
K—Personal Profile Assessment.

11.—Statement of Implementation.
(1) The Flexible Working Arrangements outlined in
Appendix A—Flexible Working Arrangements were agreed
and implemented on the date of registration of this
Agreement.
(2) The AS3902 Certification and Quality Control
Agreements outlined in Appendix B(a)—Quality Accreditation and AS3902 Certification were agreed and implemented on the date of registration of this Agreement and will
be ongoing.
(3) The Continuous Improvement Program outlined in
Appiendix C—Continuous Improvement Program was
agreed and implemented on the date of registration of this
Agreement and will be ongoing.
(4) The Working Party outlined in Appendix D—
Working Party Processes was agreed and implemented on
the date of registration of this Agreement and will be
ongoing.
(5) The Effective Communications outlined in Appendix
E—Effective Communications was agreed and implemented on the date of registration of this Agreement and will
be ongoing.
(6) The Training / Competency based system and other
training requirements outlined in Appendix F—Training
were agreed and implemented on the date of registration of
this Agreement and will be ongoing.
(7) The Constitution of the Consultative Committee
outlined in Appiendix G—Consultative Committee Agreement was agreed and implemented on the date of registration
of this Agreement and will be reviewed at the expiry of this
agreement.
(8) The Disputes Procedure outlined in Appendix H—
Disputes Procedure was agreed and implemented on the date
of registration of this Agreement.
(9) The Implementation of Fortnightly Payroll (Electronic
Funds Transfer) outlined in Appendix I—Introduction of
Fortnightly Payroll (Electronic Funds Transfer) was agreed
on the date of registration and this new procedure will be
implemented with not less than (1) month's notice from the
date of registration of this Agreement.
(10) The Issuing of Protective Clothing outlined in
Appendix J—Issuing of Protective Clothing was agreed and
implemented on the date of registration of this Agreement.
(11) The Aptitude Assessment outlined in Appendix
K—Personal Profile Assessment was agreed and implemented on the date of registration of this Agreement.
(12) The implementation of 38 Hour Week as outlined in
Appendix L—Implementation Of 38 Hour Week was agreed
and implemented on the date of registration of this
Agreement.
(13) The discussion of a Classification Structure as
outlined in Appendix M—Classification Structure will
occur within 8 weeks of the registration of this Agreement.
(14) The implementation of organisational restructuring
as outlined in Appendix N—Organisational Restructuring
was agreed and implemented on the date of registration of
this Agreement.
12.—Restructuring Consultative Committee.
The parties have agreed to guidelines related to the
operation of this Committee (Refer Appendix G—Consultative Committee Agreement).
13.—National and State Standards.
This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause any
employees to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings or
in National or State standards, such as standard hours of
work and annual leave.
14.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes.
The parties to this Agreement shall observe the procedures set out in Appendix H—Disputes Procedure.
15.—No Extra Claims.
The parties have agreed not to pursue any award or
overaward claims during the life of this Agreement.
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16.—Rates of Pay.
(1) The following stages of percentage increases apply to
the appropriate Award Rate classifications in the following
Awards:
* Building Trades Award 1968, No. 31 of 1966.
* Furniture Trades Industry Award, No. A 6 of
1984.
* Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of
1961.
(2) (a) The percentage increase of three and a half percent
(3t%) shall be payable from the beginning of the first full
pay period to commence on or after 18 January 1994.
(b) The second payment of 1% will be paid six months
from the operative date contingent upon the progression
towards the achievement of the performance indicators as
set out in subclause (2) of Appendix A—Flexible Working
Arrangements and Appendix B(b)—Quality Control Benchmark. If for any reason these indicators are not achieved the
payment will still exist and these performance measures will
be further reviewed as part of the ongoing working party
process establishing performance measures and benchmarks.
(3) In accordance with the terms of the January 1992 State
Wage Case decision, there shall be no further wage increases
for the life of this Agreement except when consistent with
January 1992 State Wage Case decision.
17.—Not to be Used as a Precedent.
This Agreement shall not be used in any manner
whatsoever to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other plant or enterprise.
18.—Renewal of Agreement.
In accordance with the terms of the January 1992 State
Wage Case decision this agreement shall not continue in
force beyond 18 January 1995, unless renewed. It is agreed
between the parties that prior to any initiatives being taken
to renew or replace this award, discussions between the
parties will commence prior to expiration to determine the
appropriate course of action.
19.—Signatures of the Parties.
J.P. Morgan
John Paul Morgan Date: 28/1/94
Signature on
Name of person (print)
behalf of
authorised to sign
Pilkington
(Australia)
Operations Ltd.
(ACN: (No.) 006
904 052).
The Common Seal of: The Forest Products, Furnishing
And Allied Industries Industrial Union Of Workers W.A.
was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
TP. Daly
Secretary
Date: 28.1.94
Signature
Title (Print)
The Common Seal of: Transport Workers' Union of
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian
Branch
was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
J.J. O'Connor
Secretary
Date: 28.1.94
Signature
Title (Print)
The Common Seal of: The Operative Painters' and
Decorators' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch,
Union of Workers
was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
F.A. Smith
Secretary
Date: 28.1.94
Signature
Title (Print)
Appendix A—Flexible Working Arrangements.
(1) WORK FLEXIBILITY
(a) The parties have agreed that members of each
work area team shall perform such activities as
required. Provided such activities are within the
tram members level of competence, skill, training
and such duties are not promoted to encourage
de-sldlling.

(b) Parties to this Agreement are committed to
continued employee flexibility ensuring that no
barriers will occur within the Myaree site.
(c) Sufficient skills and labour flexibility on each
shift available to produce the production and
despatch programs at all times.
(2) ABSENTEEISM/ACCRUED SICK LEAVE
(a) The following issues to be considered and
achievable targets to be set.
* Reduce current level of absenteeism.
* Administration of absenteeism. This practice
which needs to be addressed to ensure that
Sick Leave conditions are managed effectively. The target to be achieved is 2% in
terms of absenteeism during the first six
months of this Agreement, that is to allow
genuine personal illness. To achieve this
target, this practice will be subject to a
Working Party who shall make recommendations, monitor progress and counsel employees to ensure that our target is achieved
together with all relevant principles and
agreed formulas/issues.
(b) Accrued Sick Leave
Issues concerning the existing Award conditions be examined by the Absenteeism Working
Party.
(3) REST PERIODS
Rest periods will consist of seven minute morning break,
to be taken as the rest period prior to lunch. Rest periods as
agreed to between Management and workers shall be
staggered to ensure optimum utilisation of plant and
equipment.
(4) WORKING PARTY PROCESSES
All working party processes will be established in line
with the following procedure of process finding and
implementations.
(a) CONCEPT
Flexible arrangements in terms of spread of
hours, shift work, and part-time and casual
employment.
(b) GUIDELINES
* Arrangements to be specific to identified
work teams, operations or, if appropriate, to
whole business.
* Arrangements to be within National Standards but not constrained by current Award.
* Part-time or casual work to be part of
arrangements, where appropriate.
* lb be flexible to meet exceptional circumstances.
(c) PROCESS
(i) Working party shall consist of:
(aa) * Finance
* Human Resources
* Line Management
* Employee/Union Reps
* Facilitators
(bb) The working parties will be responsible
to the Enterprise Bargaining Committee. Employee representatives will be
able to seek advice independently from
Union officials.
(ii) Steps in Process:
* Identify existing arrangements listing
advantages/disadvantages.
* Brainstorm other arrangements.
* Survey literature, comparable organisations.
* Recommend changes/no changes.
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(d) CRITERIA
* Within National and State Standards
* Cost neutral, in terms of penalties
* Tailored to individual work team environments
(e) FINDINGS AND IMPLEMENTATION
Agreed recommendations of the working party
will be presented to:
: Enterprise Bargaining Committee
: Management / Supervision
: Delegates and Employees
* Obtain feedback, review and modify
* Develop implementation plan
* Presentation of overall concept/findings to:
: Management and Supervision
: Delegates and Employees
* Obtain comment and feedback review and modify
* Develop implementation plan
Appendix B (a)—Quality Accreditation
and AS3902 Certification
(1) CONCEPT
* Commitment / acknowledgment of the need to be
internationally competitive.
* Commitment to the participation by all employees
in the adoption and accreditation of Australian
Standard 3902, "Quality Systems for Production
and Installation" (International Standard 9002).
* Commitment to everyone taking ownership and
accountability for the output of their work.
* Commitment to the fact that our customers are our
most valuable asset who require a quality product,
delivered on time and at an internationally
competitive cost.
(2) OPERATING PHILOSOPHY
* The commitment of Pilkington (Australia) Limited to provide its customers with quality products
and services is shared by all Company employees.
Inherent in this statement is the close identification of Pilkington (Australia) Limited with its
people and customers.
* Our Company philosophy emphasises doing
things right the first time and on time, which
inevitably will result in far superior business
performance and total customer satisfaction.
* The nature of products and services supplied, and
the manufacturing processes involved, necessitates infinite attention to details, exceptional care
and genuine quality consciousness at all times by
everyone involved.
* The survival and prosperity of our Company
remains contingent upon its ability to fulfil the
primary objective of "the timely supply of quality
assured products and services provided through
safe working practices and at competitive prices".
* In order to ensure that the Company can satisfy its
primary objective, it is necessary to declare the
desire to develop a corporate quality culture which
emphasises the responsibility of all employees
within Pilkington (Australia) Limited.
* A clear recognition of the concept of an internal
customer—the next person in the process, as well
as many outside customers necessitates close
inter-relationship and co-operation by everyone
involved.
* Pilkington (Australia) Limited personnel must
continually strive for further improvement in the
way we perform, thereby enhancing the future
security for all.
* The ultimate goal of the Company in applying the
above operating philosophy is the achievement of
the highest possible reputation for quality, schedule and cost performance expected by our customers.
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* The Australian Standard AS 3902 and International Standard ISO 9002 have been adopted by
Pilkington (Australia) Limited as the primary
Quality Systems Reference Standards.
* A key element is the emphasis on personal
accountability whereby each employee is encouraged to be accountable for the quality of their
individual output.
* The introduction of a quality system requires the
commitment, co—operation, co-ordination and
involvement of all employees.
(3) QUALITY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
* Management responsibility
* Quality system
* Contract review
* Document control
* Purchasing
* Purchaser supplied product
* Product identification and traceability
* Process control
* Inspection and testing
* Inspection, measuring and test equipment
* Inspection and test status
* Control of non-conforming product
* Corrective action
* Handling, storage, packaging and delivery
* Quality records
* Internal quality audits
* Training
* Statistical techniques
(4) AS3902 CERTIFICATION
Our customer is a vitally important factor in the success
of our business. More and more we are striving to meet the
customer's needs of providing the right product at the right
time and right price plus of course we must also make a
profit to remain in business. It is therefore, vital that we
develop business systems that help to identify the product
the customer wants and how to consistently manufacture
that product at an acceptable quality and the lowest cost to
manufacture.
In any manufacturing system there are methods that
identify the customer's needs when the order is placed,
translate that order into manufacturing instnictions that
guide the production people to make the correct product and
a scheme of control that ensures the whole operation is
performing as planned. The scheme of control is the
business plan that defines how we will go about meeting the
customer's needs and measure our performance against that
plan to show we arc achieving the correct result and
minimising the cost to manufacture. Within this scheme of
control are all the manufacturing and quality plans for the
product that defines what has to be done, who is responsible
for doing it and how they go about doing it.
There are many possible schemes of control. An
international recognised scheme of control is the ISO 9(XX)
standard, known in Australia as AS 3900. This standard
enables us to prove to the customer that we have the ability
and the mechanisms in place to produce what is wanted. The
standard comes in three (3) sections covering different types
of manufacturing systems.
In our case the section AS 3902 standard applies to the
type of manufacturing we do. It is thus our intention to move
toward gaining certification to the AS 3902 standard.
AS 3902 covers all aspects of planning, controlling,
producing, testing, buying and delivery in the overall
manufacturing system. It is based on establishing the correct
procedures that ensures everyone knows what is required at
each manufacturing stage and how to ensure that the right
thing is done at each stage. The standard emphasises the
need for proper skills training to ensure everyone knows
how to achieve the planned result plus the required
monitoring systems that are needed to ensure the planned
product qualities are being achieved. In summary, the AS
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3902 standard defines every aspect of the scheme of control
that is required to properly control our overall operations.
One major advantage in meeting the AS 3902 standard
is it provides a high level of confidence to our customers
even before they place an order that we are capable of
meeting their needs. This is a great competitive advantage.
To prove that we meet the AS 3902 requirement, it is
necessary to pass a certification examination.
Certification means that we will allow an independent
authority to test and inspect our manufacture systems and
tell us where we stand in relation to the standard. If we are
good enough that authority can grant us an AS 3902 license
and since this is internationally recognised, we can use this,
to prove our abilities to our customers.
The certification process is in several stages:
(a) Copies of the Company quality manuals and
procedures are sent to the certification authority
for examination and approval. This is called an
Adequacy Audit.
(b) A certification team does a preliminary examination of the manufacture system to establish that
the plans in the Quality Manual are being fulfilled,
and where improvements need to be made. This
is called the Compliance Audit.
(c) After the improvements have been done, a team
does a formal certification audit of the manufacture system again but in much more detail
including examining past production performance
to show the system is working properly.
(d) A formal report of the audits is provided for the
Company.
(e) If the audit results are correct, the Company may
then apply to the Australian Standards Association
for a license to AS 3902.
(f) This license is then reviewed every six months by
the Standards Association to ensure our performance continues to meet the planned performance.
This usually involves further audits.
Such an certification process requires the support and
assistance from every employee. In fact, it cannot work
without this support.
Appendix B (b)—Quality Control Benchmark.
To enhance the opportunities of better quality in service
and product, allparties agree to the following:
The current level of product rejected by the customer and
reimbursed via a credit to their account be reduced by not
less than 15% during the first six months of this Agreement.
This reduction will be measured against those products
deemed to be faulty caused by the handling or processing
within control of the factory floor. Such rejects include
scratched, chipped, broken, incorrectly cut and so on.
The target reduction will be measured against the twelve
month period prior to this Agreement with target progress
monitored and reported to all parties on a monthly basis.
Appendix C—Continuous Improvement Program.
(1) QUALITY SYSTEMS
Objective
The development and implementation of quality management consistent with AS 3902 "quality systems for
production".
(2) CUSTOMER SERVICE
Objective
Incorporating production planning / despatch to continually improve our customer service while ensuring plant
productivities are optimised.
(3) SYSTEM REVIEW / UPDATE
Objective
To continually improve our current systems such that they
adapt to our needs of running world's best standards sales
and marketing business units.
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(4) COST REDUCTION PROGRAM
Objective
To continually review / monitor all costs associated with
processing and selling of mirror, laminate, toughened and
flat glass products with a view to continuous reduction. The
program will incorporate all levels of the business.
(5) TRAINING PROGRAMS
Objective
To establish an overall ongoing training matrix consistent
with National and State relativities of ensuring consistent
learning, a more flexible workforce and an overall commitment to continually improved work performance in line with
National SEP guidelines.
(6) PROCESS LOSS GROUPS
Objective
Incorporating all levels of processing, aim to specifically
reduce identified areas of process loss with an overall
continuous measured reduction.
All of these programs will have agreed performance
measures which will be developed by the designated person
/ persons in conjunction with the AS 3902 program.
Appendix D—Working Party Processes.
All working party processes will be established in line
with the following procedure of process finding and
implementations.
DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
AND BENCHMARKS
(1) CONCEPT—MULTI PURPOSE
* Data on productivity improvements for IRC and
enterprise bargaining
* Goals for strategic planning
* Flowdown to targets at cell/team level
(2) GUIDELINES
The working party will seek to establish a number of
performance measures and benchmarks which will:
* Adequately reflect group performance
* Are not too complicated/cumbersome
* Are measurable on a regular basis
(3) PROCESS
A working party will consist of a combination of the
functions within the organisation appropriate to the activity
of performance measurement and may include:
* Finance
* Human Resources
* Line Management
* Employee/Union/Union Reps
* Facilitator
(Note: Equal number of employees and Company
representatives) 1-2 days training program for working party
members prior to process starting.
Steps in process
* Identify and review existing measures
* Brainstorm additional measures
* Survey literature, comparable firms
* Assess outcome against criteria
(4) CRITERIA
* Measurable/auditable
* Relevant
* Related to output/customer satisfaction
* Total workforce performance, including management and marketing
(5) FINDINGS AND IMPLEMENTATION
Agreed recommendations of the working party will be
presented to:
* Enterprise Bargaining Committee
* Management and Supervision* Delegates and
employees Obtain comment and feedback, review
and modify Design and install measurement and
reporting processes

* Provision for union oversight/audit
* Keep it simple
* Integrate with normal management/project reporting Establish baseline, if possible by June 1994.
Appendix E—Effective Communications
Statement
(1) The Company recommends check list/report to be
implemented by Supervisors.
(2) Company and branch newsletters should include some
of the following:
(a) Regular feedback on Company business progress;
(b) Company stats;
(c) Customer feedback (positives/negatives);
(d) Yields based against production planned;
(e) Employee achievements (personal/business—promotions);
(f) Recognition of jobs well done;
(g) Employee service recognition;
(h) Joint Consultative Committee's progress reports;
(i) Include new products;
(j) Other
(3) Quarterly general communication meetings by State
Manager.
(4) Minutes of Joint Consultative Committee meetings to
be made available to all employees.
(5) Greater use of pay slips as a means of communication
with all employees.
(6) Pilkington Into 90's Committee to focus on improving
communication between all business streams.
Appendix F—Training
The parties to this Appendix F—Training recognise that
in order to increase productivity and efficiency a greater
commitment to training and skill development is required.
(1) The parties to this Agreement recognise that in order
to increase efficiency and productivity and to ensure
mobility within the industry generally, a greater commitment to training and skill development is required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves to:
(a) Developing a more highly skilled and flexible
workforce;
(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills; and
(c) removing barriers to the utilisation of skills
acquired.
(2) Following proper consultation or through the establishment of a training committee, the employer shall develop
a training programme consistent with:
(a) The current and future skill needs of the Myaree
enterprise;
(b) the need to develop vocational skills relevant to
the Myaree enterprise through courses conducted
by accredited educational institutions and providers.
(3) Where it is agreed that a training committee be
established, such training committee shall be constituted by
equal numbers of employer and employee representatives
and have a charter which clearly states its role and
responsibilities, for example:
(a) Formulation of a training programme and availability of training courses and career opportunities
to employees;
(b) dissemination of information on the training
programme and availability of training courses
and career opportunities to employees;
(c) recommendation of individual employees for
training and reclassification;
(d) monitoring and advising management and employees regarding the ongoing effectiveness of the
training.

(4) (a) Where as a result of consultation or through a
training committee and with the employee concerned, it is
agreed that additional training in accordance with the
programme developed pursuant to subclause (2) hereof
should be undertaken by an employee, such training may be
either on or off the job. Provided that if the training is
undertaken during ordinary working houre, the employee
concerned shall not suffer any loss of pay. The employer
shall not unreasonably withhold such paid training leave.
Any agreed training undertaken out of normal working hours
will be re-imbursed at the ordinary rate of pay.
(b) Any cost that maybe incurred with prior authorisation
will be reimbursed.
Appendix G—Consultative Committee Agreement
April 1993
(1) PREAMBLE
In agreeing to form a Consultative Committee, all parties,
management and unions acknowledge the requirement for
an atmosphere of mutual trust and co-operation.
The overall purpose of the committee is to provide an
environment for greater communication and in doing so,
establish a forum in which employees are able to express
their points of view and thus an opportunity to influence
management decision making and also allow management
to utilise employee knowledge and experience.
(2) OBJECTIVE
The objectives will be to improve not only the standard
of working life but also the overall performance of all
employees with the ultimate aim of maintaining and where
possible, improving the Company's competitiveness with
the consequential improvement in job security.
In turn, the provision of greater job satisfaction will be
achieved by developing and increasing employee's overall
skills whilst at the same time offering new and advanced
employee opportunities. These objectives are seen by all
parties to be mutually beneficial.
Broad subjects calling for an exchange of views will
include:
* Issues which allow the enterprise to continually
improve its response to customer needs.
* The introduction of new technology.
* Activities which provides flexibility in production.
* The introduction of new or revised manufacturing
methods that will enhance productivity.
* Issues which will enhance and ensure quality to
world best standard.
* The direct implication of major external decisions
affecting community standards and their likely
effect on employees.
* The physical aspects of the employees' working
environment.
* Future and current plans for Pilkington Glass.
Three important areas of plant operation are specifically
excluded from the domain of the Consultative Committee.
(a) Industrial relations issues will be processed via the
normal disputes avoidance procedure.
(b) Matters which by definition are the responsibility
of the Occupational Health and Safety Committee
will be referred to that Committee.
(c) Training will be processed via the Training
Review Committee.
(3) COMPOSITION
The committee will comprise of ten (10) permanent
members plus a nominated deputy to stand-in when required
in the absence of a permanent member.
Management
Five core members plus two back-up members, at least
one of which has decision making powers within the
Company. Management quorum is to be two. At least one
management representative to have attended the previous
meeting.
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Employees
Five core members plus two back-up members. Employee
quorum is to be four. At least one representative from each
Union to be in attendance.
Note: Any member of the committee shall cease to be
recognised as such upon termination of the employment
within the Company. Also any employee representative
shall cease to be recognised as such upon promotion to a
management level.
(4) ELECTIONS
Employees will nominate core members and a back-up
member to represent them on a Consultative Committee.
(5) SECRETARY
The secretary to be appointed by management and to be
someone with note-taking skills.
(6) CHAIRPERSON
To be elected by the committee from within the
committee. The committee to decide a formula for appointment/rotation of the chairperson. A deputy chairperson will
be elected from the other constituency to the chair.
(7) OBSERVERS
There are to be no observers at the meeting unless all
parties agree to the contrary. (The process of agreement shall
be by simple majority vote of committee members.)
(8) EXPERT ADVISERS
Expert advisers can be called provided they are agreed to
at the previous meeting, or by agreement prior to the
meeting and they attend for that specific agenda item only.
(9) MEETINGS
Consultative Committee meetings will be held a minimum of one meeting per month, duration not expected to
exceed two (2) hours. Special meetings of the committee
may be called after informal discussions between both
parties provided 48 hours' notice is given. A minimum of
one meeting per month will be held after the first four weeks.
(10) RECORDING OF MINUTES
Minutes shall be circulated to committee members for
verification by the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson
prior to posting on the noticeboards. Minutes are to be
published within a reasonable time but not to exceed five
(5) working days.
The minutes shall include:
* Attendees at the meeting.
* Summary of the issues and alternatives proposed
with brief supporting arguments.
* Recommendations made and time frame for
implementation of recommendations.
* Time frame for consideration of deferred recommendations. Minutes to be verified by the Committee at the next meeting.
(11) AGENDA
The agenda to be prepared and issued by the secretary to
all committee members. Any committee member may
submit agenda items. The management members shall
submit as agenda items all important matters requiring
management decisions that would have an effect on
employees. Appropriate information shall be provided with
each agenda item submitted. By exception the chairperson
will be able to notify late agenda items up to 48 hours prior
to meetings.
Matters raised without notice (i.e. non-agenda items) shall
be deferred to the next meeting if any committee member
requires additional information or needs to consult with his
constituency.
(12) TRAINING
All members of the committee to be entitled to training,
with a view to ensuring all members have the opportunity
to perform to the best of their ability. No employee shall be
required to undergo training in their own time, or be
subjected to any financial disadvantage due to this undertaking.
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(13) CHANGE
Any change in the workplace discussed by this committee, should be achieved with due regard to the quality of
working life, including the desire to maintain and enhance
job satisfaction.
(14) RIGHTS AND DUTIES
All members of the committee to carry out their duties in
a responsible and honest manner in the spirit of this
agreement.
* Consultation and report back on paid i.e. during
normal shift. Company time. No wages loss for
attending meetings.
* To attend the meeting and be present a few
minutes before the time stated on the agenda.
* Access to Company resources where appropriate.
* To forward apologies to the secretary if unable to
attend the meeting.
* Union organisers / State Secretaries have right to
attend and will be posted a copy of the minutes
by the Secretary.
* To come to the meeting prepared, having read the
minutes of the previous meeting.
* To study the agenda beforehand and be prepared
with notes to make contributions briefly, clearly
and perhaps with illustrations on matters affecting
him/her or those he/she represents.
* To represent the views and opinions of those
people he/she represents and not just his/her own.
* To speak on the basis of the facts presented and
not on the basis of preconceived ideas not based
on facts.
* Seeking the view of constituents on issues to be
discussed by the committee.
* Encouraging and assisting constituents on issues
to be discussed by the committee.
* Encouraging and assisting constituents to submit
agenda items.
* Providing explanations of items recorded in the
minutes.
* Consultation and report back meetings to employees in realistic Company time will be arranged as
required.
(15) DECISION MAKING PROCEDURES
Committee members will make recommendations.
(16) RESOURCES
The Company will provide the necessary resources (i.e.
facsimile, typing, copying, etc) to the minute secretary.
(17) PREPARATION TIME
Adequate time to be decided by the Committee to be
allowed for preparation by members of the committee.
(18) PERIOD OF AGREEMENT
Notwithstanding the objectives behind the formation of
this consultative committee the life of the agreement shall
be the duration of twelve (12) months from the date of
implementation with quarterly reviews of performance,
results and operating procedures. This agreement can be
reviewed by the Committee providing 14 days notice is
given.
Appendix H—Disputes Procedure
When a matter is in dispute between the employee and
the employer or a matter arises which is likely to cause a
dispute, the following procedure shall be followed;
(1) Any grievance or dispute which arises shall, where
possible, be settled by discussion on the job between the
employee and the immediate Supervisor.
(2) If the matter is not resolved at this level, the matter
will be further discussed between the affected employee, the
Union Shop Steward and the relevant Departmental Manager.
(3) If the dispute or grievance is unresolved then the
employee and his Union representative shall confer with the
Personnel Manager.

(4) If the dispute or grievance is still unresolved the matter
should be referred to the relevant Union official for
discussion with management.
(5) Until the dispute or grievance is determined in
accordance with the above procedure normal work shall
continue, without prejudice.
(6) If the matter is still not resolved it may be referred to
the Industrial Relations Commission.
Appendix I—Introduction of Fortnightly Payroll (Electronic
Funds Transfer)
An agreement by all parties to move the current method
of weekly payroll out to fortnightly.
Method of introduction is as follows:
Introduction of a fortnightly pay system shall be by the
payment of an additional week's wages in the last weekly
pay before the change to fortnightlypays to be repaid by
equal fortnightly deductions made from the next and then
subsequent 12 fortnightly pay periods (13 in total) i.e.
reduction of fortnightly pay by 2.92 hours = 76 hours less
2.92 hours = 73.08 hours per fortnight.
Appendix J—Issuing of Protective Clothing
(1) The current Award provision for distribution of
protective clothing i.e. boots, overalls, jackets, jumpers
displaying Company logo etc. to be altered from annual
issue in return of worn articles to replacement on a fair wear
and tear basis. To conciliate over items in border line cases
of fair wear and tear, there will be two designated employees
nominated from the Consultative Committee along with one
management representative to make any final decisions
should they be required.
(2) The team target is to extend the life of these articles
without compromising employees' safety. We shall implement programs to assist employees in methods of maintenance and preventative wear of such articles, in an
endeavour to encourage ownership rather than throw-away.
(3) The initial issue of protective clothing will be made
available after 3 months' probationary employment consisting of 3 shirts and 2 pairs of trousers to be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis.
Appendix K—Personal Profile Assessment
The parties have agreed that all future employees, and
existing employees who are seeking promotion within the
respective business unit or elsewhere within Pilkington
(Australia) Limited will undergo a formalised personal
profile assessment.
Such testing would include personality profile analysis.
This requirement on aptitude assessment is consistent with
other Pilkington (Australia) Ltd Operations policy within its
business.
Appendix L—Implementation of 38 Hour Week
The work mode for existing employees on 7 hours 36
minutes per day will remain and new employees will be
engaged on the basis of 7 hours 36 minutes during the life
of this Agreement.
The existing employees who have work modes other than
7 hours 36 minutes per day will remain as current for the
life of this Agreement on the understanding that one option
in the future is for this group to move to 7 hours 36 minutes.
The Consultative Committee during the life of this
Agreement will discuss work modes which are appropriate
for the viable performance of the Company to meet customer
needs.
Appendix M—Development of Classification Structure
(1) CONCEPT—MULTI-PURPOSE
* To further develop the Award Classification
Structure to suit the Myaree site.
* To set up a multi-skilling programme to enable
progression through the classification structure
and to enable the enterprise to have a flexible
workforce within SEP State and National guidelines.

(2) PROCESS
(a) A working party will be established (pursuant to
Appendix "D").
(b) Steps in process:
* Identify and review existing structures
* Brainstorming additional measures
* Skills analysis and audit
* Survey literature, comparable firms
* Assess outcome against criteria
(3) CRITERIA
* Relevant
* Related to career path establishment
* To equip workforce with required skills
* Consistent with AS3902 Standard Operating Procedures and Competency Based Training
* Competency Based
Appendix N—Organisational Restructuring
(1) MOVE TO WORK AREA TEAMS
The parties have agreed to change organisation structure
to set up Work Area Teams as the fundamental operational
grouping within the organisation. Although team members
may differ in knowledge, training and skill levels, all
members will be encouraged to become more versatile and
flexible.
A team will have the following characteristics:
* The team is a measurable and accountable unit of
the business
* The team includes the people, equipment, material
and information needed to do the job.
* The team enjoys maximum self-management
consistent with the overall requirements of the
business.
(2) RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES OF
WORK AREA TEAMS
The parties have agreed that the delegation of responsibilities to Work Area Teams and their empowerment to meet
those responsibilities to be a revolutionary and ongoing
process.
Responsibilities include production to meet customer
requirements and achievement of measured continuous
improvement toward quality, productivity and other targets
and short term planning.
(3) WORK AREA TEAM FORMATION
(a) The role and composition of the Work Area
Teams shall be determined by March 1994. A
pilot team will be in operation by June 1994 with
all teams established by December 1994.
(b) The Tfeam Leaders will be appointed by management.
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PORT HEDLAND PORT AUTHORITY PORT
MARINE OFFICERS INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
1993
No. AG 92 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Port Hedland Port Authority
and
Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian
Branch, Union of Workers.
No. AG 92 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
27 January 1994.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 92 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr C. Gillam on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr T. Boronovskis on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission being satisfied that the matter is
consistent with the Principles enunciated by the State Wage
Case decision—January 1992 and pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the following schedule titled the Port Hedland
Port Authority Port Marine Officers Industrial Agreement 1993, signed for me for identification, be
registered as an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial
Agreement to take effect on and from the 21st day of
January, 1994.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be referred to as the Port Hedland
Port Authority Port Marine Officers Industrial Agreement
1993.
2.—Arrangement.
This Agreement is arranged as follows:
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Relationship of Agreement to the Parent Award
4. Parties Bound
5. Date and Period of Operation
6. Introduction of 12 Hour Shift Roster
7. Aggregation of Salaries and Allowances
8. Superannuation
9. Revision of Salaries Increments
10. Provision of Emergency Sick Relief
11. Training and Relief of Marine Supervisor
12. Introduction of Annual Leave Roster
13. Annual Leave Air Travel Entitlements
14. Annual Dependant Child Allowance
15. Change of Name
Signatories
Schedule 1
3.—Relationship of Agreement to Parent Award.
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the Port Hedland Port Authority Port Control
Officers Award 1982 as varied, provided that where there
is any inconsistency with the Award, this Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.
4.—Parties Bound.
This Agreement applies and is limited to the Port Hedland
Port Authority, the Merchant Service Guild of Australia,
Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers and the
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employees of the Port Hedland Port Authority the subject
of Clause 3.—Scope of the Port Hedland Port Authority Port
Control Officers Award 1982 No. A 1 of 1982. No other
party may be joined to this Agreement.
5.—Date and Period of Operation.
This Agreement shall come into operation on and from
the date of its registration by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission as an Industrial Agreement
pursuant to Section 41 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
("the agreement date") and shall remain in force for a
period of 12 months thereafter.
6.—Introduction of 12 Hour Shift Roster.
On the agreement date the parties will implement a new
roster for Port Marine Officers incorporating 12 hour shifts
as standard. Port Control Officers will work four shifts on
and take four shifts off in rotation to aggregate to 168
ordinary duty hours per 28 day cycle.
7.—Aggregation of Salaries and Allowances.
(1) The introduction of the 12 hour shift roster will be
accompanied by the introduction of an aggregate wage. The
aggregate wage will gather together the base salary rate
together with the full range of allowances, penalty payments
including shift and overtime penalties and annual leave
loadings as specified in the parent award, with the exception
of District Allowance and Removal Allowance which shall
continue to be paid as applicable and on the terms set forth
in the parent award.
(2) The aggregate wage shall be paid fortnightly and shall
comprise one twenty sixth of an Officers annual entitlement
as calculated by the method of aggregation agreed between
the parties. The method of aggregation and consequent
annual gross salaries applicable are set out in Schedule 1 of
this Agreement.
8.—Superannuation.
The gross aggregate fortnightly wage as set out in Clause
7(1) of this Agreement shall be deemed the employee's
wage for the purposes of calculating employer contributions
to superannuation for the employees covered by this
Agreement.
9.—Revision of Salaries Increments.
The Port Hedland Port Authority Port Control Officers
Award 1982 No. A 1 of 1982 establishes an incremental
range extending through five incremental adjustments to
salary over a five year period of service. The parties to this
agreement have determined to reduce the incremental
adjustments to three over the five year period with the
incremental steps set at Range 1, 1st year, 3rd year and 5th
year as per the parent award. Employees not already at 5th
year level of Range 1 and having an increment due within
the term of this Agreement shall progress to the next level
as determined by the three step process introduced by this
Agreement.
10.—Provision of Emergency Sick Relief.
It is a term of this Agreement that each employee consents
to the provision of up to six shifts per annum as emergency
sick relief, to be worked within the parameters of the
aggregate wage and attracting no further payment. The
seventh and subsequent emergency sick relief shifts worked
shall attract the penalty prescribed at Clause 7 (1)—
Overtime of the Port Hedland Port Authority Port Control
Officers Award 1982 No. A 1 of 1982. The parties agree that
the penalty shall be paid as an extra shift at ordinary time
in addition to the aggregate wage for the week during which
the additional sick relief shift was worked.
The provision of such emergency relief will where
possible be equitably distributed between the employees.
Officers may be nominated as Emergency Relief Officer
during a four day break in shifts, but are not required to be
on stand-by.
11.—Training and Relief of Marine Supervisor.
It is a term of this agreement that each employee consents
to undergo training at the direction of the Marine Supervisor
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in some of the functions performed by the Marine
Supervisor. The object of this training is to develop those
competencies which will allow Officers to provide relief for
the Marine Supervisor during those period the Marine
Supervisor is absent on annual, long service, sick or shift
leave. Such relief will be provided on an as needed basis,
subject to there being a full 12 hour shift roster. No
adjustment will be made to aggregate salary for periods of
relief performing Marine Supervisor duties.
12.—Introduction of Annual Leave Roster.
In order to facilitate relief arrangements in relation to
periods of leave taken by the Marine Supervisor there shall
be established on the agreement date a leave roster which
shall specify the periods of leave to be taken by each
employee within the ensuing six months. The Marine
Supervisor shall have first preference in the nomination of
his/her periods of leave proposed in the ensuing six months.
It is a term of this Agreement that the parties review the
annual leave roster after the first six months of operation.
13.—Annual Leave Air Travel Entitlements.
In exchange for the benefits accruing from "even time"
working and wage aggregation the employees the subject of
this agreement agree to a reduction in annual air travel
entitlements.
From the agreement date, each employee the subject of
this agreement shall be entitled to two Port Hedland-Perth
and return air fares, plus one Port Hedland-Perth and return
air fare for a spouse and each dependant child.
14.—Annual Dependant Child Allowance.
Each employee the subject of this agreement having
dependant children has prior to this agreement enjoyed an
entitlement of $100.00 per annum per dependant child. On
the agreement date this entitlement shall cease.
15.—Change of Name.
It is a term of this Agreement that the employees the
subject of it, formerly designated as Port Control Officers,
shall from the agreement date be designated Port Marine
Officers.
Signatories.
Signed: Ian Baird.
For Port Hedland Port Authority
Date: 10.12.93.
Signed: Ted Boronovskis.
For Merchant Service Guild of Australia (WA Branch).
Date: 17.12.93.
Schedule 1.
Port Hedland Port Authority Marine Officers Industrial
Agreement 1993.
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3rd
5th
South
Year
Year
Year
Hedland
Award Salary Is:
$27,225 $30,695 $34,668
Aggregate Ratio:
.2055
.2055
.2055
Penalty Weekend Penalty
Shift Allowance
.0205
.0182
.0161
Handover Allowance
.0097
.0086
.0076
Meal Allowance
.0397
.0352
.0312
Phone Allowance
.0067
.0060
.0053
Uniform Allowance
.0097
.0086
.0076
Travel Allowance
.0268
.0238
.0211
.0788
Overtime
.2094
.2094
.2094
Leave Loading
.0279
.0248
.0219
Aggregate Salary Is:

.5559
$42359

.5401
$47,273

.5257
$52,893

.5834
$54,893

UNITED CONSTRUCTION ALCOA KWINANA
CORE CREW ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993
No. AG 75 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
United Construction Pty Ltd
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union
—Western Australian Branch
No. AG 75 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
25 January 1994.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 75 of 1993
HAVING heard Mr M.C. Borlase, and with him Mr B. Weir
on behalf of the Applicant and Mr F. Logan on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under Section 41 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby registers the following Industrial
Agreement titled the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana
Core Crew Enterprise Agreement 1993, signed by me for
identification.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Agreement No. AG 75 of 1993
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana Core Crew Enterprise Agreement 1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Aims and Objectives
Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement
Productivity Improvement Agenda
Dispute Resolution
Training
No Extra Claims—Commitments
Wage Increase
Cessation of Provisions of Agreement

3.—Incidence and Parties Bound.
(1) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon
United Construction Pty Ltd in its operations at the Alcoa
Kwinana Complex, employees of United Construction Pty
Ltd at its Alcoa Kwinana Complex who are members or
eligible for membership of the MEWU.
(2) For the purposes of this Agreement the Alcoa
Kwinana Complex shall be deemed the enterprise.
(3) The single bargaining unit includes representatives
from United Construction Management and employees as
defined above.
4.—Date and Period of Operation and Review.
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from the date of
registration by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for a period of one year.
(2) The parties shall review the Agreement one month
prior to its cessation.
(3) The parties will assess achievements in productivity
and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
(4) Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
shall be renewed, replaced or cancelled as appropriate.
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5.—Relationship to Parent Award.
(1) The provisions of the Agreement shall be read and
interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 and the Metal, Electrical and
Building Trades (Pinjarra and Kwinana Alumina Refineries
and the Huntley, Del Park and Jarrahdale Mine Sites)
Construction Order No. 1310 of 1993.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 or
the Metal, Electrical and Building Trades (Pinjarra and
Kwinana Alumina Refineries and the Huntley, Del Park and
Jarrahdale Mine Sites) Construction Order No. 1310 of
1993, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
6.—Aims and Objectives.
(1) The shared aim of this Agreement is to allow United
Construction to provide a service of total quality and total
commitment to Alcoa Kwinana.
Alcoa Kwinana is a site in which United Construction
strive to maintain a multi-skilled and loyal workforce. It is
intended that this Agreement will allow all parties to it to
further enhance the skills and attributes of the United
Construction Alcoa Kwinana workforce.
(2) To support this aim, the following specific objectives
have been agreed:
(a) To be the preferred contractor to Alcoa Kwinana.
(b) To maintain and enhance the multi-skilled aspects
of the Alcoa Kwinana workforce that already
exist.
(c) To have a highly motivated, dedicated and loyal
workforce.
(d) To achieve a zero lost time injury level.
(e) To enhance the working relationship that already
exists between the workforce and the management.
7.—Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement.
(1) To achieve the aims and objectives of Clause
6.—Aims and Objectives of this Agreement, the following
strategy has been agreed:
(a) A monitoring committee has been established to
monitor the progress of the productivity agenda
items for employees under the Agreement.
(b) The monitoring committee comprises of two
employee representatives and two employer representatives.
(2) (a) Ongoing discussions regarding productivity, work
practices, management/employee relations and
general proposals for improvement of any aspect
of operations will take place on a monthly basis
to allow the monitoring of productivity aims and
objectives. It will allow the committee to utilise
and acknowledge the intellectual resources, skills
and experience available within the United Construction workforce to reach and maintain the
aims and objectives of this Agreement.
(b) The parties will continue to address issues
designed to increase productivity and flexibility at
the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana Complex.
8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda.
The following agenda items have been established with
agreed targets to form the base to determine entitlement to
wage increases specified in Clause 12.—Wage Increase of
this Agreement.
(1) Rostered Day Off
(a) Employees will accrue a Rostered Day Off
("RDO") at a rate of one every 28 days.
(b) The RDO's shall be taken at a time mutually
agreed between the employee and his/her supervisor. Employees shall request his/her RDO from
their supervisor. Should the RDO requested not be
suitable to the supervisor, a day and date shall be
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agreed within seven days of the request by the
employee.
(c) RDO's may be accrued to a maximum of six days
and a maximum of two consecutive days (RDO's)
shall be taken at any time.
(d) RDO's shall be taken in accordance with the
above and will not be paid out in lieu.
(e) It is intended that the introduction of RDO's as
part of this Agreement will assist employees to
pursue personal/family activities (that require
business operating hours).
(f) The same day off shall not be allowed for all or
the majority of employees.
Target: To allow the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana
Core Crew to operate as normal, Monday to Friday,
excluding public holidays. To allow United Construction to
provide a service of continuous availability of labour at short
notice. It is not intended that all or a majority of employees
take the same day off therefore stopping or seriously
inhibiting production.
(2) Multi-skilling
Employees will (subject to Clause 35.—Training of the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966), when directed carry
out all such duties that are within the limits of an employee's
skills, competence and training. This will be further
enhanced by training and certification of employees of
United Construction Alcoa Kwinana Workforce. This is
done in conjunction with Clause 10.—^Training of this
Agreement.
Thrget: To remove all demarcation, improve productivity,
flexibility, and enhance the skills of the workforce within
the Alcoa Kwinana Complex.
(3) Staff to Assist Wages Employees Where Practicable
Engineering, commissioning and supervisory staff may
use tools when carrying out inspections, testing equipment
or instructing employees under agreed circumstances;
provided this does not replace in any way the jobs of
employees covered by this Agreement.
Target: To allow the orderly and timely completion of
tasks and to increase the training, productivity and flexibility
of the workforce within the United Construction Alcoa
Kwinana Complex.
(4) Union Meetings
Meetings between the workforce representatives and the
management of United Construction will continue to be held
at times mutually convenient to both parties.
Local Issues: Meetings to report on local United
Construction Pty Ltd issues will continue to be held at times
convenient to the Company and employees. It has been
practice to have these meetings in the meal break and the
parties agree that this is the most convenient time.
Discussions will take place if either party wish to change
from the above.
Target: To allow United Construction Alcoa Kwinana
Core Crew to operate productively and consistently.
(5) Work Schedule
The Monitoring Committee will be able to agree on behalf
of the workforce as to the spread of hours (subject to the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966) for the working
schedule.
Example: When working 12 hours shifts the following
structure will come into operation:
Start:
7.00 am
Smoko:
10.00 am—10.10 am
Lunch:
1.00 pm— 1.30 pm
Smoko:
4.30 pm— 4.40 pm
Finish:
7.00 pm
Target: This will enhance flexibility and productivity by
removing restrictions on work schedules and operating
hours.
(6) Quality/Rework
The Monitoring Committee will address work quality.
The committee will put into place a system of assessing and

evaluating the quality of work carried out within the
enterprise.
The committee will establish a current level of defects.
This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity
of rework. This figure will be reviewed at the six month
review period.
(7) Consumables
The Monitoring Committee will address the area of
consumables in the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana
Stores. The committee will put into place a system of
assessing and evaluating the level of consumables used from
the United Construction Alcoa Kwinana Stores.
The committee will establish a current level of consumables. This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity
of consumables used. This figure will be reviewed at the six
month review period.
(8) Sick Leave/Absenteeism
Aim: All employees where possible will reduce absent/
sick days taken.
Target: The target for this Agreement is that average sick
leave taken should not be more than 50% of the Award
entitlement.
9.—Dispute Resolution.
(1) Where a grievance arises the matter shall initially be
discussed between the employee concerned and if that
employee so desires his/her workforce representative and
the employee's immediate supervisor.
(2) If the grievance is still unresolved by the discussions
referred to in subclause (1) hereof the workforce representative shall discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with the
Workshop Manager.
(3) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the matter
of concern it shall be referred to a senior management
representative and the appropriate full-time union official.
The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the grievance
as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof
are being followed no industrial action shall be taken. A
minimum of seven days is allowed for steps (1), (2) and (3)
hereof to solve any dispute.
(5) If after seven days the grievance is still not resolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission provided that any party
reserves the right to refer an issue to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission at any time.
(6) Either party will give the earliest possible advice to
the other party of any issue or problem which may give rise
to a grievance or dispute. All relevant facts shall be clearly
identified and recorded throughout. At least seven days shall
be allowed for all stages of the discussions to be finalised.
(7) No bans or limitations will be placed on the
performance of work while the dispute procedure is being
followed.
10.—Training.
A Training Assessment Committee will be established for
United Construction Pty Ltd Alcoa Kwinana. This will
comprise the Project Engineer and the Foreman. This
committee will assess training needs for the site. They will
then forward formal proposals to the United Construction
Pty Ltd Training Department. This committee will operate
within Clause 35.—Training of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966.
11.—No Extra Claims—Commitments.
(1) Pursuant to the terms of the January 1992 State Wage
Case decision there shall be no further claims for the life of
this Agreement except where consistent with a State Wage
decision.
(2) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the
terms of the Agreement for its duration.

(3) The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any
applications by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise
Agreement.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to
progress or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other enterprise.
12.—Wage Increase.
As acknowledgement of efficiencies targeted through this
Agreement wage rates at 16 December 1993 of employees
will be increased by 4.5 per cent upon ratification of this
Agreement.
13.—Cessation of Provisions of Agreement.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 4.—Date and
Period of Operation and Review of this Agreement, the
provisions of Clause 6.—Aims and Objectives, Clause
7.—Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement,
Clause 8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda, Clause
10.—^Training and Clause 12.—Wage Increase of this
Agreement shall cease to operate on 16 December 1994.
AUTHORITY TO APPROVE AGREEMENT
Signature of the Parties
Signed for and on behalf of United Construction Pty Ltd
(ACN:
):
(Signed by M.S. Smith)
M.S. Smith
Date: 22/10/93
Name of person
authorised to sign
(print)
Signed by Representative for and on behalf of employees:
(Signed
by
P.
Peter Degabriele
Date: 18/10/93
Degabriele)
Name of person
authorised to sign
(print)
THE COMMON SEAL of Metals and Engineering Workers' Union
Western Australia was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
(Signed by J. SharpSecretary
Date: 12/10/93
Collett)
Title (print)
(Signed by J. Craig)
Acting Organiser
Date: 12/10/93
Title (print)

UNITED CONSTRUCTION ALCOA PINJARRA
CORE CREW ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993.
No. AG 74 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
United Construction Pty Ltd
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union
—Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 74 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
25 January 1994.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 74 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr M.C. Borlase, and with him Mr B. Weir
on behalf of the Applicant and Mr F. Logan on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under Section 41 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby registers the following Industrial
Agreement titled the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra
Core Crew Enterprise Agreement 1993.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Agreement No. AG 74 of 1993.
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra Core Crew Enterprise Agreement 1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Incidence and Parties Bound
Date and Period of Operation and Review
Relationship to Parent Award
Aims and Objectives
Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement
Productivity Improvement Agenda
Dispute Resolution
Training
No Extra Claims—Commitments
Wage Increase
Cessation of Provisions of Agreement

3.—Incidence and Parties Bound.
(1) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon
United Construction Pty Ltd in its operations at the Alcoa
Pinjarra Complex, employees of United Construction Pty
Ltd at its Alcoa Pinjarra Complex who are members or
eligible for membership of the MEWU.
(2) For the purposes of this Agreement and in meeting the
requirements of the October 1991 National Wage Decision
and the January 1992 Western Australian State Wage
Decision, the Alcoa Pinjarra Complex shall be deemed the
enterprise.
(3) The single bargaining unit includes representatives
from United Construction Management and employees as
defined above.
4.—Date and Period of Operation and Review.
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from the date of
registration by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for a period of one year.
(2) The parties shall review the Agreement one month
prior to its cessation.
(3) The parties will assess achievements in productivity
and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
(4) Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
shall be renewed, replaced or cancelled as appropriate.
5.—Relationship to Parent Award.
(1) The provisions of the Agreement shall be read and
interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 and the Metal, Electrical and
Building Trades (Pinjarra and Kwinana Alumina Refineries
and the Huntiey, Del Park and Jarrahdale Mine Sites)
Construction Order No. 1310 of 1993.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 or
the Metal, Electrical and Building Trades (Pinjarra and
Kwinana Alumina Refineries and the Huntiey, Del Park and
Jarrahdale Mine Sites) Construction Order No. 1310 of
1993, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of any
inconsistency.
6.—Aims and Objectives.
(1) The shared aim of this Agreement is to allow United
Construction to provide a service of total quality and total
commitment to Alcoa Pinjarra.
Alcoa Pinjarra is a site in which United Construction
strive to maintain a multi-skilled and loyal workforce. It is
intended that this Agreement will allow all parties to it to
further enhance the skills and attributes of the United
Construction Alcoa Pinjarra workforce.
(2) To support this aim, the following specific objectives
have been agreed:
(a) To be the preferred contractor to Alcoa Pinjarra.
(b) To maintain and enhance the multi-skilled aspects
of the Alcoa Pinjarra workforce that already exist.

(c) To have a highly motivated, dedicated and loyal
workforce.
(d) To achieve a zero lost time injury level.
(e) To enhance the working relationship that already
exists between the workforce and the management.
7.—Strategy For Achieving the Aims of the Agreement.
(1) To achieve the aims and objectives of Clause
6.—Aims and Objectives of this Agreement, the following
strategy has been agreed:
(a) A monitoring committee has been established to
monitor the progress of the productivity agenda
items for employees under the Agreement.
(b) The monitoring committee comprises of two
employee representatives and two employer representatives.
(2) (a) Ongoing discussions regarding productivity, work
practices, management/employee relations and
general proposals for improvement of any aspect
of operations will take place on a monthly basis
to allow the monitoring of productivity aims and
objectives. It will allow the committee to utilise
and acknowledge the intellectual resources, skills
and experience available within the United Construction workforce to reach and maintain the
aims and objectives of this Agreement.
(b) The parties will continue to address issues
designed to increase productivity and flexibility at
the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra Complex.
8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda.
The following agenda items have been established with
agreed targets to form the base to determine entitlement to
wage increases specified in Clause 12.—Wage Increase of
this Agreement.
(1) Postered Day Off
(a) Employees will accrue a Postered Day Off
("RDO") at a rate of one every 28 days.
(b) The RDO's shall be taken at a time mutually
agreed between the employee and his/her supervisor. Employees shall request his/her RDO from
their supervisor. Should the RDO requested not be
suitable to the supervisor, a day and date shall be
agreed within seven days of the request by the
employee.
(c) RDO's may be accrued to a maximum of six days
and a maximum of two consecutive days (RDO's)
shall be taken at any time.
(d) RDO's shall be taken in accordance with the
above and will not be paid out in lieu.
(e) It is intended that the introduction of RDO's as
part of this Agreement will assist employees to
pursue personal/family activities (that require
business operating hours).
(0 The same day off shall not be allowed for all or
the majority of employees.
Target: To allow the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra
Core Crew to operate as normal, Monday to Friday,
excluding public holidays. To allow United Construction to
provide a service of continuous availability of labour at short
notice. It is not intended that all or a majority of employees
take the same day off therefore stopping or seriously
inhibiting production.
(2) Multi-skilling
Employees will (subject to Clause 35.—Training of the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966), when directed carry
out all such duties that are within the limits of an employee's
skills, competence and training. This will be further
enhanced by training and certification of employees of
United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra Workforce. This is done
in conjunction with Clause 10.—Training of this Agreement.

Target: To remove all demarcation, improve productivity,
flexibility, and enhance the skills of the workforce within
the Alcoa Pinjarra Complex.
(3) Staff to Assist Wages Employees Where Practicable
Engineering, commissioning and supervisory staff may
use tools when carrying out inspections, testing equipment
or instructing employees under agreed circumstances;
provided this does not replace in any way the jobs of
employees covered by this Agreement.
Target: To allow the orderly and timely completion of
tasks and to increase the training, productivity and flexibility
of the workforce within the United Construction Alcoa
Pinjarra Complex.
(4) Union Meetings
Meetings between the workforce representatives and the
management of United Construction will continue to be held
at times mutually convenient to both parties.
Local Issues: Meetings to report on local United
Construction Pty Ltd issues will continue to be held at times
convenient to the Company and employees. It has been
practice to have these meetings in the meal break and the
parties agree that this is the most convenient time.
Target: To allow United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra
Core Crew to operate productively and consistently.
(5) Work Schedule
The Monitoring Committee will be able to agree on behalf
of the workforce as to the spread of hours (subject to the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966) for the working
schedule.
Example: When working 12 hours shifts the following
structure will come into operation:
Start:
7.00 am
Smoko: 10.00 am— 10.10 am
Lunch:
1.00 pm—• 1.30 pm
Smoko: 4.30 pm— 4.40 pm
Finish:
7.00 pm
Target: This will enhance flexibility and productivity by
removing restrictions on work schedules and operating
hours.
(6) Quality/Rework
The Monitoring Committee will address work quality.
The committee will put into place a system of assessing and
evaluating the quality of work carried out within the
enterprise.
The committee will establish a current level of defects.
This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity
of rework. This figure will be reviewed at the six month
review period.
(7) Consumables
The Monitoring Committee will address the area of
consumables in the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra
Stores. The committee will put into place a system of
assessing and evaluating the level of consumables used from
the United Construction Alcoa Pinjarra Stores.
The committee will establish a current level of consumables. This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity
of consumables used. This figure will be reviewed at the six
month review period.
(8) Sick Leave/Absenteeism
Aim: All employees where possible will reduce absent/
sick days taken.
Target: The target for this Agreement is that average sick
leave taken should not be more than 50% of the Award
entitlement.
9.—Dispute Resolution.
(1) Where a grievance arises the matter shall initially be
discussed between the employee concerned and if that
employee so desires his/her union delegate and the
employee's immediate supervisor.

(2) If the grievance is still unresolved by the discussions
referred to in subclause (1) hereof the union delegate shall
discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with the
Workshop Manager.
(3) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the matter
of concern it shall be referred to a senior management
representative and the appropriate full-time union official.
The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the grievance
as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof
are being followed no industrial action shall be taken. A
minimum of seven days is allowed for steps (1), (2) and (3)
hereof to solve any dispute.
(5) If after seven days the grievance is still not resolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission provided that any party
reserves the right to refer an issue to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission at any time.
(6) Either party will give the earliest possible advice to
the other party of any issue or problem which may give rise
to a grievance or dispute. All relevant facts shall be clearly
identified and recorded throughout. At least seven days shall
be allowed for all stages of the discussions to be finalised.
(7) No bans or limitations will be placed on the
performance of work while the dispute procedure is being
followed.
10.—Training.
A Training Assessment Committee will be established for
United Construction Pty Ltd Alcoa Pinjarra. This will
comprise the Project Engineer, Foreman, and the workforce
representative. This committee will assess training needs for
the site. They will then forward formal proposals to the
United Construction Pty Ltd Training Etepartment. This
committee will operate within Clause 35.—Training of the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.
11.—No Extra Claims—Commitments.
(1) Pursuant to the terms of the January 1992 State Wage
Case decision there shall be no further claims for the life of
this Agreement except where consistent with a State Wage
decision.
(2) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the
terms of the Agreement for its duration.
(3) The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any
applications by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise
Agreement.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to
progress.or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other enterprise.
12.—Wage Increase.
As acknowledgement of efficiencies targeted through this
Agreement wage rates at 16 December 1993 of employees
will be increased by 4.5 per cent upon ratification of this
Agreement.
13.—Cessation of Provisions of Agreement.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 4.—Date and
Period of Operation and Review of this Agreement, the
provisions of Clause 6.—Aims and Objectives, Clause
7.—Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement,
Clause 8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda, Clause
10.—Training and Clause 12.—Wage Increase of this
Agreement shall cease to operate on 16 December 1994.
Authority to Approve Agreement.
Signature of the Parties
Signed for and on behalf of United Construction Pty Ltd
(ACN:
):
M.S. Smith
M.S. Smith
Date: 27/10/93
Signature
Name of person authorised to sign (print)
Signed by Representative for and on behalf of employees:
M. Booth
Malcolm Booth
Date: 20/10/93
Signature
Name of person authorised to sign (print)

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
THE COMMON SEAL of Metal and Engineering Workers'
Union Western Australia was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
J. Sharp-Collett
Secretary
Date: 12/11/93
Signature
Title (print)
J.Ferguson
Assistant Secretary
Date: 12/11/93
Signature
Title (print)

UNITED CONSTRUCTION ARGYLE CORE CREW
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1993.
No. AG 76 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
United Construction Pty Ltd
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union
—Western Australian Branch.
No. AG 76 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
25 January 1994.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT.
No. AG 76 of 1993.
HAVING heard Mr M.C. Borlase, and with him Mr B. Weir
on behalf of the Applicant and Mr F. Logan on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under Section 41 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby registers the following Industrial
Agreement titled the United Construction Argyle Maintenance Core Crew Enterprise Agreement 1993, signed by me
for identification.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Agreement No. 76 of 1993.
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the United Construction Argyle Maintenance Core Crew Enterprise Agreement
1993.
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Incidence and Parties Bound
4. Date and Period of Operation and Review
5. Relationship to Parent Award
6. Aims and Objectives
7. Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement
8. Productivity Improvement Agenda
9. Dispute Resolution
10. Training
11. No Extra Claims—Commitments
12. Wage Increase
13. Cessation of Provisions of Agreement
3.—Incidence and Parties Bound.
(1) This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon
United Construction Pty Ltd involving Argyle Diamond
Mine Maintenance Contract, employees of United Construction Pty Ltd under the Argyle Diamond Mine Maintenance
Contract who are members or eligible for membership of the
MEWU.
(2) For the purposes of this Agreement and in meeting the
requirements of the October 1991 National Wage Decision
and the January 1992 State Wage Decision the United
Construction Argyle Core Crew shall be deemed the
enterprise.

?■

(3) The single bargaining unit includes representatives
from United Construction Management and employees as
defined above.
4.—Date and Period of Operation and Review.
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from the date of
registration by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for a period of one year (or the end of current
contract, ie, 30 June 1994 [whichever is earliest]).
(2) The parties shall review the Agreement three months
prior to its cessation.
(3) The parties will assess achievements in productivity
and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.
(4) Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
shall be renewed, replaced or cancelled as appropriate.
5.—Relationship to Parent Award.
(1) The provisions of the Agreement shall be read and
interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 and the Metal and Electrical Trades
(Argyle Diamond Mine) Maintenance Order No. 1959 of
1990.
(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this
Agreement and the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 and
the Metal and Electrical Trades (Argyle Diamond Mine)
Maintenance Order No. 1959 of 1990, this Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of any inconsistency.
6.—Aims and Objectives.
(1) The shared aim of this Agreement is to allow United
Construction to provide a service of total quality and total
commitment to Argyle Diamond Mines.
The Argyle Diamond Mine is a site in which United
Construction strive to maintain a multi-skilled and loyal
workforce. It is intended that this Agreement will allow all
parties to it to further enhance the skills and attributes of the
United Construction Argyle Core Crew workforce.
(2) To support this aim, the following specific objectives
have been agreed:
(a) To be the preferred contractor to Argyle Diamond
Mines.
(b) To maintain and enhance the multi-skilled aspects
of the Argyle Diamond Mines workforce that
already exist.
(c) To have a highly motivated, dedicated and loyal
workforce.
(d) To achieve a zero lost time injury level.
(e) To enhance the working relationship that already
exists between the workforce and the management.
7.—Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement.
(1) To achieve the aims and objectives of Clause
6.—Aims and Objectives of this Agreement, the following
strategy has been agreed:
(a) A monitoring committee has been established to
monitor the progress of the productivity agenda
items for employees under the Agreement.
(b) The monitoring committee comprises of two
employee representatives and two employer representatives.
(2) (a) Ongoing discussions regarding productivity, work
practices, management/employee relations and
general proposals for improvement of any aspect
of operations will take place on a monthly basis
to allow the monitoring of productivity aims and
objectives. It will allow the committee to utilise
and acknowledge the intellectual resources, skills
and experience available within the United Construction workforce to reach and maintain the
aims and objectives of this Agreement.
(b) The parties will continue to address issues
designed to increase productivity and flexibility at
the United Construction Argyle Maintenance
Diamond Mines.

8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda.
The following agenda items have been established with
agreed targets to form the base to determine entitlement to
wage increases specified in Clause 12.—Wage Increase of
this Agreement.
(1) Multi-skiliing
Employees will (subject to Clause 35.—^Training of the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966), when directed carry
out all such duties that are within the limits of an employee's
skills, competence and training. This will be further
enhanced by training and certification of employees of
United Construction Argyle Maintenance Core Crew. This
is done in conjunction with Clause 10.—Training of this
Agreement.
Target: To remove all demarcation, improve productivity,
flexibility, and enhance the skills of the workforce within
the Argyle Maintenance Core Crew.
(2) Staff to Assist Wages Employees Where Practicable
Engineering, commissioning and supervisory staff may
use tools when carrying out inspections, testing equipment
or instructing employees under agreed circumstances;
provided this does not replace in any way the jobs of
employees covered by this Agreement.
Target: To allow the orderly and timely completion of
tasks and to increase the training, productivity and flexibility
of the workforce within the United Construction Argyle
Maintenance Core Crew.
(3) Union Meetings
Meetings between the workforce representatives and the
management of United Construction will continue to be held
at times mutually convenient to both parties.
Local Issues: Meetings to report on local United
Construction Pty Ltd issues will continue to be held at times
convenient to the Company and employees. It has been
practice to have these meetings in the meal break and the
parties agree that this is the most convenient time.
Target: To allow United Construction Argyle Maintenance Core Crew to operate productively and consistently.
(4) Work Schedule
The Monitoring Committee will be able to agree on behalf
of the workforce as to the spread of hours (subject to the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966) for the working
schedule.
Example: When working 12 hours shifts the following
structure will come into operation:
Start:
6.00 am
Smoko: 9.00 am— 9.10 am
Lunch: 11.30 pm— 12.30 pm
Smoko: 3.00 pm— 3.10 pm
Finish:
6.00 pm
Target: This will enhance flexibility and productivity by
removing restrictions on work schedules and operating
hours.
(5) Quality/Re work
The Monitoring Committee will address work quality.
The committee will put into place a system of assessing and
evaluating the quality of work carried out within the
enterprise.
The committee will establish a current level of defects.
This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity
of rework. This figure will be reviewed at the six month
review period.
(6) Consumables
The Monitoring Committee will address the area of
consumables in the United Construction Argyle Maintenance Core Crew. The committee will put into place a
system of assessing and evaluating the level of consumables
used from the United Construction Argyle Stores.
The committee will establish a current level of consumables. This level will be evaluated in regard to the current
productivity. An action plan will then be established in
regard to maintaining or reducing (if necessary) the quantity

of consumables used. This figure will be reviewed at the six
month review period.
(7) Call Out
It is acknowledged that due to the nature of the
maintenance work undertaken by the United Construction
Argyle Core Crew it is a requirement that all employees are
on 24 hour call in the event that critical breakdown occurs
on the plant.
9.—Dispute Resolution.
(1) Where a grievance arises the matter shall initially be
discussed between the employee concerned and if that
employee so desires his/her workforce representative and
the employee's immediate supervisor.
(2) If the grievance is still unresolved by the discussions
referred to in subclausc (1) hereof the workforce representative shall discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with the
Site Manager.
(3) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the matter
of concern it shall be referred to a senior management
representative and the appropriate full-time union official.
The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the grievance
as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof
are being followed no industrial action shall be taken. A
minimum of seven days is allowed for steps (1), (2) and (3)
hereof to solve any dispute.
(5) If after seven days the grievance is still not resolved,
either party may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission provided that any party
reserves the right to refer an issue to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission at any time.
(6) Either party will give the earliest possible advice to
the other party of any issue or problem which may give rise
to a grievance or dispute. All relevant facts shall be clearly
identified and recorded throughout. At least seven days shall
be allowed for all stages of the discussions to be finalised.
(7) No bans or limitations will be placed on the
performance of work while the dispute procedure is being
followed.
10.—Training.
A Training Assessment Committee will be established for
United Construction Pty Ltd Argyle Core Crew. This will
comprise the Project Engineer, Foreman, and the workforce
representative. This committee will assess training needs for
the site. They will then forward formal proposals to the
United Construction Pty Ltd Training Department. This
committee will operate within Clause 35.—Training of the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.
11.—No Extra Claims—Commitments.
(1) Pursuant to the terms of the January 1992 State Wage
Case decision there shall be no further claims for the life of
this Agreement except where consistent with a State Wage
decision.
(2) The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the
terms of the Agreement for its duration.
(3) The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any
applications by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise
Agreement.
(4) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to
progress or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any
other enterprise.
12.—Wage Increase.
As acknowledgement of efficiencies targeted through this
Agreement wage rates at 16 December 1993 of employees
will be increased by 4.5 per cent upon ratification of this
Agreement.
13.—Cessation of Provisions of Agreement.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 4.—Date and
Period of Operation and Review of this Agreement, the
provisions of Clause 6.—Aims and Objectives, Clause
7.—Strategy for Achieving the Aims of the Agreement,
Clause 8.—Productivity Improvement Agenda, Clause
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10.—Training and Clause 12.—Wage Increase of this
Agreement shall cease to operate on 16 December 1994.
AUTHORITY TO APPROVE AGREEMENT
Signature of the Parties
Signed for and on behalf of United Construction Pty Ltd
(ACN:
):
M.S. Smith
M.S. Smith
Date: 22/10/93
Signature
Name of person authorised to sign (print)
Signed by Representative for and on behalf of employees:
M.Ferguson
Mark Ferguson
Date: 18/10/93
Signature
Name of person authorised to sign (print)
THE COMMON SEAL of Metal and Engineering Workers'
Union Western Australia was hereunto affixed in the presence of:
J. Sharp-Collett
Secretary
Date: 12/11/93
Signature
Title (print)
J. Ferguson
Assistant Secretary
Date: 12/11/93
Signature
Title (print)

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
(ENTERPRISE BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1993.
No. AG 80 of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Water Authority of Western Australia and Another
and
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
and Others.
No. AG 80 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
27 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision. (extempore)
On 30 November last year, application was made to the State
Industrial Relations Commission to register, as an industrial
agreement under section 41 of the State Industrial Relations
Act 1979, an agreement to be known as the Water Authority
of Western Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
1993. On the same date, an application was made to the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission under section
134C of the Federal Industrial Relations Act 1988 for
certification of the same agreement. The reason for the
separate applications to the two Commissions is because the
Water Authority has employees who are governed by the
State industrial relations law and some who are governed by
the Federal industrial relations law.
On 7 December last the then President of the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, pursuant to section 174 of
the Federal Act, referred the Federal application to the State
Commission constituted by myself.
Although each of the applications was instituted late in
November, by which time agreement had been reached
between the representatives of the parties, it appears that it
was not until on or about 23 December last that the
agreement was finally executed. It seems that was because
it was necessary for the employees to give their approval to
the document in a truly democratic way, that is, by vote and,
given the size of this State, meetings for that purpose were
not concluded until on or about 20 December, as the
evidence now discloses. Moreover, it appears that State
Cabinet, to which I think it is fair to say the Authority is
ultimately responsible, did not give formal endorsement to
the Agreement as sanctioned by the employees until on or
about 20 December last.
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It can fairly be said, as the agent for the Civil Service
Association has said, that the Agreement is remarkable for,
amongst other things, the extensive consultative process
which has been undertaken prior to it being formally put
before the two Commissions. The evidence tendered
indicates that there have been numerous meetings, both in
the process leading to the making of the Agreement and
furthermore, as 1 have said, in sanctioning the Agreement
as negotiated by the negotiating team which, the indications
are, was formed well over a year ago.
The Agreement relates only to a single enterprise. It
covers all the employees in the Authority, other than the
Chief Executive, that is, it covers both salaried employees
and wages employees and it covers employees, whether they
be covered federally or by State legislation.
The principal feature of the Agreement is that it provides
for wage adjustments based on productivity. Although a
number of agreements which have come before the
Commission, certainly the State Commission, in recent
times purport to achieve the same object, no other agreement
contains such a detailed definition of productivity improvements, nor of performance indicators in order that productivity can be properly measured to the extent of this Agreement.
Clause 16 of the Agreement provides for what is
described in the Agreement as the ' 'Tomquist Total Factor
Productivity Index", the details of which are set out in
Appendix 1 to the Agreement. Clause 17 provides for "Key
Performance Indicators" so that the productivity can be
properly measured. Moreover, the Agreement provides that
bonus payments provided for under the Agreement are not
to be implemented unless the key performance indicators are
satisfied in 90 per cent of the workplaces.
The Agreement can thus be said to provide for a bonus
truly based on productivity. Productivity is not something
in the abstract as is so often the case in agreements of this
nature. The performance indicators are spelt out and so too
is the method of measuring the bonuses.
I do not think anything further need be said of the
Agreement. It is to be for a fixed term, that is, it is to run
for two years on and from the date of registration. As to that,
I indicate that I am satisfied that there is no reason why the
Agreement should not be registered as an industrial
agreement under the State Act, nor any reason why it should
not be certified under the Federal Act.
The law in this State is now basically the same as that
stipulated under the Federal Act. The Commission is obliged
to certify the Agreement under the Federal legislation unless
the Agreement is defective in the way stipulated in the
Federal Act, notably in section 134E. To a lesser extent, the
same applies in respect of registration under section 41 of
the State Act.
The Agreement is not defective in any stipulated respect.
It complies with all of the statutory requirements, both State
and Federal. Therefore I indicate that I will make an order
registering the Agreement in the State Commission and
certifying the Agreement under the Federal legislation,
subject, however, to the parties tidying up some drafting
matters. The inclusion in the Agreement of an Appendix 3,
which does nothing more than set out the new or initial wage
rates which were agreed between the parties in reaching the
Agreement. Because future wage adjustments depend on the
extent to which productivity improvements are achieved, it
is not possible to spell out any salary adjustments beyond
the first 12 months and even then those adjustments are fixed
against any bonuses flowing from productivity increases.
The Agreement is further deficient in that events have
overtaken it somewhat. Some of the awards listed in the
Agreement now no longer exist and the parties acknowledge
that that ought to be rectified.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Water Authority of Western Australia and Another
and
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers
and Others.
No. AG 80 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
27 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B.M. Abrahams and with him Mr P.
Newman on behalf of the Water Authority of Western
Australia; Mr A.J. Merton on behalf of the Public Service
Commission; Ms S. Jackson on behalf of The Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers' Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian
Branch; the Metal and Engineering Workers' Union—
Western Australia; the Australian Electrical, Electronics,
Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian
Branch); The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch; and The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia, W.A. Branch, Union of Workers;
Mr M.H. Hammond on behalf of the Federated Clerks'
Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, W.A.
Branch; and Ms K. Franz on behalf of The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Agreement known as the Water Authority
of Western Australia (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement—1993 be registered as an industrial agreement
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 with effect on
and from the date hereof.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner/Public Service Arbitrator.

WESFARMERS WOOL STORE OPERATION
EMPLOYEES' ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1994
No. Ag 6 of 1994.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association
of Western Australia
and
Wesfarmers Limited.
No. AG 6 of 1994.
Wesfarmers Wool Store Operation Employees' Enterprise
Agreement 1994.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
2 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr J. Bullock on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr M. Connell on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Wesfarmers Wool Store Operation Employees Enterprise Agreement 1994 be registered as an
industrial agreement in accordance with the following

Schedule with effect from the first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of February 1994.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH.
[L.S.I
Commissioner.

Schedule.
L—Title.
This agreement shall be known as the Wesfarmers Wool
Store Operation Employees Enterprise Agreement 1994.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Area, Scope and Objectives
No Increases Outside Agreement
Term
Relationship to Parent Award
Definitions
Consultative Process
Contract of Service
Hours of Work
Overtime
Meal Breaks and Rest Pauses
Rosters
Public Holidays
Work on Public Holidays
Classification Structure
Wages
Training
Counselling Procedure
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Bereavement Leave
Payment of Wages
Settlement of Disputes and Claims
Clothing
Schedule A.—Signatories

3.—Area, Scope and Objectives.
(1) The parties to this agreement are Wesfarmers Limited
(the company) and The Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees' Association of Western Australia (the union) in
the state of Western Australia. This agreement shall apply
to the employees of Wesfarmers Wool Store operation
Fremantle employed in accordance with Clause 16.—
Classification Structure of this agreement.
(2) The primary objectives of this agreement are:
(a) To improve productivity in the Wool Store
operation by providing for greater organisational
efficiency through increased flexibility and utilisation of employee skills and significantly more
flexible arrangements with respect to employees'
working time.
(b) To provide more satisfying secure and better paid
employment and a classification structure relevant
to current operations.
(c) To provide a sound basis for expanded capital
investment and employment opportunities within
the Wool Store operation.
4.—No Increases Outside Agreement.
(1) Except as provided by this agreement there shall be
no wage increases applicable to any employees bound by
this agreement during its term. Increases which may become
available through National and State Wage Cases shall not
be paid during the term of this agreement.
(2) The parties will determine, during the term of this
agreement, key performance indicators and other relevant
measures of productivity with a view to negotiating a wage
increase as provided by subclause (2) of Clause 17.—
Wages, and a further agreement to succeed this agreement
linking wage increases to, among other things, the achievement of improved productivity relative to agreed indicators
and measures.
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5.—Term.
(1) This agreement shall operate for a period of two years
and five months with effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after 1 February 1994 and shall cease as
of the 30th June 1996.
(2) Notwithstanding the above, this agreement shall be
subject to a trial period ceasing on 30th June 1995, at which
time either party to this agreement may elect to withdraw
from this agreement and the agreement shall be cancelled.
In the event that this agreement is cancelled at the end of
the trial period, the conditions of employment for persons
previously covered by this agreement will revert to those
provided by the Wool, Hide and Skin Store Employees'
Award No. 8 of 1966.
6.—Relationship to Parent Award.
This agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Wool, Hide and Skin Store Employees'
Award No. 8 of 1966 as varied from time to time. To the
extent of any inconsistency between this agreement and the
parent award, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
7.—Definitions.
(1) "Employer" shall mean Wesfarmers Limited.
(2) "Employee" shall mean a person engaged in
accordance with Clause 9.—Contract of Service.
(3) "Union" shall mean the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees' Association of Western Australia.
(4) "Annual Base salary" means the salary applicable for
1976 ordinary hours of work (38 hours x 52 weeks).
(5) "Competency" means the level of skill and knowledge of all procedures necessary to complete work safely,
efficiently and effectively.
8.—Consultative Process.
(1) The parties agree to monitor the application of this
agreement during its term. To this end a consultative
committee will be established consisting of employer, union
and employee representatives to develop work measurement
studies and systems of recording performance and to
communicate the outcomes of this process to employees.
(2) The consultative committee will also assist in the
resolution of any disputes which may arise through the
application of this agreement with a view to minimising
recourse to Industrial Tribunals or industrial disruption.
9.—Contract of Service.
(1) (a) Except in the case of casual employees, one week's
notice shall be necessary to terminate the contract of
employment or, in the event of such notice not being given,
by the payment of one week's pay by the employer or the
forfeiture of one week's pay from the employee's entitlements as appropriate.
(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the employer may, at
any time, dismiss an employee for refusing or neglecting to
obey a reasonable instruction or for misconduct or if, after
receiving one week's notice, the employee does not carry
out his/her duties in the same manner as he/she did prior to
such notice.
(2) (a) Casual employees shall be engaged for a maximum
of 38 hours per week in accordance with Clause 10.—Hours
of Work provided that the minimum engagement on any day
shall be 4 hours.
(b) A casual employee shall be paid for each ordinary hour
of work at the rate of the annual base salary for the
appropriate classification divided by 1976 plus 20%.
(3) (a) On termination, a permanent employee who has
worked more hours than those for which he/she has been
paid pursuant to this agreement shall be paid for all such
hours at the ordinary time rate of pay and such payment shall
be included with the employee's termination pay.
(b) A permanent employee who has worked fewer hours
than those for which he/she has been paid pursuant to this
agreement shall have an amount equal to the ordinary time
rate of pay for such hours deducted from the employee's
termination pay.
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10.—Hours of Work.
(1) All employees, except casual employees, shall be paid
in accordance with Clause 17.—Wages on the basis of 1976
ordinary hours per year.
All ordinary hours worked by an employee shall be
deducted from the total of 1976 hours. Annual leave, paid
sick leave, public holidays, long service leave and bereavement leave shall be deducted from the total of 1976 hours.
(2) Ordinary hours of work shall be:
(a) 6.00am—6.00pm Monday to Thursday except that
from the period 1st August to the end of the 2nd
week in December the ordinary hours of work
shall be 6.00am to 8.00pm Monday to Thursday.
(b) Friday's 6.00am to 4.00pm except that the
employer may roster an employee to work the
hours from 4.00pm to 6.00pm on five occasions
during the year.
(c) Saturday 6.00am to 6.00pm, provided that a
maximum of 8 ordinary hours are worked on
Saturday in any year and provided further that
such ordinary hours worked on Saturday shall be
deducted from the total of 1976 hours at the rate
of one and one half hours for each hour worked.
(3) Employees rostered to work ordinary hours shall be
rostered such that:
(a) The maximum number of rostered ordinary hours
of work on any day shall be 10.
(b) The minimum number of rostered ordinary hours
of work on any day shall be 8 except in the case
of Saturday as outlined in paragraph (2)(c) hereof
when the minimum number of rostered ordinary
hours of work shall be 4.
11.—Overtime.
(1) The following work shall be regarded as overtime and
paid at the overtime rate of pay:
(a) Work performed outside of ordinary hours as
stated in subclause (2) of Clause 10.—Hours of
Work.
(b) Work in excess of 50 hours in any week.
(c) Work in excess of 10 hours in any day.
(d) Work on any day in excess of 5 days in any week.
(e) Work in excess of 1976 hours per year. However
if offered an employee may be paid for a block of
76 hours in which case the overtime rate for these
hours shall be time and one half.
(f) Work performed on any day when the commencing time for work on that day is within 10 hours
of the ceasing time of work on the preceding day.
(g) Work performed on Sunday.
(h) Work performed by employees who have been
' recalled to work outside their rostered hours
provided that the minimum payment for such
work shall be as for 2 hours at the overtime rate
of pay.
(2) Overtime shall be paid except as outlined in paragraph
(1 )(e) hereof at the rate of double time except for Saturdays
where overtime performed shall be paid at the rate of time
and one half for the first two hours and double time
thereafter.
(3) Employees shall be required to work a reasonable
amount of overtime.
(4) Overtime shall be paid with the employee's ordinary
time earnings in the week following that in which the
overtime is worked.
12.—Meal Breaks and Rest Pauses.
(1) Employees shall receive a meal break of 45 minutes
on each day on which the employee is required to work more
than 5 hours. Such meal break shall be unpaid. However if
by mutual agreement between the employer and the
employee the meal break maybe reduced to 30 minutes
unpaid.
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(2) An employee shall not be required to work for more
than 5 hours without a break for a meal.
(3) (a) Employees who are required to work more than ten
consecutive hours, exclusive of the unpaid meal break, shall
receive a second meal break and a meal provided by the
employer.
(b) The second meal break shall be taken and paid at
single time and shall be of 30 minutes' duration.
(c) Additional paid meal breaks and meals will be
provided by the employer consistent with the provision that
an employee shall not work for more than 5 hours without
a break for a meal.
(4) In the event that the employer is unable to provide a
meal as required by subclause (3) hereof, the employee shall
be paid the sum of $6.50 for the purchase of any meal
required.
(5) In addition to meal breaks, employees shall be entitled
to two ten minutes paid rest pauses per day to be taken
separately in the first and second half of the day.
13.—Rosters.
(1) Employees shall have input into the construction of
rosters through employee nominated representatives to
ensure an even spread of hours across the workforce but the
supervisor shall be responsible for determining duties to be
performed.
(2) Rosters showing each employee's commencing and
ceasing time for ordinary hours on each day of the week
shall be posted in a place accessible to all employees. The
roster may be varied by the employer providing 7 days'
notice of change or by mutual agreement between the
employer and the employee.
14.—Public Holidays.
(1) The following days or their nominated substitutes as
provided by the award are to be observed as public holidays
under this agreement: New Year's Day, Australia Day,
Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day,
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day.
(2) Employees, other than casual employees, shall receive
a credit towards the employee's 1976 annual ordinary
working hours of 7.6 hours for each public holiday not
worked.
15.—Work on Public Holidays.
An employee who agrees to work on a public holiday
shall receive a credit towards the employee's 1976 annual
ordinary working hours of one and one half hours for each
hour worked in addition to the credit prescribed in paragraph
(2) of Clause 14.—Public Holidays provided that the
minimum additional credit for work performed on a public
holiday shall be 6 hours.
16.—Classification Structure.
Employees will be graded in accordance with the
following classification structure:
(1) Store Worker Grade E Level 1
(a) Pre-requisites:
(i) Basic inter-personal and communications
skills.
(ii) Literacy and numerical skills.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Familiar with company policies and procedures.
(ii) Responsible for quality of his/her own work
under supervision.
(iii) Able to work in a team environment under
supervision.
(iv) Able to undertake duties in a safe and
responsible manner.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Correct use of wool hook.
(ii) Correct use of wool barrow.
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(iii) Placing of sample bags.
(iv) Patching of bales.
(v) Branding.
(vi) Removal of wool from show boxes.
(vii) Sewing.
(viii) Wheeling baskets.
(ix) Sweeping.
(2) Store Worker Grade E Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade E Level 1.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Obtain knowledge and apply manual handling skills.
(ii) Able to exercise discretion within the limits
of skills/or training.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Inserting lot plates and dividers.
(ii) Overweight adjustment.
(iii) Re-packing.
(iv) Non-mechanical core sampling.
(v) Opening and closing.
(vi) Pushing into and taking from elevators.
(vii) Run wool onto show floor.
(viii) Pushing back.
(ix) Hand trucking.
(x) Use of non-licensed material handling equip-ment.
(3) Store Worker Grade D Level 1
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store worker Grade E Level 2.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Understands and is responsible for quality.
(ii) Control standards.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Grab Operator.
(ii) Able to marshal wool.
(iii) Wool presser.
(iv) Breaking down of stacks manually.
(v) Marking up of bales for coring.
(4) Store Worker Grade D Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade D Level 1.
(b) Skills/Duties:
Ability to work with minimal supervision.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Core operator semi automatic machine.
(ii) Basic forklift driver (feed wool onto rollers,
place wool in bulk class, interlot, show floor
areas).
(5) Store Worker Grade C Level 1
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade D Level 2.
(b) Skills/Duties:
Advanced inter-personal and communication
skills.
(c) Tasks:
Intermediate forklift driver (stacking wool,
pulling down stacks, picking up from grid).
(6) Store Worker Grade C Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade C Level 1.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Ability to work without supervision.
(ii) Basic clerical skills.
(iii) Basic keyboard and computer skills.

(c) Tasks:
Advanced forklift driver (loading and unloading of trucks, stacking wool from core line, pulling
wool for delivery, stacking from receivals).
(7) Store Worker Grade B Level 1
(a) Pre-requisites:
(i) Store Worker Grade C Level 2.
(ii) Wool classer appropriate certifications.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Ability to input data.
(ii) Able to sort wool into graded lines.
(iii) Able to calculate in weights and percentages.
(iv) Responsible for quality control standards.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Class or sort woo! with or without mechanical aids under limited supervision.
(ii) Record appropriate information.
(iii) Record information into a computer.
(8) Store Worker Grade B Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade B Level 1.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Wool Classer.
(ii) Store Clerk.
(c) Tasks:
(i) All delivery clerical skills.
(ii) In charge of an out store.
(iii) Ability to supervise.
(iv) Competent to train wool classers.
(v) Proficient in accurate allocation of wool
types.
(vi) Weight and percentages.
(vii) Ability to run a re-handling operation.
(9) Store Worker Grade A Level 1
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade B Level 2.
(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) High standard of supervisory ability.
(ii) High standard of clerical skills.
(c) Tasks:
(i) Ability to record and process information for
either receival or delivery of wool.
(ii) Operator of a fully automatic core line.
(iii) Able to fully understand and operate computerised wool handling equipment.
(10) Store Worker Grade A Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade A Level 1.
(b) Skills/Duties:
Advanced knowledge of all work practices
including clerical and computer skills.
(c) Tasks:
Ability to supervise in a foreman's role.
17.—Wages.
(1) The minimum wages payable to employees under this
agreement shall be as follows:
(a) From the first pay period commencing on or after
1st February 1994.
Annual
Weekly
Base
Base
Salary $
Salary $
Storeworker Grade E
Level 1
19915.48
382.99
Level 2
20247.24
389.37
Storeworker Grade D
Level 1
20446.40
393.20
402.44
Level 2
20911.28

Annual
Base
Salary $

Weekly
Base
Salary $

Storeworker Grade C
21132.28
406.39
Level 1
21464.04
412.77
Level 2
Storeworker Grade B
425.54
22128.08
Level 1
23234.64
446.82
Level 2
Storeworker Grade A
23787.40
457.45
Level 1
24340.68
468.09
Level 2
(b) From the first pay period on or after 1 st July 1994:
Weekly
Annual
Base
Base
Salary $
Salary $
Storeworker Grade E
20891.52
401.76
Level 1
21239.92
408.46
Level 2
Storeworker Grade D
21448.44
412.47
Level 1
421.85
21936.20
Level 2
Storeworker Grade C
22168.12
426.31
Level 1
433.00
22516.00
Level 2
Storeworker Grade B
23212.80
446.40
Level 1
24373.44
468.72
Level 2
Storeworker Grade A
24953.76
479.88
Level 1
491.04
25534.08
Level 2
From the first pay period on or after 1st July 199
Weekly
Annual
Base
Base
Salary $
Salary $
Storeworker Grade E
416.78
21672.56
Level 1
423.73
22033.96
Level 2
Storeworker Grade D
22250.28
427.89
Level 1
437.62
22756.24
Level 2
Storeworker Grade C
22997.00
442.25
Level 1
449.20
Level 2
23358.40
Storeworker Grade B
463.09
Level 1
24080.68
486.24
Level 2
25284.48
Storeworker Grade A
25886.64
497.82
Level 1
509.40
Level 2
26488.80
(2) Subject to negotiation and agreement between parties
on key performance indicators and the achievement of any
other additional productivity items as foreshadowed by
Clause 4.—No Increases Outside Agreement a further
increase of at least 1% of the rate of pay of employees as
of the date of registration of this agreement will be available
with effect from the 1st July 1995.
(3) Junior employees shall be paid the following
percentage of the rate applicable to the Storeworker Grade
E Level 1:
At 17 years of age or under
70%
At 18 years of age
80%
At 19 years of age
90%
At 20 years of age
100%
18.—Training.
(1) The parties to this agreement recognise that, in order
to increase the efficiency of the Wool Store's operation, a
commitment to training and skills development is required.
Accordingly the parties commit themselves to:
(a) Developing a more highly skilled and flexible
workforce.
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(b) Providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills.
(c) Ensuring better paid and more satisfying jobs for
employees.
(2) (a) The parties agree to the formation of a training
committee which, in consultation with individual employees
to be affected, will develop training programmes to ensure
the upgrading of employees' skills.
(b) Through an agreed training period developed in
consultation with the union, an employee undertaking
training may perform tasks at a higher classification but not
receive payment at the rate appropriate to that classification.
(c) Upon the successful completion of the training
programme(s), the employee shall receive payment for all
work performed at a higher classification.
(3) Following consultation between the employer, the
union and the training committee, training programmes may
be developed consistent with:
(a) The current and future skill needs of the
workforce.
(b) The size, structure and nature of the operation of
the enterprise.
(c) The need to develop vocational skills relevant to
the enterprise through courses conducted by
accredited training institutions and providers.
(4) The employer will pay all agreed costs associated with
an approved training course which is only available
externally. All time spent undertaking training will be paid
as time worked.

all leave shall be taken within 6 months of the employee's
anniversary date.
(b) By agreement between the company and the employee
annual leave may be taken in advance or deferred provided
that in no circumstances may annual leave be deferred for
more than 12 months.

19.—Counselling Procedure.
If the employer has reason to counsel an employee with
regard to work performance or conduct, the following
procedure should generally be followed:
(1) The employee shall be verbally warned with
regard to the performance or conduct and advised
of the employer's expectations and how they can
be met. The employee will also be advised that the
verbal warning will be recorded.
(2) In the event that the employee's conduct or
performance does not improve following the
verbal warning, the employee shall be further
counselled and issued with a letter outlining the
areas required to be improved and stating if there
is no improvement the employer may terminate
the employee's services. The employee will be
offered the opportunity of having a union delegate
or other employee of his/her choice present at this
counselling as a witness. The letter will provide
a probationary period during which the employee's conduct or performance will be reviewed.
(3) If after the letter, there is no improvement in the
employee's conduct or performance, the employee
may be dismissed.
(4) Nothing in this clause prevents the employer from
instantly terminating an employee for misconduct
justifying instant dismissal.

22.—Bereavement Leave.
An employee shall, on the death of a spouse, parent,
parent-in-law, sibling, grandparent or grandchild be allowed
15.2 hours' paid leave. When an employee has to travel to
attend the funeral an additional 7.6 hours' paid leave may
be granted. The employee may be required to furnish proof
to support an application for bereavement leave.

20.—Annual Leave.
(1) (a) All employees, other than casual employees, shall
be entitled to 152 hours of annual leave per year.
(b) Annual leave will accrue at the rate of 12.67 hours for
each completed month of service.
(c) Where an employee's employment is terminated,
payment of annual leave shall be calculated on the basis that
the number of hours leave will be the same proportion of 152
hours as the number of ordinary hours worked is to 1976.
(2) Each hour taken as annual leave will attract a loading
of 1772% of the employee's ordinary hourly rate of pay as
determined by Clause 17.—Wages.
(3) (a) At the request of the employee and by agreement
with the company, leave may be taken in more than one
period provided that, except in extraordinary circumstances.

21.—Sick Leave.
(1) Employees shall accrue sick leave at the rate of 6.34
hours for each completed month of service. Sick leave
entitlements shall continue to accrue from year to year.
(2) All employees shall be granted leave with full pay for
the ordinary hours which would normally have been worked
during illness or injury to the extent of his/her accumulated
entitlement as determined by the application of subclause
(1) hereof, provided that the employee advises the employer
prior to 8.00am on the day of absence on sick leave of his/her
absence and the expected duration of the absence. However
the supervisor may, if he/she deems it necessary, request a
medical certificate.
(3) If while on annual leave an employee is incapacitated
by illness or injury for a period of more than one week so
that the employee is unable to enjoy the benefits of annual
leave then, subject to the provision of proof of incapacity
by the employee to the employer prior to the employee's
return to work, the employee's period of incapacitation shall
be paid as sick leave and the annual leave for such time
re-credited to the employee.
(4) In the case of absences of greater than 10 weeks, the
payment of sick leave shall be at the discretion of the
employer.

23.—Payment of Wages.
Wages shall be paid weekly by electronic funds transfer
on any set day Monday to Friday.
24.—Settlement of Disputes and Claims.
(1) Any dispute arising from this agreement shall be dealt
with in accordance with the following procedure:
(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the
employee affected and the appropriate supervisor.
(b) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the accredited union representative and the manager or other appropriate representative of the
employer.
(c) If not settled the matter may be referred to the
consultative committee for discussion.
(d) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the branch secretary of the union or other
appropriate official of the union and the appropriate representative of the company.
(2) A time limit of two working days should apply to each
step of the above procedure.
(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in
accordance with the dispute settlement procedure work shall
continue and the status quo as applying before the dispute
shall be maintained. No party shall be prejudiced in relation
to the final settlement by the continuance of work in
accordance with this clause.
(4) It shall be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission in resolving any dispute.
25.—Clothing.
If an employee is supplied with clothing by the company
the employee shall wear that clothing at all times when
performing relevant duties. Current issues of protective
clothing will continue.
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Schedule A.—Signatories.
This agreement known as the Wesfarmers Wool Store
Operation Employees Enterprise Agreement 1994 is an
agreement between the following parties:
Joseph Bullock For and on behalf of The Shop, Distributive
and Allied Employees' Association of
Western Australia
M. Connell
For and on behalf of Wesfarmers Limited.

WESTRAC EQUIPMENT (SERVICE DEPARTMENT) ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
1994 No. Ag 4 of 1994.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Westrac Equipment Pty Ltd
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch & Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry &
Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch)
No. AG 4 of 1994.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
8 February 1994.
Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 4 of 1994.
HAVING heard Ms H. Spencer on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr F. Logan on behalf of the Metals and Engineering
Workers Union—Western Australian Branch and Mr N.
Hodgson on behalf of the Australian Electrical, Electronics,
Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian
Branch), and by consent, the Commission being satisfied
that the matter is consistent with the Principles enunciated
by the State Wage Case decision—January 1992 and
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the following schedule titled the WesTrac
Equipment (Service Department) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1994, signed for me for identification,
be registered as an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial
Agreement.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—Title.
This Agreement shall be known as the WesTrac Equipment (Service Department) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1994.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Parties to the Agreement and Incidence
State Wage Principles
Date of Operation and Term
Relationship to Other Awards
Structural Efficiency Principle
Measures to Effect Real Gains in Productivity
Wages
Extended Hours and Overtime
Leave Loading
Taking of Annual Leave and Time Off in Lieu of
Overtime Payment
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13. Dispute Settlement
14. Single Bargaining Unit
Signatories
Appendix—WesTrac Productivity Measures and
Targets
3.—Parties to the Agreement and Incidence.
The parties to this Agreement are WesTrac Equipment
Pty Ltd ("the Company"), the Metals and Engineering
Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch and the
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch), ("the Unions").
This Agreement shall apply to the Company's wages
employees in the Service Department in the Perth metropolitan area and Regional Branches.
4.—State Wage Principles.
(1) The parties accept that they are bound by the terms
of this Agreement throughout its duration and they will
oppose any application by other parties to be joined to this
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.
(2) It is a condition of this Agreement that there will not
be any extra claims made for the life of this Agreement,
except when consistent with a National Wage Case Decision
endorsed by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.
(3) The terms of this Agreement shall not be used as a
precedent to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in
another enterprise.
(4) The parties intend to meet the terms of this Agreement
notwithstanding the provisions of any other award by which
they are covered, provided that implementation of the
Agreement shall not cause an employee to suffer a reduction
in ordinary time earnings or in the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission standards for hours of
work, annual leave with pay or long service leave with pay.
(5) The majority of employees affected by the changes
proposed in the Agreement genuinely agree to those
changes.
5.—Date of Operation and Term.
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from the 1st day
of February, 1994 and shall operate for a period of 18
months.
(2) The parties stipulate that their commitment to this
Agreement precludes the availability of variation or cancellation during its term.
(3) The parties are committed to commencing renegotiation of a further Agreement at least three months prior to the
expiration of this Agreement. These negotiations will
include an assessment of overall progress achieved under
this Agreement.
6.—Relationship to other Awards.
Except as provided for by this Agreement, the general
terms and conditions of employment shall be as prescribed
by Part 1—General of the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the Electrical Contracting Industry
Award No. R 22 of 1978, both as amended as the operative
date of this Agreement. This Agreement shall be interpreted
in conjunction with those awards.
7.—Structural Efficiency Principle.
(1) This Agreement builds on the progress achieved to
date through the implementation of the Structural Efficiency
Principle.
(2) The parties have examined and continue to examine
a range of non-award and award matters.
(3) The parties have substantially implemented the
provisions required under the Structural Efficiency Principle. They agree that aspects of the Structural Efficiency
Principle are ongoing and will continue to form part of the
structural workplace reform process. These include:
(a) Regular meetings of the Consultative Committee
to enable sharing of information and joint problem
solving instrumental in increasing productivity
and efficiency;

(b) Development of skills based career structures
which provide employees with better understanding of, and skills appropriate to, improving
productivity, efficiency and quality; and
(c) Devolving responsibility for these outcomes to
source with working arrangements consistent with
the enhancement of flexibility in a team work
environment;
(d) Further implementation and monitoring of onand-off-the-job training, to support the above,
through the Consultative Committee.
8.—Measures to Effect Real Gains in Productivity.
The parties agree to implement and monitor the following
initiatives designed to improve performance and safety in
critical areas of activity including customer focus, quality,
employee development and work organisation and systems:
(1) Support and co-operate to achieve quality accreditation to AS3902.
(2) Develop a performance appraisal procedure of
which is fair and will provide all employees with
useful feedback on improving their performance.
(3) Improve Company communication by providing
or requesting representation when appropriate to
and from other Departments, to give or gain direct
information about the needs or workings of the
various Departments.
(4) Establish work teams in every section, ensuring
that regular team and store meetings are held,
objectives and targets are set, agreed, reviewed
and updated and that the whole initiative is
supported by a supervisor and staff education
program.
In particular, team meetings shall focus on
improvements that relate to re-work, repair and
maintenance, tool replacement and service supply,
in order to reach productivity targets (see Appendix "WesTrac Productivity Measures" to this
Agreement).
(5) Decrease wastage of consumables and maximise
utilisation of same through a program of employee
education, identification of high usage consumables, development of alternative work methods and products and the
monitoring of progress towards targeted reductions.
(6) Establish better working relationships with EPSA
through direct contact, putting together a package to meet
their needs with ongoing follow up.
(7) Improve small customer service and after service
follow up, reorganising practices and procedures to suit the
small customer.
(8) Ensure a high standard of housekeeping is maintained
in support of the initiative outlined in subclause (7) of this
clause.
(9) Develop employee skills for increased competency
and flexibility through an increased participation rate in
merit training and testing.
(10) Investigate, introduce and train staff in the use of
appropriate technology to improve communication systems
to eliminate customer delays, provide better customer access
after hours and remove inefficiencies which occur when
other Departments receive after hours calls intended for
Service.
(11) Improve the organisation of employee availability for
on-site labour, ensuring that labour allocation does not
disrupt local production and that an appropriate training
package is delivered to participating employees.
(12) Extend employee coverage on Friday afternoons in
line with customer requirements.
See Appendix—WesTrac Productivity Measures and
Targets.

9.—Wages.
The wage increases payable under this Agreement are as
follows;
(1) On ratification of the Agreement by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission: a 4%
increase.
(2) Six (6) months from the date of ratification: a
further 2% increase.
(3) Twelve (12) months from the date of ratification:
a further 2% increase.
10.—Extended Hours and Overtime.
(1) The Company shall offer and the employees shall
work two hours of overtime per week, in order to meet
customer requirements, as follows:
(a) Day shift: the two hours of overtime shall be
worked on Friday afternoons.
(b) Afternoon shift: the two hours overtime shall be
worked by extending the end of each shift from
Monday to Thursday by one half hour.
(2) The overtime so worked shall be compensated for in
the following manner:
(a) Payment shall be made at ordinary time for the
two hours worked; such payment shall be made
for 52 weeks per year; and
(b) Five days time off in lieu of payment for overtime
so worked shall be taken in conjunction with
annual leave, provided that these five days shall
not attract annual leave loading.
11.—Leave Loading.
(1) An annual leave loading equivalent to 17.5% of the
rate payable for a 38 hour week shall be paid to each
employee on his or her four weeks' annual leave entitlement.
(2) For administrative efficiency, this loading shall be
averaged at the rate of 13.3%, over five weeks made up of
each employee's four weeks' annual leave and entitlement
to five days' time off in lieu payable instead of overtime,
in accordance with Clause 10.—Extended Hours and
Overtime of this Agreement.
12.—Taking of Annual Leave and Time Off in Lieu of
Overtime Payment.
The following subclauses (1) to (4) of this clause apply
to the taking of periods of annual leave and the time off in
lieu of payment for overtime provided for in Clause
10.—Extended Hours and Overtime of this Agreement.
(1) All applications for leave, whether for time off in lieu
of payment for overtime or for annual leave, shall for
administrative purposes, be made and processed in the same
manner as for annual leave.
(2) Leave shall be taken in periods of one day or more.
(3) Leave shall be taken within 12 months of the date of
accrual wherever possible.
(4) Leave shall not in any event, accrue for more than two
years. Where accrued leave exceeds 10 weeks (400 hours),
employees will be requested to take all or part of the
accumulated leave.
13.—Dispute Settlement.
(1) The dispute settling procedure prescribed in Clause
34.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes in the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 shall be followed.
(2) In the spirit of this Agreement, consultation on
problems shall be given the earliest priority by all parties.
14.—Single Bargaining Unit.
(1) This Enterprise Bargaining Agreement was negotiated
by a single bargaining unit formed by the parties and
representative of shopfloor and managerial employees of the
Company's Service Department.
(2) The single bargaining unit shall be responsible for the
collection, distribution and review of data relevant to the
monitoring of progress towards the achievement of productivity targets as set down in Appendix—WesTrac Productivity Measures and Targets.
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(3) The single bargaining unit shall be given all other
relevant information necessary for the effective monitoring
of the implementation of initiatives under this Agreement.
Signatories.
SIGNED
f.-..Johnson
FRANK JOHNSON
GENERAL MANAGER
WESTRAC EQUIPMENT PTY LTD
Dated 4/1/94
SIGNED
John .Sharp-Collett
JOHN SHARP-COLLETT
SECRETARY
METALS & ENGINEERING WORKERS' UNIONWESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH
Dated L2/1/94...
SIGNED
N... Hodgson
for WALLY PALMER
SECRETARY
AUSTRALIAN ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONICS, FOUNDRY & ENGINEERING UNION WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH)
Dated 14/1/94
APPENDIX—WESTRAC PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
AND TARGETS
These measures are designed to monitor productivity
across the important areas of company activity—customer
focus; quality; employee (including management) development; work organisation, systems and practices; and
finance.
CUSTOMER SURVEYS
Benchmark: 1992 Survey results.
Target: 10% improvement in overall customer satisfaction rating by April, 1995.
MARKET SHARE
Benchmark; 1993 figures.
Target: Increased share in the market for smaller
equipment: wheel loaders to 40% and backhoes to 15%
of the market by December, 1994.
STAFF TURNOVER
Benchmark: 20% (averaged over 1991 and 1992).
Target: 5% reduction in turnover by January, 1995.
ACCIDENT RATE
Benchmark: 20 days lost per month in the year to date.
Target: 0 per month.
MERIT SYSTEM
Benchmark: Currently 18.13% of staff on top rating.
Target: At least 25% of staff on top rating by January,
1995.
ERROR RATES
Benchmark: 1.1% for the financial year ending June,
1993.
Target: Less than 1% of the total sales to June, 1994.
WASTAGE
Benchmark: Tool supplies 1.09% of labour sales year
to date.
Target: Less than 1% of labour sales by June, 1994.
Benchmark: Service supplies 2.84% of labour sales
year to date.
Target: Less than 2.5% of labour sales by June, 1994.
CREDIT RETURNS
Benchmark: 11.2% (normal stock) and 7.2% (non stock
items) year to date.
Target: Reduced to 5% (normal stock) and .% (non
stock items) by December, 1994.
PROFIT AND LOSS
Benchmark: 0.
Target: Ongoing monthly reporting for the monitoring
of overall progress.
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Productivity measurements will be published each month
and distributed and discussed at monthly section and team
meetings.
December, 1993.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—
BAKERS' (METROPOLITAN) AWARD
No. 13 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
George Weston Foods Ltd Trading As Tip Top Bakeries
(Canning Vale).
No. 1655 of 1993.
Bakers' (Metropolitan) Award
No. 13 of 1987.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
2 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms D. Blaskett on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr A. Bajada on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Bakers' (Metropolitan) Award No. 13 of
1987 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect on
and from the 9th day of February, 1994.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Following the words
"Schedule B—Appendix: Buttercup Bakeries Malaga"
insert the words:
Schedule C—Appendix: Tip Top Bakeries Canning
Vale
2. Schedule B—Appendix: Buttercup Bakeries Malaga:
Immediately following this Schedule insert a new Schedule
C—Appendix: Tip Top Bakeries Canning Vale, as follows:
Schedule C.
Appendix.
Tip Top Bakeries Canning Vale.
This Appendix applies to George Weston Foods
Limited trading as Tip Top Bakeries (Canning Vale)
and its employees and shall operate in conjunction with
the award provided that where there is any inconsistency between this Appendix and the award, the
provisions of the Appendix shall prevail to the extent
of the inconsistency.
1. Income Maintenance Allowance—Definition
"Income Maintenance Allowance" means:
(i) the payment made to an eligible baker
employed by Tip Top Bakeries (Canning
Vale) in accordance with Clause 26.—
Income Maintenance Allowance of the Bakers' (Metropolitan) Award No. 13 of 1987.

(ii) The overaward payment made to an eligible
Baker employed by Tip Top Bakeries (Canning Vale) known as the "Shift Allowance".
2. Payout of Income Maintenance Allowance
Clause 26.—Income Maintenance Allowance
of this Award will cease to apply to each eligible
baker at the date on which the agreed payout of
the income maintenance allowance is made in
respect of each eligible baker.
3. Interim Classification Structure
In lieu of the wage rates shown in subclause (1)
of Clause 8.—Wages and subclause (2) of Clause
24.—Supplementary Payments of this Award for
the three classifications below the following will
apply:
Total Wage
(Per Week)
Doughmaker
$433.10
Baker
$417.20
Baker's Assistant
$346.40
These wage rates are inclusive of an interim
minimum rates adjustment of $18.60 for the
Doughmaker, $17.90 for the Baker and $14.90 for
the Baker's Assistant. Following determination of
the final relativities by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission the parties will
determine the rates for the above classifications.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Editor's Note: All Orders and Decisions in Matter No. 235
of 1993 are published in chronological order hereunder.
BUILDING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1968
No. 31A of 1966.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters & Decorators Union of Australia
(W.A. Branch) and Others
and
Minister for Health and Others.
No. 235(1) of 1993.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
No. 31 A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
6 October 1993.
Order.
WHEREAS the Commission has before it an application to
amend the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968;
And whereas following conferences held before the
Commission the applicant has requested that the matter be
set down for hearing and determination;
And whereas on the 30th September 1993 the Commission convened a conference of the parties pursuant to s.32
of the Act to discuss the programming of the matter;
And whereas the application has been set down for
hearing on the 14th October 1993;
And whereas the parties conferred and reached agreement
on a number of matters;
And having heard Ms J. Harrison on behalf of the
applicants and Mr J. Lange on behalf of the respondents, and
by consent, I the undersigned, Commissioner of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order:—
(1) That the proceedings to be held on the 14th
October 1993 shall consider that part of the

[L.S.]

application which relates to expense related
allowances only and that the application otherwise
be adjourned to the time and date set out in order
(4) hereof.
That for the purposes of the proceedings on the
14th October 1993 the applicant shall by close of
business on the 1 Ith October 1993 prepare, file
and serve on the respondents an amended Schedule reflecting the agreement of the parties.
That the applicant shall serve on the R & I Bank
of Western Australia Ltd, being a named respondent to the award who also is a current employer
for the purposes of the award, a copy of the
amended Schedule tendered to the Commission on
the 30th September 1993 and file a Declaration of
Service to that effect accordingly.
That the application shall otherwise resume before
the Commission on Wednesday the 17th November 1993 at 10.30 o'clock in the forenoon and also,
if necessary, on the 18th November 1993 for the
purpose of considering the balance of the applicant's claim.
That for the purposes of order (4) above the
respondents shall:
(a) by close of business on the 15th October
1993 make, file and serve upon the applicant
a memorandum of the number and levels of
non-trades employees employed under
clause 9(1 )(d) of the award; and
(b) by close of business on Thursday the 4th
November 1993 make, file and serve an
amended Notice of Answer and Counterproposal in response to the amended Schedule
tendered to the Commission on the 30th
September 1993.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters & Decorators Union of Australia
(W.A. Branch) and Others
Minister for Health and Others.
No. 235(2) of 1993.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
No. 31 A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 October 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Harrison on behalf of the Applicants
and Mr S. Majeks on behalf of the Respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect from the
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 14th day of October 1993.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 9.—Wages: Delete subclause (2) of this clause
and insert in lieu the following:
(2) Tool Allowance
(Per Week)
$
(a) Bricklayers and Stoneworkers
12.20
(b) Plasterers
14.10
(c) Carpenters and Joiners
17.00
(d) Plumbers
17.00
(e) Painters and Signwriters
4.20
(f) Glaziers
4.20
(g) Stonemasons: The employer shall supply all
necessary tools for the use of stonemasons,
except when engaged on building construction, when the worker, if required to supply
his/her own tools, shall receive a tool
allowance at the rate of $1.40 per week.
NOTE 1: The tool allowance prescribed in
paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of this subclause
each include an amount of six cents for the
purpose of enabling the employees to insure their
tools against loss or damage by theft or fire.
NOTE 2: The abovenamed allowances shall not
be paid where the employer supplies an employee
with all necessary tools.
2. Clause 14A.—Fares and Travelling Time (Other Than
Distant Work): In paragraphs (l)(a), (l)(b) and subclause (5)
of this clause delete the amounts $9.80, 52 cents and 52
cents and insert in lieu the amounts $10.70, 58 cents and 58
cents respectively.
3. Clause 14B.—Fares and Travelling—Plumbers: In
subclauses (2) and (3) and paragraph (5)(a) of this clause
delete the amounts of 11 cents, 52 cents and $6.50 and insert
in lieu the amounts of 12 cents, 58 cents and $7.10
respectively.
4. Clause 15.—Apprentices: Delete subclause (14) of this
clause and insert in lieu the following:
(14) On the completion of the probationary period an
apprentice shall be supplied with tools as selected
by the foreman up to the value of—
Carpentry and Joinery—
$
Joiners Shop
157.00
Other
171.00
Plumbing
147.90
Painting, Signwriting and Glazing
47.70
Bricklaying
106.20
Plastering
117.20
5. Clause 19.—Overtime: In subclause (6) of this clause
delete the amount of $6.60 and insert in lieu the amount of
$7.30.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch; The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated
Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch; The
Plasterers and Plaster Workers Federation of Australia
(Industrial Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch;
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees' Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers
Minister for Health and Others.
No. 235 of 1993.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
No. 31 A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
22 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The applicants seek to insert into
the award an appendix entitled Award Restructuring.
Consistent with the Structural Efficiency Principle, it seeks
to provide a complete re-classification of the employees
covered by the award. The claim would see employees
re-classified as "building and maintenance employees".
There would be ten levels of employee: four classifications
below the trade level, the trade level itself and five
classifications above the trade level. A number of ancillary
claims are made as part of the proposed appendix.
The respondents object to the claim but have submitted
an Answer and Counterproposal (the Counterproposal). The
Counterproposal also proposes the insertion of an appendix
and it is in similar terms to that proposed by the applicants.
However there are a number of areas where the parties have
been unable to reach agreement and the Commission has
been required to determine those matters. Therefore, subject
to what follows, the award will be amended by the insertion
of an appendix which will contain those provisions which
are common to the claim and the Counterproposal, together
with those matters determined in this decision.
It is important to make a number of fundamental points.
This award in general terms covers all building trades
employees employed in government departments and
instrumentalities. It was part of a general reference to the
Commission in 1966 which sought one award to cover both
private sector and government building trade employees for
the purposes of prescribing uniform conditions across the
building industry. The Commission decided on that occasion
that whilst the principle was to be acknowledged a separate
award would be necessary to cover government employees
as distinct from the award which would cover nongovernment employees ((1967) 47 WAIG 881).
The purpose of reciting this history is not to conclude that
the basis upon which an award was created 27 years ago is
a dominant consideration when the time comes for the award
to be amended. It is to conclude that the parties to the award
have operated with it on that basis over time. That
consideration may be relevant depending on the issues to be
decided in any particular case. My purpose for referring to
this will become apparent a little later in these reasons.
The applicants' claim is for all practical purposes the
same as the claim made earlier this year by the counterpart
federal organisations of the applicants to insert provisions
into the National Building and Construction Industry
Award.
Both parties made reference to those federal proceedings.
The federal application was heard before a Full Bench of the
Australian Commission which delivered its decision on the
8th April 1993 (print K 7300). For the purposes of this
application it is sufficient to note that that Full Bench
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approved the claim as it related to the classifications at trade
level and above, but did not approve of the application as
it related to classifications below trade level. The applicants
in this matter have informed me that the National Building
and Construction Industry Award has not been amended
following the decision of the Full Bench. Further, and in
consideration of the decision of that Full Bench, the claim
before me seeks to introduce the new classifications only at
trade level and above. It is the intention of the applicants that
employees at below trade level will continue in their
existing classifications until "the national position" is
clarified.
It is also important to note that notwithstanding the
importance attached to "the national position" by the
applicants in these proceedings, this application is the first
time that this Commission has been asked to amend a
building trades award to reflect this restructuring proposal.
If recent history is any guide the Commission is normally
made aware of concluded proceedings in the relevant
national award and the first award which is then usually
dealt with is the Building Trades (Construction) Award No.
R 14 of 1978. It is therefore unusual to have a matter such
as this dealt with initially in this award, particularly where
there is not consent between the parties. The importance of
this is that the parties to this award believe that it needs to
be amended as soon as possible because in the industries
covered by the award, and particularly the government
health industry, employees covered by this award work
alongside employees in the metal trades area who have been
re-classified because of the restructuring in the Engineering
Trades (Government) Award 1967 which occurred in
December 1992 (73 WAIG 121). That re-classification has
meant that metal trades employees have been able to
progress along the envisaged career paths and that the
employers respondent to the award have had the benefits of
the restructuring in increased efficiencies and productivity.
The evidence, particularly in this regard, of Mr Dallas from
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Mr Watts from Osbome Park
Hospital and Mr TUttle from King Edward Memorial
Hospital is clear.
Because of the background which is listed above, the
Commission is faced with the following situation:
1. The parties to the award agree that the award
needs to be amended to permit employees covered
by this award and the employers respondent to the
award, to achieve the benefits from the reclassification which have been derived from the
corresponding changes to the Engineering Trade
(Government) Award 1967.
2. The parties have both used the form of the
amendments proposed for the national award with
the respondents seeking to alter only some of
those proposals.
3. The parties wish the award to be amended
notwithstanding:
(a) "The national position" is not clear. Further,
it is not known when the situation will be
clear; and
(b) The very creditable work undertaken by the
health industry respondents to the award in
preparing a comprehensive' 'Development of
Interim Definitions and Task/Skill Requirements for Building Maintenance in the Public
Sector Health Industry" (a comprehensive
report being prepared by Mr Grant McPherson and which will be referred to as "the
McPherson Report") has not been completed.
The above three points are also joined by a fourth as
follows:
4. The Commission has not been presented with
sufficient material to confidently decide all of the
differences between the claim and the Counterproposal. This goes particularly to the precise
composition of the various classifications which

the applicants and the respondents seek to have
adopted and endorsed in this decision.
Ordinarily, faced with the above circumstance, I would
be disposed to adjourn the application or alternatively to
re-list the matter to receive the further information which
would assist the Commission. However the evidence before
the Commission is that there is a need for some amendment
to occur because of the close working relationship between
the metals and building trades employees and the common
employers respondent to both the building trades and metal
trades awards. Indeed there is evidence that earlier this year
some industrial action was taken when it became apparent
to building trades employees that they were, in their view,
"being left behind" because the Engineering Trades
(Government) Award 1967 had been varied. In these
circumstances the equity, good conscience and substantial
merits of the case dictate that the matter should not be
adjourned or merely re-listed unless there is no alternative.
In my view I believe there is an alternative.
The manner in which both parties have approached the
Commission does allow decisions to be confidently reached
on a number of issues. Those issues are listed and dealt with
below. In the result, the Commission is able to prescribe that
the award will be amended in the manner that is to follow
but on the understanding that the amendment is on an
interim basis in some respects. It is the intention of the
Commission that the order to issue amending the award will
not finally dispose of this matter. Subject to the views of the
parties the Commission will be prepared to re-list this
application at a suitable time to further vary those provisions
of the proposed appendix. This will allow the restructuring
to commence in the case of all respondents to the award and
will thus address the immediate issue of the building trades
being "out of step" with the metal trades. It will also
provide for the McPherson report to be completed in the
manner envisaged and for discussions to occur between the
parties on the manner in which that report is to be reflected
in the award. It will also permit the applicants to
subsequently consider the eventual outcome of the national
position. If the parties are unable to agree on these issues
and the Commission is to be asked to resolve them then the
parties are placed on notice that sufficient evidence will
need to be produced in support of the respective positions
to enable a proper decision to be made.
The determination of the Commission in detail follows.
PROPOSED APPENDIX
It is the intention of both parties that these most
significant provisions be reflected in an appendix to the
award rather than amending the body of the award itself.
Further, it is the intention of the parties that the conditions
in the appendix will prevail over the conditions in the award
to the extent of any inconsistency between them. Given that
I have decided that the award is able to be amended on an
interim basis, I propose to take the issue no further than this:
it is, in my view, not appropriate to so significantly amend
an award by means of an appendix to apply to almost all of
the employers and employees covered by the award. If it is
proposed that the majority of the employers and employees
operate pursuant to the appendix, then in my view the body
of the award should be amended to maintain its relevance,
whilst the minority of employers' and employees' conditions should be reflected in an appendix, and the body of the
award itself should indicate that this is the case. This is a
matter to which the parties might give some attention
subsequently.
It is common ground that the proposed appendix would
not apply to the Hon Minister for Works, which means
particularly the Building Management Authority. It is noted
that by Clause 3.—Scope of the award the award does not
apply to the construction operations division of the Building
Management Authority. However the intention is that the
appendix will not apply to any of the operations of the
Building Management Authority. It is appropriate to insert
a provision in the appendix to that effect.
A provision will be inserted to provide that where the
provisions of the appendix conflict with provisions in the
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award the provisions of the appendix shall prevail to the
extent of any inconsistency.
It is appropriate that there be a separate date of operation
reflected in the appendix.
STREAMS
It is apparent from the material submitted to the
Commission that much work has been undertaken at a
national level in relation to the restructuring of building
trades. I have read all of the material and given close
attention to the work of the National Training Board as
revealed in exhibits B, C and D. It is a matter of record that
the implementation of structural efficiency in the building
industry, with the agreement of all parties, by and large, has
been initiated and progressed nationally. To my mind, and
based on the arguments presented, there is sound logic in
establishing common Australia-wide standards for the
building industry. That is not to say that those standards will
not be able to be modified or adapted to suit local or
prevailing conditions or practices. However, I am satisfied
that in principle the national position should be reflected.
Those national standards recognise that employees above a
certain classification level will be employed in either
Structural, Fitout and Finish or Services streams. The
applicants reflect those streams in their claim.
The respondents state that streams are not appropriate and
they have not been included in the Counterproposal. On the
present information and bearing in mind the earlier
comments regarding national standards for building trades
employees the streams will be inserted in the appendix. The
Commission does note the comment that the purpose of
streams is not to create demarcations but to facilitate
appropriate combinations of training.
CLASSIFICATION DISPUTES
The difference between the parties in this regard seems
to concern whether or not a Peak Committee across
government is to be recognised. There is common ground
between the parties that there needs to be some form of
consultative committee in relation to classification disputes,
but that the size of that committee might depend upon the
nature of work being undertaken and the department. I am
mindful of the submission of Mr Lange that one should
guard against establishing a bureaucratic structure.
All three witnesses who gave evidence in these proceedings spoke of their involvement with the Peak Committee.
From that evidence it appears to be a central co-ordinating
body which has already discussed a large number of the
issues involved in this matter. From that evidence it seems
clear that it and its current operation should indeed be
recognised.
RATES OF PAY
There is common ground between the parties regarding
the rates of pay for the different classifications. One effect
of this amendment will be to prescribe the 2.5% wage
increase from the January 1992 State Wage Case (72 WAIG
191). The parties have determined the correct rate for the
trade classification. The rates for the other classifications are
determined on a percentage relativity to that trade rate.
TRAINING
The applicants propose that a clause regarding training be
inserted into the appendix consistent with the national
position. The clause will require a commitment to training
and skill development through a co-operative consultative
process. It will require the establishment of a training
programme but requires agreement regarding its implementation. It also requires a review between the parties after
twelve months' operation. On behalf of the respondents it
was submitted that the proposal for a training clause is
premature. I have not found that objection persuasive. I
believe that training is recognised as being a most important
part of the reclassification process and the clause proposed
provides, in my respectful observation, sufficient emphasis
on consultation and agreement to provide for situations
where both parties agree that additional training is to be
provided and for those situations where agreement is not
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able to be reached. Accordingly I will insert the clause
proposed with one exception.
The claim included a provision that training undertaken
outside of normal hours will be reimbursed at the standard
hourly rate. As was correctly pointed out that is not a
provision within the proposed national clause. This part of
the training provision was quite strongly opposed. In the
absence of any submissions of substance going to this part
of the claim it is not able to be granted.
CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
As the parties may have understood from the earlier parts
of this decision the submissions in relation to all of the
matters in dispute are not all that the Commission would
have wished. However the following is able to be reasonably
determined on the evidence and the submissions.
Classifications below trade level.
Following the rejection of this part of the national claim
by the Full Bench of the Australian Commission as
previously referred to, the applicants in these proceedings
propose that only those employees at trade level and above
be reclassified. Employees below trade level would merely
retain their existing classifications. The applicants also seek
a liberty to apply to address the issue once the national
position becomes clear.
The respondents however believe that classifications
below trade level should be reclassified and propose a
reclassification which is similar to the reclassification which
occurred in the National Joinery and Building Trades
Products Award 1993 (an award of the Australian Commission, print K 6616, the decision for which is to be found at
print K 6181). The proposal is also comparable to the
amendments made to the Engineering Trades (Government)
Award 1967.
In my view it is inappropriate to leave these employees
below trade level at their existing classifications. The
Commission was informed that there are only sixteen
employees below trade level from a total of three hundred
employees who will be effected by the reclassifications. The
Commission approaches the issue in the following manner.
The approach of the applicants in this matter has been to
seek to have the national position introduced into this award.
The rejection of this part of the national position by the
Australian Commission appears to have left the applicant in
a quandary of its own for it really proposes that nothing be
done for classifications below trade rate until at least the
national position is clarified. However nothing in the
submissions which have been put by the applicants in these
proceedings would allow the conclusion that the reclassification with its attendant opportunities for improved productivity and reclassification is not as applicable to employees
below trade level as it is to employees at trade level and
above. I think therefore that they should not be excluded as
the applicants propose. That is all the more so given that
from the point of view of the applicants, there is no clear
understanding when the position nationally, and hence their
own position, in relation to employees below trade level will
become clear. Indeed the Commission was informed that the
counterpart federal organisations of the applicants have
sought to withdraw their claim following the April decision
of the Full Bench.
Because of the evidence from both the applicants and the
respondents that these employees work closely with metal
trades employees and because no employee is able to be
classified at a lower rate, or alternatively to lose as a result
of reclassification, the classifications proposed in the
Counterproposal will be inserted. This is to be regarded as
an interim measure only. This arrangement will not preclude
the applicants from seeking to further vary the clause once
the national position is known.
Levels above trade level.
The applicants propose that there be five classifications
above trade level to 125% above the trade rate. The
respondents propose only three classifications. In this regard
it is noted that the corresponding amendments to the
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Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967 contain five
classifications above trade level (to 130%) and indeed the
McPherson report seems to envisage five classifications
above trade level.
Whilst I am concerned at the prospect that the introduction of these classification levels may broaden the scope of
work which is covered by the award I would need to be
persuaded that the introduction of five classifications above
trade level would in fact have that effect and the potential
to conflict with work which has been performed by
employees covered by other, and perhaps salaried staff,
awards. In my view it will be consistent with the reasoning
in this decision if the award is amended to provide for five
classifications above trade level. The areas of concern
addressed by this part of the Reasons for Decision should
receive the attention of both parties and form the basis of
further submissions, if seen by either party as appropriate,
when the proceedings are re-listed.
Description of skills and indicative tasks.
The description of skills and indicative tasks set out in the
claim will be inserted on an interim basis. The alternatives
set out in the Counterproposal, and which in part are a
reflection of the McPherson report, are not thereby rejected.
It has not been possible for the Commission, on the
information available to it in these proceedings, to decide
all of the many different variations between the claim and
the Counterproposal. The effect of the award amendment
therefore is to insert the reflection of the national standards
as an interim measure. Following the finalising of the
McPherson report and a further opportunity for the parties
to negotiate further amendments to the award, a final
position will be able to be determined subsequently. In this
regard the Commission has read the draft McPherson report
(exhibit O) with keen interest and is appreciative of the work
involved. The Commission understands that the report has
been compiled following extensive negotiations with the
employees and the employers concerned. It will therefore be
given considerable weight. In my view it should be possible
for the parties to tailor the interim classification structure to
suit the operations of the Health Department whilst
recognising the validity of the national approach to building
trades reclassification. It is not the intention of the
Commission by amending the award on this interim basis
to impede the successful implementation of the reclassification in the health area by agreement between the parties. By
providing for the application to be re-listed at the request of
any party, the Commission will be able to address any issue
which arises from the differences between the claim and the
Counterproposal which needs to be addressed to achieve this
end.
Given that the award applies to other respondents as well
as those in the Health Department, the parties will need to
ensure that the amendments to be made following the
finalising of the McPherson Report are not inapplicable also
to other respondents.
OPERATIVE DATE
The applicants request that the date of operation be
retrospective to the date that the first conference of the
parties was held before the Commission. That date is the
26th March 1993. The applicants claim that the special
circumstances required to exist by s.39 of the Act exist
because they allege delays caused by the employers have
occurred. Evidence was called from Mr Dallas, a leading
hand painter from Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. His
evidence went to the need for metals and building trades to
be integrated and working as a team to achieve the increases
in productivity. He expressed the concern of his members
that they were being left behind in this change.
The respondents emphatically rejected any suggestion of
delay on their part. They pointed to the work undertaken for
the McPherson report. It argued that one of the main reasons
for the delay was the unwillingness of the applicants to
proceed until there had been developments at the national
level. This was reinforced by exhibit 2.
I am not satisfied from these arguments that the
respondents have been the cause of any significant delay.

Whilst the matter has been before the Commission in
conference on two occasions in March 1993 and May 1993,
the applicants did not request the matter to be listed in the
Commission until the 21st September 1993. Further, it is
clear from the evidence that the applicants themselves have
waited, at one time reluctantly, for the national position to
be clarified.
In my view whether any retrospective date of operation
is able to be applied will also involve a number of other
considerations. All three witnesses gave evidence of the
progress which has been made in their metal trades area.
Importantly, that evidence revealed the involvement of the
building trades in that progress and the discussions
surrounding it. It has been that lack of a suitable structure
in the building trades area which has been the problem. The
applicants have stated (transcript pages 68 and 79) that the
building trades employees have been working in a restructured manner over this period. There is clear and uncontroverted evidence that both the metal trades and building
trades are working together. Indeed, the eventual aim is to
use cross-ski 1 ling to effectively form one unit from the two
sections. Such a close relationship and the evidence of the
two groups participating in the restructuring warrants, in my
respectful view, a date of operation which recognises that.
The Commission is also aware that since May 1991 the
respondents to the award have, by administrative action,
paid an overaward payment of $12.00 per week. It is
common ground that the awarding of this 2.5% wage
increase to the award rate of pay may, depending on the
classification, result in an increase to the award rate of an
amount less than $12.00. It is the common understanding of
the parties that the $ 12.00 administrative payment is to cease
following the order in this matter. For the above reasons, the
Commission believes that the date of Operation should be
21st September 1993.
In accordance with this decision, the application will then
be adjourned. It may be re-listed at the request of any party,
and the Commission may also re-list it on its own motion
if circumstances warrant.
Minutes of the Proposed Order now issue.
Appearances: Ms J. Harrison on behalf of the applicants.
Mr J. Lange on behalf of the respondents.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch; The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated
Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch; The
Plasterers and Plaster Workers Federation of Australia
(Industrial Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch;
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees' Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers
Minister for Health and Others.
No. 235(3) of 1993.
Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
No. 31A of 1966.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
17 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Harrison on behalf of the Applicants
and Mr J. Lange on behalf of the Respondents, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
1. That the Building Trades (Government) Award
1968 be varied in accordance with the following
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Schedule and that such variation shall have effect
from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 17th day of November
1993.
2. That this application be adjourned and may be
re-listed for further hearing and determination
upon the request of any party.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
3.1
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately following Appendix "C"—Hours—Department of Marine and Harbours
insert the following:
Appendix "D"—Award Restructuring
2. Immediately following Appendix "C"—Hours—
Department of Marine and Harbours insert a new appendix
as follows:
Appendix D.
Award Restructuring.
(1) Application
(a) This appendix shall apply to all respondents
to this award and their employees other than
the Hon Minister for Works.
(b) Where the provisions of this appendix conflict with provisions elsewhere in the award,
the provisions of the appendix shall apply to
the extent of the inconsistency.
(c) This appendix shall come into effect from the
first pay period on or after the 17th November 1993.
(2) Objective
(a) The parties to this award are committed to
the outcomes envisaged by the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the
Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission through the operation of successive structural efficiency principles.
(b) The objective of the new classification
structure is to assist in carrying out fundamental reform in relation to the way employees are engaged, receive training and are
encouraged to form a commitment which has
the opportunity to provide them with a career
path.
(c) The parties acknowledge that the purpose of
such initiatives is to increase productivity
and efficiency so that it can continue to make
a substantial contribution to the prosperity of
Western Australia and provide workers with
more varied, fulfilling and better paid jobs.
(d) For the new classification structure to be
effective major initiatives are required in the
way employees gain skills. The parties are
committed to maintaining the integrity of
competency based training, the award classification definitions and nationally approved
competency standards. In so doing the parties
to this award reaffirm their commitment to
maintaining the integrity of structured trade
training.
(3) Guidelines for Implementation
(a) The appendix shall operate and be available
for introduction in Western Australia for all
streams defined.
(b) The parties shall implement this appendix
through consultative mechanisms appropriate to the size, structure and needs of the
enterprise. Where possible, and by consent,
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the parties shall establish consultative committees comprising equal numbers of employee and employer representatives. Matters
raised for consideration of the consultative
mechanism shall be related to implementation of the new classification structure, the
facilitative provisions contained in this
award and matters concerning training.
(c) No employee's ordinary award rate of pay
shall be reduced as a result of the translation
and reclassification provided for in this
appendix.
(4) Translation and Transitional Assessment
(a) Translation
(i) Employees will transfer to the new
classification structure in accordance
with the following:
(aa) All employees covered by this
award who come under classifications covered by paragraph (l)(a)
of Clause 9.—Wages shall move
across to level 4 of the new
classification structure, prior to
undertaking an initial reclassification process.
(bb) Those employees covered under
paragraphs (l)(b) and (l)(c) of
Clause 9.—Wages shall move
across to level 5 of the new
classification structure, prior to
undertaking an initial reclassification process.
(cc) Employees currently employed
under subparagraphs (l)(d)(i), (ii)
and (iii) of Clause 9.—Wages shall
move across to Level 3 of the new
classification structure.
(dd) Employees currently employed
under subparagraphs (l)(d)(iv),
(v), (vi), (vii), (viii) and (ix) of
Clause 9.—Wages shall move
across to Level 2 of the new
classification structure.
(ee) Employees currently employed
under subparagraph (l)(d)(x) of
Clause 9.—Wages shall move
across to Level 1 of the new
classification structure.
(ff) Employees currently employed
under subparagraph (l)(d)(xi) of
Clause 9.—Wages shall move
across to New Entrant Level of the
new classification structure.
(ii) Existing allowances related to work
performed and/or responsibilities are to
be reviewed as part of the classification/
reclassification process. Where the
work performed and/or responsibilities
are contemplated in the definition for
the classification/reclassification as determined in a particular case such
allowances are to be abolished or
phased out as appropriate.
(b) Initial Reclassification
(i) Initial translation to the new structure
for all employees covered under this
award shall have a common operative
date effective from the 17th day of
November 1993.
(ii) The process of initial reclassification
will be agreed to by the employer and
the relevant unions, with the documentation being based on the nationally
determined building industry defini-
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tions and skill levels, as endorsed by the
National Training Board.
(iii) A consultative committee will be established at workplaces, as agreed between
the employer and the unions, in order to
process applications for initial reclassification and for on-going reclassification. An agreed initial appeal mechanism as provided for in subclause (6)
Classification Disputes hereof will be
available for initial reclassification.
When reclassifying, all relevant on and
off the job prior learning and skills
development will be taken into consideration.
(c) Reclassification
In the event of a claim for reclassification
to a higher level under the new structure on
the ground that such employee possesses
equivalent skill and knowledge gained
through on-the-job experience or on any
other ground, the following principles shall
apply:
(i) The parties confirm that an agreed
disputes avoidance procedure shall be
followed.
(ii) (aa) Agreed competency standards
shall be established by the parties
in conjunction with the relevant
National and State Training Authorities for all levels in the new
classification structure before any
claims for reclassification are processed.
(bb) However, if at individual enterprises the relevant union or unions
and the employer agree, a set of
interim reclassification guidelines
may be adopted. In the event of
such guidelines being adopted,
they will be used for reclassification purposes only and shall be
superseded by national competency standards when they are
available.
(cc) An agreed accreditation authority
may test the validity of an employee's claim for reclassification.
(dd) Reclassification to any higher level
shall be contingent upon such
additional work being available
and required to be performed by
the employer.
(5) Engagement and Reclassification
(a) Workers from level 2 to level 9 inclusive
shall be employed in either the Structural,
Fitout and Finish or Services streams.
(i) The purpose of streams is not to create
demarcations but to facilitate appropriate combinations of training.
(ii) Employees shall work across streams
provided that the appropriate training,
where required, has been provided.
(b) The employer shall tell each employee upon
engagement the field of work for which
he/she has been engaged. Subsequent to
engagement an employer and an employee
may agree that the employee shall be
engaged in another field of work. Where
there is a dispute over the proper classification of an employee, the dispute shall be
referred to the relevant consultative committee.

(6) Classification Disputes
(a) It is recognised that from time to time
disputes may arise as to the proper classification of an employee. In the event that a
dispute as to the proper classification or
reclassification of an employee does arise the
dispute settlement procedure as agreed by the
relevant Peak Committee will be implemented.
(b) In determining the appropriate classification
of an employee, full regard will be paid to:
(i) The nature and skill requirements of the
position to be filled.
(ii) The skill level and certification of the
employee.
(iii) The experience and qualifications of the
employee in:
(aa) relevant indicative tasks nominated in this appendix; and/or
(bb) fields of work against which an
employee is accredited.
(7) Rates of Pay
Employees shall be paid the following rates of
pay in accordance with the level to which they are
classified.
(a) Wage Rates
Level
Percentage
Rate $
Relativity
to Level 4
New
Entrant
78
335.10
1
82
352.30
2
87
375.50
3
92
397.00
4
100
429.60
5
105
451.10
6
110
472.60
7
115
494.00
8
120
515.50
9
125
537.00
(b) (i) In addition to the rates contained in
paragraph (a) of this subclause, employees designated in classification levels to
7 inclusive shall receive an all purpose
industry allowance of $10.30.
(ii) This allowance shall be paid in two
instalments as follows:
(aa) $5.20 of the allowance shall be
paid after the first twelve months
of government service; and
(bb) the remaining $5.10 shall be paid
on 24 months of government service.
(8) Training
The parties to this award recognise that in order
to increase productivity and efficiency a greater
commitment to training and skill development is
required.
(a) The parties to this award recognise that in
order to increase the efficiency and productivity of the public sector and to ensure
mobility within the industp' generally, a
greater commitment to training and skill
development is required. Accordingly, the
parties commit themselves to:
(i) Developing a more highly skilled and
flexible workforce.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(ii) Providing employees with career opportunities through appropriate training to
acquire additional skills.
(iii) Removing barriers to the utilisation of
skills acquired.
Following proper consultation in accordance
with subclause (3) hereof or through the
establishment of a training committee, the
employer shall develop a training programme
consistent with:
(i) The current and future skill needs of the
enterprise.
(ii) The size, structure and nature of the
operations of the enterprise.
(iii) The need to develop vocational skills
relevant to the enterprise and the building and construction industry through
courses conducted by accredited educational institutions and providers.
Where it is agreed that a training committee
be established, such training committee shall
be constituted by equal numbers of employer
and employee representatives and have a
charter which clearly states its role and
responsibilities. For example:
(i) Formulation of a training programme
and availability of training courses and
career opportunities to employees.
(ii) Dissemination of information on the
training programme and availability of
training courses and career opportunities to employees.
(iii) Recommendation of individual employees for training and reclassification.
(iv) Monitoring and advising management
and employees regarding the ongoing
effectiveness of the training.
(i) Where as a result of consultation in
accordance with subclause (3) hereof or
through a training committee and with
the employee concerned, it is agreed
that additional training in accordance
with the programme developed pursuant
to paragraph (b) hereof should be undertaken by an employee, such training
may be either on or off the job. Provided
that if the training is undertaken during
ordinary working hours, the employee
concerned shall not suffer any loss of
pay. The employer shall not unreasonably withhold such paid training leave.
(ii) Any costs associated with enrolment
and the purchase of prescribed text
books, excluding those which are available in the employer's technical library,
incurred in connection with the undertaking of training shall be reimbursed by
the employer upon production of evidence of such expenditure. Provided
that reimbursement shall be on an
annual basis, subject to the presentation
of reports of satisfactory progress.
(iii) Travel costs incurred by an employee
undertaking training in accordance with
this subclause, which exceed those
normally incurred in travelling to and
from work, shall be reimbursed by the
employer.
All issues of paid training leave, including
quantum and training consultative committees, shall be reviewed between the parties
after twelve months' operation. The unions
reserve the right to press for the mandatory
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prescription of a minimum number of training hours per annum, without loss of pay, for
an employee undertaking training to meet the
needs of an individual enterprise and the
building industry.
(9) Classification Stracture
(a) General
(i) Existing employees who are to be
transferred into the new classification
structure shall do so in accordance with
the terms of subclause (4) hereof.
(ii) Each classification level builds upon the
previous level so that the value of an
employee to the industry and his/her
employer increases as the employee
progresses through the structure. Skills
are built up in a sequential manner
through job learned skills and structured
training and the new industry training
framework endorsed by the NBCITC
reflects this.
(b) Building and Maintenance Worker—New
Entrant Level
(i) B.M.W.—New entrant is an employee
who has not undertaken any industry
accredited training but who may be
undertaking the industry induction
course approved by the NBCITC covering the following matters:
(aa) Background to the industry.
(bb) General work orientation.
(cc) Employer/Employee responsibilities.
(dd) Workplace health and safety.
(ee) Effective communications.
(ff) Introduction to tools and equipment.
(gg) Manual handling.
(hh) Basic levelling.
(ii) Introduction to plan reading,
(jj) Site organisation.
(ii) An employee at this level performs
proceduralised tasks under direct supervision in a safe manner and in cooperation with other employees to the
level of his/her training.
(iii) Subject to the employee having the
appropriate training, the following are
indicative tasks which the employee at
this level may perform:
(aa) Waste management.
(bb) Performing basic construction duties.
(cc) Exercising some judgement.
(dd) On a daily basis, learning skills at
the workface under appropriate
supervision.
(ee) Manually transporting materials.
(ff) Directly assisting more experienced employees.
(c) Building and Maintenance Worker—Level 1
B.M.W. Level 1 is an employee who has
successfully completed an accredited induction course of one module and has three
months' continuous service in the industry.
An employee who has met this requirement
will qualify for a Construction Industry Skills
Certificate Level 1.
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An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Workers under routine supervision either autonomously or in a team environment.
(ii) Has an established work orientation.
(iii) Is responsible for the quality of his/her
own work subject to supervision.
(iv) Works in a safe manner being aware of
the effects his/her work may have on
others regarding occupational health
and safety.
(v) Solves rudimentary problems within
his/her area of work.
(vi) Assists more experienced workers in a
number of functions.
(vii) Has a basic understanding of the construction process.
(viii) Interacts harmoniously with employees
of other companies on site.
(ix) Anticipates and adapts to a constantly
changing work environment.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training, the following are indicative of
the tasks which the employee at this level
may perform:
(aa) General construction work including
jackhammering.
(bb) Concrete cutting, pouring concrete, carrying materials.
(cc) Operating a dump cart.
(dd) Assisting a trades person.
(ee) Stripping concrete form work.
(ff) Using small power tools.
(d) Construction Building and Maintenance
Worker Level 2
An employee at this level will be engaged
in one of the three streams as defined:
• structures
• fitout and finish
• services.
An employee to be classified at this level
will have fulfilled one of the criteria outlined
in level 1 as well as having successfully
completed either of the following which
leads to the employee obtaining a Construction Industry Skills Certificate Level 2.
Will have successfully completed a structured training programme in an accredited
advanced stream skills course (consisting of
six modules) which will include stream
specialisation established in accordance with
standards set by the NBCITC;
or
Will have gained equivalent skills and
successfully completed a competency test
approved by the NBCITC covering the same
material included in the course referred to
above and have a minimum of fifteen
months' service in the industry.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills
indicated below:
(i) Is responsible for the quality of his/her
own work.
(ii) Is a competent operative who works
individually or as part of a team.
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(iii) Understands and applies occupational
health and safety requirements so as not
to injure themselves or create hazards
for other workers.
(iv) Exercises discretion within his/her level
of skill and training.
(v) Works from detailed instructions and
procedures in written, spoken or diagrammatic form.
(vi) Applies a range of general construction
skills.
(vii) Has a general understanding of the
construction process in his/her stream.
(viii) Can use equipment and machinery to
his/her level of training.
(ix) Operates under general supervision.
(x) Able to identify basic faults in materials
and equipment.
(xi) Is able to interact harmoniously with
employees of other companies on site.
(xii) Is able to anticipate and adapt to a
constantly changing work environment.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required, the following
are indicative tasks which the employee at
this level may perform:
(aa) Scaffolding.
(bb) Steelfixing.
(cc) Concrete placing.
(dd) Hoist Driving.
(ee) Concrete batch planting operating.
(ff) Spotting for earth machines.
(gg) Storeperson duties.
(hh) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(e) Building and Maintenance Worker—Level 3
An employee at this level will be engaged
in one of the three streams as defined:
• structures
• fitout and finish
• services.
An employee to be classified at this level
will have fulfilled one of the criteria outlined
in level 1 and one of the criteria outlined in
level 2 as well as having successfully
completed either of the following which
leads to the employee obtaining a Construction Industry Skills Certificate Level 3.
Will have undertaken a structured training
programme in an accredited advanced stream
skills course (consisting of eight modules)
which will include areas of specialisation
which are established in accordance with
standards set by the NBCITC;
or
Will have gained equivalent skills and
successfully completed a competency test
approved by the NBCITC covering the same
material included in the course referred to
above and have a completed 27 months'
experience in the industry.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Works from complex instructions and
procedures.
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(ii) Applies quality control techniques to
his/her own work.
(iii) Assists with the provision of on-the-job
training to a limited degree.
(iv) Has a detailed knowledge of the construction process in his/her stream and
a basic level of understanding of processes in other streams.
(v) Measures accurately for his/her areas of
operation.
(vi) Utilises appropriate work techniques
and operates machinery and equipment
required at this level.
(vii) Has the capacity for self directed application and can plan a range of consecutive functions.
(viii) Exercises significant discretion in his/
her work area.
(ix) Assists to co-ordinate work in a team
environment or works individually
under routine supervision.
(x) Implements basic fault finding skills
and is able to solve problems at his/her
level of operation.
(xi) Can operate in a range of intermediate
specialist skills and/or work across a
broader range of functions in an entire
steam or streams.
(xii) Interacts harmoniously with employees
of other companies on site.
(xiii) Anticipates and plans for constant
changes to the work environment.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required, the following
are indicative tasks which the employee at
this level may perform:
(aa) Bitumen spraying.
(bb) Concrete finishing by use of powered
equipment.
(cc) Operating trench digging equipment.
(dd) Operating air compressors.
(ee) Using winches.
(ff) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(f) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 4
(100%)
An employee at this level will be employed in one of the three streams as defined:
• structures
» fitout and finish
• services.
An employee to be classified at this level
will have fulfilled one of the criteria outlined
in level 1, one of the criteria outlined in level
2 and one of the criteria outlined in level 3
as well as having successfully completed the
following, leading to the employee obtaining
a Construction Industry Skills Certificate
Level 4.
Will have successfully completed a structured training programme in a group of nine
modules of specialisation of which six must
be related to the stream for which the
employee is engaged. The modules will be to
standards established and endorsed by the
NBCITC;
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Will have a recognised trade certificate, or
its equivalent;
Will have gained equivalent skills and
completed a competency test approved by the
NBCITC covering the same material in the
course referred to above including the appropriate areas of specialisation.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises good interpersonal and communication skills.
(ii) Exercises discretion within his/her level
of training.
(iii) Operates under routine supervision either individually or in a team environment.
(iv) Is capable of detailed measurement
techniques.
(v) Applies quality control techniques to
his/her own work.
(vi) Reads, interprets and applies plans,
sketches and diagrams.
(vii) Performs tasks safely and identifies
hazards within his/her sphere of work.
(viii) Performs from his/her own initiative
and is able to control his/her own work
schedule.
(ix) Provides informal on-the-job guidance
to other employees to a limited degree.
(x) Has an understanding of the construction process in his/her stream.
(xi) Interacts with and assists employees of
other companies on site.
(xii) Anticipates and plans for constant
changes to the work environment.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required, the following
are indicative tasks which the employee at
this level may perform:
(aa) Activities generally associated with
tasks carried out by an employee who
has completed an apprenticeship or
accredited trade recognition certificate.
(bb) Specialised materials handling.
(cc) Crushing plant operation.
(dd) Paving.
(ee) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(g) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 5
(105%)
An employee at this level will be employed in one of the three streams as defined:
• structures
• fitout and finish
• services.
An employee to be classified at this level
will have completed an additional three
modules of specialisation within the stream
for which he/she has been employed or have
gained equivalent skills and completed a
competency test approved by the NBCITC.
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An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this classification.
(ii) Exercises discretion within the level of
his/her training.
(iii) Performs discretion tasks within the
level of his/her training.
(iv) Works under general supervision either
individually or in a team environment.
(v) Provides guidance, assistance and onthe-job training as part of a work team.
(vi) Has a sound understanding of the
construction process involved in his/her
stream
(vii) Has a knowledge of occupational health
and safety requirements appropriate to
his/her level of training.
(viii) Reads, interprets and applies information from plans.
Subject to the employees having the
appropriate training where required, the
following are indicative tasks which the
employee at this level may perform:
(aa) Duties normally associated with the
functions of the special class tradesmen.
(bb) Letter cutting.
(cc) Operates large drilling machines.
(dd) Operates complex plant.
(ee) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(h) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 6
(110%)
An employee at this level will be employed in one of the three streams as defined:
• structures
• fitout and finish
• services.
An employee to be classified at this level
will have completed an additional three
modules of specialisation within the stream
for which he/she has been employed or have
gained equivalent skills and completed a
competency test approved by the NBCITC.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this classification.
(ii) Exercises discretion within the level of
his/her training.
(iii) Provides guidance as part of a work
team.
(iv) Assists in the provision of structured
training in conjunction with supervisors
and trainers.
(v) Understands and implements quality
control techniques.
(vi) Works under limited supervision either
individually or in a team environment.
(vii) Reads, interprets and applies information from plans.
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(viii) Solves technical problems within his/
her sphere of work.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required the following
are indicative tasks which the employee at
this level may perform.
(aa) Supervises maintenance of equipment,
(bb) Identifies and prepares information relating to variations.
(cc) Carving.
(dd) Operates large and complex plant,
(ee) Schedule and plan work activity,
(ff) Has detailed knowledge of Australian
Standards applying to his/her sphere of
work.
(gg) Recognises hazards associated with his/
her sphere of work.
(hh) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(i) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 7
(115%)
An employee to be classified at this level
will have completed an additional three
modules of specialisation within the stream
for which he/she has been employed or have
gained equivalent skills and completed a
competency test approved by the NBCITC.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this classification.
(ii) Provides guidance as part of a work
team.
(iii) Understands and is able to implement
quality control techniques.
(iv) Works under limited supervision either
individually or in a team environment.
(v) Assists in the planning and/or guiding
of the work, quality and safety of others.
(vi) Researches, evaluates and implements
solutions to problems within his/her
own sphere of work.
(vii) Reads, interprets and applies information from plans.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required the following
are indicative tasks which the employee may
perform:
(aa) Prepares and delivers instructions to
team members.
(bb) Plans and schedules work.
(cc) Orders equipment within defined requisition limits.
(dd) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(j) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 8
(120%)
An employee to be classified at this level
will have completed an additional 1.5 modules of specialisation within the stream for
which he/she has been employed or have
gained equivalent skills and completed a
competency test approved by the NBCITC.
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An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this classification.
(ii) Exercises discretion within his/her level
of training.
(iii) Provides guidance as part of a work
team.
(iv) Understands and implements quality
control techniques.
(v) Works under limited supervision either
individually or in a team environment.
(vi) Reads, interprets and applies information from plans.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required the following
are indicative tasks which the employee may
perform:
(aa) Diagnoses and solves technical or organisational problems.
(bb) Researches, prepares and presents complex reports.
(cc) Participates in the development of quality control and occupational health and
safety programmes.
(dd) Participates in the implementation of
relevant training.
(ee) Possesses effective written and verbal
communication skills of a level sufficient to communicate detailed information and produce reports.
(ff) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(k) Building and Maintenance Worker Level 9
(125%)
An employee to be classified at this level
will have completed an additional 1.5 modules of specialisation within the stream for
which he/she has been employed or have
gained equivalent skills and completed a
competency test approved by the NBCITC.
An employee at this level is engaged to
exercise the depth and scope of skills, to the
level of his/her training indicated below:
(i) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this classification.
(ii) Provides guidance and assistance as part
of a work team.
(iii) Prepares reports of a technical nature on
specific work issues.
(iv) Implements quality control techniques
to a higher level than BMW8.
(v) Reads, interprets and applies information from plans.
Subject to the employee having the appropriate training where required the following
are indicative tasks which the employee may
perform:
(aa) Exercises skills attained through the
completion of nationally accredited
training prescribed for this level.
(bb) Uses information from plans to diagnose and solve problems related to
his/her sphere of work.
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(cc) Identifies any deviations from plans and
sketches.
(dd) Identifies and documents variations to
original plans to the extent required to
make cost comparisons.
(ee) Schedules and plans work for a team
and provides brief reports on the progress and quality of work.
(ff) Assists in designing training programmes for implementation.
(gg) Applies high level quality control techniques.
(hh) Possesses high level interpersonal and
communication skills.
(ii) Additional duties which the employee
will be skilled to carry out as a result of
undergoing broadly based structured
training or acquiring on-the-job skills.
(10) Definitions
(a) "NBCITC" means the National Building
and Construction Industry Training Council.
The NBCITC shall be the recognised
authority (for the purposes of this appendix)
responsible for developing competency standards for consideration and endorsement by
the National Training Board and the provision of advice and assistance to State and
Tbrritory training authorities in respect of
matters relating to training in the industry
and callings covered by this award, including
but not limited to:
• competency standards
• curriculum development
• training courses
• articulation and accreditation requirements both on and off the job
• on-the-job training guidelines
• assessment and certification arrangements.
In relation to the development of standards
for this award the NBCITC may consult with
other bodies or committees of a like nature
to ensure that consistent standards are maintained across industries. The NBCITC shall
designate those fields of work that constitute
the streams contained herein.
(b) "Streams" or "Skill Streams" means a
broad grouping of skills related to a particular
phase or aspect of production.
(c) "Fields of Work" means a defined grouping
of logically related skills based on an
efficient organisation of work. The principle
purpose of fields of work is to facilitate the
development of training modules specifically
tailored to encourage full practical utilisation
of skills.
(d) "Structures Stream" includes all fields of
work principally concerned with the erection
of new structures of buildings (including
demolition and pre-construction) up until,
but not including, the fitout and finishing
stage of construction and does not extend
beyond the scope of this award.
(e) "Fitout/Finishing Stream" includes all
fields of work principally concerned with
fitout and finishing activities relating to
newly constructed or existing buildings or
structures, and does not extend beyond the
scope of this award.
(f) "Services Stream" includes all related skills
involved in the provision of services to newly
constructed or existing buildings or struc-

tures, and does not extend beyond the scope
of this award.
(g) "Industry Accredited Course" or "Nationally Accredited Course" is a course which
has been constructed to reflect a group of
standards which the NBCITC has endorsed
as being appropriate combinations of skills
to be available to the industry.
(h) "Module". One module equates to 40
nominal training hours.
(i) "Supervision". This application recognises
a hierarchy of levels of supervision which are
as follows:
(i) "Direct Supervision" applies to a person who:
(aa) receives detailed instructions on
the tasks to be performed and is
subject to progress checks as to
those tasks; and
(bb) has his/her tasks reviewed on completion.
(ii) "Routine Supervision" applies to a
person who:
(aa) receives instructions on the task to
be performed as to unusual or
difficult features of those tasks; or
when new procedures are involved
receives instructions as to the
method of approach; and
(bb) is normally subject to progress
checks, however such checks are
usually confined to unusual or
difficult aspects of the tasks assigned; and
(cc) has his/her assigned tasks reviewed
on completion; and
(dd) has the technical knowledge to
enable him/her to perform his/her
task usually without specific instructions.
(iii) "General Supervision" applies to a
person who:
(aa) receives general instructions, usually covering only the broader
technical aspects of the work; and
(bb) may be subject to progress checks
but such checks are usually confined to ensuring that, in broad
terms, satisfactory progress is
being made; and
(cc) has his/her assignments reviewed
on completion; and
(dd) although technically competent
and well experienced there may be
occasions on which the person will
receive more detailed instructions.
(iv) "Limited Supervision" applies to a
person who:
(aa) receives only limited instructions
normally confined to a clear statement of objectives; and
(bb) has his/her work usually measured
in terms of the achievement of
stated objectives; and
(cc) is fully competent and very experienced in a technical sense and
requires little guidance in the performance of work.

CHILD CARE (LADY GOWRIE CHILD CENTRE)
No. A 3 of 1984.
WESTERN AUSTRALIANINDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers' Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian (Formerly The Federated Miscellaneous
Workers' Union, of Australia, Western Australian Branch)
and
Lady Cowrie Child Centre (WA) Inc.
No. 1528 A and C of 1990.
Child Care (Lady Gowrie Child Centre) Award
No. A 3 of 1984.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
16 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: This application seeks to implement in the Child Care (Lady Gowrie Child Centre) Award,
No. A 3 of 1984 adjustments to salary rates that have flowed
to awards in the child care industry generally under the
Minimum Rates Adjustment exercise pursuant to the State
Wage Decision of June 1992. ([1992] 72 WAIG 191) (73
WAIG 101 and 73 WAIG 1807). However, there are several
features of classifications under this award which are
different from the general structure of other child care
awards. To appreciate these it is important to recognise four
major programmes undertaken at the Lady Gowrie Child
Centre. The Centre is licenced to operate a child care facility
for seventy (70) children. In addition to this it maintains a
Neighbourhood Centre providing activities and family
support within the Karawara area with playgroups, language
classes and attendances by community health nurses. A pilot
scheme is being developed to provide emergency care for
sick children of working parents to operate within the scope
of the Family Day Care Scheme. In addition to these
services the Lady Gowrie Child Centre maintains a
Resource and Development Support Section which designs
and conducts training programmes at the Lady Gowrie
Centre and other child care facilities throughout the State.
The particular requirements arising from the scope of
these activities are reflected in the need for three and four
year qualified personal to provide early childhood education
and training at the Centre and for experienced unqualified
child care givers to undertake additional responsibilities in
designing and implementing children's programmes. Classification relativities for Early Childhood Educators have
been taken from those established for Pre School Teachers
within the industry ([1993] 73 WAIG 1807 at 1809).
Relativities for the fifth and sixth steps within the Child Care
Giver (Unqualified) structure have by agreement, been
aligned with 80.5 per cent and 82.6 per cent respectively of
the Key Minimum Classification point of Qualified Child
Care Giver ([1993] 73 WAIG 1807 at 1808).
The implementation of the Minimum Rates Adjustment
in the child care industry has been the subject of Special
Case consideration (op cit). The same procedure was
followed in this application to facilitate payments in
accordance with the schedule agreed to by the parties in lieu
of separate applications for each instalment. In the course
of previous proceedings in this industry I noted the
requirements of budget preparation well in advance of the
calendar year in which child care fees were to be struck and
the level of assistance that would be forthcoming by way of
fee relief and government funding. There I stated:
"The circumstances of this industry are quite
unique. The requirements to attract Commonwealth
financial assistance, the level of child care fees to be
charged by centres and the extent to which families can
anticipate the level of financial commitment necessary
to maintain access to child care services are to a
significant extent dependent upon child care centres
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being able to identify their wage costs well in
advanced. I am satisfied that families may face
hardship if budgetary considerations cannot take these
costs into account to the fullest extent possible. I am
persuaded as a matter of public interest that the
proposal put forward by the parties should be accepted.
The schedules which reflect the programme for
phasing-in the Minimum Rates Adjustments will be
included in the awards."
The position is no different at the Lady Cowrie Child
Centre. The payments under the Minimum Rates Adjustment set out in the schedule to the award amendments are
to be implemented pursuant to Special Case recognition.
The transcript of these proceedings record matters which
along with those still to be addressed in the Child Care
industry generally, remain outstanding. In summary these
concern the fmalisation of relativities for the classification
of Assistant Co-ordinator, the appropriate classification
structure for administrative support staff, the rate/allowance
for the Programme Co-ordinator (Brownlie Tbwers), finalisation of the Co-ordinator classification and junior rates.
The following schedule gives effect to the Minimum
Rates Adjustment exercise and the recognition that has been
given to the particular requirements of the industry for
implementation.
Appearances: Ms S. Mayman appeared on behalf of the
Applicant Union.
Ms B. O'Byrne and with her Ms M. Psaltis-Saratsis
appeared on behalf of the Respondents.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers' Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian (Formerly The Federated Miscellaneous
Workers' Union of Australia, W.A. Branch)
and
Lady Cowrie Child Centre (WA) Inc.
No. 1528 of 1990.
Child Care (Lady Cowrie Child Centre) Award.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Mayman with Ms R. Ho on behalf
of the Applicant and Ms B. O'Byrne and Ms Psaltis-Saratsis
on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Child Care (Lady Cowrie Child Centre)
Award be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on
or after the 10th day of May, 1993.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement:
(a) Delete 2k. State Wage Principles—June 1991
from this clause.
(b) Immediately following Clause 23.—Wages of this
clause insert the following:
23A Process of Transition for Co-ordinator
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(c) Immediately following Clause 25.—Award Modernisation and Enterprise Consultation insert the
following:
26. Classification Definition and Skill Descriptors
27. Liberty to Apply
2. Clause 2k.—State Wage Principles—June 1991:
Delete this clause.
3. Clause 23.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof:
23.—Wages.
The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to
persons employed pursuant to this award shall be:
Column Column Column Column
A
B
C
D
$
$
$
$
(Per
(Per
(Per
(Per
Week) Week) Week) Week)
(1) (a) Child Care Support
364.60 364.60 364.60 364.60
Employee—-Grade
One—Cleaner
Child Care Support
364.60 371.30 371.30 371.30
Employee—Grade
One—Kitchen Hand
Child Care Support Step I
364.50 375.50 375.50 375.50
Employee—Grade Step H
364.50 375.50 383.80 383.80
Two
Child Care/Trades
386.% 396.90 406.90 417.20
Employee
410.20 417.20 417.20 417.20
Child Care
Step I
364% 364.60 364.60 364.60
Giver
Step If
374.00 374.00 374.00 374.00
Step 111
375.40 383.50 383.50 383.50
Step IV
377.70 385.30 393.00 393.00
Step V
403.00 403.00 403.00 403.10
Step VI
414.00 414.00 414.00 414.00
Qualified Child
Step IA
415.00 427.50 440.00 440.00
Care Giver
Step IB
434% 446.20 458% 458.00
Step II
453.50 463.00 472.40 472.40
Step III
471% 479.30 486.60 486.60
Step IV
481.70 491.40 501.10 501.10
Assistant
Step I
435.50
Co-Ordinator
Step II
471.40
Grade Ore
Step HI
486%
Step IV
511.10
Step V
519.70
Assistant
Step I
438%
Co-Ordinator
Step II
473.75
Grade Two
Step HI
4%%
Step IV
509.10
Step V
521.10
Assistant
Step I
440.50
Co-Ordinator
Step H
478.10
Grade Three
Step HI
492.45
Step IV
507.60
Step V
531.10
(b) The rate payable to persons pursuant to the
relevant classification in subclause (1) Column A of this clause shall be operative from
the beginning of the first pay period on or
after 10th May, 1993.
(c) The rate payable to persons pursuant to the
relevant classification in subclause (1) Column B of this clause shall be operative from
the beginning of the first pay period on or
after 10th November, 1993.
(d) The rate payable to persons pursuant to the
relevant classification in subclause (1) Column C of this clause shall be operative from
the beginning of the first pay period on or
after 10th May, 1994.
(e) The rate payable to persons pursuant to the
relevant classification in subclause (1) Column D of this clause shall be operative from
the beginning of the first pay period on or
after 10th November, 1994.
(2) (a) Except as otherwise provided for in this
subclause and subclause (3) of this clause,
progression from step to step for Child Care
Support Employees Grade One and Two,
Child Care Giver, Qualified Child Care
Giver, Assistant Co-ordinator Grades One,
Two and Three, and Early Childhood Educator will be contingent upon:
(i) 12 months' service at each step; and
(ii) satisfactory performance at each step.
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(b) An employee employed as a Child Care
Giver on completion of an introductory child
care course shall immediately progress by
one additional step beyond that previously
determined in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this subclause. Additional steps shall be
determined in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this subclause.
(c) An employee who has not attained the age of
20 years shall be paid a percentage of the rate
applicable to an adult employee performing
the same work, taking into account the
provisions for progression specified in this
clause and taking into account any relevant
qualifications. The percentages of the adult
rate shall be:
% of adult rate
At or under 16 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
90
Thereafter the adult rate
(d) An employee at Step 1A Qualified Child Care
Giver shall be a 2 year trained person as per
Clause 26.—Classification and Skill Descriptors of this award, with no previous
experience in the industry. At the completion
of 12 months satisfactory performance that
person shall be paid the Step 11 rate.
(e) An employee in their first year of employment shall be paid at Step IB Qualified Child
Care Giver in accordance with Clause 23.—
Wages of this award and shall be:
(i) a person with a 2 year qualification as
per Clause 26.—Classification and Skill
Descriptors of this award, and previous
experience in the industry; or
(ii) a 3 or 4 year qualification as per Clause
26.—Classification and Skill Descriptors of this award, with no previous
experience in the industry.
(0 An employee in their first year of employment as a Qualified Child Care Giver shall
be paid at Step II Qualified Child Care Giver
in accordance with Clause 23.—Wages of
this award and shall be:
(i) a person with a 3 or 4 year qualification;
and
(ii) previous experience in the industry.
(g) A person who is appointed Assistant Coordinator Grades One, Two or Three will be
appointed in accordance with the definition
outlined in Clause 26.—Classification Definitions and Skill Descriptors subclause (5) of
this award, provided that an employer may
appoint an Assistant Co-ordinator, to a higher
grade according to their level of qualification.
(h) Where an employee is appointed to act as the
Co-ordinator of a Centre for more than four
days, that person shall be paid for the whole
of that period as Co-ordinator according to
their level of qualification.
(3) Early Childhood Educators:
The minimum annual rates of salary payable to
Early Childhood Educators engaged in the undermentioned steps shall be:
(a) Salary Level $ (per annum) $ (per week)
Step I
24,600
471.60
Step II
26,138
501.10
Step III
27,573
528.60
Step IV
28,803
552.10
Step V
30,033
575.70
Step VI
31,570
605.20
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Salary Level $ (per annum) $ (per week)
Step VII
33,261
637.60
Step VIII
34,645
664.10
Step IX
35,875
687.70
Step X
37,413
717.20
Step XI
38,950
746.60
(b) Three year trained educator holding a Diploma of Teaching, or equivalent, or an
educator holding a University Degree (other
than a Bachelor of Education):
Enter Step I
Exit Step VII
(c) Early Childhood Educator holding:
(i) University degree and Diploma of Education; or
(ii) University degree and Tbacher's Certificate; or
(iii) Bachelor of Education degree
Enter Step III
Exit Step XI
(d) Early Childhood Educator holding the qualifications outlined in paragraph (c) of this
subclause above plus a second degree or
higher degree such as a graduate diploma or
a degree at honours level:
Enter Step IV
Exit Step XI
(e) A casual Early Childhood Educator shall be
paid the appropriate salary for an Early
Childhood Educator plus a salary loading of
27%.
(0 Early Childhood Educators transferring between employers or changing employment
shall retain their position on the incremental
scale and continue to progress through the
scale by annual increment.
(g) On ceasing employment with an employer
the employee shall be given written notice of
his or her incremental increase date to be
passed on to the next employer.
(h) To transfer Early Childhood Educators from
the rates applying prior to 10 May, 1993 to
the new structure and rates applying after the
beginning of the first pay period on or after
10 May, 1993 the following process shall
occur:
(i) Those weekly rates applicable immediately prior to the beginning of the first
pay period on or after 10 May, 1993 will
be increased to the next highest rate of
pay on the new structure as contained in
subclause (3)(a) of this clause.
(ii) Where the increase resulting from transfer is less than $15.00 per week that
increase will be paid operative from the
beginning of the first pay period on or
after 10 May, 1993.
(iii) Where the increase is between $15.00
per week and $30.00 per week the
amount will be split into two equal
parts, the first increase operative from
the beginning of the 1st pay period on
or after 10 May, 1993 and the second
increase operative from the beginning of
the first pay period on or after 10
November, 1993.
(iv) Where the increase resulting from transfer is in excess of $30.00 per week then
that amount will be split into three equal
increases, the first increase operative
from the beginning of the first pay
period on or after 10 May, 1993, the
second increase operative from the
beginning of the first pay period on or
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after 10 November, 1993 the third
increase operative from the beginning of
the first pay period on or after 10 May,
1994.
(4) Co-ordinator: A Co-ordinator is as defined in
Clause 26.—Classification Definitions and Skill
Descriptors of this award.
(a) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable
to persons employed pursuant to the classification of Co-ordinator shall be as follows:
$ (per week)
Step I
545.50
Step II
573.50
Step III
596.10
Step IV
626.60
Step V
658.00
Step VI
685.50
Step VII
700.30
Step VIII
738.60
Step IX
767.00
(b) To transfer a Co-ordinator from those rates
and the structure applying prior to the
beginning of the first pay period on or after
10 May, 1993 to the new rates and structure,
a transition period shall operate in accordance with Clause 23A.—Process of Transition for Co-ordinators of this award until the
target rate is reached in respect of the
relevant step on the classification structure.
(c) A Co-ordinator will be graded in accordance
with paragraphs (d) to (h) (inclusive) of this
subclause.
Co-ordinator is as defined in Clause
26.—Classification Definition and Skill Descriptors of this award:
(d) Within the grade of Co-ordinator the following categories of progression shall apply:
(i) Co-ordinator Grade One is as defined in
Clause 26 of this award:
— a Co-ordinator with two year or
three year training, (as defined in
paragraph (f) of this subclause):
Enter Step I
Exit Step IV
— a Co-ordinator with four year training, (as defined in paragraph (f) of
this subclause):
Enter Step III
Exit Step VI
(ii) Co-ordinator Grade Two is as defined in
Clause 26 of this award:
— a Co-ordinator with two year or
three year training, (as defined in
paragraph (f) of this subclause):
Enter Step III
Exit Step VI
— a Co-ordinator with four year training (as defined in paragraph (f) of
this subclause):
Enter Step V
Exit Step VIII
(iii) Co-ordinator Grade Three is as defined
in Clause 26 of this award:
— a Co-ordinator with two year or
three year training, (as defined in
paragraph (f) of this subclause):
Enter Step V
Exit Step VIII
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— a Co-ordinator Director with four
year training (as defined in paragraph (!) of this subclause):
Enter Step VII
Exit Step IX
(e) In addition to the grading, level of training
and experience relevant to determining the
appropriate rate of pay for a Co-ordinator an
employer may advance a Co-ordinator beyond the steps/increments provided for, taking into account such factors as:
(i) number of sites supervised, size of
centre(s) including number of places
centre(s) licensed to cover and/or total
number of children taken into care;
and/or
(ii) hours of operation of the centre; and/or
(iii) other factors relevant to the exercise of
increased skills and responsibilities by
the Co-ordinator.
(f) "Two year, three year and four year trained"
refers to a tertiary or post secondary qualification which is relevant to the position of
Co-ordinator. Where there is a dispute as to
whether a qualification is relevant to the
position of Co-ordinator it shall be determined by the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(g) A Co-ordinator and the Committee or other
managing body of the Centre shall be at
liberty to negotiate and set a higher salary
bearing in mind the duties and responsibilities of the Co-ordinator. Any agreement to
select a higher rate shall be reduced to
writing and shall entitle that Co-ordinator
whilst employed at the Centre to the agreed
salary level as if this award had expressly
provided such an entitlement. Any such
agreement may be rescinded only by mutual
consent.
(h) Nothing in this provision shall be deemed to
prevent the negotiation of salary for an
Administrator/Co-ordinator above the minimum standards prescribed in this award.
(i) Except as provided hereunder, in paragraphs
(b) and (d) of this subclause progression from
step to step for Co-ordinator will be contingent upon:
(i) 12 months' service at each step; and
(ii) satisfactory performance at each step.
(5) On ceasing employment with an employer, the
employee shall be given a written statement of the
current Level and Step if appropriate and the date
of commencement at that Level and Step to be
passed on to the next employer.
(6) It is a condition that no employee shall suffer a
reduction in wages by reasons of the coming into
operation of any order of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission in the implementation of the minimum rates adjustments.
4. Clause 23.—Wages. Immediately following this clause
insert a new clause as follows:
23A.—Process of Transition for Co-ordinator.
(1) Transfer of Co-ordinator from the rates applying
immediately prior to 10 May, 1993 to the new
structure shall comprise of a transfer from that rate
applying prior to 10 May, 1993 to the rate
appropriate to the training and years of experience
of the employee set out in Clause 23.—Wages of
this award.
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(2) The objective of this transition/implementation
period is:
(a) to enable all parties to the award to familiarise themselves with the new Co-ordinator
classification and definition structure;
(b) for the centre to apply the new Co-ordinator
classification and definition structure set out
in subclause (4) of Clause 23.—Wages of
this award.
(3) The process of transition for the Co-ordinator onto
the new structure is as follows:
(a) as soon as is practicable following the
beginning of the first pay period on or after
10 May, 1993 the employer shall determine
in consultation with the Co-ordinator:
(i) the training relevant to subclause (4) of
Clause 23.—Wages of this award;
(ii) the number of years experience the
Co-ordinator has had, relevant to determining a target rate on the new structure; and
(iii) other factors considered relevant to the
rate of pay for a Co-ordinator in
accordance with subclause (4) of Clause
23.—Wages of this award.
(b) From the determination made under paragraph (a) of this subclause the employer shall
determine, in consultation with the Coordinator:
(i) the target rate of wage on the new
structure relevant to the Co-ordinator's
skill, responsibility and training;
(ii) where the target rate of wage is in
excess of the rate applying immediately
after the beginning of the first pay
period on or after 10 May, 1993 a
schedule of implementation rates to
reach the target rate shall be developed.
(c) The schedule of implementation rates referred to in paragraph (b)(ii) shall include:
(i) prospective consideration of service
undertaken within the implementation
period;
(ii) increase in rate of pay that are in
addition to paragraphs (i) and (ii) herein.
(4) Where a Co-ordinator considers the determination
by his/her employer, made in accordance with
paragraphs (3)(a) and (b) of this clause requires
review, that matter may be referred to an Industry
Panel of Review made up of industry representatives in accordance with subclauses (5) and (6) of
this clause.
(5) The structure and procedure for the Industry Panel
of Review shall be determined in consultation
between employer representatives and the union
as soon as practicable after 10th May, 1993 and
advised to all centres respondent to the award.
(6) Where the Panel of Review is unable to resolve
the question in dispute the matter may be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for consideration.
5. Clause 25.—Award Modernisation and Enterprise
Consultation: Following this clause insert new clauses as
follows:
26.—Classification Definitions and Skill Descriptors.
(1) Child Care Support Employee
(a) Grade One
Definition: An untrained ancillary employee employed to clean or work as a
kitchen hand.
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Skill Descriptors: Such an employee is:
— Responsible for the quality of the
employees own work subject to direct
supervision;
— Works under direct supervision either
individually or in a team environment;
— Exercises discretion within the level of
the employee's skills in the performance of tasks.
(b) Grade Two
Definition: An untrained ancillary employee who is employed to undertake cooking or gardening duties.
Skill Descriptors: Such an employee:
— Works under routine supervision either
individually or in a team environment;
— Is responsible for assuring the quality of
the employee's own work subject to
routine supervision;
— Is required to exercise discretion during
the course of their own work.
(2) Child Care Trades/Employee
Shall mean a cook or gardener who has
completed an apprenticeship in either trade.
(3) Child Care Giver
(a) Definition: An employee at this level shall be
a child care giver working under routine
supervision, engaged to assist in the supervision and care of children and generally to
assist in the functioning of the centre.
(b) Step I
* An employee with no prior industry
experience.
* Is able to perform routine duties requiring the exercise of knowledge and skills
at a primary level.
Responsibilities of an employee at this
step may include the following:
— Maintain a clean, hygienic environment;
— Maintain and attend to personal hygiene
of children;
— Maintain and attend to own personal
hygiene;
— Attend to nutritional needs of children;
— Respond to child's apparent ill-health;
— Respond to accident, emergency or
threat;
— Implement routines which enhance well
being;
— Interact positively and appropriately
with children;
— Participate in the planning and preparation of programmes;
— Assist to prepare an environment based
on programme requirements;
— Assist in the implementation of programmes;
— Contribute to team approach;
— Seek to further professional development;
— Liaise effectively with parents;
— Uphold the Centre's philosophy;
— Participate in appropriate administrative
processes;
— Contribute to maintenance and care of
buildings and equipment;
— Implement Centre policies and procedures.
(c) Step II
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work above and
beyond the level of skill of an employee
at Step I.
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(d) Step III
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work above and
beyond the level of skill of an employee
at Step II.
(e) Step IV
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to work over and above the
level of skill of an employee at Step III.
Additional duties may include the following:
— Assisting in the facilitation of
programmes suited to the needs of
individual children and groups;
— Provide input to trained staff by
observations of individual children
and groups;
— Work under direction with individual children with special needs.
(f) Step V
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to work over and above the
level of skill of an employee at Step IV.
In addition to the responsibilities at
Step IV responsibilities may also include:
— Work under reduced supervision
either individually or in a team
environment.
— Be able to demonstrate and interpret the implementation of children's programmes and appropriate work practices.
— Assist and guide students through
their practical placements. This
includes students in the Early
Childhood Teaching, CHildren's
Services and Registered Nursing
professions.
— Maintain an awareness of current
research and informaton.
— lb provide support to families.
— To promote parent participation in
the Centre.
— To participate in research and
evaluation projects as required.
— To administer medication to children in accordance with Centre
policy.
(g) Step VI
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work over and
above the level of skill of an employee
at Step V.
(4) Qualified Child Care Giver
(a) Definition: An employee at this level shall be
an employee who holds the qualification of
Associate Diploma Social Science (Child
Care) or an approved equivalent qualification
which is recognised and approved by the
Child Care Services Board authorising the
employee to be in charge of children 0-6
years and who are so appointed. It shall also
include persons employed as supplementary
service grants (SUPS) employees and persons who do not hold approved qualifications
but who have obtained an exemption from
the Child Care Services Board to work at this
level and who are so appointed.
(b) Two year trained person (as referred to in
Clause 23.—Wages of this award) is a person
who holds an Associate Diploma Social
Science (Child Care) or an approved equiva-
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lent qualification which is recognised and
approved by the Child Care Services Board.
Three or four year trained person (as
referred to in Clause 23.—Wages of this
award) is a person who holds a Diploma of
Teaching (Early Childhood); or
— a University Degree and a Diploma of
Education; or
— a Bachelor of Education Degree; or
— a University Degree majoring in child
psychology; or
— an approved equivalent qualification
recognised and approved by the Child
Care Services Board.
(c) Step IA and IB
* Responsibilities of an employee at this
step may include the following:
— Ensure the Centre or Service's
policies are adhered to;
— Ensure the maintenance of a safe
working environment;
— Liaise with parents in consultation
with the Co-ordinator,
— Display various methods and techniques of child management;
— Direct other staff members as required;
— Participate in a team approach to
the delivery of care;
— Possess observational skills in excess of a Child Care Giver;
— In consultation with the Co-ordinator and Senior Staff develop, implement and monitor a developmental programme;
— Develop, implement and maintain
daily routines;
— Work under direction with individual children with special needs.
(d) Step II
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work above and
beyond the level of skill of an employee
at Step I.
* In addition to the responsibilities of an
employee at Step I, responsibilities may
also include the following:
— Provide advice to Child Care Givers on reasons for the developmental programme;
— Guide untrained staff in methods
and techniques of child management;
— In conjunction with the Co-ordinator and Senior Staff, review developmental programmes;
— Assist the Co-ordinator with the
assessment of students on placement;
— Where appointed work as the person in charge of a group of children
in the age range 0-6 years;
— Possess observational skills in excess of an experienced Child Care
Giver and the ability to programme
for a child's development based on
these observations.
(e) Step HI
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work above and
beyond the level of skill of an employee
at Step II.
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* In addition to the responsibilities of
Step II, responsibilities may also include the following:
— Advise the Co-ordinator of
changes perceived as necessary to
developmental programmes;
— Participate in a team approach to
delivery of the programme and
advise untrained child care givers
and junior trained care givers on
reasons for the programme;
— Possess the ability to formulate and
implement a child's special needs
programme.
(0 Step IV
* An employee at this step shall be
competent to perform work above and
beyond the level of an employee at Step
III.
* In addition to the responsibilities at Step
III, responsibilities may also include the
following:
— Liaise with parents;
— Initiate changes to the children's
programmes including special
needs programmes;
— Develop, implement, evaluate and
maintain daily routines independently;
— Provide advice to Co-ordinator on
Centre's needs.
(5) Assistant Co-ordinator
(a) Description: An Assistant Co-ordinator with
qualifications and experience as Qualified
Child Care Giver who assists the Coordinator with the co-ordination of child care
and is appointed as such.
(b) Skill Descriptor: An employee at this level
shall be expected to perform skills above and
beyond those as Qualified Child Care Giver.
That person:
— Performs work under limited supervision either individually or in a team
environment;
— Provides guidance and assistance as part
of a work team;
— Assists in the provision of on-the-job
training to other employees;
— Exercises broad discretion.
(c) An Assistant Co-ordinator shall be appointed:
(i) Assistant Co-ordinator Grade One:
A person responsible for the coordination of programming within the
Centre, or
(ii) Assistant Co-ordinator Garde Two:
A person who, undertakes, in addition
to Grade One responsibilites, administrative and supervisoty functions, or
(iii) Assistant Co-ordinator Grade Three:
A person whose tasks are predominantly non-contact or a person whose
Co-ordinator has responsibilities for
more than one Centre.
(6) Early Childhood Educator
(a) Three year trained educator holding a Diploma of Teaching, or equivalent, or an
educator holding a University Degree (other
than a Bachelor of Education)
(b) Educator holding:
(i) University degree and Diploma of Education; or
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(ii) University degree and Teacher's Certificate; or
(iii) Bachelor of Education degree.
(c) Educator holding the qualifications of a
second degree or higher as outlined in the
award.
(7) Co-ordinator
(a) Definition: A Co-ordinator shall be a person
who meets the minimum requirements for a
Co-ordinator in accordance with the Community Services (Child Care) Regulations 1988
and who undertakes the duties and responsibilities outlined in paragraph (b) of this
subclause.
(b) A person appointed as a Co-ordinator shall
be graded as follows:
(i) Co-ordinator Grade One: a person appointed with overall responsibility for
programming who is not directly responsible for the effective supervision
of the child care service or, is subject to
supervision in the day to day operation
of the centre; or
(ii) Co-ordinator Grade Two: a person who,
in addition to the duties and responsibilities of a Co-ordinator Grade One, may
be required to undertake a basic role in
financial control on a day to day basis
eg. administering fee relief, or
(iii) Co-ordinator Grade Three: a person
who, in addition to the duties and
responsibilities of a Co-ordinator Grade
Two, may be required to, in part or in
whole:
— Prepare annual budgets;
— Provide reports and policy proposals to Committees of Management;
— Exercise discretion within the
budget in operating the service on
a day to day basis.
(c) Responsibilities of a Co-ordinator may include the following:
— Be responsible for the administration
and supervision of the service;
— Ensure that a consistently high quality
of child care is maintained, through the
planning, organisation and implementation of a program that will adequately
meet the intellectual, physical, emotional and social needs of children;
— Supervise and appraise staff;
— Select and train staff as required;
— Develop and promote the aims and
policies of the service, in conjunction
with the service sponsors/management
committees/proprietors;
— Maintain personnel records and be responsible for the application of relevant
industrial awards and legislation;
— Keep accounts and handle clerical matters, as required;
— Assist the service sponsors/proprietor
with financial management, budgeting
and planning, as required;
— Ensure that the service adheres to all
relevant regulation and meets all accountability requirements;
— Provide reports to the management
committee/sponsor/proprietor, as required;
— Provide parents with information relating to the service's operations;
— Ensure that adequate enrolment procedures are established;

— Provide opportunities for staff development;
— Liaise with other associated organisations, agencies and Government departments;
— Co-ordinate and supervise the placement of students within the service.
27.—Liberty to Apply.
Liberty is reserved to the parties to this award to
apply to amend this award in respect of wage
relativities associated with the Children's Programme
Co-ordinator (Brownlie Towers), progression for parttime employees and progression within classifications
of Child Care Support Employees, rates associated with
Assistant Co-ordinator, rates associated with Administrative Support and Resource Development employees,
rates associated with the classification of Co-ordinator
beyond Step IX and rates associated with junior
employees.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES AWARD 1990
No. A19 of 1988.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Pundulmurra College Council
State School Teachers Union
of W.A. (Inc).
No. 1226 of 1993.
Community Colleges Award 1990.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
21 January 1994.
HAVING heard Dr G. Sefton on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Malone on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Community Colleges Award 1990 be varied
in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect on and from the 1st day
of January 1994.
(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S.l
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule C—Parties to Award; Add after the section
titled "Union Parties" the following new title and party:
Employer Party Added
Parker Street
Pundulmurra College Council
South
Hedland
WA 6722

No. 16 of 1967.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Albany Bowling Club and Others.
No. 850 of 1990 (R2).
Golf Link and Bowling Green Workers' Award, 1966
No. 16 of 1967.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
2 February 1994.
HAVING heard Mr T. Kucera on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms M. Armstrong and Mr K. Graham on behalf of the
Respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Golf Link and Bowling Green Workers'
Award 1966 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect on
and from the 13th day of January, 1994.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
IL.S.l
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1.—Title; Delete this clause and insert in lieu
the following:
1.—Title.
This Award shall be known as the "Golf Link and
Bowling Green Employees' Award, 1993" as amended
and consolidated and replaces Award No. 12 of 1961.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu the following:
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
1 A. State Wage Principles
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. Term
5. Hours
6. Meal Period
7. Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours
8. Overtime
9. Contract of Service
10. Casual Employees
11. Part-Time Employees
12. Under Rate Employees
13. Junior Employees
14. Apprentices
15. Absence Through Sickness
16. Annual Leave
17. Holidays
18. Record
19. Representative Interviewing Employees
20. Board of Reference
21. Long Service Leave
22. Higher Duties
23. General Conditions
24. Motor Vehicle Allowance
25. Fares and Travelling Time
26. Payment of Wages
27. Wages
28. Location Allowances
29. Bereavement Leave
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30. Definitions
31. Superannuation
32. Roster
33. Training
34. Award Modernisation/Enterprise Agreements
3. Clause 2A.—State Wage Principles—September 1989:
Delete this clause.
4. Clause 3.—Area and Scope: Delete this clause and
insert in lieu the following:
3.—Area and Scope.
This award shall operate over the whole of the State
of Western Australia and shall apply to employees
eligible for membership in the applicant union and who
are engaged in the formations and maintenance of Golf
Links and Bowling Greens and of all gardens and lawns
in connection therewith; provided that this award shall
not apply to employees employed by Municipalities or
Local Governing Authorities.
5. Clause 5.—Hours: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
the following:
5.—Hours.
(1) (a) Subject to this clause and except as provided
elsewhere in this award, the ordinary hours
of work shall be 76 per fortnight;
(b) The ordinary hours of work shall be exclusive of meal breaks and be so rostered that
an employee shall not be required to commence work on more than 10 days in each
fortnight;
(c) Each ordinary hours work period shall not be
less than four nor more than 10 ordinary
hours, and shall be worked within a spread
of shift not exceeding 12 hours. Provided that
no employee shall be rostered to work less
than three hours consecutively exclusive of
meals breaks.
(2) (a) The employer shall have the right to roster
the ordinary hours of work for each employee
according to the needs of the business, but the
employer shall, in the following circumstances, seek the agreement of each employee:
(i) where the work is to be rostered over
more than seven consecutive work period; or
(ii) where the proposed rostered hours of
work include work periods exceeding
eight ordinary hours work.
(b) Rostered Days Off shall be so arranged that,
in circumstances where an employee's work
roster includes work period where more than
eight ordinary hours are regularly worked,
two of such days shall be consecutive.
6. Clause 6.—Meal Period: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu the following:
6.—Meal Period.
(1) Every employee shall be entitled to a meal break
of not more than one hour after not more than six
hours of work.
Where it is not possible for the employer to
grant a meal break on any day, the said meal break
shall be treated as time worked and the employee
shall be paid at the rate applicable to the employee
at the time such meal break is due, plus fifty
percent of the prescribed ordinary hourly rate
applicable to such employee, until such time as the
employee is released for a meal.
(2) An employee required to work overtime for more
than two hours, without being notified on the
previous day or earlier, that he/she will be so
required to work, shall be supplied with a meal by
the employer or be paid $6.30 in lieu thereof.
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7. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert a
new Clause 7.—Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours as
follows:
7.—Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours.
(1) All time worked during the ordinary hours of work
on Saturdays and Sundays shall be paid for at the
rate of time and a half.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause shall
not apply to any work performed on a holiday and
which the provisions of subclause (2) of Clause
17.—Holidays of this award are applicable.
8. Clause 8.—Contract of Service: Delete this clause and
insert a new Clause 8.—Overtime as follows:
8.—Overtime.
(1) Overtime shall mean all work performed outside
of the rostered ordinary hours of work or outside
the daily spread of shift.
(2) All overtime worked between Monday to Friday,
both inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time
and a half for the first two hours and double time
thereafter. All overtime worked on a Saturday or
Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(3) An employee recalled to work overtime after
leaving the employer's work establishment shall
be paid for at least three hours at the appropriate
rate, and time reasonably spent in getting to and
from work shall be counted as time worked.
(4) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that
employees have at least eight consecutive hours
off duty between successive work periods. An
employee (other than a casual) who works so
much overtime between the termination of one
ordinary hours, work period and the commencement of the next ordinary hours work period that
he/she has not had a least eight consecutive hours
off duty between those times shall, subject to this
paragraph, be released after completion of such
overtime until he/she has had eight consecutive
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working time occurring during such absence. If on
the instructions of the employer, the employee
resumes or continues work without having had
such eight consecutive hours off duty he/she shall
be paid at double tales until he is released frm duty
for such period and he/she shall then be entitled
to be absent until he/she has eight consecutive
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working time occurring during such absence.
(5) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone
but:
(a) When an employee works overtime which
continues beyond midnight on any day, the
time worked after midnight shall be deemed
to be part of the previous day's work for the
purpose of this clause; or
(b) when an employee works overtime continuous with an ordinary hour's work period to
which the provisions of subclause (l)(d) of
Clause 5.—Hours of this award applies, such
overtime work shall be paid for at the
overtime rate appropriate for the day upon
which the overtime work is actually performed.
(6) (a) By agreement between the employer and an
employee, time off during ordinary hours
shall be granted instead of payment of
overtime pursuant to the provisions of this
clause. Such time off shall be calculated in
accordance with subclause (2) of this clause;
(b) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause all
time accrued in accordance with paragraph
(a) of this subclause shall be taken within
eight weeks of it being accrued at a time

agreed between the employer and the employee when the agreement is made;
(c) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in
accordance with paragraph (b) of this subclause it shall, by agreement between the
employer and the employee, be taken in
conjunction with a future period of annual
leave or the employer shall discharge his/her
obligation to provide time off in lieu by
making payment for the accrued time off
when the employee's wages are paid at the
end of the next pay period;
(d) Upon termination of an employee's service
with an employer, the employee shall be paid
for all accrued time off which remains owing
to the employee at the date of termination.
(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in this
award:
(a) An employer may require any employee to
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates
and such employee shall work overtime in
accordance with such requirements;
(b) No organisation, party to this award or
employee or employees covered by this
award, shall in any way, whether directly or
indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any
ban, limitation or restriction upon the working of overtime in accordance with the
requirements of this clause.
9. Clause 9.—Casual Workers: Delete this clause and
insert a new Clause 9.—Contract of Service as follows:
9.—Contract of Service.
(1) Except for casual employees, the contract of
service shall be terminable in accordance with the
following provisions:
(a) In the first and second years of continuous
service—by the giving of one week's notice
on either side or the payment or forfeiture, as
the case may be, of one day's pay;
(b) In the third and succeeding years of continuous service—by the giving of two weeks'
notice on either side or the payment or
forfeiture, as the case may be, of two week's
pay. Provided that an employer and an
employee may agree to reduce the notice
period to no less than one week.
(2) In the case of subclause (l)(a) and (b) of this
clause the notice period shall commence to
operate on and from the date it is given provided
the notice is given prior to the commencement of
the ordinary hours work period on that day.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an
employer may dismiss an employee for misconduct, in which case, the employee shall be paid all
wages due up to the time of dismissal.
(4) An employee may be engaged on a probationary
period of not longer than three months, during
which time it will be possible for either the
employer or employee to terminate the contract of
service with one day's written notice.
(5) (a) The employer is entitled to deduct payment
for any day or part of a day upon which an
employee cannot be usefully employed because of a strike by the union party of this
award, or by any other association or union;
(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this
subclause also apply where the employee
cannot be usefully employed through any
cause which the employer could not reasonably have prevented, but only if and to the
extent that the employer and the union so
agree, or in the event of disagreement, the
Board of Reference so determines;

(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted
from a breakdown of the employee's machinery the Board of Reference, in determining
a dispute under paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall have regard for the duration of
the stoppage and the endeavours made by the
employer to repair the breakdown.
(6) It shall be a term of employment that the employer
may direct an employee to carry out such duties
as are within the limits of the employees skill,
competence and training.
10. Clause 10.—Part-Time Workers: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 10.—Casual Employees as follows:
10.—Casual Employees.
(1) (a) A casual employee is an employee engaged
and paid as such and shall be paid at the rates
prescribed herein for the work upon which
he/she is engaged, with the addition of 20
percent;
(b) Casual employees working on public holidays shall be paid at double time and a half.
(2) The services of a casual employee may be
terminated by one hour's notice, given by either
side, on any day.
(3) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less
than two consecutive hours per time.
(4) A casual employee shall not receive any of the
entitlements prescribed in Clauses 15.—Absence
Through Sickness, 16.—Annual Leave and 29.—
Bereavement Leave of this award.
11. Clause 11.—Under Rate Workers: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 11.—Part-Time Employees as
follows:
11.—Part-Time Employees.
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in
this award employees may be employed on a part-time
basis and the following conditions shall apply:
(1) A part-time employee shall mean an employee
who, subject to the provisions of Clause 5.—
Hours of this award regularly works no less than
20 ordinary hours per fortnight nor less than three
hours per work period.
(2) Part-time employees shall be entitled to payment
for annual leave, holidays, bereavement leave and
sick leave on a pro-rata basis in the same
proportion as the number of ordinary hours
worked per fortnight bears to 76 hours.
(3) A part-time employee may work additional hours
to his/her fortnightly contract of service at
ordinary rates, subject only to the normal provisions applying to a full-time employee, where the
employee has previously indicated a willingness
to work extra hours or where the extra hours were
arranged prior to the completion of the employee's
previous contracted working day. Provided that a
part-time employee shall not be required to work
an extra day/part day over and above his/her
fortnightly contract of service.
12. Clause 11A.—Junior Workers: Delete this clause.
13. Clause 12.—Apprentices: Delete this clause and insert
a new Clause 12.—Under Rate Employees as follows:
12.—Under Rate Employees.
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or
infirmity is unable to earn the minimum wage may
be paid such lesser wage as may from time to time
be agreed upon in writing between the union and
the employer.
(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the
matter may be referred to the Board of Reference
for determination.

(3) After application has been made to the Board and
pending the Board's decision, the employee shall
be entitled to work for and be employed at the
proposed lesser rate.
14. Clause 13.—Absence Through Sickness: Delete this
clause and insert a new Clause 13.—Junior Employees as
follows:
13.—Junior Employees.
(1) Junior Employees shall not be employed in any
occupation to which apprentices may be taken
pursuant to the Industrial Training Act 1975.
(2) The minimum fortnightly rates of wages for work
in ordinary time to be paid to junior employees
shall be as follows:
Percentage of the
appropriate
Adult total rate:
Under 16 years of age
50
At 16 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
Full Adult Rate
15. Clause 14.—Holidays and Annual Leave: Delete this
clause and insert a new Clause 14.—Apprentices as follows:
14.—Apprentices.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause the
Apprenticeship Regulations, 1972, are incorporated in and form part of this award.
(2) Apprentices may be taken to the Green Keeping
Branch of the Horticulture Trade.
(3) Every Agreement of Apprenticeship shall be for
a period of four years unless, with the approval of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, that period is reduced or deemed to have
commenced prior to the date of the agreement.
(4) Where classes are provided by the Tfechnical
Education Division of the Education Department
in the locality in which the apprentice is employed, the hours of attendance at such classes
shall be eight hours per week for the first, second
and third year of the Apprenticeship.
(5) Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one
apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the
fraction being not less than one) journeyman and
shall not be taken in excess of that ratio unless:
(a) The union concerned so agree; or
(b) the Commission so determines.
(6) Apprentices shall be paid in accordance with
subclause (3) of Clause 27.—Wages of this award.
16. Clause 15.—Record: Delete this clause and insert a
new Clause 15.—Absence Through Sickness as follows:
15.—Absence Through Sickness.
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or
remain at his/her place of employment during
the ordinary hours of work by reason of
personal ill health or injury shall be entitled
to payment during such absence in accordance with the following provisions;
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the
rate of 6 1/3 hours pay for each completed
month of service with the employer;
(c) If in the first or successive years of service
with the employer an employee is absent on
the ground of personal ill health or injury for
a period longer than his/her entitlement to
paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at
the end of that year of service, or at the time
the employee's services terminate, if before
the end of that year of service, to the extent
that the employee has become entitled to
further paid sick leave during that year of
service.

(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year
to year and subject to this clause may be claimed
by the employee if the absence by reason of
personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for
which entitlement has accrued during the year at
the time of the absence. Provided that an
employee shall not be entitled to claim payment
for any period exceeding 10 weeks in any one year
of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably
practicable advise the employer of his/her inability to attend for work, the nature of his/her illness
or injury and the estimated duration of the
absence. Provided that such advice, other than in
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the
employer within two hours of the commencement
of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from
a medical practitioner dated at the time of the
absence or who fails to supply such other proof of
the illness or injury as the employer may
reasonably require provided that the employee
shall not be required to produce a certificate from
a medical practitioner with respect to an absence
of two days or less up to maximum of two such
days absence in any year of service.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause,
the provisions of this clause apply to an
employee who suffers personal ill health or
injury during the time when he/she is absent
on annual leave and an employee may apply
for and the employer shall grant paid sick
leave in place of paid annual leave;
(b) Application for replacement shall be made
within seven days of resuming work and only
if the employee was confined to his/her place
of residence or a hospital as a result of his/her
personal ill health or injury for a period of
seven consecutive days or more and he/she
produces a certificate from a registered
medical practitioner that he/she was so
confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the
obligation to advise the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if
he/she is unable to attend for work on the
working day next following his/her annual
leave;
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid
sick leave shall not exceed the period of paid
sick leave to which the employee was
entitled at the time he/she proceeded on
annual leave and shall not be made with
respect to fractions of a day;
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by
the employer in accordance with paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) of this subclause, that portion
of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be
taken at another time mutually agreed to by
the employer and the employee or failing
agreement, shall be added to the employee's
next period of annual leave or. if termination
occurs before then, be paid for in accordance
with the provisions of Clause 16.—Annual
Leave of this award;
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be
at the rate of wage applicable at the time the
leave is subsequently taken provided that the
annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
16.—Annual Leave of this award shall be

deemed to have been paid with respect to the
replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one
employer to another and the employee's service
has been deemed continuous in accordance with
the Long Service Leave provisions published in
Volume 62 of the Western Australian Industrial
Gazette at pages 1-6, the paid sick leave standing
to the credit of the employee at the date of
transmission from service with the transmitter
shall stand to the credit of the employee at the
commencement of service with the transmittee
and may be claimed in accordance with the
provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to
payment do not apply to employees who are
entitled to payment under the Workers' Compensation Act nor to employees whose injury or
illness is the result of the employee's own
misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a
casual employee.
17. Clause 16.— Representative Interviewing Workers:
Delete this clause and insert a new Clause 16.—Annual
Leave as follows:
16.—Annual Leave.
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of
four consecutive weeks' leave with payment
as prescribed in paragraph (b) of this clause
shall be allowed annually to an employee by
his/her employer after a period of 12 months'
continuous service with such employer.
(b) (i) During a period of annual leave an
employee shall receive a loading of 17.5
percent calculated on the ordinary rate
of wage prescribed in Clause 27.—
Wages of this award.
(ii) The annual leave loading provided by
this subclause, shall not be payable
when annual leave is taken in advance
of the entitlement prescribed in subclause (l)(a) of this clause. The loading
not paid, for the period of leave taken
in advance, shall be payable to the
employee at the end of the first pay
period following the employee completing the qualifying period of continuous
service provided in subclause (l)(a) of
this clause.
(iii) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply to proportionate
leave on termination.
(2) If any award holiday falls within an employee's
period of annual leave and is observed on a day
which in the case of that employee would have
been an ordinary working day, there shall be
added to that period one 7.6 hour day, being an
ordinary working day, for each such holiday
observed as aforesaid.
(3) If, after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee
lawfully leaves his/her employment or his/her
employment is terminated by the employer
through no fault of the employee, the employee
shall be paid 12 2/3 hours' pay at his/her ordinary
rate of wage in respect of each completed month
of continuous service.
(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is
absent from work, except time for which he/she
is entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on
holidays, annual leave or long service leave as
prescribed by this award, shall not count for the
purpose of determining his/her right to annual
leave.
(5) In the event of an employee being employed by

an employer for portion only of a year, he/she
shall only be entitled, subject to subclause (3) of
this clause, to such leave on full pay as is
proportionate to his/her length of service during
that period with such employer and if such leave
is not equal to the leave given to the other
employees he/she shall not be entitled to work or
pay whilst the other employees of such employer
are on leave on full pay.
(6) (a) An employee whose employment terminates
after he/she has completed a 12 month
qualifying period and who has not been
allowed the leave prescribed under the clause
in respect of that qualifying period shall be
given payment in lieu of that leave, or in a
case to which subclause (7) of this clause
applies in lieu of so much of that leave as has
not been allowed unless:
(i) the employee has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(ii) the misconduct for which the employee
has been dismissed occurred prior to the
completion of the qualifying period.
(7) With the consent of the employer and the
employee annual leave may be taken in more than
one period provided that one of these periods shall
not be less than two weeks.
(8) By arrangement between the employer and the
employee annual leave may be allowed to accumulate from year to year but where the leave to
which an employee is entitled or any portion
thereof is allowed to accumulate to meet the
convenience of the employee the ordinary wage
applicable to the employee at the date at which
he/she became entitled to the leave unless the
employer agrees in writing that the wage be that
applicable at the date the leave commences.
(9) (a) At the request of an employee and with the
consent of the employer, annual leave prescribed by this clause may be given and taken
before the completion of 12 months' continuous service as prescribed in this clause;
(b) If the service of an employee terminates and
the employee has taken a period of leave in
accordance with this subclause and if the
period of leave so taken exceeds that which
would become due pursuant to subclause (5)
of this clause. The employer may deduct this
amount from moneys due to the employee by
reason of the other provisions of this award
at the time of termination;
(c) The annual leave loading provided by subclause (1) of this clause, shall not be payable
when annual leave is taken in advance
pursuant to the provisions of this subclause.
The loading not paid, for the period of leave
taken in advance, shall be payable to the
employee at the end of the first pay period
following the employee completing the qualifying period of continuous service provided
in subclause (1) of this clause.
(10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to
casual employees.
18. Clause 17.—Board of Reference: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 17.—Holidays as follows:
17.—Holidays.
(1) (a) Subject to any other provision of this award,
the following days or the days observed in
lieu shall be observed as a holiday without
deduction of pay: New Year's Day, Australia
Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day. State Foundation Day,
Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. Provided that another day may
be taken as a holiday by arrangement

between the parties in lieu of any of the days
named in this subclause;
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) of this subclause falls on an
employee's rostered day off the holiday shall
be observed on the next rostered working
day. In this case the substituted holiday shall
be the holiday without deduction of pay and
the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.
(2) (a) All work done on a holiday shall be paid at
the rate of double time and a half, with a
minimum payment as for four hours work;
(b) The minimum payment of four hours provided by paragraph (a) of this subclause,
shall not apply in the case of an employee
who, having commenced an ordinary hours
work period on the day preceding the
holiday, works less than four hours on that
holiday;
(c) The employer may discharge the obligation
to make payment, in accordance with paragraph (a) of this subclause, by paying the
employee at the rate of ordinary time for each
hour worked and allowing the employee to
be rostered off duty in ordinary hours without
deduction of pay, for a period equal to the
number of hours worked on the holiday
multiplied by time and a half. Subject to
paragraph (d) of this subclause such rostered
time shall be taken within eight weeks of the
date of accrual at a time agreed between the
employee and employer;
(d) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this subclause it shall, by agreement between the
employer and the employee, be taken in
conjunction with a future period of annual
leave or the employer discharges his/her
obligations to provide time off in lieu by
making payment for the accrued time off
when the employee's wages are paid at the
end of the next pay period;
(e) Upon termination of an employee's service
with an employer, the employee shall be paid
for all time off which remains owing to the
employee at the time of termination.
(3) The provisions of this clause may be altered by
agreement in writing between the union and the
employer concerned.
(4) Where:
(a) A day is proclaimed as a public holiday or
as a public half holiday under section 7 of the
Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; and
(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout
the State or to the metropolitan area of the
State;
that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case
may be, a half holiday for the purpose of this
award within the district or locality specified in
the proclamation.
(5) The provisions of this clause do not apply to
casual employees.
19. Clause 18.—Long Service Leave: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 18.—Record as follows:
18.—Record.
(1) Each employer shall keep a record at each
establishment containing the following information relating to each employee:
(a) The names and address given by the employee;
(b) the class of work performed;
(c) the commencing and finishing times of each

period of work each day;
(d) the number of ordinary hours and the number
of overtime hours worked each day and the
totals for each pay period; and
(e) the wages and any allowances paid to each
employee each pay period and any deductions made therefrom.
(2) (a) At the time of payment of wages the
employee may be given a pay slip showing
that part of the record specified in paragraphs
(d) and (e) of subclause (1) of this clause with
respect to the pay period for which payment
is made;
(b) If a pay slip is not given to the employee as
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause
the employee shall be required to inspect the
record and to sign it, if correct, at the time
of payment. The employer shall not unreasonably withhold the record from inspection
by the employee.
(3) (a) The record may be maintained in one or more
parts depending on the system of recording
used by the employer provided that if the
record is maintained in more than one part,
those parts shall be kept in such a manner as
will enable the inspection referred to in
subclause (2) and (4) of this clause to be
conducted at the one establishment;
(b) The employer may, if it is part of normal
business practice, periodically send the record or any part of the record to another
person, provided that the provision of this
paragraph shall not relieve the employer
from the obligations with respect to provisions contained elsewhere in this clause;
(c) Subject to this clause the record shall be
available for inspection by a duly authorised
official of the union on the employers
premises from Monday to Friday between the
hours of 9.00am and 5.00pm (excepting the
period of 1.00pm and 2.00pm). In the case of
any establishment which is only open for
business after 5.00pm on a Saturday or
Sunday the record shall be open for inspection during all business hours of that establishment;
(d) The union official shall be permitted reasonable time to inspect the record, and if he/she
requires take an extract or copy of any of the
information contained therein.
(4) (a) If for any reason, the record is not available
for inspection by the union official when the
request is made, the union official and the
employer or his/her agent may fix a mutually
convenient time for the inspection to take
place;
(b) If a mutually convenient time cannot be
fixed, the union official may advise the
employer in writing that he/she requires to
inspect the record in accordance with the
provisions of this award and shall specify the
period contained in the record which the
union official requires to inspect;
(c) Within 10 days of receipt of such advice:
(i) employers who normally keep the record at a place more than 40 kms from
GPO Perth shall send a copy of the
record specified to the office of the
union; and
(ii) employers who normally keep the record at a place less than 40 kms from
GPO Perth shall make the record available to the union official at the time
specified by that official. If the record
is not then made available to the union

official the employer shall within three
days send a copy of that part of the
record specified to the office of the
union.
(d) In the event of a demand made by the union
which the employer considers unreasonable
the employer may apply to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission
for direction. An application to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission
by an employer for direction will, subject to
that direction, stay the requirements contained elsewhere in this subclause.
20. Clause 19.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and
insert a new Clause 19.—Representative Interviewing
Employees as follows:
19.—Representative Interviewing Employees.
An accredited representative of the union shall, with
the consent of the employer, be permitted to inspect the
working place of the employer at all reasonable times
and interview the employees covered by this award.
21. Clause 20.—General Conditions: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 20.—Board of Reference as follows:
20.—Board of Reference.
(1) The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission hereby appoints, for the purposes of this
award, a Board of Reference consisting of a
Chairman and two other members who shall be
appointed pursuant to Section 48 of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979.
(2) The Board of Reference is hereby assigned the
function of allowing, approving, fixing, determining or dealing with any matter which, under this
award, may be allowed, approved, fixed, determined or dealt with by a Board of Reference.
22. Clause 21.—Motor Vehicle Allowance: Delete this
clause and insert a new Clause 21.—Long Service Leave as
follows:
21.—Long Service Leave.
The Long Service Leave provisions published in
Volume 72 of the Western Australian Industrial
Gazette at pages 1 to 6 inclusive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to be part of this award.
23. Clause 22.—Fares and Travelling Time: Delete this
clause and insert a new Clause 22.—Higher Duties as
follows:
22.—Higher Duties.
An employee who is capable of performing and does
perform all duties of a position which carries a higher
rate of pay than that which he or she usually performs
for a period of two hours or more in any one shift shall
be entitled to the higher rate whilst so engaged.
24. Clause 23.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 23.—General Conditions as
follows:
23.—General Conditions.
(1) An employee, whilst using fumigants, fertilisers,
hormones and/or other chemicals, shall be supplied with suitable protective clothing by the
employer. Such clothing shall remain the property
of the employer.
(2) Each employee shall have access to adequate
washing and toilet facilities.
(3) The employer shall provide each employee with
one pair of work shoes and/or work boots, suitable
for the requirements of the job, upon the completion of three months' service. Such footwear shall
be renewed as and when required but no employee
shall be entitled to more than one pair of work
shoes and/or work boots in each year of service.
Such footwear shall remain the property of the
employer.

(4) Each employee, called upon to work in the rain,
shall be supplied by the employer with oilskins,
gumboots and/or other protective clothing. Such
clothing shall remain the property of the employer.
(5) An adequate first aid kit shall be provided by the
employer at a place readily accessible to employees.
(6) If any disputes arise in respect of any of the
provisions in this clause the matter shall be
referred to the Board of Reference for determination.
25. Clause 24.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert a
new Clause 24.—Motor Vehicle Allowance as follows:
24.—Motor Vehicle Allowance.
(1) Where an employee is required and authorised to
use his/her own motor vehicle in the course of
his/her duties, he/she shall be paid an allowance
not less than that provided for in the table set out
hereunder. Notwithstanding anything contained in
the subclause, the employer and the employee
may make any other arrangement as to car
allowance not less favourable to the employee.
(2) Where an employee in the course of a journey
travels through two or more of the separable areas,
payment at the rates prescribed herein shall be
made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of
the separate areas traversed.
(3) A year, for the purpose of this clause, shall
commence on the 1 st day of July and end on the
30th day of June next following.
Rate of hire for use of employee's own vehicle
on employer's business
(cents per kilometre)
Engine Displacement
Area and Details
(in cubic centimetres)
1600cc
Over
1600 cc
Rate per kilometre
2600 cc -2600 cc & Under
Rate Per Kilometre
42.2
36.7
47.2
Metropolitan Area:
South West Land
43.3
37.7
Division:
48.3
North of 23.5* South
47.7
41.5
Latitude:
53.0
44.7
38.8
Rest of the State:
49.9
Schedule 2—Motor Cycle Allowance
Distance Travelled During Year
Rate
on Official Business
c/km
Rate Per Kilometre
16.3
Motor vehicles with rotary engines are to be included
in the 1600-2600cc category.
26. Clause 24A.—Minimum Wage—Adult Males and
Females: Delete this clause.
27. Clause 25.—Locations Allowances: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 25.—Fares and Travelling Time as
follows:
25.—Fares and Travelling Time.
(1) An employee who, on any day or from day to day,
is required to work at different clubs or away from
his/her usual place of employment shall, at the
direction of his/her employer, present himself/
herself for work at such place as required by
his/her employer at the usual starting time.
(2) For all employees required on any day to report
direct to the job, the following allowance shall be
paid to compensate for excess fares and travelling
time from the employee's home to his/her place
of work and return.
(a) On places within a radius of 27 kilometres
from the GPO, Perth—95 cents a day;
(b) For each additional kilometre up to 48
kilometres 39 cents per kilometre;
(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (d) of
this subclause work performed at places

beyond 48 kilometres from the GPO Perth
shall be deemed to be outside work unless the
employer and the employees, with the consent of the union, agree in any particular case
that the travelling allowance for such work
shall be paid under this clause, in which case
an additional allowance of six cents per
kilometre shall be paid for each kilometre in
excess of 48 kilometres;
(d) In respect of work carried out from an
employer's depot situated more than 48
kilometres from the GPO Perth, the main
Post Office in the town in which such depot
is situated is substituted as the centre for the
purpose of calculating the allowance to be
paid to employees as follows:
(i) on places of work within a radius of
three kilometres from such Post Office—Nil.
(ii) On places of work beyond a radius of
three kilometres but within a radius of
20 kilometres from such Post Office—
95 cents per day.
(iii) For each additional kilometre up to 48
kilometres—39 cents per kilometre.
(e) Where transport to and from the job is
provided by the employer from and to his/her
depot or such other place more convenient to
the employee as is mutually agreed upon
between the employer and the employee, half
the above rates shall be paid: Provided that
the conveyance used for such transport is
provided with suitable seating and weatherproof covering.
(3) Where an employee is required to attend a job at
such distance that he/she cannot return to his/her
home each night, the employer shall reimburse the
employee for all reasonable expenses incurred. All
travelling time, up to a maximum of eight hours
in any one day, shall be paid for at ordinary rates
of pay.
28. Clause 26.—Bereavement Leave: Delete this clause
and insert a new Clause 26.—Payment of Wages as follows:
26.—Payment of Wages.
(1) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees in
cash, by cheque or by means of a credit
transfer to a bank, building society or credit
union account in the name of the employee.
The day that the credit transfer is credited to
the employee's account shall be deemed to
be the date of payment;
(b) Payment shall be made within three trading
days from the last day of the pay period and
if in cash or by cheque shall be made during
the employee's ordinary working hours;
(c) No employer shall change its method of
payment to employees without first giving
them at least four weeks' notice of such
change.
(2) (a) The employer shall pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with subclause (1)
of this clause;
(b) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay
system shall be by the payment of an
additional week's wages in the last weekly
pay before the change to fortnightly pays to
be repaid by equal fortnightly deductions
made from the next and subsequent pays
provided the period for repayment shall not
be less than 20 weeks or some other method
agreed upon by the employer and the
employee.
(3) Employees, who are paid by cash or cheque,
whose day off falls on a pay day shall be paid their
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wages upon request from the employee to the
employer, prior to the employee taking the day
off.
(4) An employee who lawfully terminates his/her
employment, or is dismissed for reasons other
than misconduct, shall be paid all wages due to
him/her by the employer on the day of termination
of his/her employment or as soon as practicable
after the date of termination of his/her employment.
29. Clause 27.—Definitions; Delete this clause and insert
a new Clause 27.—Wages as follows:
27.—Wages.
The following shall be the minimum rates of wages
payable to employees covered by this award:
Classification
Rate Per
Fortnight
$
(1) Adult Employees
Trainee (90% of Groundsperson
Grade 1 rate)
561.40
Groundsperson Grade 1
623.80
Groundsperson Grade 2
630.80
Assistant Greenkeeper
675.40
Greenkeeper Tradesperson
Grade 1
795.40
Greenkeeper Tradesperson
Grade 2
814.00
(2) Apprentices (Percentage of Greenkeeper
Tradesperson Grade 1)
First Year
42
Second Year
55
Third Year
75
Fourth Year
88
(3) Leading Hands (Greenkeeper Tradesperson)
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause a
Leading Hand shall be paid:
Extra Per
Fortnight
$
(a) If placed in charge of up to
three other employees including at least one other
Greenkeeper;
14.60
(b) If placed in charge of more
than three other employees
including at least one other
Greenkeeper
32.20
30. Clause 28.—Superannuation: Delete this clause and
insert a new clause Location Allowances as follows:
28.—Location Allowances.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition
to the wages prescribed in Clause 27.—Wages of
this award, an employee shall be paid the
following allowances per fortnight when employed in the towns described hereunder:
Town
Per Week
$
Agnew
28.00
Argyle (See subclause (12))
72.20
Balladonia
27.20
Barrow Island (See subclause (13))
47.00
Boulder
11.20
Broome
44.40
Bullfinch
13.40
Carnarvon
22.60
Cockatoo Island
48.80
Coolgardie
11.20
Cue
28.40
Dampier
38.40

Town

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Per Week
$
Denham
22.60
Derby
46.20
Esperance
8.60
Eucla
31.20
Exmouth
39.20
Filzroy Crossing
55.60
Goldsworthy
25.80
Halls Creek
63.20
Kalbarri
9.40
Kalgoorlie
11.20
Kambalda
11.20
Karratha
45.40
Koolan Island
48.80
Koolyanobbing
13.40
Kununurra
72.20
Laverton
28.20
Learmonth
39.60
Leinster
28.00
Leonora
28.20
Madura
29.20
Marble Bar
68.60
Meekatharra
24.20
Mount Magnet
30.20
Mundrabilla
30.20
Newman
26.80
Norseman
23.40
Nullagine
68.40
Onslow
47.00
Pannawonica
36.00
Paraburdoo
35.60
Port Hedland
39.00
Ravensthorpe
15.00
Roeboume
52.00
Sandstone
28.00
Shark Bay
22.60
Shay Gap
25.80
Southern Cross
13.40
Teller
63.80
Teutonic Bore
28.00
Tom Price
34.60
Whim Creek
45.00
Wickham
44.00
Wiluna
28.60
Wittenoom
60.80
Wyndham
68.40
Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause,
an employee who has:
(a) A dependant shall be paid double the
allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause;
(b) a partial dependant shall be paid the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause
plus the difference between that rate and the
amount such partial dependant is received by
way of a district or location allowance.
Where an employee is provided with board and
lodging by his/her employer, free of charge, such
employee shall be paid 662/3% of the allowances
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
Except where an employee is eligible for payment
of an additional allowance under subclause (2) of
this clause, but on 31 December, 1987 was in
receipt of an amount in excess of that under
General Order 603 of 1987, that employee shall
continue to receive the allowance at the higher rate
until 1 July, 1988 when the difference between the
rate being paid and that due under subclause (2)
of this clause shall be reduced by 331/3%, the
difference remaining on 1 January, 1989 shall be
reduced by 50% from that date and payment in
accordance with subclause (2) of this clause will
be implemented on 1 July, 1989.
Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior
employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices receiving less than adult rate and

employees employed for less than a full week
shall receive that proportion of the location
allowance as equates with the proportion that their
wage for ordinary hours that week is to the adult
rate for the work performed.
(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives
payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be
paid for the period of such leave the location
allowance to which he/she would ordinarily be
entitled.
(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or
other approved leave with pay (other than annual
leave) he/she shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such leave he/she remains
in the location in which he/she is employed.
(8) For the purposes of this clause:
(a) "Dependant" shall mean:
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or
defacto spouse;
who does not receive a district or location
allowance.
(b) "Partial Dependant" shall mean a "dependant" as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this
subclause who receives a district or location
allowance which is less than the location
allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this
clause.
(9) Where an employee is employed in a town or
location not specified in this clause the allowance
payable for the purpose of subclause (I) of this
clause shall be such amount as may be agreed
between the Australian Mines and Metals Association (Inc), the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia and the Trades and
Labor Council of Western Australia or, failing
such agreement, as may be determined by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. Provided that, pending any such agreement
or determination, the allowance payable for that
purpose shall be an amount equivalent to the
district allowance in force under this award for
that town or location on 1 June, 1980.
(10) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of
reducing any 'district allowance' payable to any
employee subject to the provision of this award
whilst that employee as at 1 June, 1980 remains
employed by his/her present employer.
(11) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant
to s.50 of the Act, that part of each location
allowance representing prices shall be varied from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 1st day in July of each year in
accordance with the annual percentage change in
the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing) for
Perth measured to the end of the immediately
preceding March quarter, the calculation to be
taken to the nearest ten cents.
(12) The allowance prescribed for Argyle is equated to
that at Kununurra as an interim allowance. Liberty
is reserved to the parties to apply for a review of
the allowance for Argyle in the light of changed
circumstances occurring after the date of this
Order.
(13) The allowance prescribed for Barrow Island shall
be half the allowance prescribed by Clause 8 of
the Hydrocarbons and Gas (Production and Processing Employees) Consolidated Award 1981,
which at the date of this Order is $19.00 per week.
Except for the location allowance prescribed
under subclause (1) of the terms of this clause
shall not apply where they are inconsistent with
the terms of Clause 8 of the Hydrocarbons and Gas
(Production and Processing Employees) Consolidated Award 1981.

31. Clause 28.—Location Allowances: Immediately
following this clause insert a new Clause 29.—Bereavement
Leave as follows:
29.—Bereavement Leave.
(1) An employee, other than a casual employee, shall,
on the death within Australia of a wife, husband,
father, mother, brother, sister, child or stepchild be
entitled, on notice, of leave up to and including the
day of the funeral of such relation and such leave
shall be without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the
employee in two ordinary working days. Proof of
such death shall be furnished by the employee to
the satisfaction of his/her employer.
(2) Payment in respect of compassionate leave is to
be made only where the employee otherwise
would have been on duty and shall not be granted
in any case where the employee concerned would
have been off duty in accordance with any shift
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay
or on a public holiday.
32. Clause 29.—Bereavement Leave: Immediately following this clause insert a new Clause 30.—Definitions as
follows:
30.—Definitions.
"Trainee" shall mean an employee who has had no
previous experience in the industry and is appointed as
such for a maximum period of three months. Following
the satisfactory completion of three months service, or
lesser period as agreed, the employee shall be paid in
accordance with the wage rate specified for a Groundsperson Grade 1.
"Groundsperson Grade 1" shall mean an employee
able to perform all labouring and gardening duties
required and in addition is able to operate plant and
equipment excluding green cutting equipment.
"Groundsperson Grade 2" shall mean an employee
with at least 12 months experience in the industry and
is able to perform all labouring, gardening and plant
duties. In addition the employee may have some basic
servicing knowledge of plant and is able to assist the
Greenkeeper in his/her duties.
"Assistant Greenkeeper" shall mean an employee
who has had three years experience in the industry and
is an understudy to the Greenkeeper and is capable of
performing all tasks required of him/her by the
Greenkeeper including the operation of all plant and
equipment. In addition the employee will possess a
sound knowledge of the use of chemicals.
' 'Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 1'' shall mean an
employee who has successfully completed a recognised
Apprenticeship in the Tbrf Management branch of the
Horticultural Trade, and who produces proof satisfactory to the employer of such qualification or who has
by other means achieved a standard of knowledge
equivalent thereto and is appointed, in writing, as such
by the employer.
"Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 2" shall mean an
employee who has successfully completed a recognised
Apprenticeship in the Tbrf Management branch of the
Horticultural Trade, and who produces proof satisfactory to the employer of such qualification and who has
had at least three years post-apprenticeship experience
and demonstrated higher skills in turf management
relevant to the employer's business.
"Spread of Shift" shall mean the time which lapses
from the employee's actual starting time to the
employee's actual finishing time on each work period.
"Non-working Day" shall mean any day upon
which an employee, pursuant to the terms of the
contract of employment, is not available to the
employer for the purposes of rostering the ordinary
hours of work.

"Rostered Day Off shall mean any day (other than
a "Non—Working Day" as defined) upon which an
employee is not rostered to work any ordinary hours of
work; provided that an employee's rostered day off
shall be a period of 24 hours commencing from the
completion of an ordinary hours work period.
33. Clause 30.—Definitions: Immediately following this
clause insert a new Clause 31.—Superannuation as follows:
31.—Superannuation.
(1) Employer Contributions:
(a) An employer shall contribute three percent of
ordinary time earnings per eligible employee
into one of the following Approved Superannuation Funds:
(i) Westscheme; or
(ii) an exempted Fund allowed by subclause
(4) of this clause.
(b) Employer contributions shall be paid on a
monthly basis for each week of service that
the eligible employee completes with the
employer;
(c) No contributions shall be made for periods of
unpaid leave, or unauthorised absences in
excess of 38 ordinary hours or for periods of
workers' compensation in excess of 52
weeks. No contributions shall be made in
respect of annual leave paid out on termination or any other payments on termination.
(2) Fund Membership:
(a) Contributions in accordance with subclause
(1)—^Employer Contributions of this clause
shall be calculated by the employer on behalf
of each employee from the date one month
after the employee commenced employment,
unless the employee fails to return a completed application to join the Fund and the
employer has complied with the following:
(i) the employer shall provide the employee with an application to join the
Fund and documentation explaining the
Fund within one week of employment
commencing.
(ii) If the employee fails to return to the
employer a completed application to
join the Fund within two weeks of
receipt, the employer shall send to the
employee by certified mail, a letter
setting out relevant superannuation information, the letter of denial set out in
subclause (6) of this clause and an
application to join the Fund.
(iii) Where the employee completes and
returns the letter of denial, no contributions need to be made on that employee's behalf.
(iv) Where the employee neither completes
and returns the application to join the
Fund nor the letter of denial within one
week of postage the employer shall
advise either the union or the Fund
Administrator in writing of the employee's failure to return the completed
form.
(v) From two weeks following the employer's advice pursuant to subparagraph (iv) of this paragraph should the
employee not have returned the completed form the employer shall be under
no obligation to make superannuation
payments on behalf of that employee.
Provided that if at any time an
employee returns a signed application
form, notwithstanding a previous failure
to return such form or the return of a

letter of denial, the employer shall make
contributions on behalf of that employee
from the date of return of the signed
application form.
(b) Part-time and casual employees shall not be
entitled to receive the employer contribution
mentioned in subclause (1) Employer Contributions of this clause unless they work a
minimum average of 12 hours per week;
(c) Casual employees who are employed for 32
consecutive working days or less shall not be
entitled to the benefits of this clause.
(3) Definitions:
"Approved Fund" shall mean any fund which
complies with Australian Government's Operational Standards for Occupational Superannuation.
"Ordinary time earnings" shall mean the
salary, wage or other remuneration regularly
received by the employee in respect of the time
worked in ordinary hours and shall include shift
work penalties, payments which are made for the
purpose of District or Location Allowances or any
other rate paid for all purposes of the award to
which the employee is entitled for ordinary hours
of work PROVIDED That "ordinary time earnings" shall not include any payment which is for
vehicle allowances, fares or travelling time allowances (including payments made for travelling
related to distant work), commission or bonus.
(4) Exemptions:
Exemptions from the requirements of this
clause shall apply to an employer who at the date
of this Order:
(a) Was contributing to a Superannuation Fund,
in accordance with an Order of an industrial
tribunal; OR
(b) was contributing to a Superannuation Fund,
in accordance with an Order or Award of an
industrial tribunal, for a majority of employees and makes payment for employees
covered by this award in accordance with that
Order or Award; OR
(c) subject to notification to the union, was
contributing to a Superannuation Fund for
employees covered by this Award where
such payments are not made pursuant to an
Order of an industrial tribunal; OR
(d) was not contributing to a Superannuation
Fund for employees covered by this Award
AND
(i) written notice of the proposed alternative Superannuation Fund is given to the
union; AND
(ii) contributions and benefits of the proposed alternative Superannuation Fund
are no less than those provided by this
clause; AND
(iii) within one month of the notice prescribed in subparagraph (i) of this
paragraph being given, the union has not
challenged the suitability of the proposed Fund by notifying the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission of a dispute.
(5) Operative Date;
This clause shall operate from the beginning of
the first full calendar month following Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission approval of this clause. The approved date is the 2nd
of October, 1989.

(6) Letter of Denial;
The letter of denial shall be in the following
form:
"To (employer)
I have received an application for membership
of the non-contributory Superannuation Fund and
understand:
(a) That should I sign such form you will make
contributions on my behalf; AND
(b) that I am not required to make contributions
of my own; AND
(c) that no deductions will be made from my
wages for superannuation without my consent.
However, I do not wish to be a member of
the Fund or have any contributions made on
my behalf.
(Signature)
(Name)
(Address)
(Classification)
(Date)"
34. Clause 31.—Superannuation: Immediately following
this clause insert a new Clause 32.—Roster as follows:
32.—Roster.
(1) A roster of the working hours shall be exhibited
in each establishment in such places as it may be
conveniently and readily seen by each employee
concerned. ■
(2) Such roster shall show:
(a) The name of each employee;
(b) the hours to be worked by each employee
each day and the breaks in shift to be taken.
(3) The roster shall be open for inspection to a duly
accredited representative of the union at such
times as the "Record" is so open for inspection.
(4) The roster shall be drawn up in such a manner as
to show the ordinary working hours of each
employee (other than a casual employee) for at
least a fortnight in advance of the date of the roster
and may only be altered on account of the sickness
of an employee, or by mutual consent between the
employee and the employer, or by the employer
giving at least three days notice of such alteration
to the employee.
35. Clause 32.—Roster: Immediately following this
clause insert a new Clause 33.—Training as follows:
33.—Training.
(1) The parties to this award recognise that in order
to increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of industry, a greater commitment to
training and skill development is required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves to:
(a) Developing a more highly skilled and flexible workforce;
(b) Providing employees with career opportunities through appropriate training to acquire
additional skills;
(c) Removing barriers to the utilisation of skills
required.
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(2) After the insertion of the new classification
structure the employer shall review the existing
training programme consistent with:
(a) The current and future skill needs of the
enterprise or industry;
(b) The size, structure and nature of the operations of the enterprise;

(5) Employees within each grade are to perform a
wider range of duties including work which is
incidental or peripheral to their main tasks or
functions.
37. Schedule "A"—Respondents: Delete this Schedule.
38. Schedule "B"—Parties to the Award: Delete this
Schedule.

(c) The need to develop vocational skills relevant to the enterprise or industry through
courses conducted on-the-job or by accredited institutions and providers.
(3) (a) Where, arising from the training programme
developed in accordance with subclause (1)
of this clause the employer determines that
an employee should undertake additional
training, that training may be undertaken
either on or off-the-job. Provided that if the
training is undertaken during ordinary working hours the employee concerned shall not
suffer any loss of ordinary pay;
(b) Any costs associated with standard fees for
prescribed courses and prescribed textbooks
(excluding those textbooks which are available in the employers technical library) incurred in connection with the undertaking of
training shall be reimbursed by the employer
upon production of evidence of such expenditure. Provided that reimbursement shall
also be on annual basis subject to the
presentation of reports of satisfactory progress. Provided further that where an employer reimburses an employee for the cost
of textbooks, those textbooks shall be retained in the employers technical library.
36. Clause 33.—Training: Immediately following this
clause insert a new Clause 34.—Award Modernisation/
Enterprise Agreements as follows:
34.—Award Modernisation/Enterprise Agreements.
(1) The parties are committed to modernising the
terms of the award to show it provides for more
flexible working arrangements, improves the
quality of working life, enhances skills and job
satisfaction and assists positively in the restructuring process.
(2) In conjunction with testing the new award
structure the union is prepared to discuss all
matters raised by the employers for increased
flexibility. As such any discussion with that union
must be premised on the understanding that:
(a) The majority of employees at each enterprise
must genuinely agree;
(b) No employee will suffer a reduction in
earnings in respect of their ordinary hours of
work;
(c) The union must be party to the agreement;
(d) Where the agreement represents the consent
of the employer and the majority of the
employees concerned, the union will not
unreasonably oppose any agreement;
(e) Agreements will be ratified by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) Should an agreement be reached pursuant to this
clause at a particular enterprise and that agreement
required award variation, the parties will not
oppose that award for that particular provision for
that particular enterprise.
(4) The parties agree that under this heading any
award matter can be raised for discussion.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEMEN'S AWARD 1973-1990
No. 13 of 1973.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers',
Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. 1521 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision. (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application to amend
the Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award
1973-1990, more particularly paragraph 23(1 )(e) which
provides that where a worker in the metropolitan area is
required to work at a metropolitan depot, other than the
depot the worker is stationed, he is entitled to certain
allowances, one of which is an allowance of 80 cents per
kilometre for the extra distance the worker is required to
travel. Furthermore, where the period of relief is for one
week or less, an allowance of $4.00 per shift is to be paid
as the Award says in recognition of the disruption to the
worker's normal roster.
The Award also provides that the rates referred to in the
paragraph "will be adjusted from time to time in accordance
with the Taxi Control Board metropolitan rates". Those
rates were adjusted on 13 December last and the parties have
come before the Commission seeking to amend the Award
to recognise those changes.
This application is similar to Application 1537 of 1993
where the Australian Railways Union sought to amend the
award covering its employees, which award made provision
for the same allowances. What was said on that occasion
applies, in my view, with equal force on this occasion.
I am prepared to accede to the application in the terms in
which it is made and by consent the amendments are to have
effect on and from 13 December last.
Appearances: Mr M.D. McPolin on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers',
Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.
No. 1521 of 1993.
Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award
1973-1990
No. 13 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M.D. McPolin on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Respondent,
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award 1973-1990 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect on and from the 13th day of December,
1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 23.—Lodging Allowance: Delete placita (l)(e)(i)
and (ii) and insert in lieu thereof the following—
(e) When a worker in the metropolitan area is
required to work at a metropolitan depot other
than the depot at which the worker is stationed the
following will apply:
(i) When the distance the worker is required to
travel from the worker's usual place of
residence to the depot where the worker is
temporarily working is greater than the
distance the worker is required to travel from
his usual place of residence to the worker's
home depot, the worker shall be paid an
allowance of 83 cents per kilometre in both
directions for the extra distance the worker
is required to travel. Such allowance as
specified in this paragraph is in recognition
of the cost and time taken for the extra
distance to be travelled, and in addition:
(ii) When the period of relief is for one week or
less an allowance of $4.20 per shift shall be
paid in recognition of the disruption to the
worker's normal roster.
The rates referred to in this subclause will
be adjusted from time to time in accordance
with the Taxi Control Board metropolitan
rates.

74 W.A.I.G.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEMEN'S AWARD 1973-1990
No. 13 of 1973.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers',
Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers
No. 1480 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision. (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application to amend
the Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award
1973-1990, more particularly subclause 15(2) to provide that
workers' wages may be paid into any credit union, not
simply the Westbond or CSA credit union, as the Award
now provides.
The application follows one brought in respect of the
railway officers some time ago and is clearly a sensible
application which gives more flexibility to the employees,
as well as to the employer (see: Western Australian
Government Railways Commission v. West Australian
Railway Officers' Union (1993) 74 WAIG 178). In the
circumstances I am prepared to accede to the application,
given that the Union consents to it, and by consent the
amendments are to take effect on and from 3 February 1994.
Appearances: Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr M.D. McPolin on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers',
Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers
No. 1480 of 1993.
Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award
1973-1990
No. 13 of 1973.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr M.D. McPolin on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Government Railways Locomotive Enginemen's Award 1973-1990 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect on and from the date hereof.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 15.—Payment of Wages: After the words "or
credit union" in subclause (2) delete the words "(either
Westbond or C.S.A.)".

GOVERNMENT WATER SUPPLY, SEWERAGE
AND DRAINAGE EMPLOYEES AWARD 1981.
No. 2 of 1980.
ENGINEERING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD
1967.
Nos. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1019 of 1992.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1020 of 1992.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1021 of 1992.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch).
and
Water Authority of Western Australia.
No. 1079 of 1992.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
20 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision, (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Commission has before it a
number of applications. One is to amend the Government
Water Supply, Sewerage and Draining Employees Award,
1981, in effect to extend the scope of that Award so that it
covers employees of the Western Australian Water Authority who are based outside of the metropolitan area as well
as those who are based within it, and also to remove from
the scope of the Award the non-trade classifications which
are now subject to Federal award coverage.
Another application involves repealing the Government
Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline) Award, 1981 and, in
effect, incorporating many of its provisions into the
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Draining Employees Award, 1981. Yet another of the applications seeks
to amend the scope of the Engineering Trades (Government)
Award, 1987, which covers, amongst others, country based
engineering trades employees, many of whom were former
Public Works Department employees. It is proposed that the
Minister for Water Resources be deleted from the list of
parties bound by the award.
The object of this exercise is to have employees of the
Water Authority engaged in the engineering trades covered
by a single award, lb give better effect to that exercise, there
are a number of over-award orders of the Commission, being
Orders C 749 of 1990 and C 380 of 1990, to be cancelled
and, in effect, their provisions are to be incorporated into the
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award, 1981.
All these changes arise out of an enterprise bargaining
agreement entered into as long ago as July 1992 and which
was apparently approved by the Commission in proceedings
No. C 238 of 1992. By that agreement the parties agreed to
restructure the various awards to which I have referred and
otherwise modernise the conditions of employment applying
to employees employed in the engineering trades by the
Water Authority. Not the least of the restructuring proposals
was a proposal to redesign the classification structure under
the existing Award to have regard for cross trade training

in fulfilment of the modem concept of multi-skilling. In
particular, the restructuring is designed to recognise the
amalgamation of the instrument and electrical trades.
Besides having a wider scope and incorporating a new
classification structure, the single award adopts modem
conditions of employment with respect to such things as
parental leave, English language tuition and the introduction
of change. Various redundant special rates and conditions
have been deleted and the special rates and conditions under
the Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline) Award,
1981 and under the Engineering Trades (Government)
Award, 1987 where relevant have been incorporated only for
the benefit of employees formerly covered by these awards.
The protective equipment provisions have been streamlined,
having regard to the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act. The travelling time provisions have been made
more user friendly. The meal allowance has been increased
by 2.5 per cent as, indeed, have other allowances. The shift
work provision, which in the existing award contains a
number of errors which mysteriously have found their way
into the recently consolidated award, have been corrected.
The distant work and special leave provisions have been
amended to reflect those in the Engineering Trades
(Government) Award. The Commission standard for district
allowances has been incorporated into the award. Provision
has been made for apprentices to take alternative rostered
days off when they clash with technical school demands.
Perhaps most importantly of all, the award incorporates
into it a new classification structure and as a result a
restructured wage structure which allows, as I have said, for
cross trade training. The key classification is C10—the base
trade tradesman. The rate of pay for that classification is
436.00 per week, the same as for similar classifications
under the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, after
the structural efficiency adjustment of 2.5 per cent The
relativities between the various single trade classifications
are the same as in the national metal trades standard.
However, in the case of the dual trades there are new
classifications. I am satisfied, having regard to the work
value of the new posts, that the relativities struck for them
are fair and reasonable, notwithstanding the view adopted
by the Commission in Court Session in the Amalgamated
Metal Workers Union and Others v. Western Mining
Corporation Pty Limited (1991) 71 WAIG 2788 where
somewhat similar classifications have been examined. The
evidence in these proceedings is that the work required of
these people is unique to the Water Authority and, moreover,
the Commission in Court Session was at pains to say in the
Western Mining Case (supra) that the rates struck in that
case were not to be taken as a precedent but, rather, they
were rates of pay which were seen to be unique to Western
Mining. I take the same view insofar as the Water Authority
rates of pay are concerned.
There are some other changes to the conditions of
employment of the employees in question, but they can best
be described as being of a technical nature rather than as a
change in substance.
On any reading of the submissions of the parties, one can
only say that they have complied with the Structural
Efficiency Principle in substance, as well as in form, and I
am prepared to make an order amending the Government
Water Supply, Sewerage and Draining Employees Award,
1981 in terms of the amended application before the
Commission.
The parties now are ad idem that those amendments
should take place on and from 9 December, that being the
date when the parties were first before the Commission to
deal with the matter. The parties would have preferred the
Commission to fix an operative date earlier than that, but
they rightly acknowledge that it is not an option which can
be readily achieved as the Commission's Wage Fixing
Principles now stand, at least without a special case
conference. In the circumstances, the Applicant is prepared
to introduce the changes administratively and, in my view,
that is a sensible solution to the problem. Although the
Award has not been amended, the new structure is already
in place and I would have thought the circumstances are

sufficiently special to justify a retrospective payment as
agreed.
Of course, I indicate that I will make an order cancelling
the Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline) Award,
1981 and an order amending the Engineering Trades
(Government) Award, 1987 as sought and also orders
cancelling Order Nos C 380 of 1991 and C 749 of 1990.
Although it is probably not necessary, I will, as the parties
request, order that Order No. C 431 of 1993 be cancelled.
Appearances: Mr D. Martin on behalf of the Applicants
Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Respondents
Ms J. Sheridan on behalf of the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1019 of 1992.
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage
Employees Award 1981.
No. 2 of 1980.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
20 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Martin on behalf of the Applicants
and Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Respondents, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Government Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Employees Award 1981 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect on and from the 9th day of
December, 1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 1.—Title: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
the following—
1.—Title.
This Award shall be known as the Government Water
Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
and replaces the following awards as they applied to the
Water Authority of Western Australia, namely—
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967,
Nos. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962.
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award No. A 15 of 1981.
2. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following—
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
State Wage Principles
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Term
Classification Structure and Definitions
Contract of Service

7. Parental Leave
8. Payment of Wages
9. Higher Duties
10. Special Rates and Provisions
11. Protective Equipment
12. First Aid Attendant
13. Amenities
14. Travelling Time and Allowances
15. Car Allowance
16. Hours
17. Tea Breaks, Meal Hours, Refreshments
18. Shift Work
19. Overtime
20. Annual Leave
21. Public Holidays
22. Special Leave
23. Sick Leave
24. Long Service Leave
25. Under Rate Employees
26. Distant Work—Construction
27. Recognition of Union
28. Union Stewards
29. Leave to Attend Union Business
30. Right of Entry
31. Posting of Award
32. Posting of Notices
33. Inspection of Wages Sheets
34. Appeals
35. District Allowance
36. No New Designations
37. Apprentices
38. Wages
39. Liberty to Apply
40. Deduction of Union Subscriptions
41. Trade Union Training Leave
42. Paid Leave for English Language Tbition
43. Dispute Settling Procedure
44. Structural Efficiency
45. Training
46. Job Description Form
47. Job Description Creation Procedure
48. Job Design
49. Introduction of Change
Schedule A—Parties to the Award
Schedule B—Classification Transition
Schedule C—Definitions of Previous Classifications
Schedule D—Engineering Tradespersons (District
Electrical Technicians)
Schedule E—Engineering Tradespersons (Mobile
Mechanical Fitters)
3. Clause 3.—Area and Scope: Delete this clause and
insert in lieu the following—
3.—Area and Scope.
This Award shall apply to all employees employed by the
Water Authority of Western Australia under the provisions
of the Water Authority Act 1984, as amended, in the
classifications mentioned in this Award.
4. Clause 5.—Definitions: Delete this clause and insert in
lieu the following—
5.—Classification Structure and Definitions.
(1) Classification Structure—
Minimum Training RequireLevel Classification Title
ment
Advanced Certificate or 15
C5
Water Industry
Engineering
appropriate accredited modTradesperson
ules of an Associate Diploma,
or formal equivalent.
12 appropriate accredited
C6
Water Industry
Engineering
modules of an Advanced CerTradesperson
tificate or Associate Diploma,
or formal equivalent
9 appropriate training modC7
Water Industry
Engineering
ules in addition to the training
Tradesperson
requirements for C10.

Classification Title
Water Industry
Engineering
Tradesperson
Water Industry
Engineering
Tradesperson

Minimum Training Requirement
6 appropriate accredited technical modules in addition to
the training requirements for
C 10.
3 appropriate accredited technical modules in addition to
the training requirements for
C 10.
Trades Certificate or Tradesperson's Rights Certificate.

Water Industry
Engineering
Tradesperson
C 11
Water Industry
16 appropriate accredited
Engineering Employee modules and relevant on the
job training.
C 12
Water Industry
8 appropriate accredited modEngineering Employee ules and relevant on the job
training.
C 13
Water Industry
Up to 38 hours' induction
Engineering Employee training and up to 3 months'
structured training.
The definitions for levels DC 10—DCS inclusive are
as for the C structure as listed above except that, in
addition, employees appointed to the DC structure are
required to hold the appropriate cross or dual trained
instrument/electrical fitting trades certificate. Minimum training requirements for levels DC10—DCS
inclusive are described by the corresponding number
of appropriate technical training modules in addition to
the training requirements for DC 10.
(2) Definitions—
Water Industry Engineering Employee
Level C13
(Relativity to CIO—82%)
A Water Industry Engineering Employee who
exercises skills relevant to die specific requirements of
the enterprise, and who is—
(a) Undertaking or has undertaken up to 38 hours'
training which may include information on the
enterprise, conditions of employment, introduction to supervisors and fellow employees, training
and career path opportunities, plant layout, work
and documentation procedures, occupational
health and safety, equal employment opportunity
and quality control/assurance; and up to three
months' structured training so as to enable the
employee to perform work within the scope of this
level;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Works under direct supervision either individually
or in a team environment;
(c) Understands and undertakes basic quality control/
assurance procedures including the ability to
recognise basic deviations/faults;
(d) Understands and utilises basic statistical process
control procedures;
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this
level may perform are the following—
• Repetition work on automatic, semi-automatic or
single purpose machines or equipment;
• Assembles components using basic written, spoken and/or diagrammatic instructions in an assembly environment;
• Basic soldering or butt and spot welding skills or
cuts scrap with oxyacetylene blow pipe;
• Uses selected hand tools;
• Boiler cleaning;
• Maintains simple records;
• Uses hand trolleys and pallet trucks;
• Assists in the provision of on-the-job training in
conjunction with tradespersons and supervisor/
trainees.

Level C12
(Relativity to CIO—87.4%)
A Water Industry Engineering Employee who
exercises skills relevant to the specific requirements of
the enterprise, as described in a job description, at a
level above and beyond that of a C13, and whose job
description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of eight
accredited training modules and complemented
such training with relevant on-the-job skill application to the appropriate level of competence as
defined in the training programme;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Is responsible for the quality of his/her own work
subject to routine supervision;
(c) Works under routine supervision either individually or in a team environment;
(d) Exercises discretion within his/her level of skills
and training.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this
level may perform are the following—
• Receiving, dispatching, sorting, checking, packing, documenting and recording of goods, materials and components;
• Basic inventory control in the context of a
production process;
• Basic keyboard skills;
• Advanced soldering techniques;
• Operation of mobile equipment including
forklifts, overhead cranes and winch operation;
• Ability to measure accurately;
• Assist one or more tradespersons;
Level Cll
(Relativity to CIO—92.4%)
A Water Industry Engineering Employee who
exercises skills relevant to the specific requirements of
the enterprise, as described in a job description, at a
level above and beyond that of a C12, and whose job
description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of 16
accredited training modules and complemented
such training with relevant on-the-job skill application to the appropriate level of competence as
defined in the training programme;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Works from complex instructions and procedures;
(c) Assists in the provision of on-the-job training to
a limited degree;
(d) Co-ordinates work in a team environment or
works individually under general supervision;
(e) Is responsible for assuring the quality of his/her
own work.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this
level may perform are the following—
• Uses precision measuring instruments;
• Machine setting, loading, and operation;
• Rigging (certificated);
• Inventory and store control including—
Licensed operation of all appropriate materials
handling equipment;
Use of tools and equipment within the scope
(basic non-trades) maintenance;
Computer operation at a level higher than that
of an employee at C12 level;
• Intermediate keyboard skills;
• Basic engineering and fault finding skills;
• Performs basic quality checks on the work of
others;

• Licensed and certified for forklift, engine driving
and crane driving operations to a level higher than
C12.
• Has a knowledge of the employer's operation as
it relates to production process;
• Lubrication of production machinery equipment.
Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson
Level CIO
(Relativity 100%)
An employee who is employed as a Water Industry
Engineering Tradesperson and holds a Trade Certificate or Tradesperson's Rights Certificate in a relevant
trade stream as a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
and is able to exercise competently the skills and
knowledge of that trade using any non-trade skills
which facilitates the completion of the whole task
whilst not promoting deskilling.
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson exercises trade skills relevant to the specific requirements
of the enterprise, as described in a job description, at
a level above and beyond that of an employee at C11,
and to the level of his/her training—
(a) Understands and applies quality control techniques;
(b) Exercises good interpersonal and communications
skills;
(c) Exercises keyboard skills at a level higher than
Cll;
(d) Exercises discretion within the scope of this
grade;
(e) Performs work under limited supervision either
individually or in a team environment;
(f) Operates all lifting equipment incidental to his/her
work;
(g) Performs non-trade tasks incidental to his/her
work;
(h) Able to inspect products and/or materials for
conformity with established operational standards.
Level C9
(Relativity to CIO—105%)
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson is a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
who exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise, as described in a job
description, at a level above and beyond that of a CIO
tradesperson, and whose job description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of three
accredited technical training modules in addition
to the training requirements of CIO, and complemented such training with relevant on-the-job skill
application to the appropriate level of competence
as defined in the training programme;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory
completion of the training prescribed for this
classification subject to the standards which will
apply to this Award;

(c) Exercises discretion within the scope of this
grade;
(d) Works under general supervision either individually or in a team environment;
(e) Understands and implements quality control techniques;
(f) Provide trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team;
(g) Exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise at a level higher
than Water Industry Metal Tradesperson CIO.
Tasks which an employee at this level may perform
are subject to the employee having the appropriate
trade and post-trade training to enable them to perform
particular tasks.
Level C8
(Relativity to CIO—110%)
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson is a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
who exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise, as described in a job
description, at a level above and beyond that of a C9
tradesperson, and whose job description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of six
accredited technical training modules in addition
to the training requirements of CIO, and complemented such training with relevant on-the-job skill
application to the appropriate level of competence
as defined in the training programme;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory
completion of the training prescribed for this
classification subject to the standards which will
apply to this Award;
(c) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team;
(d) Assists in the provision of training in conjunction
with supervisors and trainers;
(e) Understands and implements quality control techniques;
(f) Works under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment;
(g) Exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise at a level higher
than Water Industry Metal Tradesperson C9.
The following indicative tasks which an employee
at this level may perform are subject to the employee
having appropriate trade and post-trade training to
enable the employee to perform particular tasks.
• Exercises high precision trade skills using various
materials and/or specialised techniques;
• Performs operations on a CAD/CAM terminal in
the performance of routine modifications to
NC/CNC programs;
• Installs, repairs and maintains, tests, modifies,
commissions and/or fault finds on complex machinery and equipment which utilises hydraulic
and/or pneumatic principles and in the course of
such work, is required to read and understand
hydraulic and pneumatic circuitry which controls
fluid power systems;
• Works on complex or intricate circuitry which
involves examining, diagnosing and modifying
systems comprising inter-connected circuits.

Level C7
(Relativity to CIO—115%)
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson is a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
who exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise, as described in a job
description, at a level above and beyond that of a C8
tradesperson, and whose job description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of three
appropriate training modules in addition to the
requirements of C8; or
(b) Satisfactory completion of nine appropriate modules towards an Advanced Certificate; or
(c) Satisfactory completion of nine appropriate modules towards an Associate Diploma;
and to the level of his/her training—
(d) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory
completion of the training prescribed for this
classification subject to the standards which will
apply to this Award;
(e) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team;
(f) Provides training in conjunction with supervisors
and trainers;
(g) Understands and implements quality control techniques;
(h) Works under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment;
The following indicative tasks which an employee
at this level may perform are subject to the employee
having appropriate trade and post-trade training to
enable the employee to perform particular tasks.
• Works on machines or equipment which utilise
complex mechanical, hydraulic and/or pneumatic
circuitry and controls or a combination thereof;
• Works on machinery or equipment which utilises
complex electrical/electronic circuitry and controls;
• Works on instruments which make up a complex
system which utilises some combination of electrical/electronic, mechanical or fluid power principles;
• Applies advanced computer numerical control
techniques in machining or cutting or welding or
fabrication;
• Exercises intermediate CAD/CAM skills in the
performance of routine modifications programs;
• Works on complex or intricate interconnected
electrical circuits at a level above C8.
• Works on complex radio/communication equipment.
Level C6
(Relativity to CIO—125%)
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson is a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
who exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise, as described in a job
description, at a level above and beyond that of a C7
tradesperson, and whose job description requires—

(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of—
• appropriate modules of an Advanced Certificate (yet to be determined); or
• appropriate modules of an Associate Diploma (yet to be determined); or
• Equivalent accredited training;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Undertakes quality control and work organisation
at a level higher than for C7;
(c) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team;
(d) Provides training in conjunction with supervisors
and trainers;
(e) Performs maintenance planning and predictive
maintenance work not in technical fields;
(f) Works under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment;
(g) Prepares reports of a technical nature on specific
tasks or assignments as directed;
(h) Exercises broad discretion within the scope of this
level.
The following indicative tasks which an employee
at this level may perform are subject to the employee
having appropriate trade and post-trade training to
enable the employee to perform particular tasks.
• Works on combinations of machines or equipment
which utilise complex electronic, mechanical and
fluid power principles;
• Works on instruments which make up a complex
control system which utilise some combination of
electrical, electronic, mechanical, fluid power
principles and electronic circuitry containing
complex analogue and/or digital control systems
utilising integrated circuitry;
• Applies computer integrated manufacturing techniques involving a higher level of computer
operating and programming skills than for C7;
• Works on various forms of machinery and
equipment which are electronically controlled by
complex digital and/or analogue control systems
using integrated circuitry.
L^vel C5
(Relativity to CIO—130%)
A Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson is a—
(a) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (electrical/electronic); or
(b) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (mechanical); or
(c) Water Industry Engineering Tradesperson (fabrication);
who exercises trade skills relevant to the specific
requirements of the enterprise, as described in a job
description, at a level above and beyond that of a C6
tradesperson, and whose job description requires—
(a) Satisfactory completion of a minimum of—
• An Advanced Certificate; or
• 15 appropriate modules of an Associate
Diploma (yet to be determined); or
• Equivalent accredited training;
and to the level of his/her training—
(b) Provides technical guidance or advice within the
scope of this level;
(c) Prepares reports of a technical nature on specific
tasks or assignment as directed or within the scope
of discretion at this level;
(d) Has an overall knowledge and understanding of
the operating principle of the systems and equipment on which the tradesperson is required to
carry out his/her task;
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(e) Assists in the provision of on-the-job training in
conjunction with supervisors and trainers.
The following indicative tasks which an employee
at this level may perform are subject to the employee
having appropriate trade and post-trade training to
enable the employee to perform particular tasks.
• Through a systems approach able to exercise high
level diagnostic skills on complex forms of
machinery, equipment and instruments which
utilise some combination of electrical, electronic,
mechanical or fluid power principles;
• Set up, commission, maintain and operate sophisticated maintenance, production and test equipment and/or systems involving the application of
computer operating skills at a higher level than a
C6;
• Working on various forms of machinery and
equipment electronically controlled by complex
digital and/or analogue control systems using
integrated circuitry;
• Working on complex electronics or instruments or
communications equipment or control systems
which utilise electronic principles and electronic
circuitry containing complex analogue and/or
digital control systems using integrated circuitry.
"Union" means the Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous
Workers Division, Western Australian Branch; the
Metal and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia; the Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian
Branch); or The Operative Painters' and Decorators'
Union of Australia, W.A. Branch, Union of Workers.
5. Clause 6.—Contract of Service:
(A) Delete subclausc (4) of this clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following—
(4) (a) All employees shall be guaranteed a full
week's work, however an employer is entitled to deduct payment for any day or portion
of a day on which an employee cannot be
usefully employed because of a strike by any
of the unions party to this Award or by any
other union or association or through the
breakdown of the employer's machinery or
through any stoppage of work by any cause
which the employer cannot reasonably prevent, with the exception of wet weather, in
which case the decision as to whether it is too
wet shall rest with the Officer in Charge.
(b) Provided that an employer shall be entitled
to employ only such employees (if any) it
considers can be usefully employed and for
such hours as it considers necessary, and
during such period no employee shall be
entitled to payment except for work actually
performed provided that employees who are
required to attend for work and do so attend
as required on any day, shall be paid a
minimum of one day's pay at ordinary rates.
(c) Any employee stood down in accordance
with the foregoing provision shall not lose
any sick leave credit or other rights or
privileges to which such employee would
ordinarily be entitled under this Award,
provided such employee resumes work as
required after such standdown and provided
that this provision does not entitle an
employee to payment for any holiday occurring during such period of standdown if that
period of standdown is due to industrial
action as outlined in paragraph (a) above.
(B) After subclause (5) add the following new
subclause (6) as follows—
(6) By agreement between the employer and the
employee concerned, the notice or payment
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prescribed herein may be varied either in
whole or in part.
6. Clause 7.—Maternity Leave: Delete this clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following—
7.—Parental Leave.
Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled
to maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work
part-time in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
Part A.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Nature of Leave
Maternity leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions
For the purposes of Part A.—Maternity Leave—
(a) "Employee" includes a part-time employee but
does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) "Paternity leave" means leave of the type
provided for in Part B.—Paternity Leave of this
clause whether prescribed in an award or otherwise.
(c) "Child" means a child of the employee under the
age of one year.
(d) "Spouse" includes a de facto or a former spouse.
(e) "Continuous service" means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance with
this clause;
(ii) any period of part-time employment worked
in accordance with this clause; or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or by the Award.
(3) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
(a) An employee who becomes pregnant, upon production to her employer of the certificate required
by subclause (4) hereof, shall be entitled to a
period of up to 52 weeks' maternity leave
provided that such leave shall not extend beyond
the child's first birthday.
(b) This entitlement shall be reduced by any period
of paternity leave taken by the employee's spouse
in relation to the same child and apart from
paternity leave of up to one week at the time of
confinement shall not be taken concurrently with
paternity leave.
(c) Subject to subclauses (6) and (9) hereof the period
of maternity leave shall be unbroken and shall,
immediately following confinement, include a
period of six weeks' compulsory leave.
(d) The employee must have had at least 12 months'
continuous service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon which she proceeds
upon such leave.
(4) Certification
At the time specified in subclause (5) the employee must
produce to her employer—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
stating that she is pregnant and the expected date
of confinement;
(b) a statutory declaration stating particulars of any
period of paternity leave sought or taken by her
spouse and that for the period of maternity leave
she will not engage in any conduct inconsistent
with her contract of employment.
(5) Notice Requirements
(a) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, produce to
her employer the certificate referred to in paragraph (4)(a) hereof.

(b) An employee shall give not less than four weeks'
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave
stating the period of leave to be taken and shall,
at the same time, produce to her employer the
statutory declaration referred to in paragraph
(4)(b) hereof.
(c) An employer by not less than 14 days' notice in
writing to the employee may require her to
commence maternity leave at any time within the
six weeks immediately prior to her presumed date
of confinement.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this clause
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (b)
hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
confinement occurring earlier than the presumed
date.
(6) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where, in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner,
illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards
connected with the work assigned to the employee make it
inadvisable for the employee to continue at her present
work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take
leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity
leave for the purposes of subclauses (10), (11), (12) and (13)
hereof.
(7) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of maternity leave
does not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclausc (3) hereof—
(i) the period of maternity leave may be lengthened once only by the employee giving not
less than 14 days' notice in writing stating
the period by which the leave is to be
lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by
agreement between the employer and employee.
(b) The period of maternity leave may, with the
consent of the employer, be shortened by the
employee giving not less than 14 days' notice in
writing stating die period by which the leave is to
be shortened.
(8) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be the right of the
employee to resume work at a time nominated by
the employer which shall not exceed four weeks
from the date of notice in writing by the employee
to the employer that she desires to resume work.
(9) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a registered medical practitioner
certifies as necessary before her return to
work; or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled,

either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a
registered medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take any paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a registered
medical practitioner certifies as necessary before
her return to work, provided that the aggregate of
paid sick leave, special maternity leave and
maternity leave shall not exceed the period to
which the employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (10), (11) and (12)
hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (6)
hereof, to the position she held immediately
before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the employee
is qualified for and is capable of performing she
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and pay to that of her former position.
(10) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, including
leave taken under this Part A.—Maternity Leave,
of this clause, does not exceed the period to which
the employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in
conjunction with maternity leave, take any annual
leave or long service leave or any part thereof to
which she is entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave) shall not be available to an employee during
her absence on maternity leave.
(11) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Subject to this Part A.—Maternity Leave, of this clause,
notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the Award.
(12) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
Award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation of termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
(13) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon returning to work after
maternity leave or the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (6) hereof, to the position
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which she held immediately before such transfer
or in relation to an employee who has worked
part-time during the pregnancy the position she
held immediately before commencing such parttime work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the employee
is qualified for and is capable of performing, she
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and pay to that of her former position.
(14) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the employment and of the
rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under Part A.—Maternity Leave of this
clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the employee who is being
replaced.
(d) Nothing in Part A.—Maternity Leave, of this
clause shall be construed as requiring an employer
to engage a replacement employee.
Part B.—Paternity Leave.
(1) Nature of Leave
Paternity leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions
For the purposes of this subclause—
(a) "Employee" includes a part-time employee but
does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) "Maternity leave" means leave of the type
provided for in Part A.—Maternity Leave of this
clause (and includes special maternity leave)
whether prescribed in an award or otherwise.
(c) "Child" means a child of the employee or the
employee's spouse under the age of one year.
(d) "Spouse" includes a de facto or a former spouse.
(e) "Primary care-giver" means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.
(f) "Continuous service" means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance with
this clause;
(ii) any period of part-time employment worked
in accordance with this clause; or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or by the Award.
(3) Eligibility for Paternity Leave
A male employee, upon production to his employer of the
certificate required by subclause (4) hereof, shall be entitled
to one or two periods of paternity leave, the total of which
shall not exceed 52 weeks, in the following circumstances—
(a) an unbroken period of up to one week at the time
of confinement of his spouse;
(b) a further unbroken period of up to 51 weeks in
order to be the primary care-giver of a child
provided that such leave shall not extend beyond
the child's first birthday. This entitlement shall be
reduced by any period of maternity leave taken by
the employee's spouse in relation to the same
child and shall not be taken concurrently with that
maternity leave.
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(c) The employee must have had at least 12 months'
continuous service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon which he proceeds
upon either period of leave.
(4) Certification
At the time specified in subclause (5) hereof the employee
must produce to his employer—
(a) a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is pregnant
and the expected date of confinement or states the
date on which the birth took place;
(b) in relation to any period to be taken under
paragraph (3)(b) hereof, a statutory declaration
stating—
(i) he will take that period of paternity leave to
become the primary care-giver of a child;
(ii) particulars of any period of maternity leave
sought or taken by his spouse; and
(iii) for the period of paternity leave he will not
engage in any conduct inconsistent with his
contract of employment.
(5) Notice Requirements
(a) The employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to each proposed period of leave, give the
employer notice in writing stating the dates on
which he proposes to start and finish the period or
periods of leave and produce the certificate and
statutory declaration required in subclause (4)
hereof.
(b) The employee shall not be in breach of this clause
as a consequence of failure to give the notice
required in paragraph (a) hereof if such failure is
due to—
(i) the birth occurring earlier than the expected
date; or
(ii) the death of the mother of the child; or
(iii) other compelling circumstances.
(c) The employee shall immediately notify his employer of any change in the information provided
pursuant to paragraph (4) hereof.
(6) Variation of Period of Paternity Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of paternity leave
does not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclause (3) hereof—
(i) the period of paternity leave provided by
paragraph (3)(b) hereof may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by
agreement between the employer and the
employee.
(b) The period of paternity leave taken under paragraph (3)(b) hereof may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(7) Cancellation of Paternity Leave
Paternity leave, applied for under paragraph (3)(b) hereof
but not commenced, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy
of the employee's spouse terminates other than by the birth
of a living child.
(8) Paternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, including
leave taken under Part B.—Paternity Leave, of
this clause, does not exceed the period to which
the employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in
conjunction with paternity leave, take any annual
leave or long service leave or any part thereof to
which he is entitled.

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave) shall not be available to an employee during
his absence on paternity leave.
(9) Effect of Paternity Leave on Employment
Subject to Part B.—Paternity Leave, of this clause,
notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on paternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the Award.
(10) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on paternity leave may terminate his
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this Award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of his absence on
paternity leave, but otherwise the rights of an
employer in relation to termination of employment are not hereby affected.
(11) Return to Work After Paternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm his intention of
returning to work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of the period of paternity leave
provided by paragraph (3)(b) hereof.
(b) An employee, upon returning to work after
paternity leave or the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which he held immediately before
proceeding on paternity leave or, in relation to an
employee who has worked part-time under this
clause to the position he held immediately before
commencing such part-time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the employee
is qualified for and is capable of performing, he
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and pay to that of his former position.
(12) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on paternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the employment and of the
rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising his
rights under Part B.—Paternity Leave, of this
clause, the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer
and of the rights of the employee who is being
replaced.
(d) Nothing in Part B.—Paternity Leave, of this
clause shall be construed as requiring an employer
to engage a replacement employee.
Part C.—Adoption Leave.
(1) Nature of Leave
Adoption leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions
For the purposes of Part C.—Adoption Leave—
(a) "Employee" includes a part-time employee but
does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) "Child" means a person under the age of five
years who is placed with the employee for the
purposes of adoption, other than a child or
step-child of the employee or of the spouse of the
employee or a child who has previously lived

continuously with the employee for a period of six
months or more.
(c) "Relative Adoption" occurs where a child, as
defined, is adopted by a grandparent, brother,
sister, aunt or uncle (whether of the whole blood
or half blood or by marriage).
(d) "Primary care-giver" means a person who assumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.
(e) "Spouse" includes a de facto spouse.
(f) "Continuous service" means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance with
this clause;
(ii) any period of part-time employment worked
in accordance with this clause; or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or by the Award.
(3) Eligibility
An employee, upon production to the employer of the
documentation required by subclause (4) hereof shall be
entitled to one or two periods of adoption leave, the total of
which shall not exceed 52 weeks, in the following
circumstances—
(a) an unbroken period of up to three weeks at the
time of the placement of the child;
(b) an unbroken period of up to 52 weeks from the
time of its placement in order to be the primary
care-giver of the child. This leave shall not extend
beyond one year after the placement of the child
and shall not be taken concurrently with adoption
leave taken by the employee's spouse in relation
to the same child. This entitlement of up to 52
weeks shall be reduced by—
(i) any period of leave taken pursuant to
paragraph (a) hereof; and
(ii) the aggregate of any periods of adoption
leave taken or to be taken by the employee's
spouse;
(c) The employee must have had at least 12 months'
continuous service with that employer immediately preceding the date upon which he or she
proceeds upon such leave in either case.
(4) Certification
Before taking adoption leave the employee must produce
to the employer—
(a) (i) a statement from an adoption agency or other
appropriate body of the presumed date of
placement of the child with the employee for
adoption purposes; or
(ii) a statement from the appropriate government
authority confirming that the employee is to
have custody of the child pending application
for an adoption order.
(b) In relation to any period to be taken under
paragraph (3)(b) hereof, a statutory declaration
stating—
(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave to
become the primary care-giver of the child;
(ii) particulars of any period of adoption leave
sought or taken by the employee's spouse;
and
(iii) for the period of adoption leave the employee
will not engage in any conduct inconsistent
with his or her contract of employment.
(5) Notice Requirements
(a) Upon receiving notice of approval for adoption
purposes, an employee shall notify the employer
of such approval and within two months of such
approval shall further notify the employer of the
period or periods of adoption leave the employee
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proposes to take. In the case of a relative adoption
the employee shall notify as aforesaid upon
deciding to take a child into custody pending an
application for an adoption order.
(b) An employee who commences employment with
an employer after the date of approval for adoption
purposes shall notify the employer thereof upon
commencing employment and of the period or
periods of adoption leave which the employee
proposes to take. Provided that such employee
shall not be entitled to adoption leave unless the
employee has not less than 12 months' continuous
service with that employer immediately preceding
the date upon which he or she proceeds upon such
leave.
(c) An employee shall, as soon as the employee is
aware of the presumed date of placement of a child
for adoption purposes but no later than 14 days
before such placement, give notice in writing to
the employer of such date, and of the date of the
commencement of any period of leave to be taken
under paragraph (3)(a) hereof.
(d) An employee shall, 10 weeks before the proposed
date of commencing any leave to be taken under
paragraph (3)(b) hereof give notice in writing to
the employer of the date of commencing leave and
the period of leave to be taken.
(e) An employee shall not be in breach of this clause,
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraphs (c)
and (d) hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
requirement of an adoption agency to accept
earlier or later placement of a child, the death of
the spouse or other compelling circumstances.
(6) Variation of Period of Adoption Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of adoption leave
does not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclause (3) hereof—
(i) the period of leave taken under paragraph
(3)(b) hereof may be lengthened once only by
the employee giving not less than 14 days'
notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be lengthened;
(ii) the period may be further lengthened by
agreement between the employer and employee.
(b) The period of adoption leave taken under paragraph (3)(b) hereof may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(7) Cancellation of Adoption Leave
(a) Adoption leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled should the placement of the
child not proceed.
(b) Where the placement of a child for adoption
purposes with an employee then on adoption leave
does not proceed or continue, the employee shall
notify the employer forthwith and the employer
shall nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
from receipt of notification for the employee's
resumption of work.
(8) Special Leave
The employer shall grant to any employee who is seeking
to adopt a child, such unpaid leave not exceeding two days,
as is required by the employee to attend any compulsory
interviews or examinations as are necessary as part of the
adoption procedure. Where paid leave is available to the
employee the employer may require the employee to take
such leave in lieu of special leave.
(9) Adoption Leave and Other Entitlements
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, including
leave taken under Part C.—Adoption Leave, of
this clause, does not exceed the period to which
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the employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof, an employee may, in lieu of or in
conjunction with adoption leave, take any accumulated annual leave or long service leave or any
part thereof to which he or she is entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during absence on adoption leave.
(10) Effect of Adoption Leave on Employment
Subject to Part C.—Adoption Leave, of this clause,
notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on adoption leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the Award.
(11) Tfermination of Employment
(a) An employee on adoption leave may terminate the
employment at any time during the period of leave
by notice given in accordance with this Award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the grounds of the employee's
application to adopt a child or absence on adoption
leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer in
relation to termination of employment are not
hereby affected.
(12) Return to Work After Adoption Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention of
returning to work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of the period of adoption leave
provided by paragraph (3)(b) hereof.
(b) An employee, upon returning to work after
adoption leave shall be entitled to the position
held immediately before proceeding on such leave
or in relation to an employee who has worked
part-time under this clause the position held
immediately before commencing such part-time
work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the employee
is qualified for and is capable of performing, the
employee shall be entitled to a position as nearly
comparable in status and pay to that of the
employee's former position.
(13) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on adoption leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee the employer shall inform that person of
the temporary nature of the employment and of the
rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising rights
under Part C.—^Adoption Leave, of this clause, the
employer shall inform that person of the temporary nature of the promotion or transfer and of the
rights of the employee who is being replaced.
(d) Nothing in Part C.—^Adoption Leave, of this
clause, shall be construed as requiring an employer to engage a replacement employee.
Part D.—Part-time Work.
(1) Definitions
For the purposes of Part D.—Part-Time Work—
(a) "Male employee" means an employed male who
is caring for a child bom of his spouse or a child
placed with the employee for adoption purposes.
(b) "Female employee" means an employed female
who is pregnant or is caring for a child she has
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adoption purposes.
(c) "Spouse" includes a de facto spouse.
(d) "Former position" means the position held by a
female or male employee immediately before
proceeding on leave or part-time employment
under this clause whichever first occurs or, if such
position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which he or she is
capable of performing, a position as nearly
comparable in status and pay to that of the position
first mentioned in this definition.
(e) "Continuous service" means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and includes—
(i) any period of leave taken in accordance with
this clause;
(ii) any period of part-time employment worked
in accordance with this clause; or
(iii) any period of leave or absence authorised by
the employer or by the Award.
(2) Entitlement
With the agreement of the employer—
(a) A male employee may work part-time in one or
more periods at any time from the date of birth of
the child until its second birthday or, in relation
to adoption, from the date of placement of the
child until the second anniversary of the placement.
(b) A female employee may work part-time in one or
more periods while she is pregnant where parttime employment is, because of the pregnancy,
necessary or desirable.
(c) A female employee may work part-time in one or
more periods at any time from the seventh week
after the date of birth of the child until its second
birthday.
(d) In relation to adoption a female employee may
work part-time in one or more periods at any time
from the date of the placement of the child until
the second anniversary of that date.
(3) Return to Former Position
(a) An employee who has had at least 12 months'
continuous service with an employer immediately
before commencing part-time employment after
the birth or placement of a child has, at the
expiration of the period of such part-time employment or the first period, if there is more than one,
the right to return to his or her former position.
(b) Nothing in paragraph (a) hereof shall prevent the
employer from permitting the employee to return
to his or her former position after a second or
subsequent period of part-time employment.
(4) Effect of Part-Time Employment on Continuous
Service
Commencement on part-time work under this clause, and
return from part-time work to full-time work under this
clause, shall not break the continuity of service employment.
(5) Pro Rata Entitlements
Subject to the provisions of Part D.—Part-Time Work, of
this clause and the matters agreed to in accordance with
subclause (8) hereof, part-time employment shall be in
accordance with the provisions of this Award which shall
apply pro rata.
(6) Transitional Arrangements—Annual Leave
(a) An employee working part-time under Part D.—
Part-Time Work, of this clause, shall be paid for
and take any leave accrued in respect of a period
of full-time employment, in such periods and
manner as specified in the annual leave provisions
of this Award, as if the employee were working
full-time in the class of work the employee was
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performing as a full-time employee immediately
before commencing part-time work under this
clause.
(b) (i) A full-time employee shall be paid for and
take any annual leave accrued in respect of
a period of part-time employment under this
clause, in such periods and manner as
specified in this Award, as if the employee
were working part-time in the class of work
the employee was performing as a part-time
employee immediately before resuming fulltime work.
(ii) Provided that, by agreement between the
employer and the employee, the period over
which the leave is taken may be shortened to
the extent necessary for the employee to
receive pay at the employee's current fulltime rate.
(7) Transitional Arrangements—Sick Leave
An employee working part-time under this clause shall
have sick leave entitlements which have accrued under this
Award (including any entitlement accrued in respect of
previous full-time employment) converted into hours. When
this entitlement is used, whether as a part-time employee or
as a full-time employee, it shall be debited for the ordinary
hours that the employee would have worked during the
period of absence.
(8) Part-Time Work Agreement
(a) Before commencing a period of part-time employment under this clause the employee and the
employer shall agree—
(i) that the employee may work part-time;
(ii) upon the hours to be worked by the employee, the days upon which they will be
worked and commencing times for the work;
(iii) upon the classification applying to the work
to be performed; and
(iv) upon the period of part-time employment.
(b) The terms of this agreement may be varied by
consent.
(c) The terms of this agreement or any variation to it
shall be reduced to writing and retained by the
employer. A copy of the agreement and any
variation to it shall be provided to the employee
by the employer.
(d) The terms of this agreement shall apply to the
part-time employment.
(9) Tbrmination of Employment
(a) The employment of a part-time employee under
this clause, may be terminated in accordance with
the provisions of this Award but may not be
terminated by the employer because the employee
has exercised or proposes to exercise any rights
arising under this clause or has enjoyed or
proposed to enjoy any benefits arising under this
clause.
(b) Any termination entitlements payable to an
employee whose employment is terminated while
working part-time under this clause, or while
working full-time after transferring from part-time
work under this clause, shall be calculated by
reference to the full-time rate of pay at the time
of termination and by regarding all service as a
full-time employee as qualifying for a termination
entitlement based on the period of full-time
employment and all service as a part-time employee on a pro rata basis.
(10) Extension of Hours of Work
An employer may request, but not require, an employee
working part-time under this clause to work outside or in
excess of the employee's ordinary hours of duty provided
for in accordance with subclause (8) hereof.
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(11) Nature of Part-Time Work
The work to be performed part-time need not be the work
performed by the employee in his or her former position but
shall be work otherwise performed under this Award.
(12) Inconsistent Award Provisions
An employee may work part-time under this clause
notwithstanding any other provision of this Award which
limits or restricts the circumstances in which part-time
employment may be worked or the terms upon which it may
be worked including provisions—
(a) limiting the number of employees who may work
part-time;
(b) establishing quotas as to the ratio of part-time to
full-time employees;
(c) prescribing a minimum or maximum number of
hours a part-time employee may work; or
(d) requiring consultation with, consent of or monitoring by a union;
and such provisions do not apply to part-time work under
this clause.
(13) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee working
part-time under Part D.—Part-Time Work, of this
clause.
(b) A replacement employee may be employed
part-time. Subject to this subciause, subclauses
(5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (12) of Part D.—PartTime Work, of this clause apply to the part-time
employment of a replacement employee.
(c) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subciause, the employer shall
inform the person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(d) Unbroken service as a replacement employee shall
be treated as continuous service for the purposes
of paragraph (l)(e) hereof.
(e) Nothing in Part D.—Part-Time Work, of this
clause shall be construed as requiring an employer
to engage a replacement employee.
The union has liberty to apply to vary the provisions of
paragraph (5)(c) in Part A.—Maternity Leave, of this clause.
7. Clause 10.—Special Rates and Provisions: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu the following—
10.—Special Rates and Provisions.
(1) Meter Fitters' Vehicle Allowance
A Meter Fitter who in the course of his/her duties has to
ride a motor cycle or drive a motor vehicle shall receive
$7.18 per week extra.
(2) An employee who regulates and controls vehicular
traffic in thoroughfares shall receive an allowance of $1.45
per shift above his/her usual rate.
(3) Offensive Allowance
(a) An allowance of $3.01 per day shall be paid to
each employee who comes into contact with filth
during the operation of cleaning out septic tanks,
sand pits, ripple chambers, suction chambers of
sewerage pumping stations or in de-ragging of
sewerage pumps.
(b) An employee (other than a sewerage maintenance
employee) employed on offensive work in connection with working in or about old sewers or
working in ground where fumes arise from
decomposed material or from any other cause
shall be paid an allowance of 25 per cent of his/her
ordinary time rate.
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(4) Dirt Money
33 cents per hour extra shall be paid to an employee when
engaged on work which is agreed to be of an unusually dirty
nature.
(5) Confined Spaces
An employee working in a compartment, space or place
the dimensions of which necessitate working in a unusually
stooped or otherwise cramped position, or without proper
ventilation, shall be paid an allowance of 41 cents per hour
whilst so engaged.
(6) Underground Allowance
An employee required to work underground on tunnelling
or shaft sinking shall be paid an amount of $1.45 per day
or shift, in addition to any other amount prescribed for such
employee elsewhere in this Award. Where a shaft is to be
sunk to a depth greater than six metres the payment of the
underground allowance shall commence from the surface.
The allowance shall not be payable to employees engaged
upon "cut and cover" work at a depth of 3.5 metres or less
or to employees in trenches or excavations.
"Shaft" means an excavation over 1.8 metres deep with
a cross sectional area of less than 13.4 square metres.
"Dinnelling" shall include all work performed in a
tunnel until it is commissioned.
(7) Well Work
An employee required to enter a well nine metres or more
in depth for the purpose, in the first instance, of examining
the pump, or any other work connected therewith, shall
receive an amount of $1.85 for such examination and 71
cents per hour extra thereafter for fixing, renewing or
repairing such work.
(8) Hot Work
An employee who works in a place where the temperature
has been raised by artificial means to between 46°C and
54''C shall be paid 33 cents per hour or part thereof, and to
more than 54°C—39 cents per hour or part thereof, in
addition to any other amount prescribed for such employee
elsewhere in this Award. Where such work continues for
more than two hours the employee shall be entitled to 20
minutes' rest after every two hours' work without loss of
pay, not including the special rate provided by this
subciause.
(9) Height Money
An employee shall be paid an allowance of 30 cents per
hour, in addition to the ordinary rate, on which the employee
works at a height of nine metres or more above the nearest
horizontal plane.
(10) Drivers' Licences
Initial issue or additional classifications of drivers'
licences required by the employer shall be paid for by the
employer. In addition the employer shall allow the employee
sufficient time off with pay to take the requisite test.
(11) Explosive Powered Tools Allowance
An employee qualified in accordance with the laws and
regulations of the State to operate explosive powered tools
shall be paid an allowance of 76 cents per day on which such
tools are used.
(12) Any employee actually working a pneumatic tool of
the percussion type shall be paid 27 cents per hour extra
whilst so engaged.
(13) Fumes
An employee required to work in a place where fumes of
sulphur or acid or other offensive fumes are present shall be
paid an allowance of 30 cents for each hour worked.
(14) An employee using a steam or water cleaning unit
shall be paid an allowance of 33 cents per hour whilst so
engaged.
(15) Wet Places
(a) An employee required to work in a wet place or
during wet weather shall be provided with rubber
boots and adequate waterproof clothing, including
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waterproof head covering so as to protect the
employee from getting wet. Such waterproof
clothing and rubber boots shall be replaced as
required, subject to fair wear and tear in the
service of the employer.
(b) Any employee working in a wet place shall be
paid an allowance of $1.54 per day in addition to
the ordinary rate, irrespective of the time worked
unless his/her classification expressly includes an
allowance for wet pay.
(c) A place shall be deemed to be wet when it is
agreed that water (other than rain) is continually
dropping from overhead to such an extent that it
would saturate the clothing of an employee if
waterproof clothing was not provided or when the
water in the place where the employee is standing
is over 2.5 centimetres deep.
(d) Where the employer directs work to continue
during rain, the employer may, if adequate
protective clothing is supplied the employee,
require the employee to continue working. For
such work the employee shall be paid an allowance of 25% of the ordinary rate.
(16) Handling Lime Cement or Flyash
Any employees involved in the handling of dry cement,
lime or flyash shall be paid $1.74 per day.
(17) Hot Bitumen
An employee handling hot bitumen or asphalt or dipping
materials in creosote, shall be paid 41 cents per hour extra.
An employee shall be provided with gloves and overalls
and with oil or other solvents suitable for the removal of the
above materials.
(18) Pesticides and Toxic Substances
(a) An employer who requires an employee to use a
pesticide or toxic substance shall—
(i) inform the employee of any known health
hazards involved; and
(ii) pursuant to the relevant Acts and Regulations, ascertain whether and, if so, what
protective clothing and/or equipment should
be worn during its use.
(b) Pending advice obtained pursuant to the relevant
Acts and Regulations, the employer may require
the pesticide or toxic substance to be used, if the
employee is informed of any safety precautions
specified by the manufacturer of the pesticide and
instructs the employee to follow those precautions.
(c) The employer shall supply the employee with any
protective clothing or equipment required pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) hereof and, where
necessary, instruct him/her in its use.
(d) An employee required to wear protective clothing
or equipment for the purposes of this subclause
shall be paid 41 cents per hour or part thereof
while doing so unless the union and the employer
agree that by reason of the nature of the protective
clothing or equipment the employee does not
suffer discomfort or inconvenience while wearing
it, or in the event of disagreement, the Board of
Reference so determines.
(e) An allowance is not payable under this subclause
if the advice obtained pursuant to subparagraph
(a)(ii) hereof in writing indicates that protective
clothing or equipment is not necessary.
(19) Asbestos
An employee using materials containing asbestos or
working in close proximity to any employee using such
matedal shall be provided with and shall use all necessary
safeguards as required by the appropriate occupation^
health authority.
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Where such safeguards include the mandatory wearing of
protective equipment, i.e. combination overalls and breathing equipment or similar apparatus, any such employee shall
be paid 42 cents per hour extra whilst so engaged.
(20) Shotfirers Allowance
An employee being a permit holder, responsible for the
proper handling of explosives and the conducting of firing
shall be paid an allowance of $3.54 per shift.
(21) The work of an electrical fitter shall not be tested by
an employee of a lower grade.
(22) An Electronic Tradesperson, an Electrician—Special
Class, an Electrical Fitter and/or an Armature Winder or an
Electrical Installer who holds and in the course of
employment may be required to use a current 'A' grade or
'B' grade licence issued pursuant to the relevant Regulation
in force on the 28th day of February, 1978 under the
Electricity Act 1948 shall be paid an allowance of $13.20
per week. Provided that an employee appointed to the DC
classification structure as contained in Clause 38.—Wages,
of this Award shall not receive this allowance as the wage
rate contained in the DC classification structure includes a
component for licence allowance.
(23) Special Rates Not Cumulative
Where more than one of the disabilities entitling an
employee to extra rates exists on the same job, the employer
shall be bound to pay only one rate, namely the highest for
the disabilities so prevailing. Provided further that this
subclause shall not apply to confined space, dirt money,
height money, hot work or wet work the rates for which are
cumulative.
(24) Special Disability Not Otherwise Provided For in
This Award
Where a union representing a particular group of
employees claims the existence of special disability not
otherwise provided for in this Award, representatives of the
employer and the union shall confer with a view to agreeing
upon an appropriate special rate. In the event of agreement
not being reached, the matter may be referred to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(25) (a) All employees called upon to clean closets,
connected with septic tanks or sewerage shall receive an
allowance of 41 cents per closet per week.
(b) For the purposes of this subclause, one metre of urinal
shil count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall count
as one closet.
(c) All such employees shall be supplied with rubber
gloves on request.
(26) Polychlorinated Biphenyls
Employees required to remove or handle equipment or
fittings containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) for
which protective clothing must be worn shall, in addition to
the rates and provisions contained in this clause, be paid an
allowance of $1.33 per hour whilst so engaged.
(27) Spray Application Painters
A painter engaged on any spray applications carried out
in other than a properly constructed booth approved by the
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare
shall be paid 33 cents per hour or part thereof in addition
to the rates otherwise prescribed in this Award.
(28) Fuel, Kerosene and Water
Electric pump attendants and pumping station assistants
shall be supplied with free water and in lieu of fuel and
kerosene be paid $4.28 per week or such other amount as
may be agreed between the parties or determined by the
Board of Reference.
(29) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an
employee whilst employed on foundry work shall be paid
a disability allowance of 22 cents for each hour worked to
compensate for all disagreeable features associated with
foundry work including heat, fumes, atmospheric conditions, sparks, dampness, confined spaces and noise.
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(b) The foundry allowance herein prescribed shall also
apply to apprentices and unapprenticed juniors employed in
foundries; provided that where an apprentice is, for a period
of half a day or longer, away from the foundry for the
purpose of receiving tuition, the amount of foundry
allowance paid to him/her shall be decreased proportionately.
(c) The foundry allowance herein prescribed shall be in
lieu of any payment otherwise due under this clause and
does not in any way limit any employer's obligations to
comply with all relevant requirements of Acts and Regulations relative to conditions in foundries.
(d) For the purpose of this subclause foundry work shall
mean—
(i) Any operation in the production of castings by
casting metal in moulds made of sand, loam,
metal, moulding composition or other material or
mixture of materials or by shell moulding,
centrifugal casting or continuous casting; and
(ii) where carried on as an incidental process in
connection with and in the course of production
to which subparagraph (i) of this definition
applies, the preparation of moulds and cores (but
not in the making of patterns and dies in a separate
room), knock out processes and dressing operations, but shall not include any operation performed in connection with—
(aa) non-ferrous die casting (including gravity
and pressure);
(bb) casting of billets and/or ingots in metal
moulds;
(cc) continuous casting for metal into billets;
(dd) melting of metal for use in printing;
(ee) refining of metal.
(30) Flouride Allowance
An employee who is required to handle flouride shall be
paid an allowance of $3.13 per week. This allowance shall
only be payable to an employee who was formerly covered
by the Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award No. 15 of 1981.
8. Clause 11.—Protective Equipment: Delete this clause
and insert in lieu the following—
11.—Protective Equipment.
(1) The employer shall have a sufficient supply of
protective equipment (as for example, goggles, including
anti-flash goggles, glasses, gloves, mitts, aprons, sleeves,
gumboots, leggings, ear protectors, helmets or other
efficient substitutes thereof) for use by employees when
engaged on work for which some protective equipment is
reasonably necessary.
(2) Water Proof Clothing and Rubber Boots
(a) A suitable water proof overcoat, together with a
pair of rubber boots shall be supplied and replaced
on the basis of fair wear and tear to any such cases
and circumstances that are agreed between the
union and the employer.
(b) A separate issue shall be made to each employee
who shall acknowledge receipt in writing and be
responsible for the safekeeping and condition
thereof, reasonable wear and tear excepted. When
the employee leaves, or is terminated, the issue
shall be returned in a condition consistent with an
observance of this paragraph.
(c) Employees shall not lend the issue or any part of
the issue made to them to another employee or
operator, or borrow the issue made to another
employee.
(d) An employee shall not be called upon to wear
boots formerly issued to another employee.
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(3) Overalls and Gloves
(a) Upon application in writing by an employee the
employer shall supply two pairs of overalls or two
sets of such other alternative clothing which is
more appropriate to the work performed per
annum. Should the employee leave employment
within six months of engagement the cost price of
the supplied clothing may be deducted from any
payments due to the employee at the date of
termination.
(b) Where, by custom and practice, an employee has
been provided with clothing on a more regular
basis than provided in paragraph (a) hereof or
where, in the opinion of a union and the employer
the nature of the work warrants a greater or more
regular issue, the provisions of paragraph (a)
hereof shall not apply.
(c) Suitable gloves shall be provided by the employer
to concrete mixer employees and, where and when
considered necessary, by a union and the employer
to other employees.
(4) Protective Footwear
Where the wearing of protective footwear is reasonably
necessary it shall be supplied by the employer free of charge
and shall be replaced as and when required through fair wear
and tear attributable to ordinary use in the service of the
employer.
(5) Safety Helmets
(a) The employer shall supply a safety helmet for
each employee who pursuant to the Regulations
made under the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act 1984, is required to wear such
helmet.
(b) Any helmet so supplied shall remain the property
of the employer and during the time that it is on
issue the employee shall be responsible for any
loss or damage thereto, fair wear and tear
attributable to ordinary use excepted.
(6) Respirators
A respirator shall be supplied to any employee where the
nature of the work renders it necessary. Any such employees
shall be instructed by the employer in the correct use of the
respirators.
An employee using a respirator shall be allowed a five
minute rest period in each working hour.
(7) Electric Tbrches
An electric torch shall be made available to all employees
required to work at night or in dark places. The torches
remain the property of the employer and shall be returned
after each shift.
(8) Where electric arc operators are working, screens or
such other equipment that is suitable and sufficient for the
purpose, shall be provided by the employer for protection
of die employees from flash.
(9) Any dispute under this clause may be determined by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
9. Clause 12.—First Aid Attendant: Delete the amount of
"$1.13" appearing in subclause (3) of this clause and insert
in lieu the amount of "$1.28".
10. Clause 14.—Travelling Time and Allowances: Delete
this clause and insert in lieu the following—
14.—Travelling Time and Allowances.
(1) Starting and Finishing Arrangements
An employee may be required to—
(a) start and finish on the job at construction sites on
a "follow the job" basis. Such an employee shall
be compensated in accordance with subclause (3)
hereof; or
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(b) start and finish at any depot, centre or workshop.
If such an employee is required to travel to and
from the job site away from the depot, centre or
workshop outside normal hours to enable a full
day's work at the job site, such an employee shall
be compensated for such additional travelling time
at ordinary rates. Such an employee may for
convenience start on the job in which circumstances such an employee shall not be eligible for
payment for travelling time.
(2) As required by the employer in paragraph (l)(a)
hereof, an employee shall start and cease work on the job
at the usual commencing and finishing times within which
ordinary hours may be worked and shall transfer from site
to site as directed by the employer.
(3) An employee required to "follow the job" as in
paragraph (l)(a) hereof shall be compensated for fares and
travelling time to and from the job incurred by the employee,
by—
(a) for travelling daily to and from the job within a
radius of 50 kilometres of the G.P.O., Perth; an
allowance of $10.70 per day.
(b) for travelling daily to and from the job outside the
radial area mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (c) of
this subclause; an employee shall be paid at the
ordinary hourly "on site" rate calculated to the
next quarter of an hour, with a minimum payment
as for one-half hour for each return journey for any
time outside ordinary working hours reasonably
spent in travelling daily from the designated
kilometre radius to a job and returning to that
radius in addition to the allowance prescribed in
paragraph (a) of this subclause, plus any expenses
necessarily and reasonably incurred in so travelling outside such radius.
(c) In respect of work carried out from an employer's
depot situated more than 50 kilometres from the
G.P.O. Perth, the main Post Office in the town in
which such depot is situated shall be substituted
as the centre and the allowance referred to in
paragraph (a) hereof shall apply to all work
located within a radius of 50 kilometres of such
centre.
(d) Provision of transport—
(i) The allowances prescribed in this clause,
except the additional payment prescribed in
paragraph (3)(b) hereof shall not be payable
on any day on which the employer provides,
or offers to provide transport free of charge
from the employee's home to the place of
work and return; provided that any transport
supplied is equipped with suitable and safe
seating accommodation covered where necessary so as to be weatherproof.
(ii) Where an employee who is required to start
and finish on the job, uses transport provided
by the employer from an agreed pick up point
other than the employee's home, to the job
and return, the employee shall be paid 50%
of the allowance prescribed in this clause.
(5) An employee who temporarily starts and finishes work
at a depot other than the usual depot shall be compensated
for excess travelling time at ordinary rates.
For the purposes of this subclause—
(a) "excess travelling time" means the additional
time taken in travelling from home to the
temporary depot and return, over the time taken
to travel from home to the usual depot and return;
(b) "temporary'' means relieving at another depot for
a defined period of days or weeks, after which the
employee resumes at his/her usual depot.
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(6) Daily Entitlement
The travelling allowances prescribed in this clause shall
not be taken into account in calculating overtime, penalty
rates, annual or sick leave, but shall be payable for any day
upon which the employee in accordance with the employer's
requirements works or reports for work or allocation of
work.
(7) An employee currently in receipt of a fares and
travelling time allowance which is excess of that prescribed
by this clause shall not have the current allowance reduced
until the job is completed or the employee is transferred to
another site.
11. Clause 16.—Hours: Delete subclause (3) and insert in
lieu the following—
(3) The ordinary hours of work for employees other
than shift workers, shall be between the hours of
6.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. Provided that the actual
ordinary hours of work shall be determined by
agreement between the employer and the majority
of employees in the work section concerned.
Provided further that work done prior to the
spread of hours fixed in accordance with this
subclause, for which overtime rates are payable,
shall be deemed, for the purpose of this subclause,
to be part of the ordinary hours of work.
12. Clause 17.—Tea Breaks, Meal Hours, Refreshments:
Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following—
17.—Tea Breaks, Meal Hours, Refreshments.
(1) Where an employee is required to continue working
beyond the customary commencing time of the meal interval
he/she shall, until he/she commences a meal interval of the
customary duration, be paid at the rate of time and one half
for the first 30 minutes and at the rate of double time
thereafter but if the continuance of work was reasonably
necessary and could not reasonably have been avoided by
the employer the period to be paid at time and one half shall
not commence to run 20 minutes after the customary
commencing time of the meal interval.
(2) (a) An employee shall not be required to work for
more than five hours or more without a break for a meal,
provided that by agreement between the employer and the
majority of employees in the section or sections concerned,
employees may be required to work in excess of five hours,
but not more than six hours, at ordinary rates of pay, without
a meal break.
(b) The time of taking a scheduled meal or rest break by
one or more employees may be altered by the employer if
it is necessary in order to meet a requirement for continuity
of operations.
(c) The employer may stagger the time of taking a meal
or rest break to meet operational requirements or to coincide
with the availability of canteen or other facilities.
(d) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (a) hereof, an
employee engaged as a regular maintenance person shall
work during meal breaks at ordinary rates of pay whenever
instructed so to do for the purpose of rectifying a breakdown
of plant, or for routine maintenance of plant which can only
be done while such plant is idle.
(3) Except as otherwise prescribed in subclauses (1) and
(2) hereof, an employee who works for five hours or more
without a meal break shall be paid at the rate of double time
from the end of five hours until allowed a meal interval of
customary duration.
(4) (a) An employee working overtime shall be allowed
a crib time of 20 minutes after each four hours of overtime
worked if the employee continues work after such crib time.
This crib time shall be paid for at ordinary rates if it is the
first one to be paid for on a Saturday and occurs between
10.00 a.m. and 1.00 p.m. but in all other cases shall be
without deduction of pay.

(b) An employee required to continue working after the
completion of his/her ordinary hours of work on any day
shall, before commencing the overtime work, be allowed a
meal break of 20 minutes which shall be paid for at ordinary
rates, but this provision does not apply if the period of
overtime is less than one and a half hours.
(c) The employer and the employee may agree to any
variation of these provisions to meet the circumstances of
the work in hand provided that the employer shall not be
required to make payment in respect of any time allowed in
excess of 20 minutes.
(5) An employee shall be allowed a tea break of 15
minutes' duration each day. The break shall be counted as
time off duty without deduction of pay and shall be arranged
at a time and in a manner to suit the convenience of the
employer.
(6) (a) An employee required to work overtime for more
than 1.5 hours without being notified on the previous day
or earlier that he/she will be so required to work shall either
be supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $7.00 but
payment need not be made to employees residing in the
locality of the work who can reasonably return home for
meals.
(b) An employee who, pursuant to notice, has provided
a meal or meals and who is not required to work overtime
or is required to work less than the amount of overtime
advised, shall be paid the amount prescribed in the preceding
paragraph for each meal which he/she has provided but
which is surplus.
(c) Where more than one meal is required owing to the
amount of overtime worked the employer shall provide it if
the employee has not been advised in advance of the
overtime.
13. Clause 18.—Shift Work:
(A) Delete subclauses (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) of this
clause and insert in lieu the following—
(2) The employer may work any employee on
shifts, but before so doing shall give 48
hours' notice to each employee concerned
informing the intended starting and finishing
times of ordinary working hours of the shifts.
(3) Except as prescribed in subclause (4) of
Clause 16.—Hours, of this Award, the
ordinary hours of an employee on shift work
shall not exceed an average of 38 per week,
to be worked in shifts of eight hours per day,
inclusive of a paid meal break of 30 minutes,
in accordance with a recognised shift roster
cycle.
(4) A shift worker shall be paid 15% more than
the ordinary rate for each afternoon and night
shift worked on any day other than a
Saturday, Sunday or holiday.
(5) A shift worker who is not allowed to rotate
day shift with afternoon and/or night shift
shall in lieu of the loading prescribed in
subclause (4) hereof be paid 30% more than
the ordinary rate for each afternoon and night
shift worked, but this provision shall not
apply in cases where the employee works
afternoon and/or night shift for two weeks or
less.
(6) Work shall not be recognised as shift work
but shall be regarded as overtime unless at
least five consecutive afternoon or five
consecutive night shifts are worked but this
shall not apply where an employee fails to
present him/herself for duty for a reason
other than one provided elsewhere in this
Award.
(B) Delete subclause (10) of this clause.

14. Clause 19.—Overtime:
(A) Delete paragraph (e) of subclause (1) of this clause
and insert in lieu the following—
(e) An employee required to work on a day
observed as a holiday pursuant to Clause
21.—Public Holidays, of this Award outside
the ordinary hours of work shall be paid for
the time so worked at the rate of double time
and a half except on Christmas Day or
Labour Day when the rate shall be treble
time. Provided that any work inside ordinary
hours shall be paid for in accordance with
subclause (3) of Clause 21.—Public Holidays, of this Award.
(B) Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in
lieu the following—
(2) Call-Out
(a) Monday to Friday—An employee called out
to work after the expiration of his/her normal
working time and having left work for the
day shall for each time being called out be
paid for a minimum of four hours which shall
be calculated at time and one half unless
required to work for two hours or more in
which case it shall be calculated at time and
one half for the first two hours and at double
time for the other two but employees rostered
on standby shall not be paid more than once
for any period of time.
Provided that for employees formerly
covered by the Government Water Supply
(Kalgoorlie Pipeline) Award No. 15 of 1981,
the calculation shall be a minimum of four
hours' work calculated at time and one half
for the first two hours and at double time
thereafter.
(b) (i) Subject to the provisions of paragraph
(c) hereof an employee who is called out
to work on a Saturday, Sunday, rostered
day off or public holiday shall be
deemed to have worked for a minimum
of three hours on each occasion but shall
not be paid more than once for any
period of time.
(ii) Where it is customary for particular
work to be carried out on Saturdays,
Sundays, rostered days off or public
holidays either in respect of a particular
job or kind of job or in respect of the
industry as a whole and the work is
completed within one hour, a minimum
of two hours shall be substituted for the
three hours presented in subparagraph
(i) hereof.
(c) An employee shall not be obliged to work for
longer than it takes to complete the work for
which the employee has been brought on
duty.
15. Clause 22.—Special Leave:
(A) Delete subclauses (1), (2) and (3) of this clause
and renumber existing subclauses accordingly.
(B) Add a new subclause (3) as follows—
(3) Electric Pump Attendants and Pump Station
Assistants normally employed at pumping
stations Nos 6 to 8 who may be called upon
to work a pumping shift on Sundays and paid
at the rate of time and one-half shall receive
an extra half day's leave for each four
Sundays worked in the year on pumping
duties.

16. Clause 26.—Living Quarters: Delete this clause and
insert in lieu the following—
26.—Distant Work—Construction.
(1) Where an employee is engaged or selected or advised
by an employer to proceed to construction work at such a
distance that he/she cannot return to his/her home each night
and the employee does so, the employer shall provide the
employee with suitable board and lodging or shall pay the
expenses reasonably incurred by the employee for board and
lodging.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause do not
apply with respect to any period during which the employee
is absent from work without reasonable excuse and in such
a case, where the board and lodging is supplied by the
employer, the employer may deduct from moneys owing or
which may become owing to the employee an amount
equivalent to the value of the board and lodging for the
period of the absence.
(3) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) of this
clause—
(a) the employer shall pay all reasonable expenses
including fares, transport of tools, meals and if
necessary, suitable overnight accommodation incurred by an employee or person engaged who is
directed by his/her employer to proceed to the
locality of the site and who complies with such
direction; and
(b) the employee shall be paid at ordinary rate of
payment for the time up to a maximum of eight
hours in any one day incurred in travelling
pursuant to the employer's direction.
(4) Where an employee who, after one month of
employment with an employer, leaves his/her employment,
or whose employment is terminated by his/her employer,
except for incompetency, within one working week of
his/her commencing work on the job, or for misconduct and
in either instance subject to the provisions of Clause
6.—Contract of Service, of this Award returns to the place
from whence he/she first proceeded to the locality, or to a
place less distant than or equidistant to the place whence
he/she first proceeded, the employer shall pay all expenses—including fares, transport of tools, meals and, if
necessary, suitable overnight accommodation—incurred by
the employee in so returning. Provided that the employer
shall in no case be liable to pay a greater amount under this
subclause than he/she would have paid if the employee had
returned to the locality from which he/she first proceeded
to the job.
(5) On construction work north of the 26th parallel of
south latitude the following provisions apply—
(a) The employer may deduct the amount of the
forward fare from the employee's first or later
wages but the amount so deducted shall be
refunded to the employee if he/she continues to
work for three months or, if the work ceases
sooner, for so long as the work continues.
(b) If the employee continues to work for the
employer for at least six months the employer
shall, on termination of the employee's engagement, pay the fare of the employee back from the
place of work to the place of engagement if the
employee so desires.
(6) An employee to whom the provisions of subclause (1)
of this clause apply shall be paid an allowance of $22.50 and
for any weekend he/she returns home from the job but only
if—
(a) the employer or his/her agent is advised of the
intention not later than the TUesday immediately
preceding the weekend in which the employee so
returns;

(b) he/she is not required for work during that
weekend;
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first
working day following the weekend; and
(d) the employer does not provide or offer to provide
suitable transport.
(7) Where an employee, supplied with board and lodging
by the employer, is required to live more than 800 metres
from the job, he/she shall be provided with suitable transport
to and from that job or be paid an allowance of $9.80 per
day, provided that where the time actually spent in travelling
either to or from the job exceeds 20 minutes, that excess
travelling time shall be paid for at ordinary rates whether or
not suitable transport is supplied by the employer.
(8) The provisions of subclauses (1), (2), (3), (6) and (7)
of this clause shall be deemed to apply to an employee who
is in the regular employment of an employer and who is sent
by the employer to distant work (whether construction work
or not) but the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause do
not apply to such an employee.
17. Clause 35.—Survey Hands Examination: Delete this
clause and insert in lieu the following—
35.—District Allowance.
(1) For the purposes of this clause the following terms
shall have the following meaning—
"Dependant" in relation to an employee means—
(a) a spouse; or
(b) where there is no spouse, a child or any other
relative resident within the State who relies on the
employee for their main support;
who does not receive a district or location allowance
of any kind.
"Partial Dependant" in relation to an employee
means—
(a) a spouse; or
(b) where there is no spouse, a child or any other
relative resident within the State who relies on the
employee for their main support;
who receives a district or location allowance of any
kind less than that applicable to an employee without
dependants under any award, agreement or other
provision regulating the employment of the partial
dependant.
"Spouse'' means an employee's spouse including de
facto spouse.
"De Facto Spouse" means a person of the opposite
sex to the employee who lives with the employee as the
husband or wife of the employee on a bona fide
domestic basis, although not legally married to that
person.
(2) For the purpose of this clause, the boundaries of the
various districts shall be as described hereunder and as
delineated on the plan at subclause (15) of this clause.
District—
1. The area within a line commencing on the coast;
thence east along latitude 28 to a point north of
Tallering Peak, thence due south to Tallering
Peak; thence southeast to Mt Gibson and Burracoppin; thence to a point southeast at the junction
of latitude 32 and longitude 119; thence south
along longitude 119 to coast.
2. That area within the line commencing on the south
coast at longitude 119 then east along the coast to
longitude 123; then north along longitude 123 to
a point on latitude 30; thence west along latitude
30 to the boundary of No. 1 District.

3. The area within a line commencing on the coast
at latitude 26; thence along latitude 26 to
longitude 123; thence south along longitude 123
to the boundary of No. 2 District.

Column H
Standard
Rate $
Per Week

4. The area within a line commencing on the coast
at latitude 24; thence east to the South Australian
border, thence south to the coast; thence along the
coast to longitude 123 thence north to the
intersection of latitude 26; thence west along
latitude 26 to the coast.
5. That area of the State situated between the latitude
24 and a line running east from Camot Bay to the
Northern Territory border.
6. That area of the State north of a line running east
from Camot Bay to the Northern Tferritory border.
(3) An employee shall be paid a District Allowance at the
standard rate presented in Column II of subclause (6) of this
clause, for the district in which the employee's headquarters
is located. Provided that where the employee's headquarters
is situated in a town or place specified in Column III of
subclause (6) of this clause, the employee shall be paid a
district allowance at the rate appropriate to that town or
place as prescribed in Column IV of subclause (6) of this
clause.
(4) An employee who has a dependant shall be paid
double the district allowance prescribed by subclause (3) of
this clause for the district, town, or place in which the
employee's headquarters are located.
(5) Where an employee has a partial dependant the total
district allowance payable to the employee shall be the
district allowance prescribed by subclause (3) of this clause
plus an allowance equivalent to the difference between the
rate of district or location allowance the partial dependant
receives and the rate of district or location allowance the
partial dependant would receive if he/she was employed in
a full time capacity under the Award, Agreement or other
provision regulating the employment of the partial depen(6) The weekly rate of district allowance payable to
employees pursuant to subclause (3) of this clause shall be
as follows—
Column I
District

Column n
Standard
Rate $
Per Week

Column HI
Exceptions to
Standard
Rate Town
or Place

Column IV
Rate
$ Per

Nil
Ktzroy Crossing
Halls Creek
Timer River
Camp
Nullagine
Livennga (Camballin)
Marble Bar
Wittenoom
Karratha
Port Hedland
Warburton Mission
Carnarvon
Meekatharra
Mount Magnet
Wiluna
Laverton
Leonora
Ok

Nil
55.40

51.60
48.60
45.10
55.90
19.50
20.70

9.30

1

Nil

Column UI
Exceptions to
Standard
Rate Town
or Place
Kalgoorlie
Boulder
Ravensthorpe
Norseman
Salmon
Gums
Marvel Loch
Esperance
Nil

Column FV
Rate
$ Per
3.10
12.40

Nil

(Note; In accordance with subclause (4) of this clause,
employees with dependants shall be entitled to double the
rate of district allowance shown.)
The allowances prescribed in this subclause shall operate
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on
or after 1 January 1991.
(7) When an employee is on approved annual recreational
leave, the employee shall for the period of such leave, be
paid the district allowance to which he/she would ordinarily
be entitled.
(8) When an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual recreational
leave), the employee shall only be paid district allowance
for the period of such leave if the employee, dependants or
partial dependants remain in the district in which the
employee's headquarters is situated.
(9) When an employee leaves his or her district on duty,
payment of any district allowance to which the employee
would ordinarily be entitled shall cease after the expiration
of two weeks unless the employee's dependant/s or partial
dependant/s remain in the district or as otherwise approved
by the employer.
(10) Except as provided in subclause (9) of this clause,
a district allowance shall be paid to any employee ordinarily
entitled thereto in addition to reimbursement of any
travelling, transfer or relieving expenses or camping
allowance.
(11) Where an employee whose headquarters is located
in a district in respect of which no allowance is prescribed
in subclause (6) of this clause, is required to travel or
temporarily reside for any period in excess of one month in
any district or districts in respect of which such allowance
is so payable, the employee shall be paid for the whole of
such a period a district allowance at the appropriate rate
pursuant to subclause (3), (4) or (5) of this clause, for the
district in which the employee spends the greater period of
time.
(12) When an employee is provided with free board and
lodging by the employer or a Public Authority the allowance
shall be reduced to two-thirds of the allowance the employee
would ordinarily be entitled to under this clause.
(13) An employee who is employed on a part-time basis
shall be entitled to district allowance on a pro rata basis. The
allowance shall be determined by calculating the hours
worked by the employee as a proportion of the full-time
hours prescribed by the Award under which the employee
is employed. That proportion of the appropriate district
allowance shall be payable to the employee.
(14) The rates expressed in subclause (6) of this clause
shall be adjusted every 12 months ending on December 31
in accordance with the official "Consumer Price Index" for
Perth as published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The adjustment of rates shall be effective from the
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the
1st day of January each year.
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(15) Map of District Allow
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18. Clause 36.—Owner Drivers: Delete this clause and
renumber remaining clauses accordingly.
19. Clause 37.—Apprentices: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu the following—
37.—Apprentices.
(1) Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one
apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the fraction
being not less than one) journeymen and shall not be taken
in excess of that ratio unless—
(a) The union or unions concerned so agree; or
(b) The Commission so determines.
(2) Where an apprentice's rostered day off duty as
prescribed in Clause 16.—Hours, of this Award falls within
a period of block release, an alternative rostered day off will
be arranged at a mutually convenient time to the employer
and the apprentice.
20. Clause 38.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert in
lieu the following—
38.—Wages.
(1) Subject to this clause, an adult employee in a
classification specified in the tables set out in subclauses (2)
and (5) hereof (other than an apprentice) shall be paid at the
respective award wage rate pier week assigned to that class
of work.
The rates prescribed in subclauses (2) and (5) hereof shall
operate from the first pay period commencing on or after 9
July 1992.
The all-purpose hourly rate for the Award shall be
one-thirty-eighth of the total rate prescribed herein.
(2) Classification Structure
(a)
(i) Water Industry
Rate
Engineering Trades Employees
$
(other than Instrument/Electrical
Classifications)
Level C13
357.50
Level C12
381.10
Level Cll
402.90
Level C10
436.00
Level C9
457.80
Level C8
479.60
Level C7
501.40
Level C6
545.00
Level C5
566.80
(ii) Water Industry Engineering
Trades Employees
(Instrument/Electrical Classifications)
Level DC 10
494.10
Level DC 9
525.20
Level DC 8
547.00
Level DC 7
568.80
Level DC 6
601.10
Level DC 5
622.90
(iii) In addition to the above rates an employee
designated in classifications C13 to C7
inclusive or DC10 to DC7 inclusive shall
receive an all purpose experience allowance
of $10.30 payable after one year of service
in the Water Industry. If an employee has
already qualified for a Government Industry
allowance or equivalent allowance in other
areas of State Government employment, then
this would qualify the employee for the all
purpose experience allowance. This experience allowance shall be adjusted in accordance with any movements to the wage
prescribed herein.
(b) Employees employed within the structure/levels
within this clause shall perform work to the level
of their competence in accordance with the
definitions and training programme set out in
Clause 5.—Definitions, and Clause 45.—Training, of this Award.

(c) Progression from one Water Industry Engineering
Tradesperson/Employee level to the next shall be
contingent upon such additional skills being
required to be performed by the employer, the
related level of technology being in operation,
such a move promotes and maintains the cost
efficiency and effectiveness of the work area, and
the individual having demonstrated capability and
such pre-requisites and minimum training as
prescribed in the Clause 5.—Definitions, of this
Award.
(d) In addition to the rates prescribed in subparagraph
(i) of paragraph (a) hereof, an employee on
successful completion of the first half (Stage 2B)
of the instrument/electrical cross trade TAPE
training shall be paid an all purpose allowance of
$15.00 per week. Payment of this allowance is
subject to satisfactory progression in instrument/
electrical cross trade training and ceases upon
appointment to the DC structure prescribed in
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) hereof.
(3) Transition Arrangements
(a) For the purposes of the adoption of the new
classification structure the interim classifications
shall be moved into the new levels as follows.
WIT Level C12
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Employee Level 2
Engineering Employee Level 3
Government Water Supply Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Employee Level 3
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Employee Level 3
WIT Level Cll
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group B
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group C
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group D
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group A
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group A
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Employee Level 4 Group A
WIT Level C10
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Tradesperson Level 1
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 1
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 1
WIT Level C9
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Tradesperson Level 2
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 2
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 2
WIT Level C8
Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group A
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group B
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Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group B
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group C
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group B
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group C
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group A
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline)
Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 3 Group A
WIT Level C6
Government Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Employees Award 1981
Engineering Tradesperson Level 4 Group A
Engineering Tradesperson Level 4 Group B
Engineering Tradesperson Level 4 Group C
(b) For the purpose of adoption of the new DC
classification structure, instrument/electrical classifications shall be aligned into the new levels as
follows—
(i) An employee on completion of the instrument/electrical cross trade training shall be
appointed to the DC structure on one of the
following bases—
(aa) Existing employees classified at CIO,
C9 or C8 following the reclassification
process outlined in paragraph (5)(b) of
Clause 44.—Structural Efficiency, of
this Award shall be appointed to level
DCS; or
(bb) Existing employees classified at C7, C6
or C5 following the reclassification
process outlined in paragraph (5)(b) of
Clause 44.—Structural Efficiency, of
this Award shall be appointed to level
DC7, DC6 or DCS respectively.
(cc) Existing employees in either of the
cases described in placitum (aa) or (bb)
above shall not be able to pursue a claim
for reclassification as described in paragraph (5)(b) of Clause 44.—Structural
Efficiency, of this Award on the basis
of studies undertaken and/or skills attained as part of the instrument or
electrical cross training indentureship.
(ii) An instument/electrical fitting apprentice
(dual trained) shall, on completion of his/her
indenture be appointed at level DC 10 if
offered continuing employment with the
Water Authority.
(iii) A new employee shall be appointed to the
DC classification structure at a level commensurate with his/her skills and qualifications. A new employee holding trade qualifications in both instrument and electrical
fitting (cross trained) shall be appointed at a
level no lower than DCS.
(c) One-Off Reclassification
An employee who is classified at C8 on vertical
skills in accordance with this transition and/or the
Water Authority Engineering Trades Joint Development/Implementation Committee's agreed reclassification procedure is entitled to an additional
2.5% of the C10 rate, or $ 10.90 per week, if he/she
was, at 9 July 1992, utilising horizontal or
non-trade skills of three modular equivalents.
This additional payment will be included in that
employee's classification rate for all purposes of
the Award. It is available only through the one-off
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reclassification process, as outlined in Clause
44.—Structural Efficiency, of this Award, and
ceases to be payable when that employee achieves
the C7 classification.
The additional payment is NOT available to an
employee who is classified at C8 on a mix of
horizontal, vertical and/or non-trade skills.
(4) Building Trades Employees—Wage Rate Per Week
On
After 1
After 2
Engagement
Year's
Yeats'
Service
Service
Painter
or Signwriter
$436.00
$441.30
$445.60
(5) Apprentices
The weekly wage rate shall be a percentage, as hereunder,
of the tradesperson's rate—
(a) Five year term—
%
First year
40
Second year
48
Third year
55
Fourth year
75
Fifth year
88
Four year term—
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
Three and a half year term—
First six months
42
Next year
55
Next following year
75
Final year
88
Three year term—
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(b) For the purposes of this part "Tradesperson's
Rate" means the rate of pay prescribed for an
employee classified as a Water Industry Tradesperson Level C10 in subdause (2) of this clause.
(6) Tbol Allowance
(a) Engineering Trades
(i) Where an employer does not provide a
tradesperson or an apprentice with the tools
ordinarily required by that tradesperson or
apprentice in the performance of work as a
tradesperson or as an apprentice the employer shall pay a tool allowance of—
(aa) $9.20 per week to such tradesperson; or
(bb) in the case of an apprentice a percentage
of $9.20 being the percentage which
appears against the year of apprenticeship in subclause (5) of this clause.
(ii) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (i) of this subclause shall be included
in, and form part of, the ordinary weekly
wage prescribed in subclause (2) of this
clause.
(iii) An employer shall provide for the use of
tradespersons or apprentices all necessary
power tools, special purpose tools and precision measuring instruments.
(iv) A tradesperson or apprentice shall replace or
pay for any tools supplied by the employer
if lost through the negligence of the employee.
(b) Building Trades
In addition to the rate of pay prescribed in this
clause for a Painter or a Signwriter, such employee
shall be paid a tool allowance of $3.20 per week
in accordance with the provisions of the Building
Trades (Government) Award.
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(7) Leading Hands
An employee placed in charge of—
(a) Metal Trades
(i) Three and not more than 10 other employees
shall be paid $16.60 per week extra.
(ii) More than 10 and not more than 20 other
employees shall be paid $25.40 per week
extra.
(iii) More than 20 other employees shall be paid
$32.80 per week extra.
(iv) A Certificated Rigger or Scaffolder on ships
and buildings, other than a Leading Hand,
who, in compliance with the provisions of the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act
and Regulations 1988, is responsible for the
supervision of not less than three other
employees shall be deemed a Leading Hand
and shall be paid at the rate prescribed for a
Leading Hand in charge of not less than three
and not more than 10 other employees.
(b) Building Trades
(i) Three and not more than 10 other employees
shall be paid $25.60 per week extra.
(ii) More than 10 and not more than 20 other
employees shall be paid $34.10 per week
extra.
(iii) More than 20 other employees shall be paid
$42.70 per week extra.
(8) Construction Work Allowance
(a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an
employee specified in this clause shall be paid an
allowance at the rate of $15.60 per week to
compensate for disabilities when actually engaged
on construction work on site (as defined).
(b) "Construction Work" for the purpose of paragraph (a) hereof, shall mean and include all work
performed on site on the construction, alteration,
repair or maintenance of roads, reservoirs and
drainage works, pipelines, water and sewerage
mains and services. It shall not include the
following classes of work—
(i) work in, around and/or adjacent to any
workshop, depot, yard, treatment works,
nursery or other similar establishments;
(ii) work in, around and/or adjacent to pumping
stations for less than two hours;
(iii) gardening operations; or
(iv) driving vehicles, floats or fork lifts when that
driving is not directly associated with construction work (as defined) for less than four
hours on the day.
(c) An employee referred to in paragraph (a) of this
subclause who is employed on construction work
(as defined) for less than one week shall be paid
for each day so employed, l/5th of the said
allowance.
(d) Provided that an employee under this clause who
is engaged in the construction, or alteration of any
building, structure or other civil engineering
project which is carried out in areas excluded in
paragraph (b) of this subclause shall be paid a
construction allowance at the rate of $7.80 per
week.
21. Clause 39.—Liberty to Apply;
(A) Delete subclauses (3), (6) and (9) of this clause
and renumber the remaining subclauses accordingly.
(B) Delete the reference to "Clause 39.—Wages" in
subclause (8) of this clause and replace it with a
reference to "Clause 38.—Wages".
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(C) Add a new subclause (9) as follows—
(9) Should any oversight, error or omission arise in the
consolidation of the Government Water Supply, Sewerage
and Drainage Award 1981, No. 2 of 1980, with the
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie Pipeline) Award
1981, No. 15 of 1981 and the Engineering Trades
(Government) Award 1967, Nos. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and
3 of 1962, insofar as that Award applied to employees of the
Water Authority of Western Australia, the parties have
liberty to further amend the Award to reflect the true intent
of the parties.
22. Clause 42.—English Language Thition Leave: Delete
this clause and insert in lieu the following—
42.—Paid Leave for English Language Thition.
(1) Leave during normal working hours without loss of
pay shall be granted to employees from a non-English
speaking background, who are unable to meet standards of
communication to advance career prospects, or who constitute a safety hazard or risk to themselves and/or fellow
employees, or who are unable to meet the accepted
production requirements of that particular occupation or
industry, to attend English training conducted by an
approved and authorised Authority., The selection of
employees for training will be determined by consultation
between the employer and the appropriate unions.
(2) Leave will be granted to enable employees selected
to achieve an accepted level of vocational English proficiency. In this respect the tuition content with specific aims
and objectives incorporating the pertinent factors at subclause (3) hereof shall be agreed between the employer, the
Unions, and the Adult Migrant Education Service or other
approved Authority conducting the training.
(3) Subject to appropriate needs assessment participation
in training will be on the basis of minimum of 100 hours per
employee per year.
The agreed desired proficiency level will take account of
the vocational needs of an employee in respect of
communication, safety, welfare, and productivity within
his/her current position as well as those positions to which
he/she may be considered for promotion or redeployment.
It will also take account of issues in relation to training,
retraining and multi-skilling. award restructuring, industrial
relations and safety provisions, and equal opportunity
employment legislation.
23. Clause 44.—Structural Efficiency:
(A) In subclause (3) of this clause, delete the reference
to "Clause 46.—Training" and replace it with
"Clause 45.—^Training".
(B) Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert in
lieu the following—
(5) An agreed new wages and classification structure has
been incorporated into this Award.
(a) Employees will be transferred into the new
classification structure in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 38.—Wages, of this Award.
(b) Reclassification will be according to the following
principles—
(i) In the event that there is a claim for
reclassification to a higher level under the
new structure on the grounds that the
employee possesses equivalent skill and
knowledge gained through on-the-job experience or on any other ground the following
principles apply—
(aa) The parties agree that the agreed reclassification procedure shall be followed;
(bb) The jointly agreed Skills Descriptions
shall be used as the basis for reclassification; when National Standards are
available, a further review based on
these standards shall take place;
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(cc) An agreed accreditation authority shall
test the validity of an employee's claim
for reclassification;
(dd) Reclassification to any higher level
shall be contingent upon such additional
skills being required to be performed by
the employer, the related level of technology being in operation, and such a
move promotes and maintains the cost
efficiency and effectiveness of the work
area.

24. Clause 45.—Training: Delete subclauses (2), (3) and
(4) of this clause and insert in lieu the following—
(2) Following proper consultation in accordance with
subclause (2) of Clause 44.—Structural Efficiency, of this Award, or through the establishment of a training committee, the employer shall
develop a training programme consistent with—
(a) the current and future skill needs of the Water
Authority;
(b) the size, structure and nature of the operations of the Water Authority;
(c) the need to develop vocational skills relevant
to the Water Authority of Western Australia
and the metal and water supply industries
through courses conducted by accredited
educational institutions and providers.
(3) Where it is agreed that a training committee be
established, such training committee shall be
constituted by equal members of employer and
employee representatives and have a charter
which clearly states its role and responsibilities.
For example—
(a) formulation of a training programme and
availability of training courses and career
opportunities to employees;
(b) dissemination of information on training
programmes and availability of training
courses and career opportunities to employees;

EMPLOYEE NAME
SECTION/
DISTRICT
AWARD CLASSIFICATION TITLE
AND LEVEL
JOB TITLE
DATE EFFECTIVE FROM

SUPERVISION RECEIVED FROM

SUPERVISION OF
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(c) monitoring and advising management and
employees on the on-going effectiveness of
the training.
(4) (a) When an employee undertakes relevant training identified and detailed in his/her job
description, such training may be either on or
off-the-job. Provided that if the relevant
training so identified is undertaken during
ordinary working hours, the employee concerned shall not suffer any loss of pay. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold
such paid training leave.
(b) Any costs associated with enrollment and the
purchase of prescribed textbooks, excluding
those which are available in the employer's
technical library, incurred in connection with
the undertaking of training shall be reimbursed by the employer upon production of
evidence of such expenditure. Provided that
reimbursement shall be on an annual basis,
subject to presentation of reports of satisfactory progress.
(c) Travel costs incurred by an employee undertaking training in accordance with this
clause, which exceed those normally incurred in travelling to and from work, shall
be reimbursed by the employer.
25. Clause 45.—Training: After this clause insert the
following new clauses as follows—
46.—Job Description Form.
(1) All employees will require a job description which
shall be recorded on the job description form.
(2) The job description includes the job skills profile
which shall be derived from the Enterprise Skills Schedule
and descriptions, and may consist of skills selected from a
single, part or multiple skills group.
(3) The format of the job description form shall be as
follows—

JOB TITLE
ACTIVITY

CLASSIFICATION LEVEL
DATE EFFECTIVE FROM
TASK

EMPLOYEE NAME
JOB TITLE
SKILL PROFILE

CLASSIFICATION LEVEL
BAND GROUP

EMPLOYEE NAME
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL
iiMnnawaaBBiwMiwaBftw

JOB TITLE
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

EDUCATION/QUALIFICATIONS

TRAINING/ACCREDITATION

EMPLOYEE NAME
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL
DATE EFFECTIVE FROM

JOB TITLE
LOCATION AND ACCOMMODATION
Details: GEHA/Free/Rental

ALLOWANCES RECEIVED

Job described as an approved job designed to meet operational requirements.
(Branch/Regional Manger)
Acknowledged on behalf of the Classification holder as an acceptable and relevant description of the job which
should be performed. Any discrepancy between the skills prescribed in this form and the skills possessed by the
job holder are acknowledged as a training need.
(JEC Employee Representative

Date:

47.—Job Description Creation Procedure.
(1) (a) All employees shall have a jointly agreed job
description, the format for which is contained in Clause
46.—Job Description Form, of this Award.
(b) In developing individual job descriptions. Major
Generic job descriptions shall be used as a basis for
discussion with the individual and depending upon the needs
of the business and the job design under consideration, all
or part of the job description may be used.
(c) A new job description should be generated where a
long term change is envisaged.
(2) This procedure outlines the steps to be followed for
the generation of a jointly agreed job description form.

/

/

(a) After preliminary discussions between the parties
affected by any job design proposal, the proposal shall be
presented to the local joint consultative committee.
(b) Documentation supporting the new job design as
captured in the job description form shall include—
• How it affects work of those around/with it, and
the impact on other existing jobs;
• Explanation of the extent to which the job design
factors outlined in Clause 48.—Job Design, of this
Award have been taken into account.
(c) The local joint consultative committee shall discuss
and review the content and satisfy itself that the design is
in line with the job design principles.

(d) The proposed job description as documented should
then be forwarded to the Joint Development/Implementation
Committee for discussion and approval. It is understood that
any major changes to established work practices will be
referred to the relevant union(s) for endorsement.
(e) Following Joint Development/Implementation Committee response, if approval has been given. Regional/
Branch management and the employee representative of the
Regional Joint Executive Committee should sign and adopt
the Job Description forms.
(f) The disputes settling procedure exists for those who
are aggrieved by the outcome of this process.
48.—Job Design.
When applying Clause 47.—Job Description Creation
Procedure, of this Award, the following factors must be
assessed and evaluated.
The extent to which the job design—
• Improves the individual's career path and opportunity for continued learning.
• Improves operational effectiveness.
• Improves customer service.
• Provides sufficient variety of work.
• Increases potential pay.
• Improves the autonomy of the employee/team.
• Has an appropriate relation to existing job design.
Using the whole of job approach to design jobs the
resulting job descriptions will consist of skills profiles. This
may include non-trade skills which facilitate the completion
of the whole task provided this does not lead to deskilling.
49.—Introduction of Change
(1) Employer's Duty to Notify
(a) Where an employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, programme, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have
significant effects on employees, the employer shall notify
the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes
and their union or unions.
(b) "Significant effects" include termination of employment, major changes in the composition, operation or size
of the employer's workforce or in the skills required; the
elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion
opportunities or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work;
the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other work
or locations and restructuring of jobs. Provided that where
the Award makes provision for alteration of any of the
matters referred to herein an alteration shall be deemed not
to have significant effect. In any event any job redesign must
be agreed using the principles of job redesign contained in
this Award.
(2) Employer's Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees
affected and their union or unions, inter alia, the introduction
of the changes referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the effects
the changes are likely to have on employees, measures to
avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such changes on
employees and shall give prompt consideration to matters
raised by the employees and/or their unions in relation to the
changes.
(b) The discussion shall commence as early as practicable
after a firm decision has been made by the employer to make
the changes referred to in subclause (1) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of such discussion, the employer
shall provide to the employees concerned and their union or
unions, all relevant information about the changes including
the nature of the changes proposed; a redesigned job
description as described in the job description creation
procedure contained in this Award; the expected effects of
the changes on employees and any other matters likely to

affect employees provided that any employer shall not be
required to disclose confidential information the disclosure
of which would be inimical to his/her/its interests.
26. Schedule "A" — Classification Structure: Delete this
schedule and insert in lieu the following—
Schedule. A—Parties to the Award.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (WesternAustralian Branch)
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, MiscellaneousWorkers Division, Western Australian Branch
Metal and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australia
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of
Australia, W.A. Branch, Union of Workers
Water Authority of Western Australia
27. Schedule A—Parties To The Award: After this
schedule add the following new schedules—
Schedule. B—Classification Transition.
Levels Classifications
(1) Engineering Tradespersons—
C6 Level 4: (Includes persons previously engaged in
the following classifications)—
Communication Tradesperson—Groups A, B
and C
Electronics Tradesperson—Groups A, B and C
Instrumentation and Control Tradesperson—
Groups A, B and C
C8 Level 3: (Includes persons previously engaged in
the following classifications)—
A Communication Technician
Scientific Instrument Maker—Special
Class
B Electrician—Special Class
Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class
C Scientific Instrument Maker and Repairer
Tool Maker
Tradesperson assisting Foreperson (providing that the wage shall be maintained at
103.08% of the Level 1 rate for a Fitter,
including tool allowance).
C9 Level 2: (Includes persons previously engaged in
the following classifications)—
Tradesperson with marking off responsibilities
Welder—Special Class
CIO Level 1: (Includes persons previously engaged
in the following classifications)—
Automotive Electrical Fitter
Blacksmith
Driller using Asquith or TUIlis radial drill
Driller using borer or cutter bar
Electrical Fitter and/or Armature Winder
Electrical Installer
Fitter (including Meter Fitter)
Fitter and/or Turner
Fitter and/or First Class Machinist
First Class Machinist
Motor Mechanic
Plant Mechanic (Industrial)
Radio and Television Serviceperson
Sheet Metal Worker
TUmer
First Class Welder
Fitter (Fuel Injection Room)
(In addition a skills allowance of $1.40 per
week shall be paid after 12 months' experience
under this designation at this Level of classification.)
Boilermaker

(b) Engineering Employees
Cll Level 4: (Includes persons previously engaged
in the following classifications)—
Plasterer's Labourer
€12 Level 3: (Includes persons previously engaged
in the following classifications)—
Garage Attendant
Oxy or Electric Welder's Assistant
Third Class Machinist
Trades Assistant (General Mechanical)
Dressers—Shot blast and sand blast protected
by properly enclosed cabin
Fitter's Assistant (including Meter Fitters Assistant)
Schedule. C—Definitions of Previous Classifications.
(1) "Tradesperson Assisting Foreperson" means an
employee who is a skilled tradesperson and whose duty is
to assist the foreperson in administrative work as directed.
(2) "Trades Assistant" shall mean an employee directly
assisting a tradesperson.
(3) (a) For the purposes of the classification "Boilermaker, the greater part of whose time is occupied in marking
off and/or template making" found at Clause 39, subclause
(10), paragraph (1), item (zf), of this Award, "marking off
shall include but not be limited to—
(i) Lay-outs for true length development and for
building assembly jigs upon.
(ii) Marking sections for the purpose of—
(aa) Drilling holes.
(bb) Joggling and notching.
(cc) Attaching cleats, gussets, fittings and component assembly.
(iii) Marking templates and patterns.
(iv) Marking plate material for the purpose of cutting,
drilling, forming and assembly.
(v) Length marking for manual oxygen fuel gas flame
cutting and manual plasma arc cutting of various
sections in steels, stainless steels and non-ferrous
metals.
(b) For the same purposes 'marking off does not
include—
(i) Marking off carried out by non-trade certified
staff.
(ii) Length marking of section to be cut mechanically
with equipment such as band saw, circular saw,
(iii) Marking materials, job parts or completed jobs
with identification numbers or codes, etc.
(iv) Using the automatic tracing system on profile
cutting machines.
(v) Setting adjustable stops on mechanical cutting
machines such as the iron worker, band saw,
circular saw, etc.
(vi) Using templates or patterns to mark material for
cutting, etc.
(4) "Welder, First Class" means an employee using
electric arc or acetylene, petrol or coal gas blow pipe on any
work other than—
(a) filling castings; or
(b) cutting scrap metal; or
(c) welding with the aid of jigs; or
(d) operations specifically mentioned as being the
work of a second class welder in the definition of
that term.
(5) "Welder, Second Class" means an employee who—
(a) uses any of the foregoing types of welding
apparatus in filling castings; or
(b) welds with the aid of jigs; or
(c) operates automatic welding machines for the
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setting up of which the employee is not responsible; or
(d) operates a profile cutting or a straight line cutting
machine.
(6) "Electrician—Special Class" means, subject to
paragraph (c) hereunder, an electrical fitter or electrical
installer who—
(a) (i) has satisfactorily completed a prescribed post
trade course in industrial electronics;
(ii) has, whether through practical experience or
otherwise, achieved a standard of knowledge
comparable to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (i) hereof; and
(b) (i) is engaged on work on or in connection with
complicated or intricate circuitry which work
requires for its performance the standard of
knowledge referred to in paragraph (a)
hereof; and
(ii) is able, where necessary and practicable to
perform such work without supervision and
to examine, diagnose and modify systems
comprising inter-connected circuits, but does
not include such an employee unless the
work on which the employee is engaged
requires for its performance knowledge in
excess of that gained by the satisfactory
completion of the appropriate Tfcchnical
College trade courses.
(c) For the purposes of this Award an employee shall
be deemed to be an Electrician—Special Class
only for the time during which the foregoing
conditions are met, unless—
(i) that time exceeds 16 hours per week; or
(ii) in the opinion of the employer or, in the event
of disagreement, in the opinion of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission that time is likely during the
course of employment to exceed two days per
week on average, in which case such employee shall be classified an Electrician—
Special Class for as long as the employment
continues on either of those bases.
(d) In the event of disagreement about the implementation of this Electrician—Special Class provision, the matter may be referred to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
determination.
(e) For the purposes of this definition the following
courses are deemed to be prescribed post trade
courses in Industrial Electronics—
(i) Post trade Industrial Electronics Course of
the New South Wales Department of Tfechnical Education.
(ii) The Industrial Electronics Course (Grades 1
and 2) as approved by the Education Department of Victoria.
(iii) The Industrial Electronics Course of the
South Australian School of Electrical Tfechnology.
(iv) Industrial Electronics (Course "C") of the
Department of Education, Queensland.
(v) The Industrial Electronics Course of the
Tfechnical Education Department of Tasmania.
(vi) The Certificate in Industrial Electronics of
the Technical Education Division, Education
Department of Western Australia.
(7) "Scientific Instrument Maker—Special Class"
means, subject to paragraph (c) hereunder, a scientific
instrument maker who—
(a) (i) has satisfactorily completed a prescribed post
trade course in industrial electronics;

(ii) has, whether through practical experience or
otherwise, achieved a standard of knowledge
comparable to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (i) hereof; and
(b) (i) is engaged on work on or in connection with
complicated or intricate circuitry which work
requires for its performance the standard of
knowledge referred to in paragraph (a)
hereof; and
(ii) is able, where necessary and practicable to
perform such work without supervision and
to examine, diagnose and modify systems
comprising inter-connected circuits.
but does not include such an employee unless the
work on which he/she is engaged requires for its
performance knowledge in excess of that gained
by the satisfactory completion of the appropriate
Technical College trade courses.
(c) For the purposes of this Award an employee shall
be deemed to be Scientific Instrument Maker—
Special Class only for the time during which the
employee meets the foregoing conditions unless—
(i) that time exceeds 16 hours per week; or
(ii) in the opinion of the employer or, in the event
of disagreement, in the opinion of the Board
of Reference that time is likely during the
course of employment to exceed two days per
week on average.
in which case the employee shall be classified a
Scientific Instrument Maker—Special Class for as
long as employment continues on either of those
bases.
(d) In the event of disagreement about the implementation of this Scientific Instrument Maker—
Special Class provision, a Board of Reference
shall determine the matter.
(e) For the purposes of this definition the following
courses are deemed to be prescribed post trade
courses in Industrial Electronics—
(i) Post Trade Industrial Electronics Course of
the New South Wales Department of Technical Education.
(ii) The Industrial Electronics Course (Grades 1
and 2) as approved by the Education Department of Victoria.
(iii) The Industrial Electronics Course of the
South Australian School of Electrical Technology.
(iv) Industrial Electronics (Course "C") of the
Department of Education, Queensland.
(v) The Certificate in Industrial Electronics of
the Technical Education Division, Education
Department of Western Australia.
(8) "Communication Tradesperson" means a Radio and
TV Tradesperson Special Class working at a level beyond
that of a Radio and TV Tradesperson Special Class and who
is mainly engaged in applying his/her knowledge and skills
to the tasks of installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing,
modifying, commissioning, testing, fault finding and diagnosing of complex communications equipment and systems,
utilising complex digital integrated circuits. The application
of this skill and knowledge would require an overall
understanding of the operating principles of the systems and
the equipment on which the tradesperson is required to carry
out his/her tasks.
To be classified as a Communications Tradesperson, a
tradesperson must have at least three years' on-the-job
experience as a tradesperson on communications equipment
and systems—12 months of which must be at a level of
Radio and TV Tradesperson Special Class—and in addition
must have satisfactorily completed a post trades course in
electronics equivalent to at least two years' part-time study.

In addition, to be classified as a Communication
Tradesperson a tradesperson must be capable of—
(a) maintaining and repairing multi-function printed
circuitry of the type described in this definition
using circuit diagrams and test equipment;
(b) working under minimum supervision and technical guidance;
(c) providing technical guidance within the scope of
the work described in the definition;
(d) preparing reports of a technical nature on specific
tasks or assignments as directed in this definition.
(9) "Electronics Tradesperson" means an electrical
tradesperson working at a level beyond that of Electrician
Special Class and who is mainly engaged in applying this
knowledge and skills to the tasks of installing, repairing,
maintaining, servicing, modifying, commissioning, testing,
fault finding and diagnosing of various forms of machinery
and equipment which are electronically controlled by
complex digital and/or analogue control systems utilising
integrated circuitry. The application of this skill and
knowledge would require an overall understanding of the
operating principles of the systems and equipment on which
the tradesperson is required to carry out his/her tasks.
To be classified as an Electronics Tradesperson, a
tradesperson must have at least three years' on-the-job
experience as a tradesperson in electronics systems utilising
integrated circuits and in addition must have satisfactorily
completed a post trades course in electronics equivalent to
at least two years' part time study.
In addition, to be classified as an Electronics Tradesperson, a tradesperson must be capable of—
(a) maintaining and repairing multi-function printed
circuitry using circuit diagrams and test equipment;
(b) working under minimum supervision and technical guidance;
(c) providing technical guidance within the scope of
the work described in this definition;
(d) preparing reports of a technical nature on specific
tasks or assignments as directed and within the
scope of the work described in this definition.
(10) "Instrumentation and Controls Tradesperson"
means an instrument tradesperson working at a level beyond
that of Scientific Instrument Maker Special Class and who
is mainly engaged in applying these skills and knowledge
to installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing, testing,
modifying, commissioning, calibrating and fault finding
industrial instruments which make up a complex control
system which utilises some combination of electrical,
mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic principles and electronic circuitry containing complex analogue and/or digital
control systems utilising integrated circuitry.
The application of this skill and knowledge would require
an overall understanding of the operating mode of principles
of the various types of measurement and control devices on
which the tradesperson is required to perform these tasks.
To be classified as an Instrumentation and Controls
Tradesperson, a tradesperson must have at least three years'
on-the-job experience as a tradesperson—12 months of
which must be at the level of Instrument Tradesperson—
Complex Systems and in addition must have completed a
related post-trades course equivalent to at least two years'
part-time study.
In addition, to be classified as an Instrumentation and
Controls Tradesperson, a tradesperson must be capable of—
(a) maintaining and repairing multi-function printed
circuitry of the type described in this definition
using circuit diagrams and test equipment;
(b) working under minimum supervision and technical guidance;
(c) providing technical guidance within the scope of
the work described in the definition;

(d) preparing reports of technical nature on specific
tasks or assignments as directed and within the
scope of the work described in this definition.
(11) "Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class" means
subject to paragraph (c) hereunder, a Mechanical Tradesperson who—
(a) (i) is engaged on or in connection with fluid
power circuitry, which work requires for its
performance the standard of knowledge and
skills referred to in subparagraphs (iii) and
(iv) hereof; and
(ii) is able, where necessary and practicable, to
perform such work without supervision and
to examine, diagnose and modify systems
comprising interconnected fluid power circuits; and
(iii) has satisfactorily completed the following
TAPE units—
Course
Syllabus
No.
Industrial Hydraulics 1
85007
and
Industrial Pneumatics 1
85009
and either
Industrial Hydraulics 2
85008
and
Hydraulic Component Repair
85012
or
Pneumatic System Maintenance
(Industrial)
85010
and
Pneumatic System Control
(Industrial)
85014;
or
(iv) has, whether through practical experience or
otherwise, achieved a standard of knowledge
comparable to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (iii) hereof or in the case
of a dispute has been satisfactorily assessed
and/or examined pursuant to the Fluid Power
Exemptions Course detailed in paragraph (d)
hereof;
but does not include such an employee unless the
work on which the employee is engaged requires
for its performance knowledge in excess of that
gained by the satisfactory completion of the
appropriate Tbchnical College Trade course.
(b) For the purpose of this Award an employee shall
be deemed to be a Mechanical Tradesperson—
Special Class only for the time during which the
employee meets the foregoing conditions unless—
(i) that time exceeds 16 hours per week; or
(ii) in the opinion of his/her employer or, in the
event of disagreement, in the opinion of the
Board of Reference, that time is likely during
the course of employment to exceed 16 hours
pier week on average.
in which case the employee shall be classified as
Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class for as
long as the employment continues on either of
those bases.
(c) For the purpose of this definition, employees who
have completed courses in any other State shall,
in the event of a dispute, submit their credentials
for assessment by TAFE or be assessed in
accordance with subparagraph (a)(iv) above.
(d) Fluid Power Exemptions Course
Course exemptions for Fluid Power Certificate
Units can only be granted on completion of the
TAFE divisional exam. However, class atten-

dance exemptions may be granted for the following reasons—
(i) Attending Short Vocational Course (30
hours). TTiis will exempt the student from the
practical component of the course. However,
the theory component can be completed by
24 hour correspondence course with TAPE
External Studies.
(ii) Students claiming exemption from the practical course requirements due to their industrial skills, could obtain an exemption
through a documented case presented by
their employer. Full course accreditation can
then be obtained by completing the 24 hour
correspondence course with TAFE External
Studies.
(iii) Students without documented evidence may
obtain a practical exemption through five
hours' skill testing. These students, if successful, may then enter the correspondence
mode to obtain full unit accreditation.
(iv) Students who have claimed subject exemptions in the certificate of workshop technology, can only gain an automatic exemption
from the introductory units on full completion of the certificate.
(e) For the purpose of this definition, fluid power
circuitry involves industrial hydraulics and/or
industrial pneumatics.
(12) "Motor Mechanic" means an employee engaged in
assembling (except for the first time in Australia), making,
repairing, altering or testing the metal parts (including
electric) of the engines or chassis of motor vehicles other
than motor cycles.
(13) "Process Worker" means an employee engaged on
repetition work on any automatic, semi-automatic, or single
purpose machine, or any machine fitted with jigs, gauges,
or other tools, rendering operations mechanical, or in the
assembling of parts of mechanical appliances or other
metallic articles so made, or any repetitive hand processes.
(14) "Toolmaker" means a tradesperson making and/or
repairing any precision tool, gauge, die or mould to be
affixed to any machine, who designs or lays out his/her work
and is responsible for its proper completion.
(15) "Third-class Welder" means an employee who uses
any of the foregoing types of welding apparatus in tacking
preparatory to the completion of work by any other
employee.
(16) "Fourth-class Welder" means an employee using an
electric spot or butt-welding machine, or cutting scrap with
oxy-acetylene blow pipe, petrol or coal gas blow pipe.
(17) "Instrument Tradesperson—Complex Systems"
means an instrument tradesperson who is mainly engaged
in installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing, testing,
modifying, commissioning, calibrating and fault finding
instruments which make up a complex control system which
utilises some combination of electrical, electronic, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic principles.
To be classified as an Instrument Tradesperson—
Complex Systems, a tradesperson will have—
(a) had a minimum of two years' on-the-job experience as a tradesperson working predominantly on
complex and/or intricate instrument systems as
will enable him/her to perform such work under
minimum supervision and technical guidance; and
(b) satisfactorily completed an appropriate post trade
course equivalent to at least two years' part-time
study or has achieved to the satisfaction of the
employer a comparable standard of skill and
knowledge by other means including in-plant
training or on-the-job experience referred to in
paragraph (a) above.
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Schedule. D—Engineering Tradespersons (District
Electrical Technicians).

1.—Title.
This Schedule shall be known as Schedule D—Engineering Tradespersons (District Electrical Technicians) and
comprises conditions conferred by Order No. C 749 of 1990.
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Application and General Conditions of Employment
4. Standby
5. Wages
6. Overtime
7. Late Start
8. Travelling Allowances
9. Meal Allowances
10. Assistants
11. Telephones
12. Vehicles
13. Districts
14. Date of Operation
3.—Application and General Conditions of Employment.
The provisions of this Schedule shall apply to persons
employed by the Water Authority of Western Australia as
Engineering Tradespersons (District Electrical Technicians). The provisions of this Schedule shall apply in
addition to the provisions of the Award.
4.—Standby.
Engineering Tradespersons (District Electrical Technicians) employed by the Water Authority of Western
Australia shall be rostered for standby each alternate week
to be available for out of hours duty for seven days in
accordance with a formal roster and payment for standby
shall be made in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause
19.—Overtime, of the Award.
5.—Wages.
In addition to the total weekly wage prescribed in Clause
38.—Wages, of the Award for the classification Water
Industry Engineering Tradesperson Level C8, on all purpose
payment equal to 25% of the total weekly wage and tool
allowance shall be paid to District Electrical Technicians.
Except as provided in Clause 4.—Standby and Clause
6.—Overtime, of this Schedule, such payment shall be paid
in recognition of all out of hours work.
6.—Overtime.
In addition to the payment provided for in Clause
5.—Wages, of this Schedule, overtime shall be paid in
accordance with the Award where out of hours work is
required and involves—
(1) Installation work necessary to complete a construction project.
(2) Work not associated with a fault in an operating
system provided the work is not a continuation of
the normal daily maintenance.
(3) Call outs occurring on a non-standby week.
(4) Emergencies brought about by cyclone, flood or
storm or other similar occurrences; or
(5) Call outs occurring on a standby week—time in
excess of a six hour continuous period inclusive
of travelling time.
7.—Late Start.
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (4) of Clause
19.—Overtime, of the Award, all time worked after
midnight and prior to the commencement of the ordinary
work of that day shall be added to the usual commencing
time of that day to enable a late start for such employee and
in any event, any call out after midnight shall entitle the
employee to a minimum late start of two hours.
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8.—Travelling Allowances.
When a job necessitates an overnight stay away from
headquarters, reimbursement shall be according to the rate
prescribed in subclause (2) of Clause 42.—Travelling
Allowance, of the Public Service Award 1992.
9.—Meal Allowances.
The provisions of the Public Service Award 1992,
subclause (5) of Clause 42.—Travelling Allowance, shall
apply in circumstances where the job does not involve an
overnight stay.
10.—Assistants.
Assistants shall be assigned on a needs basis determined
by the nature of the particular job. Any dispute shall be
determined having regard for the provisions of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act.
11.—^Telephones.
(1) The cost of new installations and/or new connections
shall be met by the Water Authority of Western Australia.
District Electrical Tfechnicians shall be reimbursed costs
associated with rental and Water Authority business calls in
the manner applying generally to Authority employees.
(2) Employees relieving as District Electrical Technicians
shall be reimbursed costs of rental and business calls
proportionate to the duration of the relief.
12.—Vehicles.
District Electrical Technicians shall be supplied suitable
vehicles which shall be equipped to a suitable standard
agreed to by the parties from time to time.
13.—Districts.
(1) District Electrical Technicians employed by the Water
Authority of Western Australia shall operate within districts
identified by the parties through an exchange of letters from
time to time for the purposes of allocating day to day routine
maintenance.
(2) Variations to the districts described in subclause (1)
of this clause shall be by agreement between the parties and
shall be limited to such variations as are needed due to
changes in workload which may occur from time to time.
(3) Call outs on standby weeks shall be limited to those
districts identified by the standby roster.
14.—Date of Operation.
This Schedule shall operate from the first pay period on
or after the 1st day of May, 1988.
Schedule. E—Engineering Tradespersons (Mobile Mechanical Fitters).
1.—Title.
This Schedule shall be known as Schedule E—Engineering Tradespersons (Mobile Mechanical Fitters) and comprises conditions conferred by Order No. C 380 of 1991.
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Application and General Conditions of Employment
4. Date of Operation
5. Wages
6. Overtime
7. Late Start
8. Telephones
9. Liberty to Apply
3.—Application and General Conditions of Employment.
The provisions of this Schedule shall apply to persons
employed by the Water Authority of Western Australia as
Engineering Tradespersons (Mobile Mechanical Fitters).
The provisions of this Schedule shall apply in addition to
the provisions of the Award.
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4.—Date of Operation.
This Schedule shall take effect on and from 25 July 1991.
5.—Wages.
In addition to the appropriate total weekly wage prescribed in Clause 38.—Wages, of the Award, an all purpose
payment equal to 25% of the total weekly wage and tool
allowance shall be paid to Mobile Mechanical Fitters.
Except as provided in Clause 6.—Overtime of this Schedule,
such payment shall be in recognition of all out of hours
work.
6.—Overtime.
In addition to the payment set out in Clause 5.—Wages,
of this Schedule, overtime shall be paid in accordance with
the Award where out of hours work is required and
involves—
(1) Installation work necessary to complete a construction project.
(2) Work not associated with a fault in an operating
system provided the work is not a continuation of
the normal maintenance programme.
(3) Emergencies brought about by cyclone, flood or
other similar occurrences.
(4) Call Outs in excess of a six hour continuous period
inclusive of travelling time. In such a case, the
whole of the period worked, inclusive of travelling
time, shall be paid for in accordance with the
overtime provisions of the Award.
7.—Late Start.
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (4) of Clause
19.—Overtime, of this Award, all time worked after
midnight and prior to the commencement of the ordinary
work of that day shall be added to the usual commencing
time of that day to enable a late start for such employee and
in any event, any call out after midnight shall entitle the
employee to a minimum late start of two hours.
Such a late start shall be without loss of pay.
8.—Tblephones.
(1) Where, at the date of this Schedule, the telephone
rental and business calls of an employee were being paid for
by the employer, that arrangement shall continue whilst the
employment status of that employee remains constant.
(2) An employee relieving as a Mobile Mechanical Fitter
shall be reimbursed pro rata telephone rental for the
duration of such relief, where the employee being relieved
has such rental reimbursed.
(3) In any event, an employee shall be reimbursed the cost
of business calls.
(4) Allocation of new installations and/or connections
paid for by the employer shall be at discretion of the Water
Authority.
9.—Liberty to Apply.
(1) Should any oversight, omission or error arise in the
formalisation of conditions of employment for Mobile
Mechanical Fitters employed by the Water Authority of
Western Australia, either party shall have liberty to apply
to further amend this Schedule to reflect the true intent of
the parties.
(2) The union reserves liberty to apply for the provisions
of the Public Service Award 1992 to apply with respect to
meal and travelling allowances.
28. Schedule of Applicants: Delete this schedule.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1020 of 1992.
Engineering Trades (Government) Award, 1987.
Award Nos 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
20 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Martin on behalf of the Applicants
and Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Respondents and Ms
J. Sheridan on behalf of the Department of Productivity and
Labour Relations, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Engineering Trades (Government) Award,
1987 Award Nos 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect on and from
the 9th day of December, 1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Second Schedule—List of Respondents: Delete the words
"The Minister for Water Resources".

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Minister for Water Resources and Another
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia and Others.
No. 1021 of 1992.
Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlic Pipeline) Award,
1981.
No. A 15 of 1981.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
20 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Martin on behalf of the Applicants
and Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the Respondents, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Government Water Supply (Kalgoorlie
Pipeline) Award, 1981 be and is hereby cancelled with
effect on and from the 9th day of December, 1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch)
and
Water Authority of Western Australia.
No. 1079 of 1992.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
20 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Miss M. Robinson on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr D. Martin on behalf of the Respondent,
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Engineering Tradespersons (District Electrical Technicians) (Water Authority of Western Australia) Order No. C 749 of 1990; the Engineering
Tradespersons (Mobile Mechanical Fitters) (Water
Authority of Western Australia) Order No. C 380 of
1991; and Order No. C 431 of 1993 be and are hereby
cancelled with effect on and from the 9th day of
December, 1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

IRON ORE PRODUCATION PROCESSING
(HAMERSLEY IRON PTY LTD) AWARD 1987
No. A20 of 1987.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hamersley Iron Pty Limited
and
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers and Others
No. 1533 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
2 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision. (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The application seeks to amend
the Iron Ore Production and Processing (Hamersley Iron Pty
Ltd) Award 1987. In short, the application seeks to amend
that part of the Award which provides for career progression
and, more accurately, a skills acquisition and career path
programme and associated levels of wage rates as they apply
to production plant employees at Paraburdoo. The proposal
of the Applicant and the Respondent, which has constitutional coverage of the Paraburdoo plant employees, is that
there should be another skills module consisting of sample
preparation. That, in short, will enable employees in the
Paraburdoo plant operations, who are entitled to be members
of the Respondent, to be involved in sample preparation and
so make the laboratory work more efficient.
The Applicant asserts, and the Respondent agrees, that
that involves a significant nett addition to the work of the
employees so as to justify another pay level. The proposal
is that there will now be five rather than the existing four
classification or pay levels for the Paraburdoo plant
employees. The new level, as Mr Cameron has so rightly
mentioned, will represent 105 per cent of the tradesman rate
which is consistent with the classification and pay structure
elsewhere in the Award, notably so far as the Respondent
is concerned, those working in the pit and those working in
the transport areas.

The application is similar to other applications recently
brought to the Commission (see for example: Hamersley
Iron Pty Limited v. The Australian Workers' Union, West
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1993) 73
WAIG 2460). Plainly what was said on that occasion applies
equally on this occasion. Therefore, I need say no more other
than I am satisfied that the claim falls within the spirit and
letter of the State Wage Fixing Principles. In the circumstances I indicate that by consent I will make an order
amending the Award in the terms of the amended Schedule
B attached to the application, and by consent that amendment is to operate with effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after 2 February 1994.
Appearances: Mr A.N. Cameron on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of The Australian Workers'
Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hamersley Iron Pty Limited
and
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers and Others
No. 1533 of 1993.
Iron Ore Production and Processing (Hamersley Iron Pty
Ltd) Award 1987
No. A 20 of 1987.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
2 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A.N. Cameron on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of The Australian
Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union
of Workers, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Iron Ore Production and Processing
(Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd) Award 1987 be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the first pay period
commencing on and from the date hereof.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
DIVISION 1—PART 1
1. Clause 8.—Definitions: Delete paragraph (3)(b) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—
(b) Paraburdoo Plant Employees
• "Plant Production Employee Paraburdoo—
Level 5":
Means an employee classified as such who
performs any work within the competence of
that employee and who is undergoing training to acquire one selected offered skill in the
Paraburdoo Plant Operations.
• "Plant Production Employee Paraburdoo—
Level 4":
Means an employee classified as such who
performs any work within the competence of
that employee and who has been passed out
as having successfully acquired one selected
offered skill in the Paraburdoo Plant Operations and who undertakes training to acquire
a second selected offered skill.

• "Plant Production Employee Paraburdoo—
Level 3":
Means an employee classified as such who
performs any work within the competence of
that employee and who has been passed out
as having successfully acquired two selected
offered skills in the Paraburdoo Plant Operations and who undertakes training to acquire
a third selected offered skill.
• "Plant Production Employee Paraburdoo—
Level 2":
Means an employee classified as such who
performs any work within the competence of
that employee and who has been passed out
as having successfully acquired three selected offered skills in the Paraburdoo Plant
Operations.
• "Plant Production Employee Paraburdoo—
Level 1":
Means an employee classified as such who
performs any work within the competence of
that employee and who has been passed out
as having successfully acquired four selected
offered skills in the Paraburdoo Plant Operations. The last selected offered skill may be
nominated by the Company in accordance
with Clause 35, Part 1(5).

LEVEL 2

3 SOS

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

INDUCTION

SOS = Selected Offered Skills
(3) The Selected Offered Skills (SOS) in the Paraburdoo
Plant Operations are—
Crushing and Screening
Train Loading
Control Room
Plant Equipment
Sample Preparation

NOTE: The Selected Offered Skills are
listed in Clause 35.—Production Employees
Skills Acquisition and Career Path Programme.

(4) The acquisition of skill modules shall be in accordance
with the following requirements—

2. Clause 32.—Wages: Delete paragraph (3)(b) of this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof—

Competent and passed out to operate all
equipment associated with the crushing and
screening process and all associated functions as
per activities and tasks sheet.

(b) Plant Production Employees:
(i) Tom Price High Grade Plant Employees Port
Operations Employees, and Concentrator
Operations Employees
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
(ii) Paraburdoo Plant Employees

405.90
454.40
466.50
497.20

Level 5
405.90
Level 4
454.40
Level 3
466.50
Level 2
497.20
Level 1
522.10
3. Clause 35.—Production Employees Skills Acquisition
and Career Path Programme: Delete Part I of this clause and
insert the following in lieu thereof—
PART I
Paraburdoo Plant Operations
(1) Progression through the Paraburdoo Plant Operations
Skills Acquisition and Career Path Programme shall be in
accordance with the provisions of Part A of this clause.
Progression to Level 1 shall occur on acquisition of an
additional Selected Offered Skill nominated by the Company. Progression shall be as illustrated in the chart in
subclause (2) hereof.
(2)

PARABURDOO PLANT
SKILLS ACQUISITION AND CAREER
PATH PROGRAMME

LEVEL 1

4 SOS

(a) Crushing and Screening

(b) Train Loading
Competent and passed out to operate all
equipment associated with the train loading
process and all associated functions as per
activities and tasks sheet.
(c) Control Room
Passed out and competent for operation of the
Plant Control Room and all associated functions
as per activities and tasks sheet.
(d) Plant Equipment
Competent and passed out to operate all mobile
equipment associated with the Plant MRU and all
associated functions as per activities and tasks
sheet.
(e) Sample Preparation
Competent and passed out in Sample Preparation tasks and perform associated functions as pier
the tasks sheet.
(5) The Selected Offered Skill undertaken by an employee
for reclassification to Level 1 may be nominated by the
Company so as to ensure that the skills profile of the
workforce matches the Company's operational requirements. However, the Company will endeavour to meet an
employee's training preference where possible. This will not
be an impediment to employees gaining further skills where
they desire to do so.

MEAT INDUSTRY (STATE) AWARD 1980
No. R9 of 1979.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union, Industrial
Union of Workers Perth West Australian Branch
and
Action Food Bams (WA) Pty Ltd and Others
No. 897 of 1993.
Meat Industry (State) Award 1980
No. R 9 of 1979.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
20 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This application seeks to insert
redundancy provisions into the award. The application is
consistent with the amendments made to the Metal Trades
(General) Award in this regard (following the decision of the
Commission in Court Session in 1986, 66 WAIG 580). For
that reason I am satisfied that the application fits within the
State Wage Principles. The application is agreed to by
employers members of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of WA and represented by Ms Dight. However
employers represented by Mr Darcy on behalf of the Meat
and Allied Trades Federation of Australia (Western Australian Division) Union of Employers object to two of the
claims. It has been necessary for the Commission therefore
to determine those two matters.
The first disputed area concerns the claim of the union in
relation to redundancy payments that a "week's pay" for
tally workers shall mean the average of payments made to
such an employee during the previous twelve month period
in respect of work performed in ordinary hours including
any amount paid for work in such hours in excess of the
daily tally and for waiting time and any allowance to which
the employee is entitled for shift work. For the Applicant
it is argued that for an employee on the tally system the
amount paid for work during ordinary hours including over
tally and waiting time is the ordinary rate of wage received
by that person. If redundancy payments are calculated on the
basis of an employee's weekly wage then, according to the
Applicant, equity requires that the actual wage be used as
the basis of calculation rather than the weekly rate
prescribed within the award which otherwise would be
applicable. The Applicant points out that in the metal trades
Termination Change and Redundancy Case the rate of wage
for tally workers was never in consideration because tally
workers are unique to the meat industry. The Applicant
points to the rate of payment of annual leave and long
service leave under the award which it submits recognises
the principle which it urges on this occasion. Further, in
relation to meat workers employed in the state government
area in WA the provisions of the WA Government
Employees Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy
General Order (as consolidated at (1993) 73 WAIG 215)
provides for severance pay for tally workers to be based
upon the average weekly rate received for each week worked
within the previous twelve months (clause 6(2)). The
Applicant also drew the attention of the Commission to a
number of awards and agreements of the industry in the
eastern states which similarly have recognised that the rate
of wage for tally workers shall be the actual rate received
rather than the notional weekly rate.
For the opposing Respondents, Mr Darcy stated that the
recognition of the actual rate received for tally workers was
not universal. Employees covered by the award received
sick leave, rostered days off and workers' compensation at
ordinary rates of wage and not at the actual rate. Mr Darcy
also drew attention to the superannuation provisions,
although as this provision refers to a payment equal to
"three percent of each employee's ordinary time earnings"
(clause 43(2)) it is open to interpretation that in relation to
superannuation at least average earnings are taken into

account. Mr Darcy also submitted that some tally systems
in the eastern states operate on a different basis and
sometimes have a ceiling. For that and other reasons the
earnings of tally workers in WA can be and are significantly
higher than for their eastern states counterparts. In a
competitive industry the adoption of the union's claim
which provides a greater burden for the industry in Western
Australia compared with the industry in the eastern states
could have a disastrous effect.
In my respectful observation the submissions of both
advocates left a number of questions unanswered. The
principal concern with which the Commission is faced and
which arises from the case presented by the Applicant is the
inconsistent application within the award of the rate of wage
for tally workers. If indeed the principle for tally workers
is that their rate of wage should be their average earnings
then this should be consistently applied throughout the
award. However it is not and this considerably weakens the
strength of the Applicant's argument that the average wage
for tally workers must be the basis upon which the payment
for redundancy is to be calculated. If this is so, why isn't
it so for all payments made under the award? The case for
the Applicant did not address this inevitable question.
For the purpose of the Commission's deliberations some
assistance in answering the question has been found from
the 1972 decision of Commissioner Cort when considering
the contents of three meat industry awards then being sought
by the parties (53 WAIG 97). The issue which confronted
the Commission on that occasion would appear to be the
same issue as has been presented by default to the
Commission on this occasion as the following extract from
the decision of the Commission shows:
"The parties are in dispute with respect to payment
to be made to a worker when on a holiday prescribed
by the award. A similar dispute exists as to the payment
to be made during annual leave and sick leave and it
is convenient to deal with all of these matters at this
time.
In each case the employer seeks to continue the
existing provision which requires a worker to be paid
the ordinary wage prescribed in Clause 17.—Wages or
in the case of members of the sheep or lamb and goat
slaughtering team Clause 24, when absent on holidays,
annual leave or sick leave. The union claims that the
payment should be calculated on the actual earnings in
ordinary hours in particular the earnings of tally
workers."
(at page 99)
The Commission recorded its understanding of the
general practice in awards of this Commission when an
employee goes on leave. It then noted that with respect to
tally workers, in some respects tally is said to represent a
fair day's work beyond which extra rates comparable with
overtime rates should be prescribed and that in that context
a tally worker should not be entitled to overtime earnings
whilst time workers have no such entitlement. On the other
hand the over tally rate prescribed for the cattle slaughtering
team could be likened more to an incentive rate than to an
overtime rate (page 100). The Commission noted that the
provisions contained in awards operating in other states
having general application elsewhere have been of influence
on the industrial authority in WA and he then considered
some of the provisions in eastern states awards with respect
to those clauses. In the result he noted that the majority of
those awards prescribed that time rate be paid with respect
to holidays and sick leave. In relation to annual leave he
noted that the position was somewhat different. It was
considered that payment based upon average earnings would
be more equitable for both employer and employee in this
industry and found support for this approach in the greater
majority of awards applicable elsewhere where average
earnings formed the basis of payment for annual leave and
the effect of an absence from work would not be as
pronounced as it would be for payment on holidays and sick
leave. Further the payment would be greater for a worker
who regularly attends work and may therefore tend to reduce
absenteeism.
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An attempt by employers to seek the abolition of the
average earnings approach in order to remove the situation
where different employers receive different annual leave
payments was rejected by the Commission when the award
the subject of this application issued in 1980 (60 WAIG
1502 at 1508).
It may be seen from the above therefore that the
inconsistent application of tally workers' wage rates for
different purposes within the award has been as a result of
the inability of the parties to agree on such consistent
treatment. Further the determination of the Commission in
each case would appear to be based not upon the principle
urged by the Applicant union but rather upon the nature of
each clause claimed. Thus the determination in relation to
payment for annual leave was seen to be different from the
position in relation to, for example, payment for sick leave.
Therefore the Commission should now examine the manner
in which the clause claimed has been applied rather than on
any notion of "principle".
In this application the applicant seeks to introduce the
redundancy provisions which have as their genesis the
termination, change and redundancy cases in the Australian
Commission ((1984) 8 IR 34; (1984) 9 IR 115). In turn this
led to the 1986 amendment to the Metal Trades (General)
Award previously referred to. The Commission's attention
was not drawn by the parties to any decision of significance
since that time relating to the rate of wage for tally workers
of termination, change and redundancy provisions.
It appears that with one exception all three cases referred
to in the previous paragraph did not give consideration to
the issue which is now before the Commission. In its
supplementary decision the Australian Commission noted
some difference between the employers and the ACTU in
respect of the definition of a "week's pay" for the purpose
of calculation of any redundancy payment. The Commission
decided that redundancy payment should be calculated on
the same basis as payment in lieu of notice on termination
of employment. It was emphasised that the decision was
reached having regard for the provisions of the metal
industry award and that a different decision may well be
appropriate in the context of other awards ((1984) 9 IR at
131).
The evidence presented by the Applicant of the manner
in which the payment of redundancy payments for tally
workers is calculated in other awards is persuasive. The
evidence tendered by the Applicant refers to clauses and
provisions of recent origin. They serve to show how this
industry has in fact applied the termination, change and
redundancy provisions in practice. The provision of the WA
Government Employees Redeployment, Retraining and
Redundancy General Order reflects average earnings as
urged by the Applicant as does Clause 8(c) of the Federal
Meat Ptocessing (Queensland) Industrial Award 1988,
Clause 44A of the South Australian Meatworks Industrial
Agreement-Award 1982 and Clause 11 of the Federal Meat
Industry Award 1981. In response to a direct request from
the Commission resulting from Mr Darcy's submissions, Mr
Maguire has tendered by letter of 14 December 1993 further
information concerning the position in the other states. That
information confirms the Applicant's argument in this
matter. To the extent that they show a relevant reflection of
the manner that the industry views the issue to be decided
then I find that of more persuasive value than a reference
to the inconsistent application of tally workers' wages which
is shown by the award.
As to the position of the objecting respondents, 1 have
been concerned by the submissions raised by Mr Darcy that
the prescription of redundancy payments for tally workers
based upon an average of their earnings would impose a
significant cost burden on the industry in this state compared
with the industry in the eastern states. However the position
is that the Applicant has tendered sufficient evidence before
me to demonstrate that the method of payment of
redundancy payments to employees in this industry in
Western Australia as well as in the eastern states incorporates average earnings. Mr Darcy did not draw to my
attention any redundancy provision for tally workers which
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prescribes the award rate as the basis for the calculation of
redundancy payments. The submissions made by Mr Darcy
were not supported by any evidence at all. Further there is
a lack of detail in those submissions that can allow me to
do no more than express the concerns that I have arising
from his submissions. However those submissions cannot
outweigh the evidence of the manner in which redundancy
payments are calculated for tally workers in this industry.
Similarly, whilst Mr Darcy submitted that an employer may
be unwilling to utilise the incapacity to pay provisions
because those provisions would draw attention to the
employer's position in a competitive market, the submission
was once again general and is not of sufficient moment to
persuade the Commission to give no weight to the
Applicant's evidence in this matter. Accordingly the
application will be granted.
The second claim which is in dispute is the claim of the
Applicant to insert an additional provision regarding the
permanent close down of abattoirs, boning rooms and or
pre-packing areas, rooms or factories. The Applicant seeks
this clause because of the usual seasonal closure in many
areas of the industry. It is not the intention of the Applicant
nor the Respondents for redundancy provisions to operate
in the case of seasonal close downs. The concern raised by
the Applicant is that a situation arose in the past where an
abattoir which had closed at the end of the previous season
failed to open again. The Applicant pointed to that example
and stated that there was not a point at which the union could
say that it would not reopen and require the payment of
redundancy payments. It therefore seeks a provision to be
inserted which would deem such a place permanently closed
down if it does not reopen within a period of eight
consecutive months from the date it last operated. If the
employer is able to notify the union of a definite date of
reopening then the provision would not come into operation.
The Respondents represented by Mr Darcy object to the
claim although the concern which the claim addresses is
recognised. Those Respondents agree to the insertion of a
provision but on the basis that a period of twelve consecutive
calendar months is involved and that the employer notify all
employees affected of the intended reopening date of the
operations or of its permanent closure.
The desirability of a provision of the nature sought is
acknowledged. However I am reluctant to prescribe a
general provision which imposes an eight month period
following which the establishment is deemed closed unless
there is a definite date of re-opening. From the submissions
of both parties in this matter it appears that the permanent
closure of an establishment may occur for a number of
reasons.
The resolution of this issue requires the balancing of the
interests of employees affected who have a legitimate
interest in knowing whether their employment is permanently lost to them. On the other hand seasonal and market
factors may mean that after eight months even with the
future intention of reopening an employer may be unable to
open or be sure when the opening will occur.
I believe it may not be in the parties' interests to prescribe
a general provision which will deem closure to be after eight
months in advance of the knowledge of all of the
circumstances of that particular establishment. I agree with
Mr Darcy's submission that requiring payments to be made
irrespective of the circumstances may have the effect itself
of closing the establishment and thereby remove any
possibility of re-opening. I am aware that the provision
sought by the Applicant is contained in some of the eastern
states awards to which the Applicant referred. However I am
not able with confidence to decide this claim completely in
the Applicant's favour. It is however appropriate to insert
a provision into the award which will require an employer
after eight months to advise the union of the facts
surrounding a particular establishment and the intended date
of reopening. This provision will thus provide a precise time
following which a decision is to be made in the knowledge
of the particular circumstances.
The parties will observe in the minutes of proposed order
in this matter that Clause 12(a) of the claim has been deleted
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by the Commission due to its inconsistency with the
proposed Clause 1(a).
Appearances:
Mr G. Maguirc on behalf of the Applicant.
Ms R. Dight and Mr M. Darcy on behalf of the
Respondents.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australasian Meat Industry Employees'
Union, Industrial Union of Workers
Perth West Australian Branch
Action Food Bams (WA) Pty Ltd and
Others
No. 897 of 1993.
Meat Industry (State) Award 1980
No. R9 of 1979.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
8 February 1994.
Supplementary Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: At the Speaking to the Minutes the
applicant requested that the order of the Commission be
made retrosj^ctive to the date of application, the 4th June
1993.
The concern of the applicant relates to the Albany
abattoir. During the course of the hearing the Commission
had been informed that the Albany abattoir closed at the end
of the season in April 1993. On 24th November 1993 the
union was informed, apparently before the Commission
otherwise constituted, that the abattoir was not to re-open
(transcript page 19). It is to be noted that the order to issue
in this matter inserts a redundancy clause into the award.
The respondents opposed any retrospectivity.
During the course of the Speaking to the Minutes the
Commission expressed some concern that even if the order
was made retrospective it may not achieve the result sought
by the union. After having given some consideration to the
matter the Commission approaches the issue in this way.
Section 39 of the Act allows the Commission to give
retrospective effect to an order if in the opinion of the
Commission there are special circumstances which make it
fair and right so to do. The situation at Albany was raised
during the course of the original proceedings. During the
course of the Speaking to the Minutes Mr Maguire informed
the Commission that the union's current understanding is
that there is no agreement regarding any redundancy
payments to the employees affected by the closure of the
Albany abattoir. The union is hoping that an offer will be
made by the employer but this may be optimistic.
The circumstances of this application are that the claim
of the union was filed on the 4th June 1993. Although
respondents members of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia filed an Answer on the 23rd
June 1993 opposing the application as a whole, those
respondents also counterproposed the insertion of redundancy provisions in accordance with the Metal Trades
(General) Award. That position is similar to the position
adopted by respondents members of the Meat and Allied
Trades Federation of Australia (Western Australian Division) Union of Employers which on the 30th June 1993
lodged an Answer opposing the application and proposing
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the insertion of provisions the same as those in the Metal
Trades (General) Award. In practical terms the redundancy
payments claimed by the union were the payments contained
in the redundancy provisions of the Metal Trades (General)
Award and really this represented an agreed position so far
as the quantum of payments is concerned. The record of the
matter reveals that during proceedings before the Commission otherwise constituted held on the 5th August 1993 the
application was in this respect agreed between the parties.
The issues not agreed are those which the Commission
subsequently arbitrated and are reflected in the Reasons for
Decision.
In these circumstances the merit lies in ensuring that
employees who have been made redundant due to the
permanent closure of the Albany abattoir and who otherwise
would not have recourse to the Commission to resolve a
dispute regarding their redundancy claim should be given
the minimum protection which is to be provided by the
award. The acceptance in this matter of the principle of
redundancy payments inherent in the consent of respondents
to the claim (other than for two specific issues) is
recognition of the appropriateness of redundancy payments
to employees made redundant. The Commission decides
therefore that there is good reason in the sense envisaged by
s.39 to make the order retrospective.
During the course of the Speaking to the Minutes I
queried whether making the order retrospective would have
the effect envisaged by the union. I have concluded that it
can. It is not necessary for the contract of service of an
employee to be in existence at the time the order is signed.
The date at which the contracts of employment between the
Albany abattoir and its employees ceased will be a matter
of fact. The order will operate from the date specified within
it and if at that date there was a contract of employment in
existence then the employee is entitled to receive the benefit
of the order (Corlett Bros v. Transport Workers Union
(1975) 55 WAIG 644).
Mr Heaperman drew the attention of the Commission to
the existence of the Albany Seasonal Allowance Order 1990
(70 WAIG 4092) and the Commission was concerned lest
the payment of redundancy payments involved some double
counting of the seasonal allowance. However the submissions made by the parties when that order issued do not
reveal that the purpose of the order relates to redundancy
(application 1367 of 1990; transcript p. 2). I am not satisfied
that there will be an element of double counting.
For all of the above reasons the Commission will make
the order retrospective. In my view it is appropriate that the
order operate on and from the 9th November 1993 being the
date when the union asked for the application to be listed
for hearing and determination. This date is after agreement
was reached on the principle of redundancy payments being
inserted into the award and a date which is prior to the
notification given to the union about the closure of the
Albany abattoir during other Commission proceedings on
the 24th November 1993. Further, there is nothing to suggest
that the operation of this order to that date will have any
other consequences in the industry.
The matter is decided accordingly.
Appearances: Mr G. Maguire on behalf of the applicant.
Ms R. Dight on behalf of respondents members of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia.
Mr R. Heaperman on behalf of respondents members of
the Meat and Allied Trades Federation of Australia (Western
Australian Division) Union of Employers.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union,
Industrial Union of Workers Perth West
Australian Branch
and
Action Food Bams (WA) Pty Ltd and Others
No. 897 of 1993.
Meat Industry (State) Award 1980
No. R9 of 1979.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
8 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr G. Maguire on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms R. Dight, Mr M. Darcy and later Mr R. Heaperman
on behalf of the Respondents, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Meat Industry (State) Award 1980 be varied
in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect on and from the 9th day
of November 1993.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately following
Clause 21.—Long Service Leave insert the following:
21 A. Redundancy
2. Clause 21.—Long Service Leave: Immediately following this clause insert a new clause as follows:
21 A.—Redundancy
(1) Discussions Before Tfermination
(a) Where the employer has made a definite
decision that the employer no longer wishes the
job the employee has been doing done by
anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and
customary turnover of labour and that decision
may lead to termination of employment, the
employer shall hold discussions with the
employees directly affected and with the union.
(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is
practicable after the employer has made a
definite decision which will invoke the provisions of paragraph (l)(a) hereof, and shall
cover, among other things, any reasons for the
proposed terminations, measures to avoid or
minimise the terminations and measures to
minimise any adverse effects of any terminations of the employees concerned.
(c) For the purpose of such discussions the
employer shall, as soon as practicable,
provide in writing to the employees concerned and their union, all relevant information about the proposed terminations, including the reasons for the proposed terminations,
the number and categories of employees
likely to be effected and the number of
employees normally employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to
be carried out. Provided that any employer
shall not be required to disclose confidential
information, the disclosure of which would
be inimical to the employer's interests.
(2) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid
duties for reasons set out in paragraph (l)(a)
hereof, the employee shall be entitled to the same
period of notice of transfer as the employee would
have been entitled to had the employment been
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terminated, and the employer may, at the employer's option, make payment in lieu thereof of
an amount equal to the difference between the
employee's former classification rate and the new
lower classification rate for the number of weeks
of notice still owing.
(3) Severance Pay
(a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed
for ordinary termination in paragraph (2)(b)
of Clause 7.—Contract of Service of this
award and subject to further order of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, a regular weekly employee
whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in paragraph (l)(a) hereof, shall be
entitled to the following minimum amount of
severance pay in respect of a continuous
period of service.
Period of continuous service
Severance pay
1 year or less
Nil
1 year and up to the completion of 2 years
4 weeks' pay
2 years and up to the completion of 3 years 6 weeks' pay
3 years and up to the completion of 4 years 7 weeks' pay
4 years and over
8 weeks' pay
(b) Subject to paragraph (3)(c) hereof "Week's
pay'' means the ordinary weekly rate of wage
for the employee concerned for an employee
on time work.
(c) In the case of an employee usually employed
on a tally system of remuneration, "Week's
pay" shall be the average of the payments
made to such an employee during the
previous twelve months' period in respect of
work performed in ordinary hours, including
any amount paid for work in such hours in
excess of the daily tally and for waiting time
and any allowance to which the employee is
entitled for shift work as prescribed by this
award or the rate of wage calculated in
paragraph (3)(b) hereof, whichever is the
greater.
(d) Provided that the severance payments calculated in accordance with paragraphs (3)(a),
(3)(b) and (3)(c) hereof shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have
earned if employment with the employer had
proceeded to the employee's normal retirement date.
(e) For the purpose of this subclause continuity
of service shall not be broken on account of:
(i) any interruption or termination of the
employment by the employer if such
interruption or termination has been
made merely with the intention of
avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of leave of absence;
(ii) any absence from work on account of
personal sickness or accident for which
an employee is entitled to claim sick pay
as prescribed by this award or on
account of leave lawfully granted by the
employer; or
(iii) any absence with reasonable cause,
proof whereof shall be upon the employee;
provided that in the calculation of continuous
service under this subclause any time in
respect of which an employee is absent from
work except time for which an employee is
entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay, long
service leave and public holidays as prescribed by this award shall not count as time
worked.
(f) Service by the employee with a business
which has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee's service
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

has been deemed continuous in accordance
with Clause 21.—long Service Leave of this
award shall constitute continuous service for
the purpose of this clause.
Employee Leaving During Notice
An employee whose employment is terminated
for reasons set out in paragraph (l)(a) hereof may
terminate his/her employment during the period of
notice and, if so, shall be entitled to the same
benefits and payments under this clause had
he/she remained with the employer until the
expiry of such notice. Provided that in such
circumstances the employee shall not be entitled
to payment in lieu of notice.
Alternative Employment
An employer, in a particular redundancy case,
may make application to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission to have the
general severance pay prescription varied if the
employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee.
Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination
given by the employer an employee whose
employment is to be terminated for reasons
set out in paragraph (l)(a) of this clause that
employee shall, for the purpose of seeking
other employment, be entitled to be absent
from work during each week of notice up to
a maximum of eight hours without deduction
of pay.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave
for more than one day during the notice
period for the purpose of seeking other
employment, the employee shall, at the
request of the employer, be required to
produce proof of attendance at an interview
or the employee shall not receive payment for
the time absent. For this purpose a statutory
declaration will be sufficient.
Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate
employees in the circumstances outlined in paragraph (l)(a) hereof, the employer shall notify the
Commonwealth Employment Service thereof as
soon as possible giving relevant information
including the number and categories of the
employees likely to be affected and the period
over which the terminations are intended to be
carried out.
Employees With Less Than One Year's Service
This clause shall not apply to employees with
less than one year's continuous service and the
general obligation on employers should be no
more than to give relevant employees an indication of the impending redundancy at the first
reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as
may be reasonable to facilitate the obtaining by
the employees of suitable alternative employment.
Employees Exempted
This clause shall not apply where employment
is terminated as a consequence of conduct that
justifies instant dismissal, including malingering,
inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct, or in
the case of casual employees, apprentices, or
employees engaged for a specific period of time
or for a specified task or tasks.
Employers Exempted
Subject to an order of the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission, in a particular
redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to
employers who employ less than fifteen employ-
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(11) Incapacity to Pay
The employer, in a particular redundancy case,
may make application to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission to have the
general severance pay prescription varied on the
basis of the employer's incapacity to pay.
(12) Permanent Close Downs of Abattoirs, Boning
Rooms and/or Pre-packing Areas, Rooms or
Factories
(a) Where an abattoir, boning room and/or
pre-packing area, room or factory is closed
and not re-opened within a period of eight
consecutive calendar months from the date of
closure the employer shall at that time advise
the union in writing of its permanent closure
or the anticipated date of its re-opening.
(b) For the purposes of this subclause, an
abattoir, boning room and/or pre-packing
area, room or factory shall include parts
thereof including but not limited to a chain,
rail, section, department, room or sub-room
of such abattoir, boning room, pre-packing
area or factory.
(13) Dispute Settling Procedures
Any dispute arising under this clause shall be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
3. Schedule "B"—Supermarket Meat Employees'
Schedule: In Clause 4.—Incorporation of Award Provisions
of this Schedule immediately following Clause 21.—Long
Service Leave insert the following:
21A. Redundancy

NURSES (DOCTORS SURGERIES)
AWARD 1977
No. 44 of 1976.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Nursing Federation,
Industrial Union of Workers Perth
and
B.I. O'Hara and Others
No. 961 of 1992.
Nurses (Doctors Surgeries) Award 1977
No. 44 of 1976.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
18 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Quinlivan on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr M.A. O'Connor on behalf of the Respondents, and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the Nurses (Doctors Surgeries) Award 1977 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the First pay period commencing on or after the 8th
day of December 1993.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Clause 6.—Contract of Employment: Immediately
after subclause (2) of this clause insert the following:
(3) Work as directed: Each employee shall perform
such work as the employer shall lawfully require
having regard to safe practice and the level of
competence and qualifications of the employee.
2. Clause 21.—Wages: Delete the preamble and subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
(1) The minimum rate of wage payable per week shall
be as follows:
$
(a) Registered Nurse:
1st year of experience after registration
2nd year of experience after registration
3rd year of experience after registration
(b) Nurse in Charge:

471.60
495.20
518.80
565.90

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES' AWARD
No. 18 of 1969.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission and
Others.
No. 1537 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
31 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision, (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Commission has before it on
this occasion an application to amend the Railway Employees' Award No. 18 of 1969. More specifically, the claim is
to amend various provisions in Clause 28 of the Award. That
clause deals with away from home allowances and meal
allowances.
The parties seek to vary firstly what I would briefly
describe as the camping allowance and the hotel and motel
allowances. The Award provides, by paragraph (2)(c), that
those allowances shall be varied whenever and so often as
the similar allowances provided in the Public Service
(General Conditions of Service and Allowances) Award are
amended and with effect from the same date, subject to
ratification by the Commission.
The indications are that, with effect from 1 July last year,
the relevant Public Service Award was varied to increase
those allowances to the level which the parties seek on this
occasion.
In my view, there is no reason why the Commission
should not grant the application in the terms on which the
parties seek. I think it is beyond question that those
allowances are allowances designed to reimburse employees
for expenses they have incurred in the course of their
employment. Thus the proposed amendments would fall
within the scope of the current State Wage Fixing Principles.
The parties also seek to amend the allowances provided
in subclause 28(6) of the Award. In short, that subclause
provides that when a traffic section worker in a suburban
area is required to work at a suburban depot or station, other
than the depot or station at which he is stationed, he shall

be entitled to certain allowances when the requirement to
work away from the normal station is given without the
notice stipulated in the Award. The Award currently
provides for an allowance of 80 cents per kilometre in both
the directions for the extra distance the worker is required
to travel. Furthermore, the subclause provides that where the
period of relief is for one week or less, an allowance of $4.00
a shift is to be paid in recognition of the disruption to the
worker's normal roster. Those rates, as the Award expressly
stipulates, are based on rates fixed from time to time by the
Taxi Control Board for taxi fares in the metropolitan area.
The material now before the Commission suggests that
on and from 13 December last year the flagfall for taxis was
increased to $2.10 and the distance rate increased to 10 cents
for each 120 metres travelled. The effect of those adjustments is to increase the existing sum of 80 cents a kilometre
to 83 cents, and the exiting sum of $4.00 per shift to $4.20
per shift.
The agent for the Applicant has rightly and frankly
acknowledged that those allowances do not fit easily within
the prescription stipulated by the State Wage Fixing
Principles. In particular, the allowance of $4.00 a shift
cannot fairly be said to be recompense for expenses but,
rather, relates to the conditions under which the work is
performed. However, I take the view that the Award itself
contains a provision requiring the allowances to be adjusted.
Indeed, the proviso to the relevant subclause is that "the
rates referred to in this subclause will be adjusted from time
to time in accordance with the Taxi Control Board
metropolitan rates". On that basis, there seems to me to be
no valid objection to adjusting the rates and, indeed, if the
Commission was not to adjust them then it seems that the
Award, by its very nature, would do so. It would be rather
strange in those circumstances if the Commission, having
made an Award containing those terms, refused to comply
with the Award. In the circumstances, I indicate that I am
prepared to make the order in the terms sought.
The amendments to subclause 28(2) will operate with
effect from 1 July 1993 and the amendments to subclause
28(6) will operate with effect from 13 December 1993. The
amendments are made in all respects by consent.
Appearances: Mr A.M. Dzieciol on behalf of the
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch; the Metal and Engineering Workers* Union—
Western Australia; and the Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian
Branch).
Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Western Australian
Government Railways Commission.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch
and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission and
Others.
No. 1537 of 1993.
Railway Employees' Award
No. 18 of 1969.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
31 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr A.M. Dzieciol on behalf of the
Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch; the Metal and Engineering Workers' Union—
Western Australia; and the Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian
Branch) and Mr A. Hassell on behalf of the Western
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Australian Government Railways Commission, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Railway Employees' Award No. 18 of 1969
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that the variation to subclause 28(2) be operative
on and from 1 July 1993 and the variation to subclause
28(6) be operative on and from 13 December 1993.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 28.—Away from Home and Meal Allowances:
(A) Delete the amounts of "$27.35" and "$19.10" in
placitum (2)(a)(ii) and insert in lieu the amounts of
"$25.90" and "$19.40" respectively.
(B) Delete placitum (2)(a)(iii)(aa) and insert in lieu
thereof the following—
(aa) For hotel/motel occupied:
ABC
Employees Employees Employees
—up to
with
without
42 days dependants dependants
—after
—after
42 days
42 days
per day
per day
per day
$
$
$
Perth Suburban Area
115.05
57.50
38.35
South of 26' Lat.
94.50
47.25
31.50
(C) Delete the amount of "$44.35" in placitum
(2)(a)(iii)(bb) and insert in lieu the amount of "$45.15".
(D) Delete the amount of "$6.50" in paragraph (2)(b) and
insert in lieu the amount of "$6.60".
(E) Delete the amounts of "80 cents" and "$4.00" in
placita (6)(d)(i) and (ii) and insert in lieu the amounts of "83
cents" and "$4.20" respectively.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA WAGES AND CONDITIONS AWARD,
1988 No. A1 of 1989.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch) and Others
and
State Energy Commission of Western Australia
No. 1882 of 1990.
State Energy Commission of Western Australia
and
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch) and Others
No. 1795 of 1991.
State Energy Commission of Western Australia Wages and
Conditions Award, 1988 (No. A1 of 1989).
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
21 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C.W. Patman and Mr T. Lemmon on
behalf of the State Energy Commission of Western Australia
and Ms M. Robinson on behalf of the Australian Electrical,
Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western
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Australian Branch); Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia, Western Australian
Branch; the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers' Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division,
Western Australian; The Operative Painters and Decorators
Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Operative
Plasterers and Plaster Workers Federation of Australia
(Industrial Union of Workers) Western Australian Branch;
the Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees Union of Australia,
W.A. Branch and Mr G.C. Sturman on behalf of the Metals
and Engineering Workers Union (WA Branch), by consent;
The Commission, as presently constituted, notes:
That in April, 1993, Commissioner Salmon determined the benchmark rate for the key classification
group in a proposed broadbanded structure to encompass all classifications set out in the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia Wages and Conditions Award No. A 1 of 1989 (Matter No. 1795(1) of
1991—[1993] 73 WAIG 1322).
The onus was placed on the parties to that award to
establish relativities within the broadbanded structure,
to translate existing classifications into the proposed
new structure and to establish definitions for the
benchmark classification and other classifications.
These initiatives reflect the commitments of the
parties to Structural Efficiency and the process of
workplace reform commenced in 1989. The position
has now been reached whereby 182 existing classifications have been rationalised under a ten (10) level
structure, the award is to be varied to provide for the
2.5 per cent wage adjustment pursuant to the Structural
Efficiency Adjustment Principle and allowances are to
be varied in accordance with the January, 1992 State
Wage Principles ([1992] 72 WAIG 191). The matters
which are before the Commission at this time as a
"joint application" are a culmination of work undertaken by management and the workforce on the
implementation of a competency based classification
structure. The firet stage was completed in December,
1993 with the identification of competencies by
workplace groups within the State Energy Commission
of Western Australia. The completion of this project
followed the workforce's endorsement on 30 June,
1992 of a strategy to effect workplace change developed by management and shop stewards. The establishment of a competency based work environment will be
finalised under Stage 2 of the parties' programme.
The substance of workplace reforms addressed by
the parties under these applications is reflected in the
time and care that have been taken to develop the
competency based classification structure and the
consultation that has taken place throughout the State
Energy Commission and the support that has been
forthcoming. Importantly, all of this has taken place at
a time when quite radical restructuring of the State
Energy Commission is being planned. It is understood
that the corporate structure of the State's electricity and
gas distribution systems will change in 1995 and that
new workforce organisations will be established. In
many respects the workforce reforms initiated under
these applications anticipate and complement changes
that are to take place in power generation and
distribution in 1995.
The Commission, accepts the undertakings given by the
parties:
That with the variations submitted under these
applications that the integrity of the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia Wages and Conditions Award No. A 1 of 1989 is established and that this
will be maintained by the parties. It is noted that
Special Case conference proceedings pursuant to the
State Wage Principles (op cit) were conducted and
were concluded to the satisfaction of all parties that
participated.

The commission further notes:
That within the range of issues addressed under
Structural Efficiency, the parties have made provision
for award clauses to address "Introduction of Change"
(Clause 43) and "Structural Efficiency" (Clause 44).
The amendment to the "Contract of Service" (Clause
9) reflects the emphasis that is to be placed on a
competency based wage structure. Other structural
reforms that have already been implemented include
re-arranged working hours (12 hours shifts at Kwinana
and Muja power stations), revised shift operating
procedures at Bunbury), cross-trade training, demanning of out-of-service units in power stations to
enable more flexible workforce arrangements and the
accreditation of the Kewdale workshop as an "endorsed company" under Australian Standard 3902
(Refer to transcript p 6). The State Energy Commission
affirms that there has been productivity improvement
and enhanced work organisation structures under the
reform process.
The Commission accepts:
That the broadbanding of 182 discrete classifications
which are presently identified in a time/experience
based wage structure and which results in the possibility of some 3184 wage permutations for these
classifications, into a ten (10) level competency based
pay structure is central to the promotion of structural
efficiency in the State Energy Commission. The
process for transition from the existing system to the
full implementation of the competency based structure
is noted.
That the parties have reached agreement on the
broadbanded wage structure, the translation of existing
classifications to the new structure, transitional arrangements pending the introduction of competency
standards and the phasing-in of increases which result
in some instances. The parties accept that the complete
development of competency standards to complement
the broadbanded structure is an integral part of the
agreement and is the condition upon which the
Commission is moved to implement the proposed
variations before it. The method of lining up classifications within the broadband structure is noted (Refer to
the example in SECWA Exhibit 4). The Commission
appreciates the equity considerations that have been
taken into account in developing transitional arrangements for movement from a time/experience based
wage structure to a competency based wage classification system. It is noted that the new broadbanded
classification structure accommodates all existing
service pay arrangements and that the relativities to be
established are not to be the subject of variation.
Placement within the structure is dependent upon the
use of skills acquired and required (Refer to Schedule
3 paragraph 5.3 and transcript pp 29, 40 and 43).
That the parties have agreed upon and will be
working towards the full development of the competency based structure, including definitions, by August,
1994 and that this commitment is reflected in the
Award (Refer to subclause 8(b) of Clause 30). The
Liberty to Apply provision in the award amendments
are also noted.
The Commission is satisfied:
That all existing liabilities concerning payments and
arrangements which were not reflected in the Award
and which include an over-award payment of $12.00
per week have been discharged and that in line with
what has already been said about the status of the
Award, its integrity is accepted.
The Commission accepts:
That these matters exhaust all wage claims associated with the implementation of the competency based
structure, save but for provision under the "Liberty to
Apply" clause concerning a level above that of Level
9 into the Award (Refer to transcript p 19).

The Commission further notes:
That there is an understanding between the parties
as to the situation concerning the new connections
allowances and that although this is not the subject of
adjustment pursuant to the Structural Efficiency Principle at this time nor is provision made in the "Liberty
to Apply" clause, it is a matter which is still being
considered by the parties (Refer to transcript p 47).
Now, the Commission, being satisfied as to the identification of the award as a Paid Rates Award and variations
including the implementation of the competency based
classification structure give effect to Structural Efficiency
and are consistent with the State Wage Principles (op cit),
then pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended, hereby orders—
That the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia Wages and Conditions Award, 1988 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect on and from the
23rd day of January, 1994.
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.]
Chief Commissioner.
Schedule.
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement:
(a) After the figure and title 2.—Arrangement insert
new number and title as follows:
2A. Paid Rates
(b) After the figure and title 42.—Car Allowance
insert new numbers and titles as follows:
43. Introduction of Change
44. Structural Efficiency
(c) After the figure and title 44.—Structural Efficiency insert the following:
Schedule 1
PART I—RATES FOR TRAINEE CABLE JOINTERS
AND LINEPERSONS
PART II—PHASING IN ARRANGEMENTS: OTHER
CLASSIFICATIONS
PART III—EXPERIENCE LEVEL KEY
Schedule 2
BROADBANDING: LINE UP OF EXISTING CLASSIFICATIONS
Schedule 3
COMPETENCY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE WAGES WORKFORCE
2. Clause 2k.—Paid Rates: Immediately following
Clause 2.—Arrangement insert a new clause as follows:
2k.—Paid Rates.
It is a condition of this award that the wages and
conditions which apply to employees covered herein shall
not exceed those prescribed in the award.
3. Clause 6.—Definitions:
(a) In subclause (1), paragraph (e) delete "Clause
30.—Wages hereof" and insert in lieu thereof
"Schedule 2".
(b) In the preamble to subclauses (2) to (9) delete
"CLAUSE 31.—WAGES HEREOF" and insert
in lieu thereof "Schedule 2".
4. Clause 9.—Contract of Service: Insert a new subclause
as follows:
(7) SECWA may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee's
skill, competence and training including work that
is incidental or peripheral to the employee's main
function. Provided that work performed which is
recognised as being consistent with a higher
classification will be paid in accordance with
Clause 7.—Mixed Functions.
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5. Clause 11.—Shiftwork: In subclause (8) delete
'Clause 31.—Wages hereof" and insert in lieu thereof
'Schedule 2".
6. Clause 22—Overtime:
(a) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (5)(a)(i) delete
the amounts "$5.70" and "$4.00" and insert in
lieu thereof the amounts "$6.50" and "$4.55"
respectively.
(b) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (7) delete the
amount "$2.85" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$3.25".
(c) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (9)(a) delete
the amount "$8.30" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$9.45".
(d) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (9)(c) delete
the amount "$8.30" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$9.45".
(e) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (10)(b) delete
the amount "$8.30" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$9.45".
(f) In DAY EMPLOYEES, subclause (10)(c) delete
the amount "$8.30" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$9.45".
(g) In SHIFT EMPLOYEES, subclause (3)(a)(i) delete the amount "$5.70" and insert in lieu thereof
the amount "$6.50".
(h) In SHIFT EMPLOYEES, subclause (3)(a)(ii)
delete the amount "$4.00" and insert in lieu
thereof the amount "$4.55".
7. Clause 29.—Special Rates and Provisions:
(a) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (1) delete "of
Clause 30.—Wages'' and insert in lieu thereof "in
Schedule 2".
(b) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(a) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(c) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(b) delete the
amount "31 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "32 cents".
(d) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(c) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(e) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(d) delete the
amount "31 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "32 cents".
(f) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(e)(i) delete
the amount "34 cents" and insert in lieu thereof
the amount "35 cents".
(g) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(f) delete the
amount "$2.42" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$2.48".
(h) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(g)(i) delete
the amount "$3.21" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$3.29".
(i) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(h) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(j) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(i) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(k) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(j) delete the
amounts "34 cents" and "60 cents" and insert in
lieu thereof the amounts "35 cents" and "62
cents" respectively.
(1) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (1)(1) delete the
amount "88 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "90 cents".
(m) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(m)(i) delete
the amounts "34 cents" and "41 cents" and
insert in lieu thereof the amounts "35 cents" and
"42 cents" respectively.
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(n) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(n) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(o) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(o) delete the
amount "$10.50" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$10.80".
(p) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(p) delete the
amount "$1.73" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$1.77".
(q) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(q) delete the
amount "37 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "38 cents".
(r) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(r) delete the
amount "34 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "35 cents".
(s) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(s) delete the
amount "$1.14" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$1.17".
(t) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(t)(i) delete
the amount "$3.21" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$3.29".
(u) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(u) delete the
amount "31 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "32 cents".
(v) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(v) delete the
amount "34 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "35 cents".
(w) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(w)(iii) delete
the amount "88 cents" and insert in lieu thereof
the amount "90 cents".
(x) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(x)(i) delete
the amounts "$2.43" and "49 cents" and insert
in lieu thereof the amounts "$2.49" and "50
cents" respectively.
(y) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(y)(i)(aa)
delete the amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu
thereof the amount "42 cents",
(z) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(y)(i)(bb)
delete the amount "31 cents" and insert in lieu
thereof the amount "32 cents".
(aa) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(z) delete the
amounts "$1.73 and "64 cents" and insert in lieu
thereof the amounts "$1.77" and "66 cents"
respectively.
(ab) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (l)(aa) delete the
amount "34 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "35 cents".
(ac) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (2) delete the
amount "41 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "42 cents".
(ad) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (3) delete the
amount "$15.50" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$15.90".
(ae) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (4) delete the
amount "78 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "80 cents".
(af) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (5) delete the
amount "$6.20" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$6.40".
(ag) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (6)(a) delete the
amount "$1.53" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$1.57".
(ah) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (6)(b) delete the
amounts "34 cents" and "34 cents" and insert in
lieu thereof the amounts "35 cents" and "35
cents".
(ai) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (7) delete the
amount "40 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "41 cents".
(aj) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (8) delete the
amount "$6.70" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$6.90".

(ak) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (9) delete the
amount "$6.18" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$6.33".
(al) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (10) delete the
amount "$5.12" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$5.60".
(am) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (13)(a)(i) delete
"Wage Group B $25.00 per week", "Wage
Group C $25.00 per week" and "Wage Group F
$13.50 per week" and insert in lieu thereof
"Wage Group B $25.60", "Wage Group C
$25.60" and "Wage Group F $13.80" respectively.
(an) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (13)(a)(ii) delete
the amount "$17.40" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$17.80".
(ao) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (14)(a)(i) delete
the amount "$30.00" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$30.80".
(ap) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (14)(b)(i) delete
the amount "$35.00" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$35.90".
(aq) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (15) delete the
amount "$2.37" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$2.43".
(ar) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (16)(a) delete the
amount "$6.40" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$6.60".
(as) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (17) delete "of
Clause 30.—Wages" and insert in lieu thereof "in
Schedule 2".
(at) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (17)(a) delete the
amounts "21 cents" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "22 cents".
(au) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (17)(b) delete the
amount "$1.70" and "$8.75" and insert in lieu
thereof the amounts "$1.80 and $8.95" respectively.
(av) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (17)(c) delete the
amount "$1.03" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$1.06".
(aw) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (17)(d) delete the
amounts "$0.70, "$1.35", "$2.50", "$3.45"
and "4.95" and insert in lieu thereof the amounts
"$0.70", "$1.40", $2.55", $3.55" and "$5.05"
respectively.
(ax) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (18) delete the
first occurrence of "of Clause 30.—Wages" and
insert in lieu thereof "in Schedule 2".
(ay) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (18) delete
"Group G of Clause 30.—Wages" and insert in
lieu thereof "Group G in Schedule 2".
(az) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (19) delete the
amount "$1.02" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$1.05".
(ba) In SPECIAL RATES, subclause (20) delete the
amount "$34.60" and insert in lieu thereof the
amount "$35.50".
(bb) In SPECIAL PROVISIONS, subclause (1) delete
"of Clause 30.—Wages" and insert in lieu
thereof "in Schedule 2".
8. Clause 30—Wages: Delete this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following:
30.—Wages.
(1) Wage rates
The total wage payable weekly to adult employees (other
than apprentices) for 37.5 hours per week shall be as
follows:
Level
Relativity
Wage Rate
Non Trade Entry
Level 1

395.40
415.10

Level

Relativity
Wage Rate
%
$
Level 2
88
434.90
Level 3
92
454.70
Level 4
96
474.40
Level 5
100
494.20
Level 6
105
518.90
Level 7
110
543.60
Level 8
115
568.30
Level 9
120
593.00
(2) Translation, Phasing in and Movement through the
Broadband
Except for apprentices and junior employees, classifications will translate, phase-in and move through the
broadband as follows:—
(a) Cable Jointer Trainee, Lineperson Trainee and
Lineperson Trainee Old.
The classifications of Cable Jointer Trainee,
Lineperson Trainee and Lineperson Trainee Old
will translate from the classification, experience
and service levels in columns A, B and C of Part
I of Schedule 1 to the broadband rates set out in
column D of that part of Schedule 1. Employees
in such classifications will progress through the
broadband in accordance with experience and/or
service level changes for the duration of their
training.
(b) Instrument/Electrical Fitter Stage I
Employees meeting the requirements of an
Instrument/Electrical Fitter Stage I as provided in
Clause 6.—Definitions shall receive a weekly all
purpose allowance of $12.35 in addition to the
wage rates set out in subclause (1) hereof for their
classification until such time as they achieve the
requirements of an Instrument/ Electrical Fitter as
provided for in Clause 6.—Definitions at paragraph (f).
(c) Other classifications
(i) Classifications subject to phasing in
Classifications, experience and service
levels shown in columns A, B and C of Part
II of Schedule 1 will translate to the
broadband rates set out in column D of that
part of Schedule 1. Such classifications will
progress through the broadband in accordance with columns E and F.
(ii) Classifications not subject to phasing in
Classifications, experience and service
levels not shown in columns A, B and C of
Part II of Schedule 1 will translate to the
levels shown in Schedule 2, and be paid in
accordance with subclause (1) of this clause.
(3) The classification prescribed in the relevant minimum
rates award on which the rate prescribed for the key
classification in this award is based, is the wage group C 10
in the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965.
(4) Apprentices
(a) The weekly wage rate for all apprentices other
than Instrument/Electrical Fitting apprentices
shall be the appropriate percentage of $437.40 as
specified hereunder.
Five Year Tfeam
%
First year
40
Second year
48
Third year
55
Fourth year
75
Fifth year
88
Four Year Tferm
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

%
42
55
75
88
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3.5 Year Term
First six months
Next year
Following year
Final year

%
42
55
75
88

Three Year Term
%
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(b) The weekly wage rate for Instrument/Electrical
Fitting apprentices shall be the appropriate percentage of $437.40 as specified hereunder:—
Four Year Tferm
%
First Year
42
Second Year
55
Third Year
75
Fourth Year
96
(5) Junior Employees—Engineering and Gas
(a) Junior employees shall be paid the following
percentages of $372.60 as specified hereunder—
%
Under 16 years of age
35
16—17 years of age
45
17—18 years of age
55
18—19 years of age
65
19—20 years of age
78.5
20—21 years of age
93
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (2)
and paragraph (a) hereof, a junior employee over
the age of 20 who has completed 12 months
service as a Lineperson's Assistant or as a Gas
Distribution Operator, shall be paid the Level 1
rate as prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause
but subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of
subclause (2) of this clause.
In no other circumstances will a junior employee be paid other than his/her classified junior
employee rate.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a)
hereof, no junior employee will be engaged in
Engineering Trades unless that employee has
attained the age of 18 years.
(6) Leading Hands
A leading hand (i.e. an employee placed in charge of 3
or more other employees or otherwise classified by SECWA
as a leading hand), shall be paid an additional all purpose
allowance set out hereunder for 37.5 hours work—
$
(a) if in charge of not more than 10 other
employees
16.60
(b) if in charge of more than 10 and not
'
more than 20 other employees
25.40
(c) if in charge of more than 20 other
employees
32.70
(7) Tool Allowance
(a) Where SECWA does not provide a tradesperson
with the tools ordinarily required by that tradesperson in the performance of his/her work as a
tradesperson, SECWA shall pay a weekly tool
allowance for 37.5 ordinary hours work as
follows:
$
Bricklayers
10.70
Plasterers
12.30
Carpenters
14.90
Plumbers
14.90
Painters
3.70
Engineering Tradespersons
9.00
(b) Provided that where an employee works less than
37.5 ordinary hours, the employee shall only be
entitled to payment of the tool allowance for the
actual ordinary hours worked.
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(c) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a)
hereof to an engineering tradesperson, shall be
included in, and form part of, the ordinary weekly
wage for 37.5 hours' work prescribed in this
clause.
(d) The tool allowance shall not be paid where
SECWA supplies the employees with all necessary tools but the amount mentioned in paragraph
(a) hereof shall be payable for each week in which
SECWA supplies all necessary tools if the
employee is intermittently required by SECWA to
provide his/her own tools.
(e) The tool allowances prescribed in paragraph (a)
hereof (with the exception of painters and engineering tradespersons) each include an amount of
8 cents for the purpose of enabling the employees
to insure their tools against loss or damage by theft
or fire.
(f) SECWA shall provide for the use of tradespersons
all necessary power tools, special purpose tools
and precision measuring instruments.
(g) A tradesperson shall replace or pay for any tools
supplied by SECWA, if lost through his/her
negligence.
(8) New Classification Structure & Transitional Arrangements
(a) Broadbanding
The parties to the Award have commenced the
process of developing a new competency based
classification structure by broadbanding the existing classifications into nine levels. The relativities
and wage rates for these levels have been agreed
as set out in subclause (1) hereof and provide the
basis for lining up existing classifications without
loss of pay as set out in Schedules 1 and 2. The
nine level structure, wage rates and lining up of
existing classifications will assist in the development of a competency based classification structure.
(b) Competency Based Classification Structure
The parties to the Award are committed to
establishing a competency based classification
structure by August 1994. The principles agreed
between the parties in the SECWA Competency
Standards Taskforce to develop and implement
this structure are set out in Schedule 3.
(c) Transitional Arrangements
The following transitional arrangements will
apply pending finalisation of the new competency
based classification structure.
(i) The agreed new wages and broadbanded
classification structure is set out in this
clause. In the transition to this new structure
the parties shall undertake appropriate consultation.
(ii) The existing classifications are lined up on
the basis of existing wage rates and relativities into the nine levels as set out in Schedule
2. Upon translation to the broadbanded
classification structure all employees will be
recognised as possessing the skills normally
associated with and included in the training
which was undertaken to obtain their previous classification status. They will therefore
be required to exercise the full extent of these
skills without artificial restriction.
(iii) Employees will transfer to the new classification structure, without loss of pay.
(iv) Definitions are to be developed for each
level, in accordance with the principles
agreed between the parties referred to in
paragraph (b) hereof. In the interim, levels 1
to 8 are described by the classification names
assigned to those broadband levels set out in
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Schedule 2 but subject to the classification
names, experience and service levels set out
in Schedule 1. The level 9 definition is
subject to the implementation of competency
standards.
(v) In the transition period, promotion between
levels will continue to be in accordance with
existing promotional procedures.
(vi) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause
7—Mixed Functions of the Award, an employee will be deemed to be acting only if the
employee is directed to perform the whole
range of work of a classification which is at
a higher level in the broadband as set out in
Schedule 2. Such employees will be paid in
accordance with existing procedures at the
appropriate rate in Schedule 1 or, in the case
of classifications not subject to phasing in, at
the appropriate rate in Schedule 2.
(vii) New employees will be appointed to the level
at which their classification, experience and
service level translates to the broadband
structure as provided in Schedule 1.
(9) Liberty to Apply
(a) The parties to this award have the liberty to apply
to amend the wage rate for the classifications
Instrument Electrical Fitter and Instrument Electrical Fitter Stage 1 in the event of the emergence
of national standards in training, qualifications
and work requirements relevant to those classifications.
(b) The unions party to this award have the liberty to
apply to insert classification levels above Level 9
into the award.
(c) In the event that competency standards are not
implemented by 7 August 1994, SECWA has the
liberty to apply to extend the phasing in arrangements set out in this clause to apply to new
employees and promotees.
9. Clause 42—Car Allowance: Delete subclause (5) and
insert in lieu thereof the following:
(5) The rates expressed within this clause shall not be
used for the purpose of calculating excess fares
and travelling time specified in Clause 24.—
Payment for Travelling Time.
Rates of Hire for Use of Employee's Own Vehicle
Area and Details
over
Over
1600cc
1600cc
2600 cc -2600 cc & Under
cents
cents
cents
per km
per km
per km
Metropolitan Area
49.4
43.5
37.9
South West Land Division
50.5
44.6
38.9
North of 23.5 degrees South 56.2
50.0
43.5
Latitude
Other Areas
52.2
46.0
40.0
Motor Cycle (in all areas) 17.1 cents per kilometre
Motor vehicles with rotary engine are to be included in the over
1600cc—2600cc category.
"Metropolitan Area" means that area within a radius of
fifty kilometres from the Perth Railway Station.
"South West Land Division" means the South West
Land Division as defined by Section 28 of the Land Act
1933 excluding the area contained within the Metropolitan
Area."
10. Clause 43.—Introduction of Change: Immediately
following Clause 42.—Car Allowance insert new clause:
43.—Introduction of Change.
(1) SECWA's Duty To Notify
(a) Where SECWA has made a definite decision
to introduce major changes in production,
program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects
on employees, SECWA shall notify the

3.
employees who may be affected by the
proposed changes and the relevant Unions.
(b) "Significant effects" include termination of
employment, major changes in the composition, operation or size of SECWA's
workforce or in the skills required; the
elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure;
the alteration of the hours of work; the need
for retraining or transfer of employees to
other work or locations and restructuring of
jobs. Provided that where the award makes
provision for the alteration of any of the
matters referred to herein, an alteration shall
be deemed not to have significant effect.
(2) SECWA'S Duty To Discuss Change
(a) SECWA shall discuss with the employees
effected and the relevant Unions, inter alia,
the introduction of the changes referred to in
subclause (1) hereof, the effects the changes
are likely to have on employees, measures to
avert or mitigate the adverse effects of such
changes on employees and shall give prompt
consideration to matters raised by the employees and/or the Union in relation to the
changes.
(b) The discussion shall commence as early as
practicable after a firm decision has been
made by SECWA to make the changes
referred to in subclause (1) hereof.
(c) For the purposes of such discussion, SECWA
shall provide to the employees concerned and
the Unions all relevant information about the
changes including the nature of the changes
proposed, the expected effects of the changes
on employees and any other matters likely to
affect employees provided that SECWA
shall not be required to disclose confidential
information the disclosure of which would be
inimical to its interests.
11. Clause 44.—Structural Efficiency: Immediately following Clause 43.—Introduction of Change insert new
clause:
44.—Structural Efficiency.
(1) The parties to this award are committed to
co-operating positively to increase the efficiency,
productivity and competitiveness of SECWA and
to enhance the career opportunities and job
security of SECWA employees.
(2) Measures raised by the parties for consideration
consistent with the objectives of subclause (1)
hereof shall be processed through an agreed
consultative mechanism and procedures.
12. Schedules: Immediately following Clause 44.—
Structural Efficiency insert the following:
Schedule 1.
(a) Service Level Key : Adult Service
0 = First Month; 1 = After First Month; 2 = After
First Year; 3 = After 2 Years; 4 = After 3 Years;
5 = After 4 Years; 6 = After 5 Years; 7 = After
6 Years
A
Existing Ciassification
Description

b
Experience
Level
(See Part III)

c
Service
LcveI(S)
(a)

Part I: Rates fat Trainee Cable Jointers and Linepersons
Induction
0-7
Cable Jointer—Trainee
First 2 years after
induction
1-7
Third year after
induction
3-5
Third year after
induction
6-7

D
Rate
per wk
upon
BroadBanding

E
Rate
per wk
from
7 Aug
1994

F
Rate
per wk
from
6 Aug
1995

415.10
434.90
434.90
454.70

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

A

B

Existing Classification
Description

Experience
Level
(See Part III)

Linepcrson Trainee

C
Service
Level(S)
(a)

D

E

F

A

Rate
per wk
upon
BroadBanding

Rate
per wk
from
7 Aug
1994

Rate
per wk
from
6 Aug
1995

Existing Classification
Description

Induction
395.40 n.a.
0-5
n.a.
Induction
415.10 n.a.
6-7
n.a.
First 2 years after
434.% n.a.
induction
1-7
n.a.
Third year after
434.% n.a.
n.a.
induction
3-5
Third year after
induction
6-7
454.70 n.a.
n.a.
Lineperson Trainee Old A
0-7
434.% n.a.
n.a.
Part D: Phasing in Arrangements: Other Classifications
Classifications except—Apprentices, Juniors and Trainee Cable Jointers and Lincpersons
Auto Electrical Fitter
(see Tradesperson Engineering)
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Muja &
Kwinana Power Station
A
0-7
474.40 494.20
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Muja &
Kwinana Power Station
B
3-4
474.40 494.20
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Supernumerary A
0-7
474.40 494.20
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Supernumerary B
3-4
474.40 494.20
Bodymaker 1 st Class
(sec Tradesperson Engineering)
Boiler and Fuelling Attendant
A
0-3
415.10 434.%
Boiler Cleaner
A
0-4
415.10 434.%
Boiler Controller—Special—Bunbury Power
Station
A
0-7
494.20 518.%
Boiler Controller—Special—Bunbury Power
Station
B
3
494.20 518.%
Boiler Water Tfcster
A
0-7
454.70 474.40
Boiler Water Tester Certificated
A
0-2
474.40 494.20 518.%
Boiler Water Tester Certificated
A
3-7
494.20 518.%
Boiler Water Tester Certificated
B
3-6
494.20 518.%
Boilermaker Marking
Off
A
0-7
474.40 494.20
Boilermaker Marking
Off
B
3-4
474.40 494.20
Builders' Labourer Class
1
A
0-5
434.% 454.70
Builders' Labourer Class
2
A
0-6
434.% 454.70
BuikJers' Labourer Class
3
A
0-4
415.10 434.90
Bunker Attendant
A
0-6
415.10 434.%
Cable Ganger
A
0-6
415.10 434.%
Cable Jointer First Class A
0-2
454.70 474.40 494.20
Cable Jointer First Class A
3-7
474.40 494.20
Cable Jointer First Class B
3-6
474.40 494.20
Cable Jointer Second
Class
A
0-7
434.% 454.70
Cable Jointer Second
Class
B
3-5
434.% 454.70
CaWe Jointer's Assistant A
0-5
395.40 415.10
Cable Oil Equipment
Operator
A
0-7
434.% 454.70
Cable Oil Equipment
Operator
B
3-5
434.% 454.70
Charge Engine Driver
A
3-6
474.40 494.20
Charge Engine Driver
A
0-2
454.70 474.40 494.20
Cleaner
A
0-6
415.10 434.%
Cleaner (Country Power
Stations)
A
0-5
395.40 415.10
Coal Plant Operator
A
0-7
454.70 474.40
Coal Plant Operator
B
3-6
454.70 474.40
Coal Plant Operator
C
4
454.70 474.40
Coal Plant Operator
(Muja Power Station) A
0-7
474.40 494.20
Coal Plant Operator(Muja Power Station)
B
3-4
474.40 494.20
Coal Sampler
A
0-7
454.70 474.40
Coil Winding Machine
Operator
A
0-4
415.10 434.%
Construction Cable Installer
A
0-4
415.10 434.%
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Classes 5 and
6
A
0-7
474.40 494.20
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Classes 5 and
6
B
3
474.40 494.20
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Classes 7 and
8
A
0-5
474.40 494.20
Crawler Tractor
494.% 518.%
Driver—Class 9
A
0-3
474.40 494.20
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Class 9
A
4-7
494.20 518.%
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Class 9
B
3-7
494.%
494.20 518.%
Crawler Tractor
Driver—Class 9
C
4-6
494.20 518,%
518.%

Diesel
Locomotive
Driver
Diesel
Locomotive
Driver
Driver of Fork Lift Lifting Capacity over
4 500 & up to 9000
kgs
Electrical and Controls
Tradesperson—Generation Division
Electrical and Controls
Tradesperson—Generation Division
Electrical and Controls
Tradesperson—Generation Division
Electrical Installation
Attendant
Electrical Relay Maintainer
Electrical Relay Maintainer
Electrical Relay Maintainer
Electrical Tradesperson—Specialal uass
Class
Electrical Tradesperson—Specialal Class
Electrical TradesperTradcsperson—Special
ial Class
Engine Driver in Station
with an Output of—
1 Imw or less
First Aid Attendant enrolled Nurse
Gas Distribution Operator
Gas Fiti
Fitter Class 1
Gas Fitl
Fitter Class 1
Gas Fitt
Fitter Class 1
Gas Fiti
Fitter Class 2
Gas Fin
Fitter Class 2
Gas Meter Tbstcr
Gemco Driller
Greaser
Greaser (Other)
Greaser (Redbank)
Instrument Maker and
Repairer
Instrument Maker and
Repairer
Instrument Maker i
Repairer
Instrument Maker a
Repairer Grade A
ristrumem Maker and
Repairer Grade A
Instrument Maker and
Repaircr Grade A
Instrument Shop Assistant
Instrument Shop Assistant
Instrument/Electrical Fitter
Instrument/Electrical Fitter
Instrument/Electrical Fitter
Insulating Oil Treatment
Plant Operator
Insulating Oil Treatment
Plant Operator
Laboratory Attendant
Labourer—Cable Laying
Lineperson—First Grade
Lineperson—First Grade
Lineperson—First Grade
Lineperson—Live Line
Lineperson—Live Line
Lineperson—Live Line
Lineperson—Second
Grade
Lineperson—Second
Grade
Lineperson's Assistant
Machinist—Second
Class
Machinist—Second
Class
Mechanical Tradesperson Special Class
Mechanical Trades person Special Class
Mechanical Tradesperson Special Class
Meter Fixer
Meter lister—First
Grade
Mobile Crane Driver—
Up to 5 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 5 tonnes and up
to 10 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over S tonnes and up
to 10 tonnes

B
Experience
Level
(See Part III)

C
Service
Level(S)
(a)

D
Rate
per wk
upon
Broad-

E
Rate
per wk
from
7 Aug
1994

0-7
3-4

454.70 474.40
454.70 474.40

F
Rate
per wk
from
6 Aug
1995

454.70 474.40
0-5

474.40 494.20 518.%
494.20 518.%

3-7
0-5
0-5
6-7
3-7
0-2
3-7
3-6

494.20
415.10
474.40
494.%
494.20
474.40
494.20
494.20

518.%
434.%
494.20 518.%
518.%
518.%
494.% 518.%
518.%
518.%

A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
C
A
B
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
A

0-6
0-6
0-5
0-2
3-7
3-6
0-7
3-5
0-2
0-5
0-6
0-2
0-6
6-7
0-5
3-7
0-7
3-7
4
0-7
3-5
0
1-7
3-6
0-7
3-5
0-6
0-5
0-2
3-7
3-6
6-7
0-5
3-7
0-7
3-5
0-5
0-7
3
0-2
3-7
3-6
0-4
0-5
0-4

434.%
454.70
395.40
454.70
474.40
474.40
434.%
434.%
415.10
434.%
415.10
395.40
415.10
494.20
474.40
494.%
494.20
518.90
518.%
415.10
415.10
494.%
518.%
518.%
434.%
434.%
415.10
395.40
454.70
474.40
474.40
494.%
474.40
494.%
434.%
434.%
395.40
415.10
415.10
474.40
494.%
494.%
415.10
415.10
434.%

454.70
474.40
415.10
474.40
494.%
494.20
454.70
454.70
434.%
454.70
434.%
415.10
434.%
518.%
494,20
518.%
518.%
543.60
543.60
434.%
434.%
518.%
543.60
543.60
454.70
454.70
434.%
415.10
474.40
494.%
494.%
518.%
494.%
518.%
454.70
454.70
415.10
434.%
434.%
494.%
518.%
518.%
434.%
434.%
454.70

A

0-7

454.70 474.40

B

3

454.70 474.40

Existing Classification
Description
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 10 tonnes ami up
to 20 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 10 tonnes and up
to 20 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 10 tonnes and up
to 20 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 20 tonnes and up
to 40 tonnes
Mobile Crane Driver—
Over 20 tonnes ami up
to 40 tonnes
Oil Filter and Separator
Attendant
Operator—Bunbury
Power Station
Operator—Bunbury
Power Station
Operator—Bunbury
Power Station
Pipeline Maintenance
Assistant
Plant Cleaner
Plant Operator
Plant Operator
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Up to 37 kilowatts
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Up to 37 kilowatts
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Over 37 kilowatts
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Over 37 kilowatts
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Over 37 kilowatts
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor
Driver—Over 37 kilowatts
Pole Inspector
Pole inspector
Rigger—Certificated
Rigger
Rigger—Certificated
Rigger
Scraper Operator
Security Officer
Shunter
Steam Cleaner
Street Light Patrolperson
Street Light Patrolperson
Street Light Patrolperson
Street Light Patrolperson
Substation Attendant
Substation Attendant
Tfemporary Coal Plant
Attendant
Tippler Driver
Tool and Material
Store person
Tool and Material
Store person
Tradesperson (Building)*
Tradesperson (Building)*
Tradesperson (Building)*
Tradesperson (Engineering) **
Tradesperson (Engineering) **
Tradesperson (Engineering)
Tradesperson's Assistant
Trainee Gas Fitter
Trainee Power Plant Operator
Trainee Power Plant Operator
Transformer Assembler
Truck Driver Articulated—Under 9 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—under 9 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—9 but under 10
tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—9 but under 10
tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—10 hit under
11 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—10 but under
11 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—11 but under
12 tonnes

C
Experience
Service
Level
Level(S)
(Sec Part HI) (a)

D
Rate
per wk
upon
BroadBanding

A

0-7

474.40 494.20

B

3-6

474.40 494.20

C

4

474.40 494.20

A

0-7

474.40 494.20

B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
B

3-4
0-6
0-2
3-7
3-6
0-5
0-5
0-7
3-5

474.40
415.10
474.40
494JO
494.20
415.10
395.40
434.90
434.90

A

0-7

454.70 474.40

B

3-4

454.70 474.40

A

0-4

454.70 474.40

A

5-7

474.40 494.20

B

3-7

474.40 494.20

4-6
C
0-7
A
B
3-5
A
0-7
B
3-5
A
0-5
0-6
A
0-6
A
0-4
A
A
0
1-7
A
3-7
B
4-5
C
0-7
A
B
3
0-6
A
0-4
A
A
0-7
B
3-5
0-2
A
A
3-7
B
3-6
A
0-2
A
3-7
3-6
B
A
0-5
on commencement 0-7
A
0-7
3-4
B
0-4
A
A
0-5
A
6

474.40
434.90
434.90
434.90
434.%
474.40
415.10
415.10
395.40
395.40
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
415.10
454.70
474.40
474.40
454.70
474.40
474.40
395.40
415.10
474.40
474.40
415.10
454.70
474.40

E
Rate
per wk
from
7 Aug
1994

494.20
434.90
494.20
518.90
518%
434%
415.10
454.70
454.70

494.20
454.70
454.70
454.70
454.70
494.20
434%
434%
415.10
415.10
434%
434%
434%
434%
434%
434%
434%
434%
434.90
474.40
494.20
494.20
474.40
494.20
494.20
415.10
494.20
494.20
434.90
474.40
494.20

A

0-4

454.70 474.40

A

5-&

474.40 494.20

A

0-4

454,70 474.40

A

5-6

474.40 494.20

A

0-4

454.70 474.40

F
Rate
per wk
from
6 Aug
1995

Existing Classification
Description
Truck Driver Articulated—11 but under
12 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—12 but under
13 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—12 but under
13 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—13 but under
14 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—13 hit under
14 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—14 hit under
15 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—14 but under
15 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—15 hit under
16 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—15 hit under
, 16 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—16 hit under
17 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—16 hit under
17 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—17 hit under
18 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—17 but under
18 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—18 hit under
19 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—18
hit under
191 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—19 hit under
20 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—20 hit under
21 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—21 hit under
22 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—22 but under
23 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—23 but under
24 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—24 hit under
25 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—25 but under
26 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—26 but under
27 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—27 but under
28 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—28 but under
29 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—29 hit under
30 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—30 hit under
31 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—31 -but under
32 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—32 hit under
33 tonnes
Truck Driver Articulated—33 tonnes and
over
Truck Driver Road
Train—44 hit under
45 tonnes
Truck Driver Rosd
Train—46 but under
47 tonnes
Truck Driver Rosd
Train—47 hit under
48 tonnes
Truck Driver Rosd
Train—48 hit under
49 tonnes
Truck Driver Rosd
Train—49 but under
50 tonnes
Truck Driver Rosd
Train—50 hit under
51 tonnes

B
Experience
Level
(See Part III)

C
Service
Level(S)
(a)

D
E
Rate
per wk
upon
BroadBanding

F

474.40 494.20
494.20
474,40 494.20
494.20
474.40 494.20
494.20
474.40 494.20
494.20
474.40 494.20
494.20
474.40 494.20
494.20
474.40 494.20
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Existing Classification
Description
Track Driver Road
Train—51 but under
52 tonnes
A
0-6
494.20 518.90
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—Up to 1.2
tonnes
A
0-5
434.90 454.70
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—over 1.2 to 3
tonnes
A
0
434.90 454.70
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—Over 3 but
under 6 tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Track Driver (Not Articulated)—6 but under 7
tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—7 but under 8
tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—8 but under 9
tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—9 but under
10 tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—10 but under
11 tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—11 but under
12 tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—12 but under
13 tonnes
A
0-6
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—13 but under
14 tonnes
A
0-5
454.70 474.40
Track Driver (Not Articulated)—14 but under
15 tonnes
A
0-5
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—15 but under
16 tonnes
A
0-4
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—16 but under
17 tonnes
A
0-4
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—17 but under
18 tonnes
A
0-4
454.70 474.40
Track Driver (Not Articulated)—18 but under
19 tonnes
A
0-3
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—19 but under
20 tonnes
A
0-3
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—20 but under
21 tonnes
A
0-2
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—21 but under
22 tonnes
A
0-2
454.70 474.40
Truck Driver (Not Articulated)—22 but under
23 tonnes
A
0-1
454.70 474.40
Track Driver (Not Articulated)—23 tonnes
ami over
A
0-1
454.70 474.40
Tiitrine Driver—Special—Bunbury Power
Station
A
0-7
494.20 518.90
fbrbinc Driver—Special—Bunbury Power
Station
B
3
494.20 518.90
Tbrbine Room Crane
Driver
A
0-3
434.90 454.70
Tyre and T\ibe Attendant A
0
395.40 415.10 434.90
TVre and Tube Attendant A
1-7
415.10 434.90
lyre and Tbbc Attendant B
3-7
415.10 434.90
Tyre and Hibe Attendant C
4-5
415.10 434.90
Unit Attendant Grade 1 A
0
518.90 543.60 568.30
Unit Attendant Grade 1
A
1-7
543.60 568.30
Unit Attendant Grade I B
3-6
543.60 568.30
Unit Attendant Grade 2 A
0-2
474.40 494.20 518.90
Unit Attendant Grade 2 A
3-7
494.20 518.90
Unit Attendant Grade 2 B
3-6
494.20 518.90
Vehicle Greaser
A
0
395.40 415.10 434.90
Vehicle Greaser
A
1-7
415.10 434.90
Vehicle Greaser
B
3-7
415.10 434.90
Vehicle Greaser
C
4-5
415.10 434.90
* Tradesperson (Building)—Bricklayers, Varpenters, Painters, Plasterers, Plumbers
** Tradesperson (Engineering)—Armature Winder, Auto Electrical Fitter, Blacksmith,
Body-Maker 1st Class, Boikkrmaker and/or strueturai steel Tradesperson, Electrical
Fitter, Electrical Installer, Fitter, Machinist—First Class. Motor Mechanic, Road
Serviceman, SSteel Metal Employee—First Class, Ttimer, Welder—First Class.
Part III—Experience Level Key
1. Experience Level "A" in Column "B" of Part II of
this Schedule applies to the classifications of all employees.
2. Experience level "B" in Column "B" in Part II of this
Schedule applies to the classifications of employees in
(a) Their third year of service in
(i) Wage Groups "B" or "C" in Schedule 2,
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(ii) the classifications of Gas Fitter Class 1 or
Gas Fitter Class 2, or
(iii) the classification of Gas Distribution Operator who has completed all the skills outlined
in either modules 1 or 2 in the Skills
Experience Achievement Programme.
(b) Their third or subsequent year of service in the
classification of Tradesperson (Building).
3. Experience level "C" in Column "B" of Part II of this
Schedule applies to the classifications of employees in their
fourth or subsequent year of service in:
(a) Wage Groups "B" or "C" in Schedule 2
(b) The classifications of Gas Fitter Class 1 or Gas
Fitter Class 2 or
(c) The classification of Gas Distribution Operator
who has completed at least 12 months after
receiving the increment prescribed in paragraph
(a) subparagraph (iii) hereof and all the skills in
either modules 3 or 4 in the Skills Experience
Achievement Programme.
Schedule 2
Broadbanding: Line up of Existing Classifications
1. Line up of existing classifications
Subject to Schedule 1 existing classifications are lined up
in the classification levels contained in subclause (1) of
Clause 30.—Wages of the Award as follows:
LEVEL 1
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Cable Jointer's Assistant
Labourer—Cable Laying
Lineperson's Assistant
Meter Tester—Second Grade
Steam Cleaner
Tradesperson's Assistant
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Plant Cleaner
GROUP D—ENGINE DRIVING COUNTRY
POWER STATION EMPLOYEES
Cleaner (Country Power Stations)
Greaser (Other)
GROUP E-GAS EMPLOYEES
Gas Distribution Operator
Trainee Gas Fitter
LEVEL 2
GROUP A—BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Builders' Labourer Class 3
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Cable Ganger
Coil Winding Machine Operator
Construction Cable Installer
Electrical Installation Attendant
Instrument Shop Assistant
Machinist—Second Class
Meter Fixer
Meter Tfester—First Grade
Pipeline Maintenance Assistant
Street Light Patrolperson
Substation Attendant
Tool and Material Storeperson
Transformer Assembler
Tyre and TUbc Attendant
Vehicle Greaser
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Boiler Cleaner
Bunker Attendant
Greaser
Laboratory Attendant

Oil Filter and Separator Attendant
Shunter
Temporary Coal Plant Attendant
Tippler Driver
GROUP D—ENGINE DRIVING COUNTRY
POWER STATION EMPLOYEES
Boiler and Fuelling Attendant
Greaser (Redbank)
GROUP E—GAS EMPLOYEES
Gas Meter Tester
GROUP F—MISCELLANEOUS EMPLOYEES
Cleaner
Security Officer
LEVEL 3
GROUP A—BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Builders' Labourer Class 1
Builders' Labourer Class 2
Gemco Driller
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Cable Jointer—Second Class
Cable Oil Equipment Operator
Insulating Oil Treatment Plant Operator
Lineperson—Second Grade
Plant Operator
Pole Inspector
Rigger—-Certificated
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Mobile Crane Driver—Up to 5 tonnes
TUrbine Room Crane Driver
GROUP D—ENGINE DRIVING COUNTRY
POWER STATION EMPLOYEES
Engine Driver in Station with an output of—11
megawatts or less
GROUP E—GAS EMPLOYEES
Gas Fitter Class 2
GROUP G—TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES
Truck Driver—(Not Articulated) not exceeding 3
tonnes capacity
LEVEL 4
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Boiler Water Tester
Coal Plant Operator
Coal Sampler
Diesel Locomotive Driver
Mobile Crane Driver—Over 5 tonnes and up to 10
tonnes Pneumatic
Tyred Tractor Driver—Up to 37 kilowatts
GROUP F—MISCELLANEOUS EMPLOYEES
First Aid Attendant Enrolled Nurse
GROUP G—TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES
Driver of Fork Lift with lifting capacity of over
4500 kg and up to 9000 kg
Truck Driver (Not Articulated) exceeding 3
tonnes capacity
LEVEL 5
GROUP A—BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Tradesperson (Building)—
Bricklayer
Carpenter
Painter
Plasterer
Plumber
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Boilermaker Marking Off
Cable Jointer— First Class

Lineperson—First Grade
Tradesperson (Engineering)—
Armature Winder Auto Electrical Fitter
Blacksmith
Bodymaker 1st Class
Boilermaker and/or structural steel
Tradesperson
Electrical Fitter
Electrical Installer
Fitter
Machinist—First Class
Motor Mechanic
Radio Serviceperson
Sheet Metal Employee—First Class
Turner
Welder—First Class
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Muja and Kwinana
Power Station
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Supernumerary
Coal Plant Operator (Muja Power Station)
Crawler Tractor Driver—Classes 5 to 8
Mobile Crane Driver—Over 10 tonnes and up to
40 tonnes
Pneumatic Tyred Tractor Driver—Over 37 kilowatts
Scraper Operator
Trainee Power Plant Operator
GROUP D—ENGINE DRIVING COUNTRY
POWER STATION EMPLOYEES
Charge Engine Driver
GROUP E—GAS EMPLOYEES
Gas Fitter Class 1
GROUP G—TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES
Truck Driver—of articulated vehicle
LEVEL 6
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Electrical and Controls Tradesperson—
Generation Division Electrical Relay Maintainer
Electrical Tradesperson—Special Class
Instrument Maker and Repairer
Lineperson—Live Line
Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Boiler Controller—Special—Bunbury Power Station
Boiler Water Tester—Certificated
Crawler Tractor Driver— Class 9
Operator—Bunbury Power Station
TUrbine Driver—Special—Bunbury Power Station
Unit Attendant Grade 2
GROUP G—TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES
Truck Driver of—double articulated vehicle or
Road Train
LEVEL 7
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Instrument/Electrical Fitter
Instrument Maker and Repairer Grade A
LEVELS
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Unit Attendant Grade 1
LEVEL 9
No existing classifications line up at this level.
2. Obsolete Classifications
The following classifications are not included in the
lining up of existing classifications in 1 hereof on the basis
that they are now obsolete in SECWA's operations.
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GROUP A—BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Builders' Labourer Class 4
Survey Instrument Hand
GROUP B—ENGINEERING TRADES EMPLOYEES
Brush Hand
Crane Attendant and Dogman
Inspector
Linmac Operator
Machinist—Third Class
Rigger (Other)
Sheet Metal Employee—Second Class
Shot Blast & Sand Blast Dresser—Protected &
Unprotected
Shot Firer
Telecontrol Attendant
Survey Hand Grades 1, 2 & 3
Toolmaker
Trench Digger
Welder—Second Class
Welder—Third Class
Welder—Fourth Class
GROUP C—ENGINE DRIVING EMPLOYEES
Ash Plant Attendant
Auxiliary Plant Attendant—Bunbury Power Station
Boiler Controller
Crawler Tractor Driver Up to Class 2 and Classes
3&4
First Aid Attendant (Bunbury Power Station and
Belmont)
Fuelperson
Temporary Mobile Plant Operator (Coal Plant)
Turbine Driver
Unit Auxiliary Attendant
GROUP D—ENGINE DRIVING COUNTRY POWER
STATIONS EMPLOYEES
Engine Driver more than 11 megawatts
Fuel Treatment Attendant
Water Treatment Plant Attendant
GROUP F—MISCELLANEOUS EMPLOYEES
Caretaker
Gatekeeper
First Aid Attendant
Watchman
GROUP G—TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES
Driver of Fork Lift with lifting capacity of up to
and including 4,500 kgs.
Driver of Fork Lift with lifting capacity of over
9,000 kgs
Tractor Driver
Schedule 3.
COMPETENCY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE WAGES WORKFORCE
1. PREAMBLE
SECWA and the Unions (the parties) agree to the
following which provides the principles and processes by
which a new competency based classification structure will
operate for SECWA employees covered by the Wages and
Conditions Award.
2. APPROVALS
The Agreement was endorsed by the parties in July 1993.
The Parties may, by agreement, alter the existing provisions
and include new provisions over time, where they prove to
be unworkable or no longer applicable.
3. COMPETENCY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Both parties agree that the Competency Standards
Taskforce will manage the development of the Wages
competency standards which, in turn, will:
— enable the development of the descriptors for the
levels within a competency based classification
structure for award purposes,

— enable the implementation of competency based
training,
— allow for the recognition of current competencies
(RCC).
The standards will be developed with reference to
national competency standards where available and applicable. Both Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be completed using the
process agreed by the parties.
3.2 The competency standards will be developed for each
level within die agreed streams and sub-streams and
generally in accord with the National Training Board's
Policy and Guidelines.
3.3 In assigning competencies to Broadband levels, the
initial lining up of classifications into the broadbanded
classification structure (other than experienced Tradesperson at Level 5) will not form the sole basis for determining
the levels to which competencies will be assigned.
4. TRANSLATION PROVISIONS
4.1 Upon implementation of the competency-based
system employees will be deemed to have the competencies
designated for their stream/sub-stream, level and workplace.
4.2 Where the deemed competencies required for the
current level in that workplace cannot be demonstrated, the
employee must acquire those competencies before seeking
a move to the next level.
4.3 Where an employee can not demonstrate the deemed
competencies that employee shall have access to the
appropriate training. Where an employee refuses to exercise,
or after training can not use the deemed competencies within
12 months, that employee's classified level shall be
reviewed.
4.4 Recognition of Current Competencies (RCC): Employees may claim competencies possessed, required and
used by them prior to 31 December 1993 in their substantive
classification where such competencies are not recognised
in translation. If the full set of competencies for the
stream/sub-stream and workplace at the next level is held
and was being used prior to 31 December 1993, payment for
that level will be back-dated to the operative date for
broadbanding. The competency standards developed would
be the reference points for these claims to be assessed.
Once employees have exercised this opportunity upon
translation, further progression will only be as provided for
in 5 below.
4.5 Once the competency standards are developed and
fully implemented there will be no acting in mixed functions
or junior rates as these concepts are inconsistent with a
competency based system.
5. OPERATION OF THE COMPETENCY BASED
CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
5.1 Competency based progression of employees within
the broadband may commence following the completion and
implementation of the Competency Standards.
5.2 Following the development of the competencies, each
Division/Branch (or workplace where applicable) will be
required to establish their appropriate mix and number of
competencies subject to guidelines agreed by the Taskforce,
using a consultative process.
5.3 To be classified at a particular level an employee must
have acquired and must use as required the competencies
designated for that level in that workplace.
5.4 Where an employee cannot demonstrate the competencies designated for their classified level, whether from
— lack of opportunity to exercise the competency, or
— a change in the requirements for their position
that employee shall have access to the appropriate training
which must be successfully completed within an agreed
timeffame.
Where an employee, after training, still cannot, or refuses
to use the competencies designated for their classified level
that employee's classified level shall be reviewed.

5.5 Employees working at any level within the broadbanded structure are required to carry out all tasks associated
with their work within their stream/sub-stream including
incidental and peripheral tasks subject only to their
competencies achieved.
The agreed streams and sub-streams do not imply, enforce
or entrench any demarcation lines. Recognition of
broadskilling, contributory skilling, vertical shilling and
upskilling will be incorporated into the grouping of
competencies which enable progression through the Broadband.
5.6 An employee may at any time request assessment to
establish recognition of competencies acquired; such assessment will be conducted at a mutually convenient time
according to the agreed assessment system referred to in 6.
below.
5.7 Progression will be on the basis of the acquisition and
use of the required competencies but will also be dependent
upon the following:
5.7.1 The need for efficient working arrangements based
on a more highly skilled and flexible workforce and
supported by modem management practices.
5.7.2 The overall personnel, training and financial
resources established in business plans/budgets.
5.7.3 The required composition of the work team
including the proportions of various broadband levels
developed through consultation.
5.7.4 Equity in the selection of individuals for access to
training and/or progression. Such selection will be based on
merit with a method of review for employees claiming to
be unfairly treated.
It must be recognised that progression through the higher
Broadband levels will be subject to fewer opportunities and
a selection process may be involved.
6. ASSESSMENT
A system of assessment including a dispute resolution
procedure will be developed by the Taskforce consistent
with the principles laid down by the National Training
Board.
7. TRAINING
7.1 Development of competencies may occur in a variety
of ways:
— on the job;
— self-paced learning packages;
— SECWA off the job training courses;
— formal, external training courses;
— computer-based training;
— informal learning etc;
but shall be assessed as per 6. above.
7.2 Access to training will be based on an agreed system
of merit and equity taking into account the needs of both the
individual and the workplace. A method of review will be
developed by the Taskforce for employees claiming to be
unfairly held back from acquiring competencies for a higher
level.
7.3 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) will enable
employees to gain exemptions from parts of formal training
courses for knowledge and skills already held. This will
enable employees to gain formal recognition of underpinning knowledge or skills already possessed. Where employees are assessed as satisfying stated learning outcomes for
a defined section of a course they will receive a credit for
that part of the training course; where the appropriate
amount of knowledge/skills can be demonstrated, credit for
the whole course may be given.
8. RECORDING OF AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION
Employees will have reasonable access to their own
competency records. Only designated and duly authorised
officers will have access to update the records.
9. CAREER PATHS
Access to career path moves will be subject to operational
requirements and the provisions contained in 5. above.

10. REFINEMENT OF COMPETENCY STANDARDS
Progressive refinement of the competency standards
established in SECWA will be required.
11. ACCREDITATION REGISTRATION and CERTIFICATION
These issues are to be dealt with as required, following
the completion and implementation of the competency
standards.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
lication for variation of—
o variation resulting—
THE AWU (GOVERNMENT) HARBOUR
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE AWARD
1965
No. 24A of 1965.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
and
Fremantle Port Authority and Others.
No. 695 of 1991.
The AWU (Government) Harbour Construction and
Maintenance Award 1965
No. 24A of 1965.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
2 February 1994.
Order.
The Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the application be withdrawn by leave.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

CANCELLATION OF AWARDS/
AGREEMENTS/
RESPONDENTSMUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES (KING'S PARK BOARD
AND OTHERS), OUTSIDE WORKERS' AWARD 1972
No. 12 of 1972.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
King's Park Board
and
Western Australian Municipal, Road Boards, Parks &
Racecourse Employees' Union of Workers.
No. 1347 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
8 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr K. Majekodunmi on behalf of the
Applicant and another, and Mr A. Bennett on behalf of the

Respondent Union, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Municipal Employees (King's Park Board
and Others), Outside Workers' Award 1972 shall be
and is hereby cancelled with effect from 3 February
1994.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CANCELLATION OF ORDERS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch
and
Ferro Engineering Pty Ltd.
No. 1692 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
20 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr F. Logan on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance by the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the Metal Trades (Ferro Engineering Pty
Limited) Order No. 1945 of 1990 be cancelled on and
from the 20th day of January, 1994.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE—
Complaints before—
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT PERTH
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.83
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry &
Engineering Union
and
Chei Australia Pty Ltd.
Complaint Nos 70, 71 & 72 of 1993.
Heard: 17 June 1993.
Delivered: 17 June 1993.
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE
D.J. REYNOLDS ESQ. S.M.
Mr N.J. Hodgson appeared for the Complainant
Mr D.L. Jones appeared for the Defendant
Reasons for Decision
HIS WORSHIP: What I propose to do is to give the parties
a ruling in relation to the preliminary issue. Given the
importance of the issue, I propose to follow up some of my
comments with some written reasons Given that the matter
is of such importance, I think that that is appropriate. Given
that everyone has been here for the greater part of the day,
I also think it is appropriate to resolve the matter rather than
just adjourning it to another day 3nd have the parties feel
as though it is still hanging in the balance

My view, after considering the matter, is that the
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union is not a party to the Award R22 of 1978 and
accordingly if one makes reference to the provisions of
Section 83 it is not in a position to make a complaint, to in
turn enforce the Award.
Section 83(1 )(c) provides:
"Subject to this act where a person contravenes or
fails to comply with any provision of an award,
industrial agreement or order other than an order made
under section 32, 44(6) or 66"
and I pause there to say that none of those provisions
apply—
"any organisation or association named as a party
to the award or employer bound by the award,
industrial agreement or order may apply in the
prescribed manner to an industrial magistrate's court
for the enforcement of the award, industrial agreement
or order."
Now there are a couple of points First of all, it seems to
me that there is a clear distinction to be made between
parties to proceedings on the one hand and parties named
in an award. It may be that certain parties commenced
proceedings to result in an award coming into creation but
that doesn't necessarily mean that because those parties
commenced such proceeding, that they are to be regarded
as parties to the award.
Whether they are parties to the award requires one to
examine the provisions of the award itself I am mindful of
the decision of the Full Bench that has been referred to by
Mr Hodgson and clearly if there are two unions that
amalgamate then the amalgamated body assumes the rights
that each of the two unions held immediately prior to the
amalgamation.
The question in this particular case is whether one of the
two bodies that came together and amalgamated had the
right to apply pursuant to Section 83 prior to the
amalgamation or subsequent to the amalgamation on 6
February 1991. At any time did the amalgamated body
become entitled to exercise such right to apply to enforce
an award.
There is no issue taken that there hasn't been any
application pursuant to Section 38(1) of the act that has
decided upon prior to the making of this complaint whereby
this complainant became a named party to the award.
Having gone through the Award R22 of 1978 as set out
in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette volume 68
commencing at page 2290, it seems that there is a number
of references to "union". For example, if one looks at
Clause 10A in the context of apprentices there is reference
in paragraph (a) to the industrial union of employees.
If one looks at Clause 32 there is reference to trade union
training and then in Clause 33 there is reference to union
stewards. I cannot find anywhere where there is a definition
of union. If one looks at the earlier Western Australian
Industrial Gazette dated 30 April 1979 at page 315, there
was reference in Clause 6 in the preference to unionists of
a definition of union. A union was defined to mean the
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia (Western
Australian Branch, Perth), but as can be noted the definition
of union as set out there was a definition that applied in the
interpretation of that particular Clause, Clause 6, but Clause
6 on preference to unionists is no longer found in the
uptodate Award.
But in any event it seems to me that if a particular union
may involve itself in certain ways and it has some rights
under the Award, then it may not necessarily follow in any
event that it is a named party to the Award for the purposes
of Section 83(1 )(c).
It seems to me that the fact that it was open subsequent
to the amendment to Section 83 for the union - this particular
complainant, to make some application pursuant to Section
38(1) to become a named party to the Award. It seems to
me, given that that was a course that was open to it, that one
should adopt the view that if it hasn't been done and it was
something that was open to be done, and that the Award in
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its present state doesn't name the particular complainant as
a party to the Award, that the provisions should be construed
so as to operate requiring the particular union to have
become a named party to the Award before it commences
a complaint in respect of the Award and seeking the
enforcement of a particular provision of the Award.
So there are some points that I wish to make for the
moment, but as I have indicated I will prepare some written
reasons for the assistance and consideration of the parties.
I think I have already indicated that, if I reach that view,
then I think it is not appropriate to amend a complaint by
altering the very identity of the complainant. That seems to
me to be totally inappropriate and I wouldn't amend the
name of the complainant.
It should also be noted that the complaints need to be
made as required under the Justices Act and in the usual
course there is a signature of the complainant. Just from a
practical point of view at least, it should be noted that I
cannot just go and amend the name of a complainant and
then proceed when the signature of the complainant is the
signature of the complainant on the complaint that I found
to be invalid.
So that being the case it seems to me that the defendant
on each and all three of these should be discharged on the
basis that the complaints are not competent.
DJ. REYNOLDS ESQ S.M.,
Industrial Magistrate.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT
BUNBURY.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s. 83
G. McCorry, Department of Productivity and Labour
Relations,
and
Kym Eric Hughes trading as Kym's Auto Clean.
Complaint Nos. 2414-2417 of 1993.
Heard: 15 September 1993.
Delivered: 15 September 1993.
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE K. MOORE ESQ. S.M.
Mr G. McCorry appeared for the Complainant.
Mr G. Dunn appeared for the Defendant.
Reasons for Decision.
HIS WORSHIP: Kym Hughes, trading as Kym's Auto
Clean, is charged with 14 offences on or about the dates
listed and I have read them already. In column 1 hereunder
at Bunbury, Kym Hughes, trading as Kym Hughes Auto
Clean, failed to record the starting and finishing times of
work each day of an employee, namely Theresa Ann Brook,
contrary to clause 15(1) of the award.
I have heard two witnesses for the prosecution and I have
heard Mr Hughes himself. The evidence from Theresa Ann
Brook is comparatively simple. She went along to Kym's
Auto Clean to get something done to her car some time at
the beginning of the year and while she was there, there was
discussion about work she had previously done for another
firm in relation to car cleaning and it ended up that she was
called upon to clean cars by Mr Hughes.
There was a very loose arrangement. She would get
$40.00 a car. There was no discussion, it seems, on holiday
pay or sick pay or it seems income tax. She said that she has
already declared her income tax and that is all sorted out,
no problem. She said that at one stage she worked for $7.00
an hour for Hyundai, under again some arrangement
between Mr Hughes and Bunbury Hyundai. He says that she
offered him $2.00 of the $7.00 an hour she received there
but he declined because she was doing the work and
therefore was entitled to the money.
He said that for the car cleaning he got $85.00 an hour
and he gave her $40.00. There was some talk also that
another girl, Julie, and Miss Brook could clean cars between
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them and the permission of Mr Hughes was asked on that
and he had no objection. All he wanted was the car cleaned
and he would pay for it.
The question arises: was this regular employment, casual
employment or subcontracting employment or as Mr
McCorry says "Does it come under the integration test"?
What is the common object? I don't think one could call this
full-time employment. It wasn't full-time employment. It
was either casual employment or it was contract employment.
How does one describe casual employment? What is the
difference between casual employment and contract employment? I get somebody to clean my car at home. I say,
"Come around and clean my car when you feel like it. You
can come on Monday, Thesday, Wednesday or any day of
the week you like -and clean my car and I will pay you
$40.00 for doing it. Take as long as you like. Take all day
if you like but have it finished by Sunday morning because
I am going to church with my wife. You have all week to
do it". Or if I call you on Saturday, "Finish it tonight
because I am going out tonight, I am going to visit some
friends"—is that person an employee?
If I have half a dozen cars and I say to the person,' 'Look,
you can come any day of the week you like. I would like
you to come and clean my cars and if you don't come
somebody else will come. I will get Hughie or Jimmy or
Mary or Jenny or somebody else". Is that person an
employee? Are they working on a casual basis for me,
bringing nothing there? I am providing the polish, the water,
the soap, the vacuum cleaner and anything else. All they are
bringing is their labour. Is that person my employee?
I have difficulty with that. I have great difficulty with that.
I wouldn't consider that person my employee if I was paying
them at $40.00 a car. How does a person become a casual
employee? Is it that they have set hours? Come when I need
you on Saturdays or Tuesdays or Wednesdays. I would like
you to come on Wednesday. Hold yourself available on
Wednesday or Thursday or on a Thesday" or whatever day
of the week it is. "I would like you to come at set times.
If you are not available then I will have to get somebody
else, but I want you to come. I want you to be there. I will
pay your income tax. You will be subject to sick pay and
holiday pay and 1 will arrange for that to be done".
If there is no discussion about it, if there is no discussion
about it at all, does that person still become entitled to sick
pay and leave pay and workers compensation and all the rest.
Do I pay the income tax? Does that run along with casual
employment just by simply saying, "Come and do that"?
It would seem to me there would need to be some kind
of a job description and with it some kind of arrangement
as to leave pay, sick pay and the like. That's not discussed.
It would seem to me that what I am really doing is saying
to the person, "If you clean my car I will pay you $40.00
and the person is saying, "I accept that offer. I will clean
your car and you pay me that $40.00.
It may be that there are all types of things that fail to be
considered. It may be that income tax has to be considered.
It may be that there are breaches of various rules that have
to be considered. It may be that there are breaches of various
rules that have to be considered. It may be that there are
breaches of various rules that have to be considered but they
wouldn't really trouble me. I would simply say, "Look,
come and clean my fleet of cars. I have six cars. I would like
you to come and clean them when you can. If you cannot
come it doesn't matter, I will get one of your mates," and
as I have said there is no discussion about anything else.
"There is the $40.00 a car, do a good job. If you don't then
you can't come back again."
That seems to me, with the utmost respect, to be the
position in this case. Miss Brook was bringing her labour.
She was only bringing her labour and that's the point that
worries me to some degree. She is bringing only her labour.
All the tools are supplied by Mr Hughes. Does that make
any difference? She is coming, selling her labour. I don't
think it does. I think she is still contracting.
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I have difficulty with this and I must admit I have
difficulty with this-finding the difference between the
subcontractor and the employee. 1 think the only way I can
distinguish it is by the job description and the terms and
conditions of the employment. That is something that I
consider would have to be discussed.
A person might be too shy. Sometimes when young
people—a young woman would go for a job or a young man
would go for a job, they might say, "Well, I am glad to get
the job. I won't say too much about it in case he thinks I
am difficult to handle. I will sort that out later. I will get the
job first. I will show 1 do it well and 1 will sort that out
later." It never is sorted out. The person is working on a
basis they don't really understand.
It seems to me that if a person is doing a piece of work,
a particular piece of work, it has begun and it is finished,
that that is contracting. The offer, the acceptance, the
consideration, finished—if the job is not up to scratch you
will do it again or you will do it properly. You are paid for
it. Thank you very much, go away and come back and do
the next one.
I think that is the position here. I don't see anything else.
There was no talk of sick pay, no talk of holiday pay, no talk
of work and conditions, no talk of income tax. Miss Brook
said she was paid cash and she sorted out the taxes. I have,
as I say—it is not often I run into a problem of this kind but
I have difficulty with it.
I don't really see the difference between this as a
subcontract and any other subcontract that one would enter
into. I do see the difference between casual employment and
the subcontract for the reasons I have given, I would need
some more information to enable me to come down firmly,
fairly and squarely and say, "No doubt about it, this is
casual employment". I have doubt with casual employment
in this case, great doubt.
I seem to be left without anything to guide me other than
the fact that Miss Brook was offered contractual employment, entered the contractual employment and by that I
mean entered into subcontractual work—took it, and that
was the end of it. She was given $40.00 a car. If she spent
4 hours, 8 hours, 10 hours on it.
I am not going to award costs, Mr Dunn, I don't think I
can award costs in this case and rather than cause you and
Mr McCorry problems by arguing I don't think I should
award costs.
K. MOORE,
Industrial Magistrate.

IN THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES
COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
HELD AT PERTH
No. 207 of 1993.
Heard: 2 September 1993
10 November 1993
23 November 1993
Delivered: 16 December 1993.
BEFORE
MAGISTRATE P G COCKRAM, SM
Between
Metal & Engineering Workers Union
Western Australian Branch, Complainant
and
Timcast Pty Ltd, Defendant.
Mr M. Keogh appeared for the complainant.
Mr P. Robertson appeared for the defendant.
Reasons for Decision.
This matter concerns a complaint that between the 30th day
of March 1993 and the 16th day of April 1993 at Osborne
Park the defendant, being a party bound by Award No. 13
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of 1965 has committed a breach thereof in that the defendant
failed to pay its employee, Anthony Skalecki, redundancy
pay as prescribed by the Metal Trades (General) Award.
Eight weeks pay, amounting to $4,183.04 is claimed
pursuant to clause 32A(3)(a) of the said Award.
The complainant carries the legal burden of proof. It must
prove each element of the claim on the balance of
probabilities.
If the complainant fails to meet that standard in relation
to any element then the complaint must be dismissed.
In the matter of Bater v. Bater (1950) 2 AER 458 at 459,
Lord Denning stated, in relation to that standard, the
following:
"If the evidence is such that the Tribunal can say
"We think it more probable than not" the burden is
discharged, but if the probabilities are equal, it is not."
In furtherance of discharging its legal burden of proof the
complainant called three witnesses, Mr Skalecki, Mr
Stafford and Mr Jordi.
The defendant also called three witnesses being Mr
Irving, Mr Bennett and Mr Lawtie.
I was impressed with the manner in which the complainant's witnesses gave their evidence.
Mr Irving and Mr Bennett were also reasonable witnesses
however, I was not as impressed with Mr Lawtie who I
found to be evasive.
Respondency
The first issue is the matter of respondency, that is,
whether the defendant is bound by Award No. 13 of 1965
(hereinafter "the Award").
Given the contents of clause 3 of the Award, which relate
to its area and scope, I accept that the Award is of the second
type referred to in section 37 of the Industrial Relations Act
and that the common rule principle therefore applies.
The categories relied on by the complainant in the Second
Schedule to the Award are "Engineers—General" and
"Foundries".
To determine whether the defendant in the matter before
me is covered by the Award it is necessary to determine the
limits or the definition of the industries under those two
headings. That is a question of fact. It is necessary to make
a finding of fact as to the common object of the business or
undertaking carried on by the named respondents under the
two headings referred to by the complainant as at the date
of the Award and to determine whether the business or
undertaking of the defendant falls within that common
object.
Mr Skalecki gave the following evidence:
"KEOGH, MR: When you say "around the plant,"
what was the nature of the plant, what was going on
there?—It consisted of a foundry and a machine shop,
engineering shop.
Can you just explain to me what was a foundry?—
The foundry moulded and cast aluminium, bronze and
non-ferrous and stainless castings, pipes and the like.
What happened in the machine shop?—The machine
shop machined a lot of the products for various
customers that they manufactured in the foundry."
(Page 42 of the transcript.)
I accept the evidence of Mr Skalecki.
Exhibit C is a certified copy of the defendant's 1992
Annual Return.
Exhibit C indicates that the principal activity of the
defendant is that of trustee and, pursuant to point 7a, the
principal activities of the trust are "metal foundry".
I also note that the defendant's documentation (for
example Exhibits L, N and O) refer to "Foundry and
Engineering".
Mr Stafford also gave evidence on the question of
respondency. He gave evidence of the activities of two of
the respondents under the heading "Engineers—General"
being Vickers Hoskins Pty Ltd and Thomas Brothers and
evidence of the activities of the defendant.

Until recently Mr Stafford had worked for eighteen years
as a Foundary Sub-Branch Secretary with the Australian
Electric Electronic Foundry and Engineering Union.
Before working for the Australian Electric Electronic
Foundry and Engineering Union he had worked as a jobbing
moulder within the foundry industry.
Mr Stafford was referred to the heading "Engineers—
General" in the Second Schedule to the Award and then,
(pages 69 and 70 of the transcript) gave the following
evidence:
"Do you recognise any of the companies there?—I
do. I recognise Vickers Hoskings, Thomas Brothers,
and Steel
How do you know of Thomas Brothers?—Prior to
becoming involved with the union in 1975 I worked for
Thomas Brothers for 2 years.
What did Thomas Brothers do?—Thomas Brothers
were a foundry engineering workshop.
Could you explain that? To somebody who doesn't
know what a foundry is or an engineering workshop,
what is involved there? What does a foundry do?—A
foundry produces castings. It has a process whereby it
makes moulds from sand. It melts metal. It pours metal
into the moulds and forms a casting. The engineering
side of the workshop treats those castings. If they have
a machine shop they machine. If the have a maintenance section they work on—they perform within the
confines of the general engineering workshops. You
take a casting and you do what is required to that
casting to satisfy customers' requirements or specification.
Are there many moulding or foundry operations
currently operating in Perth?—They have got about 22.
Do most of those include a machine shop?—They
either have a machine shop or they have access to a
machine shop.
What about maintenance in that industry?—Foundries have maintenance as part of the general operations.
What sort of equipment is used in a foundry to do
the task that you said?—Equipment? Well, they have
mills for mixing sand; they have furnaces for melting
metal; they have cranes for carrying; they have
machines for grinding castings; lathes for machining
castings.
When you say "lathes for machining castings",
would that be in the foundry or in the machine
shop?—That would be in the machine shop.
Have you had occasion in your employment to visit
a company known as Timcast?—I have.
Could you tell us where that company is located?-It's located at 97 Hector Street, Osbome Park.
Could you indicate what that company does?—That
company is a foundry and engineering workshop.
What has been your capacity or what is the basis of
your knowledge of the operations of that particular
company?
—Timcast has been in operation since 1983-84.
Prior to that it was a company by the name of P.C.
Timms. In my duties or capacity as foundry sub-branch
secretary I used to visit both P.C. Timms and it
predecessor here, in this case Timcast. I used to
represent the interests of the employees of that
company, both foundry and machine shop.
When did you cease visiting that particular operation?—Well, I ceased representing the people in that
particular workshop last Friday when I finished with
the union I was working for. I visited that workshop in
the last week or so prior to leaving the company."
I accept the evidence of Mr Stafford.
Mr Irving was cross-examined on the issue of respondency.

The following is from page 96 of the transcript:—
"Mr Irving, you have got some wide experience in
the management of foundries before you took on the
job with Timcast, haven't you?—Correct.
You have in fact, as I understand it—you are
somewhat of an industry leader in that you represent
on industry boards associated with the CCI, is that
correct?—That's correct.
You have attended over east functions in relation to
the industry and such, haven't you?—Yes. I do
represent West Australian industry.
So you have got a fairly wide knowledge of the
foundry industry?—Yes."
Subsequently, during cross-examination, Mr Irving was
shown Exhibit D, the Award, and then the following
exchange took place (page 101 of the transcript) in relation
to the award:—
"KEOGH, MR: Could you have a look at that
document, please, Mr Irving? You may not recognise
its form but you do recognise the document generally?—I recognise the form. I recognise the words in it, yes.
And that is the award that governs the employment
of your workers in general and in particular, in relation
to Mr Skalecki, it covered him during his period of
engagement, didn't it?—Correct.
And your company in fact acknowledges its respondency to that award?—Correct, yes."
Subsequently, (page 102 of the transcript), Mr Irving gave
the following evidence:—
"You have not ever had any dispute that Mr Skalecki
is covered under the award; that the award applies to
your company and his employment?—No."
The evidence of Mr Skalecki and Mr Stafford to which
I referred indicates that the defendant was undertaking the
same sort of work as Thomas Brothers. It has the same
common object as Thomas Brothers as described by Mr
Stafford.
In relation to Mr Irving, I accept that his belief that the
defendant was covered by the Award in relation to Mr
Skalecki is not proof of respondency. Notwithstanding that,
however, it is clear that Mr Irving has wide experience
within the foundry industry and it is not unreasonable to
infer from his evidence that he is of the view that the
defendant carried on work similar to that carried on by other
foundries. As part of the evidence it is appropriate to
consider that and to take it into account when looking at the
question of respondency.
Given the matters I have referred to I accept that the
defendant is a respondent to the Award. It fits within the
industry carried on by the named respondents referred to
under the heading "Engineers—General'' and "Foundries".
Redundancy
The next issue to determine is whether Mr Skalecki falls
within the provisions of clause 32A of the Award.
The relevant parts of clause 32A are 32A(l)(a) and
32A(3)(a).
Clause 32A(l)(a) reads as follows:—
'' 32A—Redundancy
(1) Discussions Before Tbrminations
(a) Where an employer has made a definite
decision that the employer no longer wishes
the job the employee has been doing done by
anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and
customary turnover of labour and that decision may lead to determination of employment, the employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with
their union or unions."
Clause 32A(3)(a) reads as follows:—
"(3) Severance Pay
(a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed
in paragraph (a) of subclause (2) in Clause 6
- Contract of Service, of this award, for
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ordinary termination and subject to further
order of the Commission, an employee
whose employment is terminated for reasons
set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of
this clause shall be entitled to the following
amount of severance pay in respect of a
continuous period of service.
Period of Continuance Service
Severance
Pay
Less than 1 year
Nil
1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks
2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks
3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks
4 years and over
8 weeks
"Weeks Pay" means the ordinary weekly rate of
wage for the employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall
not exceed the amount which the employee
would have earned if employment with the
employer had proceeded to the employee's
normal retirement date."
Mr Keogh and Mr Robinson referred me to a number of
authorities on the question of redundancy.
In the matter of Anthony Hayes Douglas-Brown v. Keith
Ivan Isles & Others, unreported decision of the Full Court
of the Supreme Court of Western Australia delivered on 2nd
September 1992, Coy No. 109 of 1991, Pidgeon J. at page
9 of his Reasons for Judgment stated the following:—
' 'The question whether the termination comes within
the redundancy provisions must be determined on the
facts of the particular case. The first requirement to
invoke the redundancy provisions is that the employer
must make a definite decision that it no longer wishes
the job to be done by anyone. The second requirement
is that that decision "may lead to termination of
employment". It is not at this stage a decision to
actually terminate employment. It is a decision that
there is a wish for the job no longer to be done by
anyone. If this stage is reached, discussions are
required with the employee concerned and with the
union. If, however, termination in fact follows, severance pay must be paid."
At page 10 of his Reasons for Judgment his Honour
further stated:—
"The third requirement is that the decision is not due
to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour."
In the same matter Rowland J., at pages 10 and 11 of his
Reasons for Judgment, quoted from the judgments of Bray
C.J., and Bright J., in the matter of The Queen v. The
Industrial Commission of South Australia; Ex parte Adelaide Milk Supply Co-Operative Limited (1977) 16 SASR
6, at pages 8 and 26 as follows:—
"Bray C.J. said at 8:
"...I agree with Bright J that the concept of
redundancy in the context we are discussing seems to
be simply this, that a job becomes redundant when the
employer no longer desires to have it performed by
anyone. A dismissal for redundancy seems to be a
dismissal, not on account of any personal act or default
of the employee dismissed or any consideration
peculiar to him, but because the employer no longer
wishes the job the employee has been doing to be done
by anyone."
Bright J said at 26:
"The word 'redundant' does not occur in the Act. In
its industrial sense it is not defined in the Oxford
Dictionary. The application which I have already set
out attempts a definition for the purpose of the
proposed award. A consideration of the cases leads me
to think that the question of the redundancy of an
employee is linked to the question of the continued
utility of the job which he is performing. In other words
it does not relate to the personal competence of the
employee in the job which he is performing. If I am
right in this, then in its widest form the concept of
redundancy connotes that an employee becomes redun-
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dant whenever (and for whatever reason) his employer
no longer desires to have performed the job which that
employee was doing. A wide variety of instances are
contained in the definition clause in the application but
they all seem to fit into this connotation, even the
reference to retrenchment of employees for any reason
whatsoever." "
In the matter of Short v. F.W. Hercus Pty Ltd a decision
of the Federal Court of Australia, South Australia District
Registry Industrial Division, SI3 of 1992, the Court was
considering a redundancy clause in the same terms as clause
32A.
In that matter Burchett J. stated the following at pages 3
and 4 of his Reasons for Judgment:—
"In my respectful opinion, the better view of the
clause is to see it as objectively, and not subjectively,
framed. It is concerned with the fact of a change
brought about by the making of a decision in
circumstances unrelated to the ordinary and customary
turnover of labour. The wide spectrum of technological
and economic reasons for the decision is restricted only
by the exclusion referring to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour. That an economic downturn is
not excluded is, of course, consistent with the express
right of the employer to apply to the Commission for
a variation of severance pay on the ground of incapacity
to pay. The contrary argument rests entirely on the
word "wishes". But the clause is not made conditional
upon the employer wishing to retrench an employee.
The clause simply postulates the cessation of the
employer's wish to have the particular job done by
anyone. That may be because some delightful alternative has enticed the employer; because the job has just
come to an end; because of the employer's insolvency;
or for any one of a number of other reasons. The clause
does not say that the employer must be happy about his
decision; only that he must have made it."
The Evidence
Mr Skalecki's employment was terminated by the
defendant with effect from 1st April 1993. At the time of
his termination he was paid as a leading hand and worked
with an electrician, John Davis, in maintenance.
Mr Skalecki was advised of his termination by the
defendant's letter dated 1st April 1993 (Exhibit H) which
he received on 2nd April 1993.
Exhibit H contains no reason for the termination of Mr
Skalecki's employment and, at the time of his termination,
he was not otherwise advised of any reason for his
termination.
Exhibit M is an Employment Separation Certificate. It is
not in dispute that Exhibit M was issued by the defendant
for the purposes of the Department of Social Security in
relation to Mr Skalecki's termination on 1st April 1993.
Exhibit M indicates that the reason for Mr Skalecki's
termination was "shortage of work".
During cross-examination (page 137 of the transcript) Mr
Lawtie said that Mr Skalecki was not dismissed because of
a shortage of work.
It is clear from the evidence that from about the time Mr
Irving was appointed General Manager of the defendant, the
role of the maintenance section was reduced.
Less preventative maintenance was carried out. When
machinery broke down it was either repaired by the
employee(s) working on the machinery, a reduced maintenance crew or sub-contracted to an outside identity for
repair.
Pursuant to the evidence of Mr Jordi, which I accept, the
maintenance crew now consists of "one electrician and an
apprentice assists him when he hasn't got work in the
machine shop, and no-one is available" (page 84 of the
transcript).
Mr Jordi gave the following evidence during crossexamination:—
"Are you familiar with the work that Mr Skalecki
was required to do in maintenance?—Yes, I am.
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Does the work he was doing still need to be done at
Timcast?—Well, there's a matter of different opinion
whoever you talk to, 1 guess.
In your opinion does the work he was doing still need
to be done?—In my opinion I believe so, yes.
Is that work still being done?—A lot of it isn't, no.
You just said before the work that he was doing still
needs to be done but you're saying it is not being done.
Is that what I'm, —?—The preventative maintenance
is not really being achieved, no.
So you're saying that the work that Mr Skalecki was
doing is not being done any more. Is that what you're
saying?—Yes.
All right?—Not all the work but a lot of the work
is not being done." (Pages 86 and 87 of the transcript.)
During cross-examination Mr Irving made the following
comments:—
(1) ' 'Yes, and in fact it brought it on just a bit quickly
because really his job was no longer required to
be fulfilled, that position?—As a full person,
that's correct." (Page 102 of the transcript.)
(2) "Mr Skalecki became a statistic, and I don't mean
that in a heartless sense, but in that sense and you
performing those tasks, he became out of a
job?—Eventually, yes.
That was the reason why he was dismissed?—
Yes, it was." (Page 104 of the transcript.)
(3) "So that didn't influence your decision. It was just
the fact that his position - he was not fulfilling a
useful position and basically it was time to
?
—Ultimately there would have to be a decision
made, yes," (Page 105 of the transcript.)
The subject referred to in the last quote which
did not influence Mr Irving's decision is the
period Mr Skalecki had off work as a result of ill
health.
(4) "Before you terminated Mr Skalecki, the decision
was made a bit pre-emptively, just a bit, in the
sense that it was triggered by his absence, to a
degree. Isn't that correct? It was going to happen
anyway, wasn't it?—Yes." (Page 106 of the
transcript.)
During cross-examination Mr Bennett gave the following
evidence:—
So a leading hand's position in terms of organising
a crew and the work involved in organising six people,
giving them their tasks and stuff like that, there is no
longer such a position there, is there?—No.
That's the position that when you first came to the
place Mr Skalecki occupied, wasn't it?—Yes.
And he was paid under the award, wasn't he, as a
leading hand fitter?—Yes.
And you have got no-one in that position now?—No.
Were you involved when Mr Skalecki was dismissed
eventually?—Was I involved.
Yes?—Yes.
What happened was that a medical certificate came
in, you knew that his job was finished any rate, it was
going to be finished up in a couple of weeks at any rate
and you thought the proper time to terminate it then
would be at that occasion?—Yes.
So his position was made redundant and his time was
going to come up at any rate so it was time to let him
go?—It seemed appropriate, yes. We were overstaffed
still at that time.
And there was no position for Mr Skalecki. He
couldn't be transferred. The job he was doing was no
longer being done?—Yes." (Pages 117 and 118 of the
transcript.)
During cross-examination Mr Lawtie gave the following
evidence:—
"KEOGH, MR: You say the work that Mr Skalecki
was doing is still being done. Is that correct?—Yes.

You don't know exactly what Mr Skalecki did, do
you? Exactly what he did as his function?—Yes, I do.
You do. He was a leading hand, he was paid as a
leading hand. The classification of leading hand says:
Placed in charge of not less than three and not
more than 10 other workers.
At the time of his dismissal he was paid as a leading
hand, wasn't he?—Yes.
Who's in charge of three other workers now in the
maintenance section?—Who is in charge of three other
men?
Yes—in the maintenance section?—Depends on
circumstances. If there's a heavy workload
Do you have a leading hand in the maintenance
section now?—We do not have a leading hand in the
maintenance section." (Pages 127 and 128 of the
transcript.)
Subsequently in cross-examination Mr Lawtie stated
"No, we don't need a leading hand in maintenance." (Page
129 of the transcript.)
Clearly Mr Skalecki's position of leading hand in
maintenance was not carried on after his termination.
As stated by Mr Jordi, not all the work done by Mr
Skalecki was done once he left.
Mr Irving's evidence also indicates that the work done by
Mr Skalecki was not carried on after he left in the same way
as it had been done by Mr Skalecki. It was no longer a "full
person" job. Mr Skalecki "became out of a job."
Mr Bennett specifically stated that the job Mr Skalecki
was doing was no longer being done.
Pursuant to Mr Lawtie, there is no longer a leading hand
in the maintenance section. The leading hand position left
by Mr Skalecki was not filled after he left.
Given the matters I have referred to I find it more probable
than not that the defendant made a definite decision that it
no longer wished the job done by Mr Skalecki to be done
by anyone.
The next question is whether that definite decision by the
defendant was due to the ordinary and customary turnover
of labour.
In my view, the answer to that question is "No".
The evidence before the Court clearly indicates that Mr
Irving was making major changes to the defendant in all
areas of its operation.
During cross-examination he readily agreed that the
maintenance department was bloated and that over time he
brought down the number of employees in the maintenance
department. He also conceded that the maintenance department had been reorganised and that the nature of the
operation of the company in respect to its maintenance was
changed.
Such initiatives by Mr Irving do not amount to "the
ordinary and customary turnover of labour." They equal
direct action taken by Mr Irving to change the work practices
of the defendant, including the nature of the maintenance
department and to do away with the position held by Mr
Skalecki.
Mr Skalecki therefore falls within the provisions of clause
32A(1) of the Award. What, therefore, is Mr Skalecki
entitled to be paid by way of severance pay?
The undisputed evidence of Mr Skalecki is that as at 1st
April 1993 his hourly rate was $13.76 per hour.
Pursuant to clause 13 of the Award and the payslips which
constitute Exhibit J, Mr Skalecki's ordinary hours of work
were 38 hours per week.
Pursuant to Exhibit L Mr Skalecki was a permanent
employee from the 18th May 1988 to 2nd April 1993 which
is a period in excess of four years.
Pursuant to clause 32A(3)(a) Mr Skalecki is therefore
entitled to eight weeks severance pay at a weekly rate of
$522.88 ($13.76 x 38hrs) which calculates to $4,183.04.

Conclusion:
The complainant has discharged its legal burden of proof
to the appropriate standard and Mr Skalecki is entitled to
severance pay in the sum of $4,183.04.
P.O. COCKRAM.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT PERTH.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s. 83
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia,
W.A. Branch
and
St John Ambulance Australia, WA Ambulance Service Inc.
Complaint No. 173 of 1993.
Heard: 18 August 1993.
Delivered: 18 August 1993.
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE R. H. BROMFIELD ESQ.
S.M.
Mr D. J. Kelly appeared for the Complainant.
Mr P. G. Brunner appeared for the Defendant.
Reasons for Decision.
HIS WORSHIP: This Complaint was made by the Federated
Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia WA Branch on
25 June 1993 It alleges that on or between 21 October 1992
and 17 November 1992 at Belmont, the defendant, St John
Ambulance Australia WA Ambulance Service Inc. being a
party bound by Award No 50 of 1968 has committed a
breach thereof in that it denied compassionate leave to Mr
M Van Luyn on 22, 3, 24 and 25 October 1992. The
complaint refers to Clause 25 (1) of the Ambulance Service
Employees Award 1969.
Contained within that Award at Clause 3 is reference to
the Scope of the Award and it provides—
"That this award shall apply to officers in the
callings mentioned herein who are employed on a
casual or permanent basis for the purpose of operating
ambulance services. Provided that it shall not apply to
any volunteer."
By agreement the Court has received into evidence a
portion of the transcript of proceedings in respect to an
earlier complaint and that transcript includes the evidence
given by Martin Bernard Van Luyn and Dr Farrell. Mr Colin
Charles Weeks, who is a Director of personnel and industrial
relations with the respondent, has also given brief evidence.
I find from examining the award and the evidence presented
that the award does extend to and bind the respondent, the
evidence being that the respondent provides ambulance
services.
The issue in question is in relatively simplistic terms as
to whether Mr Van Luyn whose wife gave birth prematurely
to a child, an induced birth, in mid-October 1992.
Subsequent to that birth she suffered complications in the
form of piles or haemorrhoids necessitating subsequently on
20 October 1992 for her to undergo an operation which was
described as an emergency haemorrhoidectomy and it was
not presented in evidence in the form before me as to
whether that operation was carried out under general or local
anaesthetic.
A witness who gave evidence, Dr Oxer, stated in his
evidence that the consequences of this operation can be
extremely painful and he indicated that it can be carried out
under either local or general anaesthetic. There was no
evidence as to the procedure adopted on 20 October. It
seems that Mr Van Luyn's wife had remained in hospital
subsequent to giving birth and then subsequent to the
operation continued to be under the care of Dr Farrell where
she was subsequently discharged on 27 October The
evidence further indicates that subsequent to the operation
that the form of treatment included the administration of

analgesics by injection, the substance being used being
pethidine and a further substance the description of which
currently escapes my recall.
Apparently the pethidine was proving ineffective to
provide analgesic relief from the pain associated with the
operation. It is clear and it is unchallenged, there being no
evidence to the contrary to suggest that the operative
procedure carried out was an emergency procedure. Conservative treatment over the period of time from the date of
birth until the operation had proved unsuccessful, and indeed
it appears clear from the evidence that the relative of Mr Van
Luyn, his wife's illness warranted, indeed it demanded
hospitalisation up until 27 October as a consequence of the
need to administer the analgesics by injection, that
continuing, it seems, up until 26 October.
The complaints alleging the breach of the award relates
to the provisions of Clause 25 of the award which provides
as follows:
"(1) An officer shall on notice be entitled:
(a) on the death or serious illness within Australia of a wife, ... etc.
(b) on the death outside Australia.
to leave without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the
officer in four ordinary days' worked.
(2) Proof of such death or serious illness shall be
furnished by the officer to the satisfaction of the
employer In the case of serious illness, the officer
must establish that the relative or others normally
dependent on the relative, require the care and
attention of the officer during the period of the
entitlement.
(3) Provided that this clause shall have no effect while
the period of entitlement of leave under it
coincides with any other period of entitlement to
leave
(4) For the purpose of this clause the words "wife"
and "husband" shall include a person who lives
with the officer as a defacto wife or husband."
There are really two issues that must be—or three indeed,
that must be established before an officer is entitled to
compassionate leave.
First the officer must give notice. Further, as the claim in
this instance is a claim of serious illness, proof of that
serious illness shall be furnished by the officer to the
satisfaction of the employer, and the further requirement is
that the officer must establish that the relative or others
normally dependent on the relative will require the care and
attention of the officer during the period of the entitlement.
I have heard the evidence as to the historical basis upon
which claims for compassionate leave have been determined
and I have referred specifically to Exhibit G2 which is a
letter addressed to Mr Van Luyn dated 9 October, 1992
under the hand of Mr Weeks on St John Ambulance
Australia WA Ambulance Service Inc. letterhead and that
letter reads:
"Dear Martin, Clarification of award provisions
Clause 25 compassionate leave I refer to your memo
undated ..."
and that is exhibit G1—
"and the superintendent metropolitan region
responds as follows: (1) the granting of compassionate leave for serious illness .. . situations of
hardship relating to each request for compassionate leave."
then paragraph 2—
"Our response to (1) above applies, if a
pregnancy becomes acute or serious because of
any medical condition .... and consideration given
to some other form of leave."
There is no evidence before me that the state of mind of
Mr Van Luyn was anxious as a consequence of his wife's
hospitalisation. It is clear that he had to make some
arrangements for the care of the two children aged 4 and 2
years who ordinarily would have been cared for by his
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relative, that is, his wife had she not been in hospital This
is not a claim in which the confinement for the premature
birth of Mr Van Luyn and his wife's third child is concerned
but it arises as a consequence of complications arising from
the premature delivery necessitating, as I have already
mentioned, an emergency haemorrhoidectomy performed in
hospital on 20 October 1992
The evidence suggesting that the basis upon which
compassionate leave and the provisions contained within the
award were inserted was for the purpose of life-threatening
illnesses is not, in my view, tenable in light of the provisions
of subclause 25(2). Specifically that refers to a provision
making the necessity not only that there be a serious illness,
as is claimed in this instance, but also that the officer must
establish that the relative in question or alternatively others
normally dependent on that relative require the care and
attention of the officer during the period of the entitlement.
That certainly allows it open to interpret that it may be
that the relative in question is the sole party giving the care
and attention, but in those particular circumstances the
officer would still have to establish that it was indeed a
serious illness. In this instance, the illness, as I have already
said, warranted and indeed demanded hospitalisation. It
necessitated the performance of an operation either under
local or general anaesthetic—the absence of evidence on
that issue precludes me from determining which procedure
was adopted on 20 October—and subsequently necessitated
the administration of analgesics by injection and that
procedure continued until 26 October
The circumstances of Mr Van Luyn's wife at the time
were, in my view, clearly a serious illness necessitating
hospitalisation and the employer ought to have been
satisfied that it was such an illness based on the material
presented to it. The further matter that requires establishment is that the children in question were normally
dependent on the wife for their care and that they in the
circumstances required the care and attention of Mr Van
Luyn. There is evidence that the children had been sick
necessitating attendance, medical attendance, on I think it
was 19 October, that of course being a period during which
the provisions of Clause 25 would not operate.
The evidence, whilst ambiguous as to the duration of the
children's respiratory infections, is that the party, Mr Van
Luyn, the officer in question, did require to provide care and
attention to those children. There is reference in the evidence
that alternative forms of care would not be provided. There
is no evidence before me as to whether during the periods
there would have been day or night shift work but it is my
view that the complainant has established that there was a
breach of the award in that the condition of Mrs Van Luyn
did constitute a serious illness and further that it has been
established that others normally dependent on her for their
care required the care and attention of Mr Van Luyn during
the period of the entitlement.
In the circumstances, given that the party involved has
suffered no financial loss and that there is nothing to indicate
on the evidence presented that there was anything other than
a historical interpretation, which, for reasons I have already
expressed I found is unjustified I consider in the circumstances that a caution is an appropriate disposition of this
complaint and the party is cautioned accordingly. There will
be an Order for the payment of costs of $49.30, in default
execution.
R. H. BROMFIELD ESQ. S.M.,
Industrial Magistrate.
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT PERTH.
Industrial Relations Act 1979
s.83
Australian Municipal, Transport, Energy, Water, Ports,
Community and Information Services Union
and
Town of Narrogin.
(Complaint No. 187 of 1993).
Heard: 15 December 1993.
Delivered: 16 December 1993.
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE
P.O. COCKRAM S.M.
Mr M. Williams appeared for the Complainant.
Mr M. Fitzgerald appeared for the Defendant.
Reasons for Decision.
HIS WORSHIP: Pursuant to Complaint No. 187 of 1993, the
complainant alleges that on 4 November 1992 the defendant,
being a party bound by the Local Government Officers
(WA) Award of 1988 failed to pay John Ayton, Law
Enforcement Officer, correctly according to clause 20 of the
said award. The complainant carries the legal burden of
proof. It must prove all elements of its claim to the civil
standard being proof on the balance of probabilities. Should
the complainant fail to discharge its legal burden of proof
then the complaint must be dismissed.
In furtherance of discharging its legal burden of proof the
complainant called two witnesses, being Mr Douglas and Mr
Ayton. The defendant did not call evidence. Mr Douglas and
Mr Ayton were good witnesses and I accept their evidence
unless I specifically indicate to the contrary.
The first issue to be decided is whether the defendant is
a respondent to the award which is exhibit A in these
proceedings. Clause 4 of the award reads as follows:
"This award shall be binding on the local authorities
named in the first schedule in respect of all their
employees whether members of The Municipal Officers' Association of Australia, or the Association of
Professional Engineers, Australia, or not, whose salaries and conditions of employment are determined by
this award, and on the Municipal Officers' Association
of Australia and the Association of Professional
Engineers, Australia and their members."
The respondent, being the town of Narrogin, is listed in
the first schedule to the award. The respondent therefore in
my view is bound by the award.
The next issue is to determine the nature of the
relationship, if any, between Mr Ayton and the defendant.
It is alleged by the complainant that the relationship is that
of a contract of service or employment. The position of Mr
Ayton in my view, vis-a-vis the defendant, is complicated
by the existence of the business name Narrogin Commercial
Cleaning. Pursuant to exhibit F, Narrogin Commercial
Cleaning was a business name operated by Mr Ayton and
his wife, Catherine Jennifer Ayton, from 1 June 1992 to 19
February 1993 when the name was deregistered. Exhibit C1
is a document relied upon by the complainant which is an
invoice issued by Narrogin Commercial Cleaning on 4
November 1992 to the defendant for matters relating to
dogs.
Exhibit C2 and the evidence of Mr Douglas suggest that
any payments made were made to Narrogin Commercial
Cleaners and not to Mr Ayton. On their face, exhibits C1
and C2 indicate that any agreement or contract was between
the defendant and Narrogin Commercial Cleaners which
was a business conducted by Mr and Mrs Ayton and not
solely by Mr Ayton.
The evidence suggests that Mr Ayton, having been duly
appointed in August 1985, carried out the work necessary
to allow the partnership known as Narrogin Commercial
Cleaners to invoice the defendant. That scenario raises an
inference that there was no direct employment of Mr Ayton
by the defendant and therefore no contract of service or
employment between Mr Ayton and the defendant. That

proposition is also supported by evidence given by Mr
Douglas, including the fact that the defendant, as I found it
to be the case, had no direct control over how Mr Ayton
conducted himself in relation to his hours of work and where
he worked. The defendant provided no office space or
accommodation for Mr Ayton. Mr Ayton provided his own
motor vehicle.
Such evidence supports the existence of a contract for
service rather than a contract of service. Mr Ayton also gave
evidence which supports the existence of a contract for
service rather than a contract of service or employment,
including the fact that he considered himself to be a self
employed contractor, further that he used his own motor
vehicle, he controlled his hours of work and considered he
had a free rein to do the job as he saw fit, that he and his
wife as the partnership attended to matters of income tax and
provisional tax was paid. Exhibit C2 indicates that no tax
was deducted by the defendant. There has been no evidence
to suggest otherwise.
Furthermore, he considered that he did not report to
anyone for the defendant and only contacted Mr Douglas for
serious matters. He was not paid sick leave or holiday pay
and was not allocated a period of annual leave and he stated
that these matters were built into the rate which was charged
and, finally, there was no record of the hours he worked kept
by himself or by the defendant.
I accept that there is evidence such as the provision of a
rifle and ammunition and the provision of the pounds by the
defendant as well as the issuing of infringement notices by
Mr Ayton on behalf of the defendant which support the
existence of a contract of service or employment between
Mr Ayton and the defendant. However, given the other
matters I have referred to, I believe it is more probable than
not that if there was a contract between Mr Ayton and the
defendant it was a contract for services and not a contract
of service or employment.
At the end of the day, whether looking at the matter from
the point of view of the partnership known as Narrogin
Commercial Cleaning or Mr Ayton alone, 1 am not
convinced on the balance of probabilities that there existed
between Mr Ayton and the defendant a contract of service
or employment.
The complainant has therefore failed to discharge its legal
burden of proof and the complaint should therefore be
dismissed and a finding of not guilty entered. Given those
reasons, I do therefore dismiss the complaint and enter a
finding of not guilty.
P.G. COCKRAM S.M.,
Industrial Magistrate.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT PERTH
Industrial Relations Act 1979
S.83
Tracey Pickering
and
Philip Francis Hadden t/a Hadden Motors Ace Rentacar.
(Complaint No. 219 of 1993.)
Heard: 13 October 1993
Delivered: 14 October 1993
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE
P.G. COCKRAM ESQ. S.M.
Mr R.W. Clohessy appeared for the Complainant
Mr P.F. Hadden appeared for the Defendant
Reasons for Decision.
HIS WORSHIP: In this matter the complainant Tracey
Pickering has issued a complaint against Philip Francis
Hadden, trading as Hadden Motors Ace Rentacar, that being
a party bound by Award No. 14 of 1972 has committed a
breach thereof in that for work performed on Sunday 13
December 1992 the respondent failed to comply with Clause
8(3) overtime, in that no double time payment was paid for

the 6.5 hours of work, nor was that Clause complied with
on dates listed in the schedule hereto contrary to Clause 8(3).
The schedule lists dates from 13 December 1992 through to
7 June 1993.
The first issue I wish to deal with is the question of
respondency, that is whether the defendant is bound by
Award No. 14 of 1972. Given the contents of Clause 4 of
the Award, which relates to its scope, I accept that this
Award is of the second type referred to in section 37 of the
Industrial Relations Act. That being the case, in terms of the
matters raised by Burt CJ, as he then was, in the Terry
Glover case, the industry to which the award relates cannot
be made known without definition of the industries carried
on by the respondents to the award at the date of the award,
and that is a question of fact.
In my view, it is not simply a question of saying that as
a motor vehicle is machinery and because it is being hired
out it must fall within the award. The matters raised by Burt
CJ in the Terry Glover case make it clear that to decide
whether the defendant in the matter before me is covered by
the award it is necessary to determine the limits or the
definition of the industries carried on by the named
respondents to the award and that, as I have indicated, is a
question of fact.
It is therefore necessary to make a finding as to the
industry carried on by the named respondents as at the date
of the award. The category or group relied on by the
complainant in schedule A to the Award is the one headed
Machinery Hire Service and/or Contractors. The named
respondents under that heading are O'Connor Crane Service
and Whippet Products. No evidence has been called in
relation to the activities of either of the two named
respondents. There is therefore no evidence on which I can
base a finding of fact as to the industry carried on by those
two named respondents.
That being the case there is no evidence upon which I can
make any finding as to the limits of the industry constituted
under the heading Machinery Hire Service and/or Contractors. That being the case I am not in a position to determine
whether the defendant in the matter before me falls within
Award No. 14 of 1972.
It is for the complainant to persuade me, on the balance
of probabilities, that the defendant in this matter is covered
by Award No. 14 of 1972. Given the matters I have referred
to, the complainant has failed to satisfy the legal burden of
proof. The complaint therefore should be dismissed. Given
that finding it is not necessary for me to decide whether the
nature of the complainant's duties were clerical. I dismiss
the complaint.
P.G. COCKRAM,
Industrial Magistrate.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE AT PERTH
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
s.83.
Henk Van Zwol
and
Innes Transport Pty Ltd.
Complaint No. 209-211 of 1993.
Heard: 3 November 1993.
Delivered: 3 November 1993.
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE
K. MOORE ESQ. S.M.
Mr T.C. Crossley appeared for the Complainant.
Mr P.G. Brunner appeared for the Defendant.
Reasons for Decision.
HIS WORSHIP: I have been asked to rule on this matter as
a preliminary point relating to the respondency of the
defendant, of the employer, and I have had various
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authorities quoted to me, not only the award itself relating
to meat workers, but I have also had quoted to me the union
constitution and rules of it by Mr Brunner:
The handling and despatching of stock at saleyards
attached to abattoirs or.... butchering and meat industry
and all labouring work in connection with the foregoing.
As I said earlier in response to Mr Brunner, the fact that a
person works in a place where there's some kind of an
industry carried on doesn't automatically make him part of
that industry and that is set out in Hickman's case. A person
can work as an electrician in a meatworks; it does not make
him anything to do with meatworks. So far as his job is
concerned, he is an electrician. The same would be said of
a plumber A plumber could work in a particular occupation;
he would still be a plumber. It wouldn't make him part of
that particular award.
What is the position with someone who drives a truck for
a living, a truck driver? He is employed by a firm, the
Director and Managing Director of which say, "Well, ours
was a general trucking firm. We would have trucked
anything. We are really saying that we will truck anything
that there is a buck in", to put it in the vernacular. "We
would be involved in transporting fabricated steel, tanker
work for a dairy, yeast for a brewery or from a brewery,
concrete pipes, the concrete pipeworks to Esperance,
containers from an international airport and return, chiller
goods, light poles from the SEC depot, concrete slabs." All
of these appear to have been within the scope of the
employment or the work carried out or contracted for or
canvassed by the employer in this case.
Does that make the employer a general trucker or a
general dealer in goods of any kind? Does the fact that a
large percentage of the work relates to meat? If Mr Innes,
the first witness, says, "Well, I employed as many as 25
drivers and sometimes it went down to 15," were they all
carting meat? Well, no, it seems that they were carting
different things. One of the witnesses for the complainant
said he went as far as Adelaide with different types of
general freight; he went to the north-west with general
freight.
The complainant says that he was mainly engaged carting
meat, although for 9 months of the year three times a
week-he went to Cervantes and carted crayfish, three times
a week. That might or might not be a marine reptile. 1 would
think it would be a marine reptile, but of course I don't know
and it has not been shown to me to be the position. 1 would
take it that it would be a marine reptile.
This is fact: that particular drivers in a particular firm are
told to drive in a particular are. One driver might be
particularly good at a specific job. He might be told, "Well,
you go and do this You know what to do, go and do it."
Would that make him part of the meat industry? It seems
to me the fact that one of the drivers who came before me
and gave evidence on behalf of the complainant, who said
he was told to join the union, the Transport Workers Union,
and did join that union, was saying, "Well, I did not really
believe I was a meatworker. I believed that I was a transport
worker and I joined that union."
If he had felt strongly about it, I don't think that witness
would have joined another union. He would have said, "No,
I am a meatworker and, as a meatworker, I am staying with
the meatworkers' industry." Mr Van Zwol does not say
what it was He says he was told several times that he was
a Meatworkers Union man, that it was to do with the
Meatworkers Award and he said that he was told that by Mr
Innes. Mr Innes senior says he never told him that; he never
said to any of his workers anything about any award.
Now, somebody is not telling the truth and which one it
is, of course, is anybody's guess and I do not and cannot
make decisions on what goes on in people's minds. I am left
with the evidence before me. The evidence is this: that the
defendant and his witness both say "general freight".
Perhaps carting meat was a large part of it. The complainant
and his witnesses say "carting meat"; one of them say,
"Well, general freight, but a lot of meat-carting."
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I do not think that that makes this defendant employer part
of the meatworkers industry and I say that to some degree
having regard to the union's constitution—that is the
Meatworkers Union constitution—particularly rule 2:
The receiving, storing and despatching of any products
for refrigeration or cold storage at abattoirs or
meatworks, the handling of the products of the
butchering and meat industry and all labouring in
connection with the foregoing—
That does not seem to me as if what is being said here
is that the defendant employer is being put into a category
where he is doing nothing else. The reverse seems to be the
position and I must find for the defendant in that regard.
K. MOORE,
Industrial Magistrate.

SECTION 23—
Miscellaneous matters—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wallace Emery and Associates Pty Ltd
and
Warren Edward Minshull.
No. 21 of 1994.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
28 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B.L. Tee (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Applicant have leave to withdraw the
application and that the application be and is hereby
withdrawn.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL
ENTITLEMENTSWESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Jean Emmerton
and
Kone Cranes W.A. Pty Ltd
No. 1348 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
27 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
By this application, Mrs J. Emmerton claims that she was
unfairly dismissed from her employment by the Respondent
company and seeks an order for re-employment without loss
of benefits with effect from 10 September 1993.
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The facts of the matter are not in dispute but the parties
are diametrically opposed in their views of the reasoning and
motivation which underpinned the Respondent's decision to
terminate the Applicant's contract of employment. To some
extent this arose from a communication problem which
arises throughout humankind whenever we are faced with
the task of discussing topics which are potentially distressful.
The Respondent's decision maker was Mr Mark
Mansergh, the Managing Director of KONE CRANES
AUSTRALIA PTY LTD which is the current correct title
of the employer following a succession of corporate
restructures. He and Mr David Emmerton were workmates
and friends at an enterprise called Westcrane in the early
1980's. Mr Mansergh moved to Sydney to become Financial
Controller of the Respondent and in October 1991 he
achieved his present senior, executive appointment.
When Kone decided to set up in business in Western
Australia in 1988, Mr Mansergh offered Mr Emmerton the
position of State Manager and sole employee. He was given
a higher salary than he enjoyed as Service Manager of
Westcrane and a 10% share holding in the new company
which was set up—Krone Cranes W.A. Pty Ltd. The
purpose of the company was to provide service and repairs
to overhead cranes. Mr Emmerton commenced operations
from his home and as the business grew it soon became
apparent that some clerical/secretarial back up was needed.
Mr Mansergh approved the Manager's proposal that he
should employ his wife. Mrs Emmerton gave up her position
in the office of another crane company to assist her husband.
Her wage was agreed at $20 per week above the relevant
award rate and she commenced in April 1988 as secretary/
receptionist although at first she worked from home. As the
enterprise became established and grew, the need for
premises arose and they soon moved to Cannington and later
still they moved again to Welshpool. The business prospered
to the extent that in 1991, turnover was $1.6 million and the
workforce grew to a total of 12 persons.
In December 1992, the parent company re-organised its
corporate structure in Australia. They formed Kone Holdings (Australia) Ltd. and repurchased the minority interests
in the Victorian and Western Australian subsidiaries. Mr
Emmerton was given a payment of $25 000 for his 10%
shareholding and an opportunity to earn incentive bonuses
on branch performance up to a maximum of 20% of his
annual salary.
Early in 1993 it became apparent from monthly statistics
that the W.A. branch was not operating profitably. Mr
Mansergh initiated a series of discussions with Mr Emmerton in the hope that the State Manager would identify the
source of the problem and produce a satisfactory solution.
In his evidence the Managing Director was adamant that he
had no desire to impose his authority upon or interfere in
the managerial independence of the State Manager. He
expected Mr Emmerton to find the proper answer to the
dilemma.
The problem, as Mr Mansergh saw it, was that the W.A.
Branch was top heavy with administrative staff. The income
was generated by the work of eight technicians, two of
whom were spending almost half of their hours on matters
which produced no revenue. There was a State Manager, a
Service Co-ordinator, a Salesperson and Mrs Emmerton, the
Secretary/Receptionist whose major duties were involved
with accounting and book-keeping matters. The Coordinator resigned in April 1993 and in May Mr Emmerton
dismissed the Salesperson. The services of an employment
agency were retained and as a result Ms Michelle Curtis was
appointed as Service Co-ordinator from 31 May 1993 with
a salary of $22 000 p.a. It appears that her actual title was
Clerk/Administrator and there was some sharing of general
office duties between the two women.
It is clear from the evidence, and I so find, that Ms
Curtis's major responsibility was in service co-ordination
and Mrs Emmerton's major responsibility was in the
financial/accounting field.
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In June, Mr Emmerton was invited to go to Sydney for
an extra day over and above a seminar that he was already
committed to attend. He had further discussions with Mr
Mansergh and Jane Kennedy, the Financial Controller who
had visited the Perth office in late May so as to identify
problem areas. The State Manager had been in Singapore at
the time of Ms Kennedy's visit to W.A.
It was Mr Mansergh's evidence that those discussions in
Sydney did not result in Mr Emmerton recognising the
Branch's problems or suggesting viable solutions. At this
point in time it was decided that the C.B.A. computerised
accounting system must be introduced to the W.A. Branch.
This would allow the profit/loss situation of any on-going
work to be readily tracked. The accounting function would
then be controlled from the head office in Sydney. Action
was initiated to rule off the books and close down the local
bank accounts which formerly had been assiduously and
efficiently administered by Mrs Emmerton. The documentation indicates that the transfer of the accounting functions
was to be operative from 1 August 1993 with the tidying up
of details to take place during that month.
On Wednesday, 14 July 1993, Mr Mansergh visited Perth
and spent much of that day in discussions with Mr
Emmerton. He was still of the view that the Branch Manager
did not have a proper appreciation of the change of focus
and approach required if the Branch was to return to
profitability. The Managing Director busied himself with
other matters on the Thursday and on Friday morning he
resumed his conversation with Mr Emmerton. He decided
that he should override the Branch Manager's authority by
taking the unpalatable decisions which it was apparent Mr
Emmerton was not about to initiate. Mrs Emmerton was
called in to the room and Mr Mansergh advised her that her
employment was to be terminated because it was company
policy that husbands and wives should not work together.
With the benefit of hindsight, Mr Mansergh now says that
he mentioned the company policy in a misguided attempt
to soften the blow he was delivering to Mrs Emmerton. The
dismissal was, in his view, a clear case of redundancy and
this was conveyed to the applicant in a formal letter on 9
August 1993. That letter notified her that she was being
given "5 weeks notice and 5 weeks redundancy pay, being
2 weeks for each year of service." She was given the option
of working the notice period or taking the money in lieu. In
any event the termination was effective from 10 September.
It is easy to understand the applicant's assertion that she
was unfairly dismissed. From her stand-point, the job she
built up for herself and performed diligently for five years
has been taken away and given to Michelle Curtis. During
all of the five years she says her work was exemplary and
devoted to the company's success. She had received no
criticism or complaint about her work performance; commendation and gifts were common occurrences. If there is
a company policy not to employ marriage partners, then it
was ignored when she was engaged and such a policy would
be in conflict with both State and Federal equal opportunity
legislation.
There is no doubt that the Applicant was Secretary/
Receptionist and within a short period after her dismissal a
reorganisation can be seen to have occurred and that post is
now being occupied by Michelle Curtis. In order to properly
examine Mr Mansergh's motives and actions and to apply
the tests of fairness to them, it is necessary to look closely
at the time frame and some of the subsequent events.
At the time of the Managing Director's verbal notice of
termination to Mrs Emmerton it is clear that in his mind he
saw the situation as one of redundancy. His thinking did not
extend to the highly technical and legalistic definitions of
'redundancy' which have been argued interminably by
counsel before divers appeal benches. He had a simple and
direct approach. The profitability of the branch could not
support the employment of four persons on essentially
administrative tasks. One person must be chosen for
termination; that person thus became redundant. It was not
the case that the employer no longer wished the job done
by anyone. Duties were re-organised with a significant
proportion of the work formerly done by the Applicant being
removed to the head office in Sydney. One might wonder

why the Director did not consider keeping Mrs Emmerton
on and dispensing with Ms Curtis's services. I suspect from
his evidence that he and other senior officers harboured a
belief that Ms Curtis was more effective and efficient than
the Applicant.
Mr Mansergh was forthright and direct in his testimony
which presented a picture of sincere and genuine concern for
his employees. That concern did not override his duty to
seek a profitable operation of the branch. I accept his
assertion that the prime factor in his decision to dismiss Mrs
Emmerton was the removal of the majority of her former
duties to Sydney.
If there was an element of choice involved in the decision,
it does not necessarily follow that it was unfair to retain the
newer employee in preference to the long serving one. Many
large enterprises with highly organised workforces have
found it convenient over the years to comply with a union
preferred policy of 'last on—first off when redundancies
are effected. I am confident that there are no binding
decisions of industrial tribunals which might establish such
a principle and override the prerogative of employers to
choose which of their employees to dismiss and which to
retain. One presumes, of course, that a choice when made
will not be seen to be capricious or vindictive; some reason
and logic will always underpin a fair choice.
This Commission is a creature of statute, the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 as amended. It is not empowered to
enforce equal opportunity legislation when considering
questions of industrial merit or fairness. When all of the
circumstances are measured, the marital status of Mr and
Mrs Emmerton can be seen to have worked in their favour
as much as to their detriment. The Applicant's initial
employment by Kone was a clear case of favouritism which
was mutually satisfactory to employer and employee. The
company was saved the expense of leasing premises while
the Manager worked from home but there was no suggestion
that an employment agency might be used to ensure the
engagement of the highest quality available applicant. Mrs
Emmerton was employed at face value on her husband's
recommendation.
If the parent company pursues a policy of husbands and
wives not working together, then their experience with the
Emmertons must have reassured them that such a policy is
wise and appropriate in an industrial or managerial sense.
It is impossible to ignore the inference that the Manager
would not or could not make the hard decisions, which the
Director saw as essential to the proper operation of the
branch, because those decisions entailed the dismissal of his
wife.
Subsequent events have involved further re-organisation
of the W.A. Branch and it seems quite clear that those
further changes have occurred because of the Managing
Director's perception of Mr Emmerton's managerial shortcomings. He has been effectively demoted to Service
Co-ordinator while retaining his salary and conditions; this
has necessarily moved Ms Curtis to the Secretary/Receptionist role. A new Regional Manager, Mr Bouffier is now
in control of both West and South Australian branches. In
light of the full chain of events it is difficult to share the
Applicant's view that she has been supplanted in her job by
Ms Curtis.
It must be obvious from the above that I have not been
persuaded that the dismissal of Mrs Emmerton was a harsh
or unconscionable exercise of the employer's unchallenged
legal rights. There may be some elements of unfairness in
the mode of communication chosen to convey the decision
to her. She complains that there was never any warning or
expression of dissatisfaction with her performance and that
is not surprising because those are factors which do not
normally arise when re-organisation and redundancy dismissals are effected.
At the end of the day, it would have been a kindness and
perhaps would have aided her acceptance of the situation if
Mrs Emmerton had been favoured with a frank and open
discussion of the Branch's profitability crisis. She may have
possessed sufficient insight to suggest the solution which
escaped her husband's notice. It was clearly an awkward

situation of a type which in my experience is best dealt with
by a measure of candour and courtesy.
In days of yore, pre-Pepler, the Commission might have
addressed a claim of this nature with an order for payment
of some compensation which would have eased the
Applicant's sense of grievance at the apparent ingratitude
of Kone in face of her five years spent in building up the
branch. The Full Bench has restated a set of principles which
were once appropriate when the Commission had the task
of assessing a reasonable notice period. If those principles
were relevant, three months' notice might have been a fair
severance payment for an employee in Mrs Emmerton's
predicament. If Mr Mansergh and his colleagues felt any
twinge of regret at the distress suffered by the Applicant then
an ex gratia payment of some eight weeks' pay would be
seen by any independent observer as a generous gesture to
ensure that the relationship was severed on good terms.
Lest there be any misunderstanding, I now summarise my
findings based upon the evidence presented in these
proceedings.
— The division of duties in the W.A. Branch office
in June 1993 was such that Ms Curtis's major
responsibility was service co-ordination and Mrs
Emmerton's major responsibility was in the
financial accounting/book-keeping field.
— The lack of profitability in the W.A. Branch was
addressed by re-organisation of work and a
reduction in the administrative workforce. Much
of Mrs Emmerton's duties were removed to the
head office.
— Mr Mansergh sincerely believed that it was in the
company's best interests for Mrs Emmerton to be
declared redundant and dismissed. His choice of
Mrs Emmerton for dismissal was not capricious,
cavalier nor vindictive.
— Notwithstanding the existence of Federal and
State equal opportunity and anti-discrimination
legislation, there is no inherent industrial unfairness in a company policy which precludes marital
partners working together in the same office.
— If one was invited to assess a reasonable notice
period in a situation such as this, three month's
pay in lieu of notice would be a fair compensation.
— The applicant has not discharged the onus of
establishing that the employer's decision to
dismiss her was an unfair, harsh or unconscionable exercise of the legal right to terminate the
contract of employment.
The application will be determined by an order of
dismissal.
Appearances: Mr R. Cywicki (of counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant.
Ms J. Ledger (of counsel) on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Jean Emmerton
and
Kone Cranes W.A. Pty Ltd
No. 1348 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS.
27 January 1994.
Order.
Having heard Mr R. Cywicki (of counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Ms J. Ledger (of counsel) on behalf of the
Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
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conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Penson
and
Bristile Ltd.
No. 1161 of 1992.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
25 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: It is claimed by the applicant that
the respondent failed to pay him a redundancy benefit, to
which he was entitled, upon the termination of his services
in late May 1992. It is denied by the respondent that Mr
Penson is entitled to the benefit which he claims. Having
heard the parties on 29 January 1993 the Commission, on
that date, held that the applicant had failed to show he was
entitled to the benefit claimed and declared that an order for
dismissal would subsequently issue together with the written
reasons therefor. Those reasons now follow.
A restructuring of the respondent's operations commenced in 1991 following a majority of the respondent's
issued shares being acquired by another corporate entity. As
a consequence, the position of employment occupied by the
applicant became redundant, thus leading to the termination
of his contract of employment.
According to Mr Penson, in May 1992 the then Chief
General Manager, Mr WJ. Emmett, informed him that his
services would not be retained beyond 30 June 1992, but that
he could leave the service of the employer upon completing
the work required to be done by him and, whatever that date
be, he would be paid the equivalent of 3 months salary as
a redundancy payment. That arrangement, the applicant
says, was subsequently referred to in a letter he received
from the Chief General Manager dated 18 May 1992 (exhibit
1) which, because of its ambiguity, he sought to clarify by
a letter on 21 May 1992 (exhibit 1).
It is submitted on behalf of the respondent that Mr Penson
misunderstood the arrangement Mr Emmett had stated
would apply to him and that the true nature thereof is
expressed in the letter dated 18 May 1992. That arrangement
does not afford him the benefit he claims, but a period of
notice and payment therefor, on a particular basis, an
obligation which has been met.
The letter addressed to Mr Penson is in the following
terms—
"Dear Mike
In line with discussions held with yourself early in
April regarding your future, I confirm the Bristile office
has been reduced to only 4 people, as such, there is no
continuing position available at this time.
I understand there are a number of "clean-up" jobs
that may take you through to the end of June 1992,
consequently, I offer you 3 months* notice to June 30,
1992. This amount will be paid to you irrespective of
whether you work up to June 30.
I will arrange for this to be paid as a redundancy
payment similar to conditions provided to Mr Tim
Hogan.
I take this opportunity to thank you for your
considerable efforts over the past few years and pass
on my best regards for the future."

The relevant extracts from the letter of Mr Penson dated
21 May 1992 follow—
"Mr W J Emmett,
thank (sic) you for your letter of 18th May in
confirmation of the fact that my position is redundant
and that I will receive 3 months pay as a redundancy
payment.
Consequently, with your permission I will leave next
week I trust you will arrange my redundancy payment
for then.
Mr Penson argues that the letter from Mr Emmett is
ambiguous. His recollection is that the discussion held with
him, and referred to in the letter, occurred in the month of
May, and not April as stated. On that basis the 3 months'
mentioned in discussion did not pertain to the period up to
30 June 1992, and could not have, because such was a lesser
period, says the applicant. The 3 months mentioned had a
separate character and were used to identify the quantum of
salary to be paid as a redundancy benefit. Simply put, the
respondent says that the letter dated 18 May 1992 truly
reflects what occurred and, notwithstanding Mr Penson has
misunderstood the arrangement and described it differently
in his letter on 21 May 1992, his stated version does not, by
reason of its originally unchallenged existence, cause the
arrangement adopted by the employer to become something
different.
It is clear from the testimony of both Mr Penson and Mr
Emmett that they had discussions in both April and May of
1992 wherein the topic of Mr Penson's future with the
respondent was mentioned.
Mr Emmett says that his recollection is that in early April
1992 he verbally notified Mr Penson of the arrangement he
subsequently confirmed in writing in May 1992. His
purpose, he says, was to bestow upon Mr Penson a greater
benefit than was his entitlement at the time, that is, one
month's notice of the termination of his services. Thus the
departure therefrom represented virtually a three month
period of notice plus the benefits of the guaranteed payment
of salary for that period, notwithstanding Mr Penson was at
liberty to leave the employment before the notice expired,
provided particular work had been completed.
Further, the salary so paid was to be categorised as a
redundancy payment thus affording an additional benefit by
way of taxation relief. No separate payment of a redundancy
character was to be paid. Mr Emmett says that at the time
he believed the policy of the respondent precluded the
granting of redundancy payments per se and he did not
depart from that. His reference to the payment being
"similar to the conditions provided to Mr Tim Hogan", was
made on the basis that he understood then that Mr Hogan
had been granted an arrangement similar to that described
for Mr Penson. Since the termination of Mr Penson's
services, Mr Emmett says he has become aware that Mr
Hogan had been granted a redundancy benefit similar in
character to that which the applicant says he believed had
been granted to him.
According to Mr Emmett, his letter confirming the
arrangement was not initiated by him. He recollects that the
letter issued at the behest of his superior after some time had
elapsed and he became aware that the verbal arrangement
had not been confirmed in writing.
Mr Penson's contract of employment (exhibit A) prescribes that either party thereto is to give one month's notice
to terminate the contract. The applicant and the respondent
differ on the length of notice actually given, but it was
greater than one month on either version. It is clear from the
testimony that the discussions held between Mr Penson and
Mr Emmett, at which the notice was originally given, and
the overall termination arrangement made, were not in the
form of a negotiation. Mr Emmett, the superior of Mr
Penson, simply advised Mr Penson of additional benefits the
respondent had granted him.

The confirming letter dated 18 May 1992 observes that
"clean up" jobs might require the services of Mr Penson
to the end of June 1992 and it declares that he is given notice
to terminate on 30 June 1992, a period described as three
month's notice. It is stated that payment thereof, meaning
payment of Mr Penson's salary for the period, would occur
"irrespective of whether you work up to June 30". A
repeated reference to the June date, in my view, serves to
establish that it, and not the three month period referred to,
governed the extent of the benefit granted to the applicant.
The purpose of the last quoted passage (supra) is to confirm
that Mr Penson was guaranteed the payment of his salary
up to 30 June 1992, although the "clean up" jobs could be
completed at an earlier date and he might cease to work, that
is, leave the employment, at the earlier date.
Finally, the letter declares that it will be arranged for "this
to be paid as a redundancy payment similar to the conditions
provided to Mr Tim Hogan". Contained therein is the total
reference to the subject of a redundancy payment and that
relates to what is encompassed by the term "this", in the
context the term is used. The structure of the letter is such
that the term obviously refers to the preceding paragraph and
what is expressed therein to be paid to Mr Penson, that is,
his salary for the period up to 30 June 1992—a benefit which
the letter also indicates would be similar to that which
applied to Mr Hogan. Whatever the benefit to Mr Hogan
may have been, it could not precisely define that of Mr
Penson as his was not said to be the same as Mr Hogan, but
similar. The degree of similarity is not evident.
The evidence reveals that Mr Hogan did in fact receive,
upon the termination of his services, an additional payment
separately characterised as a redundancy payment. Mr
Penson had been aware of what had applied to Mr Hogan
and therefore thought the redundancy benefit granted to him
would, in concept, also be separate to the notice given him.
It is evident that the applicant acted on this premise when
stating in his letter of 21 May 1992, the extent of the benefit
he expected to receive.
What Mr Penson believed is, however, irrelevant. Mr
Emmett verbally notified him that he was to be granted what
amounts to ex gratia benefits. The extent thereof he
explained at the time and he is satisfied that such has been
correctly reflected in his letter to Mr Penson. I accept his
version as accurate. Absent the respondent expressly
conceding to the view subsequently expressed by Mr
Penson, the arrangement remained that granted by, and as
recorded by, the respondent.
For the foregoing reasons I am satisfied that the applicant
is not entitled to the benefit which he has claimed. The
application will therefore be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr M. Penson appeared on his own behalf.
Mr M.L. Bennett (of counsel) appeared for the respondent.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Michael Penson
and
Bristile Limited.
No. 1161 of 1992.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
25 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Penson on his own behalf and Mr
M.L. Bennett (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sally Peters
and
Penrhos College.
No. 1426 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
14 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the submissions, as edited by the Commissioner.)
THE COMMISSIONER: Before the Commission is an
application made by Miss Sally Peters and filed in the
Registry of the Commission on 5 November 1993. Therein
the applicant alleges that she was unfairly dismissed from
her position as a mathematics teacher with the respondent
college. An Answer thereto was filed on behalf of the
respondent on 19 November 1993. Therein an objection is
taken to the hearing and determination of the application on
the basis that the substance thereof has already been heard
and determined—firstly in application No. 179 of 1992, and
then subsequently by the Industrial Appeals Court in
application No. I AC 13 of 1993. Although no reference to
the Full Bench of this Commission is made therein an
appeal, No. 1016 of 1992 against the decision in application
No. 179 of 1992, was heard and determined by the Full
Bench (73 WAIG 1213).
The respondent contends that the substance of the
application before the Commission as presently constituted,
is the same as that previously dealt with in the proceedings
before the Commission, the Full Bench, and the Industrial
Appeals Court. Therefore, the respondent says, the Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the present
application on the basis that equity favours the respondent
and that it would not be in the public interest to allow the
matter to be reheard and again determined. It is argued that
the Commission ought apply the maxim res judicata.
The applicant. Miss Peters, does not accept that the
proceedings in matter No. 179 of 1992 revealed all that was
relevant to her claim that she was unfairly dismissed, or that
the Commission in that instance correctly assessed the
information before it. That has motivated, and is reflected
in, her submissions to the Commission, as presently
constituted.
The applicant exhibited to the Commission a letter from
the Independent Schools Salaried Officers' Association
(exhibit 1) which deals with the matter of teacher appraisals.
I am satisfied that such does not raise any new matter to
suggest that the opportunity provided to Miss Peters to prove
her claim in earlier hearings was less than satisfactory. The
second document Miss Peters submitted into evidence, an
undated letter addressed to herself from the respondent
college and which carries a received stamp of 26 November
1991, is quoted in full in the Reasons for Decision of the Full
Bench. It has been considered and therefore does not raise
any new matter.
This Commission is a creature of statute constituted under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (the Act) and, in the
exercise of its jurisdiction, is required to act according to
equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of a case
pursuant to s.26.
The Commission is asked by the respondent to exercise
its power expressed by s.27(l)(a)(iv) of the Act, and to
dismiss the application made by Miss Peters. Although the
advocate for the respondent made no express reference to
s.27(l)(a)(ii), it was part of his submission that it was not
in the public interest to allow the matter to proceed further
to what amounted to a rehearing.
The Commission is satisfied from what it has heard that
Miss Peters has been afforded the opportunity to be fully
heard by this Commission on a previous occasion; that she
has availed herself of the appeal process in relation thereto;
and that she has not shown that there is any new matter
which might cause the Commission to doubt that earlier
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proceedings did not provide her the opportunity to fully
prosecute her claim. Thus the Commission is satisfied that
it is against the public interest to afford Miss Peters an
opportunity to prosecute her claim again.
The application made by Miss Peters will therefore by
dismissed by an order of the Commission.
Appearances: Miss Peters appeared on her own behalf.
Mr R.H. Gifford appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Sally Peters
and
Penrhos College.
No. 1426 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
21 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Miss S.L. Peters on her own behalf and Mr
R.H. Gifford on behalf of the Respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
David John Power
and
University Building Society.
Nos. 850 and 1184 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
7 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R.A. Lilbume (of Counsel) on behalf of
the Applicant and Miss M.G. Cole (of Counsel) on behalf
of the Respondent, and by consent, the- Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
1. That application 850 of 1993 be amended in terms
of paragraph one of the Applicant's solicitors'
letter to the Respondent's solicitors dated 6
December 1993, provided, however, that amendment is made without prejudice to any existing
rights of the Respondent; and
2. That application 1184 of 1993 be amended in
terms of an agreed minute [attached to the
Applicant's solicitors' letter dated 24 January
1994], provided, however, that amendment is to
be made without prejudice to any existing rights
of the Respondent; and
3. That the hearing dates of 14 and 15 December next
be vacated and that hearing of both applications
be adjourned sine die.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr K. Rich
and
Greenpeace Australia Ltd.
No. 1511 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
9 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The applicant was employed by
the respondent as a community activist between 14th
February 1993 and his termination on the 7th October 1993.
In practice, the applicant's duties involved door-to-door
canvassing in support of the respondent. He was terminated
apparently in accordance with his contract because his
refusal to acknowledge the seriousness of some fifteen
separate complaints concerning his aggressive attitude in
door-to-door work and an incident with the Perth City
Council led the community activist co-ordinator, Mr
Quealy, to find that the applicant had conducted himself in
a manner "which might bring the organisation's name into
disrepute". This is a specific reference to s.29.1 of the
respondent's personnel policy and provides reason for
termination.
The Commission heard evidence under oath from Mr
Rich and Mr Quealy and each cross-examined the other's
evidence.
It is as well to commence by stating the approach of the
Commission in matters of this nature. It is conveniently
summed up in this extract from the Commission in Court
Session in Hospital Employees' Union v. Wongan Hills
Hospital ((1979) 59 WAIG 11 at 12):
"The second general issue raised by this appeal is
the question, on the one hand, of the right of an
employer to dismiss an employee and, on the other
hand, the right of an employee not to be dismissed.
Again, though volumes might be written on the subject,
the matter may be stated quite shortly for our purposes
and the right in each case may be expressed in virtually
the same terms. An employer has the right to terminate
the services of an employee but it is not an unqualified
right. An employee has the right to remain in his
employment, but it is not an unqualified right. The right
to terminate the employment in the one case and to
retain the employment in the other case have attendant
obligations. An employer may dismiss an employee but
if, in all the circumstances, the dismissal is shown to
the Commission to represent an unfair exercise of the
right of dismissal the Commission will interfere with
that exercise of the right, and will, to the extent that
appears fair, protect the employee in his employment.
However, if the employee so conducts himself that, in
all the circumstances, his conduct can be seen as
inconsistent with his obligations as an employee, he
will have great difficulty in satisfying the Commission
that it should interfere on his behalf. It is an area in
which the equitable maxim that "He who comes into
equity must come with clean hands" is far from
inappropriate. Finally, in these general comments it is
as well to stress that we are not discussing the question
of dismissal for misconduct, but of termination by
notice in the ordinary course of employment relations."
The test in matters of this nature has been stated by the
Industrial Appeal Court in The Undercliffe Nursing Home
case ((1985) 65 WAIG 385). The question to be investigated
is not a question as to the respective legal rights of the
employer and the employee but a question whether the legal
right of the employer has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively against the employee as to amount to an abuse
of that right.
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It should also be stated that it is not the function of the
Commission to substitute its own opinion for that of'the
employer. Subject to the law, the respondent has the right
to conduct its affairs in the manner that it sees fit. The
Commission will therefore interfere in the dismissal of the
applicant only if it can be demonstrated that the right of the
respondent to dismiss the applicant is, in all of the
circumstances, a right which has been exercised harshly or
unfairly (In re Barrett and Women's Hospital, Crown Street
[1947] AR 565 at 566-567 and see too AMWSU v. RRIA
(1989) 69 WAIG 985 at 987). Further, and finally, the onus
of proving that the dismissal was unfair falls in this case
upon the applicant.
I am satisfied from the evidence of the applicant that he
is committed to his work and enjoyed it. Further, I am
satisfied that in a relative sense the applicant performed well
for the respondent. However, the evidence also is that the
respondent received a number of complaints from householders in relation to the applicant's door-to-door work. The
existence of these complaints has a number of effects.
Firstly, the Commission is satisfied from the evidence of
Mr Quealy that when a complaint was received by the
respondent the complaint was drawn to the applicant's
attention at a meeting. The applicant had the opportunity to
put his understanding of the circumstances to the respondent
and the respondent took his views into account. This is
proper and appropriate.
Secondly, the Commission is satisfied that at least twelve
(from the admission of the applicant) and fifteen (from the
letter of termination which became exhibit 2) complaints
were received about the applicant and that the existence of
this series of complaints about his behaviour (in general
terms) was a source of legitimate concern to the respondent
as reflecting upon it.
Thirdly, the Commission is satisfied that the applicant
was warned that his behaviour was of concern to the
respondent and that his employment could be terminated if
the complaints continued.
Fourthly, the Commission accepts the evidence of Mr
Quealy that whilst it may be expected that a complaint may
be made from time to time from a community activist going
from door-to-door such complaints are not common.
Further, the number of complaints regarding the applicant
was far in excess of any other complaints received about
other community activists employed by the respondent who
were achieving similar results in the area of membership and
revenue. Indeed, although I noted the applicant's assertion
that his performance far exceeded any other community
activist he was not able to demonstrate to the satisfaction
of the Commission that that was the case and it is countered
by the evidence of Mr Quealy.
Fifthly, it is appropriate to compare the level of
complaints received in relation to the applicant to the
absence (or very low level comparatively) of complaints
received in relation to the activities of the other community
activists. The respondent is entitled to be concerned about
the image it portrays in the community as evidenced by the
activities of its community activists. It was therefore also
entitled to be concerned at the high level of complaints
relating to one of its activists.
The respondent believes that the applicant failed to
recognise the seriousness of its concern about the complaints. From the Commission's understanding of the
applicant's evidence the Commission respectfully agrees
with that observation. On the evidence the applicant has not
shown that there is an inevitability that there will be a level
of complaints from door-to-door canvassing comparable
with complaints received following a community demonstration. The Commission understands that the applicant's
belief that there is such an inevitability would be of concern
to the respondent. The respondent is entitled to decide on
the image it wishes to project in the community and
although the applicant may have a different point of view
that decision ultimately rests with the respondent. To the
extent that the applicant did not agree with the respondent's
view and gave no indication that his approach would change
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then there is also justification for the termination which
occurred.
I am satisfied also that, following the earlier complaints
and the warning given to the applicant, the final complaint
received from a householder who also apologised for her
dog attacking the applicant entitled the respondent to decide
to terminate the applicant's employment in accordance with
the contract. This is all the more so given the abuse levelled
by the applicant at a telephonist in the Perth City Council
which was subsequently drawn to the attention of the
respondent.
It is clear that Mr Quealy was mistaken in relying in his
letter of dismissal upon his understanding that the Perth City
Council may consider taking legal action against the
respondent because of some dealings between the applicant
and the Perth City Council (exhibit 2). However the
evidence before the Commission has demonstrated that
there was a more fundamental concern in the mind of the
respondent which led to the decision to dismiss. That is a
reference to the issues which have been canvassed earlier in
these Reasons for Decision. That Mr Quealy was mistaken
in part of the letter of termination has not been shown to
invalidate the decision taken to dismiss.
The applicant has failed to demonstrate that the dismissal
which occurred was objectively unfair. The respondent had
drawn to the applicant's attention its concern about the
complaints and the behaviour which had led to them. The
applicant was aware that a further complaint could lead to
his dismissal. A further complaint was received. Further, the
applicant saw complaints as an inevitable part of his
door-to-door canvassing which is a view quite opposite to
the view held by the respondent and going to the image
which it wished to project to the members of the public.
The application will therefore be dismissed.
Appearances: The applicant appeared in person on his
own behalf.
Mr B. Quealy appeared on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Mr K. Rich
and
Greenpeace Australia Ltd.
No. 1511 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
9 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr K. Rich on his own behalf as the
Applicant and Mr B. Quealy on behalf of the Respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
That the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dragica Sucic
and
Wool ley and Associates.
No. 904 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: Although the hearing of this
matter was not completed on 17 December after five days
of hearing and would ordinarily resume before the Commission shortly, I have now had the advantage of hearing the
Applicant's case in its entirety. That case consisted of
evidence from the Applicant herself and also from five
witnesses called by her. I have heard evidence from the
Respondent's manager who was the Applicant's immediate
employer and who dismissed the Applicant and also from
one witness called by the Respondent. On the evidence
produced so far I have reached the conclusion that the
Applicant has not persuaded me that her dismissal was
unfair. Further and given that the Applicant is seeking an
order reinstating her in her employment, even if I am wrong
in that conclusion it would not in my view be possible to
re-establish a proper working relationship between the
Applicant and the Respondent and I would not be prepared
to order her reinstatement. I have therefore decided to
dismiss this application. I have set out below the reasons
why I have reached that conclusion.
The Applicant has been a real estate agent since June 1991
and commenced with the Respondent in September 1992.
She was dismissed on 17 May 1993.
In justifying her dismissal the Respondent relied on a
number of incidents which had occurred during the course
of the Applicant's employment. From the evidence, the
decision to dismiss was taken by the Respondent's manager,
Mr Ousey following his receiving the second of two
complaints about the Applicant from a client. The second
complaint which occurred within a short time after the first
complaint caused the decision to be taken at that time. It was
seen as another, and final, example of conduct by the
Applicant which was incompatible with her employment.
The second complaint was merely a further manifestation
of the problem. The Respondent also relied on some matters
which arose following the termination as well as evidence
about the office environment before and after the Applicant's termination to oppose any order for reinstatement.
The Applicant rejects the reasons given for her termination. For each of the incidents she had many reasons and
excuses however I have not found her evidence to be
persuasive. I am prepared to accept that the Applicant is both
industrious and hard working. However her failure to adhere
to a number of rules and procedures gave rise to legitimate
causes for concern. Whilst I am sure that the Applicant in
her own mind has not done anything wrong, when rules and
procedures were departed from it left her open to criticism.
This point is illustrated in the following examples.
Evidence was produced to the Commission about the sale
of a house at 27 Grand Promenade which was sold by the
Applicant in April 1993. During the course of the sale a
number of irregularities occurred. I have found two of these
to be significant for the purposes of my conclusion in this
matter. TTie first irregularity concerned the Applicant's own
interest in buying the property. Indeed she made an offer on
it. However she did not inform her employer of this as she
was required to do by an office procedure. Whilst the
Applicant states that she made her own interest in the
property known to the vendor and that her offer contained
a provision that it would lapse if a higher offer was obtained,
that evidence misses the point. The procedure is there for
a good reason and this became apparent when the second
irregularity occurred. This concerned the receipt by the
Applicant of a higher offer for 27 Grand Promenade from
an agent of another real estate firm. The Applicant's own
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evidence is that the offer was left in her fly screen door and
she found it and read it on her return late in the evening to
her house. However the next day she sent a facsimile to the
other real estate agent stating that as she had been extremely
busy she did not find the offer. She requested that it be
rewritten. That statement was untruthful and sending the
facsimile as she did was clearly wrong. Although the
Applicant stated in evidence that she had spilt coffee on that
offer and it was therefore not in a fit state for presentation
the Commission finds that to be a rather lame excuse for the
incident which occurred and the inexcusable sending of a
false statement in writing to the other real estate agent. The
receipt of that facsimile caused the proprietor of the other
real estate agency to ring Mr Ousey. When Mr Ousey made
enquiries of the Applicant she then informed him of her
personal interest in purchasing the property. She told him
of her own offer and that it had been presented and accepted
by the vendor. This caused understandable shock to Mr
Ousey because, as the Applicant herself recognised those
circumstances would lead to the assumption that the
Applicant did not have an intention to present the higher
offer of the other real estate agent to the vendor. It would
put her personal interest above the vendor's. This would not
be acting in the vendor's best interests. Such behaviour
(which the Applicant of course denies) would not only be
unethical but can lead to the de-licensing of the real estate
agent and of the licensee of the real estate firm involved. He
therefore required her to immediately withdraw her offer. He
also raised with her his concern that the property may have
been undervalued and also that her own offer was less than
her own valuation. I am not able to pass a concluded opinion
on these latter issues, but I am satisfied that they were raised
with the Applicant.
The Applicant's failure to recognise during the proceedings before me the seriousness of the omissions on her part
is a telling factor. She does not believe she is at fault. She
continually blamed others. She even blamed the other real
estate agent. Her continuing failure to answer the direct
questions put to her under cross examination and her
attempted criticisms of both the other agent and of Mr Ousey
were not helpful. Her later angry and intolerant conduct in
court leads me to conclude that Mr Ousey's evidence is to
be preferred. He had to insist over the objections of the
Applicant that she must withdraw her own offer and that she
must immediately accompany him to see the Respondent's
managing director over this issue. I also prefer Mr Ousey's
evidence about the discussion which occurred between the
three of them at that meeting. I am satisfied that the
Respondent considered dismissing the Applicant then but
decided to warn her and give her another chance instead.
This incident followed an earlier but less profound
incident where the Applicant ignored office procedures
because she felt the circumstances warranted it. The
Applicant's own evidence is that she was aware of what are
known as "farm areas". This is a system by which the
surrounding suburbs are divided into areas which are then
the responsibility of individual agents employed by the
Respondent to "farm". I am satisfied that the Applicant was
aware that un-solicited leads from a particular farm area
become the responsibility of the agent to whom that area is
allocated. The importance of the system is that commission
on the sale of the property goes to the listing agent. As
commission is the source of income, it is therefore a
fundamental matter. An incident occurred at a time when the
Applicant was the only agent present A potential client
came to the office seeking a valuation. The Applicant
handled the matter and listed the property in her own name
although it was in the area allocated to a fellow agent. When
she informed Mr Ousey of this Mr Ousey told her that the
listing would have to go to the other agent. I am satisfied
from the evidence that the Applicant argued against this and
was most unhappy with the direction. The Applicant's
responses to questions in the Commission on this matter
ranged from stating that she had attempted to contact the
other agent at the time or that she had intended to hand it
to the other agent or that as she believed the other agent did
not work hard in his own farm area she was entitled to the
listing because she herself worked hard. She also stated that
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she listed the property for "the office" and not for herself
which, given the commission system, is clearly inaccurate.
It is quite telling to the Commission that the Applicant stated
in evidence in chief that in her view not only had she never
taken a listing from the other agent she had in fact "given
him a listing" (transcript page 105).
In May 1993 the Respondent decided to change to a new
pager system for the office in which the Applicant was
employed. I am satisfied from the Applicant's own evidence
that this was mentioned at an earlier meeting of staff which
was held regularly on Mondays. The evidence is that the
Applicant resisted the introduction of the pager and, once
again, my observations of the conduct of the Applicant
during the proceedings allow me to prefer the evidence of
Mr Ousey regarding the Applicant's attitude towards the
issue when Mr Ousey attempted to explain the matter to her
and to arrange to meet with a representative of the paging
company. It is not helpful for the Applicant to say that
because she did eventually accept the pager it is not an issue.
I am satisfied that her attitude was both difficult and
intolerant over this issue and that this made it difficult for
both her and Mr Ousey to address the concerns she had about
her existing pager number.
I am satisfied also that Mr Ousey issued clear instructions
to all staff following the introduction of the new pager
system that advertisements placed in the newspaper were to
have a certain common format (Exhibit E). The Applicant's
advertisement which then appeared the day after that
instruction on 13 May 1993 had been only partially changed
to reflect the new format (Exhibit F). Whilst of itself the lack
of complete adherence to the instruction is a minor matter,
it is yet another example of the Applicant's attitude towards
the Respondent and its rules and office procedures.
I now turn to examine the evidence concerning complaints against the Applicant which were received by the
Respondent from clients. I am satisfied from the Applicant's
own evidence that in November 1992 when a complaint
against her was raised by a client (Mrs Cafaro) Mr Ousey
handled that situation properly. He spoke with the client in
person in the office and invited the Applicant to participate
to endeavour to resolve the issues. Similarly in May 1993
when the first complaint was received by Mr Ousey from
another client (Mr Stacey) I am satisfied that Mr Ousey
again dealt with the matter properly by raising these issues
with the Applicant and giving her an opportunity to respond
because the evidence is that following the first complaint the
vendor stated to Mr Ousey that the Applicant had "pulled
her socks up". In relation to these particular incidents there
is the evidence of Mr Ousey on the one hand that when he
discussed these issues with the Applicant he found her
difficult and evasive and with many excuses for the
situations which had occurred. On the other hand there is the
evidence of the Applicant that it was usually if not always
the fault of the complainant (and in one case a complainant's
spouse) in each case.
This brings me to the general question of the evidence of
the Applicant and the evidence of Mr Ousey where the two
conflict. My observation of both the Applicant and Mr
Ousey unhesitatingly leads me to prefer the evidence of Mr
Ousey generally. I am unable to believe that all the persons
who complained about the Applicant are liars or known
whingers as the Applicant has said. It is to be noted that Mr
Ousey gave evidence, which was not in any sense
contradicted, that he had initially employed the Applicant
because she was industrious and hard working and he
thought that she had potential. I also accept the Applicant's
own evidence that she and Mr Ousey had worked together
well. It is somewhat unfortunate and inconsistent therefore
that during the proceedings before the Commission the
Applicant who was seated at the bar table continually and
audibly expressed disbelief at some of Mr Ousey's evidence
and on one occasion loudly accused him of lying and
disrupted the proceedings. I am prepared to accept that
despite the best efforts of all concerned, attendance at formal
Commission proceedings can be stressful upon participants.
That a party may become distressed and show it is not
unknown. Generally in my view, allowance needs to be
made for this and steps taken if possible to alleviate the
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stress. Indeed, in these proceedings, the Commission
adjourned briefly on more than one occasion to allow the
Applicant to compose herself. However, during these
proceedings it is the case that the Applicant has exhibited
before the Commission the very kind of conduct and attitude
of which complaint is made about her relating to her
employment. Thus the Commission prefers the evidence of
Mr Ousey to the evidence of the Applicant where the two
conflict.
The complaints made by the two clients mentioned above
reflect, in my view, incidents which are in keeping with the
Applicant's demonstrated attitude towards rules and procedures. For my purposes it is sufficient to note that the
evidence is clear that the complaints were made and also that
they were dealt with properly by the respondent in the
manner set out earlier. This has led me to the conclusion that
when Mr Stacey complained on the second occasion and the
complaint concerned the same kind of attitude and conduct,
and where that complaint immediately followed the antagonism displayed over the pager and the difference in the
advertisement previously referred to I am satisfied that
grounds existed for Mr Ousey to terminate the Applicant's
employment.
Argument was presented to the Commission about
whether the dismissal which occurred was summary or not.
Whatever may be said about Mr Ousey's intentions that it
was not his intention to summarily dismiss the Applicant for
misconduct, the fact remains that the written contract of
employment between the Applicant and the Respondent
provides for one week's notice of termination. The
Applicant was not given one week's notice of termination.
Mr Ousey's evidence is that he terminated the Applicant at
the end of a telephone call to the Applicant on 17 May when
she had refused to meet him the very next morning. The
Applicant denies that she was dismissed in this conversation
and states that the first she knew of the termination was
when she attended the office during working hours four days
later and found a memorandum on her desk. That memorandum is dated 18 May 1993 and states "this is to confirm that
your appointment with this office is terminated with effect
from 9.30pm 17/5/93". On behalf of the Respondent Mr
Robertson urged the Commission to find that that dismissal
was not summary dismissal but rather a wrongful dismissal
not in accordance with the terms of the contract. The
Commission has found it incongruous that the adoption of
this argument would mean, amongst other things, that the
Respondent, in relying on the Applicant's knowledge of
rules and procedures and then her apparent breaching of
them, itself was aware of the one week's notice in the
employment contract between it and the Applicant and yet
itself breached that provision.
This has been a point of significant concern to the
Commission. Whilst I am satisfied that a wrongful dismissal
is not necessarily unfair, (see for example Newmont
Australia v. AWU (1988) 68 WAIG 677) a wrongful
dismissal can provide in my view a substantial part of a
claim of unfairness. It also means that a Respondent which
seeks to persuade the Commission that it has acted properly
while the dismissed employee has not, itself has a problem
regarding its own credibility.
Whilst there is evidence, including evidence from one of
the Applicant's witnesses, that custom and practice within
this industry is for dismissals to take effect immediately, two
issues remain. The first is if indeed this is the custom and
practice, then why does the contract of employment
(Exhibits 2 and B) require one week's notice? Secondly, the
Respondent must have difficulty in persuading the Commission to prefer oral evidence concerning custom and practice
in the industry especially where it is contrary to an express
term of the written contract agreed between them at the time
of employment (see Codelfa Construction v. State Rail
Authority of NSW (1982) 149 CLR 337 at 347).
In my view the circumstances compel the conclusion that
the dismissal which occurred was a summary dismissal,
whether given verbally over the telephone on 17 May 1993
or given in writing on 18 May 1993. There is no question
that it was the intention of the Respondent to terminate the
employment forthwith. The letter of 18 May 1993 goes on
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to confirm that 17 May 1993 (and not, for example, one
week later) is the date from which any conjunctional
entitlements will be observed. Further it required the
immediate return of keys, signs, the pager and stationery. On
any dispassionate view in the context of a weekly contract
of employment the dismissal which occurred was summary.
It followed the receipt of yet another complaint which Mr
Ousey saw as "the last straw". For the reasons set out above
however I am satisfied that the grounds existed for the
termination of the Applicant and to the extent that an
evidentiary onus falls upon the Respondent in these
proceedings (see Winkless v. Bell (1986) 66 WAIG 847 at
848) that onus has been discharged. And for the reasons set
out above, the Applicant's own case has failed to persuade
me that the dismissal was unfair. In this regard, the manner
of the dismissal is a factor to be taken into account (see Shire
of Esperance v. Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 at 895), but
of itself, it has not outweighed the circumstances which have
been shown to exist which led to the dismissal.
Further, following her termination the Applicant went to
see the general manager of the Respondent, Mr Davies. On
her own evidence Mr Davies, on behalf of the Respondent,
sought further employment opportunities for the Applicant
in other offices of the Respondent. Mr Ousey himself gave
evidence that he contacted another office of the Respondent
to see if the Applicant could be employed there. The
Applicant declined any offers of other employment for her
own reasons. However the point is that the Respondent did
act positively following the dismissal to secure other
employment opportunities for the Applicant to consider.
That she chose not to pursue them is not the fault of the
Respondent. This evidence supports a conclusion that the
Respondent has not acted unreasonably towards the Applicant overall. It is a factor in the Respondent's favour when
the effect of dismissal upon an employee is considered and
the intervention of the Commission is sought.
I do not lose sight of the right of the Applicant's advocate
to address the Commission at the close of the Respondent's
case on the conclusions which can be drawn from the
evidence (see transcript page 19). Even if the Applicant's
advocate could persuade me to a more favourable view of
the dismissal which occurred because of the manner in
which it was carried out, I see no possibility of the
Commission issuing an order reinstating the Applicant. Her
lack of acceptance of any fault on her part and her attitude
and conduct towards Mr Ousey during the proceedings have
led me inevitably to the conclusion that it would not be
possible to re-establish a proper working relationship
between them. That attitude and conduct is entirely
consistent with the evidence given by Mr Ousey of the
difficulties which he had with the Applicant and which
developed in their working relationship. There is therefore
every reason to believe that a re-established working
relationship would suffer from the same problems as arose
formerly and no reason to validly believe otherwise.
Further, a number of factors would be involved in
deciding whether the Applicant should be reinstated. Those
considerations have been set out in Winkless v. Bell (supra)
but are to be viewed with the knowledge that there is no
practical alternative to reinstatement (see for example
Braemar Lodge v. FMWU (1991) 71 WAIG 908 at 911). The
evidence regarding the tense working environment towards
the end of the Applicant's employment and the change for
the better which occurred following the termination is not
just taken from the evidence of Mr Ousey and Mr Johnson
but is confirmed by one the of the witnesses that the
Applicant herself called, Ms Lo Presti. Ms Lo Presti had
worked as a receptionist in the office. It is interesting that
following her evidence the Applicant herself called evidence
from Ms Mortimer, a fellow real estate agent, whose
evidence in part contradicted that of Ms Lo Presti. However
I found Ms Lo Presti's evidence to be carefully and
positively given and have no reason to disbelieve it. I have
preferred it to Ms Mortimer's evidence given her uncertainty
whether she had left the Respondent before or after the
Applicant's dismissal. I have not ignored the earlier
evidence of Mrs Bartell that she had worked with the
Applicant at a previous agency and has a high opinion of her.
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However, that evidence pre-dates the Applicant's employment with the Respondent and is not able to counter the
evidence of specific events and incidents which have
unfolded in these proceedings.
Further I am satisfied from the evidence that after the
dismissal a complaint from a Mr Quarry was received by the
Respondent (exhibit M) which alleges that his enquiry about
and interest in a property was not properly handled by the
Applicant. I have noted that the Applicant did summons Mr
Quarry to appear as a witness but in fact did not call him.
I am entitled to infer from that that his evidence would not
have been helpful to the Applicant. Similarly Mr Johnson's
evidence that Mr Panhuyzen complained to him about the
Applicant was not broken down in any respect and I accept
it. I do not comment upon the accuracy or otherwise of those
complaints. However I am satisfied that those complaints
were made and those events have their own weight to add
in concluding that mutual trust and respect as between the
Applicant and the Respondent cannot now be re-established.
I have not dealt with all of the issues and the reasons why
the Respondent opposes an order of reinstatement. Some of
those issues are of less relevance and some in my view are
irrelevant. However sufficient has been produced before me
in these proceedings for me to have reached the conclusion
that the Commission would not exercise its discretion and
require the reinstatement of the Applicant.
Overall therefore the Applicant has not discharged the
onus which rests upon her to show that her dismissal was
unfair and that the Commission should require the Respondent to re-employ her. The Commission may at any stage
of the proceedings dismiss the matter if it is satisfied that
there is good reason so to do. For the reasons which I have
set out above, I believe that it is appropriate at this time to
issue an order of dismissal. Amongst other considerations
it would be unfair having reached that conclusion to allow
the proceedings to continue when they apparently cause the
Applicant so much personal distress.
Two other matters remain. This application was initially
set down for hearing on 6 October 1993. This followed a
written request from the Applicant received by the Commission on 30 August 1993 indicating that the Applicant wished
to proceed. The date of hearing was discussed and confirmed
with her and I am satisfied that she had known of that date
for almost one month. On that date the Respondent attended
ready to proceed. The Applicant was represented by Counsel
who informed the Commission that instructions to appear
had been received only half an hour prior to the commencement of the proceedings. Counsel requested an adjournment,
somewhat understandably. Over the objection of the
Respondent the Commission granted an adjournment but
subject to the Commission reserving a liberty to the
Respondent to apply for costs incurred in attending the
hearing on 6 October 1993 (transcript page 8). Accordingly
the order to issue from these proceedings will carry that
liberty to apply. It will be exercisable by the Respondent
preparing a formal claim and a schedule setting out the
grounds for the claim and both forwarding a copy of it to
the Commission and also serving a copy of it upon the
Applicant.
During the course of the proceedings the Commission was
made aware that on 9 December 1993 the Applicant herself
caused 19 summons to witnesses to be issued from the
Registry. At the conclusion of the Applicant's case only
three persons so summoned had been called and gave
evidence. The Applicant through her agent requested that the
balance of the witness summonses be discharged. In the
circumstances the Commission issued an order discharging
the summonses but advised the Applicant of its intention to
also issue an order reserving liberty to any person who had
been summonsed to apply for a further order in respect of
expenses incurred by that person in attending the Commission. After hearing from the Applicant, the Commission
made an order in that form (transcript page 306) and it is
included in the order to issue in this application. It will be
exercisable by any person having been summoned to attend
as a witness preparing a formal claim and a schedule setting
out the grounds for the claim and both forwarding it to the

Commission and also serving a copy of it upon the
Applicant.
This matter is determined accordingly.
Appearances: Ms C.R. Pidgeon (of Counsel) and later Mr
T.C. Crossley on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr P.O. Robertson on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Dragica Sucic
and
Woolley and Associates.
No. 904 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
14 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.R. Pidgeon (of Counsel) and later Mr
T.C. Crossley on behalf of the Applicant and Mr P.G.
Robertson on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
1. That the application be dismissed.
2. That liberty is reserved to the Respondent to apply
for an order in respect of costs incurred in
attending the hearing which was adjourned on 6
October 1993.
3. That liberty is reserved to any person summoned
to attend as a witness by the Applicant to apply
for an order in respect of costs incurred by that
person in attending the Commission in response
to that summons.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch) and Another
and
Cavlec Electrical Engineering Services Pty Ltd and Others.
No. CR 470 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
11 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter is before the Commission pursuant to Section 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979. The issues in dispute are set out in the schedule to a
Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and Determination
dated 23 November 1993 in the following terms:
"The Commission is asked to hear and determine a
claim that employees of the Respondents engaged on
a number of projects at CSBP Kwinana should receive
the following benefits to compensate them for disabilities peculiar to that workplace that are not adequately
compensated for in the various Awards that they are
employed under.
1. A site allowance of $2.50 for each hour worked.

2. Supply on employment of:
1 Bluey Jacket
2 Sets of Work Clothes
1 Pair of Boots
3. Adequate supply of tea, coffee, sugar and milk for
smoko and meal breaks.
4. Ten (10) cents per hour for each hour worked for
maintenance of safety footwear.
The Respondent employers oppose the claim."
At the outset of proceedings leave was sought and granted
for the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western
Australian Branch, BHP Engineering and Boral Ltd to be
struck out as parties to the matter.
It is common ground that the claim before the Commission is to be determined in accordance with the Principles
set out by the Commission in Court Session in its September
1988 State Wage Case Decision (68 WAIG 2412) and by
the Full Bench in Alcoa of Australia Limited and Others v.
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of
Western Australia (as it was then known) and Others (68
WAIG 1690). These Principles have been canvassed in
detail in a number of earlier proceedings and it is
unnecessary for it to be done again in these Reasons for
Decision.
Mr Hodgson, for the Applicant Unions, referred to what
is known as the Howard Street Decision (69 WAIG 1189)
as support for his contention that disability and construction
allowances which apply under the Awards applicable to
building and construction sites do not necessarily compensate for all of the disabilities experienced on such sites. It
was submitted that the Awards in question, in this case the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the
Electrical Contracting Industry Award R22 of 1978, cover
a range of activities indicating an averaging concept which
does not take into account the scale of disabilities found on
construction sites. The fact that the Awards do not cover all
disabilities found on building and construction sites is
further illustrated, in Mr Hodgson's submission, by the fact
that site allowances have been awarded by the Commission
on many occasions.
Mr A.E. Wood, an employee of one of the contractors on
site, was called by Mr Hodgson to give evidence on
disabilities noted during the site inspections held on 1
December 1993 at the CSBP Kwinana site. The disabilities
claimed may be summarised as follows.
• Exposure to the elements
• Heat in summer months
• Wet and cold in winter months
• The existence of chemicals and chemical processes on site
• Acids in some areas
• Noise and vibration from operating equipment
• Work in confined spaces
• The requirement to wear harnesses when working
from cable trays in some areas
• Movement of tools and equipment to various areas
of what is a large site
• Dust from the movement and processing of
fertiliser products.
In the course of his evidence, Mr Woods observed that
the conditions on the site under consideration were similar
to those experienced at the Jarrahdale, Pinjarra, Kwinana
and Wagerup alumina sites on which he had worked, except
that the dust and chemical exposures were of a different
kind. The evidence did not, however, refer to what
allowances if any were paid on those sites, the circumstances
under which they were paid, or the nature of the work
involved.
In response and dealing firstly with the site allowance
claim, Mr Macaree acting on behalf of those employers for
whom he held warrants referred to the following tests
extracted from the Principles against which site allowance
claims must be assessed.
1. The claim must meet the requirements of the Work
Value Principle.
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2. Any site allowance determined must bear a direct
relationship to the work environment and disabilities
experienced on the site under consideration.
3. It must be established that the disabilities encountered
on site go beyond the general run of matters contemplated
by the relevant Award.
4. Site conditions common to the locality in which the site
is situated can not be a factor in the determination of a site
allowance (see 69 WAIG 2579).
The CSBP Plant as described by Mr Macaree in his
submissions is situated adjacent to Kwinana Beach Road in
Kwinana and fronts on to the Kwinana beach foreshore. It
is located on 86 hectares of land and has been in production
for a number of years. Raw materials in the form of rock
phosphate and sulphur are brought into the plant by various
means including ships which unload at a wharf adjacent to
the plant. Processing work carried out at the plant includes
crushing, mixing and conditioning of rock phosphate to
produce super phosphate. Other products, including acid,
chlorine and sodium cyanide are produced as part of the
process or in the chemical plant situated within the site but
in its own isolated area. Other fertilisers, including
ammonium nitrate and compound type fertilisers are also
produced. CSBP itself employs approximately 400 persons
on site associated with the production process and in
maintenance. In addition it is said that varying numbers of
contractors are engaged on site from time to time and they
employ from between 30 to 175 employees, depending upon
the work requirements. The work upon which the contractors are generally engaged is maintenance and upgrade work
and this is the case in respect of the application currently
before the Commission.
Mr Macaree distinguished the CSBP site and the work
being performed on it from the major construction and
building projects on which the phenomenon of site
allowance payments had developed. He then turned to the
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the
Electrical Contracting Industry Award R 22 of 1978 to
demonstrate that both contemplated the work being performed on the site under consideration. In particular, he
referred to subclause (11) of clause 18 of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and subclause (10)
of clause 18 of the Electrical Contracting Industry Award
R 22 of 1978 which, in almost identical terms, provide for
an allowance of $8.10 per week for work performed in
chemical, artificial manure and cement works. These
subclauses read as follows:
"An employee, other than a general labourer, in
chemical, artificial manure and cement works, in
respect of all work done in and around the plant outside
the machine shop, shall be paid an allowance calculated
at the rate of $8.10 per week. This allowance shall be
paid during overtime but shall not be subject to penalty
additions. An employee receiving this allowance is not
entitled to any other allowance under this clause."
Further evidence of the fact that the awards contemplate
work in the environment where fertiliser products are
present is to be found in subclauses (12) and (14)
respectively of the two awards which provide an allowance
for work carried out on phosphate ships, reference to
fertiliser manufacturers and chemical and fertiliser manufacturers in the Schedule of Respondents to the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 and to the transcript
of proceedings which led to the making of that award (see
CCIWA exhibit book). The transcript of those proceedings
shows that work in cement and artificial manure establishments was clearly contemplated by the award and the
payment of the allowance then already in existence for work
performed in such establishments was clarified and reviewed, it having last being reviewed in some detail in 1951.
In respect of the claims for clothing and boots Mr
Macaree drew attention to decisions of the Commission
which confirm the well established industrial principle that
in the absence of a requirement to wear distinctive clothing
and in the absence of a need to provide protective clothing,
it is the responsibility of the employee to provide his/her
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own work clothes and not that of his/her employer. In
particular Mr Macaree referred to the Federated Clerks
Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, W.A.
Branch v. Boans Limited and Others where Martin C. in
dealing with a claim for work clothing said:
"It is a well settled industrial relations principle that:
The principle with respect to the provision of
work clothing is clear and well-established. It is
that in the absence of a requirement to wear
distinctive clothing, and in the absence of a need
for protective clothing, it is the employee's
responsibility to provide his own working clothes
and not that of his employer. (See BHP Employees' Award [Appeal] [ 1974] 41 SAIR 1; see too:
In re The Water Sewerage and Drainage Employees [Government] Award [1977] 57 WAIG 1417;
and see too: In re Engine Drivers' Award
[Queensland] 1979 AILR 1340).
(My emphasis) (61 WAIG p. 3089)
I do not intend to include any regulation
requiring either employer or employee to provide
uniforms. This must remain a matter for individual
contract. It is reasonable to expect an employee
to provide himself or herself with ordinary
clothing suitable to the employment in which he
or she is engaged. It is also reasonable to expect
that any special dress, such as uniforms, required
by an employer will be provided at the employer's
cost and remain his property.
(My emphasis) (11 SAIR p. 206 at p. 234)
Generally speaking I do not see why an
employer should supply an employee with his
working clothes or maintain them... If, however,
the employer requires the employee to wear
clothing which is distinctive to his establishment,
quite different considerations apply. Such clothing would not ordinarily be possessed by the
employee on his engagement and would he of no
use to him on leaving that particular employment,
which are the reasons why I think such a dress
should be supplied by the employer at his own
expense and remain his property.
(My emphasis)(17 SAIR p. 279 at p. 285)"
(65 WAIG 806 at 807)
The Commission was also referred to other authorities at
57 WAIG 545 and 57 WAIG 1812 which refused claims for
work clothing and boots on the same principle.
Ms Greenhalgh for the Electrical Contractors' Association supported the arguments put by Mr Macaree and
referred to the work being carried out by the employer
members of the Association subject to the claim to
distinguish it from construction work for which payment of
site allowances is not uncommon. Ms Greenhalgh also drew
attention to information provided in the course of inspections that where possible major work is scheduled around
quiet periods or shutdowns so as to minimise the disabilities
suffered by the employees of contractors. It was also pointed
out that in the case of one contractor the majority of work
required was carried out in areas where none of the
disabilities complained of were present (Transcript p39). It
was submitted that in these circumstances it would be
inequitable to fix an allowance which would apply
irrespective of the disabilities actually experienced.
Ms Greenhalgh acknowledged that a site allowance had
previously applied on the site (68 WAIG 1893). It was
pointed out, however, that it was as a result of a consent
arrangement which precluded any weight being attached to
it and had in any event applied only in relation to the
construction of stages 1 and 2 of the sodium cyanide plant.
This work is distinguishable from ongoing maintenance and
upgrade work.
Evidence was called on behalf of the Respondents in
relation to the site and the conditions encountered by the
employees of contractors engaged to work on it.

Having considered all of the material placed before the
Commission in these proceedings and taking into account
information obtained in the course of inspections held on 1
December 1993,1 make the following findings:
1. The tests to be applied in relation to the claim are
those set out by the Full Bench in the Alcoa Case
(supra) and by the Commission in Court Session
in its State Wage Case Decision (supra).
2. The conditions under which the work under
consideration is performed are clearly contemplated within the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the Electrical Contracting Industry Award R 22 of 1978 as evidenced by
the special rates and provisions contained in the
respective awards and by the other matters
referred to by Mr Macaree in his submissions.
There is no doubt that there are disabilities
associated with the work required to be performed
but these disabilities are either covered by the
special rates and provisions of the respective
awards or are disabilities not uncommon to the
work being performed and contemplated within
the award rate of pay.
3. The work under consideration, the circumstances
under which it is performed and the nature of
employment is clearly distinguishable from that
encountered on major construction and building
sites where site allowance payments and the
provision of boots and clothing are not uncommon.
4. The site itself is well established having been in
existence for some 25 years. The buildings are
generally well laid out and the areas around them
are sealed with either bitumen or grass. The
buildings in which the work is carried out are
generally large and well ventilated. There are six
major manufacturing plants three of which are
chemical manufacturing plants which require
special care to be taken when work is being carried
out but do not involve a number of the disabilities
complained about. The other three manufacturing
plants relate to the receival, manufacture and
distribution of fertiliser products. In these areas
there is the presence in varying degrees of dust,
dirt, noise and vibration. The extent to which these
disabilities are evident depends upon the area in
which work is being carried out and in some cases
they are severe and in other cases non existent.
There is no evidence before the Commission as to
what proportion of time would be spent in those
areas where the disabilities are particularly severe
and those areas where the disabilities are less
severe or non existent. While the site is large it is
well serviced by sealed roads, established stairways, walkways and in one case lifts. There is no
doubt that in some cases employees are required
to travel some distance from their amenities area
to their workplace. These circumstances, however, do not justify the allowance claimed.
There was no evidence of any features peculiar
to the CSBP plant that are not found at other
artificial manure works and contemplated within
the awards applicable to the work concerned.
5. There is no evidence of any change in the work
being performed or in the conditions under which
the work is being carried out that would constitute
such a significant net addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new
classification, upgrading to a higher classification
or the creation of a special allowance in accordance with the Work Value Principle.
6. Nothing was put before the Commission in
connection with the claims for boots and clothing,
an allowance for the maintenance of safety

footwear or for the provision of tea, coffee, sugar
and milk to establish the merit of those claims or
to cause the Commission to exercise its discretion
other than in accordance with the well established
principles referred to earlier in these Reasons for
Decision.
I would note here, however, that there are a
number of areas at the site where the presence of
dust, dirt and acids are such that there is
justification for the provision of protective clothing. I also note that in all cases but one the
employers subject to the claim before the Commission provide such clothing on a fair wear and
tear replacement basis. In my view all employers
on site should provide protective clothing on the
same basis in appropriate circumstances. This
matter should be able to be resolved between the
parties without the need to involve the Commission. If that is not possible, however, the matter
should be referred to the Commission by way of
a Section 44 conference to enable it to be
addressed in its proper context.
In summary the Applicant Unions have not discharged the
onus which rests upon them to make out their claim (see 67
WAIG 331) and on the basis of the findings set out above,
the application is to be determined by an Order of dismissal.
Appearances: Mr N. Hodgson on behalf of the Australian
Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union
(Western Australian Branch) and the Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australia.
Mr S. Macaree on behalf of respondent members of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia.
Ms M. Greenhalgh on behalf of respondent members of
The Electrical Contractors' Association of Western Australia (Union of Employers)

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union (Western Australian Branch) and Another
and
Cavlec Electrical Engineering Services Pty Ltd and Others.
No. CR 470 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
11 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr N. Hodgson on behalf of the Australian
Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union
(Western Australian Branch) and the Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australia, Mr S. Macaree on
behalf of respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Western Australia and Ms M. Greenhalgh
on behalf of respondent members of The Electrical
Contractors' Association of Western Australia (Union of
Employers), the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders—
That the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
CONFERENCES-—
Matters arising out of—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
SDR Construction and Others
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch, The Construction, Mining, Energy,
Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch and the Australian
Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union
(Western Australian Branch)
No. C 550 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
19 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS pursuant to Section 44 of the Act an industrial
dispute was referred to the Commission; and
Whereas on the 24th day of December, 1993 a conference
was held by the Commission pursuant to Section 44 of the
Act; and
Whereas the parties were in dispute over the terms and
conditions of employment for employees who are employed
at the Griffin On Shore Gas Plant Construction Project; and
Whereas, the parties have now reached agreement as to
the terms and conditions of employment for the said
construction project;
The Commission hereby issues an Order in the terms of
the attached Schedule.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S.]
Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.—Title.
This Order shall be known as the Griffin On Shore Gas
Plant Project Construction Order 1993.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
Arrangement
Area and Scope
General Conditions of Employment
Site Disability Allowance
Safety Footwear
Rest and Recreation Leave
Industrial Relations Procedure
Superannuation
Termination/Redundancy
No Extra Claims
Tferm
Schedule of Respondents

3.—Area and Scope.
This Order shall apply to the employers listed in Schedule
A hereto who are bound by the following awards and to their
employees who are employed on the construction phase of
the Griffin On Shore Gas Plant and to the Unions listed
hereunder:
AWARDS
Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of
1965—Part II
Electrical Contracting Industry Award No. R 22 of
1978
Engine Drivers (Building and Steel Construction)
Award No. 20 of 1973
Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 No. 14
of 1978
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UNIONS
Metal and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australia Branch.
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and
Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch).
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia, WA
Branch.
4.—General Conditions of Employment.
Except as provided in this Order, the terms and conditions
of each employee covered by this Order shall be prescribed
in the award by which the employee would be bound if not
for this Order. Where the provisions of such award are
inconsistent with the provisions of this Order, the provisions
of this Order shall prevail.
5.—Site Disability Allowance.
A site disability allowance of $2.00 per hour for each hour
worked shall be paid to compensate employees for conditions which exist on the project and shall be in lieu of the
prescribed payments for disabilities in the named Awards.
6.—Safety Footwear.
(1) Each employee on commencing employment on site
shall be provided with one pair of safety footwear free of
charge and shall be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis.
(2) Subclause (1) of this clause shall not apply if the
employer has previously issued safety footwear to a current
employee and such footwear is in good condition.
7.—Rest and Recreation Leave.
Employees who are engaged on work to which this Order
applies and who qualify for rest and recreation leave in
accordance with subclause (8) of Clause 7.—Distant Work
of Part II—Construction Work of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965, subclause (7) of
Clause 21.—Distant Work of the Electrical Contracting
Industry Award No. R 22 of 1978, subclause (8) of Clause
23.—Distant Work of the Engine Drivers (Building and
Steel Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 or subclause (8)
of Clause 21.—Living Away From Home Allowance—
Distant Work of the Building Trades Construction Award
1987 No. R 14 of 1978 shall be entitled to such leave after
eight weeks continuous service in lieu of the prescribed four
months.
8.—Industrial Relations Procedure.
(1) Where a grievance arises the matter shall initially be
discussed between the employee concerned and if that
employee so desires his/her union delegate and the
employee's immediate supervisor.
(2) If the matter is still unresolved by the discussions
referred to in (1) hereof the union delegate shall discuss and
attempt to resolve the dispute with the contractor's site
management representative.
(3) Where the above discussions fail to resolve the matter
of concern it shall be referred to the contractor's senior
management representative and/or his/her nominee and the
appropriate full-time union official. The parties shall then
initiate steps to resolve the grievance as soon as possible.
(4) While the steps in subclauses (1) to (3) are being
followed no industrial action shall be taken.
(5) If the grievance is still not resolved, either party may
refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission, provided that any party reserves the
right to refer an issue to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission at any time.
9.—Superannuation.
The employer undertakes to contribute to C + BUS or any
other fund which meets the approved standards at the
prevailing rates prescribed by those funds.
10.—Tbrmination/Redundancy.
The termination/redundancy provisions prescribed in
Clause 14.—Termination/Redundancy of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 Part II—Construction

mam
shall apply to employees who are employed by the
Respondent and whose Award does not provide for such
provisions.
11.—No Extra Claims.
An express condition of this Order is that the unions will
make no further claims on the employer over and above the
conditions set out in this Order for the life of the project.
12.—Term.
This Order shall have effect from the 1st December, 1993
and shall remain in force until the completion of the
construction phase of the project.
Schedule of Respondents.
SDR Construction
Nilsen Electric (WA) Pty Ltd
Lissadell Pty Ltd

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
United Construction Pty Ltd
and
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch and The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia—
Western Australian Branch.
No. C 545 of 1993.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
25 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS pursuant to Section 44 of the Act an industrial
dispute was referred to the Commission; and
Whereas on the 21st day of December, 1993 a conference
was held by the Commission pursuant to Section 44 of the
Act; and
Whereas on the 14th day of January, 1994 the Commission held a further conference and conducted inspections at
the C.B.H. site at Geraldton and thereafter expressed several
recommendations to the parties; and
Whereas on the 19th day of January, 1994 the conference
was resumed in Perth and the applicant made an offer to the
respondents; and
Whereas on the 21st day of January, 1994 at Geraldton
the said offer was conveyed to the applicant's employees but
was rejected and strike action by the employees commenced
and allegedly will continue until at least the 27th January,
1994; and
Whereas it has been demonstrated that industrial action
has occurred in support of the Union's claims and is
continuing; and
Whereas, in the opinion of the Commission, it is now
necessary to prevent the further deterioration of industrial
relations between the parties;
The Commission hereby orders:
(a) That the respondent unions' and their officials
shall take all necessary steps to ensure that all the
employees concerned, who are or are eligible to
be members of the unions' shall, resume normal
work at the applicant's operations at the C.B.H.
site at Geraldton in accordance with this Order no
later than 7.30am Monday the 31 st day of January,
1994.
(b) That the employees' named hereunder shall
resume and continue normal work in accordance
with their contracts of service and the applicable
provisions of the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965 and the Engine Drivers
(Building and Steel Construction) Award No. 9 of

1973 commencing no later than 7.30am Monday
the 31st day of January, 1994.
Abbut, Ian Wayne
Adamusik. Andrew John
Aitken, Peter Kennerley
Albertini, Alfi
Albidonia, Paul
Alcarria, Arturo
Alcarria, Jose
Alispanic, Muhamed
Allengame, David Peter
Arvela, Jose Antonio
Astudillo, Mario
Azzam, Abraham Mitri
Babic, Tony
Barroso, Joaquim Encamac
Bassula, Frank Noel
Bektic, Salko
Bemath, Steven Scott
Blazevic, Zelko
Branningan, Richard
Cameron, Andy Moore
Camps, Wilhelmus Gerardus
Canelas, Fernando Tavares
Canicais, Manuel
Casas, Ramon
Castillo, Rafael
Chong, Soo-Young
Chung, Yung Sok
Correia, Manuel Da Costa
Grizzle Desmond Cecil
Da Mota, Rui Emanuel
Da Silva, Antonio Gongalv
Danicic, Radojica
De Abreu, Fransico
De Franca, Jose
De Freitas, Uriel Orlando
De Oliveira, Eduardo Jorg
De Oliveira, Jose Manual
Dias, Jorge Jose' Damaso
Dickson, Errol Leon Grego
Dillon, David Anthony
Dionisio, Luis Baltazar
Dos, Anjos Jose' Manuel
Dos Santos, Fernando Euse
Dos Santos, Jose
Duarte, Armenio Casaca
Elpez, Mario
Fairbairn, Douglas Walker
Ferreira, Sergio Bruno
Ford, Kevin Llewllyn Pat
Gil, Fernando Manuel
Giorgi, Antonio
Golijanin, Savo
Goncalves, Jose
Goodall, Stephen Peter
Grose, Trevor John
Han, Hong Suk
Hay, George William
Hayes, Terry James
Heald, Philip Andrew
Herrera, Roberto
Hicks, Noel John
Hill, John Maclean
Kang, Young Mo
Kelly, John
Kim, Duk Young
Kim, Joung II
Kim, Won Sik
Klynsoon, Bert
Klynsoon, Christopher Cha
Klynsoon, Timothy Charles
Kovac, Bozidar
Landfried, Jeffrey Paul
Lemierz, Walter George
Lewis, Walter Dennis
Lovett, Cedric
Lukix, Rarenko
Malone, Sean William
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Marjonovic, Dusan
Matisons, Christopher Joh
McGlynn, Michael
McKenna, Henry Peter
Meerbach, Richard Anthony
Melling, Brian Keith
Memic, Dzemal
Memic, Ernes
Min, Kyeong Kwang
Murray, Michael David
Neves, Jorge Magno Ferrei
Novkovic, Cedomir Charlie
Nunes, Aurelio Jose
O'Donnell, Brett Romoa
Okely, Neville John
Orders, Jon
Park, Kun Young
Pekic Dragan
Reran, Branko
Perosy, Alec
Pereira, Fernando Manuel
Pereira, Joao
Plazinic, Slavko
Poole, Simon John
Pranjic, Luke
Pulham, Christopher
Ratima, James Robert
Rock, Charles Robert
Rodrigues, Arlindo
Rose, Adrian Maxwell
Rose, Terry Winston
Santos, Vitor Manuel
Sassi, Luigi
Sauli, Guido
Sauli, Martin
Searles, Robert James Tho
Seh, Tarik
Sirovica, Damir
Skroza, Robert Andrew
Smith, Brendan William
Sousa, Antonio Domingos
Sousa, Luis Manuel
Spinola, Henrique Manuel
Spozetta, Michael Edward
Studsor, David Kenneth
Suljic, Amir
Taylor, Russell John
Tbledo, Andres
Tomic, Mirko
Ullrich, Kirk Anthony
Vieira, Emanuel Victor
Wong, Steven Michael
Wyllie, Ian Joseph
Yoon, Ho Jong
Yoon, Sung
Zonato, Carlo
(c) The applicant shall service upon each employee
named above a copy of this Order no later than
5.00pm of Thursday the 27th of January, 1994.
(d) This Order shall come into operation on Thursday
the 27th day of January, 1994 and shall remain in
force until the Unions' claims are determined
either by further conciliation or arbitration.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[U.S.]
Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Board of Management,
Selby Lemnos Hospital.
No. C 527 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
27 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS on the 9th of December 1993, the Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union,
Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western Australian
Branch filed an application in the Commission for a
conference pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979, to discuss a dispute between it and the Board of
Management of the Selby Lemnos Hospital over a disagreement which had arisen between Mrs M. Nugent, a member
of the Union, and Mr E. Turner, a Safety Officer employed
at Selby Lemnos Hospital; and
Whereas on the 20th of January 1994, the parties met in
conference at which time Ms Nugent and Mr Timer
indicated agreement to a course of action to resolve the
dispute between them; and
Whereas the parties agreed that the matter could be
resolved by correspondence between them and that the
exchange of the correspondence would be in full and final
settlement of the complaint of Ms Nugent; and
Whereas the parties have filed in the Commission a
writing which details the settlement, the said writing being
contained on the Commission's records in File No. C 527
of 1993;
Now therefore the Commission, pursuant to the powers
contained in the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and by
consent, hereby orders;—
(1) That the dispute, which existed between Ms M.
Nugent and Mr E. Timer arising during the course
of their employment at Selby Lemnos Hospital,
has been settled in the terms set out in a writing
contained in File No. C 527 of 1993.
(2) That the said writing is in full and final settlement
of any claim in any jurisdiction which might have
arisen from the said dispute.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The Plumbers
and Gasfitters Employees' Union of Australia, West
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers; The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch; The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated
Union of Workers—West Australian Branch
and
Minister for Housing.
No. C 225 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
28 May 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: On the 19th May 1993 the
applicant unions applied for a conference pursuant to s.44
of the Act against the Hon Minister for Housing "with
respect to the imminent redundancy of the Homes west
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maintenance section". A conference was held on the 21st
May 1993. The applicants outlined their understanding of
the events and requested information from the employer
about the reasons why the decision had been made to close
the maintenance section. The applicants also wanted a
deadline of the 30th June extended. The applicants also
queried the kind of alternative employment which would be
offered to the employees affected, and also the future of
apprentices employed at Homeswest. The representatives of
the Hon Minister responded to a number of these concerns.
The conference adjourned on the understanding of the
Commission that the respondent would contact the applicants by close of business on the 24th May 1993 regarding
the provision of information. Further, in the event that the
applicants sought the re-convening of the conference, the
applicants would provide a further schedule setting out the
matters to be discussed.
On the 25th May 1993, Ms Harrison requested that the
conference be re-convened, and a substitute schedule
together with a schedule of orders sought by the applicants
was forwarded to the respondent and to the Commission.
The conference proceedings re-convened on the 28th May
1993. Agreement was not able to be reached at that
conference and the applicants have pressed the Commission
to issue orders in the terms sought. These Reasons for
Decision relate to that request.
The Commission at the previous conference expressed the
view that the applicants should be told by the respondent the
reasons why the decision has been taken to close the
maintenance section of Homeswest. Nothing that has been
said at the conference subsequently has altered that view.
The matter is to be approached this way. The situation
where an employer makes a decision to close a particular
part of its operation is a decision for the employer to take.
Whilst generally it is accepted that an employer has a right
and a duty to manage its operations efficiently and
economically and the Commission will not interfere unless
an act of management is shown to have an effect upon
employees which is unsafe or unfair, it is quite clear that
managerial decisions do not stand outside the area of
industrial matters and disputes (RRIA v. ETU (1988) 68
WAIG 2036 (FB)). Many management decisions are capable
of generating an industrial dispute. The issue here is clearly
a matter relating to the work, privileges, rights or duties of
employers or employees in any industry. Further, the
situation here is analogous to the position where an
employer decides to terminate the employment of an
employee but fails to give a reason for that termination. In
Western Suburbs District Ambulance Committee v. Tipping
[1957] AR NSW 273, a majority of the Full Bench on that
occasion said at 277:
"... An employer may refuse to give any reason for
dismissing his employee, unless there is some award
provision to the contrary, but if an application for
re-instatement be made, then evidence may be adduced
in support of the application, which is sufficient to
establish a prima facie case of harshness, and thus to
call for further enquiry."
In this case, that there may not at present be a legal
requirement for the Minister for Housing to give reasons for
the decision taken is not to the point. Where the decision
taken leads to an industrial matter as defined in the Act being
referred to the Commission, then the Commission may
impose that requirement if it is appropriate so to do. In
Public Service Board of New South Wales v. Osmond
(1986) 159 CLR 656 the High Court stated:
"There is no general rule of the common law, or
principle of natural justice, that requires reasons to be
given for administrative decisions, even decisions
which have been made in the exercise of a statutory
discretion and which may adversely affect the interests,
or defeat the legitimate or reasonable expectations of
other persons ... However the fact that no reasons are
given for a decision does not mean that it cannot be
questioned; indeed, if the decision maker does not give
any reason for his decision, the court may be able to
infer that he had no good reason."
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In this case, the Commission is not being asked to
adjudicate upon the reason. It is merely being asked to
require an employer to give to a union or unions registered
under the Act the reasons why a decision which affects the
members of the union or unions has been taken.
The power to make an order is restricted in s.44, but it
is clear that the Commission is able to give such directions
and make such orders as will, in the opinion of the
Commission, encourage the parties to exchange or divulge
attitudes or information which in the opinion of the
Commission would assist in the resolution of the matter in
question (s.44(6)(ba)(iii)).
In this case, the Commission is told that the respondent
has made a decision to close the maintenance section of
Homeswest. That decision has led to the current dispute
being brought to the Commission. The Commission has
been informed that previous reports regarding the efficiencies of Homeswest have been released to the unions, and
discussions have occurred regarding their contents. Indeed,
the Commission is told that either the information sought
is already available or at least known to the applicants from
the previous reports. If that is so, then there can be no
objection to the provision of the information for the purposes
of these proceedings.
The problem facing the respondent really stems from an
apparent refusal to provide that information. The Commission is driven to the conclusion against that background that
a refusal by the respondent to release the information upon
which it has based its decision will naturally engender
suspicion and mistrust amongst the employees affected.
Even if that suspicion and mistrust is misplaced, its very
existence may well lead to a deterioration in industrial
relations. In those circumstances it is quite appropriate for
an order to issue requiring the respondent in this matter to
provide to the applicants by the 1st June 1993 the
information upon which it relied in taking the decision that
it has taken. I also think that in the absence of that
information, agreement on the issues referred to the
Commission in this application is most unlikely. The
Commission should ensure that matters are resolved by
agreement rather than by arbitration and in the view of the
Commission the provision of that information will assist in
the resolution of the dispute referred to the Commission.
Similarly, the details of the alternative employment being
offered to these employees is as much a part of the
framework which needs to exist in order to enable the parties
to reach agreement. As the Commission understands the
situation, the respondent has communicated such information when it becomes available. Embodying that in an order
will, in the opinion of the Commission, assist in breaking
down the barrier which currently exists and thereby assist
in the resolution of the matter.
The unions have also sought an order directing the
respondent to extend the date of the 30th June 1993. This
date has apparently been set by the respondent and is the
date by which employees must make an election regarding
the various alternatives which are available or to be
available to them. The applicants maintain that there is
insufficient time available to employees, or more particularly insufficient time given the lack of information
available, for such fundamentally important decisions to be
made. They claim that the effect of the decision is harsh. The
respondent disagrees, and opposes the extension of any
deadline. Ms Mettam impressed upon the Commission the
central importance of the date for a number of issues. It is
seen by the respondent as being quite fundamental. The
respondent viewed with concern any suggestion that the date
could be changed.
Having considered the issues, it is apparent that it is not
necessary to consider this claim in detail at this stage. The
Commission was told of the expectation that further
information would become available next week and that the
consultation envisaged by the General Order would be, and
is, occurring. However, the Commission is not prepared to
find on the information presently available to it that there
is no substance to the claim and that it should now be struck
out.
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Accordingly, liberty is reserved to the applicants to raise
this matter subsequently. In the event that they seek the
consideration of this claim, the applicants are aware of the
significant opposition to it from the respondent. A reconvening of the proceedings for that purpose will however
permit a proper examination of all of the issues to which the
applicants and Ms Mettam referred.
The application is adjourned on the above understanding
and it may be re-listed upon the application of any of the
parties to the application.
An order now issues in the terms of the minutes which
were distributed to the parties during the proceedings.
Appearances: Ms J. Harrison on behalf of The Operative
Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch and The Australian
Builders' Labourers* Federated Union of Workers—Westem Australian Branch and with her Mr F. Smith.
Mr P. Mitchell on behalf of The Plumbers and Gas fitters
Employees' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers.
Mr J. Lange, Ms S. Mettam and Mr B. Thomas on behalf
of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The Plumbers
and Gasfitters Employees' Union of Australia, West
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers; The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch; The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated
Union of Workers—West Australian Branch
and
Minister for Housing.
No. C 225(1) of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
28 May 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Harrison on behalf of The Operative
Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch and The Australian
Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers—Western Australian Branch and with her Mr F. Smith, and Mr P.
Mitchell on behalf of The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers on behalf of the applicants, and Mr J.
Lange, Ms S. Mettam and Mr B. Thomas on behalf of the
respondent, and having this day published its Reasons for
Decision in the matter, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
1) That the respondent supply to the applicant by
close of business on the 1st day of June 1993 a
copy of the September 1992 Report, or the
relevant extracts thereof, and any subsequent
information, containing information or data relied
upon by the respondent in its decision to close the
maintenance section of Homeswest.
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2) That the respondent shall progressively notify the
applicant in writing details of the permanency,
location, designation and duties of alternative
employment being offered to the employees of the
maintenance section of Homeswest as that information becomes available.
3) That in the event that the consultation envisaged
in paragraph 4(2)(a) of the Western Australian
Government Employees Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy General Order does not
occur, liberty is reserved to the applicant to apply
to the Commission for a further order extending
the date by which employees or any of them are
required to advise the respondent of their choice.
4) That liberty is reserved to the parties or any of
them to apply to vary the terms of this order.
5) That this application be adjourned and may be
re-listed upon the request of any of the parties to
the application.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
S.l
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of Australia,
West Australian Branch, Union of Workers; The Plumbers
and Gasfitters Employees' Union of Australia, West
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers; The
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch; The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated
Union of Workers—West Australian Branch
and
Minister for Housing.
No. C 225(2) of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
21 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS a conference of the parties was held;
And whereas on the 28th day of May 1993 the
Commission issued an Order and Reasons for Decision
stating that the respondent was to supply certain information
to the applicants and adjourning the application to be
re-listed upon the request of the parties;
And whereas the applicants have advised the Commission
that they no longer wish to proceed with the application;
Now therefore, I the undersigned. Commissioner of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
That the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

IBMBm
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association
of Western Australia
and
Foodland Associated Limited
(Western Australia).
No. C 489 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
21 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS a conference of the parties was held;
And whereas the conference was adjourned to enable
discussions to take place between the parties;
And whereas the Commission advised the parties that if
nothing was heard from them within a specified period of
time the application would be discontinued;
And whereas that period of time has lapsed and nothing
has been heard from either party;
Have having heard Mr B. Johnston on behalf of the
applicant and Ms C. Brown on behalf of the respondent;
Now therefore, I the undersigned. Commissioner of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979, hereby order—
That the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch
and
United Construction Pty Ltd.
No. CR 322 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
19 October 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: On 20 July 1993 an application
was filed in the Commission pursuant to section 44 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (the Act), on behalf of United
Construction Pty Ltd. The ground upon which the application was made was that negotiations between United
Construction Pty Ltd and the Metals and Engineering
Workers' Union—Western Australian Branch concerning
site conditions to apply to the Geraldton Grain Terminal
expansion project had reached an impasse and the assistance
of the Commission was required to enable outstanding
issues to be resolved. In the course of a number of
conferences which followed, the Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of
Australia—Western Australian Branch, and the Australian
Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch, were joined as parties to the proceedings.
In the end, all of the matters in dispute could not be resolved
by conciliation and the question of site allowance was
referred for hearing and determination pursuant to section
44(9) of the Act.

Before dealing with the merit of the claim it is necessary
to note two matters for the record. Firstly the Australian
Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch (the ABLF), having been informed of the
intention to have the question of site allowance referred for
hearing and determination, wrote to the Commission and
informed it that the work being performed by its members
on site was all but at an end and as such it had no significant
interest in the matter. This advice was later confirmed by
a further letter dated 6 October 1993 by which the ABLF
informed the Commission that it would not be entering an
appearance in the hearing proceedings. Secondly the
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch (the CMETU) verbally advised the Commission on
the date of the hearing that it also did not wish to participate
in proceedings and had separate issues which it would be
taking up with United Construction, In the circumstances the
Commission took the notifications to mean that the unions
concerned no longer wished to be a party to proceedings and
directed pursuant to section 27(1 )(j) of the Act that they be
struck out.
I turn now to deal with the merit of the claim before the
Commission which is expressed in a schedule to the
Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and Determination in
the following terms:
"The Commission is asked to hear and determine a
claim for a site allowance of $2.50 an hour for each
hour worked by employees of the Respondent employer engaged in construction work at the Grain
Terminal Upgrade site Geraldton.
The Respondent employer oppose(s) the claim."
The project subject to the claim concerns the construction
of new grain storage facilities at the CBH Grain Terminal
site adjacent to the Geraldton wharf. The project includes
the construction of 14 steel "cells" some 43.5 metres in
height and 24 metres in diameter. The cells are supported
on metal frames and each has a grain holding capacity of
10,000 tonnes. Associated works include civil works, a
conveyor and gallery system with transfer stations and dust
extraction facilities, a road/rail receival "pit" and a metal
clad "working house" with concrete floors roughly equivalent in size to a sixteen storey building. The working house
contains mechanical and electrical plant and equipment.
The civil works commenced in Febmary 1993 and the
project is scheduled for completion by September 1994. The
total cost of the project is approximately $60 million of
which $35 million is contracted to the Respondent to these
proceedings. The workforce on site at the time of inspections
numbered approximately 85 and is expected to peak at
around 100.
There is no dispute between the parties that the site is of
the type for which a site allowance payment would be
appropriate. Mr Street appearing for the Applicant union,
however, acknowledged that the onus was on the Applicant
to establish that the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No.
13 of 1965 did not adequately compensate for the disabilities
experienced on site. In this context he referred to the
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia (Western
Australian Branch) Perth (as it was then known) and the
Amalgamated Metalworkers and Shipwrights Union of
Western Australia (as it was then known) v. G. & G.
Electrical Enterprises Pty Ltd and E.P.L. Kone Pty Ltd (69
WAIG 1189). He submitted that the present matter was not
distinguishable from the matter then under consideration
and that the Reasons for Decision in those proceedings
supported his contention that the Geraldton Grain Terminal
site was of the type which justified the payment of a site
allowance. This was not contested on behalf of the
Respondent employer. Mr Street also submitted, and I
accept it to be the case, that the claim was able to be
determined within the Principles enunciated by the Commission in Court Session in its State Wage Decisions and that
the tests set out by the Full Bench of the Commission in
what is known as the Alcoa case (68 WAIG 1690) were
satisfied. Mr Street also referred to other projects for which
site allowances had been either agreed or awarded as
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measures against which he submitted the claim of $2.50 for
each hour worked in the present case was justified.
The disabilities referred to and noted from inspections as
summarised by Mr Street included:
• the requirement to work at heights
• the exposed nature of the site
• the effects on cranage of winds notorious in the
area
• noise/heat/fumes from welding in tanks
• the requirement to work under steel
• the presence of sand flies in some areas
• the requirement to work in confined spaces
• dust during dry weather from both the site and the
existing adjacent grain terminal receival facilities
• muddy conditions during wet weather
• the requirement to work from scaffolding and
mobile cages
• the requirement to work with secondhand timber
• confined work areas
• the requirement to use ladders to gain access to the
upper levels of the tank work
• disabilities associated with the need to back gouge
and weld vertical joints by the inner shield
welding process.
A witness from site was called to confirm and elaborate
on the disabilities said to exist.
Mr Dwyer for the Respondent employer, while acknowledging that a site allowance was justified and permissible
under the Principles which govern the payment of such
allowances, submitted that the amount claimed was excessive and contended that a site allowance of no more than
$1.50 was appropriate in all of the circumstances.
Mr Dwyer acknowledged that in determining the level of
site allowance to be paid it was necessary to have regard for
the disabilities particular to the site under consideration. He
also acknowledged, however, the difficulty in fixing an
appropriate quantum without reference to other measures
and like Mr Street, looked to other projects as a guide. These
included projects where site allowances had been arbitrated,
projects categorised on a regional basis, and previous grain
terminal construction projects. Copies of decisions and/or
orders relating to each project were provided for the
information of the Commission. What this information
revealed was that for a range of sites in the Geraldton region
site allowances had been struck within a range of $1.00 to
$1.90 for each hour worked. These amounts, when adjusted
to take into account CPI movements to the present date,
equate to payments within a range of $1.06 to $1.95. A
number of the allowances at the higher end of this range
were said by Mr Dwyer to apply to the Namgulu Synthetic
Rutile Plant at Eneabba West, where conditions were so
much worse than the Grain Tbrminal site that it provided no
basis for comparison.
As to other grain silo work Mr Dwyer referred to an
arbitrated decision of the Australian Industrial Commission
in 1983 which awarded a site allowance of 90 cents for each
hour worked (Print F2391). This amount, if adjusted for CPI
movements, would currently stand at $1.25 for each hour
worked and is said to have also been adopted in relation to
grain terminal work carried out at Esperance. He contrasted
these projects with the projects referred to by Mr Street
where allowances had recently been approved in a range of
$1.90 to $2.05. The $1.90 had been awarded in respect of
the Nifty Copper Project, a new mine being developed on
the western edge of the Great Sandy Desert approximately
220 kilometres from Marble Bar which was the nearest open
town. The other project concerned the development of an
iron ore mine at Marillana Creek (Yandicoogina), a remote
site north west of Newman in the central Hamersley Ranges.
There were ten contractors on that site and the peak work
force was approximately 320. These projects suffered all of
the disabilities normally associated with large engineering
projects in remote locations in the north west. Employees
were housed in basic construction camp accommodation and
had no access to normal town facilities.
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Having considered all of the material before the Commission I am satisfied the claim fits within the Principles of the
Commission applicable to the determination of site allowance payments and that the work under consideration is not
totally contemplated within the existing classifications and
allowances contained in the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966 No. 13 of 1965. In deciding the level of payment to
be awarded I have taken into account the size of the project,
its location, the accommodation provided to non local
employees, the ready access to facilities normally associated
with a large regional centre such as Geraldton, the site
disabilities and the nature of the work being carried out.
The job is not large by comparison with other large scale
engineering projects and is located at the edge of the
Geraldton town centre adjacent to the wharf. The majority
of non local employees are provided with motel/guest house
type accommodation, one to a room, and have ready access
to normal town facilities. There is no doubt that the site is
exposed and subject to winds notorious in the area. This is
demonstrated by Bureau of Meteorology reports submitted
by Mr Dwyer. The soil on site is said to be reclaimed soil
and as such conducive to dusty and muddy conditions in
certain weather conditions. The silos are being built in a
relatively confined area but the site has the benefit of an
extensive grassed layout area adjacent and to the east. There
is some congestion but this is not significant and the
concentration of activity which arises from the interface of
trades found on many large construction projects is also not
significant. Many of the disabilities referred to are not
unusual to major engineering projects nor is the work
performed out of the ordinary. There is of course the
disability of working in and around tanks and that is taken
into account.
I am mindful of submissions made by Mr Street that the
employer had already made an offer of $ 1.70 for each hour
worked as part of a package of conditions to apply to the site
which had been rejected by the union. It is important to
realise, however, that the amount offered was in the context
of a total package, the other elements of which are not before
the Commission. It was the breakdown in these negotiations
which led to the site allowance question being referred for
arbitration independent of the other matters addressed in the
proposed package.
I need also to note for the record that following the
hearing of this matter in Geraldton on 7 October 1993 the
employees on site continued to engage in industrial action
and this culminated in Conference proceedings before the
Commission as presently constituted. In the course of that
Conference the parties agreed that any decision in this
matter ought be deferred while negotiations took place in
relation to the other site related matters which were then in
dispute. It was considered that there was merit in attempting
to return to the "package" approach encompassing all
matters in dispute and to deal with the site allowance as part
of that package. Such a course was considered to provide
some flexibility in the negotiating process. Although this
position was accepted by all concerned the Commission was
subsequently confirmed in a re-opening of proceedings on
19 October 1993 that the other matters were settled on site
without consideration of the site allowance issue. It
therefore falls to the Commission to determine the quantum
of site allowance by applying the normal tests and criteria
and independent of the other matters settled by direct
negotiation.
Taking all factors into account I have concluded that a site
allowance of $1.50 for each hour worked should be paid in
lieu of and in substitution for all or any of the special rates
and provisions prescribed in Clause 18 of the Metal Trades
(General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 with the exception
of those specified in subclause (10) to (22) inclusive. This
is at the upper end of the scale for projects of this type and
while higher than the rates applied on other grain silo
projects takes into account the specific conditions on site
and nature of the work involved. It was submitted to and
accepted by the Commission that it was not possible to
distinguish the employees subject to the claim or the various
phases of the project in such a way that would justify the

payment of different levels of allowances. The amount
determined thus includes some element of averaging.
The allowance is to be paid to employees from the date
of their commencement on site and for each hour worked
during the life of the project.
Minutes of an Order reflecting these reasons for decision
will now issue.
Appearances: Mr K. Street appeared on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr K. Dwyer appeared on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western
Australian Branch
and
United Construction Pty Ltd.
No. CR 322 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
21 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr K. Street on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K. Dwyer on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
being satisfied that the matter is consistent with the
Principles enunciated by the State Wage Case Decision—
January 1992 and pursuant to the powers conferred on it by
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders—
Employees who are employed by United Construction Pty Ltd on the Geraldton Grain Terminal Upgrade
site shall be paid a site allowance of $1.50 per hour for
each hour worked in lieu of all special rates and
provisions in Clause 18 of the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 with the exception of those
specified in subclause (10) to (22) inclusive.
This Order shall take effect as from the commencement of the project and shall terminate on the
completion of the project.
(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[U.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers'
Union of Australia, W.A. Branch
and
The Board of Management,
Esperance Regional Hospital
No. CR 278 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
19 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: On the 3rd of August 1993, the
Commission conducted a conference in Albany over a
complaint by The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union
of Australia, W.A. Branch (FMWU) that Mr Tom King, a
member who works as an orderly at the Esperance Regional
Hospital (the hospital), had been given a warning letter
which in the circumstances was not justified. The FMWU
sought the removal of the warning letter from Mr King's file.
At the conciliation conference the FMWU told the Commission that the Administrator of the hospital had convened a
meeting of orderlies at which attendance was voluntary.

Before the scheduled time for the meeting, Mr King was
asked to perform duties by nursing staff so he was not
present at the meeting at the intended start time. The
Administrator located Mr King and sought an explanation.
Mr King told the Administrator that he was on duties
allocated to him by nursing staff and an altercation took
place between them. The Administrator ordered Mr King to
attend the meeting, but because of those duties Mr King said
he was presently unable to do so. Later the Administrator
investigated the circumstances surrounding the event and
issued a warning letter.
At the conference, on the basis of the information that had
been presented, the Commission suggested that there may
be grounds for confusion in King's mind as to whether the
meeting was compulsory or not, and also whether the orders
from the nursing staff overrode any orders from administration to attend meetings. In view of that potential for
confusion, the Commission recommended that if Mr King
was prepared to give undertakings as to his future behaviour
the matter could be resolved by removal of the letter. That
recommendation for settlement of the dispute was rejected
by the Administrator out of hand. The FMWU then asked
that the Commission refer the matter for hearing and
determination. The Commission was reluctant to do so. It
considered that in circumstances where there was no
dismissal, such a dispute was not an issue which ought
occupy the time and effort to debate the efficacy of the
action, particularly when it was clear that the employer was
able to rely on the history of the whole of the relationship
if a dismissal did occur in the future. The subject of any
warning could be dealt with at that time and the necessary
evidence would need to be called then. It was clear that
proper use of the resources of both the parties and the
Commission would be enhanced by this approach. However,
the award which is applicable to the employment of Mr King
contains specific provisions in Clause 11.—Disputes Settlement Procedures which make the issue of warning letters an
award matter. The provisions seem to indicate that if a
worker receives more than two warning letters in 12 months
then his/her contract could be subject to termination.
It was for this reason that the Commission reluctantly
agreed with the FMWU that, in the circumstances of this
case, the matter ought to be referred for hearing and
determination. What the FMWU sought from such a
determination was a direction that the hospital remove the
warning letter from Mr King's file. The matters for debate
were made the subject of a Memorandum of Matters for
Hearing and Determination under Section 44 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (the Act), the Schedule to
which provides as follows:
"Mr T. King an orderly at Esperance Hospital
received a warning letter, pursuant to disciplinary
procedures in the Hospital Workers (Government)
Award No. 21 of 1966, for allegedly refusing to carry
out a direction of the Hospital Administrator. The
Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union disputes the
efficacy of the warning and says that because of the
surrounding circumstances it was inappropriate to be
issued. The Union seeks orders directing the Hospital
to remove the warning letter from Mr Kings file.
The Esperance Regional Hospital says that in all the
circumstances, the warning letter was justified and says
that no orders of the nature sought by the Union should
issue."
This matter was heard in Esperance on the 15th of
December 1993 when the parties presented their arguments
supported by witness evidence. Ms Roberts, who appeared
for the FMWU, told the Commission that Mr King had been
appointed to a permanent position at the hospital in January
1979 and between then and the date of hearing had worked
in a variety of positions. Over the last four years he was a
patient orderly. Ms Roberts submitted that over the period
of his employment, Mr King had never been counselled for
misconduct and he had a record of giving his own time to
matters affecting the hospital. In particular, he attended
voluntary meetings for orderlies at the hospital in his own
time and he had rarely missed any of these meetings. He had
been openly congratulated by the Administrator for his fine
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attitude, the example he sets, his ability to give and take and
his unpaid labours for the hospital (Exhibit R2).
On the 3rd of June 1993, Mr King had been rostered as
an orderly for shift work. An orderlies' meeting had been
set for 1.30pm on Thursday. The meeting was advertised by
posting a notice in a room used by the orderlies. The meeting
was not compulsory. Orderlies who were not at work were
not being paid to come in to attend the meeting nor had
arrangements been made to cover Mr King on the wards so
he could attend the meeting. When the time of the meeting
arrived, the Administrator of the hospital, Mr Martinson,
attended the place of the meeting along with the Director of
Nursing, Mrs Sherryl Wolfenden. However, by the time it
was due to start only one orderly, who was then on casual
engagement, was in attendance. Ms Roberts said that there
had been other similar meetings but they were not
compulsory so the meeting was not unusual in that respect.
In the past, orderlies on duty were not covered and were
expected to attend to patients when they were paged, if that
occurred, as a priority to either attending or remaining at
meetings.
On the day in question, some five minutes prior to the
start time of the meeting, Mr King was paged by a registered
nurse to assist with two geriatric patients in the hospital sun
room. He received another page at 1.30pm to assist with two
elderly patients in another ward. Mr King was attending to
the first patient when, at about 1.35pm, he was paged by the
Acting Hotel Services Supervisor. Mr King acknowledged
the page and in response to the supervisor's question as to
whether he was attending the meeting it was alleged he said
he would not. He then returned to assisting with the patient
in the sun room. Mr King's version of events is that Mr
Martinson, the Administrator of the hospital, entered the sun
room and began berating him for not attending the meeting
and demanded that he attend as soon as he had finished with
the current patient. King says that the exchange took place
in front of the registered nurse who had asked for his
assistance, and the two patients. The conversation reached
the stage where Mr Martinson asked him whether he was
refusing an order. Mr King did not directly answer but said
that he would not be attending because he was attending to
patients. Mr King did not finish his patient care duties under
the direction of nursing staff until 2.40pm.
The FMWU says there are a number of issues that arise
from the incident. The first is that the Administrator caught
Mr King unprepared and occupied with patient care when
he ordered him to attend the meeting. At no time did he ask
Mr King what his work load was that afternoon and why
attending the meeting was so difficult. Nor did he ask the
registered nurse directing Mr King whether it was possible
to release him.
Ms Le Moignan, who appeared for the hospital, submitted
that it had a slightly different view of the events. The
hospital says that when the Administrator arrived at the sun
room, he motioned to Mr King to come outside. He then
requested Mr King to attend the meeting, saying he was
needed there. He was told by King that he was busy and
would not go to the meeting. The Administrator then told
Mr King to go to the meeting when he had finished with the
patient. King refused a second time and went on to say he
was not interested in attending the meeting if orderlies not
on duty were not being paid to attend. King was told that
he was on duty and that he was given a direct instruction
to go to the meeting but he did not. He acknowledged that
he was refusing to obey a direct order. Later in the day, Mr
Martinson advised Mr King by letter that he was required
to attend an interview to give an explanation. That interview
took place on the following Thesday. Mr King and a witness
were present with the Administrator and the Director of
Nursing.
At the meeting Mr King was asked to explain his actions.
He claimed that on the day he had calls for assistance and
was busy. He insisted that his first priority was to the
patients. The senior officers of the hospital present at the
meeting took issue with this and made it clear to him that
he was to obey instructions. If he had a problem with
instructions received, he could have discussed those with
nursing staff who could have taken it up with the
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Administrator. Ms Le Moignan said that the Administrator
and Director of Nursing interviewed other people who were
involved in the incident. Along with Mr King's explanation,
they took what those people said into account. This
information was tested against custom and practice at the
hospital and it was concluded that King's explanation was
not satisfactory. The senior officers concluded that King
should have foreseen that he was going to be busy and could
have advised his supervisor that he would not be able to
attend the meeting. He also failed to explain the nature of
the paged calls for assistance when the Administrator
approached him. Because he did not do so, neither the
Administrator, the nurse involved or the Director of Nursing
had any opportunity to decide what was more important.
That is a sufficient scan of the events for the purpose of
these Reasons. At the conclusion of the proceedings in
Esperanceon the 15th of December 1993, the Commission,
on pages 126 to 129 of the transcript, made some comments
about the proceedings to date. At the conclusion of the
comments, the matter was adjourned for decision. The
Commission indicated that there would not be an immediate
decision. The purpose of this was to allow the parties to
consider the position following the public canvassing of all
of the issues; this was in the hope that they may reach some
amicable resolution even at that late stage. However, that did
not occur and there was a need to publish these Reasons.
In my comments made in transcript, I indicated at that
stage that it was clear that Mr King had disobeyed a lawful
order. A further review of the evidence has not convinced
me to any other view and I find that Mr King did disobey
a lawful order. Mr Martinson is a senior officer and
regardless of any other of the foregoing circumstances, once
he had instructed Mr King to remove himself to another area,
Mr King was obliged to follow that instruction. By issuing
such an instruction, Martinson placed upon himself the
burden of responsibility if there had been an unfortunate
medical outcome from his order. But that, if it occurred,
would be an outcome he would have to face. It was not for
King to refuse the direct instruction. However, that such an
instruction was lawful, does not necessarily make the
instruction fair.
On the evidence, there is no record of any misbehaviour
by King in the past. There is innuendo in the evidence, and
no more than that, that Mr King may be a little hard to
handle but none of the witnesses called by the hospital were
prepared to say anything of substance against him. The
Commission has to decide the matter on the evidence before
it. The evidence before it is that King has been employed
since 1979 and has an exemplary record. His record includes
voluntary attendance in his own time at meetings called by
the Administrator from time to time. It also includes works
and services for the hospital above and beyond the call of
his duties. It appears that King has adopted an entirely
flexible approach to his duties and, on the evidence, has
done anything that has been asked of him. In short, on the
evidence before the Commission, he has done all that one
could expect of a good employee.
The manner in which the Administrator convened the
meetings of orderlies is rather strange. There is nothing
which could lead me to conclude that Mr King knew of a
compulsory nature of the 3rd of June 1993 meeting until
such time as he was instructed by Martinson to attend. The
meetings had always been voluntary. According to the
Oxford Dictionary voluntary means able to act of one's free
will. That is, in the context of this meeting, it is optional
whether a person goes or not. That the custom and practice
was for people to attend is beside the point. The reality, of
course, is that the person who did attend most regularly was
Mr King. The evidence is clear that many of the other
orderlies did not bother to attend or, if they were off duty,
were unable to attend meetings because of their other
activities.
I have found that the instruction by Administrator
Martinson for King to attend the meeting was a lawful
instruction, therefore I do not need to analyse that incident
in detail other than to say that I am far from convinced that
the incident took place in the way Martinson suggests it did.
He relied for corroboration for the incident on a registered

nurse who was at the nursing station, however, her evidence
does not support the contention of the hospital that she had
direct knowledge of what occurred. Similarly, King's story
is not corroborated because the registered nurse for whom
he was working at the time has left the employ of the
hospital. The parties presented written statements from her,
but they are conflicting as to her role in the matter and what
she observed. In addition, the standing of the statements is
challenged and I can not give them significant weight as
evidence in the matter. So, we have two basically
uncorroborated stories. For what it is worth, on balance I am
more inclined to think that King's version is likely to be the
more accurate but it is clear that once the conversation
started both parties became heated.
There are other factors to take into account which may
provide some explanation for King's failure to attend the
meeting. It was revealed during the proceedings that Mr
King had recently suffered a bereavement involving his
elderly mother whom he had nursed. The patients involved
in the incident were also elderly. It was acknowledged by
the Director of Nursing, Mrs Wolfenden, that she knew
about Mr King's circumstances and understood that he was
affected by his experience. There is, however, no indication
from the evidence that this was taken into account when the
Director of Nursing and Mr Martinson decided to issue the
warning letter to Mr King.
In terms of how this matter was handled, it has the
hallmarks of poor human resource management. It smacks
of failure to properly investigate and then failure to
reasonably analyse the information that the senior officers
had before them. They should have taken into account the
whole of Mr King's conduct, the history of his employment
at the hospital and his personal circumstances at the time.
There is no indication at all that this occurred. There is an
indication that the attitude was taken that King had
overstepped the mark on this occasion and to establish
management's authority he needed to be punished for it. If
the management at the hospital has to establish its authority
by punishment and not leadership or application of basic
managerial skills then that is a circumstance that should be
reviewed and remedied by both appropriate training and
more particularly, by setting clear policy so that all members
of staff have clear operating guidelines.
For all of these Reasons, I find that while the order given
by Administrator Martinson for Mr King to attend the
meeting was lawful, in all of the circumstances, it was unfair
that King's failure to obey the lawful order attracted
punishment of the severity that was awarded to him.
If Mr King were to be dismissed in the future and there
are futher proceedings involving him, it is clear that this
Decision, which is an examination of the 3rd of June 1993
incident, could be cited in support of negation of the effect
of the relevant warning letter on his file. As I laboured to
point out to the parties, this is something which should take
place when and if the question of unfairness or otherwise of
a dismissal arises in the future. It is not a matter which
needed to occupy the time of the parties now. It seems to
me that the FMWU was prepared to settle this matter on a
sensible basis but for some reason the management wished
to have this matter erected into a cause celebre. Hence, the
failure to settle. Hence, the need to have the hearing, the
ultimate outcome of which is the finding that I have made.
It is clear to me that the law is that an employer is entitled
to rely on the whole of the record of an employee when
considering dismissal and therefore, even if there is an order
to remove this letter from the file, the history remains as it
is. Similar matters were discussed by Shepherd J. in John
Lysaght (Aust) Ltd v. F.I.A. Re York (1972) AILR 517.
However, findings such as the one herein could be used in
support by an employee if and when that circumstance
arises. There is, in the circumstances, no utility in the issue
of Orders for removal of any letters from personal files
because those Orders can have no effect. I therefore intend
to conclude this matter by publishing a finding that on the
3rd of June 1993, Mr Thomas King disobeyed a lawful order

given to him by Administrator Martinson but that, in the
surrounding circumstances, the issue of a warning letter and
the application of a punishment thereby was unfair. I am of
the view that further proceedings are not necessary or
desirable in the public interest and I will therefore refrain
from further hearing and determining the matter.
Appearances: Ms R. Roberts appeared on behalf of The
Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia,
W.A. Branch.
Ms C. Le Moignan appeared on behalf of The Board of
Management, Esperance Regional Hospital.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers'
Union of Australia, W.A. Branch
and
The Board of Management,
Esperance Regional Hospital.
No. CR 278 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
19 January 1994.
Finding.
HAVING heard Ms R. Roberts on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms C. Le Moignan on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
Section 27(l)(a)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders:—
That on the 3rd of June 1993, Mr Thomas King
disobeyed a lawful order given to him by Administrator
Martinson but that, in the surrounding circumstances,
the issue of a warning letter and the application of a
punishment thereby was unfair.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers'
Union of Australia, W.A. Branch
and
The Board of Management,
Esperance Regional Hospital
No. CR 278 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
19 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Ms R. Roberts on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms C. Le Moignan on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
Section 27(l)(a)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979
hereby orders:—
That the Commission hereby refrains from further
hearing and determining this matter.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch
and
The Board of Management, Hollywood Senior Citizens
Village.
No. CR 528 of 1993.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
31 January 1994.
Order.
WHEREAS this application was filed in the Registry of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission on the
9th of December 1993; and
Whereas a conference was convened on the 21st of
December 1993 to debate the issues raised by the application; and
Whereas the matter was not resolved at the conference
and the Commission referred the matter for hearing and
determination; and
Whereas the matter was listed for hearing on the 28th of
January 1994; and
Whereas a Notice of Discontinuance was received by the
Commission on the 27th of January 1994;
Now therefore the Commission, pursuant to the powers
contained in the Industrial Relations Act 1979, orders:—
That this application be, and is hereby, discontinued.
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 3.—Shift Work and Shift Rosters: Delete
placitum (aa) of subparagraph (i) of paragraph (c) of
subclause (6) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
(aa) A crew member who is rostered to relieve a full
line, where less than seven days notice is give. A
roster line will not consist of more than four shifts.

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS
AND ORDERSWESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wallace Emery and Associates Pty Ltd
and
Warren Edward Minshull
No. 20 of 1994.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
28 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr B.L. Tee (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders—
That the Applicant have leave to withdraw the
application and that the application be and is hereby
withdrawn.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

CORRECTIONS—
Editor's Note: Order No. 1438 of 1993 published
(74WAIG 102).
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
BHP Iron Ore (Goldsworthy) Ltd
and
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch and Others.
No. 1438 of 1993.
The Iron Ore Production and Processing (Goldsworthy
Mining Limited) Award 1981
No. A 43 of 1981.
COMMISSIONER J.F. GREGOR.
12 January 1994.
Correction Order.
WHEREAS an error occurred in Order No. 1438 of 1993
issued on the 17th of December 1993 (unreported), the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby Orders that the
error be corrected in accordance with the following
schedule:
(Sgd.) J.F. GREGOR,
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Consolidation by Registrar—
CROTHALL HOSPITAL SERVICES (W.A.) PTY LTD
AWARD No. A3 of 1987.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 20th day of January, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

Crothall Hospital Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd Award
Award No. A3 of 1987.
L—Title.
This award shall be known as the "Crothall Hospital
Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd" Award.
1A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by the Commission in the
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Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
1A. State Wage Principles
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Area
5. Term
6. Definitions
7. Hours
8. Rosters
9. Spread of Shifts
10. Overtime
11. Shiftwork
12. Weekend Rates
13. Record
14. Annual Leave
15. Public Holidays
16. Compassionate Leave
17. Payment for Sickness
18. Uniforms
19. Laundry
20. Special Rates and Conditions
21. Payment of Wages
22. Calculation of Penalties
23. Contract of Service
24. Higher Duties
25. Long Service Leave
26. No Reduction
27. Under-Rate Employees
28. Part-Time Employees
29. Casual Employees
30. Temporary Employees
31. Representative Interviewing Employees
32. Wages
33. Minimum Wage
34. Apprentices35.Maternity Leave
36. Effect of 38 Hour Week
37. Location Allowances
38. Continuity of Entitlements
39. Fares and Motor Vehicle Allowances
40. Payroll Deduction of Union Dues
41. Dispute Settlement Procedures
42. Introduction to Change
43. Structural Efficiency Implementation Tasks
Schedule A—Parties to the Award
3.—Scope.
This award shall apply to employees employed in the
callings listed in Clause 31.—Wages, employed by Crothall
Hospital Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd in private hospitals and
nursing homes.
4.—Area.
This award shall have effect throughout the State of
Western Australia.
5.—Term.
The term of this award shall be for a period of one year
as from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
after the date hereof.
6.—Definitions.
"Accrued Day(s) Off" means the paid days off accruing
to an employee resulting from an entitlement to the 38 hour
week as prescribed by Clause 7.—Hours of this Award.
"Washing Machine Hand" means an employee who is
required to do washing and any other function in a laundry.
"Laundry Hand" means an employee employed in a
laundry whose major employment is not washing.
"Orderly" means an employee who is not otherwise
classified in this award.
"Rostered Employee" means an employee for whom the
ordinary hours of work may include work on Sunday.
"Casual Employee" means an employee engaged and
paid as such.
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"Tbmporary Employee" means an employee engaged for
a specific period or periods longer than one month but less
than 12 months.
7.—Hours.
(1) The ordinary working hours shall be an average of 38
hours per week over any five days of the week, with no more
than 10 hours per shift, worked over any one of the following
cycles.
(a) A four week cycle of nineteen days of eight hours
each with 0.4 of one hour each day worked
accruing as an entitlement to take the twentieth
day in each cycle as a day off and paid for as
though worked.
Provided that an employee who, at the completion of a 20 day work cycle, has not accrued
sufficient hours to enable him/her to take a full
paid shift off duty, shall continue past the 20 day
work cycle until sufficient hours have accrued to
enable him/her to take a full paid shift off duty.
(b) Actual hours of 76 hours over nine days per
fortnight with the tenth day to be taken as an
unpaid rostered day off.
(c) Actual hours of 40 per week or 80 per fortnight
with two hours of each week's work accruing as
an entitlement to a maximum of twelve days off
in each twelve month period.
For the purposes of paragraph (c) the Accrued
Days Off shall be taken in a minimum period of
one week made up of five consecutive Accrued
Days Off in conjunction with a period of annual
leave or at a time mutually acceptable to the
employer and the employee; or
As single day absences at a time suitable to the
employer and subject to 48 hours' clear notice
given to the employee in accordance with Clause
8.—Rosters of this award.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph
(c):
- where an employer and employee mutually
agree Accrued Days Off may be taken in
single day absences;
- at the request of an employee an employer
may agree to an Accrued Day Off being taken
in a period of less than one day provided that
the period of time off work is taken from the
commencement of the employee's normal
rostered shift or up to the conclusion of the
employee's normal rostered shift.
(2) In addition to subciause (1) of this clause, by
agreement between the employer and the Union a work
cycle of 38 hours per week or 76 hours per fortnight or any
other method agreed may be worked.
(3) Any change in rostering arrangements will be
designed to improve productivity, efficiency and cost
effectiveness in the workplace.
(a) Any proposed roster variations for each site or
subsite shall be explained to the employees
concerned and to the Union who will consider
them.
(b) The affected parties (i.e. site management and
employees) will then consult with each other with
a view to agreeing to the proposed roster.
Provided that where the majority of employees
affected by the proposed change agree the Union
will not unreasonably withhold its agreement.
(c) Where agreement cannot be reached, the issues
will be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for conciliation and,
if necessary, arbitration.
(4) The provisions of this clause shall apply to a part-time
employee in the same proportion as the hours normally
worked bear to a full-time employee.
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(5) At the discretion of the employer employees may be
paid a rate of pay using a divisor of 38 hours per week in
lieu of Accrued Days Off under the following conditions.
(a) Where the employee works no more than 16 hours
per week or two shifts per week; or
(b) At the request of the employee. The employee
may withdraw the request within 14 days of
submitting it to the employer after which time it
shall be binding on the employee. Such agreement
shall remain in force for the period of employment, provided that it can be revoked by agreement between the employer and employee.
(6) Any dispute between an employer and the Union
concerning the operation of this clause shall be referred to
the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission.
8.—Rosters.
(1) A roster shall be posted in a convenient place where
it can be readily seen by the employee concerned.
(2) Such roster shall denote the hours to be worked by
each employee and shall be open for inspection by a duly
accredited representative of the union at such times as the
record is open for inspection.
(3) The roster shall be posted at least 48 hours before it
comes into operation and may be altered by 48 hours' notice,
but this shall not prevent a part-time employee working
additional shifts in accordance with subclause (5) of Clause
28.—Part-Time Employees.
(4) No employee shall be rostered for duty until at least
8 hours have elapsed from when the previous rostered shift
ended.
(5) A roster for Accrued Day(s) Off may allow an
employee to take Accrued Day(s) Off before they become
due.
9.—Spread of Shifts.
(1) No more than three breaks shall be allowed in any one
shift, including meal breaks, and the spread of the shift shall
not exceed ten hours, provided that a spread in excess of ten
hours but not exceeding eleven and a half hours may apply
in cases where the shorter spread cannot be worked without
additional staff and/or expense.
(2) "Spread of the Shift" shall mean the period of time
which elapses from the time when an employee signs on
duty for the day and time when he signs off duty on that day
or the day immediately following.
10.—Overtime.
(1) Overtime shall mean all time worked beyond or in
excess of the ordinary rostered hours of duty prescribed in
Clause 7.—Hours or Clause 28.—Part-Time Employees of
this Award on any day the employee is rostered on duty, and
except as hereinafter provided, shall be paid for at the rate
of time and one half for the first two hours and double time
thereafter. Such rates shall be calculated on an employee's
hourly award rates.
(2) In lieu of payment for overtime, and by agreement
between the employee and the employer, time off equivalent
to the time worked may be granted when overtime is
occasioned through the failure of another employee to report
for duty, except where a full additional shift is required,
when overtime rates shall apply.
(3) All work performed by employees on any day on
which they are rostered off duty or days worked in excess
of those provided in Clause 7.—Hours or Clause 28.—PartTime Employees shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(4) Where an employee is required to work overtime and
such overtime is worked for a period of at least two hours
in excess of the required daily hours of work the employee
shall be provided with a meal free of cost or shall be paid
the sum of paid $5.40 as meal money.
This subclause shall not apply where the employee has
been advised of the necessity to work overtime on the
previous day or earlier.
(5) An employee who has completed his usual hours of
duty and has left the job and who is recalled to work after
the usual ceasing time, shall be paid a minimum of three
hours at overtime rates.
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(6) For the purposes of this award an employee is on call
when he or she is directed by the employer to remain at such
a place as will enable the employer to readily contact him
or her during the hours when he or she is not otherwise on
duty. In so determining the place at which the employee
shall remain, the employer may require that place to be
within a specified radius from the hospital.
(7) An employee shall be paid $1.80 for each hour or part
thereof he or she is on call. Provided that payment in
accordance with this subclause shall not be made with
respect to any period for which payment is otherwise made
in accordance with the provisions of this clause when the
employee is recalled to work.
11.—Shift Work.
(1) Subject to subclause (2) hereof, a loading of 12.5%
of the ordinary wage shall be paid for the time worked on
afternoon or night shift as defined hereunder:
(a) Afternoon shift commencing between 12.00 noon
and 6.00 p.m. and finishing after 6.00 p.m.
(b) Night shift commencing between 6.00 p.m. and
4.(X) a.m.
(2) A loading of 18.75% of the ordinary wage shall be
paid for time worked on permanent afternoon or night shifts
provided that in the case of an employee who works
permanent afternoon or night shifts at his own request the
provisions of subclause (1) hereof shall apply.
(3) The following provisions shall apply in lieu of the
foregoing for the period on and from 1 July, 1991 pending
a decision of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission with respect to the provisions of this clause.
(a) Subject to subclause (b) hereof, a loading of 15%
of the ordinary wage shall by paid for the time
worked on afternoon or night shift as defined
hereunder;
(i) Afternoon shift commencing between 12.00
noon and 6.00pm and finishing after 6.00pm.
(ii) Night shift commencing between 6.00pm
and 4.00am.
(b) A loading of 18.75% of the ordinary wage shall
be paid for time worked on permanent afternoon
or night shifts provided that in the case of an
employee who works permanent afternoon or
night shifts at their own request the provisions of
subclause (a) hereof shall apply.
12.—Weekend Rates.
An employee shall be paid for ordinary hours worked
between midnight on Friday and midnight on Sunday at the
rate of time and one half.
The following provisions shall apply in lieu of the
foregoing for the period on and from 1 July, 1991 pending
a decision of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission with respect to the provisions of this clause.
An employee shall be paid for ordinary hours worked
between midnight on Friday and midnight on Saturday at the
rate of time and one half and between midnight on Saturday
and midnight on Sunday at the rate of time and three
quarters.
13.—Record.
(1) The employer shall maintain a record containing the
following information:—
(a) The name and address given by each employee
subject to this award.
(b) The date of birth of the employee if paid as a
junior employee.
(c) The date on which each employee commenced
employment with that employer.
(d) The classification and "year of employment" of
the employee and whether the employee is
employed full-time, part-time or casual.
(e) The commencing and finishing time of work each
day, together with any periods between those
times when the employee was not required to
work.
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(f) The total number of ordinary hours and the total
number of overtime hours worked each day.
(g) The wages and any allowances paid to each
employee each pay period and any deductions
made therefrom.
(2) (a) The record shall be kept at the office of the
employer and in date order so that the inspections
referred to in subclause (3) of this clause may be
made with respect to any period in the twelve
months preceding the date of inspection.
(b) The employer may, if it is part of normal business
practice, periodically send the record or any part
of the record to another person, provided that the
provisions of this paragraph shall not relieve the
employer of the obligations contained elsewhere
in this clause.
(3) (a) Subject to this clause, the record shall be available
for inspection by any officer of the union or other
authorised representative of the union between the
hours of 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. Monday to
Friday inclusive, at such time and date as
requested by the union.
(b) The officer of the Union or other authorised
representative of the Union shall be permitted
reasonable time to inspect the record and, if
required, take an extract or copy of any of the
information contained therein.
(c) The employer shall permit each employee to
inspect the record as it relates to that employee
either at the time of payment of wages or at such
other time as may be mutually convenient. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold the
record from inspection by the employee.
(4) (a) If, for any reason, the record is not available for
inspection at the time and date requested, the
Union and the employer or his agent may fix a
mutually convenient time for the inspection to
take place.
(b) If a mutually convenient time cannot be fixed, the
Union may advise the employer in writing that it
requires to inspect the record in accordance with
the provisions of this award and shall specify the
period contained in the record which it requires to
inspect.
(c) Within 10 days of the receipt of such advice:—
(i) Where the employer normally keeps the
record at a place more than 35 kilometres
from the G.P.O. Perth, shall send a copy of
that part of the record specified to the office
of the Union, and,
(ii) Where the employer normally keeps the
record at a place less than 35 kilometres from
the G.P.O. Perth, shall make the record
available to the union at a time specified by
the union.
(d) In the event of a demand made by the Union which
the employer considers unreasonable the employer may apply to the Industrial Relations
Commission for direction. An application to the
Industrial Relations Commission made by an
employer for direction will, subject to that
direction, stay the requirements contained elsewhere in this subclause.
14.—Annual Leave.
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of six
consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to an
employee by the empployer after each period of
12 months' continuous employment with such
employer.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a)
of this subclause an employee employed regularly
in a non-client related position including gardener,
machinist, maintenance employee and storesperson who is not required to be available to work on
any public holiday named in clause 15.—Public
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Holidays of this award, shall be provided a period
of four consecutive weeks' leave after such period
of 12 months continuous employment with such
employer.
Provided that such an employee shall be paid
in accordance with subclause (3) of clause
15.—Public Holidays of this award for all public
holidays.
(c) Where, pursuant to paragraph (3) of subcaluse
2.—Long Service, of the long service leave
provisions published in Volume 65 of the Western
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 4, the
period of continuous service which an employee
has had with the transmitter (including any such
service with any prior transmittor) is deemed to
be service of the employee with the transmittee
then that period of continuous service shall be
deemed to be service with the transmittee for the
purposes of this clause.
(2) Prior to commencing leave each employee shall be
paid for that period of leave as follows:
(a) At the wage the employee would have received
had she/he not proceeded on leave. In the case of
rostered employees that wage shall include the
shift work and the weekend penalties that employee would have received had she/he not
proceeded on leave.
Where it is not possible to calculate the shift
and weekend penalties the employee would have
received the employee shall be paid the average
of such payments made each week over the four
weeks prior to taking the leave; or
(b) At the rate of wage shown in Clause 31.—Wages
of this award for her/his class of work and in
addition be paid a loading of 17.5%.
(c) Provided that employees to whom subclause (5)
of this clause applies may be paid a loading of
17.5% for five weeks.
(d) Provided further that the 17.5% loading prescribed
by this subclause shall not be paid on proportionate annual leave on termination.
(3) (a) Except as provided in part (b) of this subclause,
if after one month's continuous employment, an
employee lawfully terminates her employment, or
her employment is terminated by the employer
through no fault of the employee, the employee
shall be paid 2.72 hours pay at the rate prescribed
by subclause (2) of this clause in respect of each
complete week of continuous service for which
annual leave has not already been taken.
Provided that employees to whom subclause (5)
of this clause applies, shall be paid for such
additional days leave as have accrued due under
that subclause at the date of such termination.
(b) An employee who is dismissed for a misconduct
which occurred after the completion of a 12 month
qualifying period, but before she has taken leave
in respect of that qualifying period, shall be given
payment in lieu of that leave.
(4) (a) The annual leave prescribed in subclause (1) of
this clause may be split into more than one
portion:
(i) Where the 12 accured days off are taken in
conjunction with annual leave, by the employer once per annum provided that no
portion is less than two weeks.
(ii) By agreement between the employer and
employee.
(b) Any dispute arising out of this clause in relation
to splitting or not splitting an employee's annual
leave entitlement, if not resolved by agreement
between the employer, the employee and the
Union, shall be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for determination.

(5) (a) Shift employees (ie. employees who rotate afternoon and/or night shift with day shift as defined
in Clause 11.—Shift Work) shall be granted an
additional week's leave; provided that for employees whose shifts are not subject to regular rotation,
one working day's additional leave (with a
maximum of five working days) for each 35 shifts
actually worked on afternoon and/or night shift
shall be granted provided further that employees
who have completed 155 shifts on afternoon
and/or night shift shall be granted an additional
week.
This subclause shall apply to employees engaged before 12 April 1990 who were in receipt
of additional annual leave days as prescribed by
this subclause on a no reduction basis, and shall
remain in force until 12 April 1997.
(b) Shift employees who in each roster period rotate
afternoon and/or night shift with day shift shall be
granted an additional week's leave. Provided that
for employees whose shifts are not subject to
regular rotation one day's additional annual leave
shall be accrued for each thirty afternoon or night
shifts worked to a maximum of 5 annual leave
days each twelve months.
This subclause shall apply to all new employees
engaged on or after 12 April 1990.
(6) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work, except time for which that employee is entitled
to claim sick pay, or time spent on annual leave or long
service leave or the first calendar month of any absence on
workers compensation shall not count for the purposes of
determining annual leave.
(7) Before going on annual leave, each employee shall be
given at least two weeks' notice of the date such leave is to
commence.
(8) (a) The annual leave prescribed by this clause may be
given and taken before the completion of 12
months' continuous service as prescribed by
subclause (1) of this clause.
(b) If the services of an employee terminate and the
employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with this subclause and if the period of
leave so taken exceeds that which would become
due pursuant to subclause (3) of this clause the
employee shall be liable to pay the amount
representing the difference between the amount
received by him for the period of leave taken in
accordance with this subclause and the amount
which would have accrued in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause. The employer may
deduct this amount from moneys due to the
employee by reason of the other provisions of this
award at the time of termination.
(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
(10) When an employee proceeds on the first four weeks
of the annual leave prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause
there will be no accrual towards an Accrued Day(s) Off as
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of
this award. Accrual towards an Accrued Day(s) Off shall
continue during any other period of annual leave prescribed
by this clause.
15.—Public Holidays.
(1) An employee who works on any public holiday named
herein or day observed in lieu thereof, shall be paid a loading
of 50% of the ordinary wage for the time worked in ordinary
hours on that day.
(2) For the purposes of this clause the following days shall
be public holidays: New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing
Day.
(3) An employee who is not required to work on any
public holiday named in this clause or day observed in lieu
thereof, shall be entitled to a days' leave and shall be paid

the ordinary rate of wage the employee would receive for
the usual hours worked on that day.
(4) When an employee is absent on leave without pay,
sick leave without pay or workers' compensation, any day
prescribed as a holiday by this clause which falls during such
absence shall not be treated as a paid holiday. Provided that
where the employee is on duty or available for the whole
of the working day immediately preceding the holiday, or
resumes duty or is available for duty for the whole of the
working day immediately following, any day prescribed as
a holiday by this clause, the employee shall be entitled to
be paid for such holiday.
16.—Compassionate Leave.
(1) An employee shall, on the death within Australia of
a wife, husband, de-facto wife or de-facto husband, father,
father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, brother, sister, child
or stepchild, be entitled on notice, of leave up to and
including the day of the funeral of such relation and such
leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee in
two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be
furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the
employer.
(2) Provided that payment in respect of compassionate
leave is to be made only where the employee otherwise
would have been on duty and shall not be granted in any case
where the employee concerned would have been off duty in
accordance with his roster, or on long service leave, annual
leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay
or on a public holiday.
(3) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment
for compassionate leave on a day when that employee is
absent on an Accrued Day(s) Off in accordance with the
provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of
this award.
(4) An employee, whilst on compassionate leave prescribed by this clause shall continue to accrue an entitlement
to an Accrued Day(s) Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and
(2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
17.—Payment for Sickness
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain
at his place of employment during the ordinary
hours of work by reason of personal ill health or
injury shall be entitled to payment during such
absence in accordance with the following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of
one sixth of a week for each completed month of
service with the employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with
the employer an employee is absent on the ground
of personal ill health or injury for a period longer
than his entitlement to paid sick leave, payment
may be adjusted at the end of that year of service,
or at the time the employee's services terminate,
if before the end of that year of service, to the
extent that the employee has become entitled to
further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and
subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the
absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds
the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year
at the time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall
not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding
ten weeks in any one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable
advise the employer of his inability to attend for work, the
nature of his illness or injury and the estimated duration of
the absence. Provided that such advice, other than in
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer
within 24 hours of the commencement of the absence.
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(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the
employer may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not be required to produce a certificate from a
medical practitioner with respect to absences of two days or
less unless after two such absences in any year of service
the employer requests in writing that the next and
subsequent absences in that year if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate. Provided that where an employee
has had two absences on paid sick leave adjacent to other
days off duty within a period of twelve months the employer
may request in writing that any further absences adjacent to
days off in the following 12 months be accompanied by such
certificate.
Provided that this request shall remain in force until the
employee has completed a continuous period of twelve
months without such absence.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee
who suffers personal ill health or injury during the
time when he is absent on annual leave and an
employee may apply for and the employer shall
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the
employee was confined to his place of residence
or a hospital as a result of his personal ill-health
or injury for a period of seven consecutive days
or more and he produces a certificate from a
registered medical practitioner that he was so
confined. Provided that the provisions of this
paragraph do not relieve the employee of the
obligation to advise the employer in accordance
with subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable to
attend for work on the working day next following
his annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave
to which the employee was entitled at the time he
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made
with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b)
and (c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual
leave equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby
replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced
annual leave may be taken at another time
mutually agreed to by the employer and the
employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if
termination occurs before then, be paid for in
accordance with the provisions of Clause 14.—
Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave
loading prescribed in Clause 14.—Annual Leave
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to
the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one
employer to another and the employee's service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of
Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave provisions published in
volume 65 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1-4, the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the
employee at the date of transmission from service with the
transmitter shall stand to the credit of the employee at the
commencement of service with the transmittee and may be
claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation and Assistance Act 1981 nor to
employees whose injury or illness is the result of the
employee's own misconduct.
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(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
(9) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment
for non-attendance on the ground of personal ill health or
injury nor will the employee's sick leave entitlements be
reduced if such personal ill health or injury occurs on a day
when an employee is absent on an Accrued Day Off in
accordance with the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of
Clause 7.—Hours of this award unless such illness is for a
period of seven consecutive days or more and in all other
respects complies with the requirements of subclause (5)
hereof.
(10) An employee whilst on paid sick leave shall continue
to accrue an entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed
in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
18.—Uniforms.
(1) Where the employer requires a uniform to be worn,
a supply of four such uniforms shall be made available for
use by each employee but such uniforms shall at all times
remain the property of the employer.
(2) In lieu of the provision of uniforms, the employer may
pay an allowance of $3.50 per week.
(3) The term "uniform" shall include all items of
clothing and footwear which are specified by the employer,
according to type or colour or according to the exclusion of
ordinary clothing or footwear, to be worn.
(4) Aprons shall be provided for all employees on the
kitchen staff.
(5) Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply as to the
amount of the allowance as prescribed in subclause (2) of
this clause.
(6) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) no claim
shall be made to amend the provision of this clause before
July 1, 1988.
19.—Laundry.
(1) All clothing forming part of a uniform shall be
laundered free of cost to the employee.
(2) Where the uniform of any employee cannot be
laundered at the hospital an allowance of $1.00 per week
shall be paid to the employee.
20.—Special Rates and Conditions.
(1) Appliances and Materials: All appliances and materials, including towels and dusters, required in connection
with the performance of the employee's duties, shall be
supplied to such employee by the employer without charge.
(2) Dressing Accommodation: Suitable provision shall,
where practicable, be made by the employer on the premises
for employees to change their clothing. Should any dispute
arise as to the suitability of the accommodation so provided,
the matter shall be determined by the Board of Reference.
(3) Accommodation for Meals: Employees shall be
permitted to eat their meals in a convenient and clean place
protected from the weather and each employee shall leave
such place in a thoroughly clean condition after use.
(4) Boiling Water: Where practicable, facilities for
boiling water shall be provided by the employer.
21.—Payment of Wages.
(1) Wages shall be paid by cheque, direct transfer or cash
at the employer's discretion following consultation with the
employees.
(2) (a) (i) Where the employer requires the employee
to establish an account for the purpose of
receiving his/her wages the employee shall
pay the costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of such accounts,
(ii) The employer may require such an account
to be established at a major bank or building
society.
(b) In respect of transfer fees associated with the
transfer of funds from the employer's bank to any
other bank or financial institution, such fees shall
be paid by the employer.

(3) In the case of payment by cheque the employer shall
arrange encashment facilities at a branch of a bank in close
proximity to the place of work. Where it is impractical for
the employee to cash the cheque on pay day, reasonable
access to the facility shall be allowed by the employer,
during working time.
(4) If, for reasons within the control of the employer,
wages are not available at the nominated time and the
employee is kept waiting for a period exceeding 30 minutes,
overtime rates shall apply, provided that in the case of an
employee rostered for duty on that day, the 30 minute period
shall commence from the employee's finishing time.
(5) No deduction shall be made from an employee's
wages unless the employee has agreed to such deduction in
writing, or the deduction is authorised by the award.
(6) Each employee shall be provided with a pay advice
slip on each day that wages are paid. The pay advice slip
shall detail:
(a) the rate of wage
(b) the hours worked, including overtime
(c) the gross wage
(d) the net wage
(e) any allowances paid
(f) any deductions made
(g) the composition of any annual leave payment
(h) the composition of any termination payment.
(7) Wages shall be paid fortnightly, provided that by
agreement between the employer and the Union, wages may
be paid at other intervals.
(8) Subject to subclause (9) hereof, upon termination of
employment, all moneys earned by or payable to the
employee shall be credited to the employee's bank account
in accordance with normal payment of wages procedure.
(9) Where the employee terminates his or her employment
without notice as required in subclause (2) of Clause
23.—Contract of Service of this Award, all moneys earned
by or payable to such employee shall be credited to the
employee's bank account in accordance with normal
payment of wages procedure.
(10) Accrued Days Off which accrue prior to the first pay
period commencing on or after 14 July 1988 shall be paid
as follows:
(a) An employee who regularly performs shift or
weekend work shall be paid for accrued days off,
including shift or weekend penalties, when those
days are taken as leave for the hours worked
during which the leave was accumulated and shall
be paid at the rate applicable at the time the leave
is taken.
(b) An employee who performs shift or weekend
work irregularly shall be paid for accrued days off
the average of shift or weekend penalties paid in
the preceding month.
(11) Accrued Days' Off which accrue from the first pay
period commencing on or after the 14 July, 1988 shall be
paid at the ordinary rate of wage, exclusive of penalties,
which an employee would normally receive for his/her class
of work.
22.—Calculation of Penalties.
Where an employee works hours which would entitle that
employee to payment of more than one of the penalties
payable in accordance with Clause 10.—Overtime, Clause
11.—Shift Work, Clause 12.—Weekend Rates and Clause
15.—Public Holidays, only the highest of any such penalty
shall be payable.
23.—Contract of Service.
(1) The contract of service period shall be:
(a) one hour for casual employees;
(b) two weeks for all other employees.

(2) An employee may be engaged on a probationary
period of not longer than three months, during which time
it will be possible for either the employer or employee to
terminate the contract of service with one day's written
notice.
(3) The contract of service may be terminated by either
the employer or employee by giving:
(a) notice of one hour for casual employees;
(b) written notice of two weeks for all other employees.
(4) Where an employee does not give the required period
of notice of termination of services the wages payable for
the contract of service period may be forfeited at the
discretion of the employer.
(5) The employer may pay the wages payable for the
contract of service period in lieu of notice of termination
being given by either the employer or employee.
(6) The services of an employee may be terminated for
serious misconduct without prior notice. In such circumstances the employer is required to pay all moneys owing
up to the date of dismissal.
(7) (a) An employer may direct an employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the
employee's skill, competence and training provided that such duties are not designed to promote
de-skilling.
(b) An employer may direct, pursuant to paragraph (a)
of this subclause, an employee to carry out such
duties and use such tools and equipment as may
be required provided that the employee has been
properly trained in the use of such tools and
equipment.
(c) Any direction issued by an employer pursuant to
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause shall be
consistent with the responsibility of the employer
to provide a safe and healthy working environment in accordance with the provisions of the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act
1987 and Regulations.
24.—Higher Duties.
(1) An employee who is capable of performing and does
perform all duties of a position which carries a higher rate
of pay than that which he or she usually performs shall be
entitled to the higher rate whilst so engaged.
(2) Provided that payment for higher duties shall not
apply to an employee required to act in another position
whilst the permanent employee is on a single accrued day
off as prescribed by subclause (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of
this award.
25.—Long Service Leave.
(1) The long service leave conditions as determined by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
private industry generally in this State and as they are from
time to time published in the Western Australian Industrial
Gazette are hereby incorporated and shall form part of this
award.
(2) When an employee proceeds on long service leave
there will be no accrual towards an Accrued Day(s) Off as
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 7.—Hours of
this award.
26.—No Reduction.
Nothing contained in this award shall operate to reduce
the wage of any employee who at the date of this award is
being paid a higher rate of wage than the minimum
prescribed for his or her class of work.
27.—Under-Rate Employees.
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity
is unable to earn the minimum rate of wage prescribed
herein for his or her class of work, may be paid such lesser
wage as may be agreed upon, in writing, between the Union
and the employer.
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(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the
matter shall be referred to the Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) In the event of the matter being referred to the Board
of Reference and pending the Commission's decision, the
employee may be employed at the proposed lesser rate.
28.—Part-Time Employees.
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained herein, an employer shall be at liberty to employ part-time employees.
(2) Part-time employees shall be remunerated at a weekly
rate pro-rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work on
which they are engaged only in the proportion which their
ordinary weekly hours bears to 40.
(3) Part-time employees shall be allowed annual leave and
sick leave in the same manner as full-time employees.
Payment for such leave shall be in the same ratio as their
ordinary weekly hours, averaged over the qualifying period,
bear to 40.
(4) (a) The laundry and uniform allowances prescribed in
this award shall be paid pro rata to part time
employees in the proportion that the hours worked
each week bear to 40.
(b) A part-time employee working 3 shifts or less
each week shall be supplied with one uniform per
shift each week.
(5) A part-time employee may work hours additional to
those rostered at ordinary rates, subject only to the normal
rostering parameters of a full-time employee, where the
employee has previously indicated a willingness to work
extra hours or where the extra hours were arranged prior to
the completion of the employee's previous shift. Provided
that a part-time employee shall not be required to work extra
hours.
29.—Casual Employees.
A casual employee shall be paid a loading of 25 per cent.
30.—Temporary Employees.
A temporary employee shall accrue and be paid all the
benefits prescribed by this award for time worked as if the
employee was permanently employed, notwithstanding
breaks in employment, and shall be entitled to receive or
give, as the case may be, one week's notice of termination
of the contract of service, and shall either be paid or forfeit,
as the case may be, one week's pay if the required notice
is not given.
31.—Representative Interviewing Workers.
(1) An accredited representative of the Union shall be
entitled to enter the business premises of the employer and
interview an employee subject to the following:
(a) On arrival at the workplace the Union representative shall seek permission to enter the premises
from the senior person in charge of the hospital.
(b) Agreement between the Union representative and
the employer and subject to the approval of the
hospital, shall be sought as to where and subject
to what conditions the employee may be interviewed or work inspected.
(2) Failing agreement on the foregoing, the following
shall apply:
On giving prior notice in writing or by telephone to
the employer or his representative, or failing that
person being available, the most senior person in
charge of the establishment, and subject to the approval
of the hospital, an accredited representative of the
Union shall be entitled to enter the business premises
of the employer to interview an employee during the
recognised meal period at the place at which the meal
is usually taken, provided that this right shall not be
exercised without the consent of the employer more
than once in any one week. However the employer does
not have the right to refuse the first occasion in any one
week provided prior notice has been given. If access
has not been gained in accordance with the provisions
of this clause then the union representative shall leave
immediately upon a request from the employer or his
appointed representative or senior person in charge.
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32.—Wages.
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to workers
covered by this award shall be as it is set out hereunder:
Per Week
$
Hospital Worker Level 1
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Carpark Attendant
Cleaner
Dining Attendant
Domestic
Gardener (other)
Ironer and Presser
Kitchen Assistant
Laundry Assistant
Maintenance Employee
Orderly (other)
Pantry Assistant
Hotel Services Assistant
Yard Assistant
Ward Assistant
1st year of employment
369.80
2nd year of employment
374.30
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
378.30
Hospital Worker Level 2
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Machinist
House Parent
Gardener (only one employed)
Orderly (handling patients)
First Laundry Worker (where
more than 1 employed)
Washing Machine Attendant
1st year of employment
374.90
2nd year of employment
379.80
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
384.10
Hospital Worker Level 3
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Shaving Orderly
Theatre Assistant
Security Attendant
Theatre Orderly
Call Room Orderly
Menu Assistants
Gardener (Herbicide and
Propagator)
Machinist (who cuts and fits)
Boiler Firing Orderly
CSSD Assistant (1st year of
employment)
TSSU Assistant (1st year of
employment)
1st year of employment
384.10
2nd year of employment
388.20
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
392.30
Hospital Worker Level 4
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
TSSU Assistant (2nd, 3rd year of
employment and thereafter)
CSSD Assistant (2nd, 3rd year of
employment and thereafter)
Cook
1 st year of employment
389.00
2nd year of employment
393.60
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
397.30

Per Week
5
Hospital Worker Level 5
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Cook (only one employed)
Storeperson
Driver (under 3 tonnes)
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
Hospital Worker Level 6
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Driver (over 3 tonnes)
Bus Driver (less than 25
passengers)
Canteen Supervisor
1 st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
Hospital Worker Level 7
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Bus Driver (over 25 passengers)
Second Cooks
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
Hospital Worker Level 8
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Senior Food Service Attendant
(Hospitals less than 100 beds)
Deputy Head Orderly
Machinist Tradesperson
Horticulturist
First Cook (where more than
one employed)
1st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
Hospital Worker Level 9
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Tradesperson Cook
Senior Food Services Attendant
(more than 100 beds)
Head Gardener
Catering Supervisor
Laundry Supervisor
Head Orderly
Domestic Supervisor/Housekeeper
Cleaning Services Supervisor
Linen Services Supervisor
1 st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter
Hospital Worker Level 10
Comprehends the following classes of
work:
Chef
1 st year of employment
2nd year of employment
3rd year of employment
and thereafter

404.00
407.60
■

407,gO
41 j jo
414.80

417.30
422.20
426.40

440.10
445.00
448.50

434
gQ
454.80
459
10
459.10
462.90

475.50
481.90
488.00

(2) Junior Hospital Employees
The minimum rate of wage payable to junior hospital
employees shall be the following percentage of the
prescribed wage for an adult employee in his/her first year
of employment doing the same class of work.
%
Under 17 years of age
60
At 17 years of age
70
At 18 years of age
80
At 19 years of age
100
P) General Conditions
(a) The ordinary wages of any employee, placed in
charge of three or more employees, shall be
increased by $14.20 per week.
(b) Where the term "year of employment" is used in
this clause, it shall mean all service whether full
time or part time and regardless of the class of
work with that employer.
Such service shall be calculated in periods of
calendar years from the date of commencement of
work with the employer and shall be by automatic
progression subject to satisfactory service.
Provided that in determining the rate of wage
of an employee nineteen years of age and over,
service prior to attaining the age of nineteen years
shall not be counted in determining the total
service of an employee for the purpose of this
clause.
(c) A casual employee shall be paid a loading of
twenty-five percent over the rates specified in this
clause.
(d) The hourly rate for an employee working an
average of 38 hours per week shall be calculated
by dividing the weekly rate herein expressed by
40.
(e) The hourly rate for an employee actually working
38 hours shall be calculated by dividing the
weekly rate herein expressed by 38.
33.—Minimum Wage.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this award no adult
male employee shall be paid less than $275.50 per week as
ordinary rates of pay in respect of the ordinary hours of work
prescribed by this award. Where the said minimum rate of
pay is applicable to an employee for work in ordinary hours,
the same rate shall be applicable to the calculation of
overtime and all other penalty rates, payable during sick
leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this
award.
34.—Apprentices.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause the Apprenticeship Regulations, 1972, (hereinafter referred to as the
"Apprenticeship Regulations") are incorporated in and
form part of this award.
(2) Apprentices may be taken to the trade of cooking.
(3) Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one
apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the fraction
being not less than one) journeymen and shall not be taken
in excess of the ratio unless—
(a) the union concerned so agrees; or
(b) the Commission so determines after receiving a
report from the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board; or
(c) the Commission so determines pursuant to Regulation 39 of the Apprenticeship Regulations.
(4) Except as hereinafter provided, every agreement of
apprenticeship shall be for a period of four years unless, with
the approval of the Commission, that period is reduced or
deemed to have been commenced prior to the date of the
agreement provided that:
(a) where the apprentice has completed the eleventh
year of schooling and has obtained the High
School Certificate or Junior Certificate of the
Public Examinations Board or the Achievement

Certificate from the Board of Secondary Education in such subjects as the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board determines and has the
vocational aptitude for the trade concerned, he
may be allowed a credit to reduce the period to
three and a half years; and
(b) where the apprentice has completed the twelfth
year of schooling and has obtained the High
School Certificate or the Leaving Certificate of
the Public Examinations Board in such subjects as
the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board
determines and has the vocational aptitude for the
trade concerned, he may be allowed credit to
reduce the period to three years.
(c) Apprentices registered on either four or three and
a half year terms may on satisfactorily completing
their Certificate of Trade Studies apply to the
appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board for a
reduction in their term of apprenticeship. The
maximum reduction allowable shall be:
(i) twelve months in the case of apprentices
registered on four year terms;
(ii) six months in the case of apprentices registered on three and a half year term.
In no case shall reductions exceed the balance
of term to be served.
(5) Where classes are provided by the Technical
Education Division of the Education Department in the
locality in which the apprentice is employed, the hours of
attendance at such classes shall be:
eight hours per week for three school years.
(6) Apprentices Wages:
The weekly wage rate shall be a percentage of the
Tradesman's Rate as under:
Percentage of
Tradesman's
Weekly Rate
%
(a) Four-year term:
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
(b) Three and a half year term:
First year
42
Second year
55
Third year
75
Fourth year
88
(c) Three year term:
First year
55
Second year
75
Third year
88
(d) For the purposes of this part "Tradesman's Rate"
means die rate of wage payable to a tradesman
cook as provided for in Clause 32.—Wages of this
award.
35.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her
confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months' continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause:
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee
but shall not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period
of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall include a period
of six weeks' compulsory leave to be taken
immediately before the presumed date of confinement and a period of six weeks' compulsory leave
to be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, give notice
in writing to her employer stating the presumed
date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks'
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
confinement occurring earlier than the presumed
date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical
practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take
leave for such period as is certified necessary by a duly
qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated
as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8),
(9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be
lengthened once only, save with the agreement of
the employer, by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be the right of the
employee to resume work at a time nominated by
the employer which shall not exceed four weeks
from the date of notice in writing by the employee
to the employer that she desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled,
either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a duly

qualified medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity
leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9)
hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3),
to the position she held immediately before such
transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available, for which the
employee is qualified and the duties of which she
is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to
a position as nearly comparable in status and
salary or wage to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed
52 weeks.
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction
with maternity leave, take any annual leave or
long service leave or any part thereof to which she
is then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which
she held immediately before such transfer. Where
such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable
of performing, she shall be entitled to a position
as nearly comparable in status and salary or wage
to that of her former position.

(11) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall
inform that person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under this clause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the
employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this clause except
where her employment continues beyond the 12
months qualifying period.
(12) Effect of Maternity Leave on Accrued Day(s) Off
(a) When an employee proceeds on maternity leave
there will be no accrual towards an Accrued
Day(s) Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2)
of Clause 7.—Hours of this award.
(b) When an employee proceeds on maternity leave
the employer may pay an employee the amount of
hours accrued towards an Accrued Day(s) Off as
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause
7.—Hours of this award.
36.—Effect of 38 Hour Week.
(1) Termination
(a) An employee subject to the provisions of subclause (1) of Clause 7.—Hours of this award who
has not taken any Accrued Day(s) Off accumulated during a work cycle in which employment
is terminated, shall be paid the total of hours
accumulated towards the Accrued Day(s) Off for
which payment has not already been made.
(b) An employee who has taken any Accrued Day(s)
Off during a work cycle in which employment is
terminated shall have the wages due on termination reduced by the total hours for which payment
has already been made but for which the employee
had no entitlement toward those Accrued Day(s)
Off.
(2) Workers' Compensation
(a) Where an employee is on workers' compensation
for periods for less than a total of 20 consecutive
work days in a work cycle such employee will
accrue towards and be paid for the succeeding
Accrued Day Off following such leave.
(b) Where an employee is on workers' compensation
for periods greater than a total of 20 consecutive
days in a work cycle such an employee will have
the period of workers' compensation added to the
work cycle.
(c) Where an employee is on workers' compensation
for greater than 20 consecutive work days and an
Accrued Day Off as prescribed in subclause (1) of
Clause 7.—Hours of this award falls within the
period the employee shall be re-rostered for
another Accrued Day Off on completion of the 20
day work cycle following such absence.
(3) Leave Without Pay
An employee who is absent on any form of leave without
pay shall not accumulate an entitlement to an Accrued Day
Off for the period of such leave nor will the employee be
entitled to an Accrued Day Off whilst on leave without pay.

(4) Pay Out of Entitlements
An employee whose hours are worked in accordance with
Clause 7(1) may be paid, once per annum at a time agreed
upon between employer and employee for any Accrued
Day(s) Off then standing to the credit of that employee. Such
payment will be in full discharge of any liability on the
employer arising pursuant to Clause 7.—Hours of this
award. An employee shall not otherwise be paid for Accrued
Day(s) Off without actually taking them as days off.
37.—Location Allowances.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to
the rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an
employee shall be paid the following weekly allowances
when employed in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided
that where the wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of
pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly
allowances.
Per Week
Agnew
Argyle (see subclause 12)
Balladonia
Barrow Island
Boulder
Broome
Bullfinch
Carnarvon
Cockatoo Island
Coolgardie
Cue
Dampier
Denham
Derby
Esperance
Eucla
Exmouth
Fitzroy Crossing
Goldsworthy
Halls Creek
Kalbarri
Kalgoorlie
Kambalda
Karratha
Koolan Island
Koolyanobbing
Kununurra
Laverton
Learmonth
Leinster
Leonora
Madura
Marble Bar
Meekatharra
Mt Magnet
Mundrabilla
Newman
Norseman
Nullagine
Onslow
Pannawonica
Paraburdoo
Port Hedland
Ravensthorpe
Roeboume
Sandstone
Shark Bay
Shay Gap
Southern Cross
Telfer
Teutonic Bore
Tom Price
Whim Creek
Wickham
Wiluna
Wittenoom
Wyndham

(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has:
(a) A dependant shall be paid double the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) A partial dependant shall be paid the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district
or location allowance.
(3) Where an employee:
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her
employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or
Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 66 2/3% of the allowances
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall
have effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
(4) Except where an employee is eligible for payment of
an additional allowance under subclause (2) of this clause,
but on 31 December 1987 was in receipt of an amount in
excess of that under General Order 603 of 1987, that
employee shall continue to receive the allowance at the
higher rate until 1 July 1988 when the difference between
the rate being paid and that due under subclause (2) of this
clause shall be reduced by 33 1/3%; the difference remaining
on 1 January 1989 shall be reduced by 50% from that date
and payment in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause
will be implemented on 1 July 1989.
(5) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior
employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices receiving less than adult rate and employees employed
for less than a full week shall receive that proportion of the
location allowance as equates with the proportion that their
wage for ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the
work performed.
(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives
payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the
period of such leave the location allowance to which he/she
would ordinarily be entitled.
(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such
leave he/she remains in the location in which he/she is
employed.
(8) For the purposes of this clause:
(a) "Dependant" shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location
allowance.
(b) "Partial Dependant" shall mean a "dependant"
as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause
who receives a district or location allowance
which is less than the location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(9) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the
purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount
as may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals
Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Western Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of
Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be
determined by the Commission. Provided that, pending any
such agreement or determination, the allowance payable for
that purpose shall be an amount equivalent to the district
allowance in force under this Award for that town or
location on 1 June 1980.
(10) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of
reducing any 'district allowance' payable to any employee
subject to the provision of this Award whilst that employee
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as at 1 June 1980 remains employed by his/her present
employer.
(11) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant
to s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day in July
of each year in accordance with the annual percentage
change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing),
for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding
March quarter, the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten
cents.
(12) The allowance prescribed for Argyle is equated to
that at Kununurra as an interim allowance. Liberty is
reserved to the parties to apply for a review of the allowance
for Argyle in the light of changed circumstances occurring
after the date of this Order.
38.—Continuity of Entitlements.
(1) The provisions of this clause apply to employees who
immediately prior to commencing employment with
Crothall Hospital Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd were employed
by a hospital or nursing home or another service contracting
firm in the same capacity and who were offered employment
by Crothall Hospital Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd as a result of
the letting of a contract to provide services to that hospital
or nursing home.
(2) For all purposes of this award prior continuous service
with another service contracting firm, hospital or nursing
home shall be counted as service with Crothall Hospital
Services (W.A.) Pty Ltd.
39.—Fares and Motor Vehicle Allowances.
(1) Where an employee is required during their normal
working hours, by their employer, to work outside their
usual place of employment, the employer shall pay the
employee any reasonable travelling expenses incurred
except where an allowance is paid in accordance with
subclause (2) of this clause.
(2) (a) Where an employee is required and authorised to
use their own motor vehicle in the course of their
duties they shall be paid an allowance not less than
that provided for in the schedules set out hereunder. Notwithstanding anything contained in this
subclause the employer and the employee may
make any other arrangements as to car allowance
not less favourable to the employee.
(b) Where an employee in the course of a journey
travels through two or more of the separate areas,
payment at the rates prescribed herein shall be
made at the appropriate rate applicable to each of
the separate areas traversed.
(c) A year for the purpose of this clause shall
commence on the 1st day of July and end on the
30th day of June next following.
Rates of hire for use of employee's own vehicle on
employer's business.
Schedule 1—Motor Vehicle Allowance
Engine Displacement
Area and Details
(in cubic centimetres)
Rate per kilometre
Over
1600 cc
I600cc
2600 cc -2600 cc & Under
49.4
Metropolitan Area
37.9
43.5
South West Land
Division
50.5
44.6
3R.9
North of 23.58 South Latitude
56.2
50.0
43.5
52.2
46.0
Rest of the State
40.0
Schedule 2—Motor Cycle Allowance
Rate
Distance Travelled During a
Year on Official Business
c/km
Rate per kilometre
17.1
Motor vehicles with rotary engines are to be included in the
1600-2600cc category.
40.—Payroll Deduction of Union Dues
(1) The employer shall deduct normal subscriptions as
equal amounts each pay period.
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(2) Payroll Deduction Authority forms shall be completed
by employees. Where the employer requires a standard
procuration form, that form shall be used. The procuration
form on the Union's Application For Membership form shall
be deemed to comply with the requirements of this
subclause.
(3) Where required by the employer or Union, the Union
Secretary, or person acting in his/her stead, shall countersign
all forms and forward them to the employer's payclerk.
(4) (a) The employer shall commence deduction of
subscriptions from the first full pay period
following receipt of a completed Payroll Deduction authority form and continue deducting
throughout the employee's period of employment,
except as provided in subclauses (5) and (8) of this
clause or until the Authority is cancelled in
writing by the employee.
(b) Where the Payroll Deduction Authority form
authorises the employer to deduct union subscriptions in accordance with the rules of the Union,
the Union shall notify the employer in writing of
the level of union subscription to be deducted. The
employer shall implement any change to union
subscriptions no later than one month after being
notified by the Union except where the Union
nominates a later date.
(5) (a) The collection of any nomination fee, arrears,
levies or fines are not the responsibility of the
employer.
(b) Where a deduction is not made from an employee
in any pay period, either inadvertently or as a
result of an employee not being entitled to wages
sufficient to cover the subscription, it shall be the
employee's responsibility to settle the outstanding
amount with the Union direct.
(6) The employer shall not make any deduction of
subscriptions from an employee's termination pay on
termination of service, other than normal deductions for the
preceding pay period.
(7) The employer shall forward subscriptions deducted,
together with supporting documentation, to the relevant
Union party to this award at such intervals as are agreed
between the employer and the Union.
(8) Notwithstanding the above—
(a) deductions shall be at the employer's discretion.
(b) deductions shall only be made if the employer and
the Union can agree on a commission rate.
(c) the employer may stop deductions in the event of
Union commencing industrial action.
(d) an exemption from the provisions of this clause
shall be granted to an employer who notifies the
Industrial Registrar that they object to the provisions of this clause being applied to them and
forward a copy of such notice to the Union.
(e) an existing employer wishing exemption from the
provisions of this clause shall notify the Industrial
Registrar as provided in subclause (1) hereof
within 3 months of the coming into operation of
this clause.
41.—Dispute Settlement Procedures.
(1) Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (as amended) any grievance, complaint or dispute,
or any matter raised by the Union or a respondent and
employees, shall be settled in accordance with the procedure
outlined in this clause.
(2) These procedures have been developed by agreement
between the parties. The Union recognises the right and
responsibility of Private Health Employers to provide
uninterrupted and efficient services to the Community. The
employer recognises the rights and responsibilities of the
Union to represent its members in compliance with its rules.
(3) The procedure is also intended to provide effective and
speedy means for resolution of employee difficulties and
problems.

(4) Depending on the issues involved, the size of the
organisation and the union membership of the employees
concerned, a procedure involving the following stages of
discussion shall apply. These are:
(a) discussions between the employee/s concerned
and the immediate supervisors;
(b) discussions involving the employee's concerned,
(and an elected on site union representative if
requested), the employer representative or senior
officer;
(c) senior officer to resolve issue, if unable to refer
to Senior Management. Employee may notify
Union at this stage if desired;
(d) discussions involving union officials and/or site
union representatives and senior management
representative(s).
(5) Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the
completion of the various stages of the discussions. At least
seven days should be allowed for all stages of the
discussions to be finalised.
(6) Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement.
However, if the negotiation process is exhausted without the
dispute being resolved the parties may jointly or individually refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for assistance in resolving that
dispute.
(7) Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee,
or terminate an employee the following steps shall be
observed:
(a) In the event that an employee commits a misdemeanour, the employee's immediate supervisory
or any other staff member so authorised, may
exercises the employer's right to reprimand the
employee so that the employee understands the
nature and implications of their conduct.
(b) The first two reprimands shall take the form of
warnings and, if given verbally, shall be confirmed in writing as soon as practicable after the
giving of the reprimand.
(c) Should it be necessary, for any reason, to
reprimand an employee three times in a period not
exceeding twelve months' continuous service, the
contract of service shall, upon the giving of that
third reprimand, be terminable in accordance with
the provisions of this award.
(d) The status quo (ie. the conditions applying prior
to the issue arising) will remain until the issue is
resolved in accordance with the procedure outlined above.
(8) In resolving issues of an industry wide nature
discussions which may be initiated at the level specified in
(4)(d) above, between the appropriate Union official and the
Employer, shall then be referred to the Health Care
Management Committee of the Confederation of W.A.
Industry by either or both parties.
(9) For the purposes of this procedure:
"employer" means the relevant officer nominated at
each work site.
"senior officer" means an officer nominated by
management.
"industry wide issues" include issues affecting more
than one work site or claims seeking variations to an
award.
"work site" means as agreed between the parties.
(10) The parties to this award are committed to
implementing a new wage and classification structure.
To allow this to occur in an orderly and efficient manner
the parties agree that when the award is varied to insert a
new wage and classification structure, the disputes settling
procedure clause will be varied to provide a mechanism for
dealing with claims by existing employees on the appropriateness of their classification in the new structure.

(11) The parties acknowledge that this procedure formed
part of the package which justified the payment of the
increases available under the Structural Efficiency Principle.
(12) Accordingly, the parties agree that if either party is
of the view that the other party is in breach of this procedure,
the matter will be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for it to determine:
(a) whether a breach of the procedure has occurred;
and
(b) subject to (12)(a) above, the appropriateness of the
continued provision of the benefits provided under
the Structural Efficiency Principle or any other
action considered appropriate by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
42.—Introduction to Change.
(1) Where an employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes that are likely to have significant
effects on employees, the employer shall notify employees
who may be affected, and their Union.
(2) As soon as practicable the employer shall enter into
discussions with employees on issues involved in the
change.
(3) The employer shall discuss with the Union any matters
raised in relation to the changes.
43.—Structural Efficiency Implementation Tasks.
(1) The parties to this award are committed to cooperating positively to increasing efficiency and quality of
care in the industry and to enhancing the career opportunities
and job security in the industry in accordance with the
structural efficiency principle outlined in the Commission
in Court Session Decision in Matter No. 704 of 1991.
(2) At the private health industry level a formal
consultative mechanism between representatives of the
employers and representatives of the Union shall be
established to consider measures raised by the employers or
Union that are consistent with the objectives of subclause
(1) of this clause.
(3) The Industry Consultative Committee referred to in
subclause (2) of this clause shall determine its own
procedures and terms of reference and will meet within two
months of this clause being ratified by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
(4) The Industry Consultative Committee will meet at
least six times per year and more often where agreed
between the parties.
(5) The Industry Consultative Committee shall give
priority to the following issues:
• the implementation of a new wage and classification structure;
• an examination of skills in the industry;
• minimum rates adjustments; and
• the drafting of an appropriate award clause on
enterprise consultation, as soon as reasonably
practicable, and consistent with the relevant State
Wage Principles.
(6) Nothing in this clause shall limit the rights of any of
the parties to the award to conciliation and/or arbitration in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Dated at Perth this 29th day of May, 1987.
Commissioner.
Schedule. A—Parties to the Award.
The following organisation is a party to this award:
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of
Australia, W.A. Branch.

CULTURAL CENTRE AWARD 1987.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 24th day of January, 1994.
J. CARRIGG.
Registrar.

CULTURAL CENTRE AWARD 1987.
AWARD No. A 28 OF 1988.
This award shall be known as the Cultural Centre Award
1987 and replaces the Museum Attendants Award 1980 and
the Art Gallery Attendants and Groundsmen Award 1980.
1 A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by the Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.
2.—Arrangement.
1. Title
1A. State Wage Principles
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. Term
5. Definitions
6. Contract of Employment
7. Hours
8. Overtime
9. Shift and Weekend Work
10. Conditions and Allowances
11. Public Holidays
12. Annual Leave
13. Sick Leave
14. Long Service Leave
15. Special Rates and Provisions
16. Wages
17. Higher Duties
18. Part Time Employees
19. Uniforms
20. Liberty to Apply
3.—Area and Scope.
This award shall apply throughout the state of Western
Australia to employees employed by the named respondents
in the callings set out inClause 16.—Wages, of this award.
4.—Term.
The term of this award shall be for a period of 12 months
from the 23rd day of May, 1989.
5.—Definitions.
(1) (a) "Security Officer" shall mean an employee
appointed as such whose duties include ensuring
the security of the building.
(b) "Attendant Supervisor" shall mean an employee
appointed as such in the metropolitan area whose
duties include supervision and direction of employees.
(c) "Assistant Supervisor" shall mean an employee
appointed as such whose duties include supervision, direction of employees, and responsibility
for the relief of Attendant Supervisors as required.
(d) "Attendant" shall mean an employee appointed
as such whose duties include cleaning buildings
and performing attendant duties.
(e) "Cleaner" shall mean an employee appointed as
such employed in cleaning work of any description (including glass partitions and windows) on

premises, or in bringing into or maintaining
premises in a clean condition.
(0 "Installation Assistant" shall mean an employee
appointed as such whose duties include handling
works of art under direction and preparing
galleries for exhibitions.
(g) "Groundskeeper" shall mean an employee appointed as such whose duties include keeping
external areas in a neat and clean condition,
assisting in minor maintenance work and driving
duties as required.
(h) "Receptionist Attendant" shall mean a person
employed by the Museum whose duties include
patrolling and security of galleries and museum
buildings, directing the public, sale of publications, cleaning of museum premises (including
toilets), moving of displays and furniture.
(i) "Audio Visual" shall mean, for the purpose of
audio visual equipment currently used in the
workplace(s), a 16mm projector.
(j) "Regional Attendant" shall mean a person employed by the Art Gallery of W.A. in regional
areas whose duties include the patrolling and
security of galleries, cleaning of buildings, directing the public, preparation of galleries for exhibition, handling of art works, assistance with school
groups, locking up, administrative and supervisory duties as required.
(2) "Casual Employee" shall mean an employee appointed as such who is engaged to work for less than one
month.
(3) "Continuous Shift Employee" shall mean an employee who may be rostered to work a day, afternoon or
night shift on any of the seven days of the week.
(4) "Seven Day Rostered Employee" means an employee
who is rostered to work regularly on weekends and public
holidays as well as any other day of the week.
(5) "Part Time Employee" means an employee who is
rostered to work fixed hours on any five of the seven days
of the week and who regularly works a lesser number of
hours than 38 per week. Provided that the minimum
engagement of such an employee is no less than an average
of 15 hours per week.
(6) "Accrued Day(s) Off" means the paid day(s) off
accruing to an employee resulting from an entitlement to the
38 hour week as prescribed in Clause 7.—Hours of this
award.
(7) "Employer" shall mean the Library Board of Western
Australia or the Trustees of the Western Australian Museum
or the Board of the Art Gallery of Western Australia.
(8) "Union" shall mean The Federated Miscellaneous
Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service & Miscellaneous W.A. Branch.
6.—Contract of Service.
(1) An employee shall not leave the service of the
employer except upon the expiry of 14 day's notice of
his/her intention to do so, given in writing to the employer
by the employee, unless the employer otherwise approves.
(2) An employee shall not be terminated from the service
of the employer except upon the expiry of 14 day's notice
of dismissal given in writing to the employee by the
employer and the reasons for termination shall be stated in
that notice.
(3) In lieu of giving the notices as prescribed in subclauses
(1) and (2) of this clause the employer may pay, or the
employee forfeit, one fortnight's payment as the case may
be.
(4) The provisions of subciause (2) of this clause do not
apply with respect to an employee who is dismissed
summarily.
(5) The provisions of subclauses (1), (2), (3) and (4) of
this clause do not apply to a casual employee.
(6) (a) All casual employees shall be entitled to payment
for a minimum engagement period of two hours.
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(b) All casual employees shall be notified by the
employer, or the employer's representative, on
their engagement of the expected duration of their
period of employment and the nature of their
contract of service.
(c) Subject to paragraph (a) hereof the engagement of
a casual employee may be terminated at any time
and all wages due shall be paid at the termination
of such engagement or as soon as practicable
thereafter.
(7) An employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employees skill,
competence and training, including work which is incidental
or peripheral to the employee's main tasks or functions.
7.—Hours.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause the ordinary
hours of duty shall be 38 hours per week with the hours
actually worked being 40 per week to be worked eight hours
per day on any five days of the week. The rostered ordinary
hours shall be worked with two hours of each week's work
accruing as an entitlement to a maximum of 12 accrued days
off in each 12 month period. The accrued days off shall be
taken as follows:
(a) As 12 consecutive days in conjunction with a
period of annual leave as prescribed in Clause
12.—Annual Leave; or
(b) By agreement between the employer and employee as an entitlement to take the 20th day
within a 20 day cycle as a paid day off as though
worked.
(c) Where it is agreed between the employer and the
Union in writing then an alternative arrangement
may exist in respect of this subclause.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (4) of this clause the
ordinary hours of work shall be rostered on any five days
of the week and shall provide for at least two consecutive
days off in each fortnightly period for each employee.
Provided that each shift and rostered employee is rostered
off duty on a weekend at least once in each calendar month.
(3) Except as hereinafter provided, the ordinary hours
shall be worked between the hours of 6.30 a.m. and
7.00 p.m. provided that the actual working hours can only
be varied by written agreement between the employer, the
employees and their Union.
(4) The ordinary hours of employees who work continuous shift work, may be worked at any time of the day or
night.
(5) (a) Employees, other than continuous shift employees, shall be entitled to an unpaid meal break of
not less than 30 minutes and not more than one
hour each day. Any employee required to work for
more than five consecutive hours without a meal
break shall be paid at overtime rates until the meal
break is allowed.
(b) Where it is agreed between the employer and the
Union in writing then an alternative arrangement
may exist in respect of this subclause.
(6) Continuous shift employees shall be entitled to a paid
meal break of 30 minutes provided that they shall be
available to respond to urgent work requirements during that
period.
(7) The ordinary working hours of employees shall be set
out on a roster. The roster shall not be altered unless two
weeks' notice of such alteration is given to the employee or
employees concerned. Work performed outside the hours
notified shall be paid for at overtime rates in accordance
with Clause 8.—Overtime, except in cases of emergency or
staff illness or accident which prevent such notification.
(8) The provisions of this clause apply to a part time
employee in the same proportion as the hours normally
worked bear to a full time employee.
8.—Overtime.
(1) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all
employees other than those engaged on continuous shift work.
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(b) All time worked in excess of or outside of the
rostered ordinary hours worked on Monday to
Saturday inclusive shall be paid at the rate of time
and one half of the ordinary rate for the first two
hours and double time of the ordinary rate
thereafter. Provided that all time worked on
Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of double time
and on public holidays at the rate of double time
and one half, that is two and a half times the
ordinary rate.
(c) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone
but when an employee works overtime which
continued beyond midnight on any day, the time
worked after midnight shall be deemed to be part
of the previous day's work for the purpose of this
subclause.
(2) (a) Casual employees shall be paid at the rate of time
and one half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter at the appropriate proportion of the
ordinary rate as presented in subclause (1) of
Clause 16.—Wages of this award for all time
worked in excess of eight hours in any one shift.
(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this
subclause all time worked in excess of or outside
the ordinary working hours, or on a shift other than
a rostered shift, shall be paid for at the rate of
double time, except where the employee agrees to
work a sixth shift in not more than one week in
any four weeks, when he/she shall be paid for such
shift at time and one half of the ordinary rate for
the first two hours and double time thereafter.
(c) Time worked in excess of the ordinary working
hours shall be paid for at ordinary rates:
(i) if it is due to private arrangements between
the employees themselves and has the approval of the employer; or
(ii) if it does not exceed two hours and is due to
a relieving person who is rostered for duty on
that day not coming on duty at the proper
time; or
(iii) if it is for the purpose of effecting the
customary rotation of shifts.
(3) (a) The provisions of paragraphs (a) to (c) of this
subclause apply only to employees engaged in
continuous shift work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this
subclause all time worked in excess of or outside
the ordinary working hours, or on a shift other than
a rostered shift, shall be paid for at the rate of
double time, except where the employee agrees to
work a sixth shift in not more than one week in
any four weeks, when they shall be paid for such
shift at time and one half of the ordinary rate for
the first two hours and double time thereafter.
(c) Time worked in excess of the ordinary working
hours shall be paid for at ordinary rates:
(i) if it is due to private arrangements between
the employees themselves and has the approval of the employer; or
(ii) if it does not exceed two hours and is due to
a relieving person who is rostered for duty on
that day not coming on duty at the proper
time; or
(iii) if it is for the purpose of effecting the
customary rotation of shifts.
(d) By agreement between the employee and employer time off in lieu of payment for overtime
may be granted proportionate to the payment to
which the employee is entitled. Such time to be
taken in unbroken periods according to each
period of overtime worked.
The actual period of time off may be accrued
and taken at a time agreed between the employer
and employee concerned.
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(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in this award, the
employer may require any employee to work reasonable
overtime and such an employee shall work overtime in
accordance with such requirements.
(5) An employee who is recalled to work shall be paid a
minimum of three hours at the appropriate overtime rate and
for all reasonable expenses incurred in travelling to and from
work.
(6) (a) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that
employees have at least ten consecutive hours off
duty between the work of successive days.
(b) An employee (other than a casual employee) who
works so much overtime between the termination
of his/her ordinary work on one day and the
commencement of his/her ordinary work on the
next day that he/she has not at least ten consecutive hours off duty between those times shall,
subject to this subclause, be released after completion of such overtime until he/she has had ten
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for
ordinary working time occurring during such
absences.
(c) If, on the instruction of the employer or the
employer's representative, the employee resumes
or continues work without having had ten consecutive hours off duty, the employee shall be paid
at double time until the employee is released from
duty for such period and the employee shall then
be entitled to be absent until the employee has had
ten consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay
for ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
(d) The provisions of this subclause shall apply in the
case of rostered employees if eight hours were
substituted for 10 hours when overtime is worked
for the purposes of staffing special exhibitions.
(7) (a) An employee who is rostered to work his/her
ordinary hours over fourteen days shall, if called
in to work on his/her rostered day off, be paid at
the rate of double time.
(b) Where the employee and employer mutually agree
a day off duly without loss of pay for ordinary
working time can be taken in lieu of the foregoing
provision prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof.
(8) Overtime rates prescribed by this clause shall not
apply until after eight hours have been worked on each day
or, in the case of part time employees, until after the ordinary
rostered hours worked on that day.
(9) (a) An employee required to work continuous overtime for more than one hour shall be supplied with
a meal by the employer or be paid $6.10 for a meal
and if, owing to the amount of overtime worked,
a second or subsequent meal is required the
employee shall be supplied with each meal by the
employer or be paid $3.55 for each meal so
required.
(b) If an employee provides him/herself with a meal
or meals and is not required to work overtime or
is required to work less overtime than the period
notified, he/she shall be paid, for each meal
provided and not required, the appropriate amount
described in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
9.—Shift and Weekend Work.
(1) Where an employer works their establishment on
shifts:
(a) A loading of 15% of the ordinary wage shall be
paid for time worked on an afternoon and night
shift as defined hereunder:
Afternoon Shift—commencing at or between
12.00 noon and 6.00 p.m.
Night Shift—commencing at or between
6.00 p.m. and 4.00 a.m.
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(b) Where an employee works a broken shift, each
portion of that shift shall be considered a separate
shift for the purpose of this clause.
(2) An employee shall be paid for ordinary hours worked
between midnight on Friday and midnight on Saturday at the
rate of time and one half and between midnight on Saturday
and midnight on Sunday at the rate of double time.
(3) The rates prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause
shall be in substitution for and not cumulative on the rates
prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause.
(4) Work performed by an employee in excess of the
ordinary hours of his/her shift shall be paid in accordance
with Clause 8.—Overtime.
(5) An employer may introduce a twelve hour shift
working trial provided that the Union agrees and provided
that two-thirds of the affected employees support the
introduction of such working arrangements.
(6) Where subclause (7) of this clause has been complied
with to the satisfaction of the Union, the employer and the
employees concerned then the trial period shall not
commence until the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission has formally ratified the agreement.
10.—Conditions and Allowances.
The provisions of the Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award No. A 4 of 1992 shall apply
mutatis mutandis to all employees covered by this award.
11.—Public Holidays.
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu shall,
subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely:
(a) New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday,
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day
and Boxing Day. Provided that another day may
be taken as a holiday by agreement between the
parties in lieu of any of the days named in this
subclause.
(b) Where—
(i) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or as
a public half holiday under Section 7 of the
Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; and
(ii) that proclamation does not apply throughout
the State or to the metropolitan area of the
State,
that day shall be a public holiday, or as the case
may be a public half holiday for the purposes of
this award within the district or locality specified
in the proclamation.
(2) When any of the days referred to in subclause (1)
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing
Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be
observed on the following Thesday. In each case the
substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(3) When any of the days observed as a holiday under this
clause falls during an employee's annual leave, the
employee shall, for each such day, be allowed a day's leave
with pay to be taken immediately after completion of that
annual leave.
(4) (a) An employee who, on a day observed as a holiday
under this clause, is required to work during
his/her ordinary hours of work shall be paid for the
time worked at the rate of double time and one
half.
(b) Provided that in lieu of the foregoing provisions
in paragraph (a) and subject to agreement between
the employer and the employee, work performed
on a public holiday may be paid for at the rate of
time and one half and in addition the employee
shall Ire allowed one day's leave with pay to be
taken at a mutually agreeable time.
(c) A shift employee or a rostered employee who is
regularly rostered to work Sundays and public
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holidays and who is not required to work on a
holiday which falls on his/her rostered day off,
shall be allowed a day's leave with pay to be
added to his/her annual leave or taken at some
other time if the employer so agrees.
(5) When an employee is absent on leave without pay,
sick leave without pay or workers' compensation any day
observed as a holiday on a day falling during such absence
shall not be treated as a paid holiday. Where an employee
is on duty or available on the whole of the working day
immediately preceding a holiday, or resumes duty or is
available on the whole of the working day immediately
following a day observed as a holiday under this clause, the
employee shall be entitled to be paid for such holiday.
(6) An employee who is not required to work on a public
holiday and/or the day observed in lieu thereof, which falls
on his/her rostered day off shall be allowed a day's leave
with ordinary pay to be added to his/her annual leave or
taken at some other time if the employer so agrees.
(7) An employee whilst on a public holiday prescribed by
this clause shall continue to accrue an entitlement to an
accrued day off as prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause
7.—Hours of this award.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
(9) An employer may, within reason, require an employee
who has additional leave granted pursuant to this clause to
take such leave within twelve months of falling due.
12.—Annual Leave.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four
consecutive weeks' leave with payment before taking such
leave of ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed
annually to an employee by his/her employer after a period
of 12 months' continuous service with such employer.
(2) The employee shall be paid for any period of annual
leave prescribed by the clause at the ordinary rate of wage
the employee has received for the greatest proportion of the
calendar month prior to taking the leave and in the case of
seven day rostered employees, and continuous shift employees that rate of wage shall include the weekend penalties or
shift rates the employee would have received had the
employee not proceeded on annual leave.
Where it is not possible to calculate the weekend penalties
the employee would have received, the employee shall be
paid at the rate of the average of such payments made each
week over the four weeks prior to taking the leave.
(3) (a) A continuous shift employee shall be allowed one
week's leave in addition to the leave to which
he/she is otherwise entitled under this clause.
(b) Where an employee with 12 months' continuous
service has been engaged for part of a qualifying
12 monthly period as a continuous shift employee
or as a seven day rostered employee he/she shall
be entitled to have the period of annual leave to
which the officer is otherwise entitled under this
clause increased by 1/12th of a week for each
completed month he/she is continuously so engaged.
(4) If any holiday referred to in Clause 11.—Public
Holidays of this award falls within an employee's period of
annual leave there shall be added to that period one day
being an ordinary working day for each such holiday
observed as aforesaid.
(5) If after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee lawfully leaves
his/her employment or his/her employment is terminated by
the employer through no fault of the employee, the
employee shall be paid 2.923 hours' pay at his/her ordinary
rate of wage in respect of each completed week of
continuous service in that qualifying period except that, in
the case of an employee referred to in subclause (3) of this
clause, he/she shall be paid 3.65 hours' pay at that rate in
respect of each completed week of continuous service.
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(6) In addition to any payment to which he/she may be
entitled under subclause (5) of this clause, an employee
whose employment terminates after he/she has completed
a 12 monthly qualifying period and who has not been
allowed the leave prescribed under this clause in respect of
that qualifying period shall be given payment as prescribed
in subclauses (2) and (10) of this clause in lieu of that leave
unless:
(a) he/she has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct; and
(b) the misconduct for which he/she has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(7) An employee may be rostered off and granted annual
leave with payment of ordinary wages as prescribed prior
to his/her having completed a period of 12 months'
continuous service, in which case should the services of such
employee terminate or be terminated prior to the completion
of 12 months' continuous service, the employee shall refund
to the employer the difference between the amount received
by him/her for wages in respect of the period of his/her
annual leave and the amount which would have accrued to
him/her by reason of the length of his/her service up to the
date of the termination of his/her services.
(8) (a) When computing the annual leave due under this
clause, no deduction shall be made from such
leave in respect of the period that an employee is
on annual leave and/or holidays. Provided that no
deduction shall be made for any approved period
an employee is absent from duty through sickness,
with or without pay, unless the absence exceeds
three calendar months, in which case deduction
may be made for such excess only.
(b) Approved periods of absence from work caused
through accident sustained in the course of
employment shall not be considered breaks in
continuity of service, but the first six months only
of any such period shall count as service for the
purpose of computing entitlements.
(9) The annual leave prescribed in this clause may, by
agreement between the employee and employer, be taken in
more than one portion provided that no portion shall be less
than one week.
(10) In addition to his/her payment for annual leave and
before taking such leave the employee shall receive a
loading calculated on the rate of wage prescribed by
subclause (2) of this clause. This loading shall be as follows:
(a) All employees except continuous shift employees—an employee who would have worked on
day work had he/she not been on leave—a loading
of 17.5% on ordinary wages. Provided that:
(i) The loading prescribed in this subclause shall
not apply to proportionate annual leave on
termination.
(ii) The loading prescribed in this subclause shall
be payable on retirement provided the employee has attained 55 years of age.
(iii) Provided that in no case shall the loading for
four weeks leave exceed the amount set out
in the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics publication for "Average Weekly
Earnings per Male Employeed Unit" in
W.A. for the September quarter immediately
preceding the date of accrual of such leave.
(b) Continuous shift employees—an employee who
would have worked on continuous shift work had
he/she not been on leave—a loading of 20% on
ordinary wages.
(i) Provided that where the employee would
have received shift loadings prescribed by
Clause 9.—Shift and Weekend Work of this
award had he/she not been on leave during
the relevant period and such loadings would
have entitled him/her to a greater amount
than the loading of 20%, then the shift
loadings shall be added to the rate of wage
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prescribed by paragraph (b) of subclause (2)
of this clause in lieu of the 20% loading,
(ii) Provided further that if the shift loadings
would have entitled him/her to a lesser
amount than the loading of 20% then such
loading of 20% shall be added to the rate of
wage prescribed by paragraph (b) of subclause (2) of Clause 12.—Annual Leave of
this award.
(12) When an employee proceeds on the four weeks
annual leave prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause there
will be no accrual towards an accrued day off as prescribed
by subclause (1) of Clause 7.—Hours. Accrual towards an
accrued day off shall continue during any other period of
annual leave prescribed by this clause.
(13) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
13.—Sick Leave.
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to payment for
non-attendance on the ground of personal ill
health or injury for l/6th of a week's pay for each
completed month of service.
(b) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of
each accruing year, or at the time the employee
leaves the service of the employer in the event of
the employee being entitled by service subsequent
to the sickness in that year to a greater allowance
than that made at the time the sickness occurred.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement prescribed in
subclause (1 )(a) of this clause; shall be allowed to
accumulate and may be availed of in the next or any
succeeding year.
(3) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in
accordance with this clause the employee shall as soon as
reasonably practicable advise the employer of his/her
inability to attend for work. Provided that if the absence is
to be more than two days the employee shall advise the
employer of the nature of his/her illness or injury and the
estimated duration of the absence.
(4) The employee shall not be entitled to the benefit of
this clause unless he/she produces proof to the employer or
his/her representative of such sickness, provided that the
employer shall not be entitled to a medical certificate for
absences of less than three consecutive working days unless
the total of such absences exceeds five days in any one
accruing year.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee
who suffers personal ill health or injury during the
time when he/she is absent on annual leave and
an employee may apply for and the employer shall
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the
employee was confined to his/her place of
residence or a hospital as a result of his/her
personal ill health or injury for a period of seven
consecutive days or more and he/she produces a
certificate from a registered medical practitioner
that he/she was so confined. Provided that the
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the
employee of the obligation to advise the employer
in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if
he/she is unable to attend for work on the working
day next following his/her annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave
to which the employee was entitled at the time
he/she proceeded on annual leave and shall not be
made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b)
and (c) of this subclause that portion of the annual
leave equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby
replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced
annual leave may be taken at another time
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mutually agreed to by the employer and the
employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if
termination occurs before then, be paid for in
accordance with the provisions of Clause 12.—
Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave
loading prescribed in Clause 12.—Annual Leave
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to
the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation Act nor to employees whose
injury or illness is the result of the employee's own
misconduct.
(7) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment
for non attendance on the grounds of personal ill health or
injury nor will the employee's sick leave entitlements be
reduced if such personal ill health or injury occurs on a day
when an employee is absent on an accrued day off in
accordance with subclause (1) of Clause 7.—Hours.
(8) An employee whilst on paid sick leave shall continue
to accrue an entitlement to an accrued day off as prescribed
in Clause 7.—Hours.
(9) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
14.—Long Service Leave.
The conditions governing the granting of long service
leave to government wages employees generally shall apply
to employees covered by this award except that long service
leave shall accrue at the rate of three months' leave for each
seven year period of continuous service.
15.—Special Rates and Provisions.
(1) The employer shall, where practicable, make suitable
provisions for employees to change their clothing on the
employer's premises.
(2) Uniforms and/or clean overalls shall be supplied by
the employer free of charge, where the employer requires
such to be worn. Such items shall always remain the
property of the employer.
(3) (a) All employees called upon to clean closets
connected to septic tanks or sewers shall be paid
an allowance of 46 cents per closet per week.
(b) For the purpose of this subclause one metre of
urinal or three urinal stalls shall count as one
closet.
(4) An employee shall not be required to work from the
top of a ladder more than 3.5 metres long which rests on the
ground or floor level, unless he/she has an assistant.
(5) An allowance of $1.65 per day or part thereof shall
be paid to an employee required to use an airlift in the course
of their duties.
(6) An allowance of $6.40 per day shall be paid in
addition to the ordinary rate to an attendant required to
operate audio visual equipment.
(7) (a) Except as provided for in paragraph (b) of this
subclause an allowance of $3.50 per day shall be
paid to an employee required to carry keys and be
responsible for securing the premises at the close
of business.
(b) Where it is agreed between the employer and the
Union in writing then an alternative arrangement
may exist in respect of this subclause.
16.—Wages.
(1) The minimum total rate of wage payable under this
Award shall be as follows:
$ Per Week
Cleaner
1st year of employment
370.10
2nd year of employment
374.10

$ Per Week
3rd year of employment
378.30
and thereafter
Groundskeeper
1 st year of employment
378.00
2nd year of employment
385.60
3rd year of employment
393.70
and thereafter
Attendant or Receptionist
Attendant
1 st year of employment
394.30
2nd year of employment
402.70
3rd year of employment and thereafter
411.10
Security Officer
1st year of employment
394.30
2nd year of employment
402.70
3rd year of employment and thereafter
411.10
Assistant Supervisor
1 st year of employment
432.00
2nd year of employment
440.20
3rd year of employment and thereafter
448.40
Installation Assistant
1 st year of employment
461.30
2nd year of employment
468.40
3rd year of employment and thereafter
476.30
Attendant Supervisor
1st year of employment
476.20
2nd year of employment and thereafter
491.50
Regional Attendant
1 st year of employment
432.00
2nd year of employment
440.20
3rd year of employment and thereafter
448.40
(2) Leading Hands: In addition to the appropriate total
wage prescribed in this clause, a leading hand shall be paid:
$
(a) if placed in charge of not less than
15.40
one and more than five other employees
(b) if placed in charge of more than six 23.70
and not more than ten other employees
(c) if placed in charge of more than 11
30.50
other employees
(3) A casual employee shall receive 20% of the ordinary
rate in addition to the ordinary rate for their class of work.
17.—Higher Duties.
(1) Any employee performing work carrying a higher
minimum rate than his/her regular rate of wage shall be paid
for the time so worked at such higher minimum rate.
Provided that where such employee is engaged in the higher
grade of work for more than two hours in any one day the
employee shall be paid the higher rate for the whole day.
(2) Any employee required to perform work in a lower
grade for any shift or portion thereof shall not be reduced
in wages whilst employed in such lower capacity.
18.—Part Time Employees.
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained herein an employer shall be at liberty to employ part-time employees
provided that the minimum engagement of such an
employee is no less than an average of 15 hours per week.
(2) The minimum number of hours provided for in
subclause (1) of the clause may be varied by written
agreement between the employee, the employers and the
Union.
(3) Part-time employees shall be remunerated at a weekly
rate pro rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work on
which they are engaged only in the proportion which their
ordinary weekly hours bear to 38.
(4) Part-time employees shall be allowed annual leave and
sick leave in the same manner as full time employees.
Payment for such leave shall be in the same ratio as their
ordinary weekly hours, averaged over the qualifying period,
bear to 38.

(5) A part-time employee may work shifts additional to
the rostered shifts at ordinary rates subject only to the
normal rostering parameters of a full time employee where
the employee has previously indicated a willingness to work
extra shifts or where the extra shift was arranged prior to the
completion of the employee's previous shift. Provided that
a part-time employee shall not be required to work an extra
shift.
19.—Uniforms.
(1) The following uniform issue shall be replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis—
4 shirts/blouses or 2 long sleeve shirts/blouses, and
2 short sleeve shirts/blouses
4 pairs of trousers or 2 pairs of trousers and 2 pairs
of shorts or 4 skirts or 2 pairs of trousers and 2 skirts
1 belt
1 jumper/cardigan
1 castro jacket (for persons required to work
outdoors)
1 tie (optional)
(2) The employee shall be responsible for the laundering
of any such uniform so supplied.
(3) Where the employer specifies items of footwear of a
specific colour or type be worn in the workplace then an
annual allowance will be paid to the employee. Provided
that where the Union and employer agree then items of
footwear can be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis in lieu
of the allowance provided for in this subclause.
(4) The amount of allowance provided to the employee
in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause will be
agreed between the employer and Union.
20.—Liberty to Apply.
Liberty is reserved for the term of this award to the
respondents to apply to amend with respect to paragraph (a)
of this subclause and to the Union to apply to amend with
respect to paragraph (b) of this subclause to alter:
(a) The key allowance prescribed in Clause 19.—
Special Rates and Provisions, subclause (7).
(b) To remove the geographical limitations on applications for compassionate leave.
Schedule. A—Parties to the Award.
The following organisation is a party to this award:
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, W.A. Branch.
Schedule. B—Respondents.
The Library Board of Western Australia
Alexander Library Building
Perth Cultural Centre
PERTH WA 6000
The Trustees of the Western Australian Museum
Francis Street
PERTH WA 6000
The Board of the Art Gallery
Perth Cultural Centre
PERTH WA 6000
Dated at Perth this 23rd day of May 1989.

GATE, FENCE AND FRAMES MANUFACTURING
AWARD
No. 24 of 1971.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 8th day of February, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.
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GATE, FENCE AND FRAMES MANUFACTURING
AWARD
No. 24 of 1971.
1.—Title.
This award shall be known as the "Gate, Fence and
Frames Manufacturing Award" as varied and consolidated
and replaces Award No. 53 of 1955, as varied.
1 A.—State Wage Principles December 1993.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any variation to its terms on or from the 24th day of
December, 1993, including the Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment of up to $8.00 per week, shall not be made
except in compliance with the Principles set down by the
Commission in the Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1457
of 1993.
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
State Wage Principles December 1993
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Term
Contract of Service
Hours
Overtime
Shift Work
Holidays and Annual Leave
Higher Duties
Absence Through Sickness
Long Service Leave
Time and Wages Record
Special Rates and Provisions
Representative Interviewing Employees
Under-rate Employees
Definitions
Board of Reference
Fares and Travelling Time
Distant Work
Location Allowances
Bereavement Leave
Supplementary Payments
Payment of Wages
Maternity Leave
Introduction of Change
Redundancy
Part Time Employment
Avoidance of Industrial Disputes
Training
First Schedule—Wages
Second Schedule—Respondents
Third Schedule—New Classification Structure
and Definitions
Fourth Schedule—Named Parties to the Award

3.—Area and Scope.
This award shall operate in the industry carried on by the
respondents within the State of Western Australia.
4.—Term.
The term of this award shall be for a period of three years
and shall operate as from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the date hereof. (The date
of this award is the 26th day of November 1971).
5.—Contract of Service.
(1) (a) A contract of service may be terminated in
accordance with the provisions of this clause and not
otherwise, but this subclausc does not operate so as to
prevent any party to a contract from giving a greater period
of notice than is hereinafter prescribed, nor to affect an
employer's right to dismiss an employee without notice for
conduct that justifies instant dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty, and an employee so
dismissed shall be paid for the time worked up to the time
of dismissal only.
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(b) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to a
contract of service may, on any day, give to the other party
the appropriate period of notice of termination of the
contract prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause and the
contract terminates when that period expires.
(2) Notice of Termination by Employer:
(a) In order to terminate the employment of an
employee (other than a casual employee) the
employer shall give the employee the following
notice:—
Period of Continuous Service Period of Notice
During the first month
One day
More than one month but
less than one year
One week
One year but less than
three years
Two weeks
Three years but less
than five years
Three weeks
Five years and over
Four weeks
(b) An employee who at the time of being given
notice is over 45 years of age and who at the date
of termination has completed two years' continuous service with the employer, shall be entitled to
one week's notice in addition to the notice
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause shall be
made if the appropriate notice period is not given.
Provided that employment may be terminated by
part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.
(d) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice, the
employer shall pay the employee the ordinary
wages for the period of notice had the employment
not been terminated.
(e) The period of notice in this subclause shall not
apply in the case of casual employees, apprentices
or employees engaged for a specific period of time
or for a specific task or tasks.
(f) (i) For the purpose of this clause continuity of
service shall not be broken on account of—
(aa) any interruption or termination of the
employment by the employer if such
interruption or termination has been
made merely with the intention of
avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of leave of absence;
(bb) any absence from work on account of
personal sickness or accident for which
an employee is entitled to claim sick pay
as prescribed by this award or on
account of leave lawfully granted by the
employer; or
(cc) any absence with reasonable cause,
proof whereof shall be upon the employee.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous service under this subclause any time in
respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which an employee is
entitled to claim annual leave, sick pay, long
service leave and public holidays as prescribed by this award, shall not count as time
worked.
(ii) Service by the employee with a business
which has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee's service
has been deemed continuous in accordance
with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long
Service Leave Provisions published in Volume 66 of the Western Australian Industrial
Gazette at pages one to four shall also
constitute continuous service for the purpose
of this clause.
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(3) Notice of Termination by Employee:
(a) The notice of termination required to be given by
an employee shall be the same as that required of
an employer, save and except that there shall be
no additional notice based on the age of the
employee concerned.
(b) If an employee fails to give the required notice or
having given, or been given, such notice leaves
before the notice expires, the employee forfeits the
entitlement to any money owing to the employee
under this award except to the extent that such
money exceeds the ordinary wages for the
required period of notice.
(4) Time Off During Notice Period:
Where an employer has given notice of termination to an
employee who has completed one month's continuous
service, that employee shall, for the purpose of seeking other
employment, be entitled to be absent from work up to a
maximum of eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay.
The time off shall be taken at times that are convenient to
the employee after consultation with the employer.
Provided that this subclause shall not apply to a casual
employee.
(5) Statement of Employment:
The employer shall, upon receipt of a request from an
employee whose employment has been terminated, provide
to the employee a written statement specifying the period
of employment and the classification or the type of work
performed by the employee.
(6) Notification on Engagement:
On the first day of engagement an employee shall be
notified by his employer, or by the employer's representative, whether the duration of his employment is expected to
exceed one month and, if he is hired as a casual employee,
he shall be advised accordingly.
(7) Casual Employees:
(a) (i) The period of notice of termination in the
case of a casual employee shall be one hour.
(ii) If the required notice of termination is not
given, one hour's wages shall be paid by the
employer or forfeited by the employee.
(b) An employee shall, for the purposes of this award,
be deemed to be a casual employee—
(i) if the expected duration of the employment
is less than one month; or
(ii) if the notification referred to in subclause (6)
of this clause is not given and the employee
is dismissed through no fault of his own
within one month of commencing employment.
(8) Absence From Duty:
The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for any
day not worked upon which the employee is required to
present himself for duty, except when such absence is due
to illness and comes within the provisions of Clause
11.—Absence Through Sickness of this award, or such
absence is on account of holidays to which the employee is
entitled under the provisions of this award.
(9) Standing Down of Employees:
(a) (i) The employer is entitled to deduct payment
for any day or part of a day which an
employee (including an apprentice) cannot
be usefully employed because of industrial
action by any of the unions party to this
award, or by any other association or union.
(ii) If an employee is required to attend for work
on any day but because of failure or shortage
of electric power, work is not provided, such
employee shall be entitled to two hours' pay
and further, where any employee commences
work he/she shall be provided with four
hours' employment or be paid for four hours
work.
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(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause
also apply where die employee cannot be usefully
employed through any cause which the employer
could not reasonably have prevented but only if,
and to the extent that the employer and the union
so agree or, in the event of disagreement, the
Board of Reference so determines.
(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a
breakdown of the employer's machinery the
Board of Reference, in determining a dispute
under paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall have
regard for the duration of the stoppage and the
endeavours made by the employer to repair the
breakdown.
6.—Hours.
(1) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all
employees other than those engaged on continuous shift
work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (3) and (4) of
this clause the ordinary hours of work shall be an average
of 38 per week to be worked on one of the following bases:
(i) 38 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 7
consecutive days; or
(ii) 76 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 14
consecutive days; or
(iii) 114 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 21
consecutive days; or
(iv) 152 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 28
consecutive days.
(v) For the purposes of paragraph (g) of subclause (3)
of this clause any work cycle during which a
weekly average of 38 ordinary hours are worked
as may be agreed in accordance with paragraph (g)
of subclause (3) of this clause.
(c) The ordinary hours of work may be worked on any or
all days of the week, Monday to Friday inclusive, and except
in the case of shift employees, shall be worked between the
hours of 6.00 am and 6.00 pm. Provided that the spread of
hours may be altered by agreement between the employer
and the majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned.
(d) Where the first night shift in any week commences on
Monday night, the night shift commencing on Friday and
finishing not later than 8.00 am on Saturday of that week,
shall be deemed to have been worked in ordinary working
hours.
(e) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein shall not
exceed ten on any day. Provided that—
(i) in any arrangement of ordinary working hours,
where the ordinary working hours are to exceed
eight on any day, the arrangement of hours shall
be subject to agreement between the employer and
the majority of the employees in the plant or
section or sections concerned; and
(ii) by arrangement between the employer and the
majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned, ordinary hours, not exceeding
12 on any day, may be worked subject to—
(aa) the employer and the employees concerned
being guided by the Occupational Health and
Safety provisions of the ACTU Code of
Conduct on 12 Hour Shifts (as exhibited in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission on 11 April 1990) in Matter No.
478 of 1990;
(bb) proper health monitoring procedures being
introduced;
(cc) suitable roster arrangements being made; and
(dd) proper supervision being provided.
(iii) Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (i) and
(ii) hereof, 12 Hour Shifts may be worked
provided the employer has given the relevant
union or unions concerned notice in writing that
such shifts are to be worked.
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(f) The ordinary hours of work shall be consecutive except
for a meal interval which shall not exceed one hour, and:
(i) An employee shall not be compelled to work for
more than five hours without a meal interval
except where an alternative arrangement is entered into as a result of discussions as provided for
in subclause (7) of the First Schedule—Wages of
this award.
(ii) By arrangement between an employer and the
majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned, an employee or employees
may be required to work in excess of five hours,
but not more than six, at ordinary rates of pay
without a meal break.
(iii) The time of taking a scheduled meal break or rest
break by one or more employees may be altered
by the employer if it is necessary to do so in order
to meet a requirement for continuity or operations.
(iv) An employer may stagger the time of taking a
meal or rest break to meet operational requirements.
(v) When an employee is required for duty during the
employee's usual meal interval and the meal
interval is thereby postponed for more than half
an hour, the employee shall be paid at overtime
rates until the employee gets the meal interval.
(g) (i) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a rest
period of seven minutes from the time of ceasing
to the time of resumption of work shall be allowed
each morning.
(ii) The rest period shall be counted as time off duty
without deduction of pay and shall be arranged at
a time and a manner to suit the convenience of the
employer.
(iii) Refreshments may be taken by workers during the
rest period but the period of seven minutes shall
not be exceeded under any circumstances.
(iv) An employer who satisfies the Commission that
any employee has breached any condition expressed or implied in this paragraph may be
exempt from liability to allow the rest period.
(v) In an establishment in which the majority of
employees are not subject to this award, the
provisions of this paragraph do not apply but any
employee to whom this award applies shall be
entitled to the rest period, if any, which may be
allowed to the aforesaid majority.
(h) (i) In an establishment in which the majority of
employees are not subject to this award, the
ordinary working hours of an employee who is
employed on maintenance work may be worked
from Monday to Saturday noon, inclusive, but
only if—
(aa) the employee is paid at the rate of time and
one quarter for ordinary hours worked on
Saturdays up to 12 noon;
(bb) the ordinary hours of the aforesaid majority
may include work on Saturdays; and
(cc) the business of that establishment is carried
on on Saturdays.
(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of this award
contained elsewhere than in this paragraph, when
New Year's Day, Anzac Day, Christmas Day or
Boxing Day falls on a Saturday an employee who
does not work on that Saturday is nevertheless
entitled to be paid for each of the two weeks
preceding that Saturday the ordinary weekly wage
and the starting and/or finishing time on any day
or days in those two weeks may be varied by the
employer so that the ordinary hours usually
worked by an employee between Monday and
Friday (both inclusive) may be increased in each
of those weeks by the ordinary hours usually
worked by that employee on Saturday.

This paragraph does not apply to a casual
employee.
(1) In the week commencing on the Monday immediately
preceding Good Friday, the ordinary working hours of any
employee employed by an employer who is bound by an
Award applying to Shop Assistants in the area in which the
business is carried on, shall be increased on each of the days
Monday to Thursday inclusive by l/5th of the ordinary hours
usually worked by that employee on the Saturday following
Good Friday.
(2) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply only to
employees engaged on continuous shift work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of subclauses (3) and (4) of
this clause the ordinary hours of continuous shift workers
shall average 38 per week (inclusive of crib time) and shall
not exceed 152 hours in 28 consecutive days.
Provided that, where the employer and the majority of the
employees concerned agree, a roster system may operate on
the basis that the weekly average of 38 ordinary hours is
achieved over a period which exceeds 28 consecutive days.
(c) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein shall not
exceed ten on any day. Provided that:
(i) in any arrangement of ordinary working hours
where the ordinary working hours are to exceed
eight on any day, the arrangement of hours shall
be subject to agreement between the employer and
the majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned; and
(ii) by agreement between the employer and the
majority of employees in the plant, section or
sections concerned, ordinary hours, not exceeding
12 on any day, may be worked subject to—
(aa) the employer and the employees concerned
being guided by the Occupational Health and
Safety provisions of the ACTU Code of
Conduct on 12 Hour Shifts (as exhibited in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission on 11 April 1990) in Matter No.
478 of 1990;
(bb) proper health monitoring procedures being
introduced;
(cc) suitable roster arrangements being made; and
(dd) proper supervision being provided.
(iii) Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (i) and
(ii) hereof, 12 Hour Shifts may be worked
provided the employer has given the relevant
union or unions concerned notice in writing that
such shifts are to be worked.
(3) (a) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this
subclause the method of implementation of the 38 hour
week may be any one of the following:
(i) by employees working less than 8 ordinary hours
each day; or
(ii) by employees working less than 8 ordinary hours
on one or more days each week; or
(iii) by fixing one day of ordinary working hours on
which all employees will be off duty during a
particular work cycle; or
(iv) by rostering employees off duty on various days
of the week during a particular work cycle so that
each employee has one day of ordinary working
hours off duty during that cycle.
(v) except in the case of continuous shift employees
where the ordinary hours of work are worked
within an arrangement as provided in placitum
(iii) or (iv) of this subclause, any day of duty shall
be arranged so that it does not coincide with a
holiday prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause
9.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this Award.
(b) In each plant, an assessment should be made as to
which method of implementation best suits the business and
the proposal shall be discussed with the employees
concerned, the objective being to reach agreement on the
method of implementation prior to May 17, 1982.

(c) In the absence of an agreement at plant level, the
procedure for resolving special, anomalous or extraordinary
problems shall be as follows:
(i) Consultation shall take place within the particular
establishment concerned.
(ii) If it is unable to be resolved at establishment level,
the matter shall be referred to the State Secretary
of the union concerned or Assistant Secretary, at
which level a conference of the parties shall be
convened without delay.
(iii) In the absence of agreement either party may refer
the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(d) Different methods of implementation of a 38 hour
week may apply to various groups or sections of employees
in the plant or establishment concerned.
(e) Notice of Days Off Duty
Except as provided in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this
subclause in cases where, by virtue of the arrangement of
his ordinary working hours, an employee, in accordance
with placita (iii) and (iv) of paragraph (a) of this subclause,
is entitled to a day off duty during the work cycle, then such
employee shall be advised by the employer at least four
weeks in advance of the day to be taken off duty provided
that a lesser period of notice may be agreed by the employer
and the majority of employees in the plant or section or
sections concerned.
(f) (i) An employer, with the agreement of the majority
of employees concerned, may substitute the day
an employee is to take off in accordance with
placita (iii) and (iv) of subclause (3) of this clause
for another day in the case of a breakdown in
machinery or a failure or shortage of electric
power or to meet the requirements of the business
in the event of rush orders or some other
emergency situation.
(ii) An employer and employee may by agreement
substitute the day the employee is to take off for
another day.
(g) Flexibility in relation to rostered days off.
Notwithstanding any other provision in this clause, where
the hours of work of an establishment, plant or section are
organised in accordance with placita (iii) and (iv) of
paragraph (a) of this subclause an employer, the union or
unions concerned and the majority of employees in the
establishment, plant, section or sections concerned may
agree to accrue up to a maximum of five rostered days off
in special circumstances such as where there are regular and
substantial fluctuations in production requirements in any
year.
Where such agreement has been reached the accrued
rostered days off must be taken within 12 months from the
date of agreement and each 12 months thereafter.
It is understood between the parties that the involvement
of the union or unions concerned would be necessary in
cases where it or they have members in the plants concerned
and not in non-union establishments.
(4) (a) Procedures shall be established for in-plant
discussions, the objective being to agree on the method of
implementing a 38-hour week in accordance with Clause
6.—Hours of this Award and shall entail an objective review
of current practices to establish where improvements can be
made and implemented.
(b) The procedures should allow for in-plant discussions
to continue even though all matters may not be resolved by
May 17, 1982.
(c) The procedures should make suggestions as to the
recording of understandings reached and methods of
communicating agreements and understandings to all
employees, including the overcoming of language difficulties.
(d) The procedures should allow for the monitoring of
agreements and understandings reached in-plant.

(e) In cases where agreement cannot be reached in-plant
in the first instance or where problems arise after initial
agreements or understandings have been achieved in-plant,
a formal monitoring procedure shall apply. The basic steps
in this procedure shall be as applies with request to special,
anomalous or extraordinary problems as prescribed in
paragraph (c) of subclause (3) of this clause.
7.—Overtime.
(1) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all
employees other than those engaged on continuous shift
work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, all work
done beyond the ordinary working hours on any day,
Monday to Friday, inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of
time and one half for the first two hours and double time
thereafter.
For the purpose of this subclause, ordinary hours shall
mean the hours of work fixed in an establishment in
accordance with Clause 6.—Hours of this Award.
(c) (i) Work done on Saturdays after 12.00 noon or on
Sundays, shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(ii) Work done on any day prescribed as a holiday
under this award shall be paid for at the rate of
double time and a half.
(d) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12.00 noon shall be
paid for at the rate of time and one half for the first two hours
and double time thereafter but this paragraph does not apply
in a case to which paragraphs (d) or (h) of subclause (1) of
Clause 6.—Hours of this Award applies.
(e) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone but
when a worker works overtime which continues beyond
midnight on any day, the time worked after midnight shall
be deemed to be part of the previous day's work for the
purpose of this subclause.
(2) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply only to
employees engaged on continuous shift work.
(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this
subclause, all time worked in excess of or outside the
ordinary working hours, or on a shift other than a rostered
shift, shall be paid for at the rate of double time, except
where an employee is called upon to work a sixth shift in
not more than one week in any four weeks, when the
employee shall be paid for such shift at time and a half for
the first four hours and double time thereafter.
For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary hours shall
mean the hours of work fixed in an establishment in
accordance with subclauses (3) and (4) of Clause 6.—Hours
of this Award.
(c) Time worked in excess of the ordinary working hours
shall be paid for at ordinary rates—
(i) if it is due to private arrangements between the
employees themselves; or
(ii) if it does not exceed two hours and is due to a
relieving employee not coming on duty at the
proper time; or
(iii) if it is for the purpose of effecting the customary
rotation of shifts.
3. (a) The provisions of this subclause apply to all
employees.
(b) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the rate
payable for shift work.
(c) (i) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that an
employee has at least ten consecutive hours off
duty between the work of successive days.
(ii) An employee (other than a casual employee) who
works so much overtime between the termination
of the employee's ordinary work on one day and
the commencement of the employee's ordinary
work on the next day that the employee has not
had at least ten consecutive hours off duty
between those times shall, subject to this paragraph, be released after completion of such
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overtime until the employee has had ten consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary
working time occurring during such absence.
(iii) If, on the instructions of the employer, such an
employee resumes or continues work without
having had such ten consecutive hours off duty,
the employee shall be paid at double rates until
released from duty for such period and shall then
be entitled to be absent for such period of ten
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for
ordinary working time occurring during such
absence.
(iv) Where an employee (other than a casual employee
or an employee engaged on continuous shift work)
is called in to work on a Sunday or holiday
prescribed under this award preceding an ordinary
working day, the employee shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be given ten consecutive
hours off duty before the employee's usual
starting time on the next day. If this is not
practicable then the provisions of placita (ii) and
(iii) of this paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis.
(v) The provisions of this paragraph shall apply in the
case of shift employees who rotate from one shift
to another, as if eight hours were substituted for
ten hours when overtime is worked—
(aa) for the purpose of changing shift rosters; or
(bb) where a shift worker does not report for duty;
or
(cc) where a shift is worked by arrangement
between the workers themselves.
(vi) Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not
be regarded as overtime for the purpose of this
paragraph when the actual time worked is less
than three hours on such recall or on each of such
recalls.
(d) When an employee is recalled to work after leaving
the job—
(i) the employee shall be paid for at least three hours
at overtime rates;
(ii) time reasonably spent in getting to and from work
shall be counted as time worked.
(e) When an employee is instructed by the employer to
hold in readiness at the employee's place of residence or
other agreed place of residence for a call to work after
ordinary hours, he shall be paid at ordinary rates for the time
the employee so holds in readiness.
(f) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (h) of this
subclause, an employee required to work overtime for more
than two hours, shall be supplied with a meal by the
employer or be paid $5.80 for a meal and, if owing to the
amount of overtime worked, a second or subsequent meal
is required he/she shall be supplied with such meal by the
employer or paid $4.00 for each meal so required.
(g) The provisions of paragraph (f) of this subclause do
not apply—
(i) in respect of any period of overtime for which the
employee has been notified on the previous day
or earlier;
(ii) to any employee who lives in the locality in which
the place of work is situated in respect of any meal
for which he can reasonably go home.
(h) If an employee to whom placitum (i) of paragraph (g)
of this subclause applies has, as a consequence of the
notification referred to in that paragraph, provided a meal
or meals and is not required to work overtime or is required
to work less overtime than the period notified, the employee
shall be paid, for each meal provided and not required, the
appropriate amount prescribed in paragraph (f) of this
subclause.
(i) (i) An employer may require any employee to work
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such
employee shall work overtime in accordance with
such requirement.
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The assignment of overtime by an employer to an
employee shall be based on specific work requirements and the practice of "one in, all in" overtime
shall not apply.
(ii) No union or association party to this award, or
employee or employees covered by this award,
shall in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be
a party to or concerned in any ban, limitation, or
restriction upon the working of overtime in
accordance with the requirements of this subclause.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not operate so as to
require payment of more than double time rates, or double
time and a half on a holiday prescribed under this award, for
any work except and to the extent that the provisions of
Clause 14.—Special Rates and Provisions of this award
apply to that work.
8.—Shift Work.
(1) The provisions of this clause apply to shift work
whether continuous or otherwise.
(2) An employer may work the establishment on shifts but
before doing so shall give notice of the intention to the union
or unions concerned and of the intended starting and
finishing times of ordinary working hours of the respective
shifts.
(3) (a) Where any particular process is carried out on
shifts other than day shift, and less than five consecutive
afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked on that
process, then employee employed on such afternoon or night
shifts shall be paid at overtime rates.
Provided that where the ordinary hours of work normally
worked in any establishment are worked on less than five
days then the provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause
shall be as if four consecutive shifts were substituted for five
consecutive shifts.
(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be
broken under the preceding paragraph by reason of the fact
that work on the process is not carried out on a Saturday or
Sunday or on any other day that the employer observes a
shut down for the purpose of allowing a 38 hour week or
on any holiday.
(4) Where a shift commences at or after 11.00 p.m. on any
day, the whole of that shift shall be deemed, for the purposes
of this award, to have been worked on the following day.
(5) A shift employee when on afternoon or night shift
shall be paid, for such shift fifteen per cent more than the
employee's ordinary rate prescribed by this award.
(6) (a) All work performed during a rostered shift, when
the major portion of such shift falls on a Saturday, Sunday
or a holiday, shall be paid for as follows—
Saturday—at the rate of time and one half.
Sunday —at the rate of time and three quarters.
Holidays—at the rate of double time.
(b) These rates shall be paid in lieu of the shift allowances
prescribed in subclause (5) of this clause.
(7) A continuous shift employee who is not required to
work on a holiday which falls on the employee's rostered
day off shall be allowed a day's leave with pay to be added
to annual leave or taken at some other time if the employee
so agrees.
9.—Holidays and Annual Leave.
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu
shall, subject to this subclause and to paragraph (c) of
subclause (1) of Clause 7.—Overtime of this award, be
allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely—
New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day,
Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
agreement between the employer and major)ty of employees
in the section or sections concerned in lieu of any of the days
named in this subclause.

(b) When Christmas Day or New Year's Day falls on a
Saturday or a Sunday such holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Monday and where Boxing Day falls on a
Sunday or on a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day
shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for
which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday
under this award the employer's establishment or place of
business may be closed, in which case an employee need not
present for duty and payment may be deducted, but if work
be done, ordinary rates of pay shall apply.
(3) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four
consecutive weeks' leave with payment as prescribed in
paragraph (b) of this subclause shall be allowed annually to
an employee by the employer after a period of twelve
months' continuous service with that employer.
(b) (i) An employee before going on leave shall be paid
the wages the employee would have received in
respect of the ordinary time the employee would
have worked had the employee not been on leave
during the relevant period.
(ii) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause an
employee shall, where applicable, have the
amount of wages to be received for annual leave
calculated by including the following where
applicable.
(aa) The rate applicable to the employee as
prescribed in the First Schedule—Wages of
this Award.
(bb) Subject to placitum (ii) of paragraph (c) of
this subclause the rate prescribed for work in
ordinary time by Clause 8.—Shift Work of
this Award according to the employee's
roster or projected roster including Saturday
and Sunday shifts.
(cc) The rate payable pursuant to Clause 10.—
Higher Duties of this Award calculated on a
daily basis, which the employee would have
received for ordinary time during the relevant
period whether on a shift roster or otherwise.
(dd) Any other rate to which the employee is
entitled in accordance with the contract of
employment for ordinary hours of work;
provided that this provision shall not operate
so as to include any payment which is of a
similar nature to or is paid for the same
reasons as or is paid in lieu of those payments
prescribed by Clause 7.—Overtime, Clause
14.—Special Rates and Provisions, Clause
19.—Fares and Travelling Time or Clause
20.—Distant Work, of this award, nor any
payment which might have come payable to
the employee as reimbursement for expenses
incurred.
(c) During the period of annual leave an employee shall
receive a loading calculated on the rate of wage prescribed
by paragraph (b) of this subclause. This loading shall be as
follows:
(i) Day Employees: A employee who would have
worked on day work had he not been on leave—a
loading of 17 '/a percent.
(ii) Shift Employees: An employee who would have
worked on shift work had he/she not been on
leave—a loading of 17 Va percent. Provided that
where the employee would have received shift
loadings prescribed by Clause 8.—Shift Work of
this Award had he/she not been on leave during
the relevant period and such loadings would have
entitled him/her to a greater amount than the
loading of MMi percent, then the shift loadings
shall be added to the rate of wage prescribed by
paragraph (b)(ii)(aa) of this subclause in lieu of
the 17.'/a per cent loading.

Provided further that if the shift loadings would
have entitled him/her to a lesser amount than the
loading of 17.72 per cent then such loading of
17. V2 per cent shall be added to the rate of wage
prescribed by paragraph (b) of this subclause but
not including paragraph (b)(ii)(bb) of this subclause in lieu of the shift loadings.
The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not
apply to proportionate leave on termination.
(4) If any award holiday falls within an employee's period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case
of that employee would have been an ordinary working day
there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work except time for which the employee is entitled
to claim sick pay or time spent on holidays or annual leave
as prescribed by this award shall not count for the purpose
of determining the employee's right to annual leave.
(6) (a) If, after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying twelve monthly period an employee lawfully
leaves the employment or the employment is terminated by
the employer through no fault of the employee, the
employee shall be paid 2.923 hours pay at the rate prescribed
by paragraph (b) of subclause (3) this clause, divide by
thirty-eight, in respect of each completed month of
continuous service.
(b) In addition to any payment to which an employee may
be entitled under paragraph (a) of this subclause, an
employee whose employment terminates after an employee
has completed a twelve monthly qualifying period and who
has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this Clause
in respect of that qualifying period shall be given payment
as prescribed in paragraphs (b) and (c) of subclause (3) of
this Clause in lieu of that leave or, in a case to which
subclauses (7), (8), or (9) of this Clause applies, in lieu of
so much of that leave as has not been allowed unless:
(i) the employee has been justifiably dismissed for
misconduct; and
(ii) the misconduct for which the employee has been
dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(7) Annual leave shall be given and taken in one or two
continuous periods. If the annual leave is given in two
continuous periods then one of those periods must be at least
three consecutive weeks. Provided that if the employer and
an employee so agree then the employee's annual leave
entitlement may be given and taken in two separate periods,
neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks, or
in three separate periods.
Provided further that an employee may, with the consent
of his/her employer, take short-term annual leave not
exceeding five days in any calendar year at a time or times
separate from any of the periods determined in accordance
with this subclause.
(8) Where an employer closes down the business, or a
section or sections thereof, for the purposes of allowing
annual leave to all or bulk of the employees in the business,
or section or sections concerned, the following provisions
shall apply:
(a) The employer may by giving not less than one
month's notice of the intention so to do, stand off
for the duration of the close-down all employees
in the business or section or sections concerned.
(b) An employer may close down the business for one
or two separate periods for the purpose of granting
annual leave in accordance with this subclause. If
the employer closes down the business in two
separate periods one of those periods shall be for
a period of at least three consecutive weeks.
Provided that where the majority of the employees
in the business or section or sections concerned
agree, the employer may close down his business
in accordance with this subclause in two separate
periods neither of which is of at least three
consecutive weeks, or in three separate periods. In
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such cases the employer shall advise the employees concerned of the proposed date of each
close-down before asking them for their agreement.
(9) (a) An employer may close down the business, or a
section or sections thereof for a period of at least three
consecutive weeks and grant the balance of the annual leave
due to an employee in one continuous period in accordance
with a roster.
(b) An employer may close down the business, or a
section or sections thereof for a period of less than three
consecutive weeks and allow the balance of the annual leave
due to an employee in one or two continuous periods, either
of which may be in accordance with a roster. In such a case
the granting and taking of annual leave shall be subject to
the agreement of the employer and the majority of the
employees in the business, or a section or sections thereof
respectively and before asking the employees concerned for
their agreement, the employer shall advise them of the
proposed date of the close-down or close-downs and the
details of the annual leave roster.
Provided that by agreement with the majority of
employees concerned, an employer may close down the
plant for a period of at least 14 consecutive days including
non-working days and grant the balance of the annual leave
due to an employee by mutual agreement.
(10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
10.—Higher Duties.
An employee engaged on duties carrying a higher rate
than the employee's ordinary classification shall be paid the
higher rate for the time the employee is so engaged but if
so engaged for more than two hours of one day or shift, the
employee shall be paid the higher rate for the whole day or
shift.
Provided that these provisions shall not apply where an
employee is performing duties for the sole purpose of
training in accordance with the enterprise training programme defined in Clause 30.—Training of this award.
11.—Absence Through Sickness.
(1) (a) A worker who is unable to attend or remain at the
place of employment during the ordinary hours of work by
reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to
payment during such absence in accordance with the
provisions of this clause.
(i) Employee who actually works 38 ordinary hours
each week
An employee whose ordinary hours of work are
arranged in accordance with placitum (i) or (ii) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 6.—
Hours of this Award so that the employee actually
works 38 hours each week shall be entitled to
payment during such absence for the actual
ordinary hours absent.
(ii) Employee who works an average of 38 ordinary
hours each week.
An employee whose ordinary hours of work are
arranged in accordance with placitum (iii) or (iv)
of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause
6.—Hours of this Award so that the employee
works an average of 38 ordinary hours each week
during a particular work cycle shall be entitled to
pay during such absence calculated as follows:
duration of absence
appropriate weekly rate
ordinary hours nor5
mally worked that day
An employee shall not be entitled to claim
payment for personal ill health or injury nor will
the employee's sick leave entitlement be reduced
if such ill health or injury occurs on the week day
the employee is to take off duty in accordance
with paragraph (a) subclause (3) of Clause
6.—Hours of this Award.
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(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of
this subclause an employer may adopt an alternative method
of payment of sick leave entitlements where the employer
and the majority of the employees so agree.
(c) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at a rate of
one-sixth of a week for each completed month of service
with the employer.
(d) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of personal
ill health or injury for a period longer than the employee's
entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at
the end of that year of service, or at the time the employee's
services terminate, if before the end of that year of service,
to the extent that the employee has become entitled to
further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and
subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the
absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds
the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year
at the time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall
not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding
ten weeks in any one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable
advise the employer of his inability to attend for work, the
nature of his illness or injury and the estimated duration of
the absence. Provided that such advice, other than in
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer
within 24 hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the
employer may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not be required to produce a certificate from a
medical practitioner with respect to absences of two days or
less unless after two such absences in any year of service
the employer requests in writing that the next and
subsequent absences in that year if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when the
employee is absent on annual leave and an employee may
apply for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in
place of paid annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the worker
was confined to the employee's place of residence or a
hospital as a result of his personal ill health or injury for a
period of seven consecutive days or more and the employee
produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner
that the employee was so confined. Provided that the
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of
the obligation to advise the employer in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause if the employee is unable to
attend for work on the working day next following the
employee's annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
employee was entitled at the time the employee proceeded
on annual leave and shall not be made with respect to
fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
this subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent
to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another
time mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee
or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's next
period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then,
be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
9.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this Award.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in

Clause 9.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this Award shall
be deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced
annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one
employer to another and the employee's service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of
Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave provisions published in
Volume 66 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1-4, the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the
employee at the date of transmission from service with the
transmitter shall stand to the credit of the employee at the
commencement of service with the transmittee and may be
claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation and Assistance Act nor to
employees whose injury or illness is the result of the
employee's own misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
12.—Long Service Leave.
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume
66 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1
to 4 both inclusive shall be deemed to be part of this award.
13.—Time and Wages Record.
(1) The employer shall keep a time and wages book
showing the name of each employee, the nature of the
employee's work, the hours worked each day, and the wages
and allowances paid each week. Any system of automatic
recording by means of machines shall be deemed to comply
with this provision to the extent of the information recorded.
(2) The time and wages record shall be open for
inspection by a duly accredited official of the union during
the usual office hours at the employer's office, or other
convenient place, and shall be allowed to take extracts
therefrom. The employer's works shall be deemed to be a
convenient place for the purpose of this paragraph, and if for
any reason the record be not available at the works when the
official calls to inspect it, it shall be made available for
inspection within twelve hours either at the employer's
office or at the works.
14.—Special Rates and Provisions.
(1) Dirt Money: An employee shall be paid an allowance
of 32 cents per hour when engaged on work of an unusually
dirty nature where clothes are necessarily unduly soiled or
damaged or boots are unduly damaged by the nature of the
work done.
(2) Confined Space: An employee shall be paid an
allowance of 38 cents per hour when, because of the
dimensions of the compartment or space in which the
employee is working, the employee is required to work in
a stooped or otherwise cramped position or without proper
ventilation.
(3) Protective Equipment
(a) An employer shall have available a sufficient
supply of protective equipment (as, for example,
goggles (including anti-flash goggles), glasses,
gloves, mitts, aprons, sleeves, leggings, gumboots, ear protectors, helmets, or other efficient
substitutes thereof) for use by the employee when
engaged on work for which some protective
equipment is reasonably necessary.
(b) An employee shall sign an acknowledgement
when he or she receives any article of protective
equipment and shall return that article to the
employer when the employee has finished using
it or on leaving the employment.
(c) An employee to whom an article of protective
equipment has been issued shall not lend that
article to another employee and if he or she does
both employees shall be deemed guilty of wilful
misconduct.
(d) An article of protective equipment which has been
used by an employee shall not be issued by the

employer to another employee until it has been
effectively sterilised but this paragraph only
applies where sterilisation of the article is practicable and is reasonably necessary.
(4) An employee, holding a Third Year First Aid
Medallion of the St. John Ambulance Association appointed
by the employer to perform first aid duties, shall be paid
$6.20 per week in addition to the ordinary rate.
(5) Any dispute under this clause may be determined by
the Board of Reference.
15.—Representative Interviewing Employees.
(1) On notifying the employer or the employer's
representative an accredited representative of the union shall
be permitted to interview an employee during the recognised
meal hour on the business premises of the employer at the
place at which the meal is taken but this permission shall
not be exercised without the consent of the employer more
than once in any one week.
(2) In the case of a disagreement existing or anticipated
concerning any of the provisions of this award, an accredited
representative of the union, on notifying the employer or the
employer's representative, shall be permitted to enter the
business premises of the employer to view the subject of any
such disagreement but shall not interfere in any way with
the carrying out of such work.
16.—Under-rate Employees.
Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity is
unable to earn the minimum wage may be paid such lesser
wage as may from time to time be agreed upon in writing
between the Union and the employer.
17.—Definitions.
(1) "Erector" means an employee engaged in erecting
hand rails, fencing, gates and enclosures of any description
and who is required to set out and align the work properly.
(2) "Erector's Assistant" means an employee directly
assisting an erector in the erection of hand rails, fencing,
gates and enclosures of any description.
(3) "Framer"
(a) means an employee required without supervision
to both measure and make specific tubular and/or
steel products from sketches and to perform all
framing operations incidental thereto.
(b) means an employee required under supervision to
both measure and make specific tubular and/or
steel products from sketches and to perform
framing operations incidental thereto.
(4) "Machinist—(Wire)"
(a) means an employee who without supervision is
required to set up and operate automatic wire
working machinery.
(b) means an employee who under supervision is
required to set up and operate automatic wire
working machinery.
(5) "Machinist—(Wire) Assistant" means an employee
who assists in the loading and unloading of automatic wire
working machinery.
(6) "Painter of Iron Work" means an employee (other
than coach painter or ship painter) who paints iron work
using brush or spray or dip equipment including air, airless
or electrostatic equipment.
(7) "Process Employee" means an employee who under
supervision is required to carry out on single purpose
machines repetitive operations in connection with the
manufacture of gates, fences and frames.
(8) "Tool and Material Storeman" means an employee
responsible for the safe custody of, and the recording of
issue and/or return of, tools and consumable materials.
(9) "Tradesman" means an employee who in the course
of employment works from drawings or prints, or makes
precision measurements or applies general trade experience.
(10) "Wirer" means an employee who is required to
attach wire mesh to tubular or steel frames including cutting
the mesh to shape and size.
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(11) "Welders"
"Welder A" means an employee using electric arc or
petrol or coal gas blow pipe on any work other than that of
a B or C class welder as defined.
"Welder B" means an employee who—
(a) uses any of the foregoing types of welding
apparatus in filling castings; or
(b) welds with the aid of jigs; or
(c) operates automatic welding machines for the
setting up of which the employee is not responsible; or
(d) operates a profile cutting or a straight line cutting
machine.
"Welder C" means an employee who uses any of the
foregoing types of welding apparatus in tacking preparatory
to the completion of work by any other employee.
(12) "Junior Employee" means an employee under the
age of twenty one years who is not an apprentice or a cadet.
(13) "Casual Employee" means an employee engaged
and paid as such.
(14) "Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class" means,
subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause, a mechanical
tradesperson who—
(a) (i) is engaged in work on, or in connection with,
fluid power circuitry, which work requires
for its performance the standard of knowledge and skills referred to in subparagraphs
(iii) and (iv) of this paragraph; and
(ii) is able, where necessary and practicable, to
perform such work without supervision and
to examine, diagnose and modify systems
comprising interconnected fluid power circuits; and
(iii) has satisfactorily completed the following
TAPE units:
Course
Syllabus
No.
Industrial Hydraulics 1
85007
and
Industrial Pneumatics 1
85009
and either—
Industrial Hydraulics 2
85008
and
Hydraulics Component Repair
85012
or
Pneumatic System Maintenance
(Industrial)
85010
and
Pneumatic System Control (Industrial)
85014
or
(iv) has, whether through practical experience or
otherwise, achieved a standard of knowledge
comparable to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (iii) of this paragraph or,
in the case of a dispute, has been satisfactorily assessed and/or examined pursuant to the
Fluid Power Exemptions Course detailed in
paragraph (d) of this subclause; but does not
include such an employee unless the work on
which the employee is engaged requires for
its performance knowledge in excess of that
gained by the satisfactory completion of the
appropriate Technical College Trade Course,
(b) For the purpose of this award an employee shall
be deemed to be a Mechanical Tradesperson—
Special Class only for the time during which the
employee meets the foregoing conditions, unless—
(i) that time exceeds 16 hours per week; or
(ii) in the opinion of his/her employer, or in the
event of disagreement in the opinion of the
Board of Reference, that time is likely,
during the course of employment, to exceed
16 hours per week on average,
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in which case the employee shall be classified as
Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class for as
long as the employment continues on either of
those bases.
(c) For the purpose of this definition, employees who
have completed courses in any other State shall,
in the event of a dispute, submit their credentials
for assessment by TAPE or be assessed in
accordance with subparagraph (iv) of paragraph
(a) of this subclause.
(d) Fluid Power Exemptions Course:
Course exemptions for Fluid Power Certificate
Units can only be granted on completion of the
TAFE divisional exam. However, class attendance exemptions may be granted for the following reasons:
(i) Attending Short Vocational course (30
hours). This will exempt the student from the
practical component of the course. However,
the theory component can be completed by
a 24 hour correspondence course with TAFE
External Studies.
(ii) Students claiming exemption from the practical course requirements, due to their industrial skills, could obtain an exemption
through a documented case presented by
their employer.
Full course accreditation can then be obtained by completing the 24 hour correspondence course with TAFE External Studies.
(iii) Students without documented evidence may
obtain a practical exemption through five
hours of skill testing. These students, if
successful, may then enter the conrespondence mode to obtain full unit accreditation.
(iv) Students who have claimed subject exemptions in the certificate of workshop technology can only gain an automatic exemption
from the introductory units on full completion of the certificate.
(e) For the purposes of this definition, 'fluid power
circuitry' involves Industrial Hydraulics and/or
Industrial Pneumatics.
18.—Board of Reference.
(1) The Commission hereby appoints, for the purpose of
this award, a Board of Reference consisting of a Chairman
and two other members who shall be appointed pursuant to
section 48 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(2) The Board of Reference may allow, approve, fix,
determine or deal with—
(a) any matter or thing that, under the award, may
require to be allowed, approved, fixed, determined
or dealt with by a Board of Reference; and
(b) any matter or thing arising under or out of the
provisions of an award, not involving the interpretations of any such provision, which the Commission may at any time, by order, authorise a Board
of Reference to allow, approve, fix, determine or
deal with, in the manner and subject to the
conditions specified in the award or order, as the
case may be.
19.—Fares and Travelling Time.
(1) (a) An employee who, on any day, or from day to day
is required to work at a job away from the employee's
accustomed workshop or depot shall, at the direction of the
employer, present for work at such job at the usual starting
time.
(b) An employee to whom paragraph (a) of this subclause
applies shall be paid at ordinary rates for time spent in
travelling between the employee's home and the job and
shall be reimbursed for any fares incurred in such travelling,
but only to the extent that the time so spent and the fares
so incurred exceed the time normally spent and the fares
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normally incurred in travelling between the employee's
home and the accustomed workshop or depot.
(c) An employee who with the approval of the employer
uses a personal means of transport for travelling to or from
outside jobs shall be paid the amount of excess fares and
travelling time which would have been incurred in using
public transport unless the employee has an arrangement
with the employer for a regular allowance.
(2) An employee, to whom subclause (1) of this clause
does not apply and who is engaged on construction work or
regular repair service and/or maintenance work, shall be
paid an allowance in accordance with the provisions of this
subclause to compensate for excess fares and travelling time
from the employee's home to the place of work and return—
(a) On places within a radius of 50 kilometres from
the General Post Office, Perth—$9.80 per day.
(b) For each additional kilometre to a radius of 60
kilometres from the General Post Office, Perth—
47 cents per kilometre.
(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (d) of this
subclause, work performed at places beyond a 60
kilometre radius from the General Post Office,
Perth shall be deemed to be distant work unless
the employer and the employees, with the consent
of the Union, agree in any particular case that the
travelling allowance of 52 cents per kilometre
shall be paid for each kilometre in excess of 60
kilometres.
(d) In respect to work carried out from an employer's
depot situated outside a radius of 60 kilometres
from the General Post Office, Perth, the main Post
Office in the town in which such depot is situated
shall be the centre for the purpose of calculating
the allowance to be paid.
(e) Where transport to and from the job is provided
by the employer from and to the employer's depot,
or such other place more convenient to the
employee mutually agreed upon between the
employer and the employee, half the above rates
shall be paid: provided that the conveyance used
for such transport is equipped with suitable
seating and weatherproof covering.
(3) For travelling during working hours from and to the
employer's place of business or from one job to another, an
employee shall be paid by the employer at ordinary rates.
The employer shall pay all fares and reasonable expenses in
connection with such travelling.
(4) Where Clause 20.—Distant Work of this award
applies to the majority of the employees employed under the
award on any construction work, the provisions of this
clause do not apply but the provisions of subclause (7) of
the said Clause 20.—Distant Work of this Award shall be
applied to each employee as if supplied with board and
lodging.
20.—Distant Work.
(1) Where an employee is engaged or selected or advised
by an employer to proceed to construction work at such a
distance that the employee cannot return home each night
and the employee does so, the employer shall provide the
employee with suitable board and lodging or shall pay the
expenses reasonably incurred by the employee for board and
lodging.
(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause do not
apply with respect to any period during which the employee
is absent from work without reasonable excuse and in such
a case, where the board and lodging is supplied by the
employer, the employer may deduct from money owing or
which may become owing to the employee an amount
equivalent to the value of that board and lodging for the
period of the absence.
(3) Subject to the provisions of subclause (5) of this
clause—
(a) the employer shall pay all reasonable expenses
including fares, transport of tools, meals and if
necessary, suitable overnight accommodation in-
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curred by an employee or person engaged who is
directed by the employer to proceed to the locality
of the site and who complies with such direction.
(b) the employee shall be paid at ordinary rate of
payment for the time up to a maximum of eight
hours in any one day incurred in travelling
pursuant to the employer's direction.
(4) Where an employee who, after one month of
employment with an employer, leaves the employment, or
whose employment is terminated by the employer except for
incompetency, within one working week of commencing
work on the job or for misconduct and in either instance
subject to the provisions of Clause 5.—Contract of Service
of this award returns to the place from whence the employee
first proceeded to the locality, or to a place less distant than
or equidistant to the place whence the employee first
proceeded, the employer shall pay all expenses—including
fares, transport of tools, meals and, if necessary, suitable
overnight accommodation—incurred by the employee in so
returning. Provided that the employer shall in no case be
liable to pay a greater amount under this subclause than the
employer would have paid if the employee had returned to
the locality from which the employee first proceeded to the
job.
(5) On construction work north of the 26th parallel of
south latitude the following provisions apply—
(a) The employer may deduct the amount of the
forward fare from the employee's first or later
wages but the amount so deducted shall be
refunded to the employee if the employee continues to work for three months or, if the work ceases
sooner, for so long as the work continues.
(b) If the employee continues to work for the
employer for at least six months the employer
shall, on termination of the employee's engagement, pay the fare of the employee back from the
place of work to the place of engagement if the
employee so desires.
(6) An employee to whom the provisions of subclause (1)
of this clause apply shall be paid an allowance of $19.30 for
any week-end the employee returns to the employee's home
from the job, but only if—
(a) the employee advises the employer or the employer's agent of the employee's intention not
later than the Tuesday immediately preceding the
week-end in which the employee so returns;
(b) the employee is not required for work during that
week-end;
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first
working day following the week-end; and
(d) the employer does not provide, or offer to provide,
suitable transport.
(7) Where an employee, supplied with board and lodging
by the employer, is required to live more than 800 metres
from the job the employee shall be provided with suitable
transport to and from that job or be paid an allowance of
$8.50 per day, provided that where the time actually spent
in travelling either to or from the job exceeds 20 minutes,
that excess travelling time shall be paid for at ordinary rates,
whether or not suitable transport is supplied by the
employer.
(8) The provisions of subelauses (1),(2),(3),(6) and (7) of
this clause shall be deemed to apply to an employee who is
in the regular employment of an employer and who is sent
by the employer to distant work (whether construction work
or not) but the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause do
not apply to such an employee.
(9) (a) Notwithstanding any other provisions contained in
this clause and in lieu of any such provisions the following
conditions shall apply to an employee who is engaged or
selected or advised by an employer to proceed to construction work at such a distance that the employee cannot return
home each night and where such construction work is
located north of the 26th parallel of south latitude or in any
other area to which air transport is the only practicable
means of travel:

(i) An employee may return home or to Perth or to
any other place at a weekend to be mutually
agreed upon between the employee and his
employer:
(aa) After four consecutive months' service with
his employer; and in addition to the weekend
the employee shall be entitled to two days'
leave on ordinary pay subject to the provisions of placitum (ii) of this paragraph, and
(bb) After each further period of four months
continuous service with the employer; and in
addition to the weekend, the employee shall
be entitled to two days leave, one of which
days shall be on ordinary pay subject to the
provisions of placitum (ii) of this paragraph.
(ii) Where an employee returns home or to Perth or
any other place in accordance with the provisions
of this subclause and returns to the job and
commences work at the time arranged with the
employer, on the first working day for that
employee immediately following the period of
leave referred to in placitum (i) of this paragraph,
that employee shall be paid at the completion of
the first pay period commencing on or after the
day upon which the employee returns to work
from the leave taken pursuant to placitum (i) of
this paragraph the ordinary pay for that period of
leave and the actual cost of air fares incurred in
travelling home or to Perth or to any other place
and to the job and which in no case shall exceed
the cost of an economy air fare from the job to
Perth and return.
(iii) The entitlement to leave and travelling accruing
to an employee pursuant to placitum (i) of this
paragraph may be availed of as soon as reasonably
practicable after it becomes due and if it is not
availed of within one month after it so becomes
due the entitlement shall lapse.
(b) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work except time for which the employee is entitled
to claim payment pursuant to Clause 11.—Absence Through
Sickness of this Award or time spent on holidays pursuant
to subclause (1) of Clause 9.—Holidays and Annual Leave
of this Award shall not count for determining the employee's rights to travel and leave under the provisions of
this subclause.
21.—Location Allowances.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to
the rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an
employee shall be paid the following weekly allowances
when employed in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided
that where the wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of
pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly
allowances.
Town
per Week
$
Agnew
14.00
Argyle (see subclause 12)
36.10
Balladonia
13.60
Barrow Island
23.50
Boulder
5.70
Broome
22.20
Bullfinch
6.70
Carnarvon
11.30
Cockatoo Island
24.40
Coolgardie
5.70
Cue
14.20
Dampier
19.20
Denham
11.30
Derby
23.10
Esperance
4.30
Eucla
15.60
Exmouth
19.80
Fitzroy Crossing
27.80
Goldsworthy
12.90

Halls Creek
31.60
Kalbarri
4.70
Kalgoorlie
5.70
Kambalda
5.70
Karratha
22.70
Koolan Island
24.40
Koolyanobbing
6.70
Kununurra
36.10
Laverton
14.10
Learmonth
19.80
Leinster
14.00
Leonora
14.10
Madura
14.60
Marble Bar
34.30
Meekatharra
12.20
Mt Magnet
15.10
Mundrabilla
15.10
Newman
13.40
Norseman
11.70
Nullagine
34.20
Onslow
23.50
Pannawonica
18.00
Paraburdoo
17.80
Port Hedland
19.00
Ravensthorpe
7.50
Roeboume
26.00
Sandstone
14.00
Shark Bay
11.30
Shay Gap
12.90
Southern Cross
6.70
Telfer
31.90
Teutonic Bore
14.00
Tom Price
17.80
Whim Creek
22.50
Wickham
22.00
Wiluna
14.30
Wittenoom
30.40
Wyndham
34.20
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has:
(a) A dependant shall be paid double the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) A partial dependant shall be paid the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district
or location allowance.
(3) Where an employee:
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her
employer, free of charge;
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or
Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 662/3% of the allowances
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall
have effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
(4) Except where an employee is eligible for payment of
an additional allowance under subclause (2) of this clause,
but on 31 December 1987 was in receipt of an amount in
excess of that under General Order 603 of 1987, that
employee shall continue to receive the allowance at the
higher rate until 1 July 1988 when the difference between
the rate being paid and that due under subclause (2) of this
clause shall be reduced by 33 1/3%; the difference remaining
on 1 January 1989 shall be reduced by 50% from that date
and payment in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause
will be implemented on 1 July 1989.
(5) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior
employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices receiving less than adult rate and employees employed
for less than a full week shall receive that proportion of the

location allowance as equates with the proportion that their
wage for ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the
work performed.
(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives
payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the
period of such leave the location allowance to which he/she
would ordinarily be entitled.
(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such
leave he/she remains in the location in which he/she is
employed.
(8) For the purposes of this clause:
(a) "Dependant" shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location
allowance.
(b) "Partial Dependant" shall mean a "dependant"
as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause
who receives a district or location allowance
which is less than the location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(9) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the
purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount
as may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals
Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Western Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of
Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be
determined by the Commission. Provided that, pending any
such agreement or determination, the allowance payable for
that purpose shall be an amount equivalent to the district
allowance in force under this Award for that town or
location on 1 June 1980.
(10) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of
reducing any 'district allowance* payable to any employee
subject to the provision of this Award whilst that employee
as at 1 June 1980 remains employed by his/her present
employer.
(11) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant
to s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 1st day in July
of each year in accordance with the annual percentage
change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing),
for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding
March quarter, the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten
cents.
(12) The allowance prescribed for Argyle is equated to
that at Kununurra as an interim allowance. Liberty is
reserved to the parties to apply for a review of the allowance
for Argyle in the light of changed circumstances occurring
after the date of this Order.
22.—Bereavement Leave.
(1) An employee, other than a casual employee, shall, on
the death within Australia of a wife, husband, father, mother,
brother, sister, child or step-child, be entitled on notice of
leave up to and including the day of the funeral of such
relation and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for
a period not exceeding the number of hours worked by the
employee in two ordinary working days. Proof of such death
shall be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the
employer.
(2) Payment in respect of compassionate leave is to be
made only where the employee otherwise would have been
on duty and shall not be granted in any case where the
employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance with any shift roster, or on long service leave, annual
leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay
or on a public holiday.
(3) For the purposes of this clause the pay of an employee
employed on shift work shall be deemed to include any usual
shift allowance.

(4) In this clause "wife" includes a de facto wife and
"husband" includes a de facto husband.
23.—Supplementary Payments.
(1) (a) In addition to the rates payable under the
provisions of this award, other than this provision, an
employee, other than an apprentice or junior employee,
employed in classifications listed shall be paid the supplementary payment prescribed. The supplementary payments
prescribed below shall take effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after the 11th day of February 1992.
Supplementary
Payment Per
Week
$
Machinist (Wire) A
23.30
Machinist (Wire) B
18.60
Machinist (Wire) Assistant
17.50
Framer A
23.30
Framer B
17.50
Process Employee
17.50
Wirer
17.50
Welder (A)
34.10
Welder (B)
18.60
Welder (C)
17.50
Painter of Iron Work
18.60
Erector
18.60
Erector's Assistant
17.50
Tool & Material Storeperson
20.10
Tradesperson
34.10
Mechanical Tradesperson Special Class
39.00
(b) In addition to the rates under the provisions of this
award, other than this provision:
(i) an apprentice shall be paid per week a percentage
of $34.10 being the percentage which appears
against the year of apprenticeship in subclause (3)
of the First Schedule—Wages of this award, and
(ii) a junior employee shall be paid per week a
percentage of $ 17.50 as the case may be, being the
percentage which appears against the age in
subclause (4) of the First Schedule—Wages of
this award.
(iii) The amount payable to any employee pursuant to
the provisions of this subclause:
(a) shall be for all purposes of this award,
(b) shall be reduced by the amount of any
payment being made to that employee in
addition to the said rates otherwise than
pursuant to the provisions of this subclause,
whether such payment is being made by
virtue of any order, industrial agreement, or
other agreement or arrangement.
24.—Payment of Wages.
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate
shown in the First Schedule—"Wages" of this award.
Subject to subclause (2) of this clause payment shall be
pro rata where less than the full week is worked.
(2) From the date that a 38-hour week system is
implemented by an employer wages shall be paid as follows:
(a) Actual 38 ordinary hours.
In the case of an employee whose ordinary hours
of work are arranged in accordance with placita
(i) or (ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of
Clause 6.—Hours of this Award so that the
employee works 38 ordinary hours each week,
wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly according to the actual ordinary hours worked each week
or fortnight.
(b) Average 38 ordinary hours
Subject to subclauses (3) and (4) of this clause, in
the case of an employee whose ordinary hours of
work are arranged in accordance with placitum
(iii) or (iv) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of
Clause 6.—Hours of this Award, so that the
employee works an average of 38 ordinary hours
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each week during a particular work cycle, wages
shall be paid weekly or fortnightly according to a
weekly average of ordinary hours worked even
though more or less than 38 ordinary hours may
be worked in any particular week of the work
cycle.
SPECIAL NOTE—Explanation of Averaging System
As provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause an
employee whose ordinary hours may be more or less than
38 in any particular week of a work cycle, is to be paid the
wage on the basis of an average of 38 ordinary hours so as
to avoid fluctuating wage payments each week. An
explanation of the averaging system of paying wages is set
out below:
(i) Clause 6.—Hours in placita (iii) and (iv) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) provides that in
implementing a 38-hour week the ordinary hours
of an employee may be arranged so that the
employee is entitled to a day off, on a fixed day
or rostered day basis, during each work cycle. It
is in these circumstances that the averaging
system would apply.
(ii) If the 38 hour week is to be implemented so as to
give an employee a day off in each work cycle this
would be achieved if, during a work cycle of 28
consecutive days (that is, over four consecutive
weeks) the employee's ordinary hours were
arranged on the basis that for three of the four
weeks the employee worked 40 ordinary hours
each week and in the fourth week worked 32
ordinary hours. That is, the employee would work
for 8 ordinary hours each day, Monday to Friday
inclusive for three weeks and 8 ordinary hours on
four days only in the fourth week—a total of 19
days during the work cycle.
(iii) In such a case the averaging system applies and
the weekly wage rates for ordinary hours of work
applicable to the employee shall be the average
weekly wage rates set out for the employee's
classification in the First Schedule—Wages of
this award, and shall be paid each week even
though more or less than 38 ordinary hours are
worked that week.
In effect, under the averaging system, the employee accrues a "credit" each day the employee
works actual ordinary hours in excess of the daily
average which would otherwise be 7 hours 36
minutes. This "credit" is carried forward so that
in the week of the cycle that the employee works
only four days, the actual pay would be for an
average of 38 ordinary hours even though, that
week, the employee works a total of 32 ordinary
hours.
Consequently, for each day an employee works 8
ordinary hours the employee accrues a "credit"
of 24 minutes (0.4 hours). The maximum "credit"
the employee may accrue under this system is 0.4
hours on 19 days; that is, a total of 7 hours 36
minutes.
(iv) As provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee will not accrue a "credit" for each day
the employee is absent from duty other than on
annual leave, long service leave, holidays prescribed under this award, paid sick leave, workers'
compensation or bereavement leave.
(3) Absences from Duty
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are arranged
in accordance with placita (iii) or (iv) of paragraph
(a) of subclause (3) of Clause 6.—Hours of this
Award and who is paid wages in accordance with
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of this clause and
is absent from duty (other than on annual leave,
long service leave, holidays prescribed under this
award, paid sick leave, workers' compensation or
bereavement leave) shall, for each day the
employee is so absent, lose average pay for that
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day calculated by dividing the employee's average
weekly wage rate by 5.
An employee who is so absent from duty for part
of a day shall lose average pay for each hour the
employee is absent by dividing the employee's
average daily pay rate by 8.
(b) Provided when such an employee is absent from
duty for a whole day the employee will not accrue
a "credit" because the employee would not have
worked ordinary hours that day in excess of 7
hours 36 minutes for which the employee would
otherwise have been paid. Consequently, during
the week of the work cycle the employee is to
work less than 38 ordinary hours the employee
will not be entitled to average pay for that week.
In that week, the average pay will be reduced by
the amount of the "credit" the employee does not
accrue for each whole day during the work cycle
the employee is absent.
The amount by which an employee's average
weekly pay will be reduced when the employee is
absent from duty (other than on annual leave, long
service leave, holidays prescribed under this
award, paid sick leave, workers' compensation or
bereavement leave) is to be calculated as follows:
Total of "credits" not x average weekly pay
accrued during cycle
3g
Examples
(An employee's ordinary hours are arranged so that the
employee works 8 ordinary hours on five days of each week
for 3 weeks and 8 ordinary hours on four days of the fourth
week).
1. Employee takes one day off without authorisation in
first week of cycle.
Week of Cycle
Payment
1 st week
= average weekly pay
less one day's pay (i.e. l/5th)
2nd and 3rd weeks = average weekly pay each week
4th week
= average pay
less credit not accrued on day of
absence
= average pay
less 0.4 hours x average weekly
pay
38
2. Employee takes each of the 4 days off without
authorisation in the 4th week.
1 st, 2nd and 3rd = average pay each week,
weeks
4th week
= average pay
less 4/5ths of average pay for
the four days absent
less total of credits not accrued
that week.
= l/5th average pay
less 4 x 0.4 hours x average
weekly pay
38
(4) Alternative Method of Payment
An alternative method of paying wages to that prescribed
by subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause may be agreed
between the employer and the majority of the employees
concerned.
(5) Day off Duty coinciding with Pay Day
In the event that an employee, by virtue of the
arrangement of the employee's ordinary working hours, is
to take a day off duty on a day which coincides with pay
day, such employee shall be paid no later than the working
day immediately following pay day. Provided that, where
the employer is able to make suitable arrangements, wages
may be paid on the working day preceding pay day.
(6) Payment by cheque or electronic fund transfer

Where an employee and the employer agree, the
employee's wages may be paid by cheque or direct transfer
into the employee's bank (or other recognised financial
institution) account. Notwithstanding this provision, if the
employer and the majority of employees agree, all employees may be paid their wages by cheque or direct transfer into
an employee's bank (or other recognised financial institution) account.
(7) Termination of Employment
An employee who lawfully leaves the employment or is
dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be paid
all moneys due at the termination of service with the
employer.
Provided that in the case of an employee whose ordinary
hours are arranged in accordance with placita (iii) or (iv) of
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 6.—Hours of this
Award and who is paid average pay and who has not taken
the day off due to the employee during the work cycle in
which the employment is terminated, the wages due to that
employee shall include a total of credits accrued during the
work cycle as detailed in the Special Note following
paragraph (b) of subclause (2) of this clause.
Provided further, where the employee has taken a day off
during the work cycle in which the employment is
terminated, the wages due to that employee shall be reduced
by the total of credits which have not accrued during the
work cycle.
(8) Details of Payments to be given
Where an employee requests the employer to state in
writing with respect to each week's wages the amount of
wages to which the employee is entitled, the amount of
deductions made therefrom, the net amount being paid, and
the number of hours worked, the employer shall do so not
less than two hours before the employee is paid.
(9) Calculation of Hourly Rate
Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause the
ordinary rate per hour shall be calculated by dividing the
appropriate weekly rate by 38.
25.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her
confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months' continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause:
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee
but shall not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) of this Clause,
the period of maternity leave shall be for an
unbroken period of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall
include a period of six weeks' compulsory leave
to be taken immediately before the presumed date
of confinement and a period of six weeks'
compulsory leave to be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, give notice
in writing to the employer stating the presumed
date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks'
notice in writing to the employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this Clause
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c)
of this subclause if such failure is occasioned by

the confinement occurring earlier than the presumed date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical
practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take
leave for such period as is certified necessary by a duly
qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated
as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8),
(9) and (10) of this Clause.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be
lengthened once only, save with the agreement of
the employer, by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be right of the employee
to resume work at a time nominated by the
employer which shall not exceed four weeks from
the date of notice in writing by the employee to
the employer that she desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled,
either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity
leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) of
this clause, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or. in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3)

of this clause, to the position she held immediately
before such transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there are
other positions available, for which the employee
is qualified and the duties of which she is capable
of performing, she shall be entitled to a position
as nearly comparable in status and salary or wage
to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) of this clause does not
exceed 52 weeks.
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction
with maternity leave, take any annual leave or
long service leave or any part thereof to which she
is then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Notwithstanding any award, or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) of this subclause, shall
be entitled to the position which she held
immediately before proceeding on maternity leave
or, in the case of an employee who was transferred
to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3) of this
clause, to the position which she held immediately
before such transfer. Where such position no
longer exists but there are other positions available for which the employee is qualified and the
duties of which she is capable of performing, she
shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable
in status and salary or wage to that of her former
position.
(11) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of a employee proceeding
on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall
inform that person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under this clause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the
employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.

(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this clause except
where his/her employment continues beyond the
12 months qualifying period.
26.—Introduction of Change.
(1) Employer's Duty to Notify:
(a) Where an employer has had a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, programme, organisation, structure or technology that
are likely to have "significant effects" on
employees, the employer shall notify the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes,
and their union.
(b) "Significant effects" include termination of employment, major changes in the composition,
operation or size of the employer's workforce or
in the skills required; the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion opportunities
or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work; the
need for re-training or transfer of employees to
other work or locations and the re-structuring of
jobs. Provided that where the award makes
provision for alteration of any of the matters
referred to herein, an alteration shall be deemed
not to have "significant effects".
(2) Employer's Duty to Discuss Change:
(a) The employer shall discuss with the employees
affected and their union, the introduction of the
changes referred to in subclause (1) of this clause,
among other things, the effects the changes are
likely to have on employees, measures to avoid or
minimise the adverse effects of such changes on
employees and shall give prompt consideration to
matters raised by the employees and/or their union
in relation to the changes.
(b) The discussion shall commence as early as
practicable after a definite decision has been made
by the employer to make the changes referred to
in subclause (1) of this clause.
(c) For the purpose of such discussion, the employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned and their union, all relevant information
about the changes, including the nature of the
changes proposed; the expected effects of the
changes on employees and other matters likely to
affect employees, provided that any employer
shall not be required to disclose confidential
information the disclosure of which would be
inimical to the employer's interests.
27.—Redundancy.
(1) Discussions Before Terminations:
(a) Where an employer has made a definite decision
that the employer no longer wishes the job the
employee has been doing done by anyone and this
is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover
of labour and that decision may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall hold
discussions with the employees directly affected
and with their union.
(b) The discussion shall take place as soon as is
practicable after the employer has made a definite
decision which will invoke the provisions of
paragraph (a) of this subclause and shall cover,
among other things, any reasons for the proposed
terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the
terminations and measures to minimise any
adverse effect of any terminations on the employees concerned.
(c) For the purpose of such discussion the employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned and their union, all relevant information
about the proposed terminations, including the
reasons for the proposed terminations, the number
and categories of employees likely to be affected,
the number of employees normally employed and
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the period over which the terminations are likely
to be carried out. Provided that any employer shall
not be required to disclose confidential information, the disclosure of which would be inimical to
the employer's interests.
(2) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties:
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this
clause, the employee shall be entitled to the same period of
notice of transfer as the employee would have been entitled
to had the employment been terminated, and the employer
may, at the employer's option, make payment in lieu thereof
of an amount equal to the difference between the former
ordinary weekly rate of wage and the new lower ordinaty
weekly rate of wage for the number of weeks of notice still
owing.
(3) Severance Pay:
(a) In addition to the period of notice prescribed in
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) in Clause 5.—
Contract of Service of this award, for ordinary
termination, and subject to further order of the
Commission, an employee whose employment is
terminated for reasons set out in paragraph (a) of
subclause (1) of this clause shall be entitled to the
following amount of severance pay in respect of
a continuous period of service.
Period of Continuous Service Severance Pay
Less than one year
Nil
One year but less than two
years
Four weeks
Two years but less than three
years
Six weeks
Three years but less than four
years
Seven weeks
Four years and over
Eight weeks
"Week's pay" means the ordinary time rate of
wage for the employee concerned.
Provided that the severance payments shall not
exceed the amount which the employee would
have earned if employment with the employer had
proceeded to the employee's normal retirement
date.
(b) For the purpose of this clause, continuity of
service shall not be broken on account of—
(i) any interruption or termination of the employment by the employer if such interruption or termination has been made merely
with the intention of avoiding obligations
hereunder in respect of leave of absence;
(ii) any absence from work on account of
personal sickness or accident for which an
employee is entitled to claim sick pay as
prescribed by this award or on account of
leave lawfully granted by the employer; or
(iii) any absence with reasonable cause, proof
whereof shall be upon the employee.
Provided that in the calculation of continuous
service under this subclause any time in respect
of which an employee is absent from work, except
time for which an employee is entitled to claim
annual leave, sick pay, long service leave and
public holidays as prescribed by this award, shall
not count as time worked.
(c) Service by the employee with a business which
has been transmitted from one employer to
another and the employee's service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause
(3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave
Provisions published in Volume 66 of the Western
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages one to four
shall also constitute continuous service for the
purpose of this clause.
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(4) Employee Leaving During Notice:
An employee whose employment is to be terminated for
reasons set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this
clause may terminate employment during the period of
notice and, if so, shall be entitled to the same benefits and
payments under this clause had the employee remained with
the employer until the expiry of such notice. Provided that
in such circumstances the employee shall not be entitled to
payment in lieu of notice.
(5) Alternative Employment:
An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable
alternative employment for an employee.
(6) Time Off During Notice Period:
(a) During the period of notice of termination of
employment given by an employer, an employee
whose employment is to be terminated for reasons
set out in paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this
clause shall, for the purpose of seeking other
employment, be entitled to be absent from work
during each week of notice up to a maximum of
eight ordinary hours without deduction of pay.
(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for
more than one day during the notice period for the
purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of the employer, be
required to produce proof of attendance at an
interview or the employee shall not receive
payment for the time absent. For this purpose a
statutory declaration will be sufficient.
(7) Notice to the Commonwealth Employment Service:
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees
in the circumstances outlined in paragraph (a) of subclause
(1) of this clause, the employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment Service thereof as soon as possible
giving relevant information, including the number and
categories of the employees likely to be affected and the
period over which the terminations are intended to be carried
out.
(8) Superannuation Benefits:
(a) Subject to further order of the Commission, where
an employee who is terminated receives a benefit
from a superannuation scheme, the employee shall
only receive, under subclause (3) of this clause,
the difference between the severance pay specified in that subclause and the amount of the
superannuation benefit the employee receives
which is attributable to employer contributions
only.
(b) If the superannuation benefit is greater than the
amount due under subclause (3) of this clause,
then the employee shall not receive payment
under that subclause.
(9) Employees With Less Than One Year's Service:
This clause shall not apply to employees with less than
one year's continuous service and the general obligation on
employers should be no more than to give relevant
employees an indication of the impending redundancy at the
first reasonable opportunity and to take such steps as may
be reasonable to facilitate the obtaining by the employees
of suitable alternative employment.
(10) Employees Exempted:
This clause shall not apply where employment is
terminated as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant
dismissal including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of
duty or in the case of casual employees, apprentices or
employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a
specified task or tasks.
(11) Employers Exempted:
Subject to an order of the Commission, in a particular
redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to employers
who employ less than 15 employees.
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(12) Incapacity to Pay:
An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make
application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied on the basis of the employer's
incapacity to pay.
(13) Dispute Settling Procedures:
Any dispute under these provisions shall be referred to the
Commission.
28.—Part Time Employment.
(1) A part time employee may be engaged to work for a
constant number of hours each week which having regard
to the various ways of arranging ordinary hours shall
average less than 38 hours per week.
(2) an employee so engaged shall be paid per hour one
thirty-eighth of the weekly wage prescribed for the
classification in which the employee is engaged.
(3) An employee engaged on a part time basis shall be
entitled in respect of annual leave, holidays, sick leave and
bereavement leave arising under this award payment on a
proportionate basis calculated as follows:
(a) Annual Leave
Where a part time employee is entitled to a
payment either, on termination or for the purpose
of annual leave or at a close down, for continuous
service in any qualifying twelve monthly period
then the payment of 2.923 hours' pay prescribed
by paragraph (b) of subclause (6) of Clause
9.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this Award
shall be in respect of each cumulative period of
38 ordinary hours worked during the qualifying
period.
(b) Holidays
A part time employee shall be allowed the
holidays prescribed by Clause 9.—Holidays and
Annual Leave of this Award without deduction of
pay in respect of each holiday which is observed
on a day ordinarily worked by the part time
employee.
(c) Absence Through Sickness
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a)
of subclause (1) of Clause 11.—Absence Through
Sickness of this award the accrual of one-sixth of
a week for each completed month of service shall
be calculated on the average number of ordinary
hours worked each week for every completed
month of service.
(d) Bereavement Leave
Where a part time employee would normally work
on either or both of the two working days
following the death of a close relative which
would entitle an employee on weekly hiring to
bereavement leave in accordance with Clause
22.—Bereavement Leave of this award the employee shall be entitled to be absent on bereavement leave on either or both of those two working
days without loss of pay for the day or days
concerned.
(e) Overtime
A part time employee who works in excess of the
hours fixed under the contract of employment
shall be paid overtime in accordance with Clause
7.—Overtime of this award.
29.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes.
(1) A procedure for the avoidance of industrial disputes
shall apply in establishments covered by this award.
The object of the procedure shall be to promote the
resolution of disputes by measures based on consultation,
co-operation and discussion; to reduce the level of industrial
confrontation; and to avoid interruption to the performance
of work and the consequential loss of production and wages.
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It is acknowledged that in some companies or sectors of
the industry, disputes avoidance/settlement procedures are
either now in place or in the process of being negotiated and
it may be the desire of the immediate parties concerned to
pursue those mutually agreed procedures.
(2) In other cases, the following principles shall apply:
(a) Depending on the issues involved, the size and
function of the plant or enterprise and the union
membership of the employees concerned, a procedure involving up to four stages of discussion shall
apply. These are:
(i) discussions between the employee/s concerned (and shop steward if requested) and
the immediate supervisors:
(ii) discussions involving the employee/s concerned, the shop steward and the employer
representative;
(iii) discussions involving representatives from
the State Branch of the union/s concerned
and the employer representatives;
(iv) discussions involving senior union officials
(State Secretary) and the senior management
representative(s);
(v) there shall be an opportunity for any party to
raise the issue to a higher stage.
(b) There shall be a commitment by the parties to
achieve adherence to this procedure. This should
be facilitated by the earliest possible advice by
one party to the other of any issue or problem
which may give rise to a grievance or dispute.
(c) Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant
facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
(d) Sensible time limits shall be allowed for the
completion of the various stages of the discussions. At least seven days should be allowed for
all stages of the discussions to be finalised.
(e) Emphasis shall be placed on a negotiated settlement. However, if the negotiation process is
exhausted without the dispute being resolved, the
parties shall jointly or individually refer the matter
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for assistance in resolving the dispute.
(f) In order to allow for the peaceful resolution of
grievances the parties shall be committed to avoid
stoppages of work, lockouts or any other bans or
limitation on the performance of work while the
procedures of negotiation and conciliation are
being followed.
(g) The employer shall ensure that all practices
applied during the operation of the procedure are
in accordance with safe working practices and
consistent with established custom and practices
at the workplace.
30.—^Training.
(1) The parties to this award recognise that in order to
increase efficiency, productivity and international competitiveness of industry, a greater commitment to training and
skill development is required. Accordingly, the parties
commit themselves to—
(a) developing a more highly skilled and flexible
work force;
(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills; and
(c) removing barriers to the utilisation of skills
acquired.
(2) Following proper consultation in accordance with
subclause (7) of the First Schedule—Wages of this award,
or through the establishment of a training committee, an
employer shall develop a training programme consistent
with—
(a) the current and future skill needs of the enterprise;

(b) the size, structure and nature of the operations of
the enterprise; and
(c) the need to develop vocational skills relevant to
the enterprise and the gate, fence and frames
industry through courses conducted by accredited
educational institutions and providers.
(3) Where it is agreed that a training committee be
established, such training committee shall be constituted by
equal numbers of employer and employee representatives
and have a charter which clearly states its role and
responsibilities, which for example might include—
(a) formulation of a training programme and availability of training courses and career opportunities
to employees;
(b) dissemination of information on the training
programme and availability of training courses
and career opportunities to employees;
(c) the recommending of individual employees for
training and reclassification; and
(d) monitoring and advising management and employees regarding the ongoing effectiveness of the
training.
(4) (a) Where, as a result of consultation in accordance
with subclause (7) of the First Schedule—Wages of this
award, or through a training committee and/or with the
employee concerned, it is agreed that additional training in
accordance with the programme developed pursuant to
subclause (2) hereof should be undertaken by an employee,
that training may be undertaken either on or off the job and
if the training is undertaken during ordinary working hours,
the employee concerned shall not suffer any loss of pay. The
employer shall not unreasonably withhold such paid training
leave.
(b) Any costs associated with standard fees for prescribed
courses and prescribed textbooks (excluding those textbooks
which are available in the employer's technical library)
incurred with the undertaking of training shall be reimbursed
by the employer upon production of evidence of such
expenditure. Provided that reimbursement shall be on an
annual basis, subject to the presentation of reports of
satisfactory progress.
(c) Travel costs incurred by an employee undertaking
training in accordance with this clause, which exceed those
normally incurred in travelling to and from work, shall be
reimbursed by the employer.
(5) Subclauses (2), (3) and (4) hereof shall operate as
interim provisions and shall be reviewed after nine months'
operation. In the meantime, the parties shall monitor the
effectiveness of those interim provisions in encouraging the
attainment of the objectives detailed in subclause (1) hereof.
In this connection, the unions reserve the right to press for
the mandatory prescription of a minimum number of
training hours per annum, without loss of pay, for an
employee undertaking training to meet the needs of an
individual enterprise and the metal and engineering industry.
(6) Any dispute arising in relation to subclauses (2) and
(3) hereof shall be subject to the provisions of Clause
29.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes of this award.
First Schedule—Wages.
The minimum rate of wage payable to employees covered
by this award shall be as follows:
(1) (a) Adult Employees:
Rate per
Week
$
Machinist (Wire) "A"
333.30
Machinist (Wire) "B"
320.70
Machinist (Wire) Assistant
314.30
Framer "A"
333.30
Framer "B"
310.40
Process Employee
310.40
Wirer
310.40
Welder "A"
363.20
Welder "B"
316.10

Rate per
Week
$
312.00
319.30
316.10
310.40
323.10
363.20

Welder "C"
Painter of Iron Work
Erector
Erector's Assistant
Tool and Material Storeperson
Tradesperson
Mechanical Tradesperson Special
Class
386.90
(b) The rates of pay prescribed in paragraph (a)
above shall take effect from the first pay
period commencing on or after the 11th day
of February 1992.
(2) Leading Hands: In addition to the appropriate rate
prescribed in subclause (1) of this Schedule, a
leading hand shall be paid:
$
(a) If placed in charge of not less than
three and not more than ten other
employees
16.60
(b) If placed in charge of more than ten
and not more than 20 other employees
25.40
(c) If placed in charge of more than 20
other employees
32.70
(3) Apprentices:
(a) (Wages per week expressed as a percentage
of the "Tradesman's" rate).
Five Year Tferm
%
First Year
40
Second Year
48
Third Year
55
Fourth Year
75
Fifth Year
88
Four Year Tferm
First Year
42
Second Year
55
Third Year
75
Fourth Year
88
Three and a Half Year Tferm
First Six Months
42
Second Six Months
55
Next Year
75
Final Year
88
Three Year Term
First Year
55
Second Year
75
Third Year
88
(b) For the purpose of subclause (a) of this clause
"Tradesman's" rate means the total wage
for the classification "tradesman" as set out
in subclause (1) of this Schedule.
(4) junior Employees:
(a) (Wages per week expressed as a percentage
of the "Process Employees" rate).
%
Under 16 years of age
35
16 years of age
45
17 years of age
55
18 years of age
65
19 years of age
78.5
20 years of age
93
(b) For the purpose of subclause (a) of this clause
"Process Employees" rate means the total
wage for the classification "Process Employee" as set out in subclause (1) of this
Schedule.
(5) A casual employee shall be paid twenty per cent
of the ordinary rate in addition to the rate for the
calling in which he is employed.
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(6) Tool Allowance:
(a) Where an employer does not provide a
tradesperson or an apprentice with the tools
ordinarily required by that tradesperson or
apprentice in the performance of their work
as a tradesperson or as an apprentice, the
employer shall pay a tool allowance of—
(i) $9.20 per week to such tradesperson, or
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage
of $9.20 being the percentage which
appears against the year of apprenticeship in paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of
this Schedule.
For the purpose of such tradesperson or
apprentice supplying and maintaining tools
ordinarily required in the performance of
their work as a tradesperson or apprentice.
(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included
in, and form part of, the ordinary weekly
wage prescribed in this schedule.
(c) An employer shall provide for the use of
tradesmen or apprentices all necessary power
tools, special purpose tools and precision
measuring instruments.
(d) A tradesman or apprentice shall replace or
pay for any tools supplied by the employer,
if lost through his negligence.
(7) Structural Efficiency:
(a) Arising out of the decision of 8 September
1989 in the State Wage Case and in consideration of the wage increases resulting from the
first structural efficiency adjustment in Application No. 1707 of 1989, employees are to
perform a wider range of duties including
work which is incidental or peripheral to
their main tasks or functions.
(b) The parties to this award are committed to
co-operating positively to increase the efficiency, productivity and international competitiveness of the gate, fence and frame
manufacturing industry and to enhance the
career opportunities and job security of
employees in the industry.
(c) At each plant or enterprise a consultative
mechanism may be established by the employer, or shall be established upon request
by the employees or their relevant union or
unions. The consultative mechanism and
procedure shall be appropriate to the size,
structure and needs of that plant or enterprise.
Measures raised by the employer, employees
or union or unions for consideration consistent with the objectives of paragraph (b)
hereof shall be processed through that consultative mechanism and procedures.
(d) Measures raised for consideration consistent
with paragraph (c) hereof shall be related to
implementation of the new classification
structure, the facilitative provisions contained in this award and, subject to Clause
30.—^Training of this award, matters concerning training and, subject to paragraph (e)
hereof, any other measures consistent with
the objectives of paragraph (b) of this
subclause.
(e) Without limiting the rights of either an
employer or a union to arbitration, any other
measure designed to increase flexibility at
the plant or enterprise and sought by any
party shall be notified to the Commission and
by agreement of the parties involved shall be
subject to the following requirements:
(i) The changes sought shall not affect the
provisions reflecting national standards
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recognised by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
(ii) The majority of employees affected by
the change at the plant or enterprise
must genuinely agree to the change.
(iii) No employee shall lose income as a
result of the change.
(iv) The relevant union or unions must be a
party to the agreement.
(v) The relevant union or unions shall not
unreasonably oppose any agreement.
(vi) Any agreement shall be subject to
approval by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and, if
approved, shall operate as a Schedule to
this award and take precedence over any
provision of this award to the extent of
any inconsistency.
(0 Any disputes arising in relation to the
implementation of paragraphs (c) and (d)
hereof shall be subject to the provisions of
Clause 29.—Avoidance of Industrial Disputes of this award.
Second Schedule—Respondents
Boral Cyclone Limited
Joyce Bros. (W.A.) Pty Ltd
Skinners Pty Ltd
Third Schedule—New Classification Structure and Definitions.
(1) The following classifications and definitions shall
supersede Clause 17.—Definitions and subclause (1) of the
First Schedule—Wages of this award. It is agreed by the
parties to this award that the following classifications
specify skill and training standards and broad areas of work.
The definitions recognise national qualifications outlined by
the Australian Council of Tfertiary Awards and the standards
set down by the National Metals and Engineering Skills
Training Board on behalf of the National Training Board and
recognised and accredited in Western Australia by the
appropriate State Training Authority (i.e. SESDA, ITAC
and TAPE).
(2) Classifications are based on the progressive acquisition of modules of skill and/or training and form the career
path which determines the pay rate structure. Through the
NMESTB (or SESDA when operative) and the training
providers, appropriate credits or exemptions will be given
for training already completed, or experience and skills
already obtained.
(3) The structure recognises that credit for skill and
formal training is transferable from one classification to the
next. Reclassification on the basis of skills obtained through
means other than training accredited by the National
Training Board (or SESDA when operative) will be subject
to the testing and competency standards set down by the
NMESTB and recognised in Western Australia by the
appropriate State Training Authority and shall be in
accordance with the training clause contained in this award.
(4) Transition/Implementation Period and Arrangements—
(a) Duration
It is agreed between the parties that a transition/
implementation period shall operate from the first
pay period to commence on or after 9 December
1991 until the first pay period beginning on or
after 9 May 1992.
(b) Objective
The objective of this transition/implementation
period is—
(i) To enable all parties to the award to
familiarise themselves with the new wage
classification and definition structure.
(ii) For each plant or establishment to apply
(subject to the transitional arrangements
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below) the new wage, classification and
definition structure set out in this Appendix
in place of existing arrangements as defined
in Clause 17.—Definitions and the First
Schedule—V/ages, subclause (1) classification and wage groups of this award.
(c) Transitional Arrangements
In order to assist an orderly transition, the
following arrangements shall apply—
(i) From the first pay period commencing on or
after 9 December 1991 an employee's new
wage group shall be determined in accordance with subclause (1) of the First Schedule—Wages of this award.
(ii) Upon agreed transition to the new classification structure, employees will perform work
in accordance with the new classification and
definitions set out in this Schedule in lieu of
definitions currently set out in Clause 17.—
Definitions of this award.
(iii) Any disputes in relation to the transition/
implementation of the new wage, classification and definition structure shall be handled
in accordance with the procedures prescribed
by Clause 29.—Avoidance of Industrial
Disputes of this award.
(iv) Wage increases arising from broadbanding
and adjustment of minimum rates are subject
to absorption into existing over-award payments.
(d) Reclassification will be according to the following
principles—
(i) Employees will transfer to the new classification structure without loss of pay in accordance with a schedule agreed between the
parties which will "line-up" the old classifications with the new levels.
(ii) Reclassification to any higher level shall be
contingent upon such additional work being
available and required to be performed by the
employer.
(iii) In the event that there is a claim for
reclassification by an existing employee to a
higher level under the new structure on the
ground that the employee possesses equivalent skill and knowledge gained through
on-the-job experience or on any other ground
the following principles apply—
(aa) The parties agree that the existing award
disputes avoidance procedure shall be
followed.
(bb) Agreed competency standards shall be
established by the parties in conjunction
with TAPE (and SESDA when operative) for all levels in the new classification structure before any claims for
reclassification are processed and shall
be incorporated in the Implementation
Manual as they become available,
(cc) The Implementation Manual shall lay
down procedures for testing the validity
of an employee's claim for reclassification. These procedures shall be undertaken by an independent third party
recognised by SESDA (when established) and/or the National Training
Board, e.g. TAPE.
(e) Review
(i) Prior to the expiration of the six month
period, the parties at the industry level will
consult with their respective members and
make any changes to the classification
structure as they may be advised.
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(ii) At the expiration of the six month period,
employers will be required to have completed the transitional phase.
(iii) The parties are committed to modernising the
terms of the award and to addressing the
issues associated with training with a view to
finalising these matters by 9 May 1992.
Definitions
Wage Group Level 8 (C 14)
Trainee/Manufacturing Employee—Level 5(Relativity to
Tradesperson's Rate of Pay—..%)
A Manufacturing Employee Level 5 is an employee
undertaking up to 38 hours' induction training which may
include information on the enterprise, conditions of employment, introduction to supervisors and fellow employees,
training and career path opportunities, plant lay-out, work
and documentation procedures, occupational health and
safety, equal employment opportunities and quality control/
assurance.
An employee at this level performs routine duties
essentially of a manual nature and to the level of their
training—
(i) performs general labouring and cleaning duties;
(ii) exercises minimal judgement;
(iii) works under direct supervision; or
(iv) in the case of a trainee, is undertaking structured
training so as to enable them to work at Level 7.
Wage Group Level 7 (C 13)
Manufacturing Employee—Level 4(Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of Pay—82%)
A Manufacturing Employee Level 7 is an employee who
has completed up to three months' structured training so as
to enable the employee to perform work within the scope
of this level.
At this level an employee performs work above and
beyond the skills of an employee at Level 8 and to the level
of their training—
(i) Works under direct supervision, either individually or in a team environment.
(ii) Understands and undertakes basic quality control/
assurance procedures including the ability to
recognise basic quality deviations and faults.
(iii) Understands and utilises basic statistical process
control procedures.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform are the following—
repetitive work on automatic, semi-automatic or single
purpose machines or equipment;
assembles components using basic written, spoken
and/or diagrammatic instructions in an assembly
environment;
basic soldering or butt and spot welding skills or
cutting scrap with oxy-acetylene blow pipe;
uses selected hand tools;
maintains simple records;
uses hand trolleys and pallet trucks; and
assists in the provision of on-the-job training in
conjunction with tradespersons and supervisor/trainers.
Wage Group Level 6 (C 12)
Manufacturing Employee—Level 3(Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of Pay—..%)
A Manufacturing Employee Level 3 is an employee who
has completed a Production/Engineering Certificate I or
equivalent training so as to enable the employee to perform
work within the scope of this level.
An employee at this level performs work above and
beyond the skills of an employee at Level 7 and to the level
of their training—
(i) Is responsible for the quality of their own work,
subject to routine supervision.
(ii) Works under routine supervision, either individually or in a team environment.

(iii) Exercises discretion within their level of skills and
training.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform are the following—
operates flexibly between assembly stations;
operates machinery and equipment requiring the
exercise of skill and knowledge beyond that of an
employee at Level 7;
non-trade engineering skills;
basic tracing and sketching skills;
receiving, despatching, distributing, sorting, checking,
packing (other than repetitive packing in a standard
container or containers in which such goods are
ordinarily sold), documenting and recording of goods,
materials and components;
inventory control in the context of a production
process;
basic keyboard skills;
advanced soldering techniques;
operation of mobile equipment including forklifts,
hand trolleys, pallet trucks, overhead cranes and winch
operation;
ability to measure accurately;
assists one or more tradespersons; and
welding which requires the exercise of knowledge and
skills above Level 7.
Wage Group Level 5 (C 11)
Manufacturing Employee—Level 2(Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of Pay—92.4%)
A Manufacturing Employee Level 2 is and employee who
has completed a Production/Engineering Certificate H or
equivalent training so as to enable the employee to perform
work within the scope of this level.
At this level an employee performs work above and
beyond the skills of an employee at Level 6 and to the level
of their training—
(i) Works from complex instructions and procedures.
(ii) Assists in the provision of on-the-job training to
a limited degree.
(iii) Co-ordinates work in a team environment or
works individually under general supervision.
(iv) Is responsible for assuring the quality of their own
work.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform are the following—
uses precision measuring instruments;
machine setting, loading and operation;
rigging (certificated);
inventory and store control, including—
licensed operation of all appropriate materials
handling equipment;
use of tools and equipment within the scope of
(basic non-trades) maintenance;
computer operation at a level higher than that of
an employee at Level 6;
intermediate keyboard skills;
basic engineering and fault-finding skills;
basic quality checks on the work of others;
is licensed and certified for forklift, engine driving and
crane driving operations to a level higher than Level
6;
has a knowledge of the employer's operations as it
relates to production processes;
lubricates production machinery equipment; and
assists in the provision of on-the-job training in
conjunction with tradespersons and supervisor/trainers.
Wage Group Level 4 (C 10)
Manufacturing Employee Level 1 (Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of Pay—100%)

A Manufacturing Employee Level 1 is an employee who,
while still being primarily engaged in manufacturing work
applies the skills acquired through the successful completion
of a trade certificate level qualification in the production,
distribution, or stores functions according to the needs of the
enterprise.
A Manufacturing Employee Level 1 works above and
beyond an employee at Level 2 and to the level of their
training—
(i) Understands and applies quality control techniques.
(ii) Exercises good interpersonal and communications
skills.
(iii) Exercises keyboard skills at a level higher than
Level 5.
(iv) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade.
(v) Performs work under limited supervision, either
individually or in a team environment.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform are the following—
approves and passes first off samples and maintain
quality of product;
works from production drawings, prints or plans;
operates, sets up and adjusts all production machinery
in a plant, including production process welding to the
extent of training;
can perform a range of engineering maintenance
functions including—
removing equipment fastenings, including use of
destructive cutting equipment;
lubrication of production equipment;
running adjustments to production equipment;
operates all lifting equipment;
basic production scheduling and materials handling
within the scope of the production process or directly
related functions within raw materials/finished goods
locations in conjunction with technicians;
understands an applies computer techniques relating to
production process operations;
high level stores and inventory responsibility beyond
the requirements of an employee at Level 5;
assists in the provision of on-the-job training in
conjunction with tradespersons and trainers; and
has a sound knowledge of the employer's operations as
it relates to the production process.
Wage Group Level 3 (C 10)
Tradesperson Level 1 (Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of
Pay—100%)
A tradesperson Level 1 is an employee who holds a Trade
Certificate or Tradespersons Rights Certificate in one of the
electrical/electronics, mechanical or fabrication engineering
streams and is able to exercise the skills and knowledge of
that trade.
A Tradesperson Level 1 works above and beyond an
employee at Wage Group Level 4 and to the level of their
training—
(i) Understands and applies quality control techniques.
(ii) Exercises good interpersonal communications
skills.
(iii) Exercises keyboard skills at a level higher than an
employee at Wage Group Level 3.
(iv) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade.
(v) Performs work under general supervision, either
individually or in a team environment.
(vi) Operates all lifting equipment incidental to their
work.
(vii) Perform non-trade tasks incidental to their work.
(viii) Performs work which while primarily involving
the skills of the employee's trade is incidental or
peripheral to the primary task and facilitates the
completion of the whole task. Such incidental or

peripheral work would not require additional
formal technical training,
(ix) Is able to inspect products and/or materials for
conformity with established operational standards.
Wage Group Level 2 (C 9)
Tradesperson—Level 2(Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of
Pay—105%)
A Tradesperson—Level 2 is a—
Tradesperson (Electrical/Electronic)—Level 2; or
Tradesperson (Mechanical)—Level 2; or
Tradesperson (Fabrication)—Level 2;
who has completed the following training requirement—
33% of the modules towards an appropriate Post Trade
Certificate;
as prescribed in the Implementation Manual.
A Tradespersons Level 2 works above and beyond a
Tradesperson Level 1 and to the level of their training—
(i) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory
completion of the training prescribed for this
classification, subject to standards prescribed by
the Implementation Manual.
(ii) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade.
(iii) Works under general supervision, either individually or in a team environment.
(iv) Understands and implements quality control techniques.
(v) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team.
(vi) Exercises trade skills relevant to specific requirements of the enterprise at a level higher than
Tradesperson Level 1.
Tasks which an employee at this level may perform are
subject to the employee having the appropriate Trade and
Post Trade Training to enable the particular tasks to be
performed.
Wage Group Level 1 (C 8)
Tradesperson Level 3 (Relativity to Tradesperson's Rate of
Pay—110%)
A Tradesperson Level 3 means a tradesperson who has
completed the following training requirement—
66% of the modules towards an appropriate Post Trade
Certificate.
A Tradesperson Level 3 works above and beyond an
employee at Level 1 and to the level of their training—
(i) Is able to exercise the skills attained through
satisfactory completion of the training prescribed
for this classification, subject to the standards
prescribed by the Manual that forms Appendix X
of this award.
(ii) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team.
(iii) Assists in the provision of training in conjunction
with supervisors and trainers.
(iv) Understands and implements quality control techniques.
(v) Works under limited supervision, either individually or in a team environment.
(vi) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of
a work team.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform are as follows—
exercises high precision trade skills using various
materials and/or specialised techniques; and
performs operations on a CAD/CAM (Computer Aided
Drafting/Computing Aided Manufacturing) terminal in
the performance of routine modifications to NC/CNC
(Numerical Control/Computer Numeric Control) programmes.(EDIT SCH)
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Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch)

HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES' (PERTH DENTAL
HOSPITAL) AWARD 1971
No. 4 of 1970.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 17th day of January, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

Hospital Employees' (Perth Dental Hospital) Award 1971
Award No. 4 of 1970.
1.—Title.
This award shall be known as the "Hospital Employees'
(Perth Dental Hospital) Award 1971" and replaces Award
No. 14 of 1966.
1 A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by the Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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2.—Arrangement.
Title
State Wage Principles
Arrangement
Area and Scope
Term
Definitions
No Reduction
Conditions and Allowances
Engagement and Dismissal
Hours of Duty
Overtime
Annual Leave
Public Holidays
Sick Leave
Long Service Leave
Protective Clothing
Distant Work
Higher Duties Allowance
Apprentices
Wages
Part-Time Workers
Dispute Settlement Procedures
Schedule A—Parties to the Award
Schedule B—Respondent

3.—Area and Scope.
This award shall apply to the classifications of workers
mentioned herein employed in the Perth Dental Hospital and
clinics thereof.
4.—Term.
This award shall operate for a period of three years from
the date hereof.
5.—Definitions.
(1) "Dental Technician Advanced Level One" shall
mean an employee:
(a) who has had at least four years experience as a
dental technician other than as an apprentice or

who has had training deemed by his/her employer
to be equivalent thereto; and
(b) who is engaged in all aspects of crown and bridge
work, or cast metal dentures, or orthodontics or
advanced completed and partial denture construction; and
(c) who has satisfied the employer by a practical trade
test that he/she possesses particular skill in the
field in which he/she desires advancement.
(2) "Dental Tfechnician Advanced Level Two" shall
mean an employee who in addition to meeting the
requirements set out in subclause (1) hereof has satisfied the
employer by a theoretical trade test that he/she possesses
particular skill in the field in which he/she desires
advancement.
(3) "Trade Test" shall mean a test set by Perth Dental
Hospital comprising practical and/or theoretical components.
(4) "Union" means the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch.
6.—No Reduction.
Nothing contained in this award shall operate to reduce
the wages paid to any worker at the date of this award.
7.—Conditions and Allowances.
The provisions of the Miscellaneous Government Conditions and Allowances Award No. A 4 of 1992 shall apply
mutatis mutandis to all employees covered by this award.
8.—Engagement and Dismissal.
(1) Two weeks' notice of termination of service shall be
given by either side: Provided that a worker may be
summarily dismissed for misconduct, in which case he shall
be paid up to time of dismissal only.
(2) An employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employees skill,
competence and training, including work which is incidental
or peripheral to the employee's main tasks or functions.
9.—Hours of Duty.
(1) The ordinary hours per week shall be 37.5, worked on
Monday to Friday inclusive in accordance with a roster
agreed to by the Union, the employees and the employer.
(2) All employees shall be allowed one hour for lunch
between the hours of 12.00 noon and 2.00 p.m.
(3) Any dispute between an employer and the Union
concerning the operation of this clause shall be referred to
the W.A. Industrial Commission.
10.—Overtime.
(1) Ail work performed at the direction of the employer
outside the ordinary hours of duty, shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one-half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter. Provided that in the calculation of overtime
each day shall stand alone.
(2) The employer may require any worker to work
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such worker shall
work overtime in accordance with such requirements.
(3) A worker who has completed his usual hours of duty
and has left the job and who is recalled to work after the
usual ceasing time shall be paid a minimum of three hours
at overtime rates.
(4) Where it is mutually agreed between the employee and
the employer time off in lieu of overtime may be granted
proportionate to the payment to which an employee is
entitled. Such time off is to be taken at a time convenient
to the employer and employee.
11.—Annual Leave.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four
consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to an employee
by his employer after each period of 12 months' continuous
service with such employer.

(2) Prior to commencing any period of annual leave, such
worker shall be paid for that period of annual leave at the
rate of wage the worker would have received had she/he not
proceeded on leave, provided that:
(a) Where an employee, for the greater portion of the
calendar month prior to taking annual leave
performs duties in a classification which, for the
same year of employment, carries a higher rate
than that which the employee usually performs,
the rate of wage payable to that higher classification shall be deemed to be the rate of wage the
employee would have received had he not
proceeded on leave.
(b) In addition to the rates prescribed in this subclause, a worker shall be paid a loading of 17.5 per
cent in addition to the rate of wage prescribed in
Clause 19.—Wages of this award.
Provided that the loading prescribed by this subclause
shall not apply to pro rata annual leave on termination.
(3) An employee may, with the approval of the employer,
be allowed to take the annual leave prescribed by this clause
before the completion of 12 months' continuous service as
prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause.
(4) (a) If after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee leaves his
employment or his employment is terminated by the
employer through no fault of the employee, the employee
shall be paid 2.88 hours' pay, at his/her ordinary rate of wage
as prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause in respect of
each completed week of continuous service.
(b) If the services of an employee terminate and the
employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause and if the period of leave so
taken exceeds that which would become due pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this subclause, the employee shall be liable
to pay the amount representing the difference between the
amount received by him for the period of leave taken in
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause and the amount
which would have accrued in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this subclause. The employer may deduct this amount
from moneys due to the employee by reason of the other
provisions of this award at the time of termination.
(c) In addition to any payment to which he may be entitled
under this subclause, an employee whose employment
terminates after he has completed a 12 monthly qualifying
period and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed
under this award in respect of that qualifying period shall
be given payment in lieu of that leave unless he has been
justifiably dismissed for misconduct and the misconduct for
which he has been dismissed occurred prior to the
completion of that qualifying period.
(5) (a) The annual leave prescribed in this clause may be
taken in two portions, if so requested by the employee,
provided that no portion shall be less than two consecutive
weeks.
(b) By mutual agreement between the employer and the
employee, the annual leave may be further split on one
additional occasion, provided that no portion shall be less
than one week.
(c) When an employee requests that his annual leave be
split into two or three portions the employer shall make
every reasonable endeavour to accommodate the wishes of
the employee.
(6) When computing the annual leave due under this
clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave in
respect of the period an employee is on annual leave, long
service leave, observing a public holiday prescribed by this
award, absent through sickness with or without pay except
for that portion of an absence that exceeds three months or
absent on workers' compensation except for that portion of
an absence that exceeds six months in any year.
(7) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
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12.—Public Holidays.
(1) The following days or the days observed in lieu
thereof shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as
holidays without deduction of pay namely New Year's Day,
Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day,
Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day together with any other day which
is declared a public holiday for the State Public Service in
Western Australia. Provided that another day may be taken
as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of
any of the days named in the subclause.
(2) (a) Where any of the days mentioned in subclause (1)
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday, when Boxing Day
falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Tiiesday.
(b) When any of the days observed as a holiday in this
clause falls during a period of annual leave the holiday or
holidays shall be observed on the next succeeding work day
or days as the case may be after completion of that annual
leave.
(3) Any worker, who is required to work on the day
observed as a holiday as prescribed in this clause in his
normal hours of labour or ordinary hours in the case of a shift
worker shall be paid for the time worked at the rate of double
time and a half or if the employer agrees be paid for the time
worked at the rate of time and a half and in addition be
allowed to observe the holiday on a day mutually acceptable
to the employer and the worker.
(4) When a worker is absent on leave without pay, sick
leave without pay or worker's compensation, any day
observed as a holiday on a day falling during such absence
shall not be treated as a paid holiday. Where the worker is
on duty or available on the whole of the working day
immediately preceding a holiday or resumes duty or is
available on the whole of the working day immediately
following a day observed as a holiday as prescribed by this
clause the worker shall be entitled to be paid for such
holiday.
(5) This clause shall not apply to casual workers.
13.—Sick Leave.
(1) (a) A worker shall be entitled to payment for
non-attendance on the grounds of personal ill-health or
injury for one-sixth of a week's pay for each completed
month of service.
(b) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of each
accruing year, or at the time the worker leaves the service
of the employer, in the event of the worker being entitled
by service subsequent to the sickness in that year to a greater
allowance than that made at the time the sickness occurred.
(2) The unused portion of the entitlement prescribed in
paragraph (a) hereof in any accruing year shall be allowed
to accumulate and may be availed of in the next year or any
succeeding year.
(3) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in
accordance with this clause the worker shall as soon as
reasonably practicable advise the employer of his inability
to attend for work, the nature of his illness or injury and the
estimated duration of the absence. Provided that such advice
other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to
the employer within 24 hours of the commencement of the
absence.
(4) No worker shall be entitled to the benefit of this clause
unless he produces proof to the satisfaction of the employer
or his representative of such sickness provided that the
employer shall not be entitled to a medical certificate for
absences of less than three consecutive working days unless
the total of such absences exceeds five days in any one
accruing year.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to a worker who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when he is
absent on annual leave and a worker may apply for and the
employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual
leave.
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(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the worker
was confined to his place of residence or an hospital as a
result of his personal ill health or injury for a period of seven
consecutive days or more and he produces a certificate from
a registered medical practitioner that he was so confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve
the worker of the obligation to advise the employer in
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause, if he is unable
to attend for work on the working day next following his
annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
worker was entitled at the time he proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
this subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent
to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another
time mutually agreed to by the employer and the worker or,
failing agreement, shall be added to the worker's next period
of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid
for in accordance with the provisions of clause 11—Annual
Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in
clause 11—Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid
with respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to workers who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation Act nor to workers whose
illness or injury is the result of the worker's own
misconduct.
(7) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
workers.
(8) A rostered worker, proceeding on sick leave, shall be
paid the shift and weekend penalties he would have received
had he not proceeded on sick leave.
(9) (a) An employee shall be paid the wages he would
have received had he not proceeded on sick leave and shall
have the accrued entitlement to paid sick leave reduced by
the time the employee is absent from work on account of
paid sick leave.
(b) An employee shall not be entitled to claim payment
for non-attendance on the ground of personal ill-health or
injury nor will the employee's sick leave entitlements be
reduced if such personal ill-health or injury occurs on a day
when an employee is absent on an Accrued Day Off in
accordance with the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of
Clause 9.—Hours of Duty of this award.
(10) An employee whilst on paid sick leave shall continue
to accrue an entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed
in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 9.—Hours of Duty of this
award.
(11) Any sick leave entitlement accumulated as at
January 1, 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 38
to 40.
14.—Long Service Leave.
(1) The Long Service Leave provisions applicable to
Salaried Officers covered by the Hospital Salaried Officers'
Award 1968 as amended and replaced from time to time
shall apply to employees covered by this award.
(2) Any qualifying service prior to 1 January, 1978 for the
second period of long service leave, shall be calculated on
a 10 year qualifying period basis but all qualifying service
after 1 January, 1978 shall be calculated on a seven year
qualifying period basis.
15.—Protective Clothing and Uniforms.
(1) The employer shall supply suitable protective clothing
where it is warranted.
(2) The employer shall supply uniforms where he/she
requires particular items of clothing to be worn.

(3) (a) Protective clothing and/or uniforms supplied under
subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause shall be laundered free
of charge and remain the property of the employer.
(b) Provided that in lieu of such free laundering the
employer may pay the employee an allowance. The amount
of such allowance shall be agreed upon between the Union
and the employer or, failing agreement, as may be
determined by the Board of Reference.
16.—Distant Work.
The present practices with respect to payment of expenses
on distant work shall be continued.
17.—Higher Duties Allowance.
(1) An employee who performs duties which carry a
higher minimum rate than that which such employee usually
performs shall be entitled to the higher minimum rate while
so employed.
(2) Where such employee is engaged in the higher grade
of work for more than two hours on any day or shift, the
employee shall be paid the higher rate for the whole day or
shift.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause payment
for higher duties shall not apply to an employee required to
act in another position whilst the permanent employee is on
a single Accrued Day Off as prescribed by subclause (1) of
Clause 9.—Hours of Duty of this award.
18.—Apprentices.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, the Apprenticeship Regulations made on the 30th January 1964
(hereinafter referred to as "the Apprenticeship Regulations") are incorporated in and form part of this award.
(2) Apprentices may be taken to the trade of dental
technician in the proportion of one apprentice to every two
or fraction of two journeymen, provided that a dentist may
himself be regarded as a journeyman for the purpose of this
subclause.
(3) No minor shall be employed as an apprentice unless
he has completed the tenth year of schooling and has
obtained an Achievement Certificate in such subjects as the
appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board determines and
has the vocational aptitude for the trade concerned, when the
period of apprenticeship shall be four years.
(4) Where the apprentice has completed the eleventh year
of schooling and has obtained the Achievement Certificate
in such subjects as the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory
Board determines and has the vocational aptitude for the
trade concerned, he may be allowed a credit to reduce the
period to three and a half years.
(5) Where the apprentice has completed the twelfth year
of schooling and has obtained the Tertiary Entrance
Examination in such subjects as the appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board determines and has the vocational
aptitude for the trade concerned, he may be allowed a credit
to reduce the period to three years.
(6) A minor who has satisfactorily completed an approved
pre-apprenticeship course conducted by the Technical
Education Division of the Education Department may be
indentured as an apprentice under this award on a three year
term of apprenticeship.
(7) (a) Apprentices who have completed a Pre-Apprenticeship course and are eligible to be offered a reduced term
of apprenticeship of three years are required by the Industrial
and Commercial Act 1975-80 to attend 8 hours Technical
tuition per week at Mount Lawley College of T.A.F.E. for
the first and second years of their apprenticeship.
(b) Apprentices who are employed without undertaking
or completing a Pre-Apprenticeship course for a four year
term are required by the Industrial and Commercial Act
1975-80 to attend Mount Lawley College of T.A.F.E. for
eight hours' technical tuition per week for the first, second
and third years of their apprenticeship.

(8) Notwithstanding the provisions regarding probationership, no junior who is employed on work for which an
apprenticeship is provided shall continue in employment
except as a registered apprentice after a period of six months
shall have elapsed from the date hereof.
19.—Wages.
The minimum weekly rate of wages payable to employees
covered by this award shall be as follows:—
(1) Technicians:
$
Per Week
(a) Dental Technician
1 st year of employment
486.40
2nd year of employment
500.90
3rd year of employment
516.00
4th year of employment and thereafter
531.70
(b) Dental Technician Advanced
Level One
1st year of employment
508.60
2nd year of employment
522.10
3rd year of employment
536.30
4th year of employment and thereafter
558.90
(c) Dental Technician Advanced
Level Two
1st year of employment
531.70
2nd year of employment
548.00
3rd year of employment
565.70
4th year of employment and thereafter
583.40
(d) Apprentices: The weekly rate of wage shall
be a percentage of the tradesperson's rate as
under:
(i) Four Year Term
%
1st year of employment
42
2nd year of employment
55
3rd year of employment
75
4th year of employment
88
(ii) Three and a Half Year Term
1 st six months
42
Next Year
55
Next following year
75
Final year
88
(iii) Three Year Term
1st year of employment
55
2nd year of employment
75
3rd year of employment and
thereafter
88
For the purposes of this part, "Tradesperson's
Rate" means the total wage prescribed in paragraph (l)(a) of this clause for the first year dental
technician.
(2) Where an employee is designated to be Technician in
Charge of one of the following dental laboratories,
Outstations Laboratory
Orthodontic Laboratory Clinic
North Perth Clinic
Liddell Clinic
Gustafsen Clinic
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Clinic
Bunbury Clinic
Albany Clinic
Goldfields Clinic
that employee shall be paid at the rate of $16.05 per week
in addition to the ordinary rate of wage prescribed by this
clause.
(3) Casual employees shall be paid at the rate of 20% in
addition to the rates herein prescribed.
(4) Where the term "year of employment" is used in this
clause, it shall mean all service, irrespective of classification
with that employer.

20.—Part-Time Workers.
Notwithstanding anything contained in this award, employees may be regularly employed to work less hours per
week than are prescribed in Clause 9.—Hours of Duty
hereof, and such employees shall be remunerated at a
weekly rate pro rata to the rate prescribed for the class of
work on which they are engaged, in the proportion which
their hours of work bear to the hours fixed by Clause 9.
21.—Dispute Settlement Procedures.
(1) Preamble
Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (as amended) any grievance, complaint or dispute, or
any matter raised by the Union or a respondent employer and
his/her employees, shall be settled in accordance with the
procedures outlined herein.
The parties agree that no bans, stoppages or limitations
will be imposed prior to, or during the time this procedure
is being followed.
(2) Procedure
Where the matter is raised by an employee, or a group of
employees, the following steps shall be observed:
(a) The employee(s) concerned shall discuss the
matter with the immediate supervisor. If the
matter cannot be resolved at this level the
supervisor shall, within 48 hours, refer the matter
to a more senior officer nominated by the
employer and the employee(s) shall be advised
accordingly.
(b) The senior officer shall, if able, answer the matter
raised within five days of it being referred and if
the senior officer is not so able, refer the matter
to the employer for his/her attention, and the
employee(s) shall be advised accordingly.
(c) (i) If the matter has been referred in accordance
with paragraph (b) above the employee(s) or
the shop steward shall notify the Union
Secretary (W.A. Branch) or nominee, to
enable the opportunity of discussing the
matter with the employer.
(ii) The employer shall, as soon as practicable
after considering the matter before it, advise
the employee(s) or, where necessary the
Union of its decision. Provided that such
advice shall be given within 21 days of the
matter being referred to the employer.
(d) Should the matter remain in dispute after the
above processes have been exhausted either party
may refer the matter to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.
(e) Nothing in this procedure shall preclude the
parties reaching agreement to shorten or extend
the period specified in (2)(a), (b) or (c)(ii).
(3) Disciplinary Procedure
Where the employer seeks to discipline an employee, or
terminate an employee the following steps shall be
observed:
(a) (i) In the event that an employee commits a
misdemeanour, the employee's immediate
supervisor or any other officer so authorised,
may exercise the employer's right to reprimand the employee so that the employee
understands the nature and implications of
his/her conduct.
The first two reprimands shall take the
form of warnings and, if given verbally, shall
be confirmed in writing as soon as practicable after the giving of the reprimand.
Should it be necessary, for any reason, to
reprimand an employee three times in a
period not exceeding 12 months continuous
service, the contract of service shall, upon the

giving of that third reprimand, be terminable
in accordance with the provisions of this
award.
The above procedure is meant to preserve
the rights of the individual employee, but it
shall not, in any way, limit the right of the
employer to summarily dismiss an employee
for misconduct.
(4) Access to the Industrial Relations Commission.
The settlement procedures provided by this clause shall
be applied to all manner of disputes referred to in subclause
(1) hereof, and no party, or individual, or group of
individuals, shall commence any other action, of whatever
kind, which may frustrate a settlement in accordance with
its procedures. Observance of these procedures shall in no
way prejudice the right of any party in dispute to refer the
matter for resolution in the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission, at any time.
The status quo (i.e. the condition applying prior to the
issue arising) will remain until the issue is resolved in
accordance with the procedure outlined above.
(5) Provision of Services
The Union recognise that the Health Department and the
teaching hospitals have a statutory and public responsibility
to provide health care services without any avoidable
interruptions.
This grievance procedure has been developed between the
parties to provide an effective means by which employees
may reasonably expect problems will be dealt with as
expeditiously as possible by hospital management.
Accordingly, the Union hereby agrees that during any
period of industrial action, sufficient labour will be made
available to carry out work essential for life support within
hospitals.
(6) Industry Wide Issues
In resolving issues of an industry wide nature discussions
will commence at the level specified in (2)(c)(i) above
between the appropriate Union official and the Manager,
Industrial Relations, Health Department or his/her nominee.
(7) Definitions
For the purpose of this procedure:
"employer" means the officer nominated at each
work site.
"senior officer" means an officer nominated by
management.
"industry wide issues" include issues affecting
more than one work site or claims seeking variations
. to an award.
"work site" means as agreed between the parties.
(8) Classification Structure Implementation
The parties to this award are committed to implementing
a new wage and classification structure.
To allow this to occur in an orderly and efficient manner
the parties agree that when the award is varied to insert a
new wage and classification structure, the disputes settling
procedure clause will be varied to provide a mechanism for
dealing with claims by existing employees on the appropriateness of their classification in the new structure.
(9) Breach of Procedure
The parties acknowledge that this procedure formed part
of the package which justified the payment of the increases
available under the Structural Efficiency Principle.
Accordingly, the parties agree that if either party is of the
view that the other party is in breach of this procedure, the
matter will be referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for it to determine:
(a) whether a breach of the procedure has occurred;
and
(b) subject to (a) above, the appropriateness of the
continued provision of the benefits provided under
the Structural Efficiency Principle or any other
action considered appropriate by the Commission.

Schedule A—Parties to the Award.
The following organisation is a party to this award:
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of
Australia, W.A. Branch.
Schedule B—Respondent.
Board of Management, Perth Dental Hospital

THE IRON ORE PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
(GOLDSWORTHY MINING LIMITED) AWARD
1981,
No. A 43 of 1981.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 14th day of January, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.
The Iron Ore Production and Processing (Goldsworthy
Mining Limited) Award 1981.
No. A 43 of 1981.
Award No. A 43 of 1981.
PART I—GENERAL.
1.—Title.
This award shall be known as The Iron Ore Production
and Processing (Goldsworthy Mining Limited) Award 1981,
as amended.
1A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by the Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.
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3.—Definitions.
(1) In this Award, unless a contrary intention is apparent
from the context—
' 'callout" shall mean work required outside ordinary
hours, and shall exclude hours worked in conjunction
with ordinary hours, or consecutively upon completion
of overtime hours.
"Commission" means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
"Convenor" means the senior shop steward;
(a) Who has been appointed as such in accordance with the custom of the union of which
he is a member;
(b) Who has been accredited by his union; and
(c) Whose accreditation has been notified to the
Company by his union in writing, and in the
absence of the convenor, means his accredited deputy.
"Shop Steward" means an employee;
(a) Who has been appointed in accordance with
the custom of the union of which he is is a
member to represent his fellow members in
the section of the company's operations in
which he is employed;
(b) Who has been accredited by his union; and
(c) Whose accreditation has been notified to the
company by his union in writing.
"Employer" means the Company party to this
Agreement.
"Leading Hand" means an employee who is
appointed as such.
"Ordinary Hours" means the hours prescribed in or
pursuant to Clause 11 of this award.
"Public Holiday" means a day observed as a
holiday pursuant to this Award.
"Parties" means the unions signatory to this Award
on the one part and the employer on the other part.
"Roster" means a schedule specifying the commencing and finishing times of the ordinary working
hours of the respective shifts in a certain shift system.
"Shift Tradesman" means a tradesman employed on
shift work who;
(a) Is required to work alone without supervision
and without direct access to his appropriate
supervisor; and
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(b) Works, in his cycle of shifts, not less than
fifty percent of his rostered shifts on afternoon and/or night shift.
Provided that a tradesman who otherwise complies
with the foregoing definition but works less than the
number of afternoon or night shifts referred to therein
shall for each afternoon or night shift whilst so
employed be paid one-fifth of the additional margin
prescribed for a shift tradesman.
"Sub-clause" means a subclause of the clause or, as
the case may be, the Schedule, in which it appears and
"paragraph" and "subparagraph" have a corresponding meaning.
"Union" means the industrial union of employees
which is registered under the Industrial Arbitration Act,
1979 and is party to this Award.
"Week" means for the purposes for which it is
applied in this award, the time span in which 38
ordinary hours of work would fall or 7 days, whichever
is the lesser.
(2) Metal and Electrical Trades:
(a) General Engineering:
"Tradesman" means an employee who, in the
course of his employment, works from drawings
or prints, or makes precision measurements or
applies general trade experience, but does not
include an apprentice.
"First Class Machinist" means a tradesman
who is engaged in setting up or in setting up and
operating the following machines: lathe, boring
machine, milling machine, planing machine, shaping machine, slotting machine and grinding
machine.
"Automotive Electrical Fitter" means an employee engaged in the manufacture and repair of
the starting, lighting and ignition equipment of
motor vehicles (including motor cycles).
"Instrument Maker and/or Repairer" means an
adult employee who is required to test, repair,
build or design electrical or mechanical measuring
and/or recording appliances and/or instruments
and carry out experiments on same in a workshop
or laboratory.
"Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class"
means, subject to subparagraph (iii) hereunder, a
mechanical tradesperson who—
(i) (aa) is engaged in work on, or in
connection with, fluid power circuitry, which work requires for its
performance the standard of
knowledge and skills referred to in
placita (cc) and (dd) hereof; and
(bb) is able, where necessary and practicable, to perform such work without supervision and to examine,
diagnose and modify systems comprising interconnected fluid power
circuits; and
(cc) has satisfactorily completed the
following TAPE units:
Course
Syllabus
No.
Industrial Hydraulics 1
85007
and
Industrial Pneumatics 1
85009
and either—
Industrial Hydraulics 2
85008
and
Hydraulic Component Repair
85012
or
Pneumatic System Maintenance
(Industrial)
85010
and
Pneumatic System Control
(Industrial)
85014; or
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(dd) has, whether through practical experience or otherwise, achieved a
standard of knowledge comparable
to that which would be achieved
under placitum (cc) hereof or, in
the case of a dispute, has been
satisfactorily assessed and/or examined pursuant to the Fluid
Power Exemptions Course detailed
in subparagraph (iv);
but does not include such an employee
unless the work on which the employee
is engaged requires for its performance
knowledge in excess of that gained by
the satisfactory completion of the appropriate Technical College Trade Course.
(ii) For the purpose of this award an
employee shall be deemed to be a
Mechanical
Tradesperson—Special
Class only for the time during which the
employee meets the foregoing conditions, unless—
(aa) that time exceeds 16 hours per
week; or
(bb) in the opinion of his/her employer,
or in the event of disagreement in
the opinion of the Board of Reference, that time is likely, during the
course of employment, to exceed
16 hours per week on average,
in which case the employee shall be
classified as Mechanical Tradesperson—Special Class for as long as the
employment continues on either of
those bases.
(iii) For the purpose of this definition,
employees who have completed courses
in any other state shall, in the event of
a dispute, submit their credentials for
assessment by TAFE or be assessed in
accordance with (i)(dd) above.
(iv) Fluid Power Exemptions Course:
Course exemptions for Fluid Power
Certificate Units can only be granted on
completion of the TAFE divisional
exam. However, class attendance exemptions may be granted for the following reasons:
(aa) Attending Short Vocational course
(30 hours). This will exempt the
student from the practical component of the course. However, the
theory component can be completed by a 24 hour correspondence
course with TAFE External Studies.
(bb) Students claiming exemption from
the practical course requirements,
due to their industrial skills, could
obtain an exemption through a
documented case presented by
their employer. Full course accreditation can then be obtained by
completing the 24 hour correspondence course with TAFE External
Studies.
(cc) Students without documented evidence may obtain a practical exemption through five hours of skill
testing. These students, if successful, may then enter the correspondence mode to obtain full unit
accreditation.
(dd) Students who have claimed subject
exemptions in the certificate of
workshop technology can only
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the introductory units on full completion of the certificate.
(v) For the purposes of this definition, 'fluid
power circuitry' involves Industrial Hydraulics and/or Industrial Pneumatics.
(b) Electrical:
"Electrical Fitter'' means an employee engaged in making, repairing, altering, assembling,
testing, winding, or wiring electrical machines,
instruments, meters, or other apparatus, other than
wires leading thereto, but an employee shall not
be deemed to be an electrical fitter—
(i) Solely by reason of the fact that his
work consists of placing electrodes in
"neon" tubes sealed by him; or
(ii) If he is employed as a meter tester.
"Industrial Electrician" shall mean a qualified
Electrical Fitter who has been appointed and
classified as such by the Company and who in
addition to being the holder of a current B class
"Open Licence" issued by the S.E.C. of Western
Australia—
(i) has worked as an Electrician for not less
than two years on maintenance of heavy
industrial and mining equipment,(for
the purposes of this part an Electrician
who completed his full apprenticeship
on maintenance of heavy industrial and
mining equipment may be appointed as
an Industrial Electrician, within the two
year period), and
(ii) has then been employed for not less than
twleve months by the Company on
heavy industrial and mining equipment
(for the purposes of this part prior
service, as an Electrician or Industrial
Electrician and/or time spent as an
Electrical
Apprentice,
with
Goldsworthy Mining Limited, may
count towards this requirement), and
(iii) who is required to possess and apply to
his work a level of trade competence in
excess of that required of the base
Electrical tradesman; including a level
of competence in industrial electronics
and complex circuitry which is higher
than that reasonably expected of the
base tradesman and less than that required of an Electrician Special Class,
and
(iv) whose competence is proved by a means
agreed between the Company and the
Union before any employee is promoted
to this classification.
(v) Provided that any dispute which occurs
as to the level of competency represented by subparagraph (c) or (d) hereof
will be referred to the Commission for
determination.
"Electrical Installer" means an employee engaged in the installation of electric lighting,
electric meters, bells, telephones or motors and
apparatus used in connection therewith and includes an employee engaged in running, repairing
or testing of conductors used for lighting, heating
or power purposes but does not include an
employee who is a linesman or a meter fixer.
"Electrician—Special Class" means, subject
to paragraph (iii) hereunder, an electrical fitter or
electrical installer who—
(i) (aa) has satisfactorily completed a prescribed post trade course in industrial electronics; or
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(bb) has, whether through practical experience or otherwise, achieved a
standard of knowledge comparable
to that which would be achieved
under subparagraph (aa) hereof;
and
(ii) (aa) is engaged on work on or in
connection with complicated or
intricate circuitry, which work requires for its performance the standard of knowledge referred to in
paragraph (i) hereof; and
(bb) is able, where necessary and practicable, to perform such work without supervision and by the use of
complicated schematic diagrams to
examine, diagnose, modify, correct, test and install systems comprising complicated or intricate
interconnecting circuits, but does
not include such an employee
unless the work on which he is
engaged requires for its performance knowledge in excess of that
gained by the satisfactory completion of the appropriate Tfechnical
College trade course.
(iii) For the purpose of this Award, an
employee shall be deemed to be an
Electrician—Special Class, only for the
time during which he meets the foregoing conditions, unless—
(aa) that time exceeds two days per
week; or
(bb) in the opinion of his employer or,
in the event of disagreement, in the
opinion of the Board of Reference
that time is likely during the course
of his employment to exceed two
days per week on average;
in which case he shall be classified as
electrician—special class for as long as
his employment continues on either of
those bases.
(iv) In the event of disagreement about the
implementation of the "electrician—
special class" provision, a Board of
Reference shall determine the matter.
(v) For the purpose of this definition the
following courses are deemed to be
prescribed post trade courses in industrial electronics—
(aa) Post Trade Industrial Electronics
Course of N.S.W. Department of
Tfechnical Education.
(bb) The Industrial Electronics Course
(Grades 1 and 2) as approved by
the Education Department of Victoria.
(cc) The Industrial Electronics Course
of the South Australian School of
Electrical Tfechnology.
(dd) Industrial Electronics (Course
"C") of the Department of Education, Queensland.
(ee) The Industrial Electronics Course
of the Tfechnical Education Department of Tasmania.
(ff) The Certificate in Industrial Electronics of the Tfechnical Education
Division, Education Department of
Western Australia.
"Linesman" means an employee engaged
(with or without labourers assisting), in erecting
poles for electrical wires, cables or other conductors or erecting wires, cables or other conductors
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on poles or over buildings, or tying them to
insulators, or joining or insulating them or doing
any work on electrical poles off the ground.
(c) Boilermaking and Ship Construction:
"Boilermaking and Ship Construction" means
the fabrication, erection, or repairing of steel or
iron ships or of boilers or other vessels subject to
greater pressure than the weight of their contents,
but does not include drilling by stationary machines.
"Tradesman" means an employee who is
required to develop work from scaled drawings or
prints, or to make templates, or to apply general
trade experience without the guidance of a
foreman or other tradesman, and includes an
employee engaged in riveting by hand or machine,
caulking, chipping, and working rivet busters.
(d) Steel Construction:
"Tradesman" means an employee who is
required to develop work from scaled drawings or
prints, or to make templates, or to apply general
trade experience without the guidance of a
foreman or other tradesman, and includes an
employee engaged in riveting by hand or machine,
caulking, chipping, and working rivet busters.
"First Class Machinist" means an employee
engaged solely in working one or more of the
following machines: Bending rollers, gag straight
liners, guillotines, shearing machines, hydraulic
presses of over two hundred tons pressure,
portable drillers, portable reamers and tappers.
"Serviceman Grade I" means an employee
who is required to:
(i) Service heavy plant and mobile equipment either in the field or in the
workshop or lube bay, and
(ii) Drive the service vehicles during the
course of his duties,
(iii) Service includes the topping up of oils,
greasing, filling of fuel tanks and water
for cooling systems.
"Serviceman Grade H" means an employee
who is required to:
(i) Service light vehicles (i.e., cars, utilities, small trucks) either in the field or
in the lube bay, and
(ii) Drive any service vehicles during the
course of his duties,
(iii) Service includes the topping up of oils,
greasing, filling of fuel tanks and water
for cooling systems.
"Lube Bay Serviceman" means an employee
who services light vehicles (i.e. cars, utilities,
small trucks) in the lube bay. Service includes the
topping up of oils, greasing, filling of fuel tanks
and water for cooling systems.
Building Trades:
"Plumber" means an employee employed or usually
employed in executing any general plumbing, gas
fitting, lead burning, sanitary, heating and domestic
engineering, industrial, commercial, medical, scientific
and chemical plumbing. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, such work shall include the
following:
(a) The fixing of all soil, wastes and vent pipes
to sanitaiy fixtures in galvanised mild steel,
copper, brass, cast iron, plastic, P.V.C., sheet
metal, asbestos, lead, glass or any other
materials that may supersede the aforementioned.
(b) Glazed earthenware pipes and fittings, fibrolite pipe and fittings, concrete pipe and
fittings, plastic, P.V.C. pipe and fittings and
any other drainage materials that may be
introduced in connection with pre-cast con-
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crete septic tanks, or any other manufactured
septic tank which has been passed by the
Public Health Department, Soak Wells,
French Drains, Leech Drains, Grease Traps
and all forms of effluent disposal.
(c) The installation of all types of sanitary
fixtures such as water closets, hand basins,
sinks, urinals, slop hoppers, bidets, troughs
and pan washers in stainless steel, sheet
metal, plastic, P.V.C., cast iron or any other
materials that may supersede those materials
normally used by the plumber.
(d) The installation of centrifugal, propellor or
other exhaust fans, duct work, fume cupboards, registers, dampers, in sheet metal,
plastics, P.V.C., stainless steel, copper, aluminium or other materials that may supersede the aforementioned.
(e) The installation of irrigation and reticulation
services in material used by the plumbers,
mild steel, copper, brass, cast iron, plastic,
P.V.C., asbestos, lead or any other materials
that may supersede the aforementioned.
(f) The fitting and fixing of guttering,
downpipes, ridging, rain heads, fascia capping and all other work associated with
housing, commercial and industrial undertakings in galvanised corrugated iron patent
steel decking, aluminium decking, copper
decking, corrugated asbestos, galvanised iron
sheeting, fibreglass, plastic sheeting and
moulds, fitting of patent roof outlets such as
"fulgo" in ventilators. Skylights and such.
"Carpenter and Joiner" means an employee engaged upon work ordinarily performed by a carpenter
and joiner in any workshop, establishment, yard or
depot or on site (including dams, bridges, jetties and/or
wharves). Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, such work may include—
(a) The erection and/or fixing work in metal;
(b) (i) the marking out, lining, plumbing and
levelling of pre-fabricated form work
and supports thereto;
(ii) the erection and dismantling of such
form work, but without preventing
builders' labourers from being employed on such work;
(c) the fixing of asbestos products, dry fixing of
fibre plaster materials and the fixing of
building panels, wall board and plastic
material;
(d) the erection of curtain walling;
(e) the setting out and laying of wood blocks or
parquetry or wooden mosaic flooring;
(f) the erection of prefabricated buildings or
sections of buildings constructed in wood,
prepared in factories, yards or on site.
"Painter"
(a) means an employee who applies paint or any
other preparation used for preservative or
decorative purposes:
(i) to any building or structure of any kind
or to any fabricated unit forming or
intended to form part of any building or
structure; or
(ii) to any machinery or plant;
(b) and includes any employee engaged in the
hanging of wall papers or substitutes therefore or in glazing, graining, gilding, decoration, applying plastic relief, putty glazing or
marbling;
(c) and also includes any employee who strips
off old wall papers or who removes old paint
or vamish or who is engaged in the prepara-
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tion of any work for painting or any materials
required for the trade;
(d) but does not include an employee who
applies only one protective coating, where a
final finishing or decorative coat is not
required to any type of machine, machinery
or structure, or who paints petrol or oil
containers not exceeding fifty gallons capacity.
A.W.U./T.W.U.
A Storeman Grade III means an employee who is
employed in the warehouse and who assists in any
function associated with the physical workings of the
warehouse and subject to a satisfactory performance
during a three months' training period will be upgraded
to the position of Storeman Grade II. This employee is
not eligible to be a leading hand.
"Storeman Grade 11" means an employee who has
successfully completed a three months probationary
period in the warehouse and who works under direction
with the receipt, despatch, stowage and issuing
functions of that warehouse, and is able to operate any
forklift and/or drive any stores vehicle associated with
that warehouse or who is able to and does carry out the
limited functions required on shift work. A Storeman
Grade II is not eligible to be a leading hand. The
company agrees that in special cases the union may
request the company to review the position of any
storeman who has remained as a Storeman Grade II for
more than one year.
"Storeman Grade I" means an employee who in
addition to the duties of a Storeman Grade II is proved
competent and has gained a full working knowledge of
the warehouse and its procedure at that site and is
appointed as such.
"Ganger" means an employee who is in charge of
the track maintenance team.
"Senior Ganger" shall mean a ganger who is
required to be in charge of more than one gang in the
track maintenance team.
"Mobile Equipment Plant Operator" means an
employee employed within the mining operations who
has been passed by the company as competent and is
available to operate the range of heavy duty mobile
equipment, irrespective of bhp, and includes at least
rubber tyred and tracked dozers, graders, tractors and
front end loaders.
"Ore Handling Equipment Operator—Special"
means an employee who is employed in the Ore
Handling Section at Finucane Island only who, in
addition to functions performed by other Ore Handling
Equipment Operators and who is classified as a leading
hand, is required to assist the Foreman to operate the
Finucane Island Plant for train unloading, stockpiling,
ore processing and reclaiming.
Note: An O.H.E.O. Special, who in addition to the
duties of O.H.E.O. Special, is competent to
operate all types of mobile equipment utilised
at Finucane Island will be paid as a leading
hand M.E.P.O. in lieu of the O.H.E.O. Special
Rate.
"Laboratory Technician" without limiting the work
proper to be performed by a staff employee, means an
employee who, in the course of his employment, is
required to work with a minimum of direct supervision
and who, in addition to the work normally performed
by a laboratory assistant, is competent when required
to calibrate the x-ray fluorescent spectrometer, is
required to carry out chemical and physical analysis to
a higher standard than that required of a Laboratory
Assistant, and is required to assist on specific projects
with a minimum of direction.
"Senior Driller" means a machine drillman Grade
I who has established not less than twelve months
service with the company in that classification and
who, having satisfied the company of his competency
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is then available and required to carry out training as
an additional duty to that normally required of the
machine drillman Grade I.
Note: There will be only one appointment to this
classification at Goldsworthy, and one per
shift at Shay Gap.
"Senior Powder Monkey" means an employee who
is appointed as such by the registered Mine Manager
or his nominee, and who is in charge of the employees
in the powder crew. Should the Senior Powder Monkey
be appointed to act in the absence of the foreman for
periods of more than two days, he shall for the days so
engaged in this capacity be paid at the rate of an
additional $8 per week.
"Pettier" means an employee who has been employed as a Track Labourer and who has been passed
out by the company as being competent in every job
which falls within the duties of labouring for the Track
Gang. The company agrees that in special cases the
union may request the company to review the position
of any Track Labourer who has been in that position
for more than eighteen months without being reclassified.
F.E.D.F.U.
"Trainee Powerhouse Engine Driver"—a powerhouse greaser may be reclassified as a trainee powerhouse engine driver providing—
(a) he is acceptable to the Union as a trainee and
the Union agrees that he be trained, and
(b) he continues to carry out the normal duties
of a greaser while he is being trained, and
(c) he regularly completes the necessary correspondence lessons.
If the trainee fails to obtain his certificate within a
period of nine months from the date of his reclassification he shall be returned to the classification of greaser.
4.—Area and Scope.
(1) This award—
(a) relates to the Iron Ore Production and Processing
Industry; and
(b) applies to all employees employed by the employer in any calling mentioned in the agreement;
and
(c) is restricted in its operation to the area of the State
of Western Australia between 18th and 26th
parallel of South Latitude.
(2) For the purpose of this Award, the Iron Ore Production
and Processing Industry includes the operations of quarrying, mining, crushing, transporting, treating, storing and
loading and unloading of iron ore, and work incidental
thereto.
5.—Term.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided this award shall apply
from 1st October, 1981, and will continue in force until 30th
September, 1983.
(2) This award shall not apply to persons who have
terminated prior to the date of acceptance.
(3) The wages clause and other money items will be
reviewed by the parties after 1st October, 1982.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, the
increase in annual leave travel assistance for the spouse and
dependants of employees, as provided in clause 17, will not
come into effect until the 1st December, 1981.
6.—Trade Union Training.
The company will allow employees to attend a training
course conducted by a trade union training body subject to
the following conditions:
(1) The company will allow leave up to a maximum
of 105 days per year which shall not exceed 35
days per site, except where the provision of
subclause (2) provides otherwise.

(2) Employees attending such courses must have the
approval of the Convenors from their site and their
respective unions. It is normal that the days per
site be divided amongst each of the unions party
to the award. However, the Convenors, by
agreement amongst themselves, may allocate and
utilise days to their sites' credit, as they see fit.
Also, sites may elect to donate days to another
site, provided all Convenors are in agreement and
full details of the exchange are given, in writing,
to the Industrial Officers, at each of the sites
participating in the exchange.
(3) The Company must be advised by the employee's
union at least 14 days prior to the commencement
of the course of the employee's nomination to
attend the course.
(4) The Company will not be responsible for the cost
of airfares, accommodation or any other cost
involved with the conducting of the course other
than his ordinary wages for the period of the
course.
(5) Any unused portion of the allocation may be
utilized in the following 12 month period.
7.—Contract of Employment.
(1) (a) A contract of employment to which this award
applies may be terminated in accordance with the provisions
of this clause and not otherwise; but this subclause does not
operate so as to prevent any party to such a contract from
giving a greater period of notice than is hereinafter
prescribed, nor to affect the employer's right to dismiss an
employee without notice for misconduct which, at law,
would justify summary dismissal.
(b) An employee who is validly dismissed without notice
will be paid entitlements due up to the time of dismissal
only.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to the
contract of employment may, on any day, give to the other
party the appropriate period of notice of termination of the
contract prescribed in subclause (5) and the contract
terminates when that period expires.
(3) In lieu of giving the notice referred to in subclause (2),
an employer may pay the employee concerned his ordinary
wages for the period of notice to which he would otherwise
be entitled.
(4) (a) Where an employee leaves his employment:
(i) without giving the notice referred to in subclause
(2) or
(ii) having given such notice, before the notice
expires, he forfeits his entitlements to any monies
owing to him under this award but such forfeiture
shall not exceed his ordinary wages for 38 hours.
(b) In a case to which paragraph (a) applies:
(i) the contract of employment shall, for the purposes
of this Award, be deemed to have terminated at
the time at which the employee was last ready,
willing and available for work during ordinary
hours under the contract; and
(ii) the provisions of subclause (2) shall be deemed to
have been complied with if the employee pays to
the employer, whether by forfeiture or otherwise,
an amount equivalent to the employee's ordinary
wages for the period of notice which should have
been given.
(5) The period of notice referred to in subclause (2), is 5
working days and for the purposes of this clause a leisure
day shall be considered to be part of the notice.
(6) The employer is under no obligation to pay for any
day not worked upon which the employee is required to
present himself for duty, except where this Award makes
specific provisions for payment for such absence.
(7) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
employer may deduct payment for any day during which an
employee cannot be usefully employed because of any
breakdown of machinery or other occurrence or event for
which the employer cannot reasonably be held responsible.

(b) Provided that where a stoppage of work or stand down
has occurred and a dispute arises as to the employer's right
to deduct payment—depending on the circumstances and
effect of the strike or alleged cause which the employer
claims he could not have reasonably prevented; the
Commission shall determine the dispute and in so determining it shall have regard to the effects and duration of the
stoppage, breakdown and/or any cause which the employer
claims he could not have reasonably prevented and the
endeavours made by the employer to maintain or reestablish production in a particular work area, repair a
breakdown and/or provide alternative work.
(c) An employee who, pursuant to the provisions of this
subclause, is stood down at or within four hours after the
time of commencement of his shift without having been
given notice of that stand down at least four hours prior to
that time shall be paid for the eight hours of that shift.
(8) An employee who, without prior notice to or
arrangement by his employer, is absent on any day or shift
shall, unless he is unable to do so, notify the department in
which he is employed, of his inability to attend for work on
that day or shift and such notification shall be given, where
possible, before the time he is due to commence work on
that day but in any event, no later than eight hours or in the
case of night shift, twelve hours after that time.
(9) An employee who, without notification to, and the
approval of his employer, is absent from work for one week
shall be deemed to have abandoned his employment unless
and until, in the circumstances of any particular case, the
employer otherwise agrees or, in the event of dispute, the
Commission otherwise determines, but this subclause does
not affect the employer's right to dismissal referred to in
subclause (2).
(10) Subject to the provisions of this clause the employer
may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within
the limits of the employees' skill competence and training.
An employee may be transferred from one level to another
by being given one week's notice of the transfer.
(11) An employee who has relieved in a classification
higher than his ordinary classification for two weeks or
more, shall not be returned to his ordinary classification
without being given one week's notice or payment at the
higher rate in lieu thereof.
(12) An employee shall not be required to transfer from
shift to shift, from day to shift or from shift to day work
without the foreman first discussing the matter with the
employee concerned. When agreement cannot be readily
obtained to effect the transfer, then discussions will be held
between the Company and the union to determine which
employee shall be transferred.
(13) An employee shall not be required to transfer from
any site or section to another without the company first
discussing the matter with the employee concerned. When
agreement cannot be readily obtained to effect the transfer,
then discussions will be held between the company and the
union(s) to determine which employee shall be transferred.
8.—Higher Duties.
(1) With the exception of an employee who acts on one
occasion only on any one day in the capacity of Crib relief,
an employee engaged during ordinary hours and/or overtime
on duties carrying a higher rate of pay than his ordinary
classification shall be paid the higher rate for the time so
engaged, but if so engaged for an aggregate of two hours or
more he shall be paid the higher rate for the whole day or
shift.
(2) An employee is not entitled to payment pursuant to
this clause where the work on which he is engaged forms
part of his normal daily or weekly duties.
9.—Junior Employees.
(1) "Junior Employee" means an employee who—
(a) is under the age of eighteen years;
(b) is not an apprentice, and
(c) normally resides in the same areas as other
employees to whom this Award applies.
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(2) (a) Junior employees may be employed at the
appropriate junior rate of wage in any of the following
callings, namely: Sampler, Laboratory Sample Preparer,
Laboratory Assistant, Brush Hand, Chainperson, Gardener,
Stores Assistant, Swimming Pool Attendant (not as sole
person in charge). Cleaner and Labourer, Mechanical Trades
Assistant and Serviceman.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2)(a) of
this clause, no junior employee shall be employed in the
classification of labourer on production.
(c) Except as prescribed in this subclause junior employees shall not be employed without the consent of the union
concerned.
(3) A junior employee employed pursuant to this clause
shall, where possible, be given training by or at the direction
of the employer in the appropriate functions of the
classification to which he may reasonably be expected to
progress in reaching adulthood, but a junior employee shall
not, during such training or otherwise, be required to
perform work of a kind or to an extent which is beyond his
capacity.
(4) Any dispute as to whether it is appropriate that a junior
employee be employed on particular work may be referred
to the Commission for determination.
(5) A junior employee employed pursuant to this Clause
shall be paid a percentage of the adult commencing rate for
the classification in which he is employed in accordance
with the following scale:
Under 16 years of age
50%
16 and under 17 years of age
70%
17 and under 18 years of age
90%
10.—Part Time Employees.
(1) Part-Time Employment
(a) A part-time employee shall mean an employee
engaged on a weekly contract of employment who
works regularly from week to week for not more
than eight (8) ordinary hours on any day and less
than the ordinary hours per week.
(b) Part-time employees shall be paid the hourly wage
rate for their classification as shown in Clause
30.—Wages of this award, for each hour so
worked.
(c) All time worked by a part-time employee in
excess of eight (8) hours per day shall be deemed
overtime and paid for at the appropriate overtime
rate.
(d) Service Payments shall apply to part-time employees in such a manner that the hourly service
pay rate shall be paid for each ordinary hour so
worked.
(e) The Annual Leave, Sick Leave, District Allowance, Long Service Leave and Annual Leave
travel shall apply to part-time employees in the
proportion that the part-time employees' regular
ordinary weekly hours bears to thirty-eight (38)
hours per week.
(f) No person will be employed as a part-time
employee unless prior agreement is reached with
the union concerned.
(2) Casual Employment
(a) A casual employee shall mean an employee
engaged on an hourly contract of service and
employed in work agreed with union/unions
concerned.
(b) Casual employees shall be engaged for not less
than three consecutive hours per engagement.
(c) A casual employee will not work any fixed hours,
but if required to work in excess of 8 hours in any
one day or 40 in any one week, shall be paid
overtime rates in accordance with Clause 12.—
Overtime of this award.
(d) Casual employees will receive a loading of 25%
in addition to their ordinary rate specified for their
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class of work, in lieu of leave entitlements,
penalty rates, public holidays, service pay and
district allowance.
(e) Casual employees will not be appointed for a
period in excess of 4 continuous weeks.
(3) Short-Term Employment
(a) Where to meet the needs of the Company,
employment of a short-term duration is required,
employees may be engaged for such time as
agreed with the union/unions concerned. However, such appointments should not ordinarily
exceed 6 months in duration, and in such cases,
consideration should then be given by the Company to make such appointments permanent.
(b) This provision should be used for the purposes of
leave relief or to meet specific work demands.
Employees appointed under this provision shall be
employed only for the extent of their engagement
and shall not be deemed permanent.
(c) It is not intended that this provision be used in lieu
of acting opportunities for existing employees, nor
to offset the career opportunities of company
employees.
(d) In lieu of award provisions, paragraphs (a) and (b)
of subclause (3) of Clause 21.—Travelling on
Engagement and Termination, the following will
apply:
(i) Employees appointed in Perth will receive on
satisfactory completion of their contract, an
airfare to return to Perth.
(ii) Employees appointed locally on satisfactory
completion of their contract, will receive two
days' ordinary pay to assist in pursuing
alternative employment.
11.—Hours.
(1) Day Employees
(a) The ordinary hours of work of day employees:
(i) shall average 152 hours per cycle of 28
consecutive days;
(ii) (aa) shall be not more than eight (8) hours
per day, Monday to Friday, or
(bb) by agreement with the appropriate
Union or Unions, shall be not more than
ten (10) hours per day, Monday to
Friday;
(iii) shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph
(b), start no earlier than 6.30 am and end no
later than 5.00 pm each day; and
(iv) shall be worked consecutively each day
except for a meal interval which shall be of
thirty minutes' duration (inclusive of any
wash up time).
(b) Starting times prior to 6.00am or finishing times
later than 6.0()pm may be fixed by agreement
between the employer and the union/unions and
the majority of employees in the work area
concerned, or failing such agreement, may be
determined by the Commission.
(c) A day employee who returns to work immediately
after the meal interval taken during the hours of
work referred to in paragraph (a) shall be paid 30
minutes at ordinary rates for each day worked.
(2) Six Day Day Employees
The ordinary hours of work for six day day employees:
(a) shall average 152 hours per cycle of 28 consecutive days.
(b) (i) shall be worked in shifts of eight (8) hours
on any of the days Monday to Saturday, or
(ii) by agreement with the appropriate Union or
Unions, shall be not more than ten (10) hours
per day on any of the days Monday to
Saturday;

(c) shall be worked consecutively each day including
a meal interval which shall be thirty minutes
inclusive of wash up time and be counted as time
worked;
(d) shall, subject to the provisions of (e) start no
earlier than 6.30 am and end no later than 5.00 pm
each day;
(e) starting times prior to 6.30 am or finishing times
later than 5.00 pm may be fixed by agreement
between the employer and the union or unions and
employees concerned or, failing such agreement,
may be determined by the Commission;
(0 one overtime shift per three weekly period shall,
when worked, be placed on the roster so that it
does not fall on a day that would otherwise be a
penalty day.
(3) Six Day Shift Employees
The ordinary hours of work for six day shift employees:
(a) Shall average 152 hours per cycle of 28 consecutive days:
(b) (i) shall be worked in shifts of eight (8) hours
on any of the days Monday to Saturday, or
(ii) by agreement with the appropriate Union or
Unions, shall be not more than ten (10) hours
on any of the days Monday to Saturday;
(c) shall on each shift include a crib break of 30
minutes inclusive of wash up time and be counted
as time worked;
(d) one overtime shift per three weekly period shall,
when worked, be placed on the roster so that it
does not fall on a day that would otherwise be a
penalty day.
(4) Shift Employees other than Continuous Shift Employees. The ordinary hours of work of shift employees who are
not continuous shift employees:
(a) Shall average 152 hours per cycle of 28 consecutive days;
(b) (i) shall be worked in shifts of eight (8) hours
per day, Monday to Friday, or
(ii) by agreement with the appropriate Union or
Unions, shall be worked in shifts of not more
than ten (10) hours per day, Monday to
Friday;
(c) shall be worked consecutively each day except for
meal interval which shall be 30 minutes inclusive
of wash up time and be counted as time worked.
(5) Continuous Shift Employees
The ordinary hours of work of continuous shift employees:
(a) Shall average 152 hours per cycle of 28 consecutive days;
(b) (i) shall be worked in shifts of eight (8) hours,
or
(ii) by agreement with the appropriate Union or
Unions, shall be worked in shifts of not more
than ten (10) hours;
(c) Shall be worked consecutively each day except for
a meal interval which shall be 30 minutes
inclusive of wash up time and be counted as time
worked.
(d) shall, where appropriate, include additional rostered shifts, which shall be paid at overtime rates
and snail he placed on tne roster so they do not
fall on a day that would otherwise be a penalty
day(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) and (b) of
this subclause employees who work in the
Goldsworthy Powerhouse may work a roster
which rotates each 63 days with 42 shifts of eight
hours eight minutes.

(6) All Shift Employees Except Loco Crews.
Except at regular changeover of shifts a shift employee
shall not be required to work more than one ordinary time
shift in each twenty-four hours, but this sub-clause does not
prevent arrangement of the kind referred to in Clause 12
(2)(b) of this Award.
(7) AH Employees Except Loco Crews
(a) The meal intervals referred to in the preceding
provisions of this clause shall be allowed, where
practicable, between the fourth and sixth hours of
the shift and in particular circumstances so as to
commence no later than six hours after the
commencement of the shift.
(b) Smoko rest period
(i) an employee shall be allowed one fifteen
minute break per day. If the day or shift is
equally divided by the meal break then the
break shall be in the first half of the day. If
not, the break shall be taken in the larger
working portion.
(ii) shall be deemed to be time worked; and
(iii) subject to the provisions of paragraph (c)
shall be taken on the job.
(c) Where the Crib Room is available for taking
smoko rest periods and any employee or group of
employees is able to visit the Crib Room for that
purpose without being absent from the job for
more than the time allowed pursuant to paragraph
(b), that employee or group of employees may
take the smoko rest period in the Crib Room.
(8) Shifts In Excess Of Eight Hours
(a) The consent of the relevant Union must be
obtained in respect of each group of workers
before that group of workers can increase their
ordinary hours of work beyond eight (8) ordinary
hours per day.
(b) When agreement has been given by a Union for
a particular group of workers to work more than
eight (8) hours per day, or shift, that agreement
continues until varied by agreement between the
parties, or, failing such agreement, by either party
giving thirty (30) days notice of their intention to
retire from that arrangement. Normal arrangements will continue until the expiration of the
thirty (30) days.
12.—Overtime.
(1) Day Employees:
(a) Unless otherwise expressed by this Award, all
time worked on any day outside the ordinary hours
of work fixed by or pursuant to Clause 11 shall be
paid for at the rate of double time.
(b) Subject to the provisions of clause 11 (7) and to
those of paragraph (2)(d) hereof, where, by reason
of a requirement to work, an employee is
prevented from commencing his meal interval at
the usual time he shall, if the meal interval is
postponed for more than half an hour, be paid at
overtime rates from the usual time of commencement of the meal interval until he commences a
meal interval of the customary period.
(2) Shift Employees
(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) all time
worked in excess of the ordinary hours of work
prescribed in Clause 11 or on a shift other than a
rostered shift shall be paid for at the rate of double
time.
(b) Time worked in excess of the ordinary hours of
work shall be paid for at ordinary rates if it is due
to private arrangements between the employees
themselves.
(c) Subject to the provisions of Clause 11(7) and to
those of paragraph (d) hereof, where, by reason of
a requirement of work, an employee is prevented
from commencing his meal interval at the usual
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time he shall, if the meal interval is postponed for
more than half an hour, be paid at overtime rates
from the usual time of commencement of the meal
interval until he commences a meal interval of the
customary period.
(d) This sub-clause does not apply where the meal
interval is a paid meal interval pursuant to Clause
11.
(3) All Employees:
(a) Recall to work—
(i) An employee who, after leaving the job,
returns by direction of his employer to work
overtime is deemed to have been recalled
whether notified before or after leaving the
job of the requirement to work.
(ii) An employee called out to do specified work
shall be paid at least four hours at double
time. If the same employee is called out again
within the same four hour period he shall
continue to be paid at the rate of double time
for a period of four hours from the commencement of the second or subsequent
callout.
(iii) An employee recalled for a specific job or
jobs shall not be required to work for the
minimum period applicable to him if the job
or jobs is/are completed in less time than that
minimum period, unless unforeseen circumstances arise in which case a further two
hours at double time will be paid for each
such additional request he accepts.
(iv) Where a recall is continuous with the
commencement of ordinary hours of work,
an employee shall be paid for the recall in
accordance with subparagraph (ii) without
diminution of the payment due to him for his
ordinary hours of work, but this subparagraph
does not apply where the employee was
notified of the requirement to work before
leaving the job on the previous day or earlier.
(v) The company shall verbally inform the
employee, at the point of recall, of the job or
jobs to be performed and shall, except in
special circumstances, confirm this in writing at the point of recall, but in any event
prior to the job commencing.
(vi) If required, transport shall be provided by the
employer to and from the job.
(vii) The provisions of this paragraph do not
apply—
(aa) where it is customary for an employee
to return to perform a specific job
outside his ordinary hours of work; or
(bb) where the overtime worked is, except
for a reasonable meal break, continuous
with the completion of the ordinary
hours of work.
(viii) A call out shall commence and finish on the
job.
(ix) An employee who works for more than four
(4) hours on a specific job/s or who replaced
an employee for half of a shift shall, in
addition to payment for the time worked on
a callout, receive a callout allowance of
$6.60.
(x) An employee, who, after working at least 8
hours on a call out may, if he so requests of
his supervisor, cease work prior to the
specific job being completed.
(b) Rest Period After Overtime
(i) When overtime work is necessary it shall be
so arranged other than in an urgent and
special circumstance that employees have at
least ten consecutive hours off duty between
the work of consecutive days;
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(ii) Where the time worked by an employee on
a recall is less than four hours the time so
worked shall not be regarded as overtime for
the purpose of this paragraph, but this
sub-paragraph does not apply with respect to
recalls within the ten hour period immediately preceding the time at which the
employee is to commence his ordinary hours
of work if he is recalled on two or more
occasions within that period and the overtime
worked by him on the last of such occasions
ends before that ordinary commencing time.
(iii) An employee who, by reason of working
overtime, has not had at least ten consecutive
hours off duty after the termination of his
ordinary hours of work on any day shall not,
unless specifically directed so to do by his
employer in writing, commence his ordinary
hours of work on the next day until he has had
ten consecutive hours off duty.
(iv) Where such an employee, pursuant to a
specific direction by his employer, works in
ordinary hours on any day without having
had ten consecutive hours off duty since the
termination of his ordinary hours of work on
the preceding day, he shall be paid at the rate
of double time for the ordinary hours so
worked and shall, at the conclusion of such
work, be given ten consecutive hours off
duty.
(v) Where, pursuant to the preceding provisions
of this paragraph, an employee is given ten
consecutive hours off duty, any ordinary
hours of work falling within that period shall
be deemed to be time worked at ordinary
time rate.
(vi) Eight hours shall be substituted for ten hours
in applying the provisions of this paragraph
when overtime is worked by arrangement
between employees.
(i) Where an employee (other than an employee
engaged on continuous shift work) works on
a Sunday or public holiday immediately
preceding an ordinary working day the
provisions of paragraph (b) shall be applied
to him as if the termination of his work on
the Sunday or public holiday was the
termination of ordinary hours of work on an
ordinary working day, but this paragraph
does not apply where the work done on the
Sunday or public holiday is pre-notified,
pre-start overtime.
(ii) The provisions of subparagraph (i) of this
subclause shall nevertheless apply also to a
continuous shift employee but in respect of
his rostered off day should he be required to
work on the rostered off day preceding the
commencement of his next normal rostered
shift.
(i) Where overtime is offered and the employee
undertakes to work overtime for a specified
period or for the completion of a specified
job he shall work in accordance with his
undertaking unless prevented from so doing
by illness, accident or injury.
(ii) Failure of an employee to indicate clearly an
acceptance or refusal may be treated as a
refusal and the company is not obliged to
employ that employee should he then attend
for such overtime. The company will post a
roster one day prior to regular overtime being
worked. This roster will comprise of those
who have accepted an offer of overtime
which was made at least one day prior to the
notice being posted.
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(iii) Where the employer cancels pre-arranged
overtime, in respect of a day other than an
ordinary working day pursuant to clause
11—Hours of this award, the employee shall
be given 12 hours' notice of such cancellation or shall be paid at single time rates for
half of the overtime offered and accepted.
(iv) Where the employer cancels pre-arranged
overtime which is continuous with the
employee's ordinary hours of work, the
employee shall be given 4 hours' notice of
such cancellation or shall be paid at single
time rates for the period offered and accepted
up to a maximum of four hours.
(v) By agreement between the employee and his
supervisor, the specified period of overtime
may be shortened.
(e) (i) An employee shall not be compelled to work
for more than six hours without a break for
a meal.
(ii) An employee who is required to work
overtime for more than one and a half (1 1/2)
hours but less than two (2) hours immediately following the completion of his/her
ordinary hours of work on any day shall, in
addition to payment for the time worked, be
paid for twenty (20) minutes at ordinary time
rates.
(iii) An employee who is required to work two (2)
hours or more of overtime immediately prior
to or following the completion of his/her
ordinary hours of work on any day shall be
allowed a meal break of twenty (20) minutes
which shall be paid for at overtime rates.
(iv) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (i) an employee shall, after working
four (4) consecutive hours of overtime
following the completion of his/her ordinary
hours of work, be allowed a meal break of
twenty (20) minutes without deduction of
pay if he/she continues to work after the meal
break and, if he/she was not notified on the
previous day or earlier that he/she would be
required to work more than four (4) hours of
overtime, he/she shall be supplied with a
meal by the employer free of charge. The
provisions of the subparagraph apply in the
same manner and subject to the same
conditions to each subsequent four (4) hours
of overtime worked by the employee.
(v) An employee who is required to work on any
overtime shift or day of not less than eight
(8) hours duration shall be allowed a meal
break of thirty (30) minutes inclusive of wash
up time, without deduction of pay, between
the fourth and fifth hours of the shift.
(vi) An employee to whom subparagraph (iii)
hereof applies shall:
(aa) If he/she was not notified on the
previous day or earlier of the requirement to work overtime, be supplied with
a meal by his/her employer free of
charge, and
(bb) If he/she was notified and is not resident
in the employers' quarters, be supplied
with a meal by the employer if he/she
so desires at a cost of 90 cents which
shall be deducted from the employee's
wages.
(vii) The provisions of placitum (vi)(bb) hereof
apply with respect to any other overtime
meal for which the employee referred to in
placitum (vi)(bb) hereof is responsible but
which is supplied by the employer.
(viii) Where, pursuant to the provisions of this
clause, an employer is required to supply a

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)
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meal to an employee free of charge, he/she
shall if he/she is unable to supply that meal,
pay to the employee $6.60 in lieu thereof, but
an employee may not elect to take payment
in lieu of a meal when the employer is able
to supply that meal.
(ix) An employee who, pursuant to a notification
on the previous day or earlier of a requirement to work overtime has provided himself/
herself with a meal or meals shall, for each
meal not required owing to less overtime
being worked than was notified, be paid
$6.60.
(x) Any dispute as to the suitability of meals
supplied by the employer pursuant to this
paragraph shall be determined by the Commission.
An employee who is required to hold himself in
readiness outside his ordinary hours for a call to
work shall, for the time that he so holds himself
in readiness be paid—
(i) at the rate of time and one-quarter on a
Saturday or Sunday;
(ii) on a public holiday or, in the case of a
continuous or six day shift employee, on a
rostered day off or scheduled overtime day,
time and one-half; and
(iii) at ordinary time rates on any other day.
(iv) Provided that an employee who is required
to hold himself in readiness for a call to work
for more than four hours on a public holiday
during what would have been his normal
hours of work on that day but for it being a
holiday, shall in addition to payment at the
rate of time and one-half for the time that he
so holds himself in readiness, be granted an
additional paid day of leave on his next
annual leave, unless the employee and his
department head agreed that he takes that day
off without loss of pay for ordinary time at
some other mutually convenient date.
Except in the case of the provisions of subclause
(10) of clause 13—Shift Work of this award,
where an employee who is required to commence
overtime on a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday
is ready, willing and available to work in
accordance with that requirement he shall be
given at least four hours' work or four hours' pay
at the appropriate rate in lieu thereof, but this
paragraph does not apply with respect to prenotified pre-start overtime which is continuous
with his normal shift.
In computing overtime each day shall stand alone
but when an employee works overtime which
continues beyond midnight on any day the time
worked after midnight shall be deemed to be part
of the previous day's work for the purpose of this
clause.
Overtime on shift work shall be calculated on the
rate payable for day shift excluding weekend or
shift penalty rates.
Subject to the provisions of subparagraph
(3)(a)(iii) of this clause and the provisions of
subclause (6) of clause 13—Shift Work of this
award, this clause does not operate so as to require
payment of more than double time and one-half
on a public holiday or double time on any other
day.

13.—Shift Work.
(1) The provisions of this clause apply to shift work
whether continuous or otherwise.
(2) The employer may work any of his employees on shift
work and may change any shift system in operation from
time to time, but before doing so shall make every
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endeavour to reach mutual agreement with the employees
and the union(s) in the following manner:
(a) If the employer needs to change his shift system
he shall explain the reasons and:
(i) Hold discussions with the Convenor/s concerned and endeavour to reach agreement. If
agreement is reached the employer will then
advise the union/s concerned of the agreement reached and give the employees one
week's notice or such other period as agreed.
(ii) If agreement cannot be reached under subclause 2(a)(i) the employer may then seek
discussions with the full time officials of the
union/s concerned and endeavour to reach
agreement. If agreement is then reached a
period of seven days or other agreed period
of notice of change of shift system will be
given before implementation of the new shift
system.
(b) (i) In the event of disagreement by the parties in
the foregoing provisions of this subclause the
Company shall then, if it still needs to change
the shift system, give a minimum of seven
days notice of the intention to introduce the
proposed shift system for a trial period of the
duration of one cycle of the roster.
(ii) During the trial period all parties will
continue having discussions in order to work
out a satisfactory solution.
(3) Subject to the provisions of subclause 2 of this clause,
where the shift system is changed, it will be necessary to
also change the roster. The employer will call a meeting and
during the time discussions are being held on the proposed
change to the shift system will seek to reach agreement on
the roster to be worked.
If agreement is not reached the Company roster will be
introduced and worked for at least one cycle of that roster.
(4) If the employer or all the unions who are working a
particular roster on a shift system wish to change that roster,
but not the shift system, then discussions will be held
between the company and the convenor/s concerned in an
endeavour to reach agreement.
Should the parties fail to reach agreement on any new
roster, then the existing roster will continue to apply until
agreement can be reached.
(5) Where, pursuant to subclause (2), the employees
concerned agree to a change in shift system, the employer
shall forthwith advise the union or unions in writing of the
change and the fact of the employees' agreement.
(6) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an
employee employed on shift work shall, in addition to
his/her ordinary rate of wage, be paid for each hour worked:
Per Hour Extra
(i) if a two (2) or three (3) shift
employee
88 cents
(ii) if a continuous shift employee
99 cents
(b) The foregoing addition to the wage rate shall not
compound by penalty rate or shift premium addition nor be
payable in respect of time not actually worked but for which
other provisions of this award entitle the employee to
payment of ordinary wages.
(c) "Afternoon Shift" means a shift starting not earlier
than midday and prior to 8 p.m. and
"Night Shift" means a shift starting at or after 8 p.m. and
prior to 6 a.m.
(7) Where a shift commences at or after 11 p.m. on any
day the whole of this shift shall, for the purposes of this
award, be deemed to have been worked on the following
day. Notwithstanding the provisions of this subclause when
a three shift system is worked in the mines together with an
overtime shift on night shift, the shift commencing on
Sunday night shall be deemed to be the overtime shift and
the shift commencing on Friday night shall be an ordinary
time shift.
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(8) A day employee who is transferred to shift work shall
be paid at overtime rates for each afternoon or night shift
worked if he is rostered to work less than five consecutive
afternoon shifts or less than five consecutive night shifts.
(9) If a shift employee is transferring from one shift to
another and, within 48 hours of being notified of the transfer,
works on the shift to which he has been transferred, he shall
be paid at overtime rates for all time worked on that shift
during that 48 hours.
Notwithstanding the above the employer will endeavour
to give the employee one week's notice where possible.
(10) (a) Where afternoon or night shift for the purpose of
the periodic overhaul of particular plant or other special
work which is carried out periodically and employees are
transferred from their normal rostered work to work
afternoon or night shift on that overhaul or special work, a
shift employee so transferred shall be paid at overtime rates
for each such shift worked by him unless he is rostered to
work five or more consecutive afternoon shifts or five or
more consecutive night shifts on that overhaul or special
work, but the provisions of this paragraph do not affect any
entitlement arising under subclause (9).
(b) In calculating the number of consecutive afternoon or
night shifts for the purpose of paragraph (a) of this
subclause—
(i) afternoon or night shift worked on any Sunday
shall be disregarded; and
(ii) the sequence of shifts shall not be deemed to have
been broken by the fact that a Sunday or public
holiday falls within the period of shift work
whether or not work is performed on any such day.
(iii) (aa) When either day employees or shift employees are temporarily required to change from
their normally rostered hours of work to work
on a specific periodic overhaul of particular
plant and/or other specific work as may be
designated by the employer and provided that
such employees are required to work on a two
twelve hour shift basis over the 24 hours of
the day for up to but not more than 7
consecutive days inclusive of the weekend
period, all such employees designated for
that specific job shall (provided that designated work is completed in up to but not
more than 7 days) be deemed to be continuous shift employees and be paid accordingly,
inclusive of the addition to the rate prescribed by subclause (6) of this clause for a
continuous shift employee, and the provision
of a paid crib break.
(bb) When twelve hour shifts are worked under
the foregoing provisions, the first four hours
will normally be treated as pre-start overtime.
(cc) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof, each such
shift so worked will be paid at overtime rates.
(dd) An employee who, without reasonable excuse acceptable to the employer, fails to
subsequently maintain his temporary contract to work the twelve hour shift as rostered
shall not maintain entitlement to the provisions of this subclause from the start of that
shift onwards.
(ee) The maximum payment under this subclause
will be double time plus the addition for each
hour worked as prescribed by subclause (6)
of this clause, unless any such work is carried
out on a public holiday when the provisions
of Clause 15 shall apply.
(11) (a) Unless otherwise agreed between the Company
and the employees concerned no roster shall have less than
one third of the time worked rostered on day shift or day
work.

(b) For the purpose of this subclause, a Public Holiday or
leisure day off will be deemed to be part of the roster for
the purpose of calculating the number of shifts on day,
afternoon or night.
(c) Where, as a result of moving from one panel on a
roster to another, an employee, in any consecutive three
weeks, is not rostered to work one week on day shift/day
work, they shall be paid at the rate of time and one half for
each afternoon or night shift worked during those three
weeks.
(d) A shift employee who works for more than one week
consecutively on afternoon shift shall be paid at the rate of
time and one half for each afternoon shift worked in the
consecutive second and subsequent weeks of afternoon shift.
(e) A shift employee who works for more than one (1)
week consecutively on night shift shall be paid at the rate
of time and one half for each night shift worked in the
consecutive second or subsequent weeks of night shift.
(f) This subclause does not apply if:
(i) It would only otherwise apply because of a change
of shift made by private arrangements between
that employee and another; or
(ii) the employee is employed on a roster to which the
employer and the union or unions concerned have
agreed that it shall not apply.
(g) Shift employees who work a four (4) panel continuous
shift system are obliged to work the additional rostered
shifts and the rate for work on such shifts shall be double
time.
(12) (a) A day employee who is required to change from
day work to shift work on any day shall be allowed to cease
work ten hours prior to the commencement of his shift work
without loss of pay for normal rostered hours occurring
during those ten hours. When because of work requirements
this is not practicable, then the shift to which he is
transferred will be paid for at the rate of double time.
(b) Time off duty allowed pursuant to paragraph (a) shall
not be regarded as time worked for the purpose of computing
overtime or other penalty rates.
(13) A roster showing the shifts to be worked and the
commencing and finishing times of the ordinary hours of
work on the respective shifts shall be posted on a
noticeboard and a copy shall be supplied to the Union
Secretary and Convenor.
(14) "Continuous Shift Work"—Employees who are
employed on a shift system which requires work to be
carried out on the seven days of the week, for the purposes
of this Award, shall be deemed to be continuous shift
employees.
(15) No employee may, by private arrangement with
another employee, change from a shift which he is rostered
to work unless the arrangement has been approved by the
supervisor of those employees.
(16) Time worked in excess of the ordinary hours of work
shall be paid for at ordinary rates if it is due to private
arrangements between the employees themselves.
(17) Where, in positions designated by the employer, a
shift employee is required, for the purpose of effecting a
running changeover, to remain at his place of work beyond
his rostered finishing time in order to hand over to the
incoming shift, he shall be paid at overtime rates—
(a) for not less than fifteen minutes; and
(b) for thirty minutes if required to so remain for more
than fifteen minutes.
14.—Weekend Work.
(1) All time worked by any employee other than a
continuous shift employee or a six-day employee on a
Saturday or Sunday shall be paid for at overtime rates.
(2) (a) All time worked by continuous shift and six-day
employees during the ordinary hours of work on Saturday
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half. Afternoon
shift on Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of time and one
half, plus $7.30.

(b) All time worked by a Continuous Shift Employee
during the ordinary hours of work on Sunday shall be paid
for at the rate of double time.
(3) Shift penalties as per subclause Clause (13)(6)(a) shall
be paid to all shift employees for all hours worked on
weekends.
(4) Overtime worked by any employee on a Saturday or
Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
15.—Holidays.
(1) Subject to the provisions of Clause 12 and of this
clause, the following days or the day observed in lieu thereof
shall be allowed as holidays without loss of pay, namely:
(a) New Year's Day
Labour Day
Australia Day
Sovereign's Birthday
Good Friday
Christmas Day
Easter Monday
Boxing Day
Anzac Day
Foundation Day
(b) (i) Another day may be taken as a holiday by
agreement between the parties, in lieu of any
of the days named in this clause. In each case
the substituted day shall be a holiday without
reduction of pay, the day for which it is
substituted shall not be a holiday.
(ii) If either of the Marble Bar Cup Day, or Port
Hedland Cup Day are scheduled to be held
on a week day, they will be observed by
rearranging the roster so that a Leisure Day
falls on those days.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) fall
on a Saturday or Sunday, the holiday shall be observed on
the next succeeding Monday or Tbesday. In each case, the
substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(3) Any employee who absents himself from work on the
working day following a day observed as a holiday pursuant
to this clause is not entitled to payment for that holiday
unless he satisfies the employer that he had a reasonable
excuse for his absence.
(4) (a) No employee other than a continuous shift
employee, shall be obliged to work on a day observed as a
holiday pursuant to this clause unless he is required for the
provision of essential service.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of this award contained elsewhere than in this paragraph, the employer shall
not require normal work to be performed on Christmas Day
(December 25th) and New Year's Day and those days shall
be observed as holidays by all employees other than those
required for the provision of services which are essential to
the comfort of the community.
(c) The days observed as shut down days, namely
December 25th and January 1st, shall be observed as shut
down days as they fall, not when they may be observed in
lieu.
Where a shut down day falls on a Saturday or Sunday a
continuous shift employee rostered to work on Christmas
Day or New Year Day shall be paid at ordinary rates for that
day and the penalty day shall be a substituted day. For those
not working due to the shut down, payment will be made
for 8 ordinary hours at appropriate rates, and normal
penalties shall apply on the substituted day, but no day in
lieu shall apply.
(5) Time worked on a public holiday shall be paid for at
the rate of double time and the employee shall, in addition,
be allowed one day's leave with pay which shall be taken
in conjunction with the employee's next annual leave unless
it is taken at a prior date as agreed between the employee
and the company, or will be paid at ordinary rates if his
service terminates before the day is taken, providing
however, overtime worked in conjunction with ordinary
time will not apply.
(6) All time worked by a continuous shift employee
outside the ordinary hours of work on a public holiday shall
be paid for at the rate of double time and one half.
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(7) When a continuous or six-day shift employee's
rostered day off falls on a Public Holiday and he does not
work on that day, he shall be paid eight hours at ordinary
rate, or, at his option be allowed one day's leave with pay
which shall be taken in conjunction with the employee's
next annual leave unless it is taken at a prior date as agreed
between the employee and the company, or will be paid at
ordinary rates if his service terminates before the day is
taken.
(8) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Award,
on Christmas Day, employees who work in what would have
been normal hours, shall be paid at single time above the
rate for that day for a maximum of 8 hours.
Notwithstanding the foregoing. Power Station and Finucane Island control room employees will, when a 12 hour
shift has been arranged by the employer prior to that day,
be paid for the overtime hours at 2 times single time plus
half of single time extra.
In respect of New Year's Eve, afternoon shift employees
will be paid at half of single time extra for all hours worked
during ordinary hours, and at 3/4 of single time extra for all
time worked on night shift on New Year's Day.
The intent of this provision is to encourage the employees
concerned to meet their obligations to report for duty on
Christmas Day, New Year's Eve and New Year's Day.
(9) Shift penalties shall be paid as per subclause Clause
13(6)(a) for all hours worked by a shift employee on a Public
Holiday.
16.—Special Leave.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an employee
who is absent from work on account of the death of the
employee's spouse, child, mother, father, mother-in-law,
father-in-law, sister or brother, shall be entitled to leave
without loss of pay, during that absence, for a maximum of
five days.
(2) (a) Where, on the recommendation of a medical
practitioner or, as the case may be, the sister-in-charge of
medical services, an employee's spouse or child leaves the
site, for the purpose of obtaining specialist medical
treatment and the employee is, as a consequence, unable to
attend work, he is entitled, subject to the provisions of this
clause, to leave without loss of pay for not more than five
days in any year.
(b) Where, in the event of the illness of an employee's
spouse it is necessary for the employee to be absent from
work for the purpose of caring for the spouse or child, who
is normally resident on site or in Company accommodation,
that employee may use for that purpose any unused part of
the leave prescribed in subparagraph (2)(a), but the leave
allowable under that paragraph is correspondingly reduced
by any leave taken pursuant to this subparagraph.
(3) Before becoming entitled to payment under subclauses
(1) or (2) the employee shall produce proof satisfactory to
his employer or, in the event of disagreement, satisfactory
to the Commission.
(4) In this clause "spouse" includes de facto wife or
husband.
(5) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this
clause those provisions do not apply when an employee is
absent from work on Workers Compensation or on paid
leave under any other clause of this Award.
(6) Provided there is no other leave accrued, special leave
without pay requested under sub-clause (1) should not be
refused, provided that it is not excessive, and that sufficient
proof of the necessity is produced to the Company by the
employee.
(7) An employee who has accrued sick leave to his credit,
may by agreement between the employee and the company,
use that sick leave for compassionate purposes.
17.—Annual Leave.
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 25
rostered shifts or rostered days leave with payment of wages
for 190 hours, as hereinafter prescribed shall be allowed
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annually to an employee by the employer, after a period of
12 months continuous service with the employer.
(b) When the leisure day roster is agreed between the
parties, the number of days to be allocated is 12.
(2) (a) A continuous shift employee, i.e. a shift employee
who is rostered to work regularly on Sundays and holidays,
shall be allowed five rostered shifts leave with payment of
wages of 38 hours, in addition to the leave to which he/she
is otherwise entitled under this Award.
(b) An employee who completes a qualifying 12 monthly
period and who, for part of that period was engaged as a
continuous shift employee, is for each complete month
he/she was continuously so engaged, entitled to 3.17 hours
leave in addition to the annual leave to which he/she is
otherwise entitled under this Award.
However, where an employee:
(i) Is required; and
(ii) Actually relieves for an aggregate in excess of
twenty-six (26) weeks per year; and
(iii) Is ready, willing and available to continue to
relieve a continuous shift employee, for the
purposes of the clause, shall be deemed to have
worked in the capacity of a continuous shift
employee and qualifies for the extra leave, as
provided in subclause (2)(a) of this clause.
(c) However continuous shift workers who work a roster
which rotates each sixty three (63) days with forty two (42)
shifts of eight (8) hours eight (8) minutes will be entitled to
228 paid hours of leave in accordance with their roster, as
was the case prior to the agreement being reached
concerning 25 rostered shifts being allowed for other
workers.
(3) If a Public Holiday falls within an employee's period
of Annual Leave and is observed on a day which in the case
of that employee would have been an ordinary working day,
one day being an ordinary working day shall be added to that
period of leave.
(4) Time during which an employee is absent from work
shall count for the purpose of determining his right to
Annual Leave if, and only if—
(a) it is an absence during which he is entitled to pay
under this Award; or unpaid leave for compassionate reasons; or
(b) it is an absence authorised by his Union and
approved by his employer; or
(c) it is an absence discussed between the Union and
the employer with a view to settling a dispute prior
to the absence occurring; or
(d) it is an absence during which he is entitled to
payment under the Workers Compensation Act,
but an absence of a kind referred to this
sub-paragraph to the extent that it exceeds
twenty-six weeks in any qualifying twelve
monthly period does not count for that purpose;
or
(e) it is a stand down as a result of industrial action
within the company by another union or his own
union at another site; or
(f) it is an authorised absence, supported by a
Doctor's or Medical Centre Certificate, as a result
of illness or accident irrespective of whether the
employee has any sick leave to his credit.
(5) By mutual consent of the employer and the employee
concerned, annual leave may be taken in not more than three
periods but no such period shall be less than one week.
(6) An employee whose employment terminates after he
has a twelve monthly qualifying period and who has not
been allowed the leave prescribed under this Award in
respect of that qualifying period shall be given payment in
lieu of that leave in accordance with the provisions of this
clause.
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(7) After one week's continuous service in any qualifying
twelve monthly period an employee whose employment
terminates shall be paid for one fifty-secondth of his Annual
Leave entitlement in respect of each completed week of
service in that qualifying period.
(a) Where an employee terminates before completing
twelve months' continuous service, payment for
accrued Annual Leave shall be the wages he
would have received as per Clause (30) for that
period of accrual.
(b) Where an employee terminates after having
completed more than twelve months continuous
service and has complied with the provisions of
subclause (8)(a) of this clause, he shall be entitled
to payment for accrued Annual Leave of the wages
he would have received as per Clause (30)(Wages)
for that period of accrual plus the appropriate
loading pursuant to sub clause (12) of this clause,
plus Service Pay as per Clause (27) for the
entitlement for the qualifying year of service of
that accrual.
(i) the provisions of subparagraph (b) do not
apply to pro rated portions of accrued Annual
Leave.
(ii) the appropriate loading plus service pay shall
be only paid on termination in respect of one
qualifying year's Annual Leave entitlement.
(iii) Leave taken pursuant to the provisions of
subclause (10)(a) of this clause obviates the
provisions of subparagraph (b) in any year of
service.
(8) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) an
employee employed north of South Latitude 26° who desires
to accumulate annual leave for a period of two years may
do so if he so notifies his employer in writing prior to the
commencement of the second twelve monthly qualifying
period. Such notice, once given, may only be revoked with
the consent of the employer.
(b) The maximum amount of leave that may be
accumulated and carried forward under paragraph (a) is:
(i) Not more than twenty five rostered shifts or
rostered days with payment of wages for 190
hours in the case of a continuous shift worker;
(ii) Not more than twenty rostered shifts or rostered
days with payment of wages for 152 hours in any
other case.
(9) An employee must give his employer not less than
four weeks notice of the time at which he desires to take his
leave and he shall be allowed to take his leave at that time
unless compelling reasons exist for requiring the employee
to take his leave at some other time, in which case the
employee shall be advised in writing of the reason for refusal
of his request within two weeks.
(10) Annual leave shall be allowed and taken—
(a) or advanced
(i) where leave has been allowed to and taken
by an employee pursuant to paragraph (a) and
the employee's employment terminates before he completes the twelve months' continuous service in respect of which the leave
was so allowed the employer may for each
complete month of the qualifying twelve
monthly period not served by the employee,
deduct from any moneys owing to the
employee upon the termination of his employment one-twelfth of the amount of wage
paid to the employee on account of the
annual leave.
(ii) payment made for or in respect of any Public
Holiday shall not, for the purpose of paragraph (b) be deemed to be part of the amount
of wage paid on account of the Annual
Leave.
(b) (i) In the case of leave accumulated pursuant to
subclause (8), within six months of the end
of the second qualifying period; and
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(ii) In the event leave is not taken within six
months of the end of the second qualifying
twelve monthly period, further leave shall
not accrue until the existing entitlement is
taken.
(c) In any other case, within 12 months of becoming
due, however leave shall not accrue for periods
longer than two years continuous service.
(d) (i) An employee who has relieved in a higher
classification for a period of six weeks or
more and where that period ends within one
week before the employee commences Annual Leave, shall be paid for the period of
annual leave at the higher rate.
(ii) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this subclause, an employee who has relieved in a
higher classification for twenty-six weeks or
more in the twelve months preceding the
taking of his annual leave shall, for that
period of annual leave, be paid at the wage
rate that would otherwise have been applicable to the higher of the classifications in
which he has most relieved during that
twenty-six weeks or longer.
(11) Annual Leave shall be allowed and taken and except
as otherwise provided in this clause payment shall not be
made or accepted.
(12) An employee who proceeds on Annual Leave shall
be paid for the period of that leave
(a) Their wage rate as prescribed in Clause 30.—
Wages and the allowances prescribed in subclauses (2)(d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (1), (m)
and (n) and 25% of that wage; plus
(b) the appropriate Service Payment prescribed in
Clause 27; and
(c) if he is a continuous shift employee, immediately
prior to proceeding on leave, the amount which he
would have earned by his roster for ordinary hours
had he not been on leave, plus 20% of that amount
plus service pay, plus additional rostered shifts
(where appropriate) at the appropriate rate.
(13) (a) An employee who proceeds on annual leave is
entitled to holiday leave travel assistance in accordance with
and subject to the following provisions of this subclause, but
only if his contract of employment continues or is continued
after the leave is completed.
(b) (i) Subject to the provision of (a) of this subclause an
employee who proceeds on annual leave, for one
week or more shall be entitled to holiday travel
assistance equivalent to the cost of an economy
class return airfare to Perth on up to two occasions
for each complete year provided such assistance
may only be claimed in respect of travel to and
from the employee's place of engagement in that
year and further provided that the assistance may
only be claimed in the form of an air ticket or
reimbursement of actual travel costs up to the
value of a return economy class air ticket.
(ii) Where the employee is a married employee whose .
spouse and dependants reside with him/her in the
area of his/her employment, the spouse and each
dependant, in their own independent right, shall be
entitled to holiday travel assistance in respect of
any one completed year of the employee, of the
equivalent cost at the date of travel, of two return
airfares each. Dependants over 3 years and under
16 years, unless the dependant over 16 years is a
bona fide full time student, shall be entitled to
these provisions. Provided neither the spouse nor
dependants receive travel assistance from any
other employer.
(c) (i) Where an employee takes leave in advance, after
a minimum of six months service in that leave
year, the employee may claim up to 50% of the
entitlement for that year.

(ii) Where an employee has completed six months
service in any leave year, his dependants as
defined in (13)(b)(ii), may claim up to 50% of the
entitlement for that year.
(d) An employee is not entitled to the benefits of this
subclause both as an employee and as the spouse of an
employee.
(e) Where an employee who has been granted travel
assistance under this subclause in respect of a period of
annual leave fails to resume work with the employer upon
completion of that leave, the employer may deduct from any
monies due to the employee the cost of such assistance
unless he is satisfied that there were good and sufficient
reasons which prevented the employee from so resuming.
(0 Holiday leave travel assistance may only be granted
or claimed in respect of approved recreational leave, and for
no other purpose.
(14) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause an
employee who, during a period of annual leave, is confined
to his home or to hospital for three consecutive days or more
as a result of personal sickness or injury is entitled to claim
payment under Clause 19 in lieu of payment for annual leave
for all or part of the period of confinement.
(b) A claim under paragraph (a)—
(i) may not exceed the period of sick leave to which
the employee was then entitled;
(ii) shall be made within fourteen days of the
employee resuming work after his leave;
(iii) shall be supported by a certificate from a qualified
medical practitioner as to the sickness or injury
and the necessity for confinement; and
(iv) shall, if the foregoing conditions are satisfied, be
granted.
(c) Where an employee is paid for a period of confinement
under this subclause, he is entitled to a period of annual
leave equivalent to the ordinary hours so paid which shall
be taken in conjunction with his next annual leave or paid
for if his service ends before that leave is taken.
18.—Long Service Leave.
(1) Right to Leave.
An employee shall, as herein provided, be entitled to
leave with pay in respect of long service, which should be
taken in conjunction with annual leave.
(2) Long Service.
The long service which shall entitle an employee to such
leave shall, subject as herein provided, be continuous service
with one and the same employer.
(3) Such service shall include service as an apprentice or
junior employee.
(4) (a) Where a business is transmitted from an employer
(herein called "the transmittor") to another employer
(herein called "transmittee") and an employee, who at the
time of such transmission, is an employee of the transmittor
in that business becomes an employee of the transmittee, the
period of continuous service which the employee has had
with the transmittor (including any such service with any
prior transmittor), shall be deemed to be service of the
employee with the transmittee.
(b) In this subclause "transmission" includes transfer,
conveyance, assignment or succession whether voluntary or
by agreement or by operation of law and "transmitted" has
a corresponding meaning.
(5) Such service shall include—
(a) Any period of absence from duty on any annual
leave or long service leave.
(b) Subject to this paragraph any period of absence
from duty necessitated by sickness or injury to the
employee provided that it is
(i) an absence for which the employee is entitled
to paid sick leave under the provisions of
clause 19 of this Award, or

(ii) an absence which for that employee necessitated his non attendance at work due to
sickness or injury in any one year in excess
of fourteen consecutive days but not more
than twentysix weeks. In this circumstance
including a case in which such an employee
has exhausted his entitlement to paid sick
leave under clause 19.
(c) Any period following any termination of the
employment by the employer if such termination
has been made merely with the intention of
avoiding obligations hereunder in respect of long
service leave or obligations under any award in
respect of annual leave
(d) Any period during which the service of the
employee was or is interrupted by service.
(i) as a member of the Naval, Military or Air
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia
other than as a member of the Permanent
Forces of the Commonwealth of Australia
except in the circumstances referred to in
Section 31 (2) of the Defence Act 1902-1956,
(ii) in any of the Armed Forces under the
National Service Act, 1951 (as amended).
Provided that the employee, as soon as reasonably practicable on the completion of any such
service, resumed or resumes employment with the
employer by whom he was employed immediately
before the commencement of such service.
(6) Service shall be deemed to be continuous notwithstanding—
(a) The transmission of a business as referred to in
subclause (4).
(b) Any interruption of a class referred to in subclause
(5) irrespective of the duration thereof.
(c) Any absence from duty authorised by the employer.
(d) Any termination of the employment by the
employer on any ground other than slackness of
trade if the employee be re employed by the same
employer within a period not exceeding two
months from the date of such termination.
(e) Any termination of the employment by the
employer on the grounds of slackness of trade if
the employee is re-employed by the same employer within a period not exceeding six months
from the date of such termination.
(f) Any reasonable absence of the employee on
legitimate union business in respect of which he
has requested and been refused leave.
(g) Any absence from duty after the date of this
Award by reason of any cause not specified in this
schedule unless the employer during the absence
or within fourteen days of the termination of the
absence notifies the employee in writing that such
absence will be regarded as having broken the
continuity of service, which notice may be given
by delivery to the employee personally or by
posting it by registered mail to his last recorded
address, in which case it shall be deemed to have
reached him in due course of post.
(h) Any absence from duty before the date of this
Award of any kind referred to in paragraph (i)
unless the employer gave the notice referred to in
that paragraph within the time and in the manner
referred to in that paragraph.
(i) Any standing down of an employee in accordance
with the provisions of an Award, Industrial
Agreement, Order or Determination under either
Commonwealth or State Law.
Provided that the period of any absence from duty or the
period of any interruption referred to in paragraphs (c) to (h)
inclusive, shall not, except as set out in subclause (5) count
as service.
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(7) Period of Leave
(a) An employee is entitled to leave as follows:
(i) Thirteen weeks after completion of the first
ten years of service, and
(ii) Thirteen weeks after completion of the next
ten years of service, and
(iii) Thirteen weeks after the completion of each
subsequent seven year of service.
(b) For the period of twelve months following the
introduction of this award, an employee who takes
long service leave in respect of the completion of
more than five years but less than ten years service
will be allowed to take that leave as calculated at
1.3 weeks in respect of each completed year of
service or at the accrual level previously specified,
whichever is the greater, provided that the
aggregate period of leave in respect of ten years
will not, in any event, exceed thirteen weeks.
For the purpose of long service leave, a "week" shall
mean seven consecutive days, for which payment will be
made at the rate of 38 ordinary hours.
(8) Where an employee completes more than ten or seven
years continuous service as the case may be before taking
the leave to which they are entitled under subclause (7) and
resumes employment with the same employer immediately
following that leave, they shall have their service to the
extent that it exceeds ten or seven years as the case may be
added to their subsequent service for the purpose of
assessing entitlements to further leave under that subclause.
(9) An employee who terminates after completing more
than five years continuous service shall be paid pro rata long
service leave for each completed year of service still
remaining to his credit.
(10) Where an employee is entitled to leave under
subclause (7) whether by virtue of that subclause or
subclause (9), and his/her employment is terminated:
(a) By his/her death; or
(b) By the employer for reasons other than redundancy or retirement;
(c) By the employee;
he/she shall be deemed to have commenced that leave
immediately prior to such termination.
(11) (a) An employee who proceeds on leave shall be paid
for the period of the leave the wage rate as contained in
Clause 30.—Wages, and a loading of twenty per cent (20%)
and the appropriate service pay as per Clause 27.
(b) An employee whose leave is deemed to have
commenced, under subclause (10), shall be paid for the
period of leave the wage rate as contained in Clause
30.—Wages.
Taking Leave.
(12) (a) Leave shall be granted and taken as soon as
reasonably practicable after the right thereto accrues due, or
at such time or times as may be agreed between the
employer and the employee or in the absence of such
agreement at such time or times as may be determined by
the Special Board of Reference, having regard to the needs
of the employer's establishment and the employee's
circumstances. Where annual leave is taken in conjunction
with Long Service Leave, holiday travel assistance may be
taken in conjunction with such leave.
(b) Except where the time for taking leave is agreed to
by the employer and the employee or determined by the
Special Board of Reference, the employer shall give to an
employee at least one month's notice of the date from which
his leave is to be taken.
(c) Leave may be granted and taken in one continuous
period, or, if the employer, and the employee so agree, in
not more than two periods.
(d) Any leave shall be inclusive of any public holidays
specified in this Award occurring during the period when the
leave is taken but shall not be inclusive of any annual leave.
(e) Leave may be granted after a minimum period of five
years continuous service.

(13) Subject to the provisions of subclause (11) payment
for Long Service Leave shall be made in one of the
following ways—
(a) in full before the employee goes on leave.
(b) at the same time as his wages would have been
paid to him if the employee had remained at work,
in which case payment shall, if the employee in
writing so requires, be made by cheque posted to
an address specified by the employee; or
(c) in any other way agreed between the employer and
the employee.
(14) No employee shall, during any period when he is on
leave engage in any employment for hire, or reward in
substitution for the employment from which he is on leave,
and if an employee breaches this provision he shall
thereupon forfeit his right to leave hereunder in respect of
the unexpired period of leave upon which he has entered,
and the employer shall be entitled to withhold any further
payment in respect of the period and to reclaim any
payments already made on account of such period of leave.
(15) In the event of the death of an employee after that
employee has become entitled to long service leave, but
before that leave has been taken or fully taken, any monies
due to the employee pursuant to subclause (11) which, at the
time of death, had not been paid to him/her shall, at the
request of the legal representative of that employee, be paid
to that Legal Representative.
(16) In a case to which paragraph (b) or (c) of subclause
(10) applies, any monies due to the employee pursuant to
subclause (11) which have not been paid to him shall be paid
to him upon that termination.
Granting Leave in Advance.
(17) The employer may, by agreement with an employee,
allow leave to such employee before the right thereto has
accrued due, but where leave is taken in such case the
employee shall not become entitled to any further leave
hereunder in respect of any period until after the expiration
of the period in respect of which such leave had been taken
before it accrued due.
(18) Where leave has been granted to an employee
pursuant to the preceding subclause before the right thereto
has accrued due, and the employment subsequently is
terminated, the employer may deduct from whatever
remuneration is payable upon the termination of the
employment such amount as represents payment for any
period for which the employee has been granted long service
leave to which he was not at the date of termination of his
employment or prior thereto entitled.
Records to be Kept.
(19) Each employer shall, during the employment and for
a period of twelve months thereafter, or in the case of
termination by death of the employee for a period of three
years' thereafter, keep a record from which can be readily
ascertained the name of each employee and his occupation,
the date of commencement of his employment and his
entitlement to long service leave and any leave which may
have been granted to him or in respect of which payment
may have been made hereunder.
Special Board of Reference.
(20) There shall be constituted a Special Board of
Reference for the purpose hereof to which all disputes and
matters arising hereunder shall be referred and the Board
shall determine all such disputes and matters.
19.—Sick Leave and Accident Sickness
Benefit Plan.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an employee
is entitled to payment for non-attendance on the grounds of
personal ill health or injury, for not more than 57 ordinary
hours during each year of continuous service.
(2) Any unused sick leave in any year shall be allowed
in any subsequent year without diminution of the sick leave
prescribed in respect of that year.

(3) Where an employee, upon the completion of his
apprenticeship, continues in employment with the employer
to whom he was apprenticed, any sick leave standing to his
credit immediately prior to the completion of the apprenticeship shall be deemed to be sick leave accumulated pursuant
to subclause (2) of this clause.
(4) An employee is not entitled to receive any wages from
his employer for any time lost through the result of an
accident wherever sustained, arising out of his own wilful
default.
(5) An employee is not be entitled to the benefits of this
clause unless he produces proof of sickness or injury
satisfactory to the employer or, in the event of a disagreement, satisfactory to the Commission.
The company shall not require a medical certificate in
respect of absence under this clause unless the absence is
for three consecutive days or more.
(6) Where an employee fails, without reasonable excuse,
to comply with the requirements of subclause (8) of clause
7, the employer may withhold payment under this clause.
Any dispute arising under this subclause may be referred
to the Commission for determination.
(7) This clause does not apply in respect of any time for
which the employee is entitled to compensation under the
Workers' Compensation Act.
(8) An employee shall be paid for sick leave at single time
rates for sickness during his/her ordinary hours, even if it
occurs on a weekend or extra rostered shift or on an overtime
shift where the employee has given an obligation to attend,
but is unable to do so due to illness or injury. Satisfactory
proof will be required. The Company reserves the right to
review this clause if the incidence of illness or injury on
overtime shifts increases noticeably.
(9) Employees Accident and Health Insurance Plan—
The Company will obtain protection for its employees
through an insurance broker or insurance company and
subject to the employee's claim being bonafide then certain
benefits will be payable.
Note: Complete details will be made available however
the following may be taken as a guide—
(a) Insured Event
Benefit Payable
(i) Accidental death
$30,(MX)
(ii) Total and Permanent
Disablement (other than
disablement resulting
from loss of sight and/or
physical severance of
hands or feet) from engaging in or attending to
any profession, business
or occupation whatsoever
$30,OCX)
(iii) Loss of 2 limbs or 2 eyes
$15,000
or an eye and a limb
(iv) Loss of 1 eye or limb
$ 7,500
(v) Loss of thumb and index $ 1.500
finger
(vi) Temporary total disablement as the result of
see note below
accident
(vii) In the event of temporary
partial disablement of a
worker as the result of an
accident necessitating reclassification to a lower
classification
$ 50 per week
(viii) Temporary total disablement arising from illness see note below
Note: The benefit available under (vi) and (viii) above
shall be:
The wage rate as per subclause (2)(a) of Clause
30.—Wages and the appropriate rate for juniors,
apprentices and part-time employees.

(b) Weekly benefits for each employee for any one
accident are payable for 104 weeks.
(c) Weekly benefits in respect of each employee
arising from illness are payable for 52 weeks for
any one illness.
(d) (i) No claim may be made under this policy
where the absence is less than five consecutive working days or fails to satisfy the
definition of a week.
(ii) In the event of the accident or illness being
not less than seven days the employee will
firstly claim any unused sick pay. He will
then be entitled to receive benefits under the
scheme from the date of the expiration of his
sick leave entitlement.
(e) The insurance applies 24 hours per day 7 days per
week whilst the employee is on the payroll of the
company, unless otherwise specified.
(0 The amount of any benefit payable is reduced by
the amount of any workers' compensation or sick
leave payment received by the employee.
(10) Claims under Accident and Sickness Benefit Plan:
(a) Claims must be made on the appropriate form
within twenty-one days of the commencement of
the period of absence.
(b) During extended periods of absence Doctors
Certificates must be forwarded to the Company in
time for each disablement payment.
(c) Claims covering periods when employees are not
in Australia. The Company may require evidence
of the occurrence of the "insured event" in the
following form:
(i) Where the "insured event" occurs in a place
or city in which the Australian Government
has an Embassy, Consular or Immigration
Office to which is attached a medical officer
then the Company may require the employee
to submit himself for examination by that
medical officer at the employee's cost.
(ii) Where the "insured event" occurs in a place
or city where there is no such office, the
Company may require a medical certificate
which states:
(aa) the nature of the illness or injury;
(bb) the treatement being prescribed and
taken;
(cc) the extent and the nature of the incapacity;
(dd) a statement that the injury or illness, had
it occurred whilst the employee was on
site, would have prevented the employee from working for the whole
period claimed.
(iii) A statement from a registered hospital that an
employee had been confined there, will be
sufficient proof of the duration of the illness.
The statement must also contain the details
required under (ii) (aa), (bb) and (cc).
(11) The insurance policy has the following exclusions,
for which claims may not be made:
(a) intentional self injury;
(b) venereal disease;
(c) pregnancy or childbirth;
(d) air travel other than travelling as a passenger on
a licensed aircraft;
(e) war or any warlike act;
(f) under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
(12) The insurance policy provides cover for accident and
sickness which occurs or develops while the employee is in
the employment of the company. It is not intended that the
policy provides for the following:
(a) an operation to rectify an old, existing injury
which the employee has been carrying prior to his
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joining the Company. However, if the employee
aggravates the old injury in another accident, he
is insured under the policy;
(b) time off for operation on an internal ulcer, piles,
ingrown toenail, or hysterectomy, unless the
employee has been with the Company for at least
six months, or can present a Doctor's Certificate
stating that postponement of medical treatment
would be detrimental to the patient's health;
(c) operation to carry out a vasectomy, salpinjectomy,
facelift, sex change and the like, unless the
operation is necessary because of an accident or
illness.
(13) The cover of this Insurance policy excludes claims
for death by accident or other insured capital benefit if the
employee of the insured is a member of the GML Wage
Employees' Provident Fund, and has a claim admissible
under the Provident Fund Scheme.
20.—Time and Wages Record.
(1) The employer shall make and keep a record or records
showing—
(a) the name and address and classification of each
employee;
(b) the starting and finishing times on each day;
(c) the hours worked;
(d) the wages and overtime (if any) paid;
(e) the amount of fares and travelling time and other
allowances paid; and
(f) deductions;
(g) leave paid and accrued; and
(h) the age of junior employees.
(2) The time and wages record shall be open for
inspection by a duly accredited official of the union during
the usual office hours at the employer's office or other
convenient place and he shall be allowed to take extracts
therefrom. The employer's works shall be deemed to be a
convenient place for the purpose of this subclause and if for
any reason the record is not available at the works when the
official calls to inspect it, it shall be made available for
inspection within twelve hours either at the employer's
office or at the works.
(3) Any system of automatic recording by machines shall
be deemed to be a record for the purpose of this clause.
21.—Travelling on Engagement and Termination.
(1) The provisions of the clause apply only in respect of
employment North of South Latitude 26°.
(2) Subject to the provisions of the clause the fare of an
employee from the place of engagement to any place of
employment shall be paid by the employer and the employee
shall be paid at ordinary rates for not more than eight hours
in any day for time spent in travelling to the place of
employment, including time spent in travelling to the place
of employment including time occupied in waiting for
transport connections, but if the employee uses a mode of
travel not approved by the employer, travelling time in
excess of eight hours shall not be allowed unless the
Commission otherwise determines.
(3) The amount of fare paid by an employer pursuant to
subclause (2) shall be deducted and reimbursed as follows:
(a) In the case of an employee being provided an
airfare from Perth to site, the amount of the airfare
shall be deducted from the first three pays, and
reimbursed after completion of six months'
satisfactory service.
(b) An employee travelling from Perth to site by
means other than air travel shall submit an
expenses claim form for expenses incurred but
that amount shall not exceed the cost of a tourist
class airfare from Perth to site. Upon the completion of six months' satisfactory service the
employer will reimburse the employee for the
expenses incurred at the time of travel.

(c) In the case of an employee being provided an
airfare other than from within Western Australia,
the amount of the airfare from point of engagement to Perth shall be deducted from the first eight
pays, and refunded after completion of nine
months' satisfactory service. The airfare Perth to
site shall be deducted and refunded pursuant to the
provision of sub-paragraph (a) of this subclause.
(4) In an employee completes six months' continuous
service with the employer or is terminated before that time
for reasons other than misconduct, any amount deducted by
the employer from the employee's wages pursuant to
subclause (3) or claimed by the employee under subclause
(3)(b) to the extent that it does not exceed the cost of the
airfare from Perth to the site, shall be refunded to the
employee.
(5) If an employee completes nine months' continuous
service with his employer or is terminated for reasons other
than misconduct after completing six months' but less than
nine months' continuous service, the balance of any amount
deducted pursuant to subclause (3) shall be refunded to the
employee.
(6) If an employee completes twelve months' continuous
service with his employer and resigns or is terminated for
any reasons, he shall be given his tourist class air ticket from
site to Perth.
An employee travelling to Perth by means other than air
travel, may claim cash in lieu of tourist class air tickets.
(7) (a) If an employee completes two years' continuous
service with his employer and resigns or is dismissed, he
shall be given his air ticket from site to his original point
of engagement within Australia.
(b) An employee travelling to his point of engagement by
means other than air travel, may claim cash in lieu of tourist
class air tickets.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to
employees who have been declared redundant.
22.—Distant Work.
(1) Where an employee is required to proceed to another
place of employment from which he cannot return to his
home site each night, he shall be provided with free board
and lodging, and shall be transported to his home site each
week where possible.
(2) All time spent in travelling by direction of the
employer shall be paid for at the appropriate rate.
(3) Wherever possible, and excluding emergency situations, forty-eight hours notice shall be given to an employee
before the commencement of the distant work.
(4) An employee who is required to stay away from
his/her home for one (1) night but not more than five (5)
consecutive nights, shall be entitled to receive $6.60 for each
night away from his/her home site, providing that this clause
does not apply to employees who are required to remain
away from home in accordance with their normal roster.
23.—Industrial Relations Procedures.
The parties to the Award have honestly negotiated its
provisions and agree that:
(1) They will carry out the terms and conditions of
this Award.
(2) All endeavours will be made by the parties to
resolve any differences by discussion, however, if
this does not resolve the problem, it is the
responsibility of either party to the difference to
refer the matter to the Commission.
24.—Union Officials.
(1) A duly accredited full-time official of the Union party
to this Award may enter the employer's property and
premises at any time but shall not, without the permission
of the Industrial Relations Officer or, where the officer is
unavailable, another appropriate representative of the
employer, interview employees during their working hours.

(2) The employer undertakes to facilitate and arrange for
accommodation at his premises for visiting full time union
officials of those unions if prior notice of intention to visit
is given to the employer.
25.—Transportation To and From Work.
(1) It is the responsibility of all employees to ensure that
they are at their normal place of work ready to commence
work prior to the designated commencing time for any shift.
(2) (a) The Company will continue to provide the present
means of transportation to and from work. Whilst employees
continue to reasonably utilise this transportation, they will
be permitted to do so at no cost to themselves.
(b) No claim in respect of travelling costs will be accepted
by the Company in respect of those employees who elect to
travel to and from work in other than company provided
transport.
(c) The Company provided transportation will operate on
designated routes and at designated times as promulgated by
the Company after consultation with the representatives of
the Unions concerned.
(3) (a) Incoming Transport:
When company provided transportation runs late in
delivering employees to their place of normal work and
that delay is attributable to the Company's obligation,
the employees will not lose any ordinary time payment
in respect of that lost time if a reasonable effort has
been made by the employee to obtain alternative
transportation.
(b) Outgoing Transport:
In the event of a delay in excess of 15 minutes
beyond the scheduled departure time, the time delayed
in excess of that 15 minutes will be paid for by the
company at ordinary time rates. In such circumstances,
the time to be paid for will be to the next nearest quarter
of an hour in favour of the employee.
26.—District Allowance.
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) of this
clause, in addition to the wages prescribed in Clause
30.—Wages of this award, an allowance shall be paid at the
rate set out below, to each employee employed in the
following area:
(a) Within that area of the State situated between
Latitude 24 degrees and a line running east from
Camot Bay to the Northern Territory border—
$8.90.
(2) The above allowance covers a week, whether Five, six
or seven days. For periods of less than five days, one seventh
of the above shall be payable for each day or part thereof;
provided however that an employee who has worked at least
one half of a week shall be given the benefit of Sunday in
the calculation of District Allowance.
(3) An employee living in a mess or camp provided by
the employer free of charge to the employee shall be paid
half the rates prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(4) During any week in which a rostered leisure day off
occurs, there will not be any reduction of entitlement to
district allowance because work was not carried out on that
day.
27.—Service Payments.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, each adult
employee shall, in addition to payments otherwise due to
him/her under this award, be paid service pay as follows:
3—■ 6 months continuous service $26.70 per week
6—12 months continuous service $33.20 per week
12—18 months continuous service $46.30 per week
18—24 months continuous service $53.00 per week
2— 3 years continuous service
$63.10 per week
3— 4 years continuous service
$68.70 per week
4— 5 years continuous service
$75.30 per week
5— 6 years continuous service
$81.90 per week
6— 7 years continuous service
$86.10 per week
7 plus years continuous service
$92.90 per week

(2) "Continuous Service" has the same meaning in this
clause as it has in Clause 18.—Long Service Leave.
(3) The payments prescribed in this clause are payable for
the ordinary hours prescribed in Clause 11.—Hours—of this
Award and are not included in the ordinary wage for the
calculation of overtime or penalty rates but, subject to the
provisions of this Award, form part of the ordinary wage
payable during annual leave, public holidays, paid sick
leave, paid special leave and Long Service Leave.
(4) This clause does not apply to junior employees.
(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (4), for
the purposes of this Clause apprentices shall be deemed to
have commenced their employment at the commencement
of their final year. Apprentices who continue their employment with the Company after completing their apprenticeship will receive subsequent service pay increases.
28.—Special Rates and Provisions.
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause,
employees allocated to groups pursuant to paragraph (c)
hereof shall be paid a disabilities allowance as hereinafter
prescribed.
(b) The allowance referred to in paragraph (a) hereof is
in compensation for all disabilities not otherwise specifically provided for in this clause.
(c) The said allowance shall be paid for each hour worked:
Group 1 69 cents/hour
Group 2 57 cents/hour
Group 3 42 cents/hour
Group 4 37 cents/hour
Group 5 27 cents/hour
The allocation of employees to the groups referred to in
paragraph (c) hereof shall be as follows:
A.M.W.S.U./A.S.E.
Group 1: Pit and Crusher Tradesperson (Gwy and
SG)
Pit and Crusher Trades Assistants (Gwy
and SG)
Servicepersons in Pit (Gwy and SG)
Powerhouse Tradespersons (Gwy)
Powerhouse Trades Assistants (Gwy)
Lube Bay Attendants (Gwy and SG)
Panel Beaters (Gwy)
C.W.S. Tradespersons working outside on
shovels (Gwy)
Tradespersons (FI)
Trades Assistants (FI)
Tradespersons—Mine Workshop (SG)
Trades Assistants—Mine Workshop (SG)
Riggers
Powerhouse Servicepersons
Track Maintenance Fitter and Boilermaker
Group 2: Boilermakers—C.W.S. (Gwy)
Group 3: C.W.S. Tradespersons (Gwy)
General Services Fitter (Gwy)
Engine Room Fitters and Trades Assistants
(Gwy)
General Services Fitter (SG)
Group 4: Tool and Material Storepersons (Gwy and
SG)
Group 5: Nil
E.T.U.
Group 1: Pit and Crusher Tradespersons (Gwy and
SG)
Pit and Crusher Electrical Assistants (Gwy
and SG)
C.W.S. Tradespersons—working outside
on shovels (Gwy)
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Group 2:

Group 3:

Group 4:

Group 5:

VJ
Tradespersons and Electrical Assistants
(FI)
Mine Workshop Tradespersons and Electrical Assistants (SG)
Mine Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics
(Gwy and SG)
Radio Communications Electronic Techs.
(FI)
Battery Servicepersons
Radio Communications Electronic Techs.
(Gwy and SG)
Linespersons (Gwy and SG)
Radio Technicians (Gwy and SG)
Telecommunications Technicians
E.W.S. Electrical Tradespersons and Electrical Assistants (Gwy)
Workshop Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics
(Gwy)
Telephone Technicians (Gwy and SG)
Township Tradespersons and Electrical
Assistants (SG)
Township Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics
(Gwy and SG)
Nil

B.T.A.
Group 1: Plumbers (Gwy, SG and FI)
Carpenters (Gwy and FI)
Painters (Gwy)
Group 2: Nil
Group 3: Painters (SG)
Carpenters (SG)
Group 4: Nil
Group 5: Nil
T.W.U.
Group 1: Mack Prime Mover being used as a pusher
Non Air Conditioned Vehicles (Q Macks,
Haulpaks. Water Carts, Manhauls)
Group 2: All Air Conditioned Vehicles
Group 3: Single Low Loader
Group 4: Bus Driver (Non Air Conditioned Buses)
Group 5: Bus Driver (Air Conditioned Buses)
A.W.U.
Group 1: Crusher Labourers, Powder Monkeys, Blast
Crewpersons, Sniper/Airtrac Drillers, Drill
Oilers, Mack Prime Mover being used as a
pusher. Quarry Labourers, Non Air Conditioned Vehicles in the Mine, Sampler,
Sample Plant Operators, Non Air Conditioned Mobile Equipment, Chainpersons,
Railway Track Maintenance, Lube Bay
Attendants, Leading Hand in Crusher Area,
Dogperson/Crane Chaser, Ore Handlers
(FI), Grader (SG)—non air conditioned,
Sample Preparer, Senior Driller.
Group 2: Grade 1 Drillperson, Forklift Driver (Mine
Workshop), Crusher Operator, Train
Loader, Air Conditioned Vehicles, Air
Conditioned Mobile Equipment, Warehouse Storeperson (FI), Shiploader Operator, Warehouse Storeperson (SG and Gwy
Yard).
Group 3: Single Low Loader, Grader/Backhoe Operators General Services, General Services
Labourers, Laboratory Assistants, Laboratory Technicians, Gardeners, Warehouse
Storeperson (SG), Warehouse Forklift
Drivers (SG)

SfilM

ilit
Group 4: Warehouse Storepersons (Gwy), Warehouse Forklift Drivers (Gwy), Control
Room Operators, Township Labourers,
Township Truck Drivers, Bus Drivers
No Payment: Swimming Pool Attendant
Note: While air conditioning in drills is not working
due to faulty/missing side panels and dust seals,
operators may be paid Group 1 for the time so
engaged.
Warehouse Storepersons when on Day Shift
may claim Group 1 disabilities (FI only)
F.E.D.F.U.
Group 1: Shovel Greasers
Powerhouse Greasers
Trainee Powerhouse Operators
Powerhouse Floor Operators
Powerhouse Floor Operators (Gwy)
Crane Drivers (non air conditioned)
Dogperson/Crane Chasers
Group 2: Shovel Drivers
Powerhouse Engine Control Room Drivers
(Gwy)
Crane Drivers (air conditioned)
(d) (i) Where an employee is temporarily engaged in
work which would if he/she were regularly so
engaged entitle him/her to be allocated to a higher
Group than the one to which he/she has been
allocated, he/she shall, if engaged on such work
on any day be paid the higher rate for each hour
so worked but this paragraph does not apply if the
work in question has been taken into account in
allocating the employee to his/her ordinary group.
(ii) The higher duties provisions in subclause (i)
above do not apply to the current schedules
because the requirement to work on work with a
higher disability allocation has been taken into
account when allocating the employee to his/her
ordinary group.
Where an employee is temporarily transferred
to an area carrying a higher disability for periods
of 5 days or more he/she shall be reclassified to
the higher group for the period of such temporary
transfer.
(e) Special Maintenance Rate
(i) Subject to the provision of sub-paragraph (ii) of
this paragraph, where the conditions under which
work is to be performed are exceptional, an
employee shall be paid 30 cents per hour, in
addition to the appropriate disability group allowance or any other allowance to which he/she may
be entitled.
(ii) This additional rate shall be paid to Tradespersons, their Assistants, Dogperson/Crane-Chasers
at all sites and Servicepersons employed at
Finucane Island only, for work performed on the
following tasks.
(iii) In the event that a task, which is not included but
is excessively dirty or difficult, is encountered in
the future the matter of eligibility for Special
Maintenance Rate will be discussed between the
Convenor concerned and the Area Manager or
his/her nominee to decide whether a Special
Maintenance Rate would be in order. In the event
agreement cannot be reached, the job will go
ahead and the question of eligibility for a Special
Maintenance Rate for that task will be submitted
to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for
their assistance to decide the matter.
SHAY GAP—GOLDSWORTHY
(aa) Changing syntron feeder plates in reclaim
tunnels
(bb) Inside trainloader bin
(cc) Inside crusher surge bin
(dd) In crusher bowl
(ee) Central gudgeon area on shovels
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(ff) Under dust curtains of drills when mast in
vertical position
(gg) All chutes
(hh) Inside swing and propel boxes on shovels
(ii) Centre pin area of articulated front end
loaders and dozers whilst the machinery
remains articulated
(jj) Apron feeders
(kk) B.T.A.—when working under houses and
complexes
(11) External work on crusher, conveyors, screens
and associated plant whilst screening is in
progress
(mm) Inside screens
(nn) Locomotive load tank testing
(oo) Haulpak load tank testing
FINUCANE ISLAND
(aa) Screens
(bb) Apron feeder
(cc) Enclosed chutes
(dd) Centre body area of ore handling machines
and earth moving machines
(ee) Dust collectors
(ff) Number 32 tunnel
(gg) Number 24 tunnel
(hh) B.T.A.—when working under houses and
complexes
(ii) Number 30 tunnel
(jj) Cleaning outdoor resistor panels at sub
station 5
(kk) Cable trays where access is restricted
(11) Conveyor skirt changes
(mm) Replacement of conveyor return rollers
GOl.DS WORTHY
(aa) C.W.S. when working on drills, haul units
and major earthmoving equipment, other
than shovels, outside C.W.S.
(bb) Loco Workshop, when on train inspection
(provided loaded trains are inspected)
(2) Painting
(a) No surface painted with lead paint shall be rubbed
down or scraped by a dry process.
(b) No paint brush shall exceed five inches in width
and no kalsomine brush shall exceed seven inches
in width.
(c) No employee shall be permitted to have a meal in
any paint shop or place where paint is stored or
used.
(d) Lead paint shall not be applied by spray to the
interior of any building.
(e) All employees (including apprentices) applying
paint by spraying shall be provided with full
overalls and head coverings and respirators.
(f) Water and soap shall be provided by the employer
in each shop or on each job for the use of painters.
(3) The employer shall provide adequate facilities for the
employees to grind tools and employees shall be allowed
time to use those facilities whenever reasonably necessary.
(4) The work of an electrical fitter shall not be tested by
an employee of a lower grade.
(5) An employee who is required to work from a ladder
shall be provided with an assistant on the ground when it
is reasonably necessary for the employee's safety.
(6) An employee engaged on work involving the opening
up of house drains or waste pipes or on work involving the
cleaning of septic tanks or dry wells shah, in addition to any
allowance to which he/she is otherwise entitled under this
clause, be paid $3.10 on any day on which he/she is so
employed, but this subclause does not apply to the opening
up of storm-water drains or other drains of a similar kind.
(7) (a) An employee who is required to use toxic or other
substances or materials which, if used incorrectly, are likely
to constitute a health hazard, shall be informed by his/her
employer of the hazards involved and instructed in the
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procedures which must be observed in the use of such
substances or materials.
(b) An employee using such substances or materials shall
be provided with and use any protective equipment
prescribed or recommended by the appropriate Government
Authority and shall observe the required procedures. Where
no prescription or recommendation has been made by the
appropriate Government Authority, the protective equipment to be supplied and used and the procedures to be
followed shall be determined by agreement between the
employer and the appropriate union, or failing agreement,
by the Commission.
(8) Protective Equipment:
(a) The employer shall have available a sufficient
supply of protective equipment (as for example
helmets, hand screens, goggles (including antiflash goggles) glasses, gloves, mitts, aprons,
sleeves, leggings, gumboots, ear protectors, waterproof clothing or other efficient substitutes
thereof) for use by his/her employees when
engaged on work for which some protective
equipment is reasonably necessary. It shall be a
defence by an employer charged with a breach of
this subclause if he/she proves that he/she was
unable to obtain either the item of equipment, the
subject of the charge, or a suitable substitute.
(b) Every employee shall sign an acknowledgement
on receipt of any article of protective equipment
and shall return same to the employer when he/she
has finished using it or on leaving his/her
employment.
(c) No employee shall lend another employee any
such article of protective equipment issued to such
first mentioned employee and if the same are lent,
both the lender and the borrower shall be held
responsible.
(d) Before helmets, goggles, glasses or gloves or any
such substitute which have been used by an
employee are re-issued by the employer to another
employee, they shall be effectively sterilised.
(e) During the time any article of protective equipment or hand tool is on issue to the employee,
he/she shall be responsible for any loss or damage
thereto, fair wear and tear attributable to ordinary
use excepted, but he/she shall not be responsible
for any loss attributable to the employer's failure
to provide adequate lock-up facilities.
(9) Safety Footwear and Working Attire:
(a) Each employee shall be issued free of charge with
two pairs of safety footwear during each year of
service.
(b) An employee who requires more than two pairs of
safety footwear in any year may purchase such
additional footwear at cost price to the employer.
(c) Safety footwear shall be worn in work areas at all
times.
(d) Each employee shall be issued free of charge three
sets of working attire during each year of service.
(e) In addition, each employee may apply for a work
jacket, however this provision will not come into
effect until 1st April 1986.
(f) Each such issue shall be made by the supply of an
approved clothing voucher.
(g) Any employee who leaves the service of the
employer within three months of the last issue of
working attire shall reimburse to the employer
60% of the cost of that last issue. The employer
may deduct this cost from any monies due on the
date of termination.
(h) It is the responsibility of the employees to
maintain and launder employer supplied work
clothing.
(i) The practice of replacing severely damaged or
stained working clothes will be closely monitored
and will, in the main, cease from December 1st
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1985, except where exceptional circumstances
occur. Should maintenance employees be required
to work in an area, where past experience shows
that clothes are unreasonably damaged or stained,
they may request a set of disposable overalls
(lyVak) to assist in maintaining their working
attire in a reasonable condition.
(10) An electrical fitter or installer who is required to
carry out work as a linesperson on poles and above the
ground shall be paid an allowance of $3.40 per day on which
he/she is so employed.
(11) Height Money
An employee shall be paid an allowance of $1.57 per day
on which he/she works at the height of 15.5 metres or more
above the nearest horizontal plane, but this provision does
not apply to linesperson nor to riggers and splicers.
(12) Centre Gudgeon/Torsion Box Work on Shovels
Employees shall in addition to Group 1 disability
allowance be paid an extra half of ordinary time in addition
to the appropriate rate when carrying out the functions listed
in (a), (b), (c) in situ within the pit service area.
(a) When engaged on the preheating and welding of
centre gudgeon pin castings.
(b) When internal welding in torsion box area of
shovel dipper handles where preheating is involved and the employee is fully suited in
protective clothing.
(c) When air arc gouging on the underside of shovel
lower car bodies and revolving frames and the
employee is fully suited in protective clothing.
(13) Hiab Hoist
An employee, other than a crane operator, required by the
Company to operate a Hiab Hoist, subject to his/her being
the holder of the appropriate certificate, shall, in addition to
any other entitlement, be paid an allowance of $3.40 per
week. This allowance shall continue to be paid thereafter as
a flat weekly entitlement to the employee unless and until
the employee is advised by the Company that he/she will no
longer be required to operate a Hiab Hoist.
(14) An employee required to:—
(a) use a jack hammer—
(i) inside the crusher at Finucane Island;
(ii) Unloading ore cars at the train unloader;
(iii) in the apron feeder and centre chute; or
(b) the ground operator using the vacuum hose of the
ultra vac machine, shall be paid a special
allowance in addition to any other entitlement, of
30 cents per hour for all time spent on such work.
(15) Pit De-watering Allowance
(a) A special allowance is payable for employees
engaged in the duties of coupling, uncoupling and
carrying out minor repairs to the pipe and
associated equipment in wet and dry conditions,
during pit de-watering operations 52 cents per
hour shall be paid to an employee for all hours of
a shift in which he/she was actually engaged in pit
de-watering operations.
(b) Where an employee is required to work inside
mine de-watering staging tanks and he/she has not
been engaged on the day or shift in other mine
de-watering duties listed in paragraph (a) of this
subclause, he/she shall be paid 52 cents per hour
for all hours of a day or shift in which he/she was
actually engaged in cleaning staging tanks.
(16) Stockpile Dozing
Dozer operators, whilst working on top of stockpiles,
shall be paid 30 cents per hour for each hour worked, in
addition to the rate prescribed in paragraph (c) of subclause
(1) of this clause.
(17) Trades Assistants or labourers engaged on sandblasting or sand-blasting inside the Modemair water cooler
at Goldsworthy powerhouse and inside the crusher mantle
shall be paid an additional 39 cents per hour for each hour
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so engaged, however an employee who qualifies for
payment under subclause (23) hereof whilst engaged in
these functions shall not be entitled to the provisions of this
subclause.
(18) Ore Handlers at Finucane Island, working in screens,
apron feeders, enclosed chutes and centre chutes of ore
handling machines will be paid an additional 30 cents per
hour for each hour actually worked in those areas.
(19) Employees engaged on specialised chemical cleaning of the Trane Centravac chillers at Shay Gap shall be paid
an additional 39 cents per hour for each hour so engaged,
however an employee who qualifies for payment under
subclause (23) hereof whilst engaged in this function shall
not be entitled to the provisions of this subclause.
(20) Track maintenance employees who are required to
use a heavy pneumatic spike driver or pneumatic sleeper
boring machine shall be paid 30 cents per hour whilst so
engaged. This allowance shall be in addition to the group
disabilities payable.
(21) A shovel operator who is required to operate a shovel
in water, where he/she is unable to see the floor of the mine,
shall be paid 23 cents per hour for each hour so engaged.
(22) Shay Gap crusher employees, while screening is
being carried out, shall be paid 30 cents per hour for all hours
worked.
(23) Employees required to wear fully enclosed protective
equipment which has an external air support system, as part
of the protective equipment, then worn by the employee,
will be paid an allowance of 69 cents per hour while
employed on work which requires them to wear such
protective equipment.
(24) Electrical Tradespersons and their Assistants engaged on the repair or maintenance of low voltage sliprings
located in the carriage body of electric shovels, where the
work is done in situ, shall be paid an extra half of ordinary
time in addition to the appropriate rate.
(25) Work bags will be available upon request to all
employees and replacements will be on the basis of
returning the old badly worn issue. This is supplied on a
personal issue basis.
(26) Lambswool seat covers will be provided to employees in the following classifications on a personal issue basis,
with cleaning at the employees cost and replacement of
badly worn covers to be on return of the old cover.
Note: Covers will not be supplied to operators/drivers
already permanently provided with cloth seats.
Classifications to be Supplied:
Haulpak Drivers
Shovel Operators
Bus Drivers
Locomotive Crews
Manhaul Drivers
60R Drillers
Water Truck Drivers Fuel and Grease Truck Drivers
Plant Operators
Low Loader Driver
(27) When the circumstances of work to be done by an
employee occasion the employee to work in an open air
environment without protection from the sun, the employee
may request and the employer will reasonably act to supply
such an employee with an appropriate sunscreen lotion.
29.—Payment of Wages.
(1) Wages shall be paid fortnightly and shall, if the
employee so requests be paid into a bank account nominated
by him but may otherwise, at the employer's option, be paid
in cash or by cheque or, if the employee agrees, into a
nominated bank account.
(2) At or before the time that an employee receives his
wages, he shall be issued with a slip showing the gross
amount of wages and allowances due to him, all deductions
therefrom, the total number of hours worked by him,
including the number of overtime hours and the rate at which
such overtime has been paid.
(3) Any error in the compilation of an employee's pay
shall, at his request, be adjusted within forty-eight hours of
the time at which he makes that request.
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(4) All monies due to an employee on the termination of
his employment shall be paid to him within one hour of his
presenting his final clearance to the pay office unless he
presents that clearance less than one hour before the normal
time of closing of that office, in which case such monies
shall be paid to him within one hour of the opening of that
office on the following day.
(5) The will facilitate, where at all possible, and upon
request, that an employee proceeding on annual leave, or
terminating, be provided with payment as requested.
(6) If an employee advises on his termination form that
he requires a cash cheque, up to the value of $200, as part
payment of his termination pay the company will have the
cash cheque available when the employee receives his
termination pay provided that the cash cheque will only be
made available during banking hours.
(7) Subject to the employee requesting, at least 48 hours
prior to termination, a record of all monies due to him on
termination will be provided 24 hours prior to termination.
(8) When Christmas Day falls during the week in which
wages are normally paid, the employer may:
(a) close off the pay period two days earlier than
would otherwise be the case; and
(b) anticipate that all employees would work their
normal eight hours on each of those two days and
calculate his wages entitlements accordingly for
the full pay period.
(c) In such circumstances pay adjustments where
relevant will be made on the next normal pay day.
30.—Wages.
(1) The minimum rates of wages payable to adult
employees shall be set out in this clause.
(2) (a) Level 1
$368.50
General Lab.
Cleaner
Dump Spotter
Trainee H.P.D.
Trainee Mach. Op.
Trainee Observer
Quarry Labourer
Plant Labourer
Sampler
Trades Assistant Grade I
Electrical Assistant Grade I
Brush Hand
Chainperson
Warehouse Assistant
Greaser
Gardener Grade I
Train Unloader Operator
Motor Vehicle Driver 'B' Class—Restricted
Level 2
$390.60
Blast Crew
Drill Oiler
Survey Instrument Hand
Dogperson
Screen Plant Op.
Bucket Wheel Op.
Sample Plant Op.
Boom Stacker Op.
Lab. Sample Prep.
Track Labourer
Gardener—Grade 2
Primary Stacker Op.
Tool and Material Storeperson
Lube Bay Serviceperson
Beneficiation Plant Grade 1
Forklift Up to 10,000 lbs
Storeperson Grade II
Trackmobile Operator
Plant Operator up to 75 bhp
Sample Plant Controller
Trainee Mobile Plant Op.
Track Machines U/50 bhp
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Maint. Employee/Trades Assistant—
Grade II
Motor Vehicle Driver 'C—Restricted
Electrical Assistant Grade II
Level 3
Air Trac Driller (Driller Grade III)
Mobile Plant 75 bhp-250 bhp
Ore and Mullock Truck Driver up to
190 T
Crusher Operator
Train Loader Operator
Stacker, Reclaimer Op.
Storeperson Grade I
Forklift + 10,000 lbs
Forklift + 20,000 lbs
Pettier
Powder Monkey
Swimming Pool Attendant
Crane Driver—Restricted
Fuel and Grease Truck
Serviceperson—Operator
Beneficiation Plant Grade II
Laboratory Assistant
Locomotive Observer
Water Truck up to 10 tons
Bus Driver
Shiploader Operator
Water Truck Driver—FI
Track Machines O/50 bhp
Level 4
Laboratory Technician
Ore + Mullock Truck + 190 T
Driller Grade I
Deep Hole Air Trac
Grader Operator
Mobile Plant 250 and up to 500 bhp
Ganger
OHEO Special FI
Haulpak Driver Instructor
Jumbo Driver
Control Room Op. (FI)
Beneficiation Plant Op. Grade III
Senior Powder Monkey
Water Truck + 10 Tons
Multi-skilled Transport Driver
Crane Driver (3-C-2)
Level 5
Tradesperson
Senior Driller
Senior Ganger
Crane Op. Unrestricted
Mobile Equip. Plant Op. + 500 bhp
Industrial Electrician
Fitter Brake Equipment Railways
Horticultural Tradesperson
Beneficiation Plant Grade IV
. Level 6
Instrument Maker/Repairer
Telecommunications Techn.
Locomotive Engine Driver
Tradesperson (as defined)
Level 7
Mechanical Tradesperson
Special (as defined)
Electrician Special Class
Radio Communication/Electronic Technician
Loco Driver Instructor
Level 8
Wage rate, definition and classification
yet to be agreed.
Level 9
Wage, rate, definition and classification
yet to be agreed.

$412.90

$435.10

$459.90

$473.20

$482.10

(b) Junior Employees:
The minimum rate of wages payable to junior
employees shall be the following percentage of a Level
1 adult employee:
Under 16 years of age
50%
16 and under 17 years of age
70%
17 and under 18 years of age
90%
(c) Apprentices:
An apprentice shall be paid a percentage of the Level
5 employee's rate (i.e. $459.90) in accordance with the
following scales:
% Per Week Per Hour
$
$
4 Year Tferm
1st year
50 230.00
6.0526
2nd year
65 298.90
7.8658
10.2868
3rd year
85 390.90
11.4974
4th year
95 436.90
S'/z Year Term
6.0526
1st six months
50 230.00
Next year
7.8658
65 298.90
Next year following 85 390.90
10.2868
11.4974
95 436.90
Final year
3 Year Term
7.2605
1st year
60 275.90
10.2868
2nd year
85 390.00
11.4974
3rd year
95 436.90
(d) Experienced Tradesperson's Allowance: Tradespersons employed in classifications listed in subparagraph
(2)(d)(iii) of Clause 30.—Wages of this award shall:
(i) After 12 months' continuous service be paid an all
purpose rate of $7.20 per week.
(ii) After two years' continuous service, be paid an
extra all purpose rate of $5.40 per week, to total
$ 12.60 per week.
(iii) Painters, Carpenters, Plumbers, Bricklayers, Boilermaker/Welders, Fitters and Ttimers, Fitters,
Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics, Welders, Panel
Beaters and/or Spray Painters, Mechanical Fitters,
Motor Mechanics, Machinists-First Class, Electrical Fitters, Electrical Installers, Automotive Electrical Fitters, Sheet Metal Workers, Fitters-Fuel
Injection appointed as such, Brake Equipment
Fitters-Railway, Instrument Makers and/or Repairers, Radio and Telephone Technicians and
Servicemen, Electricians-Special Class appointed
as such. Industrial Electricians anoointed as such
Radio Communications Electronic Technicians,
Linespersons, Tele-communications Technicians,
and Plant Mechanics.
(e) Tool Allowance:
(i) Tradespersons employed in classifications listed
in subparagraph (2)(e)(ii) of Clause 30.—Wages
of this award shall be paid an all purpose rate of
$9.00 per week.
(ii) Painters, Carpenters, Plumbers, Bricklayers, Boilermaker/Welders, Fitters and Timers, Fitters,
Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics, Welders, Panel
Beaters and/or Spray Painters, Mechanical Fitters,
Motor Mechanics, Machinists-First class, Electrical Fitters, Electrical Installers, Automotive Electrical Fitters, Sheet Metal Workers, Fitters-Fuel
Injection appointed as such. Brake Equipment,
Fitters-Railway, Instrument Makers and/or Repairers, Radio and Telephone Tfechnicians, Electricians-Special Class appointed as such, Industrial Electricians appointed as such, Linespersons
and Radio, Telephone Servicepersons, Telecommunications Tfechnicians, Radio Communications
Electrical Technicians and Plant Mechanics.
(iii) This allowance shall not be paid where the
employer supplies the employee with all necessary tools.

(iv) An employee in receipt of this allowance shall
provide himself/herself with all basic and appropriate tools, kept in suitable condition, for the
performance of his/her work.
(v) An employee who fails to supply himself/herself
with all basic and appropriate tools shall not be
entitled to this allowance until he/she complies
with sub-paragraph (iv).
(vi) The previous practice of the employer replacing
worn-out and stolen tools shall be replaced by this
sub-paragraph.
(f) Running Shed Allowance:
Tradespersons and their assistants engaged on trip
maintenance work when employed on maintenance and
repair work on diesel electric locomotive engines
(other than work performed at a work bench) shall be
paid an all purpose allowance of $20.50 per week for
the life of the award.
NOTE: This payment is in lieu of all special rates
and disabilities as otherwise payable under
this award.
(g) Leading Hands:
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of this clause, a leading
hand shall be paid:
Per Week
$
(i) If placed in charge of not less than
two and not more than five other
employees
13.20
(ii) If placed in charge of more than
five and not more that ten other
employees
17.90
(iii) If placed in charge of more than ten
and not more than 20 other employees
25.60
(iv) If placed in charge of more than 20
other employees
30.80
(h) Goldsworthy Mining Flexibility and Training Allowances:
In recognition of the flexibility that is provided,
which results in an increase in training requirements:
Employees who are not eligible for the experienced
tradesperson or ticketed operators allowance, are
entitled to an all purpose allowance of—
(i) $2.71 per week (seven cents per hour). (After
12 months in that classification).
(ii) $3.11 per week (eight cents per hour). (After
24 months in that classification).
(i) Shift Tradespersons:
A shift tradesperson (as defined) shall be paid a
margin of $12.00 per week in addition to the
appropriate wage for his/her classification,
(j) Plumbers' Registration Allowance:
A registered plumber will be entitled to an all
purpose allowance of $16.70 per week,
(k) Electrician's Licence Allowance:
(i) An electrical fitter or an electrical installer or
other electrical tradesperson as the case may be,
who has successfully completed his/her apprenticeship and who has obtained by examination and
continues to possess a current State Energy
Commission of Western Australia "licence" of
not less than B class standard shall, in addition to
the wage prescribed by paragraph (a) of subclause
(2) of this clause, be paid an allowance of $13.20.
(ii) Dual Licence Allowance—An Electrical Tradesperson who holds a licence which is endorsed for
both fitting and installing work, shall be paid an
allowance, at the rate of $13.20 per week in
respect of any week in which the tradesperson is
allocated and performs both fitting and installing
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work. This allowance is payable in addition to the
electrician's licence allowance.
(iii) Special Permit—An apprentice who has completed his/her fourth year of apprenticeship and
who holds a special permit enabling him/her to
perform the same range of work provided by the
'B' class licence shall be entitled to a flat weekly
payment of $13.20 per week until such time as
he/she is eligible to qualify for the 'B' class
licence.
(iv) Restricted Licence—A Fitter/ Refrigeration, Instrument Maker and/or Repairer or Electronics
Tradesperson who holds an appropriate restricted
electrical licence pursuant to Regulations 22 and
23 of the Electricity Act Regulations shall be paid
a flat weekly allowance of $6.60. The allowance
is not payable in respect of electrical permits.
(v) The allowance specified herein shall not compound by overtime penalty rate or weekend
holiday shift premium addition.
(1) P.H.E.D. In-Charge Allowance:
An all purpose allowance of $10.50 per week shall
be paid to Power House Engine Drivers In Charge.
(m) Single Operative Power House Allowance:
In a powerhouse manned by one powerhouse engine
driver, that employee, in addition to his/her normal
classification shall be paid an additional $3.90 per
week all purpose rate. In a powerhouse which is
normally manned by more than one engine driver, on
any occasion when it is manned by one driver, he/she
shall be entitled to claim 8 cents in addition to his/her
normal hourly rate whilst so engaged.
(n) Ticket Operator's Allowance:
An employee:—■
(i) who is either a Ticketed Shovel Operator, or
Unrestricted Certificated Crane Operator, or
Locomotive Driver, or Power Station Engine
Driver, and has been operating equipment
which requires one of the above certificates,
and
(ii) is prepared to continue with the normal
training procedure, and
(iii) is available, subject to the provisions of
paragraph 7 (10)(b), to work on any job for
which he/she has been trained, and
(iv) in his/her Department is available to be
trained in work, subject to the provisions of
paragraph 7(10)(b), which may be currently
outside his/her range of skills will, in
recognition of the foregoing, be paid a
Ticketed Operator's Allowance of—
(aa) after 12 months continuous service in
this classification, an all purpose rate of
$7.20 per week;
(bb) after two years continuous service in
that classification, an all purpose rate of
a further $5.40 per week to total $12.60
per week.
(o) Coded Welders Allowance—Finucane Island
A boilermaker welder who has successfully completed his/her apprenticeship and who has obtained by
examination and continues to possess a current Australian Standard Code Certificate Number 3E, shall be
paid an allowance of $6.20 per week extra. This
allowance is a flat payment allowance and will be paid
for each hour worked including overtime. Because the
need for these skills is rare, there will be a maximum
of two (2) appointments to this classification at any one
time. However, if there is specific work in the future
requiring this skill at another GML site, the work would
be carried out by welders receiving this allowance.
(3) The wage rate shall be varied in accordance with
decisions of the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission in respect to cost of living or similar hearings
which result in a General Order being issued.
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(4) CLASSIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT:
(a) Drill Crews
Grade 1— Bucyrus Erie 60R Operator
Grade 2— Deep hole airtrac drill operator.
Grade 3— Crawl I.R. Operators
Travel Drill Operators
Airtrac Drill (Non Deep Hole) Operators
Grade 4— 60R oiler, not capable of operating
60R Drill
(b) Ore Handling Equipment Operators
Grade 1— Crusher and Trainloader Operator
Shiploader Operator
Stacker Reclaimer Operator
Grade 2— Train Unloader
Screen Plant Operator
Bucket Wheel Reclaimer Operator
Sample Plant Operator
Boom Stacker Operator
Primary Stacker Operator
Grade 3— Plant Labourer
(5) Construction Allowance:
An all purpose disabilities allowance of $6.20 per week
shall be paid to employees when employed on construction
work. This allowance shall not apply to employees
employed in a shop.
31.—Posting of Notices.
(1) The employer shall keep a copy of this Award posted
in a place where it may readily and conveniently be seen by
the employees to whom it applies.
(2) The employer shall provide glass fronted notice
boards at suitable locations for the posting of union notices,
and may remove any notice which is not signed by an
official of any union party to this Award or by a Shop
Steward of any such Union.
32.—Redundancy of Employees.
(1) (a) The Company will make every effort to avoid the
need of having to make employees redundant.
(b) The circumstances where the Company cannot make
alternative arrangements and becomes obliged to declare
employees redundant to its then current needs and circumstances, the provisions of this clause shall apply.
(2) (a) For the purpose of and subject to other provisions
of this clause, "redundancy" in respect of an employee shall
be defined as the termination of an employee for reasons
other than shown in the Contract of Employment and it shall
include the termination of employees for reason of, or
arising out of, technological change, takeover, merger, or
reorganisation of work and/or production, or a closure of the
Company.
(b) Subject to agreement with the Union(s) concerned,
employees may also be declared redundant as a result of
illness or injury, and receive the benefits of this clause.
(3) (a) Before an employee is retrenched by reasons of
redundancy the Company will give written notice of that
intention to the State Secretary and Site Convenor of the
Union(s) concerned. The Company will endeavour to give
as much notice as practicable but in any event not less than
six weeks.
(b) Any such notification shall state the reasons for the
intended action, the numbers and classifications of the
employees likely to be involved, the proposed order of
terminations if this be appropriate to the circumstances, and
(if possible at that time) the names of employees concerned.
(c) Following such a notification, the Company will make
efforts to find alternative employment within the scope of
the employee's present occupation for those employees
likely to become redundant.
(4) (a) The Company will, after considering volunteers,
advise those employees in writing who are to be made
redundant.
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(b) Following such notice each employee concerned will
continue on his present duties or, as may be deemed
appropriate, will be allocated other duties without reduction
of wages until either other alternative (including external to
the Company) employment is found, or any subsequent final
notice of termination is issued and has expired.
(c) (i) Time off work with payment of ordinary wages
will only be granted to any such employee for the
purpose of attending an employment interview on
site or Port Hedland with representatives of other
employers.
(ii) Time off work without payment of wages will be
allowed to a maximum of five days to any
employee wishing to attend employment interviews with another employer away from site.
(5) (a) In selecting employees to be relocated or made
redundant, the following factors will be included in
considerations by the Company.
(b) The individuals:
(i) who wish to volunteeer;
(ii) length of service with the Company;
(iii) domestic and other compassionate factors;
(iv) qualifications and other experience;
(v) suitability for other employment;
(vi) attendance record;
(vii) availability of housing or other accommodation.
(6) When it is necessary to transfer employees from one
site to another because of reduced workforce requirements
and it is not possible to get volunteers, then discussions will
be held with the Convenors of the Unions concerned to
determine who will be transferred.
(7) Any employee in the classification concerned by
notice from the company who is then above retiring age (i.e.
65 years for males and 60 years for females) will be
terminated pursuant to this clause before any other employee
of the same classification is terminated.
(8) Subject to Clause 7 sub-clause 10 an employee will
not be eligible for the benefits of this clause if he is offered,
but fails to accept, other suitable employment within the
Company, but need not be in his current classification,
provided that any employee may accept any classification
where work is offered.
(9) An employee dismissed by the Company for reasons
of misconduct during the period occurring after the
Company has notified the Union(s) concerned, as in
sub-clause (3) of this clause, shall not be entitled to the
benefits of this clause. Any dispute shall be determined by
the W.A. Industrial Commisson.
(10) Any employee to be made redundant will be given
four weeks notice of termination. However, subject to notice
the employee may elect to terminate at any time during the
notice period and the following benefits will also apply:
(a) One hundred and ninety (190) hours pay, plus
(b) Seventy-six (76) hours pay, plus Service Pay for
each completed year of Service.
(c) all pro rata payments due to the employee under
this Award in respect of termination; plus
(d) payment of pro rata Long Service Leave, provided the employee has completed twelve months
continuous service; and
(e) notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 19 of
Agreement 34 of 1977, an employee declared
redundant will be paid for any unused sick leave
standing to his credit which has accrued since
October 1, 1977.
(0 (i) In the event of notification of closure of the
Company being given, employees may elect
to cancel annual leave arrangements and
notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 17,
annual leave will continue to accrue; or
(ii) If a notification of redundancy is given,
employees may elect not to take previously
arranged annual leave and will continue to
accrue leave, notwithstanding the provisions
14777—9
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of Clause 17. When the redundancies have
been effected, employees remaining will then
be required to once again observe the
provisions of Clause 17.
(g) Payment of withdrawal benefit of any superannuation or pension fund which is applicable; and
(h) any employee who has been made redundant
pursuant to this clause shall be provided with the
value of a tourist class airfare, either to his original
point of engagement in Australia or to the new
place of employment in Australia, whichever is
applicable, for himself, his wife and dependant
children between 3 and 18 years of age, and full
time student children (who are normally resident
on site).
An employee is not entitled to the benefits of
this paragraph, nor of paragraph (10)(j), both as an
employee and as the wife of an employee.
(i) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 17, an
employee who has been declared redundant may
in lieu of subclause (10)(h) of this clause, claim
holiday travel assistance up to the total amount
then standing to his credit for himself and eligible
dependants.
(j) The Company will arrange for the transportation
of employees' personal effects, including tools but
excluding boats, vehicles, caravans, sheds, garages, and the like, to the location applicable in
paragraph (h) of subclause (10) of this clause.
Married employees who wish to transport their
own personal effects will receive $795.40 and
single employees $397.70.
The provisions of this subclause do not apply
in cases where the new employer accepts this
responsibility.
(11) In the event of the introduction of any technological
change which would render any employee redundant, those
employees would be offered re-training to enable them to
be retained.
(12) In the event of total closure or temporary shutdown
of the Company's operations the Company agrees that the
matter of tenancy of Company accommodation after the date
of cessation will be discussed.
33.—Workers' Compensation.
(1) An employee who, by temporary incapacity from his
employment under this Award and who is entitled to weekly
workers' compensation benefit for that incapacity shall be
paid within the meaning of "weekly earnings" die rate of
wage for one week prescribed by Clause 30 of this award
excluding any payment by way of shift allowance, weekend
or holiday shift premium, disability and/or special rates.
(2) An employee who maintains entitlement pursuant to
subclause (1) hereof shall, for any such period of time, also
be paid for each week of incapacity the service payments
prescribed by Clause 27 of this Award.
(3) Providing an employee is resident within the area of
entitlement to District Allowance, as defined in Clause 26
of this Award, he shall be paid in addition to the entitlements
listed in this Clause, for each week of incapacity, the amount
of the allowance prescribed in Clause 26.
(4) Subject to the claim for Workers' Compensation being
approved by the insurers the claimant will receive his
compensation as per subclause (1) and (2) above on his
regular pay day.
(5) Subject to a claim for workers' compensation being
completed by the employee, the Company will, in those
cases where it has recommended payment of the claim,
advance an amount equal to the base weekly wage of the
employee, payable on the employee's regular pay day for
absences of one full week or more. Any such money
advanced by the Company may be recovered by the
Company in the event of the claims being rejected by the
insurers and such recovery may be made by deductions from
the employee's wages.
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Any such money advanced by the company may be
recovered by the company in the event of the claims being
rejected by the insurers and such recovery may be made by
deductions from the employee's wages.
34.—Accommodation and Messing Charges.
The charges for rental and board and lodgings will be
varied in the following manner and at the same time as the
wages.
(1) By the same percentage as the variation to the
wage rates when a percentage is granted.
(2) When other than a percentage is granted then by
the percentage movement in the highest rate of
pay.
35.—Apprentices.
(1) Apprentices may be taken to instrument making
and/or repairing, radio servicing, electrical fitting, fitting
and/or turning, electrical installing, first-class machining,
first-class welding, boilermaking, motor mechanics, refrigeration fitting, automotive electrical fitting, plant mechanic,
in the proportion of one apprentice to every two or fraction
of two tradesmen; provided that the fraction shall not be less
than one.
(2) Except as hereinafter provided, every agreement of
apprenticeship shall be for a period of four (4) years, unless
with the approval of the Commission that period is reduced
or deemed to have been commenced prior to that date of
Agreement. Provided that:
(a) where the apprentice has completed the eleventh
(Uth) year of schooling and has obtained the
Achievement Certificate, High School Certificate
or Junior Certificate of the Public Examinations
Board in such subjects and at such levels as the
appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board determines and has the vocational aptitude for the trade
concerned, he/she may be allowed a credit to
reduce the period to three and a half (3 1/2) years;
and
(b) where the apprentice has completed the twelfth
(12th) year of schooling and has obtained the
Achievement Certificate, High School Certificate
or Leaving Certificate of the Public Examinations
Board in such subjects and at such levels as the
appropriate Apprenticeship Advisory Board determines and has the vocational aptitude for the trade
concerned, he/she may be allowed a credit to
reduce the period to three (3) years.
(3) (a) The company shall provide tools for apprentices
as they progress through their period of apprenticeship, and
such tools will become the property of the apprentice upon
successful completion of his apprenticeship.
(b) The employer will not be responsible for the
replacement of lost or stolen tools or tools damaged through
misuse or negligence.
(c) Apprentices in their final year of apprenticeship shall
receive Ninety-five per cent (95%) of the appropriate tools
allowance, provided that the apprentice has successfully
completed his/her indenture.
This provision shall apply to the first group of apprentices
who commence their final year on or after the 1st January,
1982.
(4) A person who has satisfactorily completed an
approved pre-apprenticeship course conducted by the Technical Eduation Division of the Education Department may
be indentured as an apprentice under this Award on a three
year term apprenticeship.
(5) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this clause, the
provisions of the Apprenticeship Regulations made under
the Industrial Arbitration Act, 1979, and in force at the date
of this Award, are hereby incorporated in and form part of
this Award.
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(6) An apprentice shall be paid a percentage of the
appropriate Tradesman's rate in accordance with the
following scales:
Four Year Term
%
1st Year
50
2nd Year
65
3rd Year
85
4th Year
95
Three-and-One-half Year Term
1st 6 months
50
Next Year
65
Next Year following
85
Final Year
95
Three Year Tferm
1st Year
60
2nd Year
85
3rd Year
95
36.—Utilisation of Contractors.
(1) (a) Where it is necessary for the Company to retain
the services of a Contractor to perform work that would
otherwise be or is normal to be performed by employees
covered by this award, the Company will give prior notice
of that fact to the Union concerned.
(b) In the event of Contractors being utilised for a period
in excess of two weeks, the Company will provide the Union
with a list each fortnight of the employees.
(i) In the first instance so employed as per subclause
(2)(a); and
(ii) Subsequent variations thereto.
(c) No employee employed by the Company will suffer
any detrimental effect in respect of his normal earnings, job
security or available reasonable hours of work by reason of
the employment of Contractors' employees in such circumstances.
(d) There will be no retrenchment of Company employees
because of the employment of Contractors.
(e) The provisions of the subclause shall not act in a
manner prejudiced to the Company's operations in the event
of any emergency circumstance arising, e.g. railway
wash-away or substantial mechanical failure to plant or
equipment beyond the normal and immediate manning
resources of the Company, nor shall it refer to major
construction projects.
(2) Contractors will generally be employed for major
construction, modificational and project work.
Normal in-plant routine maintenance is best done by the
employees of the Company having an intimate knowledge
of the operations and its requirements. Contractors may,
however, be necessary from time to time to perform some
of such work in order to meet surges in requirements which
arise from peculiar or special circumstances.
(3) Shop Stewards credentialled to the Company by a
Union party to this Award may not absent themselves from
duty for purpose of attending to matters on behalf of a
Contractor's employee.
37.—Cyclone Shutdown.
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 7 and
subject to the provisions of this clause, the following shall
apply when, because of a cyclone, the employer stands down
employees employed under this award—
(2) Each employee who:
(a) At the commencement of the cyclone period
reports for and remains at work until otherwise
directed by the employer; and
(b) Following the "all clear" resumes duty in
accordance with the direction of the employer,
shall be paid for his normal rostered ordinary time
hours, including twenty-first shift, but excluding
overtime hours occurring during the stand down.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of this subclause
an employee who prior to the stand down due to
a cyclone has commenced an overtime shift shall

be paid what he would have earned on that shift
but for the stand down.
(3) An employee who, on any day during the cyclone
stand down:
(a) is required for work and is requested to do so by
his employer; and
(b) is not willing or available to work when so
requested.apart from cases of obvious personal
hardship, is not entitled to payment for that day.
(4) An employee who is required to remain at work or
who is called out to work during a red alert, as a result of
a cyclone, shall be paid double his/her normaJ single hourly
rate for each hour worked, except where this award provides
for a higher rate and, in addition, he/she shall be paid $33.20
for each eight hours he/she remains at work during that red
alert.
(5) After the "all clear" has been given in accordance
with the local cyclone procedures, employees who would
have normally been on duty are required to resume
immediately and all others are required to resume on their
next rostered shift, unless the Company notifies them
otherwise. Any employee who does not attend as required
is, in respect of that day, only entitled to payment for the
time worked by him/her unless prevented from doing so due
to obvious personal hardship.
(6) Where, on the day following the resumption of normal
operations or on any subsequent day, an employee cannot,
because of damage caused to the operations by the cyclone,
be usefully employed, the Company may stand the
employee down without pay.
(7) Any dispute arising under this subclause may be
referred to the Commission for determination.
38.—Medical Benefit Subsidy.
(1) Single Employees who have payroll deductions made
to meet their obligations in respect of medical benefits to
HBF or Medibank Private in excess of the level catered for
by Medicare are entitled to receive a subsidy up to the level
of the sum of the amounts presently described as Full
Benefit Rate Hospital Basic Private, and Super Cover Extras
in the Medibank Private Charges Listings. The present
levels are $3.49 and $2.45 totalling $5.94.
(2) Married employees who have payroll deductions (for
a family) to meet their obligations in respect of medical
benefits in excess of the levels catered for by Medicare are
entitled to receive a subsidy of up to $2.00 in excess of the
level prescribed in (1).
(3) The amounts listed in (1) and (2) above are not
indexable, but when the appropriate Funds announce
increases in their charges, the subsidy will automatically
increase to the level of the two charges mentioned in (1).
39.—Maternity Leave.
(1) ELIGIBILITY
(a) The employee must have had at least one (1)
year's service with the Company, and
(b) A certificate is required from a suitably qualified
medical practitioner, at least 10 weeks before the
presumed confinement date, stating when the
confinement date is expected and when it is
considered the employee should cease work, but
not later than 6 weeks before the expected birth.
(2) PERIOD OF LEAVE
(a) A maximum of 52 weeks may be taken commencing not later than 6 weeks prior to the expected
birth date of the child.
(b) Four (4) weeks' written notice is required from the
employee stating her intention of taking maternity
leave and approximately how long she intends to
be absent on maternity leave.
(3) RETURN TO WORK
(a) The employee shall give the Company four (4)
weeks' written notice of her intention to return to
work by either confirming the date previously
estimated in (2)(b) above or varying the date to
suit her circumstances.

(b) The Company will make the employee's previous
position available to the employee, on her return,
with all previous entitlements still to her credit.
(4) GENERAL
(a) The employee may terminate at any time during
maternity leave by giving one (1) week's written
notice.
(b) Upon termination the Company will pay out in the
normal way all entitlements which were accrued
at the date maternity leave commenced.
(c) In the event the employee wishes to return to work
on the same conditions as in (3) above, but subject
to a certificate from a suitably qualified medical
practitioner certifying that the employee is fit for
normal duties, she may do so.
(5) TEMPORARY REPLACEMENT
When an employee gives notice that she intends to
commence maternity leave, the employer will arrange
to hire a suitable replacement. The replacement will be
advised that employment has been offered on the
understanding that should the person, who commenced
maternity leave, give notice that she intends to return
to work, the replacement will be given notice of
termination. The Company have no obligation to
employ that temporary replacement in any other
capacity.
40.—No Extra Claims.
It is a term of this Award arising from the State Wage
Decision of 8 September 1989, that the Respondent Unions
undertake for the duration of the Principles determined by
that decision, not to pursue any extra claims, award or over
award, except when consistent with those Principles.
PART II.—RAILWAY TRAFFIC OPERATIONS.
1.—Application of Part I Provisions.
(1) Unless otherwise excluded by this Part, the provisions
of Part I of this award shall apply to employees employed
as locomotive crew members.
(2) Employees employed as locomotive crew members
and who work to a roster which, except for breakdowns or
other circumstances beyond the control of the employer, is
worked without interruption seven days per week, for the
purpose of this award shall be deemed to be continuous shift
employees.
The provisions of Part I, unless otherwise specified
herein, shall be applied accordingly.
2.—Replacement of Conditions.
All former arrangements and awards which have otherwise existed and applied to employees covered by this Part
are superseded and replaced by the provisions of Part I and
II of this award unless otherwise specifically agreed in
writing between the Union and the Company.
3.—Shift Work and Shift Rosters.
(1) (a) For the purpose of drawing up a roster, the
Company recognises a roster committee, which comprises
two or more company representatives and two or more union
representatives, elected by the members of the locomotive
train crew section.
(b) The roster as agreed between the company and the
roster committee shall be posted on the noticeboard and a
copy of any such roster shall be supplied to the members of
the roster committee, the Branch Secretary and the State
Secretary of the Union and all rail crew members.
(c) (i) The trial roster will be reviewed after an agreed
trial period and accepted as a permanent roster or
altered.
(ii) No crew member shall be paid less than 16
ordinary shifts in any 28 day cycle during the
changeover to the next roster or during the first 28
days after the changeover, providing they are
ready, willing and available to work in accordance
with the roster.

(d) Should the parties fail to reach agreement on the detail
of any shift roster, the old roster shall continue to apply until
agreement can be reached.
(2) There shall not be more than one sign on in any one
day, except where the agreed roster nominates otherwise,
without overtime rates applying for the whole of the time
worked on that second shift. This does not apply to brought
forwards, where the shift worked is deemed to be worked
the following day.
(3) (a) The roster will stand except in emergencies, as
agreed after consultation with the roster committee because
of circumstances beyond the control of the Company.
(b) Employees by mutual consent, and with Company
approval in writing, may exchange their rostered shifts on
the roster, without penalties.
(c) Where practical, crews will rotate from the top to the
bottom of the roster and where practical, the roster shall
rotate day—afternoon—night.
(d) Unless an employee who is absent on any day for
which they were rostered to work, reports as soon as possible
and in any event not later than four hours prior to the
commencement of next rostered sign on time, they will be
deemed to have forfeited that shift, unless the Railway
Superintendent considers they can usefully be employed.
(4) Where a shift commences at or after 11 pm on any day
the whole of the shift shall, for the purposes of this award,
be deemed to have been worked on the following day.
(5) Resumption of Work—Industrial Disputation
In a "return to work situation" after the end of a strike
or stand-down, the following provisions shall apply:
(a) Crews to return to work and work out their
rostered shift or the balance of that day and will
be paid as follows:
(i) Where the balance of that rostered shift is
greater than one half of the rostered shift—no
loss of earnings.
(ii) Where the balance of that rostered shift is
less than one half of the rostered shift—one
half of the amount payable for the day.
(6) Working of Leave Relief
(a) Due to days in lieu being able to be taken in
periods of less than one week, the requirement to
follow full relief line does not apply.
The following conditions shall apply:
(i) Employees who wish to apply for periods of
less than one week's leave shall make
application a maximum of 28 days before and
a minimum of two working days prior to the
required time off.
(ii) The first application will be approved unless
rostering requirements can not be met.
(b) Relief Roster
(i) Crew members designated as holiday relief
shall be given seven days notice of the roster
line on which they will be relieving. All relief
roster lines shall consist of four shifts.
(ii) The rostered days off will be shown on the
line on which they are relieving.
(iii) If they are not required to relieve, the crew
member shall be given seven days notice of
their sign-on times as holiday relief and the
days off shall also be indicated.
(iv) A holiday relief crew member may, as long
as they are not required to follow a full line
of relief, be utilised to cover any notified
period of absence of any crew member but
only upon being given 24 hours notice, and
will be rostered for a total of four shifts for
that week.

(c) Roster Change Penalty
When employees are required to change their
job on the roster, they shall be entitled to a Penalty
Payment as follows:
(i) Where the employee is moved from the
rostered job without the correct notice in
accordance with the following qualifications:
(aa) A crew member who is rostered to
relieve a full line, where less than seven
days notice is give. A roster line will not
consist of more than four shifts.
(bb) A crew member who is spare on the
roster, ie not already rostered to relieve
another shift, where less than 24 hours
notice is given. The penalty applicable
will be:
Level 5 Driver
$102.50
Level 4 Driver
$ 83.00
Level 3 Trainee Driver $ 67.65
Level 2 Trainee Driver $ 53.30
Level 1 Trainee Driver $ 35.90
(7) Brought Forwards
(a) Any crew member may be brought ahead no more
than two hours from their rostered start time
(provided there has been a 12 hour break).
Such time shall be paid at an additional half
overtime rate extra, but shall be one and a quarter
the overtime rate extra on Saturdays, Sundays,
Public Holidays and overtime shifts.
(b) One hour's notice, or such a period of time as
agreed upon by the employee and employer shall
be given in the event of being brought forward,
except where an employee is brought forward for
clearance of sections for trackwork. In this case
employees shall be given 12 hours notice.
(c) No crew member may be brought forward more
than once on any shift.
(d) Any crew member who has been brought forward
on two consecutive occasions may refuse subsequent brought forwards and shall suffer no
penalties but report for work at their rostered
starting time.
(e) Brought forwards shall not count for the purpose
of computing time worked and the shift hours of
work shall commence from the sign-on time.
(!) The normal work of a crew member will be
expected to be carried out during a brought
forward. A brought forward will not be used for
the purpose of brake testing or shunting.
4.—Hours.
(1) Employees are required to work forty eight shifts per
cycle of the main roster, except in cases of relief where the
employee will be covering a full line of relief, and shall be
worked in shifts of twelve hours, as designated by the roster.
(2) Additional Hours
(a) Due to exceptional circumstances (ie beyond the
control of the Company) an employee who is
unable to return to his/her home depot and remains
on duty in excess of twelve and three quarter hours
for the shift shall be paid at the applicable rate
specified for the employee's classification and is
inclusive of an hourly rate calculated at the
appropriate overtime rate, proportional meal
break, shift penalty and disability allowance.
The rates applicable are:
Rate per Hour
Level 5
$34.85
Level 4
$28.70
Level 3
$23.85
Level 2
$19.32
Level 1
$13.82
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(b) An employee who accepts to work a voluntary
overtime shift shall be paid at the applicable rate
for the employee's classification and is inclusive
of all payments due to that employee under this
award.
The rates applicable are:
$418.31
Level 5
$344.51
Level 4
Level 3
$286.25
Level 2
$231.87
Level 1
$165.84
(3) Meal Breaks and Smoko
The trip allowance included in the salary is in compensation for the continuous running of trains through meal breaks
and smoko.
5.—Remuneration.
The annual income involves calculating an employee's
earnings over a full 12 months operational working of the
roster. The rate covers all payments for the performance of
all duties for the appropriate jobs on the roster and includes
all disability payments, shift penalties, overtime, crib breaks
and appropriate award payments including the clearance of
all leave entitlements and then paying a proportionate fixed
amount each fortnight.
State Wage Case Decisions of the West Australian
Industrial Relations Commission will be applied to the base
salary (ie excluding crib and transport allowances), but shall
exclude the District Allowance unless otherwise directly
addressed in General Orders.
With respect to the Wage Employees Provident Fund, the
current method of calculation of contributions will remain
unchanged. That is the five per cent "Provident contribution" is an amount equal to five per cent of the weekly
award rate, as specified for the appropriate level in Part I
Clause 30.—Wages of this award. The "award contribution" of three per cent is based on the appropriate level in
Part I Clause 30.—Wages of this award. If Insurance and
Superannuation Commission guidelines change, the matter
would have to be referred to the Trustees before any
alteration to the fund rules occur.
The annual salary applicable to each level is as follows:
Annual
Income
$
Locomotive Driver
Level 5
Base Salary
66,763.92
Daily Base
320.98
Crib
4,202.25
Transport
2,241.20
ANNUALISED TOTAL
73.207.37
Fortnightly Pay
2,815.67
Rostered Shift
351.96
Locomotive Driver
Level 4
Base Salary
Daily Base
Crib
Transport
ANNUALISED TOTAL
Fortnightly Pay
Rostered Shift

54,078.78
259.99
4,202.25
2,241.20
60,522.23
2,327.78
290.97

Trainee Driver
Base Salary
Daily Base
Crib
Transport
ANNUALISED TOTAL
Fortnightly Pay
Rostered Shift

44,064.19
211.85
4,202.25
2.241.20
50,507.64
1,942.60
242.83

Annual
Income
$
Trainee Driver
Level 2
Base Salary
Daily Base
Crib
Transport
ANNUALISED TOTAL
Fortnightly Pay
Rostered Shift
Trainee Driver
Level 1

Base Salary
Daily Base
Crib
Transport
ANNUALISED TOTAL
Fortnightly Pay
Rostered Shift

23,367.37
112.34
4,202.25
2,241.20
29,810.82
1,146.57
143.32

6.—^Allowances.
ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS
Training Allowance
A training allowance of $4.30 per shift will be paid whilst
an employee is training another employee. This applies
when a third person is rostered for instructional purposes.
7.—Definitions.
"Crew"—A "crew" shall be two employees rostered
together for the purpose of performing Railroad Operations
duties.
"Home Depot"—Rail crews shall have a sign on point,
such sign on point to be known as their Home Depot.
"Fortnight"—means the two weekly pay periods.
"One rostered day off"—means twenty four hours from
the completion of the previous shift as per the roster.
"Two rostered days off"—means forty eight hours from
the completion of the previous shift as per the roster.
"Three or more rostered days off"—means a minimum
of seventy two hours as per the roster.
Locomotive Driver Level 5—A person at this level is
fully competent to perform all duties as a driver.
Locomotive Driver Level 4—A person at this level shall
be qualified to perform all duties of a driver.
Trainee Driver Level 3—A person at this level shall
perform all duties of level 2, whilst undertaking driver
tuition.
Trainee Driver Level 2—A person at this level shall be
qualified to work as the second person on mainline and
perform all other relevant duties as listed in the job
description.
Trainee Driver Level 1—A person at this level will work
as the third person, undertaking basic training in Railroad
Operations, Functions, Safeworking and Procedures.
"Roster Relief"—A full line of relief shall consist of no
more than four days.
"The Roster" means the main roster for those periods
showing a daily "time on" and which indicates days off in
a permanent situation, but does not include the Relief
Roster.
"Relief Roster" means a roster to provide relief for
annual leave, sickness and other absences for those on the
Roster. Crews on the Relief Roster when not engaged on
relief duties will be utilised as required and will share the
available work with crew on the Roster.
8.—General Conditions.
(1) There will be no time worked past 12 hours in any shift
excepting railing from Nimingarra and in exceptional
circumstances (ie beyond the control of the Company).
Locomotive crews must be returned to the Boodarie depot
by the end of each shift.
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(2) An employee not attending for work shall except as
otherwise provided, lose payment for the actual time of such
non attendance.
9.—Overtime.
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of this
subclause all time worked in excess of twelve and three
quarter hours (ie circumstances beyond the control of the
Company), or on a shift other than a rostered shift, shall be
paid for at the overtime hourly rate or in the case of an
additional shift, at the voluntary overtime shift rate.
(b) Time worked in excess of the ordinary hours of work
shall be paid for at ordinary hours if it is due to private
arrangements between the employees themselves.
(2) (a) Where a crew member is offered and undertakes
to work overtime for a specified shift, they shall work in
accordance with their undertaking unless prevented from
doing so by illness, accident or injury.
(b) Where an employee agrees to work a voluntary
overtime shift and defaults, normal penalties shall apply.
(c) When an employee falls sick after agreeing to work
a voluntary overtime day, each case will be treated on its
merits. However, the Company reserves the right to review
this clause if the incidence of illness or injury on overtime
shifts increases noticeably.
(3) The following conditions apply with respect to the
working of voluntary overtime shifts—
(a) Voluntary overtime shifts will only be offered to
a locomotive crew member who is on a rostered
block of more than two days off (as defined) and
then the locomotive crew member can only be
offered one voluntary overtime shift in that block,
provided the roster shows a block of three days or
more.
If there are to be any exceptions to the
arrangement contained above, it will only be after
reaching agreement with the local Construction,
Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and
Woodworkers Union of Australia (CMETSWU)
Committee. This will be done as promptly as
possible according to the circumstances prevailing
at the time.
(b) The onus to notify of availability to work an
overtime shift is on the employee, and they must
give 48 hours' prior notice of such availability.
(c) (i) Employees who elect to work an overtime
shift must do so on a crew basis.
(ii) Where a member of a crew which has
signified their availability to work an overtime shift is unable to work because of a bona
fide sickness or other good and sufficient
reason the Company may, if time permits,
cancel the offer of overtime by giving 24
hours' notice to obtain a replacement for the
absent crew member the remaining crew
member shall be paid for four hours at the
overtime rate.
(iii) Liberty is reserved to apply to amend this
provision in the event of the provision not
working to the satisfaction of either party.
(4) An employee who has not had at least twelve
consecutive hours off duty, after the termination of work on
any day, shall not commence their ordinary hours of work
on the next day, until they have had twelve consecutive
hours off duty.
(5) Where an employee is given twelve consecutive hours
off duty, pursuant to subclause (4) any ordinary hours of
work falling during that period, shall be deemed to be time
worked at ordinary rates, except where this is brought about
due to a quick turnaround on an agreed roster in which case
the employee will report for duty after having taken twelve
consecutive hours off duty and payment for that day will
commence at the sign on time.
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10.—Distant Work.
(1) Where an employee is required to proceed to another
place of employment from which they cannot return to their
home site each night, they shall be provided with free board
and lodging, and shall be transported to their home site each
week where possible.
(2) All time spent in travelling by direction of the
employer shall be paid for at the appropriate rate.
(3) Wherever possible, and excluding emergency situations, forty-eight hours' notice shall be given to an employee
before the commencement of the distant work.
(4) An employee who is required to stay away from their
home site for one night but not more than five consecutive
nights, shall be entitled to receive $6.60 for each night away
from their home site, providing that this clause does not
apply to employees who are required to remain away from
home in accordance with their normal roster.
11.—Sick Leave.
Subject to the provisions of this clause an employee is
entitled to payment for non-attendance on the grounds of
personal ill health for not more than 7.125 rostered shifts in
each year of service.
The provisions of this clause do not apply to an employee
who fails to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
or an attendance certificate from Port Hedland Regional
Hospital, with each claim for payment.
Payment for all sick leave shall be an amount equivalent
to the employees daily base rate only for each rostered shift
that the employee is absent and entitled to payment.
12.—Annual Leave.
(!) Employees will be allocated an additional seven
rostered shifts of leave per annum (or pro rata as applicable)
in lieu of:
(a) Public Holidays falling on a rostered day off.
(b) Work in excess of five Public Holidays.
(c) Public Holidays that may fall during a period of
annual leave.
(d) Working on the 20th shift.
(2) Leave allocated under subclause (1) of this clause may
be taken in conjunction with annual leave or where mutually
agreed as single days of leave.
(3) When proceeding on annual leave, an employee
entitled to payment in accordance with subclause (1) of this
clause, shall be paid an amount equal to the rostered shift
amount payable had the employee been at work, for each
shift of leave taken.
13.—Long Service Leave.
An employee who proceeds on long service leave shall
be paid for the period of the leave, an amount equivalent to
four rostered shifts on the rail roster, at the appropriate
classification rate, for each week of leave taken.
14.—Exclusions of Part I Provisions.
(1) Unless otherwise specified in this Part, the provisions
of the following clauses in Part I do not apply to employees
covered by this Part:
Clause 3—Definitions
Clause 9—Junior Employees
Clause 11—Hours
Clause 12—Overtime
Clause 13—Shift Work
Clause 22—Distant Work
Clause 28—Special Rates and Provisions
(Excluding Safety Footwear and Working
Attire)
Clause 35—Apprentices
(2) Where there should be any inconsistency between the
provisions of Part I and Part II, the provisions of Part II shall
prevail in respect of employees covered by Part II.

APPENDIX 1.
In lieu of the corresponding provisions in the Award the
following provisions which have been agreed in an
Enterprise Bargain shall apply from the 3rd day of April
1993 to the 2nd of April 1994.
Part I—General: Clause 12.—Overtime.
1. Subparagraph (ix) of paragraph (a) of subclause (3):
(ix) An employee who works for more than four (4)
hours on a specific job/s or who replaces an
employee for half of a shift shall, in addition to
payment for the time worked on a callout, receive
a callout allowance of $6.90.
2. Subparagraph (vi) of paragraph (e) of subclause (3):
(vi) An employee to whom subparagraph (iii) hereof
applies shall:
(aa) If he/she was not notified on the previous day
or earlier of the requirement to work overtime, be supplied with a meal by his/her
employer free of charge, and
(bb) If he/she was notified and is not resident in
the employers' quarters, be supplied with a
meal by the employer if he/she so desires at
a cost of 94 cents which shall be deducted
from the employee's wages.
3. Subparagraph (viii) of paragraph (e) of subclause (3):
(viii) Where, pursuant to the provisions of this clause,
an employer is required to supply a meal to an
employee free of charge, he/she shall if he/she is
unable to supply that meal, pay to the employee
$6.90 in lieu thereof, but an employee may not
elect to take payment in lieu of a meal when the
employer is able to supply that meal.
4. Subparagraph (ix) of paragraph (e) of subclause (3):
(ix) An employee who, pursuant to a notification on
the previous day or earlier of a requirement to
work overtime has provided himself/herself with
a meal or meals shall, for each meal not required
owing to less overtime being worked than was
notified, be paid $6.90.
Part I—General: Clause 13.—Shift Work.
1. Paragraph (a) of subclause (6):
(a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an
employee employed on shift work shall, in
addition to his/her ordinary rate of wage, be paid
for each hour worked:
Per Hour
Extra
(i) if a two (2) or three (3) shift
employee
92 cents
(ii) if a continuous shift employee $1.04
Part I—General: Clause 14.—Weekend Work.
1. Paragraph (a) of subclause (2):
(a) All time worked by continuous shift and six-day
employees during the ordinary hours of work on
Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of time and
one half. Afternoon shift on Saturday shall be paid
for at the rate of time and one half, plus $7.65.
Part I—General: Clause 22.—Distant Work.
1. Subclause (4):
(4) An employee who is required to stay away from
his/her home for one (1) night but not more than
five (5) consecutive nights, shall be entitled to
receive $6.90 for each night away from his/her
home site, providing that this clause does not
apply to employees who are required to remain
away from home in accordance with their normal
roster.

Part I—General: Clause 26.—District Allowance.
1. Subclause (1):
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) of this
clause, in addition to the wages prescribed in
Clause 30.—Wages of this award, an allowance
shall be paid at the rate set out below, to each
employee employed in the following area:
(a) Within that area of the State situated between
Latitude 24 degrees and a line running east
from Camot Bay to the Northern Tferritory
border—$9.30.
Part I—General: Clause 27.—Service Payments.
1. Subclause (1):
(I) Subject to the provisions of this clause, each adult
employee shall, in addition to payments otherwise
due to him/her under this award, be paid service
pay as follows:
3— 6 months continuous
service
$27.90 per week
6—12 months continuous
service
$34.70 per week
12—18 months continuous
service
$48.40 per week
18—24 months continuous
service
$55.40 per week
2— 3 years continuous
service
$65.90 per week
3— 4 years continuous
service
$71.80 per week
4— 5 years continuous
service
$78.70 per week
5— 6 years continuous
service
$85.60 per week
6— 7 years continuous
service
$90.00 per week
7 plus years continuous
service
$97.10 per week
Part I—General: Clause 28.—Special Rates and Provisions.
1. Paragraph (c) of subclause (1):
(c) The said allowance shall be paid for each hour
worked:
Group 1
72 cents/hour
Group 2
60 cents/hour
Group 3
44 cents/hour
Group 4
39 cents/hour
Group 5
28 cents/hour
2. Subparagraph (i) of paragraph (e) of subclause (1):
(i) Subject to the provision of subparagraph (ii) of
this paragraph, where the conditions under which
work is to be performed are exceptional, an
employee shall be paid 31 cents per hour, in
addition to the appropriate disability group allowance or any other allowance to which he/she may
be entitled.
3. Subclause (6):
(6) An employee engaged on work involving the
opening up of house drains or waste pipes or on
work involving the cleaning of septic tanks or dry
wells shall, in addition to any allowance to which
he/she is otherwise entitled under this clause, be
paid $3.24 on any day on which he/she is so
employed, but this subclause does not apply to the
opening up of storm-water drains or other drains
of a similar kind.
4. Subclause (10):
(10) An electrical fitter or installer who is required to
carry out work as a linesperson on poles and above
the ground shall be paid an allowance of $3.55 per
day on which he/she is so employed.
5. Subclause (11):
(II) Height Money
An employee shall be paid an allowance of
$1.64 per day on which he/she works at the height
of 15.5 metres or more above the nearest

horizontal plane, but this provision does not apply
to linespersons nor to riggers and splicers.
6. Subclausc (13):
(13) Hiab Hoist
An employee, other than a crane operator,
required by the Company to operate a Hiab Hoist,
subject to his/her being the holder of the appropriate certificate, shall, in addition to any other
entitlement, be paid an allowance of $3.55 per
week. This allowance shall continue to be paid
thereafter as a flat weekly entitlement to the
employee unless and until the employee is advised
by the Company that he/she will no longer be
required to operate a Hiab Hoist.
7. Subclause (14):
(14) An employee required to:
(a) use a jack hammer—
(i) inside the crusher at Finucane Island;
(ii) Unloading ore cars at the train unloader;
(iii) in the apron feeder and centre chute; or
(b) the ground operator using the vacuum hose
of the ultra vac machine, shall be paid a
special allowance in addition to any other
entitlement, of 31 cents per hour for all time
spent on such work.
8. Subclause (15):
(15) Pit De-watering Allowance
(a) A special allowance is payable for employees
engaged in the duties of coupling, uncoupling
and carrying out minor repairs to the pipe and
associated equipment in wet and dry conditions, during pit de-watering operations 54
cents per hour shall be paid to an employee
for all hours of a shift in which he/she was
actually engaged in pit de-watering operations.
(b) Where an employee is required to work
inside mine de-watering staging tanks and
he/she has not been engaged on the day or
shift in other mine de-watering duties listed
in paragraph (a) of this subclause, he/she
shall be paid 54 cents per hour for all hours
of a day or shift in which he/she was actually
engaged in cleaning staging tanks.
9. Subclause (16):
(16) Stockpile Dozing
Dozer operators, whilst working on top of
stockpiles, shall be paid 31 cents pier hour for each
hour worked, in addition to the rate prescribed in
paragraph (c) of subclause (1) of this clause.
10. Subclause (17):
(17) Trades Assistants or labourers engaged on sandblasting or sand-blasting inside the Modemair
water cooler at Goldsworthy powerhouse and
inside the crusher mantle shall be paid an
additional 41 cents per hour for each hour so
engaged, however an employee who qualifies for
payment under subclause (23) hereof whilst
engaged in these functions shall not be entitled to
the provisions of this subclause.
11. Subclause (18):
(18) Ore Handlers at Finucane Island, working in
screens, apron feeders, enclosed chutes and centre
chutes of ore handling machines will be paid an
additional 31 cents pier hour for each hour actually
worked in those areas.
12. Subclause (19):
(19) Employees engaged on specialised chemical
cleaning of the Trane Centravac chillers at Shay
Gap shall be paid an additional 41 cents per hour
for each hour so engaged, however an employee

who qualifies for payment under subclause (23)
hereof whilst engaged in this function shall not be
entitled to the provisions of this subclause.
13. Subclause (20):
(20) Track maintenance employees who are required to
use a heavy pneumatic spike driver or pneumatic
sleepier boring machine shall be paid 31 cents pier
hour whilst so engaged. This allowance shall be
in addition to the group disabilities payable.
14. Subclause (21):
(21) A shovel operator who is required to operate a
shovel in water, where he/she is unable to see the
floor of the mine, shall be paid 24 cents per hour
for each hour so engaged.
15. Subclause (22):
(22) Shay Gap crusher employees, while screening is
being carried out, shall be paid 31 cents pier hour
for all hours worked.
16. Subclause (23):
(23) Employees required to wear fully enclosed protective equipment which has an external air support
system, as part of the protective equipment, then
worn by the employee, will be paid an allowance
of 72 cents per hour while employed on work
which requires them to wear such protective
equipment.
17. Subclause (26):
(26) Lambswool seat covers will be provided to
employees in the following classifications on a
personal issue basis, with cleaning at the employees cost and replacement of badly worn covers to
be on return of the old cover.
Note: Covers will not be supplied to operators/drivers
already permanently provided with cloth seats.
• Water Trucks
• Mobile Plant
• Locomotives
• 60R Drills
• Fuel and Grease Trucks
• Low Loaders
Part I—General: Clause 30.—Wages.
1. Paragraph (a) of subclause (2):
(a) Level 1
$385.10
General Lab.
Cleaner
Dump Spotter
Trainee H.P.D.
Trainee Mach. Op.
Trainee Observer
Quarry Labourer
Plant Labourer
Sampler
Trades Assistant Grade I
Electrical Assistant Grade I
Brush Hand
Chainperson
Warehouse Assistant
Greaser
Gardener Grade I
Train Unloader Operator
Motor Vehicle Driver 'B' Class—Restricted
Level 2
$408.20
Blast Crew
Drill Oiler
Survey Instrument Hand
Dogperson
Screen Plant Op.
Bucket Wheel Op.
Sample Plant Op.
Boom Stacker Op.
Lab. Sample Prep.
Track Labourer
Gardener—Grade 2

Primary Stacker Op.
Tool and Material Storeperson
Lube Bay Serviceperson
Beneficiation Plant Grade 1
Forklift Up to 10,000 lbs
Storeperson Grade II
Trackmobile Operator
Plant Operator up to 75 bhp
Sample Plant Controller
Trainee Mobile Plant Op.
Track Machines U/50 bhp
Maint. Employee/Trades Assistant—
Grade II
Motor Vehicle Driver 'C'—Restricted
Electrical Assistant Grade II
Level 3
Air Trac Driller (Driller Grade III)
Mobile Plant 75 bhp-250 bhp
Ore and Mullock Truck Driver up to
190 T
Crusher Operator
Train Loader Operator
Stacker, Reclaimer Op.
Storeperson Grade I
Forklift + 10,000 lbs
Forklift + 20,000 lbs
Pettier
Powder Monkey
Swimming Pool Attendant
Crane Driver—Restricted
Fuel and Grease Truck
Serviceperson—Operator
Beneficiation Plant Grade II
Laboratory Assistant
Locomotive Observer
Water Truck up to 10 tons
Bus Driver
Shiploader Operator
Water Truck Driver—FI
Track Machines O/50 bhp
Level 4
Laboratory Technician
Ore + Mullock Truck + 190 T
Driller Grade I
Deep Hole Air Trac
Grader Operator
Mobile Plant 250 and up to 500 bhp
Ganger
OHEO Special FI
Haulpak Driver Instructor
Jumbo Driver
Control Room Op. (FI)
Beneficiation Plant Op. Grade III
Senior Powder Monkey
Water Truck + 10 Tons
Multi-skilled Transport Driver
Crane Driver (3-C-2)
Level 5
Tradesperson
Senior Driller
Senior Ganger
Crane Op. Unrestricted
Mobile Equip. Plant Op. + 500 bhp
Industrial Electrician
Fitter Brake Equipment Railways
Horticultural Tradesperson
Beneficiation Plant Grade IV
Level 6
Instrument Maker/Repairer
Tfelecommunications Techn.
Locomotive Engine Driver
Tradesperson (as defined)
Level 7
Mechanical Tradesperson
Special (as defined)
Electrician Special Class

Radio Communication/Electronic
Technician
Loco Driver Instructor
2. Paragraph (c) of subclause (2):
(c) Apprentices:
An apprentice shall be paid a percentage of the
Level 5 employee's rate (i.e. $480.60) in accordance with the following scales:

$431.50

$454.70

$480.60

$494.50

$503.80

4 Year Term
1st year
50 240.40
6.3263
2nd year
65 312.40
8.2211
3rd year
85 408.50
10.7500
4th year
95 456.60
12.0158
S'/z Year Term
1st six months
50 240.40
6.3263
Next year
65 312.40
8.2211
Next year following 85 408.50
10.7500
Final year
95 456.60
12.0158
3 Year Term
1st year
60 288.30
7.5868
2nd year
85 408.50
10.7500
3rd year
95 456.60
12.0158
3. Paragraph (d) of subclause (2):
(d) Experienced Tradesperson's Allowance: Tradespersons employed in classifications listed in
subparagraph (2)(d)(iii) of Clause 30.—Wages of
this award shall:
(i) After 12 months' continuous service be paid
an all purpose rate of $7.50 per week.
(ii) After two years' continuous service, be paid
an extra all purpose rate of $5.60 per week,
to total $13.10 per week.
(iii) Painters, Carpenters, Plumbers, Bricklayers,
Boilermaker/Welders, Fitters and TUmers,
Fitters. Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics,
Welders, Panel Beaters and/or Spray Painters, Mechanical Fitters, Motor Mechanics,
Machinists-First Class, Electrical Fitters,
Electrical Installers, Automotive Electrical
Fitters, Sheet Metal Workers, Fitters-Fuel
Injection appointed as such. Brake Equipment Fitters-Railway, Instrument Makers
and/or Repairers, Radio and Tfclephone Tfechnicians and Servicemen, Electricians-Special
Class appointed as such, Industrial Electricians appointed as such, Radio Communications Electronic Technicians, Linespersons,
Tele-communications Technicians, and Plant
Mechanics.
4. Paragraph (e) of subclause (2):
(e) Tool Allowance:
(i) Tradespersons employed in classifications
listed in subparagraph (2)(e)(ii) of Clause
30.—Wages of this award shall be paid an all
purpose rate of $9.40 per week.
(ii) Painters, Carpenters, Plumbers, Bricklayers,
Boilermaker/Welders, Fitters and TUmers,
Fitters, Refrigeration Fitters/Mechanics,
Welders, Panel Beaters and/or Spray Painters, Mechanical Fitters, Motor Mechanics,
Machinists-First class. Electrical Fitters,
Electrical Installers, Automotive Electrical
Fitters, Sheet Metal Workers, Fitters-Fuel
Injection appointed as such. Brake Equipment, Fitters-Railway, Instrument Makers
and/or Repairers, Radio and Tfclephone Tfechnicians, Electricians-Special Class appointed
as such, Industrial Electricians appointed as
such, Linespersons and Radio, Tfclephone
Servicepersons, Tfelecommunications Tfechnicians, Radio Communications Electrical
Technicians and Plant Mechanics.

(iii) This allowance shall not be paid where the
employer supplies the employee with all
necessary tools.
(iv) An employee in receipt of this allowance
shall provide himself/herself with all basic
and appropriate tools, kept in suitable condition, for the performance of his/her work.
5. Paragraph (f) of subclause (2):
(f) Running Shed Allowance:
Tradespersons and their assistants engaged on
trip maintenance work when employed on maintenance and repair work on diesel electric locomotive engines (other than work performed at a work
bench) shall be paid an all purpose allowance of
$21.40 per week for the life of the award.
NOTE: This payment is in lieu of all special
rates and disabilities as otherwise
payable under this award.
6. Paragraph (g) of subclause (2):
(g) Leading Hands:
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in
paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of this clause, a
leading hand shall be paid:
Per Week
$
(i) If placed in charge of not less than
two and not more than five other
employees
13.80
(ii) If placed in charge of more than
five and not more that ten other
employees
18.70
(iii) If placed in charge of more than ten
and not more than 20 other employees
26.80
(iv) If placed in charge of more than 20
other employees
32.20
7. Paragraph (h) of subclause (2):
(h) Goldsworthy Mining Flexibility and Training
Allowances:
In recognition of the flexibility that is provided,
which results in an increase in training requirements:
Employees who are not eligible for the experienced tradesperson or ticketed operators allowance, are entitled to an all purpose allowance of—
(i) $2.83 per week (seven cents per hour). (After
12 months in that classification).
or
(ii) $3.25 per week (eight cents per hour). (After
24 months in that classification).
8. Paragraph (i) of subclause (2):
(i) Shift Tradespersons:
A shift tradesperson (as defined) shall be paid
a margin of $12.50 per week in addition to the
appropriate wage for his/her classification.
9. Paragraph (j) of subclause (2):
(j) Plumbers' Registration Allowance:
A registered plumber will be entitled to an all
purpose allowance of $17.50 per week.
10. Paragraph (k) of subclause (2):
(k) Electrician's Licence Allowance:
(i) An electrical fitter or an electrical installer or
other electrical tradesperson as the case may
be, who has successfully completed his/her
apprenticeship and who has obtained by
examination and continues to possess a
current State Energy Commission of Western
Australia "licence" of not less than B class
standard shall, in addition to the wage
prescribed by paragraph (a) of subclause (2)
of this clause, be paid an allowance of
$13.80.

(ii) Dual Licence Allowance—An Electrical
Tradesperson who holds a licence which is
endorsed for both fitting and installing work,
shall be paid an allowance, at the rate of
$13.80 per week in respect of any week in
which the tradesperson is allocated and
performs both fitting and installing work.
This allowance is payable in addition to the
electrician's licence allowance.
(iii) Special Permit—An apprentice who has
completed his/her fourth year of apprenticeship and who holds a special permit enabling
him/her to perform the same range of work
provided by the 'B' class licence shall be
entitled to a flat weekly payment of $13.80
per week until such time as he/she is eligible
to qualify for the 'B' class licence.
(iv) Restricted Licence—A Fitter/ Refrigeration,
Instrument Maker and/or Repairer or Electronics Tradesperson who holds an appropriate restricted electrical licence pursuant to
Regulations 22 and 23 of the Electricity Act
Regulations shall be paid a flat weekly
allowance of $6.90. The allowance is not
payable in respect of electrical permits.
(v) The allowance specified herein shall not
compound by overtime penalty rate or weekend holiday shift premium addition.
11. Paragraph (1) of subclause (2):
(1) P.H.E.D. In-Charge Allowance:
An all purpose allowance of $11.00 per week
shall be paid to Power House Engine Drivers In
Charge.
12. Paragraph (m) of subclause (2):
(m) Single Operative Power House Allowance:
In a powerhouse manned by one powerhouse
engine driver, that employee, in addition to his/her
normal classification shall be paid an additional
$4.10 per week all purpose rate. In a powerhouse
which is normally manned by more than one
engine driver, on any occasion when it is manned
by one driver, he/she shall be entitled to claim 8
cents in addition to his/her normal hourly rate
whilst so engaged.
13. Paragraph (n) of subclause (2):
(n) Ticket Operator's Allowance:
An employee:—
(i) who is either a Ticketed Shovel Operator, or
Unrestricted Certificated Crane Operator, or
Locomotive Driver, or Power Station Engine
Driver, and has been operating equipment
which requires one of the above certificates,
and
(ii) is prepared to continue with the normal
training procedure, and
(iii) is available, subject to the provisions of
paragraph 7 (10)(b), to work on any job for
which he/she has been trained, and
(iv) in his/her Department is available to be
trained in work, subject to the provisions of
paragraph 7(10)(b), which may be currently
outside his/her range of skills will, in
recognition of the foregoing, be paid a
Ticketed Operator's Allowance of—
(aa) after 12 months continuous service in
this classification, an all purpose rate of
$7.50 per week;
(bb) after two years continuous service in
that classification, an all purpose rate of
a further $5.60 per week to total $13.10
per week.

14. Paragraph (o) of subclause (2):
(o) Coded Welders Allowance—Finucane Island
A boilermaker welder who has successfully
completed his/her apprenticeship and who has
obtained by examination and continues to possess
a current Australian Standard Code Certificate
Number 3E, shall be paid an allowance of $6.50
per week extra. This allowance is a flat payment
allowance and will be paid for each hour worked
including overtime. Because the need for these
skills is rare, there will be a maximum of two (2)
appointments to this classification at any one time.
However, if there is specific work in the future
requiring this skill at another GML site, the work
would be carried out by welders receiving this
allowance.
15. Subclause (5):
(5) Construction Allowance:
An all purpose disabilities allowance of $6.50
per week shall be paid to employees when
employed on construction work. This allowance
shall not apply to employees employed in a shop.
Part I—General: Clause 32.—Redundancy of Employees.
1. Paragraph (j) of subclause (10):
(j) The Company will arrange for the transportation
of employees' personal effects, including tools but
excluding boats, vehicles, caravans, sheds, garages, and the like, to the location applicable in
paragraph (h) of subclause (10) of this clause.
Married employees who wish to transport their
own personal effects will receive $831.20 and
single employees $415.60.
The provisions of this subclause do not apply
in cases where the new employer accepts this
responsibility.
Part I—General: Clause 37.—Cyclone Shutdown.
1. Subclause (4):
(4) An employee who is required to remain at work
or who is called out to work during a red alert, as
a result of a cyclone, shall be paid double his/her
normal single hourly rate for each hour worked,
except where this award provides for a higher rate
and, in addition, he/she shall be paid $34.70 for
each eight hours he/she remains at work during
that red alert.
Part II—Railway Traffic Operations: Clause 3.—Shift Work
and Shift Rosters.
1. Placitum (bb) of subparagraph (i) of paragraph (c) of
subclause (6):
(bb) A crew member who is spare on the roster, ie not
already rostered to relieve another shift, where
less than 24 hours notice is given. The penalty
applicable will be:
Level 5 Driver
$107.10
Level 4 Driver
$ 86.70
Level 3 Trainee Driver
$ 70.70
Level 2 Trainee Driver
$ 55.70
Level 1 Trainee Driver
$ 37.50
Part II—Railway Traffic Operations: Clause 4.—Hours.
1. Subclause (2):
(2) Additional Hours
An employee who accepts work in excess of the
rostered hours for the shift shall be paid at the
applicable rate specified for the employees classification and is inclusive of an hourly rate
calculated at the appropriate overtime rate, proportional meal break, shift penalty and disability
allowances.

The rates applicable are:
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

5
4
3
2
1

Rate per Hour
$32.15
$26.75
$21.40
$17.15
$12.85

Part II—Railway Traffic Operations: Clause 5.—Remuneration.
5. Remuneration.
The annual income involves calculating an employees
earnings over a full 12 months operational working of the
roster. The rate covers all payments for the performance of
all duties for the appropriate jobs on the roster and includes
all disability payments, shift penalties, overtime, crib breaks
and appropriate award payments including the clearance of
all leave entitlements and then paying a proportionate fixed
amount each fortnight.
State Wage Case Decisions of the West Australian
Industrial Relations Commission will be applied to the base
salary (ie excluding crib and transport allowances), but shall
exclude the District Allowance unless otherwise directly
addressed in General Orders.
With respect to the Wage Employees Provident Fund, the
current method of calculation of contributions will remain
unchanged. That is the five per cent "Provident contribution" is an amount equal to five per cent of the weekly
award rate, as specified for the appropriate level in Part 1
Clause 30.—Wages of this award, lite "award contribution" of three per cent is based on the weekly award rate,
plus service pay and shift penalties for the appropriate level
in Part I Clause 30.—Wages of this award. If Insurance and
Superannuation Commission guidelines change, the matter
would have to be referred to the Trustees before any
alteration to the fund rules occur.
The annual salary applicable to each level is as follows:
Annual
Income
$
Locomotive Driver
Level 5
Base Salary
66,763.92
Daily Base
256.78
Crib
4,202.25
Transport
2,241.20
ANNUALISED TOTAL
73,207.37
Fortnightly Pay
2,815.67
Rostered Shift
281.57
Locomotive Driver
Level 4
Base Salary
54,078.78
Daily Base
208.00
Crib
4,202.25
Transport
2,241.20
ANNUALISED TOTAL
60,522.23
Fortnightly Pay
2,327.78
Rostered Shift
232.78
Trainee Driver
Level 3
Base Salary
44,064.19
Daily Base
169.48
Crib
4,202.25
Transport
2,241.20
ANNUALISED TOTAL
50,507.64
Fortnightly Pay
1,942.60
Rostered Shift
194.26
Trainee Driver
Level 2
Base Salary
34,717.24
Daily Base
133.53
Crib
4,202.25
Transport
2,241.20
ANNUALISED TOTAL
41,160.69
Fortnightly Pay
1,583.10
Rostered Shift
158.31
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Annual
Income

Trainee Driver
23,367.37
Base Salary
Level 1
B:
89.87
Daily Base
4,202.25
Crib
2,241.20
Transport
29,810.82
ANNUALISED TOTAL
1,146.57
Fortnightly Pay
114.65
Rostered Shift
Part 11—Railway Traffic Operations: Clause 6.—Allowances.
6. Allowances.
ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS
Training Allowance
A training allowance of $4.50 per shift will be paid whilst
an employee is training another employee. This applies
when a third person is rostered for instructional purposes.
Schedule 1—Patties to the Award.
Union Parties to the Award
Metals and Engineering Workers' Union—Western Australia
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch)
Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia—Western Australian
Branch
The Operative Painters' and Decorators' Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Union of Workers
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees' Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers
Transport Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers, Western Australian Branch
Employer Party to the Award
BHP Iron Ore (Goldsworthy) Limited
Dated this 14th day of January, 1982.

LAUNDRY WORKERS' AWARD, 1981.
No. A 29 of 1981.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 14th day of January, 1994.
J. CARR1GG,
Registrar.

Laundry Workers' Award, 1981.
No. A 29 of 1981.
L—Title.
This award shall be known as the Laundry Workers'
Award, 1981 and replaces Award No. 8 of 1963 as amended.
1A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by the Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.

1.
1A.
2.
2A.
2B.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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2.—Arrangement.
Title
State Wage Principles
Arrangement
State Wage Principles—June 1991
Award Modernisation and Enterprise Consultation
Scope
Term
Area
Definitions
Wages
Hours of Work
Overtime
Contract of Service
Holidays
Annual Leave
Absence Through Sickness
Payment of Wages
Time and Wages Record
Proportion of Juniors
Breakdowns, etc.
No Reduction
Meal Times
Meal Money
Under-Rate Employees
Allowances
General Conditions
Part-Time Employees
Long Service Leave
Maternity Leave
Shift Work
First Aid Equipment
Bereavement Leave
Posting of Award and Union Notices
Right of Entry
Casual Employees
Superannuation
Schedule A—Parties to the Award
Schedule B—Respondent

2k.—State Wage Principles—June 1991.
It is a term of this Award that the Union undertakes for
the duration of the Principles determined by the Commission in Court Session in Application No. 704 of 1991 not
to pursue any extra claims, award or overaward, except
when consistent with the State Wage Principles.
2B.—Award Modernisation and Enterprise Consultation.
(1) The parties to this award are committed to cooperating positively to increase the efficiency and productivity of the industry to enhance the career opportunities and
job security of employees in the industry.
(2) At each plant or enterprise a consultative mechanism
may be established by the employer, or shall be established
upon request by the employees or their Union. The
consultative mechanism and procedure shall be appropriate
to the size, structure and needs of that plant or enterprise.
(3) Where a consultative committee is established, it will
be free to address any matter which is consistent with the
objectives of subclause (1) of this clause.
(4) Discussions that take place will have regard to the
following requirements:
(a) the changes sought shall not affect provisions
reflecting State standards;
(b) the majority of employees affected by the change
at the plant or enterprise must genuinely agree to
the change;
(c) any agreement shall not, in the context of a total
package, provide for a set of conditions of a lesser
standard than that provided by the award and no
employee shall have a lesser income as a result of
the conditions provided for in such agreement;
(d) the Union must be a party to any agreement which
affects the wages and/or conditions of employment of employees;

(e) the Union shall not unreasonably oppose any
agreement;
(f) any agreement relating to award matters shall be
subject to approval by the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and, if approved,
shall operate as a schedule to this award and take
precedence over any provision of this award to the
extent of any inconsistency;
(g) if agreement cannot be reached on a particular
issue, then the matter may be referred to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for determination.
3.—Scope.
This award shall apply to all employees employed by the
respondents in Schedule B hereto, in the classifications
described in clause 7—Wages, hereof in a laundry business.
For the purpose of this award a "Laundry Business" means
any business which performs laundry work for the public
and includes a "Laundrette" and laundry work shall be
deemed to include the laundering of overalls, coats and
towels, which are laundered by the proprietor and hired out
by him for fee or reward.
4.—Term.
The term of this award shall be for a period of one year
as from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
after the date hereof.
5.—Area.
This award shall have effect within the South-West Land
Division of Western Australia.
6.—Definitions.
(1) "Laundry Employee—Grade 1" means:—
— An employee in the first 6 months (991 hours
inclusive of public holidays and annual leave) of
employment with no previous experience in the
industry.
— Works under routine supervision either individually or in a team environment.
— Responsible for own work subject to detailed
instructions.
— Carries out duties in a safe, responsible and
efficient manner.
Indicative of tasks which an employee at this level may
perform are the following:—
1. Be able to identify and classify items of linen/
garments and associated simple tasks.
2. Be able to load and unload drying machines.
3. Be capable of simple keyboard operations.
4. Maintain simple production records.
5. Clean machines.
Furthermore, an employee at this level will be trained in
at least one of the following work brackets:—
Bracket 1
1. Perform all manual or machine folding/hanging
operations on linen/garments.
2. Perform all ironing machine functions either
manually or with the aid of semi-automatic or
automatic feeding, folding and preparing equipment.
3. To operate a tunnel finisher.
4. To use a heat seal or heat marking machine or to
mark linen with any other type of machine manually.
5. Packing of garments/linen for customer supply.
Bracket 2
1. Operate any washing, drying and extracting equipment.
2. Operate towel unwinding equipment.
Bracket 3
1. Operate any textile pressing machine.
Bracket 4
1. Manual or machine repairer of garments or linen.

(2) "Laundry Employee—Grade 2" means:—
An employee with at least 6 months employment in the
industry who can competently perform the tasks required of
them in the appropriate bracket, as well as meeting the
general requirements of a Grade 1, even though they may
not have completed training in all the tasks in their Bracket.
Notwithstanding, in such case, the employee will be
required to qualify in the tasks missed while in Grade 1.
Furthermore an employee at this level will be trained in
at least one additional bracket.
An employee at this level must also be able to:—
— Operate with a minimum of supervision.
— Recognise and report obvious faults in the
equipment they use.
— Be responsible for the maintenance of the quality
and quantity of their own output.
(3) "Laundry Employee—Grade 3" means:—
An employee who meets the requirements of a Grade
2 Laundry Worker, and in addition:
1. Has the skills to efficiently carry out two Brackets
and is required to utilise these skills.
OR
2. Operates washing and ancillary equipment and is
responsible for work flow and control of all
washing supplies for such equipment and can
carry out these tasks with minimal supervision.
OR
3. A repairer who is competent to perform all facets
of repair functions and is required to utilise these
skills. Tasks performed by a repairer at this level
would include but not be limited to the following:
— zip replacement
— pocket replacement
— alterations
— making of monograms
(4) "Laundry Employee—Grade 4" means:—
— Meets the requirements of a Grade 3 Employee.
— Appointed to supervise a production section of the
operation.
— Responsible for the work flow and quality standards.
— Responsible for the implementation of on-the-job
training.
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level
may perform include the following:—
—induction of new employees;
— co-ordinates employees and work on a daily basis;
— exercises intermediate keyboard skills.
(5) "Casual Employee" means any employee who is
employed for a period of not more than 20 working days
exclusive of public holidays. An employee who is continuously employed for more than this time shall be regarded
as permanent.
7.—Wages.
The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to employees
covered by this award shall be:
(1) Adult Employees
Relativity to
Rate
Classification
Tradesperson
80%
$328.40
Laundry Employee—
Grade 1
85%
$338.90
Laundry Employee—
Grade 2
91%
$356.20
Laundry Employee—
Grade 3
95%
$364.50
Laundry Employee—
Grade 4
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(2) Junior Employees:
Junior employees shall receive the prescribed percentage
of the adult rate for the class of work on which they are
engaged.
%
Under 16 years of age
55
16 to 17 years of age
65
17 to 18 years of age
75
18 to 19 years of age
85
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 to 21 years of age
Adult Rates
(3) Transition to New Classification Structure:
(a) As at the first pay period commencing on or after
the 3 March 1993 all employees employed
pursuant to the provisions of this award shall be
transferred to the new classification structure.
(b) Provided that no employee shall suffer a reduction
in wages as a result of transfer onto the new
classification structure.
(4) Casual employees shall receive 20 per cent in addition
to the rates prescribed in this clause for the work performed.
8.—Hours of Work.
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be performed
between Monday to Saturday inclusive, provided that any
ordinary hours worked on a Saturday shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one half.
(2) Except as hereinafter provided, the ordinary hours of
work shall be rostered on any five days of the week and shall
provide for two consecutive days off in each weekly period.
(3) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of 38
per week with the hours actually worked being 40 per week
and shall be worked:
(a) with 0.4 of an hour per day accruing as an
entitlement to take the 20th day in each cycle as
an Accrued Day Off;
(b) with two hours of each week's work accruing as
an entitlement to a maximum of 12 Accrued
Day(s) Off shall be taken in a minimum period of
one week made up of five consecutive Accrued
Day(s) Off in conjunction with a period of annual
leave or at a time mutually acceptable to the
employer and the employee.
(c) Where Accrued Days Off are allowed to accumulate, the employer may require that they be taken
within 12 months of the employee becoming
entitled to an ADO.
(4) In lieu of the provisions of subclause (2) the ordinary
hours of an employee may be worked within a ten day, two
week cycle, with an adjustment to hours worked to enable
76 hours to be worked over 9 or 9.5 days of the two week
cycle and an entitlement to take the other day or half day
in each cycle as an accrued day or half day off, or by
employees working less than eight ordinary hours on one
day each week or fortnight.
(5) Different methods of working a 38 hour week may
apply in particular workplaces or with specific groups of
employees.
(6) In each place of employment an assessment should be
made as to which method of implementation best suits the
enterprise and the proposal shall be discussed with the
employees concerned and the Union. The method of
working the 38 hour week existing as at 1 March 1989 may
only be altered with the agreement of the employer and the
majority of employees affected.
The Union shall be notified in writing before any change
takes place and if the majority of Union members affected
do not support the proposed change then the Union may refer
the matter to the W.A. Industrial Relations Commission for
determination.
While the dispute is being determined by the Commission, the status quo shall remain.
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(7) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed eight per
day without payment of overtime except in accordance with
subclause (3) of this clause.
9.—Overtime.
(1) Work required to be performed by any employee
before the usual starting time or after the usual finishing
time or in excess of his or her ordinary daily hours, shall be
deemed overtime and be paid for as such.
(2) Overtime work performed on Monday to Friday
inclusive shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half
for the first 2 hours and double time thereafter.
(3) Overtime work performed prior to 12 noon on a
Saturday shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half
for the first 2 hours and double time thereafter.
(4) Overtime work performed after 12 noon on a Saturday
or on a Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(5) All work performed on any of the public holidays
specified in Clause 11 of this award shall be paid for at the
rate of double time and one-half.
(6) Notwithstanding anything contained in this award—
(a) An employer may require any employee to work
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such
employee shall work overtime in accordance with
such requirement.
(b) No organisation, party to this award or employee
covered by this award, shall in any way, whether
directly or indirectly, be party to or concerned in
any ban, limitation or restriction upon the working
of overtime in accordance with the requirements
of this subclause.
(7) An employee called back to work after his/her normal
working time has finished shall be paid a minimum of three
hours at the overtime rate of payment.
(8) (a) By agreement between the employer and employee
time off in lieu of payment for overtime may be granted
proportionate to the payment to which the employee is
entitled.
(b) The actual period of time off may be accrued and taken
at a time mutually agreed between the employer and
employee concerned provided that such accumulation is
limited to an overtime rate equivalent of 38 hours.
10.—Contract of Service.
(1) Except in the case of casual employees, whose
engagement shall be by the hour, the contract of hiring of
every employee shall be by the week, terminable by two
days' notice on either side or in the event of such notice not
being given by the payment of two days' pay by the
employer or the forfeiture of two days' pay by the employee.
(2) The employer may direct an employee to carry out
such duties as are within the limits of the employee's skill,
competence and training.
11.—Holidays.
(1) (a) The following days, or the days observed in lieu
shall subject to clause (9) (3)—Overtime hereof, be allowed
as holidays without deduction of pay, namely: New Year's
Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac
Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the
parties, in lieu of any of the days named in the subclause.
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a)
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday, and when Boxing
Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the
substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday
under this award, the employer's establishment or place of
business may be closed, in which case an employee need not
present himself for duty and payment may be deducted but
if work be done ordinary rates of pay shall apply.

(3) Where—
(a) A day is proclaimed as a public holiday or as a
public half-holiday under Section 7 of the Public
and Bank Holidays Act 1972; and
(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout the
State or to the metropolitan area of the State,
that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case may be
a half-holiday for the purposes of this award within the
district or locality specified in the proclamation.
(4) Any employee absenting himself from work without
reasonable cause on the whole or any portion of the working
day preceding or on the whole or any portion of the working
day succeeding a holiday provided for herein shall not be
entitled to payment for such holidays.
12.—Annual Leave.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four
consecutive weeks' leave with payment of ordinary wages
as prescribed shall be allowed annually to an employee by
his/her employer after a period of 12 months' continuous
service with such employer.
(2) Before going on leave the employee shall be paid the
ordinary wages as prescribed by Clause 7.—Wages of this
award he/she would have received in respect of the ordinary
time he/she would have worked had he/she not been on leave
during the relevant period.
(3) (a) In addition to his/her payment for annual leave an
employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 percent calculated
on his/her ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by Clause
7.—Wages of this award.
(b) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not
apply to proportionate leave on termination.
(4) If any award holiday falls within an employee's period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case
of that employee would have been an ordinary working day,
there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(5) If after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee leaves his/her
employment or his/her employment is terminated by the
employer through no fault of the employee, the employee
shall be paid 2.923 hours' pay at his/her ordinary rate of
wage in respect of each completed week of service in that
qualifying period.
(6) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work except time for which he/she is entitled to claim
sick pay or time spent on holidays, annual leave or long
service leave as prescribed by this award shall not count for
the purpose of determining his/her right to annual leave.
(7) In the event of an employee being employed by an
employer for portion only of a year, he/she shall only be
entitled, subject to subclause (4) of this clause, to such leave
on full pay as is proportionate to his/her length of service
during that period with such employer, and if such leave is
not equal to the leave given to the other employees, he shall
not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other employees
of such employer are on full pay.
(8) In addition to any payment to which he/she may be
entitled under subclause (5) hereof, an employee whose
employment terminates after he/she has completed a 12
monthly qualifying period and who has not been allowed the
leave prescribed under this award in respect of that
qualifying period shall be given payment in lieu of that leave
or, in a case to which subclause (9) of this clause applies,
in lieu of so much of that leave as has not been allowed,
unless;—
(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct;
and
(b) the misconduct for which he/she has teen dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(9) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employer, the employee, and the union concerned, annual
leave may be taken in not more than two periods.

(10) Notwithstanding anything else herein contained an
employer who observes a Christmas closedown for the
purpose of granting annual leave may require an employee
to take his/her annual leave in not more than two periods but
neither of such periods shall be less than one week.
(11) An employer may specify a reasonable period during
which annual leave may not be taken to meet production
requirements at the workplace concerned.
(12) An employer may require an employee to take annual
leave within twelve months of such leave falling due.
13.—Absence through Sickness.
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
his place of employment during the ordinary hours of work
by reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to
payment during such absence in accordance with the
following provisions.
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at a rate of l/6th
of a week for each completed month of service with the
employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of personal
ill health or injury for a period longer than his entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of
that year of service, or at the time the employee's services
terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the
extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid
sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and
subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the
absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds
the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year
at the time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall
not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding
ten weeks in any one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable
advise the employer of his/her inability to attend for work,
the nature of his illness or injury and the estimated duration
of the absence. Provided that the employee's inability to
attend, other than in extraordinary circumstances, is advised
to the employer within 4 hours of the commencement of the
employee's rostered shift.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable
advise the employer of his inability to attend for work, the
nature of his illness or injury and the estimated duration of
the absence. Provided that such advice, other than in
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer
within 24 hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the
employer may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not be required to produce a certificate from a
medical practitioner with respect to absences of two days or
less unless after two such absences in any year of service
the employer requests that the next and subsequent absences
in that year if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when he is
absent on annual leave and an employee may apply for and
the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid
annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 7
days of resuming work and then only if the employee was
confined to his place of residence or a hospital as a result
of his personal ill health or injury for a period of 7
consecutive days or more and he produces a certificate from
a registered medical practitioner that he was so confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve
the employee of the obligation to advise the employer in
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable

to attend for work on the working day next following his
annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
employee was entitled at the time he proceeded on annual
leave and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a
day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
this subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent
to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another
time mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee
or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's next
period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then,
be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
12—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in
Clause 12—Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been
paid with respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one
employer to another and the employee's service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of
clause 2 of the Long Service Leave provisions published in
volume 59 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1-6, the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the
employee at the date of transmission from service with the
transmittor shall stand to the credit of the employee at the
commencement of service with the transmittee and may be
claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation Act nor to employees whose
injury or illness is the result of the employee's own
misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
(9) An employee who suffers personal ill health or injury
while on an accumulated day off shall not be entitled to
claim sick pay in respect of that day.
14.—Payment of Wages.
(1) Wages shall be paid by cheque, direct transfer or cash
at the employer's discretion following consultation with the
employees.
(2) (a) Where the employer requires the employee to
establish an account for the purpose of receiving his or her
wages, the employer shall pay costs associated with such
account establishment or maintenance.
(b) In respect of transfer fees associated with the transfer
of funds from the employer's bank to any other bank or
financial institution, such fees shall be paid by the employer.
(c) The employee may be paid his/her wages by cheque
or into his/her bank account. Where the employee is paid
wages by electronic funds transfer then the employer, in
agreement with the employees concerned and the Union,
may specify a limited number of sources into which the
funds may be transferred.
(3) In the case of payment by cheque the employer shall
arrange encashment facilities at a branch of a bank in close
proximity to the place of work. Where it is impractical for
the employee to cash the cheque on pay day, reasonable
access to the facility shall be allowed by the employer
during working time.
(4) No deduction shall be matte from an employee's
wages unless the employee has agreed to such deduction in
writing, or the deduction is authorised by the award.
(5) Wages shall be paid once weekly in the employer's
time.
(6) An employee who lawfully leaves his/her employment
or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be
paid all moneys due to him/her at the termination of his/her
service with the employer. Provided that if payment is not

made as aforesaid, the employee shall be deemed to have
continued in the employ of the employer until such time as
all entitlements are paid to the employee, and the employee
shall be entitled to payment for the ordinary hours he/she
would have worked during such period.
15.—Time and Wages Record.
A readily intelligible record shall be kept by each
employer, in which shall be entered and/or marked the name
of each employee under this award, the age of the employee,
the nature of the work performed, the hours worked each
day, and the amount of wages received each pay. The said
record shall be open to the inspection of an accredited
representative of the union at any time during working
hours, who shall be allowed to take extracts therefrom.
The employer and the employee shall be severally
responsible for the proper posting of the record each week.
16.—^Proportion of Juniors.
Junior employees may be employed in the following
proportions:
(1) Females—2 juniors to each adult employee.
(2) Males —1 junior to each adult employee.
Provided that, where special circumstances arise in any
given business, arrangement for the employment of juniors
in greater proportion may be made between the union and
the employer concerned: Provided further, that where the
employer or his manager is himself performing the duties
of an employee, one junior employee may be employed.
17.—Breakdowns.
The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for any
day or portion of a day, upon which the employee cannot
be usefully employed because of any strike by the union or
unions affiliated with it or by any other association or union,
or through the breakdown of the employer's machinery or
any stoppage or work by any cause which the employer
cannot reasonably prevent.
18.—No Reduction.
Nothing herein contained shall in itself operate to reduce
the wages of any employee who at the date of this award
was receiving a rate of pay in excess of the provisions of
clause 7 hereof.
19.—Meal Times.
(1) The meal interval shall be taken between 12 noon and
2 p.m. and shall be not less than 30 minutes nor more than
one hour in duration.
(2) A morning tea break of 10 minutes' duration shall be
allowed to all employees. Where an employer proposes to
work overtime at the conclusion of the normal hours of work
all employees who will be involved in working overtime of
more than Vfr half hours shall be allowed a break of 10
minutes' duration. Such break shall be counted as time
worked.
20.—Meal Money.
An employee required to work overtime for more than
two hours without being notified on the previous day or
earlier, that he/she will be so required to work, shall be
supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $5.40 for a
meal.
If the amount of overtime required to be worked
necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer
shall, unless he/she has notified the employee concerned on
the previous day or earlier that such second or subsequent
meal will also be required, provide such meals or pay an
amount of $5.40 for each second or subsequent meal. No
such payments need be made to employees living in the
same locality as their workshops who can reasonably return
home for such meals.
If an employee in consequence of receiving such notice
has provided him/herself with a meal or meals and is not
required to work overtime or is required to work less
overtime than notified, he/she shall be paid the amount
above prescribed in respect of the meals not then required.

21.—Under-Rate Employees.
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity
is unable to earn the minimum wage may be paid such lesser
wage as may from time to time be agreed upon in writing
between the union and the employer.
(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the
matter may be referred to the Board of Reference for
determination.
(3) After application has been made to the Board, and
pending the Board's decision, the employee shall be entitled
to work for and be employed at the proposed lesser rate.
22.—Allowances.
Where an employee is required to sort foul linen an extra
allowance of 28 cents per hour will be paid whilst so
employed on this type of work.
23.—General Conditions.
(1) Where practicable, some protective coverings shall be
placed on cement or steel floors.
(2) Dining rooms with boiling water available at meal
time shall be provided.
(3) Employees engaged on washing machines or in
wash-houses shall be provided with rubber boots when
required.
(4) No female employee under the age of 18 years shall
be required to lift weights in excess of 11.5 kilograms. No
other female employee shall be required to lift weights in
excess of 16 kilograms.
(5) The employer shall, if required, supply rubber aprons
to employees in the wash-house.
(6) The employer shall provide a uniform to be worn by
each employee. The employer shall launder that uniform
free of charge.
24.—Part-Time Employees.
(1) Notwithstanding anything else contained in this
award, adult employees may be employed as part-time
employees for less than 38 hours in any week.
Such employee shall be engaged for a minimum of 3
hours on each day he/she is employed to work.
(2) Part-time employees shall receive payment for wages,
annual leave, holidays and sick leave on a pro-rata basis in
the same proportion as the number of hours usually worked
each week bears to 38 hours.
(3) Part-time employees may be employed up to the
proportion of one part-time employee for each three
full-time employees.
25.—Long Service Leave.
The Long Service Leave provisions published in Volume
59 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 -6
inclusive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to
be part of this award.
26.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her
confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months' continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause:
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee
but shall not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period
of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall include a period
of 6 weeks' compulsory leave to be taken
immediately before the presumed date of confine-

ment and a period of 6 weeks' compulsory leave
to be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, give notice
in writing to her employer stating the presumed
date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than 4 weeks'
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
confinement occurring earlier than the presumed
date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical
practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take
leave for such period as is certified necessary by a duly
qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated
as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8),
(9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be
lengthened once only, save with the agreement of
the employer, by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be the right of the
employee to resume work at a time nominated by
the employer which shall not exceed 4 weeks from
the date of notice in writing by the employee to
the employer that she desires to resume work.
(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled
either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a duly

qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity
leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9)
hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3),
to the position she held immediately before such
transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available, for which the
employee is qualified and the duties of which she
is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to
a position as nearly comparable in status and
salary or wage to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed
52 weeks.
(a) an employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which she is
then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which
she held immediately before such transfer. Where
such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable
of performing, she shall be entitled to a position
as nearly comparable in status and salary or wage
to that of her former position.
(11) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall
inform that person of the temporary nature of the

employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under this clause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the
employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this clause except
where her employment continues beyond the 12
months' qualifying period.
27.—Shift Work.
For all work performed on any shift other than day shift,
payment shall be made at the rate of 15% per shift in
addition to the rate prescribed in clause 7 hereof.
28.—First Aid Equipment.
Adequate first aid equipment shall be provided in all
establishments.
29.—Bereavement Leave.
An employee shall, on the death within Australia of a
wife, husband, de-facto wife or de-facto husband, father,
mother, parent-in-law, brother, sister child or step-child be
entitled on notice, of leave up to and including the day of
the funeral of such relation and such leave shall be without
deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number of
hours worked by the employee in 2 ordinary working days.
Proof of such death shall be furnished by the employee to
the satisfaction of his employer.
Provided that payment in respect of bereavement leave is
to be made only where the employee otherwise would have
been on duty and shall not be granted in any case where the
employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance with his roster, or on long service leave, annual leave,
sick leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or on
a public holiday.
30.—Posting of Award and Union Notices.
Space shall be provided in a mutually convenient place
for the purpose of posting bona fide union notices and a copy
of this award.
31.—Right of Entry.
Accredited representatives of the union shall be permitted
to interview the employees on the business premises of the
employer during non-working times or meal breaks.
In the case of a dispute between the union and an
employer which is likely to lead to a cessation of work or
to an application to the Commission and which involves the
inspection of employees or of machines in the process of
production, such union representatives shall have right of
entry into the factory at any time during which the
employees or machines concerned are working.
32.—Casual Employees.
(1) A casual employee may be employed for a minimum
of 3 hours on each occasion.
(2) In lieu of the provisions of this award relating to
annual leave, sick leave and public holidays, a casual
employee shall be paid at a rate including a loading of 20%
in addition to the rate prescribed by Clause 7.—Wages of
this award based on a 38 hour week.
33.—Superannuation.
(1) Employer Contributions:
(a) An employer shall contribute 3% of ordinary time
earnings per eligible employee into one of the
following Approved Superannuation Funds:
(i) Westscheme; or
(ii) an exempted Fund allowed by subclause (4)
of this clause.

(b) Except where the Trust Deed provides otherwise
employer contributions shall be paid on a monthly
basis for each week of service that the eligible
employee completes with the employer.
(c) No contributions shall be made for periods of
unpaid leave, or unauthorised absences in excess
of 38 ordinary hours or for periods of workers'
compensation in excess of 52 weeks. No contributions shall be made in respect of annual leave paid
out on termination or any other payments on
terminations.
(2) Fund Membership:
(a) Contributions in accordance with subclause (1)—
Employer Contributions of this clause, shall be
calculated by the employer on behalf of each
employee from the date one month after the
employee commences employment, unless the
employee fails to return a completed application
to join the Fund and the employer has complied
with the following:
(i) the employer shall provide the employee
with an application to join the Fund and
documentation explaining the Fund within
one week of employment commencing.
(ii) If the employee fails to return to the
employer a completed application to join the
Fund within two weeks of receipt, the
employer shall send to the employee by
certified mail, a letter setting out relevant
superannuation information, the letter of
denial set out in subclause (6) of this clause
and an application to join the Fund.
(iii) Where the employee completes and returns
the letter of denial, no contribution need be
made on that employee's behalf.
(iv) Where the employee completes and returns
neither the application to join the Fund nor
the letter of denial within one week of
postage, the employer shall advise either the
Union or the Fund Administrator in writing
of the employee's failure to return the
completed form.
(v) From two weeks following the employer's
advice pursuant to paragraph (iv) should the
employee not have returned the completed
form the employer shall be under no obligation to make superannuation payments on
behalf of that employee.
Provided that if at any time an employee
returns a signed application form, notwithstanding a previous failure to return such
form or the return of a letter of denial, the
employer shall make contributions on behalf
of that employee from the date of return of
the signed application form.
(b) Part-time employees shall not be entitled to
receive the employer contribution mentioned in
subclause (1)—Employer Contributions of this
clause, unless they work a minimum of 12 hours
per week.
(c) Casual employees who are employed for 32
consecutive working days or less shall not be
entitled to the benefits of this clause.
(3) Definitions:
"Approved Fund" shall mean any Fund which complies
with the Australian Government's Operational Standards for
Occupational Superannuation.
"Ordinary time earnings" shall mean the salary, wage or
other remuneration regularly received by the employee in
respect of the time worked in ordinary hours and shall
include shift work penalties, payments which are made for
the purpose of District or Location Allowances or any other
rate paid for all purposes of the award to which the employee
is entitled for ordinary hours of work. Provided that
"ordinary time earnings" shall not include any payment
which is for vehicle allowances, fares or travelling time

allowances (including payments made for travelling related
to distant work), commission or bonus.
(4) Exemptions:
Exemptions from the requirements of this clause shall
apply to an employer who at the date of this Order:
(a) was contributing to a Superannuation Fund, in
accordance with an Order of an industrial tribunal;
or
(b) was contributing to a Superannuation Fund, in
accordance with an Order or Award of an
industrial tribunal, for a majority of employees
and makes payment for employees covered by this
award in accordance with that Order or Award; or
(c) subject to notification to the Union, was contributing to a Superannuation Fund for employees
covered by this award where such payments are
not made pursuant to an Order of an industrial
tribunal; or
(d) was not contributing to a Superannuation Fund for
employees covered by this award; and
(i) written notice of the proposed alternative
Superannuation Fund is given to the Union;
and
(ii) contributions and benefits of the proposed
alternative Superannuation Fund are no less
than those provided by this clause; and
(iii) within one month of the notice prescribed in
paragraph (i) being given, the Union has not
challenged the suitability of the proposed
Fund by notifying the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission of a dispute.
(5) Operative Date:
This clause shall operate from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after the 1 st day of July, 1989.
(6) Letter of Denial:
The letter of denial shall be in the following form:
"To (employer)
I have received an application for membership of the
non-contributory Superannuation Fund and understand:
(1) that should I sign such form you will make
contributions on by behalf; and
(2) that I am not required to make contributions of my
own; and
(3) that no deductions will be made from my wages
for superannuation without my consent.
However, I do not wish to be a member of the Fund or
have contributions made on my behalf.
(Signature)
(Name)
(Address)
(Classification)
(Date)"

Schedule A—Parties to the Award.
The following organisation is a party to this award:
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, W.A. Branch.
Schedule B—Respondents.
ALSCO Linen Service Pty. Ltd.,
228 Great Eastern Highway,
RIVERVALE WA 6103.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
The Fremantle Steam Laundry Co Pty. Ltd.,
Swan Street,
NORTH FREMANTLE WA 6159.
Initial Services (Linen Rental) Pty. Ltd.,
82 John Street,
WELSHPOOL WA 6106.
West Coast Linen Services Pty. Ltd.,
182 Abemethy Road,
BELMONT WA 6104.
DATED at Perth this 25th day of November, 1981.

MEAT INDUSTRY (WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAMB
MARKETING BOARD) AWARD, 1981
No. A 37 of 1981
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 14th day of January, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

Meat Industry (Western Australian Lamb Marketing Board)
Award, 1981
No. A37 of 1981.
AWARD No.A37 OF 1981
1.—Title.
This Award shall be known as the Meat Industry (Western
Australian Lamb Marketing Board) Award, 1981.
1A.—State Wage Principles.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any party seeking to vary its terms on or from the 31st day
of January 1992 shall not pursue before the Commission any
variation to such award/industrial agreement without due
regard for the Principles as stated by die Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1752 of 1991 for the
duration of those Principles.
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2.—Arrangement
Title
State Wage Principles
Arrangement
State Wage Principles September, 1989
Structural Efficiency
Scope
Area
Term
Interpretation
Copy of Award
Contract of Service
Seasonal Conditions
Rates of Wages
Allowances
Mixed Functions
Hours
Rostered Time Off
Overtime
Meal Money
Meal Times and Breaks
Shift Work
Time and Wages Record
Holidays
Annual Leave
Absence Through Sickness
Bereavement Leave
Long Service Leave
Under-Rate Employees

22.
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30.
31.
32.
33.
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Clothing
General Conditions
Right of Entry
Breakdowns
Maternity Leave
Trade Union Training Leave
Leave to Attend Union Business
Deduction of Union Subscriptions
New Technology
Skills Acquisition
Employee Counselling
Dispute Settlement Procedure
Schedule 1—Draft Consultative Committee Constitution
Schedule 2—Disputes Procedure Form
Schedule 3—Parties to Award

2A.—State Wage Principles—September, 1989.
It is a term of this award that the Union undertakes for
the duration of the Principles determined by the Commission in Court Session in Application No. 1940 of 1989 not
to pursue any extra claims award or overaward except when
consistent with the State Wage Principles.
2B.—Structural Efficiency.
(1) Statement of Principle:
The parties to this award are committed to co-operating
positively to increase the efficiency, productivity and
competitiveness of the government meat industry and to
enhance the career opportunities, quality of working life, job
satisfaction and job security of employees in the government
meat industry.
(2) Consultation in the Workplace:
(a) At each workplace or enterprise a consultative
mechanism shall be established upon request by
the union. Measures raised by the employer,
employees or union for consideration consistent
with the objectives of subclause (1) hereof shall
be processed through that consultative mechanism.
(b) Measures raised for consultation consistent with
paragraph (a) hereof shall, unless specified elsewhere in this award, include matters related to
training and vocational education as defined in
Clause 31.—Skills Acquisition, and any other
measures consistent with subclause (1) of this
clause.
(3) Consultative Mechanism and Procedures:
All consultative mechanisms and procedures for the
purposes of this clause shall be constituted and operate in
accordance with Schedule 1 to this award.
(4) Change in the Absence of Consultation:
Without limiting the rights of either the employer or the
union to arbitration, in a plant or enterprise where no
consultative mechanism has been established any proposed
change designed to increase flexibility at the plant or
enterprise shall be subject to the following requirements—
(a) the change shall not affect standards developed in
accordance with Clause 31.—Skills Acquisition;
(b) the change shall not affect the prevailing industrial
standards of the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission;
(c) the majority of employees affected by the change
at the plant or enterprise must genuinely agree to
the change;
(d) no employee shall lose income as a result of the
change;
(e) the relevant union or unions must be a party to the
agreement and where discussions are considering
matters requiring any award variation the union
must participate in all such discussions;
(f) any agreement shall be subject to the approval by
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

3.—Scope.
This Award shall apply to employees employed by the
Western Australian Lamb Marketing Board at its packing
plant located in the premises of Frigoscandia of Spearwood,
on work for which a Classification is set out in Clause
8—Rates of Wages.
4.—Area.
This Award shall operate in the area controlled by the
Western Australian Lamb Marketing Board at Frigoscandia,
Spearwood.
5.—Term.
The term of this Award shall be for a period of six months
beginning from the first pay period on or after the date
hereof.
5A.—Interpretation.
Any reference in this award to the male pronoun or job
descriptions/classifications expressed in the male gender
will be read to mean and include reference to the female
pronoun and females employed in such job descriptions/
classifications.
6.—Copy of Award.
A copy of this Award shall be kept by each employer in
a position accessible to all employees.
7.—Contract of Service.
(1) Except in the case of an employee engaged as a casual
employee in accordance with the provisions of this clause,
the contract of service shall be weekly.
(2) (a) A contract of service to which this award applies
may be terminated in accordance with the provisions of this
clause and not otherwise but this subclause does not operate
so as to prevent any party to a contract from giving a greater
period of notice than is hereinafter prescribed or an
employer and an employee agreeing to waive such notice.
Provided that this subclause does not operate so as to affect
an employer's right to dismiss an employee without notice
for misconduct and an employee so dismissed shall be paid
wages for the time worked up to the time of dismissal only.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to a
contract of service may, on any day, give to the other party
the appropriate period of notice of termination of the
contract prescribed in subclause (5) of this clause and the
contract terminates when that period expires.
Provided that where such notice is given at or before the
commencement of the ordinary hours of duty of any day,
that day shall be counted as the first day of a week of notice
or the day in the case of a day of notice.
(3) In lieu of giving the notice referred to in subclause (2)
of this clause, an employer may pay the employee concerned
his ordinary wages for the period of notice to which he
would otherwise be entitled.
(4) (a) Where an employee leaves his employment:
(i) without giving the notice referred to in subclause
(2) of this clause; or
(ii) having given such notice, before the notice
expires.
he forfeits his entitlement to any moneys owing to him under
this award except to the extent that those moneys exceed his
ordinary wages for the period of notice which should have
been given.
(b) In a case to which paragraph (a) of this subclause
applies:
(i) the contract of service shall, for the purpose of this
award be deemed to have terminated at the last
time at which the employee was last ready, willing
and available for work during ordinary working
hours under the contract; and
(ii) the provisions of subclause (2) of this clause shall
be deemed to have been complied with if the
employee pays to the employer, whether by
forfeiture or otherwise, an amount equivalent to
the employee's ordinary wages for the period of
notice which should have been given.

(5) The period of notice referred to in subclause (2) of this
clause is:—
(a) in the case of a casual employee, one hour;
(b) in any other case—
(i) during the first month of employment under
the contract, one day; and
(ii) after the first month of such employment, one
week.
(6) (a) On the first day of engagement an employee shall
be notified by his employer or by the employer's representative whether the duration of his employment is expected to
exceed one month and, if he is hired as a casual employee,
he shall be advised accordingly.
(b) An employee shall, for the purposes of this Award, be
deemed to be a casual employee—
(i) if the expected duration of the employment is less
than one month; or
(ii) if the notification referred to in paragraph (a) of
this subclause is not given and the employee is
dismissed through no fault of his own within one
month of commencing employment.
(7) The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for
any day not worked upon which the employee is required
to present himself for duty, except when such absence from
work is due to illness and comes within the provisions of
clause 18 of this Award or such absence is on account of
holidays, annual leave, long service leave or bereavement
leave to which the employee is entitled under the provisions
of this Award.
(8) A casual employee shall be paid a proportion of the
ordinary weekly rate of wage prescribed by this Award for
the calling in which he or she is engaged, according to the
number of hours actually worked plus twenty per centum of
that amount with a minimum payment as for seven hours.
(9) A part-time employee, that is an employee who
regularly works for less than forty hours each week, shall
be paid a proportion of the ordinary weekly rate of wage
prescribed by this Award for the calling in which he or she
is engaged, according to the number of ordinary hours
actually worked each week, plus fifteen per centum of that
amount with a minimum payment as for five hours for each
day worked.
7A.—Seasonal Conditions.
(1) General Entitlement:
Any employee other than a casual employee whose
services have been terminated by the employer through no
fault of the employee, and who applies for employment
within two weeks of being next notified by the employer that
work is available, shall be entitled to have credited to him
or her—
(a) any sick leave which stood to the credit of the
employee at the time of termination of his or her
service; and
(b) the accumulated service which stood to the credit
of the employee at the time of termination of his
or her service.
(2) Long Service Leave:
For the purposes of long service leave, such an employee
shall retain his or her continuity of service and shall be
deemed to have applied for and be granted leave without pay
for the period between termination and re-employment
pursuant to Clause 4 of the Government Employees Long
Service Leave General Order No. 763 of 1982.
(3) Notification:
For the purposes of this clause, the publication of an
advertisement in the Public Notices section of a daily
newspaper with a circulation throughout Western Australia
shall constitute notification of an employee where the
advertisement calls for applications for employment for the
classification held by that employee at the time of the
employee's termination.
(4) Unsuccessful Application:
Subject to subclause (5), where an employee applies for
re-employment as prescribed by subclause (1) hereof but is
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not re-employed the entitlement conferred by that subclause
shall be preserved until such time as the employee fails to
apply for re-employment in accordance with subclause (1)
when notified.
(5) Time Limit:
The entitlement conferred by subclause (1) hereof shall
lapse if the period between termination and re-employment
exceeds 5 years.
8.—Rates of Wages.
(1) Rates:
The following shall be the minimum rates of wages paid
to employees covered by this award:
$
(a) General Butcher (including employees
required or permitted to perform the
duties of a General Butcher
346.40
(b) Band Saw Operator
335.30
(c) Process Employee
309.70
A Process Employee shall be competent to carry out
any or all of the following duties: wrap and pack meat
as requested; trim offal and meat as required; operate
a strapping machine; operate a vacuum packing
machine; maintain and/or record production details as
required; place stencils, labels on cartons as required;
work in a chiller/cold room; and any general duties as
may be directed
(2) Divisor:
Payment of hourly wages shall be calculated on the basis
of a 40 hour divisor.
(3) Junior Employees:
Junior employees shall be paid the minimum weekly rates
based on the percentage of the total wage applicable to the
adult classification for the work being performed.
%
Under 18 years of age
60
18 to 19 years of age
70
19 to 20 years of age
80
20 to 21 years of age
90
8A.—Allowances.
(1) Leading Hand's Allowance:
An employee who is placed in charge of more than two
other employees for not less than one day shall be paid the
following weekly Leading Hand's Allowance for all
purposes—
$
3 to 10 people
12.00
11 to 20 people
18.70
More than 21 people
24.60
(2) Pro-rata Entitlement:
Where entitlement to an allowance depends upon the
performance of particular duties and an employee performs
those duties for less than a full week, the extent of the
employee's entitlement to the allowance shall be determined
in accordance with the principles prescribed by Clause
9.—Mixed Functions.
9.—Mixed Functions.
Where an employee performs duties of more than one
classification he or she shall be paid at the higher
classification rate:
(1) For the time he or she performed the duties of the
higher classification, with a minimum of one hour,
where he or she performed the duties of the higher
classification for two hours or less in the day;
(2) For the day, where he or she performed the duties
of the higher classification for more than two
hours in the day; or
(3) For the week, where he or she is engaged on duties
at the higher classification rate for more than three
days in that week.
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10.—Hours.
(1) Ordinary Hours:
(a) The ordinary working hours shall be an average
of 38 hours per week to be worked in accordance
with Clause 10A.—Postered Time Off, and shall
not exceed 8 in any one day Monday to Friday
inclusive.
(b) Ordinary hours in any day shall be consecutive
except for the meal break.
(2) Start and Finish Times:
(a) The starting and finishing time for ordinary hours
shall not be earlier than 6.00 a.m. and shall not be
later than 6.00 p.m. Monday to Friday inclusive.
(b) Starting and finishing times shall be mutually
agreed between the employer and employee.
(c) The employer shall place in a prominent place in
each section of the establishment a roster showing
such agreed starting and finishing times of all
employees in that section.
(d) The employer shall give the employee at least
seven days' notice that it seeks to vary the
ordinary starting and/or finishing times.
(e) Any dispute arising from this subclause shall be
referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
(3) Shift Workers:
This clause is subject to Clause 14.—Shift Work.
10A.—Rostered Time Off.
(1) Entitlement:
Employees shall take their rostered time off in the
following manner—
(a) During the period from 1 September to 31
December in any year, employees will accrue two
hours per week towards four rostered days off to
be taken at the employer's discretion over the
Christmas-New Year and/or Easter holiday periods or such other times as may be agreed between
the employer and the employee.
(b) During the period from 1 January to 31 August in
any year:
(i) the ordinary hours of work shall not exceed
six hours on Friday, with payment for
Fridays calculated as 20% of the weekly rate
of wage for each classification;
(ii) employees may continue to work for up to six
hours on a Friday before a meal break of at
least 30 minutes is required.
(2) Implementation:
Rostered days off shall be taken with payment for each
rostered day off calculated as 20% of the weekly rate of
wage for each classification.
(3) Resignation or Termination:
Any accrued rostered time off not taken shall be paid out
upon resignation or termination.
(4) Service:
(a) Time spent on annual leave or long service leave
shall not be treated as service for the purposes of
this clause.
(b) Where an employee is absent from work for a
period in which the employee is in receipt of
workers' compensation:
(i) where the period is less than one complete 20
day work cycle, the employee will continue
to accrue time towards and be paid for the
next rostered day off following such absence;
(ii) where the period exceeds one complete 20
day work cycle, the employee will not
continue to accrue rostered time off; and
(iii) where the period is less than one complete 20
day work cycle and a rostered day off falls
within that period, the employee will not be
re-rostered for an additional day off.

(5) Other Leave:
Where an employee has already been granted a rostered
day off on a particular day, he or she shall not be entitled
to sick leave or compassionate leave in substitution for the
rostered day off.
(6) Casual Employees:
This clause shall not apply to casual employees.
11.—Overtime.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause all time worked
outside of the ordinary working hours shall be paid for at
the rate of:
(a) Time and a half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter if performed in the period between
one and a half hours before the employee's usual
starting time and that starting time and in the
period between the employee's usual finishing
time and midnight;
(b) Double time if performed after midnight on any
day when the time so worked commenced before
that time or if it commenced at or after midnight
but before one and a half hours of the employee's
usual starting time;
(c) Double time if the time so worked commenced at
or after midnight on Friday but before 6.00 a.m.
on Saturday, and in such a case the payment of
double time shall continue until work is completed; and
(d) Time and a half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter with a minimum payment for three
hours if otherwise worked on a Saturday.
(2) All time worked on a Sunday shall be paid for at the
rate of double time, with a minimum payment for three
hours.
(3) All time worked on a holiday prescribed in Clause
17—Holidays, shall be paid for at the rate of double time
and a half, with a minimum payment for three hours.
(4) In calculating overtime each day shall stand alone, and
subject to the provisions of subclause (c) hereof, the
maximum rate payable for that work shall be double the
ordinary rate.
(5) (a) When overtime work is necessary it shall,
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that the
employees have at lest eight consecutive hours off duty
between the work of successive days.
(b) An employee (other than a casual employee) who
works so much overtime between the termination of his
ordinary work on any one day and the commencement of his
ordinary work on the next day that he has not had at least
eight consecutive hours off duty between those times shall,
subject to this subclause, be released after completion of
such overtime until he has had eight consecutive hours off
duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring
during such absence.
(6) The employer may require any employee to work
reasonable overtime, and such employee shall work overtime in accordance with such requirement.
12.—Meal Money.
(1) An employee required to work overtime for more than
two hours, on any day shall be supplied with a meal by the
employer or be paid $5.10 by the employer for a meal.
(2) If the amount of overtime required to be worked
necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer shall
supply such meal or pay to the employee the sum of $3.60
for each such second or subsequent meal.
(3) No such meals need to be provided or payments need
to be made to employees living in the same locality as their
place of employment who can reasonably return home for
such meals.
13.—Meal Times and Breaks.
(1) Entitlement to Meal Breaks:
(a) An employee shall not be required to work for
more than Five hours without a break for a meal.

(b) This subclause is subject to paragraph (b) of
subclause (1) of Clause 10A.—Rostered Time
Off.
(2) Conditions:
(a) The meal break shall be not less than thirty
minutes and not more than one hour.
(b) Notwithstanding subclause (1) of this clause, the
duration of the normal meal break and the time at
which it is to be taken shall be mutually arranged
between the employer and employee, provided
that, in any event, an employee shall not be
required to work for more than 6 hours without a
meal break.
(c) When an employee is required by the employer to
work during the employee's normal meal break or
any portion thereof, the employee shall be paid at
double the rate to which the employee would
otherwise be entitled until such meal break is
taken.
(d) Shift employees shall be allowed half an hour for
a meal break which shall be treated as time
worked for all other purposes.
(3) Smoko Breaks:
(a) Each employee shall be allowed a break of 15
minutes in the period worked before a meal break
and a break of 15 minutes in the period worked
after the meal break to be taken at such times as
are mutually arranged between the employer and
the employee concerned. Such breaks shall be
treated as time worked for all other purposes.
(b) An employee who is required to work overtime
shall be allowed a break of at least 15 minutes:
(i) at the ordinary starting time if the employee
commences work at least one hour before the
ordinary starting time; and
(ii) at his or her ordinary finishing time if the
overtime is to exceed one and a half hours;
and
(iii) after every two hours' continuous work
outside the ordinary hours.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b)
hereof a member of the livestock and stockyard
gang required to work overtime shall be entitled
to a 15 minute break at 5.00 p.m.
14.—Shift Work.
(1) An employee may work his establishment on shifts but
before doing so shall give notice of his intention to the
industrial union of employees party to this Award and of the
intended starting and finishing times of the ordinary working
hours of the intended shift or shifts.
(2) An employer shall not require an employee to work
on shifts other than day shift, if an employee has a justifiable
reason for not so working.
(3) (a) Where any particular process is carried out on
shifts, other than day shift and less than five consecutive
afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked on that
process, then employees employed on such afternoon or
night shifts shall be paid at overtime rates.
(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be
broken under die preceding paragraph by reason of the fact
that work on the process is not carried out on a Saturday or
Sunday or any holiday.
(4) The ordinary hours of work for a shift employee shall
be 40 per week to be worked in five shifts of eight hours per
shift Monday to Friday both inclusive. Provided that when
a system of three consecutive shifts is being worked the
ordinary hours of the last shift for the week may finish not
later than 8.00 a.m. on a Saturday.
(5) For the purpose of this clause shifts shall be of three
classes namely, afternoon shift, night shift and morning
shift.
"Afternoon Shift" means a shift which finishes after
8.00 p.m. and at or before midnight.

"Night Shift" means a shift which finishes after midnight
and before 12.00 noon.
"Morning Shift" means a shift which finishes at or after
12.00 noon and before 2.00 p.m.
Provided that morning shifts may only be worked on a one
shift system. Shifts shall be deemed to be worked on a one
shift system when any part of the ordinary working hours
falls outside of the spread of hours of ordinary hours
prescribed in Clause 10—Hours, but is not part of a two or
three shift system.
(6) An employee when on afternoon or night shift shall
be paid for each such shift 15 per centum more than his
ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by this Award.
(7) An employee when on morning shift shall be paid at
the rate of time and one half for all time worked before
6.30 a.m.
(8) An employee who is required to work on night shift
without being allowed to rotate shifts weekly so that at least
one week in every three cosecutive weeks is work on a shift
other than night shift shall be paid 25 per centum more than
his ordinary rate of wage as prescribed by this Award.

16.—Holidays.
(1) Subject to clause 11—Overtime, and the provisions
of this clause, the following days or the days observed in lieu
thereof, shall be allowed as holidays without deduction of
pay, namely—
New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1)
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing
Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Hiesday. In each case the
substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(3) Any employee who is absent from work on the
working day before or on the working day after a holiday
without reasonable excuse or without the consent of the
employer shall not be entitled to payment for the holiday.
(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
or part-time employees.

(2) If any award holiday falls within an employee's period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case
of that employee would have been an ordinary working day,
there shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid
(3) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work except time for which he is entitled to claim sick
pay or time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed
by this Award, shall not count for the purpose of determining
his right to annual leave.
(4) Where the employee and the employer agree (neither
party being under any obligation to agree), and provided that
the union does not object in writing to that agreement, then
notwithstanding any other provision in this clause, annual
leave may be taken in periods of less than 4 consecutive
weeks, provided that:
(a) one period is of at least 2 weeks duration;
(b) a further period is of at least 1 weeks duration;
(c) where the employee is entitled to accrue rostered
days off pursuant to a 38 hour week order ratified
by the Commission, no period of less than one
week's duration shall be taken unless the employee has accrued insufficient rostered days off
to cover that period; and
(d) any leave taken pursuant to this subclause shall be
paid the ordinary rate of wage as defined in
subclause (7) of this clause.
(5) If after one month's continuous service in any
qualifying twelve monthly period, an employee lawfully
leaves his employment or his employment is terminated by
the employer through no fault of the employee, the
employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' pay at his ordinary rate
of wage as prescribed by subclause (7) of this Award
(excluding shift work allowances and the 1772 per cent
loading) in respect of each completed week of continuous
service.
(6) In addition to any payment to which he may be entitled
under subclause (5) of this clause, an employee whose
employment terminates after he has completed a twelve
monthly qualifying period and who has not been allowed the
leave prescribed under this award in respect of that
qualifying period, shall be given payment in lieu of that
leave or, in a case to which subclause (4) of this clause
applies, in lieu of so much of that leave as has not been
allowed, unless—
(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct;
and
(b) the misconduct for which he has been dismissed
occurred prior to the completion of that qualifying
period.
(7) For the purpose of this clause except as provided in
subclause (5) thereof:
the ordinary rate of wage for an employee on time work
shall be his ordinary rate (including any leading hands
allowance), as prescribed by Clause 8—Rates of
Wages, of this Award and any allowance to which the
employee is entitled for shift work as prescribed by this
Award, at the time of taking annual leave, or a loading
of 1772 per centum, whichever is the greater.
(8) Annual leave shall be taken within 12 months of being
due.
(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
or part-time employees.
(10) By agreement between the worker, employer and the
Union, an employee being employed by an employer for a
portion only of a year may be permitted to proceed on
Annual Leave and to receive such leave plus loading as is
proportionate to his length of service.

17.—Annual Leave.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four
consecutive weeks leave with payment of ordinary wages as
prescribed shall be allowed annually to an employee by his
employer after a period of twelve months continuous service
with such employer.

18.—Absence through Sickness.
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
his place of employment during the ordinary hours of work
by reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to
payment during such absence in accordance with the
following provisions.

15.—Time and Wages Record.
(1) The employer shall provide a time book or time sheet
to be kept where the employees usually commence work, in
which each worker shall enter his starting and finishing time
each day and such entries shall be signed by the employee
each day. Any system of automatic recording by means of
machine shall be deemed to comply with this provision to
the extent of the information recorded.
(2) The employer shall keep records where the employee
usually commences work showing—
(a) the name, address and age of each employee;
(b) the occupation of each employee;
(c) the time worked by each employee;
(d) the wages and overtime paid therefor;
(3) Such records shall be open for inspection by an
authorised union official and such an official making an
inspection shall be entitled to take a copy of entries in the
time book or time sheet and wages record during working
hours.
(4) If, for any reason, the wages records be not available
when the authorised union official calls to inspect them, they
shall be made available for inspection within 24 hours or a
later time specified by the official, such time not to exceed
seven days.

(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrae at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with
the employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer, an employee is absent on the ground of personal
ill health or injury for a period longer than his entitlement
to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of
that year of service, or at the time the employee's services
terminate, if before the end of that year of service, to the
extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid
sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and
subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the
absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds
the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year
at the time of the absence. Provided that a employee shall
not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding
ten weeks in any one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall, as soon as reasonably practicable,
advise the employer of his inability to attend for work, the
nature of his illness or injury and the estimated duration of
the absence. Provided that such advice, other than in
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer
within 24 hours of the commencement of the absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the
employer may reasonably require provided that the employee shall not be required to produce a certificate from a
medical practitioner with respect to absences of two days or
less unless after two such absences in any year of service
the employer requests in writing that the next and
subsequent absences in that year if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when he is
absent on annual leave and an employee may apply for and
the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid
annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the employee
was confined to his place of residence or a hospital as a
result of his personal ill health or injury for a period of seven
consecutive days or more and he produces a certificate from
a registered medical practitioner that he was so confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve
the employee of the obligation to advise the employer in
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable
to attend for work on the working day next following his
annual leave.
(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
employee was entitled at the time he proceeded on annual
leave and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a
day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
this subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent
to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another
time mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee
or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's next
period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then,
be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause
17—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in
Clause 17.—Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been
paid with respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation Act nor to employees whose

injury or illness is the result of the employee's own
misconduct.
(7) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees or part-time employees.
19.—Bereavement Leave.
(1) A employee shall, on the death within Australia of a
spouse/de facto spouse, mother, father, brother, sister, child
or step-child, mother-in-law, father-in-law, of the employee
be entitled to leave up to and including the day of the funeral
of such relation, and such leave, for a period not exceeding
the number of hours worked by the employee into two
ordinary working days shall be without deduction of pay.
(2) The right to such leave shall be dependent on
compliance with the following conditions:—
(a) The employee shall give the employer notice of
his intention to take such leave as soon as
reasonably practicable after the death of such
relation.
(b) The employee shall furnish proof of such death to
the satisfaction of the employer.
(c) The employee shall not be entitled to leave under
this clause during any period in respect of which
he has been granted any other leave.
20.—Long Service Leave.
The conditions governing the granting of Long Service
Leave to Government Wages Employees, shall apply to
employees covered by this Award.
21.—Under-Rate Employees
Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity is—
(a) unable to earn the minimum wage may be paid
such lesser wage as may from time to time be
agreed upon in writing between the union and the
employer.
(b) In the event of no agreement being arrived at the
matter may be referred to the Board of Reference
for determination.
(c) After application has been made to the Board and
pending the Board's decision, the employee shall
be entitled to work for and be employed at the
proposed lesser rate.
22.—Clothing.
Employees required to wear clean outer clothing and a
clean head covering shall be provided with such by the
employer subject to the following conditions.
(1) The employer shall arrange for the laundering of such
items free of charge to the employee.
(2) All clothing and caps are to be issued in the
employee's time and returned by the employee, as required
by the employer, in the employees time upon completion of
each day's work.
(3) The employer shall be responsible for maintaining the
clothing in a clean and state of good repair and the same
clothing originally issued to the employee shall be supplied
to him each day or as required.
(4) If an employee wilfully damages or fails to return
clothing as required, the employer may recover from that
employee the cost of replacing such items of clothes so
damaged or not so returned, or may deduct such cost less
fair wear and tear from moneys payable to such employee.
23.—General Conditions.
(1) The employer shall provide suitable dressing rooms
containing sufficient lockers for all employees except
casuals when required, also full provisions for the drying of
wet clothes.
(2) The employer shall provide suitable dining room with
sufficient hot water for making of tea, etc., also sufficient
tables and seating accommodation for all employees.
(3) Sufficient hot and cold showers shall be provided.

(4) No junior employee shall be permitted to work in a
chamber with a temperature below zero Celsius. "Chamber" shall mean any room artificially cooled.
(5) No employee shall be required or permitted to work
in a processing or packing room when the temperature is
lower than 7 degrees Celsius.
(6) Employees, when over heated through working
outside, shall be allowed to cool down before entering the
cold chambers.
(7) All employees shall be paid weekly and in the time
of the employer not later than Thursday in each week.
(8) There shall be a person qualified in first aid readily
available in each works section to attend to any injuries
sustained by any employee. Such a person appointed by the
employer shall receive a First Aid Allowance of $6.50 per
week.
The provisions of the subclause shall be deemed to be
satisfied if the employer employs a full time first aid officer
or nurse.
(9) The employer shall supply when required reasonable
transport to any injured employee, without cost to the
employee.
(10) (a) Waterproof boots, aprons and caps shall be issued
to employees employed on pressure sprays, employees
hosing and washing down floors and employees washing
offal.
(b) A waterproof apron shall be issued to trimmers of offal
as and when required.
(11) Each employee's wages shall be enclosed in an
envelope on or in which shall be shown the name of the
employee, the period of service, ordinary time worked,
overtime worked and other penalties and any other
deductions.
(12) The employer shall maintain an adequate first aid kit
in each section of its establishment accessible to employees
at all times. Such kit shall include as a minimum:
(a) Cotton wool swabs in plastic bag—2 bags.
(b) Assorted sizes of self-adhesive dressings—1/2
dozen.
(c) Unmedicated sterile gauze dressings—
small 5 cm—6
medium 7.5 cm—6
(d) Gauze bandages (roller type)—
2.5 cm—3
5 cm—3
(e) Individually wrapped elastic dressing strips—3
(f) Triangular bandages
(g) Antiseptic—1 x 100 ml bottle Centrimide 1 in
1000 strength
(h) One roll of plastic adhesive strapping 2.5cm wide
(e.g. SLEEK)
(i) Safety pins
(j) Small unbreakable bowl
(k) Scissors—pointed—1 pair
(1) Tweezers—1 pair
(m) One packet of eye pads
(n) Box of rubber finger stalls
(13) No employee, other than an employee specifically
engaged for the task, shall be required to clean out toilets
or change rooms.
(14) (a) No adult female employee shall be required or
permitted to lift a weight in excess of 23 kilograms.
(b) No junior female employee shall be required or
permitted to lift a weight in excess of 16 kilograms.
(15) No junior male employee shall be permitted to lift
weights in excess of the following:—
Under 16 years of age—18 kilograms
Under 17 years of age—27 kilograms
Under 18 years of age—36 kilograms

24. Right of Entry.
(1) Right of Entry:
On notifying the employer or the manager of the
employer's establishment at which employees, whose
conditions of work are subject to this award, are employed,
the union secretary or any officer duly authorised by the
union for the purpose of this award shall have the right to
visit the establishment at any time when work is being
carried out by employees subject to the award and to
interview such employees. Subject to subclause (2), such
right shall not be exercised more than once in any week other
than by the consent of the employer.
(2) Additional Visits:
In the case of a disagreement existing or anticipated
concerning any of the provisions of this award, the union
secretary or duly authorised officer of the union, on
notifying the employer or manager of the employer's
establishment shall have the right to enter the business
premises of the employer to view the work the subject of
any disagreement.
(3) Undue Interference:
The right of entry exercised by the secretary of the union
or an authorised union official shall not unduly interfere
with work.
25.—Breakdowns.
The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for any
day or portion of a day upon which an employee cannot be
usefully employed because of any strike by the union or
unions affiliated with it, or by any other association or union
or through the breakdown of the employer's machinery or
any stoppage of work by any cause which in either case the
employer cannot reasonably prevent.
26.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave:
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her
confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months' continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause:—
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee
but shall not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.
(2) Period of leave and commencement of leave:
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period
of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall include a period
of 6 weeks' compulsory leave to be taken
immediately before the presumed date of confinement and a period of 6 weeks' compulsory leave
to be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, give notice
in writing to her employer stating the presumed
date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks'
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
confinement occurring earlier than the presumed
date.
(3) Transfer to a safe-job:
(a) Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical
practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the
pregnancy or hazards connected with the work
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assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for
the employee to continue at her present work, the
employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on
the conditions attaching to that job until the
commencement of maternity leave.
(b) If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may, or the employer may require the
employee to, take leave for such period as is
certified necessary by a duly qualified medical
practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as
maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7),
(8), (9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of period of maternity leave:
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be
lengthened once only, save with the agreement of
the employer, by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of maternity leave:
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of a worker
terminates other than by the birth of a living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be right of the employee
to resume work at a time nominated by the
employer which shall not exceed 4 weeks from the
date of notice in writing by the employee to the
employer that she desires to resume work.
(6) Special maternity leave and sick leave:
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled,
either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave,
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity
leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9)
hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) A employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave, or, in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3),
to the position she held immediately before such
transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available, for which the
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employee is qualified and the duties of which she
is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to
a position as nearly comparable in status and
salary or wage to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity leave and other leave entitlements:
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed
52 weeks,—
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction
with maternity leave, take any annual leave or
long service leave or any part thereof to which she
is then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of maternity leave on employment:
Notwithstanding any award or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Termination of employment:
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
(10) Return to work after maternity leave:
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which
she held immediately before such transfer. Where
such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable
of performing, she shall be entitled to a position
as nearly comparable in status and salary or wage
to that of her former position.
(11) Replacement workers:
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall
inform that person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under this clause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the
employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this clause except
where her employment continues beyond the 12
months' qualifying period.
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27.—Trade Union Training Leave.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Clause:
(a) The employer shall grant paid leave of absence to
employees who are nominated by their union to
attend short courses conducted by the Australian
Trade Union Training Authority.
(b) Paid leave of absence shall also be granted to
attend similar courses or seminars as from time to
time approved by agreement between the parties.
(2) An employee shall be granted up to a maximum of five
days paid leave per calendar year for trade union training or
similar courses or seminars as approved. However, leave of
absence in excess of five days and up to ten days may be
granted in any one calendar year provided that the total leave
being granted in that year and in the subsequent year does
not exceed ten days.
(3) (a) Leave of absence will be granted at the ordinary
rate of pay and shall not include shift allowances, penalty
rates or overtime.
(b) Where a public holiday or rostered day off (including
a rostered day off as a result of working a 38 hour week)
falls during the duration of a course, a day off in lieu of that
day will not be granted.
(4) Subject to subclause (3) of this clause shift workers
attending a course shall be deemed to have worked the shifts
they would have worked had leave not been taken to attend
the course.
(5) The granting of leave pursuant to the provisions of
subclause (1) of this clause is subject to the operation of the
organisation not being unduly affected and to the convenience of the employer.
(6) (a) Any application by an employee shall be submitted
to the employer for approval at least four weeks before the
commencement of the course, provided that the employer
may agree to a lesser period of notice.
(b) All applications for leave shall be accompanied by a
statement from the relevant union indicating that the
employee has been nominated for the course, lite application shall provide details as to the subject, commencement
date, length of course, venue and the authority which is
conducting the course.
(7) A qualifying period of 12 months in Government
employment shall be served before an employee is eligible
to attend courses or seminars of more than a half day
duration. An employer may, where special circumstances
exist, approve an application to attend a course or seminar
where an employee has less than 12 months Government
service.
(8) (a) The employer shall not be liable for any expenses
associated with an employee's attendance at trade union
training courses.
(b) Leave of absence granted under this clause shall
include any necessary travelling time in normal working
hours immediately before or after the course.
28.—Leave to Attend Union Business.
(1) (a) The employer shall grant paid leave during
ordinary working hours to an employee,
(i) who is required to give evidence before any
Industrial Tribunal;
(ii) who as a union nominated representative of the
employees is required to attend negotiations
and/or conferences between the union and employer;
(iii) when prior agreement between the union and
employer has been reached for the employee to
attend official union meetings preliminary to
negotiations or industrial hearings;
(iv) who as a union nominated representative of the
employees is required to attend joint union/
management consultative committees or working
parties.
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(b) The granting of leave pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
subclause shall only be approved.
(i) where an application for leave has been submitted
by an employee a reasonable time in advance;
(ii) for the minimum period necessary to enable the
union business to be conducted or evidence to be
given;
(iii) for those employees whose attendance is essential;
(iv) when the operation of the organisation is not being
unduly affected and the convenience of the
employer impaired.
(2) (a) Leave of absence will be granted at the ordinary
rate of pay.
(b) The employer shall not be liable for any expenses
associated with an employee attending to union business.
(c) Leave of absence granted under this Clause shall
include any necessary travelling time in normal working
hours.
(3) (a) Nothing in this Clause shall diminish the existing
arrangements relating to the granting of paid leave for union
business.
(b) An employee shall not be entitled to paid leave to
attend union business other than as prescribed by this
Clause.
(c) The provisions of this Clause shall not apply to special
arrangements made between the parties which provide for
unpaid leave for employees to conduct union business.
(4) The provisions of this Clause shall not apply when an
employee is absent from work without the approval of the
employer.
29.—Deduction of Union Subscriptions.
(1) The employer shall deduct normal subscriptions as
equal amounts each pay period.
(2) Payroll Deduction Authority forms shall be completed
by employees. Where the employer requires a standard
procuration form, that form shall be used.
(3) Where required by the employer or union, the Union
Secretary, or person acting in his/her stead, shall countersign
all forms and forward them to the employer's paymaster.
(4) (a) The employer shall commence deduction of
subscriptions from the first full pay period following receipt
of a completed Payroll Deduction Authority form and
continue deducting throughout the employee's period of
employment, except as provided in subclause (5) of this
Clause or until the authority is cancelled in writing by the
employee;
(b) Where the Payroll Deduction Authority form authorises the employer to deduct union subscriptions in
accordance with the rules of the Union, the Union shall
notify the employer in writing of the level of union
subscription to be deducted. The employer shall implement
any change to union subscriptions no later than one month
after being notified by the Union except where the Union
nominates a later date.
(5) (a) The collection of any nomination fee, arrears,
levies or fines are not the responsibility of the employer.
(b) Where a deduction is not made from an employee in
any pay period, either inadvertently or as a result of an
employee not being entitled to wages sufficiently to cover
the subscription, it shall be the employee's responsibility to
settle the outstanding amount with the Union direct.
(6) The employer shall not make any deduction of
subscriptions from an employee's termination pay on
termination of service, other than normal deductions for the
preceding pay period.
(7) The employer shall forward contributions deducted,
together with supporting documentation, to the relevant
union party to this award at such intervals as are agreed
between the employer and the Union.
30.—New Technology.
(1) (a) Where an employer introduces equipment which
reduces the number of tally employees required to maintain
the previous rate of production, the employer shall receive

the financial benefit of the introduction of that equipment
and the union and employer shall negotiate and reach
agreement so that the remaining tally employees continue
to receive payment as if the tally employees replaced by the
equipment continued to work and receive payment.
(b) Notwithstanding subclause (a) hereof, the employer
and the union shall negotiate and reach agreement on an
appropriate adjustment to compensate the remaining tally
employees where the equipment is inefficient or requires
additional or more difficult tasks to be performed.
(2) As a consequence of the introduction of such
equipment, the employer and the union may agree that the
existing tally system is inappropriate and may negotiate and
introduce another incentive system of payment subject to
ratification by the Industrial Relations Commission.
(3) Any dispute arising out of this clause may be referred
by either party to the Industrial Relations Commission for
determination.
31.—Skills Acquisition.
(1) Establishment of Skill Level:
(a) The parties to this award shall determine the
appropriate range of skills applicable to each
classification level.
(b) Each employee shall be paid the wage rate
specified for a classification level defined in
accordance with paragraph (a) hereof.
(c) The level of skills possessed by each employee
shall be determined by training standards, certification and experience in accordance with subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause.
(d) "Experience" for the purpose of this clause,
means skills gained in an industry or occupation
or away from work and which are recognised
within the classification structure.
(2) Training Standards:
(a) Where relevant training standards have been
developed by the appropriate State Training
Authority, those standards shall be adopted in
respect of matters relating to training in the
industries and callings covered by this award.
(b) Where relevant national training standards have
been registered by the National Training Board,
those standards shall be adopted with respect to
matters relating to training in the industries and
classifications covered by this award.
(c) Where relevant training standards have been
developed by the appropriate State Training
Authority or registered by the National Training
Board, the parties to this award shall establish the
standards to be adopted with respect to matters
relating to training in the industries and classifications covered by this award.
(d) "Training Standards" for the purposes of this
clause shall include, but not be limited to, the
following—
(i) the standards and competencies of skills
required for each classification;
(ii) curricula development;
(iii) training courses;
(iv) articulation and accreditation requirements
for both on and off the job training;
(v) on the job training guidelines.
(e) "Appropriate State Training Authority" for the
purposes of this clause shall mean an authority
created in the State of Western Australia, whether
by statute or otherwise, and agreed by the parties
to this award as developing training standards and
accrediting training and vocational education in
accordance with this clause.

(3) Training Standards, Vocational Education and Accreditation:
All training and vocational education for the purpose of
imparting skills corresponding to the classification structure
of this award shall be-—
(a) consistent with the training standards established
in accordance with subclause (2) hereof;
(b) of a form which is recognised for the purpose of
attainment or contributory towards the attainment
of an accredited vocational education qualification; and
(c) accredited by the appropriate State Training
Authority; or,
(d) in the absence of an appropriate State Training
Authority, agreed by the parties to this award as
adequate in meeting the requirements of this
subclause.
32.—Employee Counselling.
(1) Procedure:
Where an employer needs to counsel an employee, the
following procedure shall be followed:
(a) Counselling:
(i) In the event that the conduct of an employee
is unsatisfactory, the employee's immediate
supervisor, or any other officer so authorised,
may exercise the employer's right to counsel
the employee so that the employee understands the nature and implications of his or
her actions.
(ii) The first warning, if given verbally, shall be
confirmed in writing as soon as practicable.
(iii) Any second warning shall be given in the
presence of a Union delegate and confirmed
in writing.
(b) Dismissal:
Should it be necessary to warn an employee for
a third time, the contract of service may be
terminated in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 7.—Contract of Service, of this award.
Such notice shall be given in the presence of a
Union delegate.
(2) Misconduct:
The procedure described in subclause (1) hereof is
intended to preserve the rights of the individual employee,
but shall not limit the right of the employer to summarily
dismiss an employee for misconduct.
33.—Dispute Settlement Procedure.
(1) Commitment:
The employer shall expeditiously deal with any difference
that may arise between itself and the Union or its members
and the Union and its members shall seek to resolve the
differences with the employer without resort to industrial
action.
(2) Procedure:
Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act,
any grievance, complaint, claim or dispute, or any matter
which is likely to result in a dispute, between the employer
and the Union or the employer and the employees, shall be
settled in accordance with the procedures set out in Schedule
2 of this award as they relate to specific work places.
(3) Adherence to Undertakings:
Where agreement has been reached to resolve a dispute,
the employer and the union will ensure that any undertakings given are fulfilled.
(4) Notice of Proposed Changes:
(a) Adequate notice of any changes to custom,
practice or procedures will be given to the other
party. The notice period shall allow sufficient time
for either party to discuss the proposals with his
or her superiors or fellow employees.
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(b) Where the Union proposes the change, such notice
will be directed to the Establishment Manager.
Where the employer proposes the change, such
notice will be directed to the Union Secretary
and/or shed delegate.
(c) In the event of a dispute arising over proposed
changes, no change shall occur until the matter has
been resolved through the observance of the
relevant dispute settlement procedure.
(5) Failure to Reach Resolution:
This clause shall not prejudice the right of any party or
individual in dispute to:
(a) refer the matter for resolution by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission; or
(b) after following the relevant dispute settlement
procedure, take further action.
(6) Safety Issues:
This clause shall not affect the operation of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1987, and shall not
apply to any issue which is covered by the provisions of that
Act.
(7) Mechanical and Safety Problems:
(a) When mechanical problems have been reported to
the supervisor, the employer will ensure that
urgent attention is given to such matters. The
employer will report back to the delegate within
7 days of the report.
(b) When safety problems have been reported to the
supervisor by the safety representative, the employer will ensure that urgent attention is given to
such matters. The employer will report back to the
safety representative within 7 days of the report.
Schedule 1
Draft Consultative Committee Constitution
Preamble
Union and Management are committed to improved and
effective consultation in the workplace. Both parties agree
that consultation will provide Union members with an
opportunity to participate in decisions which impact on their
working lives and support the principle of consultation.
Management and Union also agree that effective consultation is dependent upon:
— information sharing
— facilities and training for committee members
— commitment from both sides
It is therefore agreed that the establishment of an
Employee/Management Consultative Committee is the most
appropriate method whereby the above principles can be
practised and upheld.
Objectives of the Committee:
The objectives of the Committee will be:
— to increase the quality of working life for all
company employees particularly in the areas of
job design, skill formation, training and the
working environment, both physical and mental
— to improve job security, productivity and efficiency of the company
— to increase the competitiveness of the company
and its products, both nationally and internationally.
Terms of Reference:
The following matters should be discussed at the
Committee:
(1) Future plans.
(2) Current market conditions and general conditions
of the industry as they impact directly upon the
enterprise (which discussions would remain on a
general level).
(3) The introduction of new technology/machines or
new or revised work methods and the associated
planning of layout, training, job numbers, skill
requirements, etc.
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(4) Company Training Plans developed in accordance
with the award.
(5) Operational practices and organisational change.
(6) Any other matters raised by employees or Management which impact on the employees or the
efficiency of the enterprise other than those
matters raised in the following section—Matters
Requiring Central Union Involvement.
Where appropriate, decisions made and agreements
reached should be provided to management as recommendations, to enable decisions made by the enterprise to take into
account the views of the employees.
Matters Requiring Central Union/Government Involvement:
Where a matter, e.g. Occupational Health and Safety, is
the subject of another specific purpose workplace committee, it would not appropriately be discussed in detail by the
Consultative Committee. Some matters which may be raised
could be related to award areas. For example:
— hours of work (including shift changes)
— penalty rates
— leave loading
— sick leave
— holidays
Any item which is an award matter must be referred to
the Union(s) with members affected by the proposal and to
the relevant government department, and may only be
discussed in the presence of representatives from those
bodies.
Structure:
The Consultative Committee will consist of (number)
employee representatives, selected from the employees by
election conducted by the relevant union, and (number)
Management representatives, at least one of whom will be
a Senior Executive. Provided that at least half of the
Committee are employee representatives and the Committee
is representative of the workforce.
Management and employee representatives shall have
been employed by the employer for at least 12 months.
Subject to this paragraph, committee members shall be
appointed/elected for a 2 year term. Election of the
employee representatives will be conducted by the Union
concerned. Any committee member who ceases to be an
employee of the company, ceases to be on the Committee
and Union/Management will elect/appoint a replacement for
the remainder of the term. After the establishment of the
Committee, half of the Committee shall be selected by lot
to receive a 1 year term so that half the Committee will be
appointed/elected each year. The Committee may invite
other people to attend meetings from time to time.
Meetings:
The Committee will meet in at least 10 months of any
year during paid time in normal working hours for up to four
hours.
Chairperson:
The chair will alternate/rotate between employees and
Management, unless the Committee decides otherwise.
Agenda:
Any member of the Committee may submit agenda items.
An employee representative and a Management representative will meet at least one week prior to the meeting to
prepare and distribute the agenda to members of the
Committee. All relevant written information and documents
should be circulated with the agenda a week before the
meeting.
Minutes:
Committee Member will take the minutes and management will arrange to have them typed and photocopied. An
"Action List" arising out of the meeting will be made
available to the Employee Representatives within one week
of the meeting. The minutes will be formally accepted at the
next meeting of the Committee. A copy of the formally
accepted minutes will be sent to the relevant union offices.

Facilities and Rights for Employee Representatives:
Entitlements to facilities and to time-off where appropriate to prepare for the meetings and for other specific
purposes shall be decided on the recommendation of the
committee.
An employee will not be discriminated against by the
employer or treated unfairly because of being a member of
the Consultative Committee.
Responsibilities of Committee Members:
All Committee Members have the following responsibilities—
(1) To attend all meetings and to give serious
consideration to all matters raised.
(2) To represent the views of their constituents.
Confidentiality and Access to Information:
It is recognised that management will be unable to
provide certain information, due to the fact that the
information could compromise the competitiveness of the
company.
Management shall make every effort to make available
as much information as possible for the effective consideration of issues and for the genuine participation of the
employees in decisions. At all times the spirit of genuine
consultation is to be paramount.
Training:
All members of the Committee are entitled to additional
relevant training to ensure they are able to represent their
members and fully participate in the Consultative Committee.
It is agreed that:
(1) Such training for Union Committee members is
separate from, and in addition to, Trade Union
Training Leave.
(2) That the nature and extent of such training will be
agreed between Union and Management before it
is entered into.
(3) That training will be at no financial cost to the
employees concerned.
Schedule 2
Disputes Procedure Form
West Australian Meat Marketing Corporation
IF A DISPUTE OCCURS AND UNLESS A SAFETY
ISSUE IS INVOLVED, WORK WILL CONTINUE
WHILE THESE STEPS ARE FOLLOWED:
In the case of a dispute the employee shall inform his or
her union delegate of the problem.
Step 1.
The union delegate shall discuss
the matter with the Establishment
Supervisor. If the matter cannot
be resolved at this level then Step
2.

Brief Description of
Dispute

Supervisor
Step 2.
The union delegate and Establishment Supervisor refer the
matter to the Establishment Plant
Manager (or his/her nominee). If
no resolution reached then Step
3

Union
Delegate

(Cross 0ut 0ne) Union

Delegate

Resolved
Unresolved
Plant Manager

Step 3.
The union delegate and the Establishment Manager shall
refer the problem to the General Manager and/or his/her
nominee and the Union Secretary and/or his/her nominee.
The General Manager shall reply to the dispute as soon as

is practicable, provided that such reply shall be given within
24 hours of the matter initially being referred to the
employer.
Genera] Manager or nominee, Union Secretary or
nominee were able/unable to resolve dispute
Detail of resolution
Step 4.
Following Steps 1 to 3, if no resolution and either the
employees or employer genuinely believe that the response
of the other is unacceptable then each party reserves the right
to take further action.
Schedule 3
Parties to Award
The following shall be parties to this Award:
The Australasian Meat Industry Employees'
Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Western Australian Branch, Perth
Suite 102, 1st Floor
82 Beaufort Street
PERTH WA 6000
Western Australian Meat Marketing Corporation
823 Wellington Street
PERTH WA 6000

THE ROCK LOBSTER AND PRAWN PROCESSING
AWARD 1978
No. R 24 of 1977.
PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979 the following award has been consolidated and is
published hereunder for general information.
Dated at Perth this 8th day of February, 1994.
J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

The Rock Lobster and Prawn Processing Award 1978.
No. R 24 of 1977.
1.—Title.
This award shall be known as The Rock Lobster and
Prawn Processing Award 1978 and replaces award No. 8 of
1970 as amended.
1A.—State Wage Principles December 1993.
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that
any variation to its terms on or from the 24th day of
December, 1993, including the Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment of up to $8.00 per week, shall not be made
except in compliance with the Principles set down by the
Commission in the Reasons for Decision in Matter No. 1457
of 1993.
1.
1A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2.—Arrangement.
Title
State Wage Principles December 1993
Arrangement
Scope
Area
Term
Definitions
Wages
Hours
Overtime
Additional Rates for Night Work
Contract of Service
Mixed Functions
Holidays

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Payment of Wages
Time and Wages Record
Under-Rate Employees
Inspection By Union
Board of Reference
General Conditions
Cold Chambers
Posting of Award and Union Notices
Long Service Leave
Casual Provisions
District Allowance
Maximum Rate
Incentive Scheme
Meal Breaks
Travelling Facilities
Junior Employees' Certificate
Compassionate Leave
Liberty to Apply
Maternity Leave
Enterprise Agreements
Schedule of Respondents

3.—Scope.
This award shall apply to all employees engaged in the
classifications in clause 7 hereof employed by the respondents in the processing of crustacean and molluscs in shore
establishments.
4.—Area.
This award shall apply throughout the State of Western
Australia.
5.—Term.
The term of this award shall be for a period of two years
from the first pay period on or after the 2nd day of May,
1978.
6.—Definitions.
(1) "Leading Hand" shall mean an employee who is
appointed as such by the employer and who in addition to
his/her ordinary duties is required by the employer to
supervise the work of other employees.
(2) "Grader" shall mean an employee appointed as such
by the employer who is responsible for the correct grading
of product.
(3) "Process Employee" shall mean any employee
engaged in duties other than grading.
(4) "Casual Employee" shall mean any employee
engaged for the Rock Lobster and/or Prawn processing
season.
7.—Wages.
The following shall be the minimum weekly rate of wage
payable to employees covered by this award.
(1) Adult Employees:
Classifications
$
(a) Grader
325.95
(b) Process Employee
312.30
(2) Junior Employees (Graders)
(Per cent of Grader rate per week):
%
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 years and over
Adult Rate
(3) Junior Employees (Process Employees)
(Per cent of Process Employee rate per week): %
Under 16 years of age
50
16 to 17 years of age
60
17 to 18 years of age
70
18 to 19 years of age
80
19 to 20 years of age
90
20 years and over
Adult Rate

(4) Leading Hands (per week extra):
In charge of—
$
(a) Less than three other employees
8.85
(b) Not less than three and not
more than ten other employees
17.75
(c) More than ten but not
more than twenty other
employees
25.90
(d) More than twenty other
employees
34.50
(5) Casual Employees:
Casual employees shall receive 20 per cent in
addition to the ordinary rates prescribed in this
clause for the work performed.
8.—Hours.
(1) The ordinary hours of work shall be an average of 38
per week over any five days of the week worked over any
one of the following cycles:
(a) 38 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 7
consecutive work days; or
(b) 152 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 28
consecutive work days; or
(c) 1,976 hours within a work cycle of one calendar
year provided that for each day in excess of 364
days in a calendar year, 7 hours and 36 minutes
shall be added to 1,976 hours.
(2) Nothing in this clause shall be construed to prevent
an agreement to operate any method of working a 38 hour
week as prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause provided
that agreement is reached in accordance with the procedures
prescribed in Clause 35.—Enterprise Agreements.
(3) In the absence of any agreement reached in accordance
with subclause (2) of this clause the conditions of this clause
shall apply.
(4) (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be worked on
Monday to Friday inclusive, between the hours of 8.00am
and 8.00pm.
9.—Overtime.
(1) All work done beyond the ordinary working hours on
any day Monday to Friday, inclusive, shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one-half for the first two hours and double
time thereafter.
(2) (a) All work performed after twelve noon Saturday or
on Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time.
(b) Work performed on any day prescribed as a holiday
by this award shall be paid at the rate of double time and
a half.
(3) (a) An employee required to work overtime for more
than two hours, without being notified on the previous day
or earlier that he/she will be so required to work, shall be
supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $5.40 for a
meal. If owing to the amount of overtime a second or
subsequent meal is required the employee shall be supplied
with each such meal by the employer or be paid $3.70 for
each meal so required.
(b) If an employee in consequence of receiving such
notice has provided himself/herself with a meal or meals and
is not required to work overtime or is required to work less
overtime than notified, he/she shall be paid the amounts
prescribed above in respect of the meals not then required.
(4) Rest Period
(a) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that
employees have at least eight consecutive hours
off duty between the work of successive days.
(b) An employee (other than a casual employee) who
works so much overtime between the termination
of his/her ordinary work on one day and the
commencement of his/her ordinary work on the
next day that he/she has not at least eight

consecutive hours off duty between these times
shall, subject to this subclause be released after
completion of such overtime until he/she has had
eight consecutive hours off duty without loss of
pay for ordinary working time occurring during
such absence.
(c) If, on the instructions of his/her employer, such an
employee resumes or continues work without
having had such eight consecutive hours off duty,
he/she shall be paid at double time rate until
he/she is released from duty for such period and
he/she shall then be entitled to be absent until
he/she has had eight consecutive hours off duty
without loss of pay for ordinary working time
occurring during such absence.
(5) When an employee is recalled to work after leaving
the job:
(a) He/she shall be paid for at least three hours at
overtime rates.
(b) Time reasonably spent in getting to and from work
shall be counted as time worked.
(6) Notwithstanding anything contained in this award:
(a) An employer may require any employee to work
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such
employee shall work overtime in accordance with
such requirement.
(b) No organisation, party to this award, or employee
or employees covered by this award shall in any
way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to
or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction
upon the working of overtime in accordance with
the requirements of this subclause.
10.—Additional Rates for Night Work.
Where an employee (not being a shift employee) works
any ordinary hours between 8.00pm and 8.00am before and
after an enterprises' usual operating hours he/she shall be
paid 20% in addition to his/her ordinary rate for all such
hours worked.
11.—Contract of Service.
(1) Except in the case of a casual employee, the contract
of hiring of every employee shall be a weekly contract
terminable by one week's notice on either side, given on any
working day or in the event of such notice not being given
by the payment of one week's pay by the employer or the
forfeiture of one week's pay by the employee.
(2) The contract of service for a casual employee shall be
by the hour terminable at any moment by one hour's notice
on either side or in the event of such notice not being given
by the payment of one hour's pay by the employer or the
forfeiture of one hour's pay by the employee.
(3) The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for
any day not worked upon which the employee is required
to present himself/herself for duty, except when such
absence from work is due to illness and comes within the
provisions of clause 15, or such absence is on account of
holidays to which the employee is entitled under the
provisions of this award.
(4) The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for
any day or portion of a day upon which the employee cannot
be usefully employed because of any strike by the union or
unions affiliated with it, or by any other association or union,
or through the breakdown of the employer's machinery or
any stoppage of work by any cause which the employer
cannot reasonably prevent.
(5) Where the provisions of subclause (4) of this clause
apply, and where a employee is on weekly hire, after having
been stood down, is required to report for work and so
reports but is not required to start work, he/she shall be paid
for a minimum of three hours at the appropriate rate.
12.—Mixed Functions.
(1) An employee engaged for more than half of one day
or shift on duties carrying a higher rate than his/her ordinary
classification shall be paid the higher rate for such day or
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shift. If employed for less than half of one day or shift he/she
shall be paid the higher rate for the time so worked.
(2) An employee's regular rate of wage shall not be
reduced whilst he/she is temporarily employed on work
classified with a lower minimum rate.
13.—Holidays.
(1) (a) The following days, or the days observed in lieu
shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays
without deduction of pay, namely: New Year's Day,
Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day,
Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day may
be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties,
in lieu of any of the days named in the subclause.
(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a)
hereof fails on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Monday, and when Boxing
Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be
observed on the next succeeding Thesday. In each case the
substituted day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay
and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday.
(2) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday
under this award the employer's establishment or place of
business may be closed in which case an employee need not
present himself/herself for duty and payment may be
deducted but if work be done ordinary rates of pay shall
apply.
(3) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
14.—Annual Leave.
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of four
consecutive weeks' leave with payment as prescribed in
subclause (2) hereof shall be allowed annually to an
employee by his/her employer after a period of twelve
months' continuous service with that employer.
(2) (a) (i) An employee before going on leave shall be paid
the wages he/she would have received in respect of the
ordinary time he/she would have worked had he/she not
been on leave during the relevant period.
(ii) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof an employee shall,
where applicable have the amount of wages to be received
for annual leave calculated by including the following where
applicable:—
(aa) The rate applicable to him as prescribed in clause
7.—Wages.
(bb) Any other rate to which the employee is entitled
in accordance with his/her contract of employment for ordinary hours of work.
(b) During a period of annual leave an employee shall
receive a loading of 1772% calculated on the rate of wage
prescribed by paragraph (a)(ii)(aa) of this subclause. This
loading shall not apply to proportionate leave payable on
termination.
(3) If any award holiday falls within an employee's period
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case
of that employee would have been an ordinary working day,
there shall be added to the period one day being an ordinary
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid.
(4) (a) If in any qualifying twelve monthly period an
employee leaves his/her employment or his/her employment
is terminated by the employer through no fault of the
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours pay for
each completed week of service in that qualifying period.
(b) In addition any payment to which he/she may be
entitled under paragraph (a) hereof, an employee whose
employment terminates after he/she has completed a twelve
monthly qualifying period and who has not been allowed the
leave prescribed under this award in respect of that
qualifying period shall be given payment in lieu of that leave
or, in a case to which subclause (7) of this clause applies,
in lieu of so much of that leave as has been allowed unless—
(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct;
and
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(ii) the misconduct for which he/she has been dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.
(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent
from work except time for which he/she is entitled to claim
sick pay or time spent on holidays or annual leave as
prescribed by this award shall not count for the purpose of
determining his/her right to annual leave.
(6) In special circumstances and by mutual consent of the
employer, the employee and the Union concerned, annual
leave may be taken in not more than two periods, but no such
period shall be less than one week.
(7) An employee shall be given reasonable notice that
he/she is to take his/her annual leave.
(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.
15.—Sick Leave.
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain at
his/her place of employment during the ordinary hours of
work by reason of personal ill health or injury shall be
entitled to payment during such absence in accord with the
following provisions:
(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of one
sixth of a week for each completed month of service with
the employer.
(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the
employer an employee is absent on the ground of personal
ill health or injury for a period longer than his/her
entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted at
the end of that year of service, or at the time the employee's
services terminate. If before the end of that year of service,
to the extent that the employee has become entitled to
further paid sick leave during that year of service.
(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and
subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the
absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds
the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year
at the time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall
not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding
ten weeks in any one year of service.
(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable
advise the employer of his/her inability to attend for work,
the nature of his/her illness or injury and the estimated
duration of the absence. Provided that such advice, other
than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the
employer within 24 hours of the commencement of the
absence.
(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner dated at the time of the absence or who fails to
supply such other proof of the illness or injury as the
employer may require provided that the employee shall not
be required to produce a certificate from a medical
practitioner with respect to absence of two days or less
unless after two such absences in any year of service the
employer requests that the next and subsequent absences in
that year if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate.
(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers
personal ill health or injury during the time when he/she is
absent on annual leave and an employee may apply for and
the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid
annual leave.
(b) Application for replacement shall be made within
seven days of resuming work and then only if the employee
was confined to his/her place of residence or a hospital as
a result of his/her personal ill health or injury for a period
of seven consecutive days or more and he/she produces a
certificate from a registered medical practitioner that he/she
was so confined. Provided that the provisions of this
paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to
advise the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this
clause if he/she is unable to attend for work on the working
day next following his/her annual leave.

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
employee was entitled at the time he/she proceeded on
annual leave and shall not be made with respect to fractions
of a day.
(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a) and (b) of this
subclause that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the
paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and
the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time
mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee or,
failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's next
period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then,
be paid for in accordance with the provisions of clause
14.—Annual Leave.
(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate
of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in
clause 14.—Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been
paid with respect to the replaced annual leave.
(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one
employer to another and the employee's service has been
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of
clause (2) of the Long Service Leave provisions published
in volume 60 of The Western Australian Industrial Gazette
at pages 1-6, the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the
employee at the date of transmission from service with the
transmittor shall stand to the credit of the employee at the
commencement of service with the transmittee and may be
claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause.
(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to payment
do not apply to employees who are entitled to payment under
the Workers' Compensation Act nor to employees whose
injury or illness is the result of the employee's own
misconduct.
(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.
16.—Payment of Wages.
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly on any day
of the week other than a Saturday or Sunday and not more
than two days' pay shall be kept in hand. Provided that the
timing of payment shall be subject to agreement between the
employer and the majority of employees concerned.
(2) The method of payment of wages may be by cash or
direct transfer of funds into a bank or financial institution
nominated by the employee.
If an employer uses direct transfer as the method of
payment, employees are obliged to comply with this method
provided that they are not disadvantaged by way of the times
of availability of pay.
(3) An employee who lawfully leaves his/her employment
or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be
paid all moneys due to him/her at the termination of his/her
service with the employer, before leaving the employer's
premises or alternatively (except in the case of casual
employees) a cheque for the amount due may be forwarded
to the employee's last known address within 48 hours of
such termination.
17.—Time and Wages Record.
(1) The employer shall keep or cause to be kept a record
or records containing the following particulars—
(a) Full name and address of each employee.
(b) Nature of his/her work.
(c) The starting and finishing times and the hours
worked each day and each week.
(d) The wages and overtime (if any) paid each week.
(e) The age of each junior employee.
Any system of automatic recording by machine shall be
deemed to comply with the provisions to the extent of the
information recorded.
(2) The time and wages record shall be open for
inspection by a duly accredited official of the union during
the usual office hours at the employer's office, or other
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convenient place, and the representative may be allowed to
take extracts therefrom.
18.—Under-Rate Employees.
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or infirmity
is unable to earn the minimum wage may be paid such lesser
wage as may from time to time be agreed upon in writing
between the Union and the employer.
(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the
matter may be referred to the Board of Reference for
determination.
(3) After application has been made to the Board and
pending the Board's decision, the employee shall be entitled
to work for and be employed at the proposed lesser rate.
19.—Inspection by Union.
(1) An accredited representative of the Union shall be
permitted to interview the employees on the business
premises of the employer during non-working times or meal
breaks.
(2) In the case of a dispute between the Union and an
employer which is likely to lead to a cessation of work or
to an application to the Commission and which involves the
inspection of employees, or machines in the process or
production on which such employees are engaged, such
Union representative shall have the right of inspection at any
time during which the employees or machines concerned are
working but this permission shall not be exercised without
the consent of the employer more than once in any one week.
(3) Provided that the duly accredited representative shall
notify the employer beforehand of his/her intention to
exercise his/her rights under this clause.
20.—Board of Reference.
(1) The Commission hereby appoints, for the purposes of
this award, a Board of Reference consisting of a Chairman
and two other members who shall be appointed pursuant to
the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(2) The Board of Reference is hereby assigned the
function of allowing, approving, fixing, determining or
dealing with any matter of difference between the parties in
relation to any matter which, under this award, may be
allowed, approved, fixed, determined or dealt with by a
Board of Reference.
21.—General Conditions.
(1) Where and when practicable, suitable seating accommodation shall be provided for female employees unless it
is physically impossible to carry out work required in a
sitting position.
(2) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their clothing becoming excessively wet
or dirty, they shall be supplied with suitable protective
clothing or material. Such protective clothing or material
shall remain the property of the employer and shall be
returned when required in good order and condition, fair
wear and tear excepted.
(3) Where the conditions of work are such that employees
are unable to avoid their feet becoming excessively wet, the
employer shall, on request, supply free of charge, rubber
boots, or alternatively the employer may pay the allowance
of forty cents per week. Boots supplied by the employer
shall remain the property of the employer and shall be
returned when required, in good order and condition, fair
wear and tear excepted. Provided that an employer shall not
be obliged to supply rubber boots to casual employees but
shall pay the allowance referred to above, to any casual
employee who regularly wears his/her own boots and needs
to do so to avoid his/her feet becoming excessively wet.
(4) Where the conditions of the work being performed
require the use of gloves they shall be supplied, free of cost.
(5) Adequate first aid equipment shall be provided in each
establishment.
(6) Any dispute arising out of the clause may be referred
to a Board of Reference.
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22.—Cold Chambers.
(1) An employee required to work in a freezer chamber
shall be supplied by the employer upon request with a
freezer suit with hood attached, freezer gloves and suitable
freezer boots free of cost. Such equipment shall remain the
property of the employer.
(2) Each freezer chamber shall have an effective safety
catch or alarm system fitted.
(3) An employee shall receive thirty cents for every hour
of which he/she spends twenty minutes or more in a cold
chamber in which the temperature is less than 0° Celsius in
addition to his/her ordinary rate.
23.—Posting of Awards and Union Notices.
(1) An employer shall provide a notice board of
reasonable dimension to be erected in a prominent position
in his/her establishment upon which an accredited union
representative shall be permitted to post formal union
notices, signed or countersigned by the representative
posting them. Any notice posted on such board not signed
or countersigned may be removed by an accredited union
representative or the employer.
(2) A copy of this award if supplied by the union shall
be allowed to be posted on the notice board referred to in
subclause (1) of this clause.
24.—Long Service Leave.
The Long Service Leave provisions in volume 58 of the
Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6
inclusive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to
be part of this award.
25.—Casual Provisions.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 8.—Hours,
Clause 9.—Overtime and Clause 27.—Maximum Rate of
this award, casual employees may be employed on the
seasonal processing of rock lobster, prawns or molluscs
subject to the following conditions:
(1) The ordinary working hours may be worked on
any day of the week.
(2) For all ordinary work performed on days other
than Saturday or Sunday or on holidays referred
to in Clause 13.—Holidays between 8.00pm on
one day and 8.00am the following day, 57 cents
per hour shall be paid in addition to the ordinary
• wage as a casual loading of 20 per cent of the
ordinary wage.
(3) As well as the casual loading of 20 per cent of the
ordinary rate a casual employee shall receive the
following loadings.
For all ordinary work performed:
(a) On Saturday—25 per cent;
(b) On Sunday—50 per cent;
(c) On holidays referred to in Clause 13.—
Holidays—100 per cent shall be paid in
addition to the ordinary wage.
(4) Work performed in excess of 38 hours in any week
shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for
the first eight hours and double time thereafter
together with the casual loading of 20 per cent.
26.—Location Allowances.
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition to
the rates prescribed in the wages clause of this award, an
employee shall be paid the following weekly allowances
when employed in the towns prescribed hereunder. Provided
that where the wages are prescribed as fortnightly rates of
pay, these allowances shall be shown as fortnightly
allowances.
Town
'
Per Week
$
Agnew
14.00
Argyle (see subclause 12)
36.10
Balladonia
13.60
Barrow Island
23.50
Boulder
5.70
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Town

Per Week
$
Broome
22.20
Bullfinch
6.70
Carnarvon
11.30
Cockatoo Island
24.40
Coolgardie
5.70
Cue
14.20
Dampier
19.20
Denham
11.30
Derby
23.10
Esperance
4.30
Eucla
15.60
Exmouth
19.80
Fitzroy Crossing
27.80
Goldsworthy
12.90
Halls Creek
31.60
Kalbarri
4.70
Kalgoorlie
5.70
Kambalda
5.70
Karratha
22.70
Koolan Island
24.40
Koolyanobbing
6.70
Kununurra
36.10
Laverton
14.10
Learmonth
19.80
Leinster
14.00
Leonora
14.10
Madura
14.60
Marble Bar
34.30
Meekatharra
12.20
Mt Magnet
15.10
Mundrabilla
15.10
Newman
13.40
Norseman
11.70
Nullagine
34.20
Onslow
23.50
Pannawonica
18.00
Paraburdoo
17.80
Port Hedland
19.00
Ravensthorpe
7.50
Roeboume
26.00
Sandstone
14.00
Shark Bay
11.30
Shay Gap
12.90
Southern Cross
6.70
Telfer
31.90
Tbutonic Bore
14.00
Tom Price
17.80
Whim Creek
22.50
Wickham
22.00
Wiluna
14.30
Wittenoom
30.40
Wyndham
34.20
(2) Except as provided in subclause (3) of this clause, an
employee who has:
(a) A dependant shall be paid double the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause;
(b) A partial dependant shall be paid the allowance
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause plus the
difference between that rate and the amount such
partial dependant is receiving by way of a district
or location allowance.
(3) Where an employee:
(a) is provided with board and lodging by his/her
employer, free of charge;
or
(b) is provided with an allowance in lieu of board and
lodging by virtue of the award or an Order or
Agreement made pursuant to the Act;
such employee shall be paid 662/3% of the allowances
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
The provisions of paragraph (b) of this subclause shall
have effect on and from the 24 July 1990.
(4) Except where an employee is eligible for payment of
an additional allowance under subclause (2) of this clause.
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but on 31 December 1987 was in receipt of an amount in
excess of that under General Order 603 of 1987, that
employee shall continue to receive the allowance at the
higher rate until 1 July 1988 when the difference between
the rate being paid and that due under subclause (2) of this
clause shall be reduced by 33 73%; the difference remaining
on 1 January 1989 shall be reduced by 50% from that date
and payment in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause
will be implemented on 1 July 1989.
(5) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, junior
employees, casual employees, part-time employees, apprentices receiving less than adult rate and employees employed
for less than a full week shall receive that proportion of the
location allowance as equates with the proportion that their
wage for ordinary hours that week is to the adult rate for the
work performed.
(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives
payment in lieu of annual leave he/she shall be paid for the
period of such leave the location allowance to which he/she
would ordinarily be entitled.
(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or other
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he/she
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of such
leave he/she remains in the location in which he/she is
employed.
(8) For the purposes of this clause:
(a) "Dependant" shall mean—
(i) a spouse or defacto spouse; or
(ii) a child where there is no spouse or defacto
spouse;
who does not receive a district or location
allowance.
(b) "Partial Dependant" shall mean a "dependant"
as prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause
who receives a district or location allowance
which is less than the location allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause.
(9) Where an employee is employed in a town or location
not specified in this clause the allowance payable for the
purpose of subclause (1) of this clause shall be such amount
as may be agreed between Australian Mines and Metals
Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Western Australia and the Trades and Labor Council of
Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may be
determined by the Commission. Provided that, pending any
such agreement or determination, the allowance payable for
that purpose shall be an amount equivalent to the district
allowance in force under this Award for that town or
location on 1 June 1980.
(10) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of
reducing any 'district allowance' payable to any employee
subject to the provision of this Award whilst that employee
as at 1 June 1980 remains employed by his/her present
employer.
(11) Subject to the making of a General Order pursuant
to s.50 of the Act, that part of each location allowance
representing prices shall be varied from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the 1 st day in July
of each year in accordance with the annual percentage
change in the Consumer Price Index (excluding housing),
for Perth measured to the end of the immediately preceding
March quarter, the calculation to be taken to the nearest ten
cents.
(12) The allowance prescribed for Argyle is equated to
that at Kununurra as an interim allowance. Liberty is
reserved to the parties to apply for a review of the allowance
for Argyle in the light of changed circumstances occurring
after the date of this Order.
27.—Maximum Rate.
Except as provided in Clause 26 of this award the
maximum rate payable under this award shall be double time
and double time and a half for holidays prescribed in this
award.
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28.—Incentive Schemes.
(1) The particulars of the basis of any incentive scheme
shall be supplied upon request to the Secretary of the union.
(2) Adjustments or variations of the basis of any incentive
schemes shall be subject to mutual agreement between the
employer and the employees concerned.
(3) In the event of any disagreement between the
employer and the employees concerned, the matter may be
referred to the Board of Reference by the employer or the
union.
29.—Meal Breaks.
(1) An employee shall not be compelled to work for more
than five hours without a meal interval except where an
alternative arrangement is entered into as a result of
discussions between the employer and an employee and the
majority of employees in the plant or work section
concerned.
(2) The meal break shall not be paid.
(3) The time of taking a scheduled break may be
postponed for one hour by an employer if it is necessary to
do so in order to meet a requirement for continuity of
operations.
30.—Travelling Facilities.
Where an employee is detained at work until it is too late
to travel by the last ordinary bus, train or other regular public
conveyance to his or her usual place of residence, the
employer shall provide proper conveyance to the employee's place of residence free of charge.
31.—Junior Employees' Certificate.
(1) Junior employees upon being engaged shall, if
required, furnish the employer with a certificate containing
the following particulars—
(a) Name in full.
(b) Age and date of birth.
(2) No employee shall have any claim upon an employer
for additional pay in the event of the age of the employee
being wrongly stated on the certificate. If any junior
employee shall wilfully mis-state his/her age in the
certificate he/she alone shall be guilty of a breach of this
award, and in the event of an employee having received a
higher rate than that to which he/she was entitled he/she
shall make restitution to the employer.
The certificate shall be available for inspection by an
accredited representative of the union in the manner which
the Time and Wages Record is open for inspection.
32.—Compassionate Leave.
(1) An employee shall, on the death within Australia of
a wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister, child or
stepchild, be entitled on notice of leave up to and including
the day of the funeral of such relation and such leave shall
be without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the
number of hours worked by the employee in two ordinary
working days. Proof of such death shall be furnished by the
employee to the satisfaction of his/her employer.
(2) Payment in respect of compassionate leave is to be
made only where the employee otherwise would have been
on duty and shall not be granted in any case where the
employee concerned would have been off duty in accordance with his/her roster, or on long service leave, annual
leave, sick leave, workers compensation, leave without pay
or on a public holiday.
33.—Liberty to Apply.
Liberty to apply is granted to the union in respect to clause
7.—Wages, equal pay for female employees and to clause
27.—District Allowance.
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34.—Maternity Leave.
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave.
An employee who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of her
confinement, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she
has had not less than 12 months' continuous service with
that employer immediately preceding the date upon which
she proceeds upon such leave.
For the purposes of this clause:
(a) An employee shall include a part-time employee
but shall not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.
(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity
leave.
(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave.
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the period
of maternity leave shall be for an unbroken period
of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall include a period
of six weeks' compulsory leave to be taken
immediately before the presumed date of confinement and a period of six weeks' compulsory leave
to be taken immediately following confinement.
(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior
to the presumed date of confinement, give notice
in writing to her employer stating the presumed
date of confinement.
(c) An employee shall give not less than four weeks'
notice in writing to her employer of the date upon
which she proposes to commence maternity leave,
stating the period of leave to be taken.
(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulated
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c)
hereof if such failure is occasioned by the
confinement occurring earlier than the presumed
date.
(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job.
Where in the opinion of a duly qualified medical
practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at her
present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it
practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the
conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of
maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee
may, or the employer may require the employee to, take
leave for such period as is certified necessary by a duly
qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated
as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8),
(9) and (10) hereof.
(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave.
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period may be
lengthened once only, save with the agreement of
the employer, by the employee giving not less
than 14 days' notice in writing stating the period
by which the leave is to be lengthened.
(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of the
employer, be shortened by the employee giving
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating the
period by which the leave is to be shortened.
(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave.
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenced,
shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an
employee terminates other than by the birth of a
living child.
(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the birth
of a living child, it shall be the right of the
employee to resume work at a time nominated by
the employer which shall not exceed four weeks
from the date of notice in writing by the employee
to the employer that she desires to resume work.
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(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave.
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then on
maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other
than by the birth of a living child then—
(i) she shall be entitled to such period of unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity
leave) as a duly qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to
work, or
(ii) for illness other than the normal consequences of confinement she shall be entitled,
either in lieu of or in addition to special
maternity leave, to such paid sick leave as to
which she is then entitled and which a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as
necessary before her return to work.
(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be
known as special maternity leave) as a duly
qualified medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her return to work, provided that the
aggregate of paid sick leave, special maternity
leave and maternity leave shall not exceed 52
weeks.
(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9)
hereof, maternity leave shall include special
maternity leave.
(d) An employee returning to work after the completion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this
subclause shall be entitled to the position which
she held immediately before proceeding on such
leave or, in the case of an employee who was
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3),
to the position she held immediately before such
transfer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available, for which the
employee is qualified and the duties of which she
is capable of performing, she shall be entitled to
a position as nearly comparable in status and
salary or wage to that of her former position.
(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements.
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed
52 weeks.
(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction
with maternity leave, take any annual leave or
long service leave or any part thereof to which she
is then entitled.
(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long service
leave), shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.
(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment.
Notwithstanding any award, or other provision to the
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of the award.
(9) Tfermination of Employment.
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate
her employment at any time during the period of
leave by notice given in accordance with this
award.
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment
of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or
of her absence on maternity leave, but otherwise
the rights of an employer in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.
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(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave.
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of
returning to her work by notice in writing to the
employer given not less than four weeks prior to
the expiration of her period of maternity leave.
(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled
to the position which she held immediately before
proceeding on maternity leave or, in the case of
an employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (3), to the position which
she held immediately before such transfer. Where
such position no longer exists but there are other
positions available for which the employee is
qualified and the duties of which she is capable
of performing, she shall be entitled to a position
as nearly comparable in status and salary or wage
to that of her former position.
(11) Replacement Employees.
(a) A replacement employee is an employee specifically engaged as a result of an employee proceeding on maternity leave.
(b) Before an employer engages a replacement employee under this subclause, the employer shall
inform that person of the temporary nature of the
employment and of the rights of the employee
who is being replaced.
(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace
an employee temporarily promoted or transferred
in order to replace an employee exercising her
rights under this clause, the employer shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the
promotion or transfer and of the rights of the
employee who is being replaced.
(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be
construed as requiring an employer to engage a
replacement employee.
(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to
any of the rights conferred by this clause except
where her employment continues beyond the 12
months qualifying period.
35.—Enterprise Agreements.
(1) (a) Where agreement is reached between the employer, the employees and the Union concerning the
working arrangements to be followed within the respondent
employer's factory, workshop, department or section thereof
the provisions of this award may be varied in any manner
as agreed.
Provided that the term "working arrangement" shall
mean all aspects of the employer's establishment that are
subject to conditions covered by this award.
(b) Provided that the Union will not unreasonably
withhold agreement to such proposed alternative working
arrangements.
(2) Any agreement concluded pursuant to subclause (1)
of this Clause shall be submitted to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for inclusion within this
award as an Appendix to this award.
(3) Any dispute with regard to the implementation of
agreements reached pursuant to this Clause or matters to
which the parties cannot reach agreement may be referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
for determination.
Schedule of Respondents.
Markwell Ross Fisheries, Pty Ltd., 7 Cleaver Street, West
Perth 6005
Cray Boats CO-Op Pty Ltd, 8 Ahoy Road, Coogee.
M.G. Kailis Pty Ltd, Back Beach Road, Dongara.
Nor West Whaling Company, 152 High Street, Fremantle.

Geraldton Fisherman's Co-Op., Ocean Street, Geraldton.
Golden Gleam Fish Processing Co. Pty. Ltd., Augustus
Street, Geraldton
James Bowes Pty. Ltd., Marine Terrace, Geraldton.
Oyster Beds Pty. Ltd., 14 Mouat Street, Fremantle.
Dated at Perth this 4th day of May, 1978.

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL
Boardwestern AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Section 80(1)—Appeal to the Public
Service Appeal Board
Mr C.M. Oosterwaal
and
The Public Service Commissioner.
No. PSAB 26 of 1993.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS—CHAIRPERSON.
MR R. DEVLIN—MEMBER.
MR A. MATHIE—MEMBER.
2 February 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The appellant seeks reinstatement
to the position of Vehicle Examiner in the sub-Department
of Police Licensing and Services. He had some sixteen years
in the position prior to being dismissed for misconduct on
20 October 1993.
The first charges of misconduct were brought to the
Appellant's attention on 30 March 1993 and he was
suspended with pay. On 6 May, the Director of the
sub-Department withdrew the original charges and substituted a more particularised set of charges, covering in
essence the same ground. After due investigation, the
Director, Mr Cunningham advised Mr Oosterwaal that he
had found him guilty of the offences specified. He altered
the suspension to 'without pay' with effect from 24 May
1993 and recommended to the Public Service Commissioner
that a dismissal should be effected.
Officers of the Public Service Commission (hereinafter
called P.S.C.) conducted a painstaking review and further
investigation of all relevant matters. Mr Oosterwaal was
given every opportunity at each stage of proceedings to
present his own side of the story and to be accompanied by
an adviser if he so wished. There can be no suggestion that
he was denied natural justice or the benefit of due process.
It was the evidence of Inspector R.K. Gardiner of the
Police Internal Affairs Unit that he had carried out an
extensive investigation of the relationship of Mr Oosterwaal
with used car dealers, Lindsay Youd and Peter Long. The
activities uncovered were such that he discussed with the
Department of the Public Prosecutor the viability of laying
criminal charges of fraud and corruption. The standard of
proof required to sustain such charges, "beyond reasonable
doubt" could not be supported by the evidence available,
so prosecutions did not proceed. The information was
conveyed to Mr Cunningham for his determination as to
whether to proceed with charges under the Public Service
Act where of course the standard of proof is 'on the balance
of probability'.
At the end of the day this Board is convinced on the
balance of probability that the Appellant is guilty of all the
offences with which he has been charged. The offences
were:—
Conflict of Interest—He was clearly involved in the
questionable business enterprise of importing and selling

used cars from Japan. In his capacity as a Vehicle Examiner
he examined and passed as roadworthy, some vehicles in the
sale of which he had been involved.
Engaging in a Private Business without Authorisation—
Of itself, this offence would not support a severe penalty but
it seems to the Board that the P.S.C. might well issue a
timely reminder to public servants and government officers
generally of their responsibilities in this regard.
Falsely Recording Non-Existent Defects—This is a most
serious breach of trust for an officer working as a Vehicle
Examiner. Along with Omitting to Record Existent Defects—it is impossible to ignore the inference that the
Appellant was deliberately using his position to manipulate
the inspection procedures and help his friend Peter Long of
People's Motor Wholesale to avoid his responsibilities as a
licensed dealer.
It is in the public interest that the details of Mr
Oosterwaal's 'scam' be given some airing. From the
evidence, it is clear that Mr Long was in the habit of taking
his used cars requiring inspection to whichever centre Mr
Oosterwaal was appointed to at the time. On occasion, he
would drive past two other centres to reach Mr Oosterwaal's
workplace. There is no suggestion that they could manipulate the waiting system to ensure that all of Long's cars were
inspected by Oosterwaal, but he did deal with a significant
number.
There is a used car dealers section of the Licensing
Department, which conducts random spot checks on cars in
dealers' yards. These examiners do a preliminary check on
the cars and apply a green sticker and issue a work order as
soon as a serious defect is found. They do not complete a
comprehensive examination because the dealer has the
responsibility to carry out the repairs as per the work order
then to present the car to a centre for inspection. Here the
work order will be 'signed off by an Examiner and a
thorough examination undertaken to identify any further
defects. These further defects generate the issuance of a
Vehicle Examination Report which is a further work order.
That second order, after the repairs are done, is to be
discharged by an Examiner following further inspection at
a centre.
The investigation revealed that Oosterwaal developed the
practice of ignoring the major faults which had caused the
green sticker to be applied to Long's cars. He wrote a further
report which referred to minor items, easily repaired and in
some cases non-existent defects. It was an easy matter for
the dealer to return for a further inspection with the 'soft'
or spurious report from Oosterwaal teing readily signed off
by another Examiner. The original work order apparently
became buried in the system for the time being.
If the Board accepted the Appellant's potestations that the
ignoring of major defects was the product of a genuine
difference in opinion or judgement from one Examiner to
another and that he was at all times honest and true then he
is still faced with the problem that his failure to properly
examine those cars which already had earned a green sticker
was a gross incompetence or dereliction of duty, of itself
good cause for dismissal.
In light of the evidence of his skills and competence as
a mechanic and examiner we are forced to the conclusion
that he is dishonest and that his continuing employment
would be an affront to the integrity of the public service.
It is clear too from the evidence that he used his
knowledge of the licensing system to delay or avoid
payment of stamp duty and fees.
It is the unanimous decision of this Board that the Appeal
be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr C. Oosterwaal on his own behalf.
Ms C. Hudson on behalf of the Respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Section 80(1)—Appeal to the Public
Service Appeal Board.
Mr C.M. Oosterwaal
and
The Public Service Commissioner.
No. PSAB 26 of 1993.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS—CHAIRPERSON.
MR R. DEVLIN—MEMBER.
MR A. MATHIE—MEMBER.
2 February 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr C. Oosterwaal on his own behalf and
Ms C. Hudson on behalf of the Respondent, the Board,
pursuant to the powers conferred under S.80I of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders:—
That the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Chairperson of the Board.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Section 80(1)—Appeal to the Public
Service Appeal Board
Richard Seghini
and
Public Service Commissioner
No. PSAB 25 of 1993.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS—CHAIRPERSON
MR B. BEAVER—MEMBER
MR J. KAUB—MEMBER
18 January 1994.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This was an appeal by Mr R.G.
Seghini against the termination of his employment at
Homeswest which termination was formalised by letter from
the Public Service Commissioner to the Appellant, dated 13
September 1993. The text of that letter is self explanatory
and revealing, so it is useful to reproduce it herewith:—
"It has now been 15 years since you became an
officer of the Public Service under the Public Service
Act 1978.
In 1983 you were transferred to Homeswest. Since
joining Homeswest approximately 10 years ago you
have been absent for all except 4 months of that period.
Most recently you last attended at Homeswest some 5
years and 6 months ago.
All annual leave, short leave, long service leave and
sick leave has been exhausted and you have been on
sick leave without pay for most of your time with
Homeswest.
I now regard your employment as an officer of the
Public Service of Western Australia as at an end as a
consequence of your incapacitation through illness.
You are obviously unable to perform the work required
of you as a clerical officer in Homeswest. Accordingly,
I notify you that I now treat your employment as an
officer under the Public Service Act 1978 as wholly
frustrated as a consequence of your continuing illness."
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The evidence presented to the Board confirms the
assertions made in that letter and Mr Hooker, who appeared
for the Respondent, submitted that in effect there was no
case to answer in these proceedings because there had been
no dismissal. The continuing incapacity of the Appellant to
work at his assigned duties had frustrated the contract of
employment so that the operation of the law had brought that
contract to an end. He relied upon the decision of the
National Industrial Relations Court in Marshall v. Harland
& Wolff Ltd and Anor [1972] 2 A11 ER 715, along with
other references, as authority for that proposition. The dicta
of that decision were quoted at length and discussed by
Gregor C. in F.M.W.U. v. Undercliffe Hospital (1992) 71
WAIG 1663.
It is this Board's view that the circumstances of Mr
Seghini's 'employment' fit squarely within the principles
enunciated by the authorities (supra) and we would dismiss
the appeal, as suggested by Mr Hooker, for want of
jurisdiction.
It was necessary to hear the submissions and evidence
presented by the parties and on the basis of the facts
disclosed we are of the view that the appeal was, in any
event, totally lacking in merit. There is no basis for the
Appellant to claim that he has been treated with anything
other than complete sensitivity, understanding and sympathy throughout the period of his attachment to the workforce
of Homeswest.
The history of Mr Seghini's sojourn in the Western
Australian Public Service is, I sincerely hope, so unusual
that it should be outlined in these reasons if only to provide
some useful information to practitioners in the field of
human resource management.
He was a trainee technician with Telecom in 1975 when,
in May of that year, he fell about 5 feet from a ladder,
landing on his feet and sustaining a lower back injury. As
a result of that injury he became eligible for a Commonwealth workers' compensation payment and he has continued to receive that payment on all occasions when he has
not been in paid employment throughout the intervening
period. He resigned from Telecom in December 1976.
In February 1978, Mr Seghini, whose wife was a public
servant, gained a position as a courier at Hospital and Allied
Services. In February 1979 his appointment as a permanent
officer was confirmed. He says that the employing agency
had a policy of assisting disabled workers and it was well
known at the time that he suffered from a permanent injury.
During 1981 and the early part of 1982 the records reveal
that the Appellant used some 16 weeks of sick leave. In
March 1982, he was transferred to the Public Works
Department where 4 days of sick leave were recorded in six
months. One notes in passing that he obtained, in June 1981,
a medical certificate supporting his membership of the State
Government Superannuation Fund. The medical practitioner
attested that he was "...not suffering from any physical or
mental defect which is likely to render him incapable, before
attaining the maximum age for retirement, of performing his
duties...".
On 30 August 1982, he was transferred to the Education
Department. During 9 months in that office, some 12 weeks
of sick leave are recorded. In February 1983 the Public
Service Board was requested to take appropriate action to
alleviate the problem situation which arose from Mr
Seghini's frequent absences. In June 1983, he was transferred to Homeswest with a request that his performance and
attendance be closely monitored. This was apparently
carried out, with the result that in June 1984 the P.S.B. was
requested by Homeswest to replace Mr Seghini with a
suitable officer because his lengthy absences created a
serious staffing problem. He had been absent for 17572 days
in a period of 250 days.
Homeswest moved him through several sections in
attempts to minimise the disruptions caused by his frequent
absences. He was in the Victoria Park office until October
1985. There followed two months in the Settlement section,
two weeks in Management Information and from January
1986 to February 1988 he was nominally employed in the
Library.
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There is evidence that at least one recommendation was
made regarding the withholding of a salary increment but
after some protest from the appellant the increase was
granted. It is also noted that much of the sick leave taken
was without pay as the normal entitlements were quickly
exhausted.
Administrative Instruction 610 provides the special
provision for Sick Leave Without Pay to have no effect on
incremental increase dates.
Speaking for myself alone, I am constrained to remark
that Mr Seghini's progression through a range of salary
increments provides yet another example of the lack of
reason or logic readily apparent in the current award
entitlements to annual salary increments in the public sector.
I do not quibble with the concept that on the job experience
contributes to increasing effectiveness and ability to perform
an officer's assigned tasks. That concept provides the basis
in logic for incremental salary progression to be awarded in
recognition of increasing work value. It seems to me
axiomatic then, that one qualifies for an annual increase by
working at the job, not by merely growing older. It is surely
proper then to require a part-time employee to perform the
equivalent of a year's work before gaining an 'annual'
increment. In the same vein, it is difficult to imagine how
Mr Seghini's work value could have increased, by virtue of
on the job experience, when he was so rarely present at the
workplace.
When Mr Amautovic, who gave evidence to the Board,
became Human Resource Manager at Homeswest in January
1988, to his credit, he set about the task of rationalising Mr
Seghini's employment situation. He sought complete medical advice with a view to either a full resumption of useful
duties which would not further exacerbate the injury or,
failing that, possible retirement on grounds of ill health.
The evidence is that the appellant did not again report for
work after 8 February 1988. Homeswest records indicate
that he was attached to that agency for 10 years 3 months.
During that time he was on sick leave with or without pay
for 8 years 7 months. He took 3 months' long service leave,
4 months 13 days of annual leave and 11 days of short leave.
Presumably the latter periods of leave were on full pay.
At the end of the day, in light of the full history of the
appellant's 'employment' in the Western Australian Public
Service it would be inconceivable by any standards of equity
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and good conscience to conclude that Mr Seghini has
suffered unfair, harsh or unconscionable treatment. It did not
become apparent throughout the proceedings what he had
hoped to gain from prosecuting an appeal, given that he had
not reported for work for five and a half years. One can only
regret the useful time which has been wasted by several busy
officers who have been required to defend an appeal which
can at best be described as frivolous and at worst threatens
to bring into disrepute an appeal right which is an important
industrial condition of the vast majority of dedicated and
industrious government officers.
Appearances: Mr R. Seghini appeared on his own behalf.
Mr Hooker (of counsel) appeared on behalf of the
Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Section 80(1)—Appeal to the Public
Service Appeal Board
Richard Seghini
and
Public Service Commissioner
No. PSAB 25 of 1993.
PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
COMMISSIONER J.A. NEGUS—CHAIRPERSON
MR B. BEAVER—MEMBER
MR J. KAUB—MEMBER
18 January 1994.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr R. Seghini on his own behalf and Mr
Hooker (of counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the Board,
pursuant to the powers conferred under S.80I of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders:—
That the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS,
[L.S.]
Commissioner,
Chairperson of the Board.

File No.

Date Lodged

Decision

PSA 209/92
PSA 40/92
PSA 39/92
PSA 131/93
PSA 85/91
PSA 145/93
PSA 200/93
PSA 201/93
PSA 203/93
PSA 202/93
PSA 65/93
PSA 109/93
PSA 4/93
PSA 146/93
PSA 51/93
PSA 199/93
PSA 206/92
PSA 130/93
PSA 36/93
PSA 37/93
PSA 40/93

18/09/92
27/02/93
27/12/92
03/08/93
25/09/91
27/08/93
14/09/93
14/09/93
14/09/93
15/09/93
20/05/93
21/06/93
25/01/93
31/10/93
27/04/93
14/09/93
20/08/92
30/07/93
07/04/93
07/04/93
07/04/93

Discontinued
Discontinued
Discontinued
Reclassified
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Reclassified
Dismissed
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed
Dismissed

Effective
Date

Fmalisation
Date
27/10/93
27/10/93
27/10/93
29/10/93
28/10/93
03/11/93
09/11/93
12/11/93
11/11/93
15/11/93
12/11/93
12/11/93
22/11/93
29/11/93
29/11/93
26/11/93
07/12/93
07/12/93
22/12/93
22/12/93
22/12/93
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RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION
BOARD—
Matters dealt with—
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENTRENEWAL AGREEMENT
No. RGB Ag I of 1993.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
West Australian Railways Officers' Union
No. RGB AG 1 of 1993.
RAILWAY RECLASSIFICATION BOARD.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING. CHAIRMAN.
MR D. MUNYARD, MEMBER.
MR P. BOTHWELL, MEMBER.
22 December 1993.
Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application the parties
seek to register an industrial agreement, the sole import of
which is to "renew" the Westrail Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1992 until 13 September 1994. That Agreement
was expressed to remain in force for a period of 12 months
from the date it was "approved and ratified" by the
Commission. That occurred formally, at least so far as the
Agreement affected these parties, on 18 February last.
There is no reason why the Agreement now before the
Board should not be registered. Indeed, section 41(2) of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979, as amended, requires that the
Commission register it. In the circumstances, we intend to
order that it be registered.
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Appearances: Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf of the
Applicant.
Mr G.F. Whiteaker on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Government Railways Commission
and
West Australian Railways Officers' Union
No. RGB AG 1 of 1993.
Westrail Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1992
No. RCB AG 1 of 1992.
RAILWAY RECLASSIFICATION BOARD.
COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING, CHAIRMAN.
MR D. MUNYARD, MEMBER.
MR P. BOTHWELL. MEMBER.
22 December 1993.
Order.
HAVING heard Mr D.F. Johnston on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr G.F. Whiteaker on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby
orders—
That the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement—Renewal Agreement, made between the parties on or
about the 22nd day of December, 1993, and the subject
of the application as amended, be registered as an
industrial agreement under the Industrial Relations Act
1979.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING.
[L.S.]
Commissioner.

